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San Francisco

Law Library

EXTRACT FROM BY-LAWS

Section 9. No book shall, at any time, be taken from the

Library Room to any other place than to some court room of a

Court of Record, State or Federal, in the City of San Francisco,

or to the Chambers of a Judge of such Court of Record, and

then only upon the accountable receipt of some person entitled

to the use of the Library. Every such book so taken from the

Library, shall be returned on the same day, and in default of

such return the party taking the same shall be suspended from

all use and privileges of the Library until the return of the book

or full compensation is made therefor to the satisfaction of the

Trustees.

Sec. n. No books shall have the leaves folded down, or be

marked, dog-eared, or otherwise soiled, defaced or injured. Any
party violating this provision, shall be liable to pay a sum not

exceeding the value of the book, or to replace the volume by a

new one, at the discretion of the Trustees or Executive Commit-

tee, and shall be liable to be suspended from all use of the

Library till any order of the Trustees or Executive Committee

in the premises shall be fully complied with to the satisfaction

of such Trustees or Executive Committee.
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ATTORNEYS

EDWARD I. BARRY, Esq.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON & BARRY,
Esqs.,

Mills Tower,

San Francisco, Calif.

Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Appellants.

FREDERIC E. SUPPLE, Esq.,

COOLEY, CROWLEY & SUPPLE, Esqs.,

206 Sansome St.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Attorneys for Defendant and Appellee.

In the District Court of the United States, in and

for the Northern District of California,

Southern Division.

No. 19322-K

ALBERT Z. EDDY, ALBERT P. EDDY
RAYMOND E. EDDY, and GLADYS KANE,

Plaintiffs,

V.

NATIONAL UNION INDEMNITY COMPANY,
a corporation,

Defendant.

COMPLAINT UPON INSURANCE POLICY

Plaintiffs complain of defendant and for cause

of action against defendant allege the following

facts

:
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I.

Mary Elizabeth Eddy died intestate in the City

and County of San Francisco, State of California,

on the 23rd day of June, 1931, being at the time of

her death a resident thereof and leaving estate

therein.

Mary Elizabeth Eddy was married at the time of

her death and left her surviving as her only heirs

at law plaintiffs Albert Z. Eddy her husband;

Gladys Kane, her daughter; Albert P. Eddy, her

son, and Raymond E. Eddy, her son. All of the

heirs mentioned herein were on the 22nd day of

June, 1931, over the age of twenty-one years.

II.

At all of the times herein mentioned, defendant

was, ever since has been and now is a corporation,

organized and existing under and hy virtue of the

laws of the State of [1*] Pennsylvania, with its

principal place of business in the City of Pitts-

burgh in said state, and was at all of the times

herein mentioned, and now is engaged, among other

activities, in issuing automobile indemnity insurance

in favor of owners and operators of automobiles in

the State of California and elsewhere.

III.

On the 22nd day of June, 1931, and at all of the

times herein mentioned one, Fred R. Carfagni, was

the owner of a certain Lincoln automobile.

*Page numbering appearing at the foot of page of original certified

Transcript of Eecord.
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On or about the 13th day of May, 1931, said de-

fendant issued to said Fred R. Carfagni its cer-

tain policy of automobile public liability insurance

No. 627,670, wherein and whereby said defendant

agreed to insure said Fred R. Carfagni against

liability arising from any legal liability of said Fred

R. Carfagni to others for bodily injury accidentally

sustained, including death at any time resulting

therefrom, on account of any accident due to the

ownership, maintenance or use of said automobile.

Said policy of automobile public liability insur-

ance issued as aforesaid by defendant to said Fred

R. Carfagni was in full force and effect on the 22nd

day of June, 1931.

IV.

Said policy of automobile public liability insur-

ance further provided that defendant's limit of lia-

bility on account of one person injured or killed

should be $15,000.00, together with court costs and

interest, and, subject to the same limit for each

person, that said defendant's total liability on ac-

count of any one accident so injuring or killing

more than one person should be $30,000, together

with court costs and interest, [2]

V.

Said policy of automobile public liability insur-

ance further provided that defendant is bound to

the extent of its liability under said policy to i3ay

and satisfy and protect said Fred R. Carfagni

againwt the levy of execution upon any final judg-
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merit that may be recovered upon any claim cov-

ered by said policy as in the policy set forth and

limited, and that an action may be maintained upon

such judgment by the injured person or persons or

such other party or parties in whom the right of

action vests, to enforce such liability of defendant

as in the policy set forth and limited.

VI.

On the 22d day of June, 1931, said Fred R.

Carfagni so negligently and carelessly operated said

automobile into and across the intersection of Lake

Street and Park Presidio Drive in the City and

County of San Francisco, State of California, as to

cause said Lincoln automobile to violently collide

with an automobile in which Mary Elizabeth Eddy

was riding as a guest of Albert Z. Eddy, the opera-

tor of said last mentioned automobile, and as a

result of said collision by the aforementioned auto-

mobiles, and of such carelessness and negligence

upon the jDart of said Fred R. Carfagni in the

operation of said Lincoln automobile, and Mary

Elizabeth Eddy suffered bodily injuries by reason

of which she thereafter and on the 23d day of June,

1931, died.

VII.

Thereafter Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P. Eddy, Ray-

mond E. Eddy, and Gladys Kane, the only heirs at

law surviving said Mary Elizabeth Eddy, deceased,

as aforesaid, commenced and prosecuted an action

in the Superior Court of the State of California,
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ill and for the City and County of San Francisco,

against said Fred R. Carfagni to recover damages

suffered by [3] said Albert Z. Eddy, the husband of

Mary Elizabeth Eddy, deceased, and by Albert P.

Eddy, Raymond E. Eddy, and Gladys Kane, the

children of said Mary Elizabeth Eddy, deceased,

as a result of her death, which said action was num-

bered 229,113 in the records of said court. Said

action was thereafter regularly tried and resulted

in a judgment being rendered on the 2d day of June,

1932, in favor of said heirs at law of said Mary

Elizabeth Eddy, deceased, and against Fred R.

Carfagni in the sum of $15,900, together with taxed

court costs in the sum of $147.90. Said judgment

was entered and docketed in the office of the Clerk

of the above entitled Court on the 3d day of June,

1932, and said judgment ever since has been and

now is wholly unsatisfied and unpaid. No appeal

has been taken from said judgment, and the same

has become and is final.

VIII.

On the 22d day of June, 1931 and at all times

since said date, said Fred R. Carfagni was and is

insolvent and unable to pay said judgment or any

part thereof.

On the 11th day of August, 1932, said Albert Z.

Eddy, Albert P. Eddy, Raymond E. Eddy and

Gladys Kane, the above named plaintiffs, as sole heirs

at law of said Elizabeth Eddy, deceased, caused a

writ of execution to be issued by the Clerk of the

above entitled court in said action, in which said judg-
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ment was rendered in their favor and against said

Fred R. Carfagni, as aforesaid, said writ of execu-

tion being directed against the property of said

Fred R. Carfagni for the purpose of satisfying said

judgment against him. Thereafter and on said 11th

day of August, 1932, the above named plaintiffs

placed said writ of execution in the hands of the

Sheriff of the City and County of San Francisco,

State of California, with instructions to levy the

same upon and against all property of said Fred R.

Carfagni for the [4] purpose of satisfying said

judgment. Thereafter, and on or about the 1st day

of September, 1932, said Sheriff, because of the in-

solvency of said Fred R. Carfagni, returned said

writ of execution to the clerk of the above entitled

court wholly unsatisfied.

IX.

By reason of the foregoing facts, there is now

due, owing and unpaid from said defendant to said

plaintiffs the sum of $15,147.90, together ^^dth in-

terest on said sum from June 3rd, 1932, at the rate

of 7% per annum, no part of which has been paid.

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray judgment against

defendant for the sum of $15,147.90, with interest on

said sum from June 3rd, 1932, at the rate of 7%
per annum, and for costs of suit.

Dated : September 7th, 1932.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON & BARRY
Attorneys for Plaintiffs. [5]
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State of California,

City and County of San Francisco.—ss.

ALBERT Z. EDDY, being first duly sworn, de-

poses and says

:

That he is one of the plaintiffs named in the fore-

going Complaint npon Insurance Policy; that he

has read said comijlaint and knows the contents

thereof, and that the same is true of his own knowl-

edge, except as to those matters therein stated on

information or belief, and as to those matters that

he believes it to be true.

A. Z. EDDY

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day

of September, 1932.

[Seal] GEO. A. STOCKFLETH
Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

[Endorsed] : Filed Sep 17 1932. [6]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

SUMMONS.

The President of the United States of America

To National Union Indemnity Company, a cor-

poration, Defendant.

YOU ARE HEREBY DIRECTED TO AP-

PEAR AND ANSWER the Complaint in an action

entitled as above, brought against you in the Dis-

trict Court of the United States in and for North-

ern District of California, Southern Division, within

ten days after the service on you of this Summons,

if served within this county, or within thirty days if

served elsewhere.

And you are hereby notified that unless you ap-

pear and answer as above required the said Plain-

tiff will take judgment for any money or damages

demanded in the Complaint, as arising upon con-

tract or will apply to the Court for any other

relief demanded in the Complaint.

WITNESS the Honorable FRANK H. KERRI-
GAN, Judge of said District Court, this 17th day

of September in the year of our Lord one thousand

nine hundred and thirty-two and of our independ-

ence the one hundred and fifty-seventh.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING
Clerk.

ByB. E. O'HARA,
Deputy Clerk. [7]

United States Marshal's Office

Northern District of California

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I received the with-

in writ on the 21st day of Sept. 1932, and personally
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served the same on the 21st day of Sept., 1932, upon

National Union Indemnity Co. by delivering to, and

leaving with John P. Breeden, Manager said de-

fendant named therein personally, at the City and

County of S. F. in said District a copy thereof, to-

gether with a copy of the Complaint, to by

attached thereto.

FRED L. ESOLA
U. S. Marshal

By Harold Friedenberg

Office Deputy.

San Francisco, Sept. 22, 1932.

[Endorsed] : Filed Sep. 22, 1932.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ANSWER AND WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL.

Defendant, for its answer to the complaint in the

above entitled action, admits, denies and alleges as

follows

:

I.

Defendant has no information or belief sufficient

to enable it to answer any of the allegations con-

tained in paragraphs I, VI, VII and VIII of said

complaint and, basing its denial thereof upon that

ground, defendant denies generally and specifically

each and every allegation contained in said para-

graphs I, VI, VII and VIII of said complaint.
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11.

Defendant has no information or belief sufficient

to enable it to answer any of the following allega-

tions contained in paragraph III of said complaint

and, basing its denial thereof upon that groimd,

defendant denies each and every one of the follow-

ing allegations:

"On the 22nd day of June, 1931, and at all

of the times herein mentioned one, Fred R.

Carfagni, was the owner of a certain Lincoln

automobile."

Defendant denies generally and specifically each

and every part of the following allegations con-

tained in paragraph III of said complaint

:

"On or about the 13th day of May, 1931,

said defendant issued to said Fred R. Carfagni

its certain policy of automobile i^ublic liability

insurance No. 627,670, Avherein and whereby

said defendant agreed to insure said Fred R.

Carfagni against liability arising from any

legal liability of said Fred R. Carfagni to

others for bodily injury accidentally sustained,

including death at any time resulting there-

^ from, on account of any accident due to the

ownership, maintenance or use of said auto-

mobile.
* Said policy of automobile public liability in-

'' surance issued as aforesaid by defendant to

said Fred R. Carfagni was in full force and

effect on the 22nd day of June, 1931." [8]
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In this connection, defendant alleges that upon

the statement that no company had ever cancelled

any kind of automobile insurance for said Fred R.

Carfagiii it did issue its insurance policy No. 627,-

670 to said Fred R. Carfagni, but denies that by

said insurance policy, or otherwise, it agreed to

''insure said Fred R. Carfagni against liability

arising from any legal liability of said Fred R.

Carfagni to others for bodily injury"; and, in this

connection, alleges that said policy provided that

said defendant would insure the said Fred R. Car-

fagni "against loss and/or expense resulting from

claims upon the assured for damages on account of

bodily injuries, including death."

III.

For its answer to paragraph IV of said com-

plaint, defendant admits that the limit of its lia-

bility, as stated in said policy of insurance, was

$15,000, on account of one person injured or killed,

together with court costs and interest upon a judg-

ment, and that its limit on account of any one ac-

cident injuring or killing more than one person

was stated to be $30,000., but denies that it thereby

assumed any liability to plaintiffs, or any of them,

and denies that no company had ever cancelled any

kind of automobile insurance for the said Fred R.

Carfagni during the three years ]3rior to the issu-

ance of said policy.

IV.

For its answer to paragraph V of said complaint,

defendant alleges that no liability ever arose under
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said policy by reason of the falsity and breach of

the warranty mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

V.

Defendant denies generally and specifically each

and every allegation contained in paragraph IX of

said [9] complaint, and denies that there is now

due or owing or unpaid from defendant to plaintiffs,

or to any of them, the sum of $15,147.90, or any

other sum whatsoever.

VI.

AS AND FOR A FURTHER AND SEPARATE
DEFENSE, DEFENDANT ALLEGES THE
FOLLOWING FACTS: That the policy of insur-

ance issued by this defendant to said Fred R.

Carfagni on or about May 13, 1931, as alleged in

said complaint, was issued, as stated in said policy,

*'in consideration of the premium herein, the Sched-

ule of Declarations and compliance with the pro-

visions hereinafter mentioned"; that subdivision J

of the provisions of said policy provided as follows

:

"J. Declarations. The several statements in

the declarations are hereby made a part of

this policy and are warranted by the assured to

be true.";

that statement numbered 9 in said Schedule of Dec-

larations of said policy of insurance so issued to

said Fred R. Carfagni was as follows

:

"9. No company has cancelled or refused to

;^ issue any kind of automobile insurance for the
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assured during the past three years, except as

follows: NO EXCEPTIONS."

The said statement, as defendant is informed and

believes and therefore alleges, was untrue in that

The Home Accident Insurance Company issued an

automobile insurance policy to said Fred R. Car-

fagni on or about July 27, 1928 and cancelled it

on or about August 15, 1928 and that American

Indemnity Company issued an automobile insur-

ance policy to said Fred R. Carfagni on or about

October 5, 1928 and cancelled it on or about June

11, 1929; that defendant is further informed and

believes and therefore alleges that American Auto-

mobile Insurance Company and Security Insurance

Company of California had, each, cancelled an auto-

mobile insurance policy issued to said Fred R.

Carfagni prior to [10] May 13, 1931 but that de-

fendant has not yet been able to ascertain the dates

of said cancellations; that defendant is informed

and believes and therefore alleges that each and all

of said insurance policies were cancelled by said

insurance companies because said Fred R. Carfagni

had had numerous automobile accidents and was

considered by said insurance companies to be an ex-

tremely bad risk.

That by reason of said false warranty contained

in said statement 9 of said Schedule of Declarations,

the said policy was void from its date of issuance

and said policy never attached to any of the risks

therein mentioned.
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VII.

AS AND FOE A FUETHEE AND SEP-

AEATE DEFENSE, DEFENDANT ALLEGES
that said Fred E. Carfagni in procuring and ac-

cepting said policy of insurance from defendant

represented and warranted to defendant that no

company had cancelled any kind of automobile in-

surance for him, as is more particularly set forth

in the preceding paragraph of this answer, the al-

legations of which are hereby referred to and made

a part of this separate defense; that, as defendant

is informed and believes and therefore alleges, said

warranty was false and known to said Fred B.

Carfagni to be false at the time he procured and

accepted said policy of insurance; that on or about

June 30, 1931, defendant learned of the falsity of

said warranty and forthwith advised said Fred E.

Carfagni that said policy was void from its incep-

tion and that it would accept no liability under it.

and tendered and offered to restore to said Fred B.

Carfagni the full amount of the prelum upon said

policy.

WHEEEFOEE, defendant prays that plaintiffs

take nothing by their complaint herein, and that

defendant have [11] judgment for its costs of suit

herein incurred.

A. E. COOLEY
LOUIS Y. CEOWLEY
FEEDEEIC E. SUPPLE

Attorneys for Defendant.
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Defendant hereby waives a trial hy jnry of the

above-entitled action.

A. E. COOLEY
LOUIS V. CROWLEY
FREDERIC E. SUPPLE

Attorneys for Defendant.

State of California,

City and County of San Francisco—ss.

JOHN P. BREEDEN, being first duly sworn, de-

poses and says

:

That he is an officer, to-wit, Manager of Pacific

Coast Department, of National Union Indemnity

Company, the defendant herein, and, as such officer,

makes this verification for and on its behalf; that

he has read the foregoing Answer and knows the

contents thereof; that the same is true of his own

knowledge, except as to the matters and things

which are therein stated on information and belief,

and, as to such matters and things, that he believes

the same to be true.

JOHN P. BREEDEN
Subscribed and sw^orn to before me this 9th day

of November, 1932.

[Seal] DOROTHY H. McLENNAN
Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

Receipt of a copy of the within Answer and

Waiver of Jury Trial is hereby admitted this lOtli

day of November, 1932.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON & BARRY
Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov 10 1932 [12]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER FOR
JUDGMENT

The evidence in this case shows that the defend-

ant insurance corporation had knowledge of the can-

cellations of the policies issued to Dr. Carfagni by

the Home Accident Insurance Company and the

American Indemnity Company at the time it issued

the policy in suit on May 13, 1931, within the period

of three years before the issuance of the policy.

If this case were being tried in the California State

Court I should be bound to hold that issuance of

the policy with the knowledge of the prior cancel-

lations constituted a waiver of declaration No. 9 in

the policy and that plaintiffs should recover. Since,

however, this is a case in the Federal Court I am
bound by the law as declared by the United States

Supreme Court that such a warranty can only be

waived by a writing executed by the proper officers

of the insurance company. There is no such writing

introduced in evidence in this case, and plaintiffs

are not entitled to recover. Let judgment be entered

for the defendant with costs. It is ordered that

findings of fact and conclusions of law be presented

by the attorney for the defendant embodying the

views herein expressed. In accordance with a re-

quest from the Circuit Court of Appeals of this

Ninth Circuit, it is ordered that the findings of

fact be in narrative form.

Dated this 1st day of March, 1933.

KERRIGAN
U. S. District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed March 1st 1933. [13]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW.

The above entitled cause came on regularly for

trial on the 10th day of February, 1933, before

Honorable Frank H. Kerrigan, Judge presiding,

the Court, sitting without a jury, a jury having been

expressly waived by written stipulation between the

parties, filed with the Clerk before trial and intro-

duced in evidence at said trial, and a request for

special findings by the Court having been made by

both plaintiffs and the defendant and granted by

said Court; the plaintiffs were represented by

Edward I. Barry, Esq., of the firm of Sullivan,

Roche, Johnson & Barry, and the defendant was

represented by Frederic E. Supple, Esq., of the firm

of Cooley, Crowley & Supple.

Thereupon, the above entitled cause proceeded to

trial, and evidence, oral and documentary, was in-

troduced and the trial of said action was held on

February 10th, 17th and 23rd, being duly and regu-

larly continued from day to day during said period.

Thereupon, the evidence being closed, and both

plaintiffs and defendant having each moved the

court for judgment in their favor respectively, upon

the ground that the evidence was and is sufficient to

justify and support a judgment only in their favor

respectively and was and is insufficient to justify

or support a judgment for the other, and the cause

having been submitted on written briefs and argu-
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mcnt, and the Court having duly considered the

foregoing, and being fully advised in the premises,

makes and files its written Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law, as follows : [14]

FINDINGS OF FACT.

I.

The Court finds that it is true that Fred R.

Carfagni was the owner of a certain Lincoln Sedan

automobile from October 5, 1928 to June 22, 1931

and thereafter; that on June 22, 1931 said Fred R.

Carfagni Avhile operating said automobile had an

automobile accident in San Francisco, California,

as a result of which Mary Elizabeth Eddy died ; and

that thereafter Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P. Eddy,

Raymond E. Eddy, and Gladys Kane, as the only

heirs at law surviving Mary Elizabeth Eddy, prose-

cuted an action against Fred R. Carfagni in the

Superior Court of the City and County of San

Francisco for the death of Mary Elizabeth Eddy,

resulting in a judgment in favor of said heirs and

against Fred R. Carfagni in the sum of Fifteen

Thousand Nine Hundred ($15,900.00) Dollars, to-

gether with costs in the sum of One Hundred Forty-

seven and 90/100 ($147.90) Dollars, which said

judgment has since become final and execution

thereon has been returned by the Sheriff of the

City and County of San Francisco wholly unsatis-

fied, prior to the commencement of the above en-

titled action.
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11.

The Court finds that it is true that on or about

May 13, 1931 the defendant insurance company, a

corporation of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, doing busi-

ness in California, issued and delivered to Fred R.

Carfagni its certain policy of automobile public

liability insurance No. 627,670, wherein and whereby

said defendant agreed to insure Fred R. Carfagni

against loss and expense resulting from claims upon

the assured for damages on account of bodily in-

juries, including death, resulting from the owner-

ship and/or operation of said Lincoln Sedan auto-

mobile; that the term of said policy of insurance

[15] was from June 1, 1931 to June 1, 1932; that

said policy provided that defendant's limit of lia-

bility on account of one person injured or killed

should be Fifteen Thousand ($15,000.00) Dollars,

together with court costs and interest on a judg-

ment; that the said policy of insurance issued and

delivered by the defendant insurance company to

said Fred R. Carfagni on or about May 13, 1931,

contained a provision to the effect that said policy

was issued, as stated in said policy,

''in consideration of the premium herein, the

Schedule of Declarations and compliance with

the provisions hereinafter mentioned;"

that subdivision J of the provisions of said policy

provided as follows:

"J. Declarations. The several statements in

the declarations are hereby made a part of this
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policy and are warranted by tlie assured to be

true.
'

'

That statement numbered 9 in said Schedule of

Declarations of said policy of insurance so issued to

said Fred E. Carfagni was as follows

:

''9. No company has cancelled or refused to

issue any kind of automobile insurance for the

assured during the past three years, except

as follows: NO EXCEPTIONS."

III.

The Court further finds that said statement num-

bered*« in said Schedule of Declarations was untrue

and tnat said statement numbered 9 in said Schedule

of Declarations was a material warranty; that said

material warranty was breached in that the Home
Accident and Home Fire Insurance Company of

Little Rock, Arkansas, within the period of three

years preceding the issuance and delivery to said

Fred R. Carfagni of the said policy of the defendant

of May 13, 1931, cancelled as a bad risk, on or about

August 11, 1928, an automobile insurance policy it

had previously issued and delivered to [16] said

Fred R. Carfagni on July 27, 1928; and the Travel-

ers Insurance Company, within the three year period

prior to the issuance of said policy of the defendant,

cancelled, as an undesirable risk, on or about Sep-

tember 15, 1928, an automobile insurance policy it

had previously issued to Fred R. Carfagni; and

the Washington Underwriters Company, within the

three year perior prior to the issuance of the said
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policy of the defendant, on or al)Out October 5, 1928,

cancelled, as an undesirable risk, the policy of auto-

mobile insurance it had previously issued to Fred

R. Carfagni on or about September 5, 1928; and

the Western States Insurance Company, within the

three year period prior to the issuance of said policy

of the defendant, on or about June 1, 1929, can-

celled, as an undesirable risk, the policy of automo-

bile insurance it had previously issued to Fred R.

Carfagni; that prior to May 13, 1931 and on or be-

fore June 1, 1929, Fred R. Carfagni, in procuring

the first policy of automobile insurance, by and

through his agent, falsely represented to the de-

fendant that there had been no losses or cancella-

tions of automobile insurance by any other company

and that it was in order for the said defendant to

write said first policy of automobile insurance; that

said representation was believed to be true and was

relied upon by the said defendant; that the said

automobile insurance policy of the defendant, issued

and delivered to Fred R. Carfagni on or about May

13, 1931, was renewed and based upon the informa-

tion and statements contained in the first automobile

insurance policy issued and delivered by the de-

fendant to Fred R. Carfagni on or about June 1,

1929.

IV.

The Court finds that it is true that at the time the

defendant issued and delivered its policy of auto-

mobile insurance on or about May 13, 1931 to Fred

R. Carfagni, it [17] had knowledge of the cancella-
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tion of the policy issued to the said Fred R.

Carfagni by the Home Accident and Home Fire

Insurance Company of Little Rock, Arkansas with-

in the three year period prior to the issuance of said

automobile insurance policy; that the defendant

likewise had knowledge of the cancellation of a

policy of the Pacific Employers Insurance Com-

pany within said three year period, but said policy

was not an automobile insurance policy; that the

defendant did not have any knowledge concerning

the details or the particular reasons which caused

the said automobile insurance companies to cancel

out the policies of said Fred R. Carfagni ; the Court

further finds that the defendant did not have any

knowledge at the time it issued and delivered its

policy of automobile insurance of May 13, 1931 to

Fred R. Carfagni concerning the cancellation of

Fred R. Carfagni 's automobile insurance i3olicy by

the Travelers Insurance Company on or about Sep-

tember 15, 1928 ; that the defendant did not have any

knowledge concerning the cancellation of Fred R.

Carfagni 's automobile insurance policy by the

Washington Underwriters Company on or about

October 5, 1928; that the defendant did not have

any knowledge concerning the cancellation of Fred

R. Carfagni 's automobile insurance policy by the

Western States Insurance Company on or about

June 1, 1929; that the aforesaid cancellations made

upon the ground of the undesirability of the risk,

by the Travelers Insurance Company, Washington

Underwriters Company and Western States In-
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surance Company and without the knowledge of

the defendant were all made within said three year

period prior to May 13, 1931.

The Court further finds that that certain policy

of automobile public liability insurance No. 627670,

issued and delivered to Fred R. Carfagni on or

about the 13th day of May, 1931, and the automobile

insurance policy of the defendant [18] here in suit,

contained a provision that,

'^I. Waiver. No provision or condition of

this policy shall be waived or altered, except by

written endorsement attached hereto and signed

by the president or secretary; nor shall knowl-

edge possessed by any agent, or by any other

person, be held to effect a w^aiver of or a change

in any part of this contract. No person, firm

or corporation shall be deemed an agent of the

company unless such person, firm or corpora-

tion is authorized in writing as such agent by

the president or secretary. '

'

The Court further finds that no warranty, pro-

vision or condition of said automobile public lia-

bility insurance No. 627670 and issued on or about

May 13, 1931, was ever waived or altered and that

there was not, nor is there, any writing of any

character or written endorsement of any charac-

ter or description executed by defendant or at-

tached to the said policy of the said defendant and

signed by the president or secretary, waiving or

changing any of the warranties, provisions or con-

ditions of said automobile public liability insurance

policy No. 627670.
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V.

The Court further finds that by reason of said

material warranty contained in said statement No.

9 of said Schedule of Declarations and by reason of

the falsity and breach of said material warranty,

the said policy of automobile insurance No. 627670

became and was void from its date of issuance and

said policy never attached to any of the risks therein

mentioned. The Court further finds that on or about

June 30, 1931 the said defendant advised the said

Fred R. Carfagni that said policy was void from its

inception and that it would accept no liability

thereunder and tendered and offered to restore to

said Fred R. Carfagni the full amount of the

premium paid upon said policy; that neither at the

time said tender was made, nor at any other time,

did said [19] Fred R. Carfagni ever specify or

state any objections to the mode, kind, or amount

thereof ; that the defendant did not accept or assume

at any time any liability under said automobile in-

surance policy issued and delivered to said Fred R.

Carfagni on or about May 13, 1931.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:
From the foregoing facts, the Court finds

:

I.

That the defendant is entitled to a judgment

against the plaintiffs for its costs of suit incurred

herein.
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II.

That the plaintiffs take nothing by their com-

plaint.

Let judgment be entered accordingly.

Done in open Court this 22nd day of June, 1933.

FKANK H. KERRIGAN
United States District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Jun 22 1933 [20]

In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California.

No. 19,322-K

ALBERT Z. EDDY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

NATIONAL UNION INDEMNITY COMPANY,
a corporation,

Defendant.

JUDGMENT.

The above entitled cause came on regularly for

trial on the 10th day of February, 1933, before

Honorable Frank H. Kerrigan, Judge presiding, the

Court, sitting without a jury, a jury having been

expressly waived by written stipulation between the

parties, filed with the Clerk before trial and intro-

duced in evidence at said trial, and a request for
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special findings by the Court having been made by

both plaintiffs and the defendant and granted by

said Court; the plaintiffs were represented by

Edward I. Barry, Esq., of the firm of Sullivan,

Roche, Johnson & Barry, and the defendant was

represented by Frederic E. Supple, Esq., of the

firm of Cooley, Crowley & Supple.

Thereupon, the above entitled cause proceeded

to trial, and evidence, oral and documentary, was

introduced and the trial of said action was held on

February 10th, 17th and 23rd, being duly and regu-

larly continued from day to day during said period.

Thereupon the evidence being closed, and both plain-

tiffs and defendant having each moved the court

for judgment in their favor respectively, upon the

ground that the evidence was and is sufficient to

justify and support a judgment only in their favor

respectively and was and is insufficient to justify

or support a judgment for the other, and the cause

having been submitted on written briefs and [21]

argument, and the Court having duly considered

the foregoing, and the Court having heretofore made

and caused to be filed herein its written findings of

fact and conclusion of law, and being fully ad-

vised :

—

WHEREFORE, by reason of the law and the

findings of fact aforesaid, it is ORDERED, AD-
JUDGED and DECREED that the plaintiffs take

nothing by their complaint, and that the defendant

do have and recover of and from the plaintiffs its
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costs and disbursements incurred in said action

amounting to the sum of $

Dated : June 22nd, 1933.

WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk. [22]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS

BE IT REMEMBERED that the above entitled

cause came on regularly for trial before the above

entitled Court, Hon. Frank H. Kerrigan, judge

therein presiding, on the 10th day of February,

1933, at the February term of said Court, and the

following proceedings were had ; to wit,

ALBERT Z. EDDY
one of the plaintiffs, called as a witness on behalf

of plaintiffs, being duly sworn, testified as follows:

My name is Albert Z. Eddy. I reside at 1514 Wal-

ler Street. I am one of the plaintiffs in this case

against the National Union Indemnity Company,

and the other defendants are Albert P. Eddy and

Raymond E. Eddy, my sons, and Gladys Kane, my
daughter. Mary Elizabeth Eddy was my wife. She

died in the Emergency Hospital in San Francisco

on June 22, 1931. Her death resulted from an auto-

mobile accident. Some time after that accident, an

action was brought by me and the other plaintiffs

named in this action against Dr. Fred R. Carfagni.

No part of the judgment rendered in that action has

been paid to me, and the entire judgment remains

unsatisfied. [23]
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E. H. PAYNE
called as a witness on behalf of plaintiffs, being duly

sworn, testified as follows

:

Direct Examination

I reside in San Francisco. I am an insurance

broker and have been in the insurance brokerage

business for twenty-seven years. I have known Dr.

Fred R. Carfagni for twelve years. The policy now

shown to me, purporting to be a combination auto-

mobile policy, issued by National Union Fire Insur-

ance Company and National Union Indemnity Com-

pany of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to Fred R.

Carfagni, I have seen before. That policy was for-

merly in my possession. I received it on behalf of

Dr. Fred R. Carfagni from the National Union.

Dr. Fred R. Carfagni is the same Dr. Carfagni re-

ferred to in the policy. This policy is a renewal

of a policy that was issued before in the same com-

bination of companies, and for the same insurance.

The number of that previous policy is referred to

in this particular policy. In fact, this is a third re-

newal of the same policy. I had applied for this

policy on behalf of Dr. Carfagni. They issued an

expiration notice, after which I asked them to re-

new the policy.

Mr. BARRY : I offer the policy in evidence at this

time, may it please your Honor, and ask that it be

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. Just generally re-

ferring to the policy, the policy is what is known

as a combination automobile policy, issued by the
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(Testimony of E. H. Payne.)

two companies already referred to. The policy

period is June 1, 1931 to June 1, 1932. The automo-

bile referred to in the policy is a Lincoln sedan

automobile, and the premium referred to in the

policy is $176.82. The policy refers to a former

policy No. 619666, Folio 5513. The limits provided

for in the policy are, using the term that is ordinar-

ily used in insurance, $15,000 and $30,000.

(The policy was thereupon received in evi-

dence and [24] marked "Plaintiffs' Exhibit

1")

PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT NO. 1

Form CFI-1 Policy No. 627670

Combination Automobile Policy

National Union Fire Insurance Company

and

National Union Indemnity Company

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Schedule of declarations applying to policy of each

company

1. Name of Assured—Fred R. Carfagni.

2. Address of Assured—580 Green Street, San

Francisco, C^alifornia.

3. Assured is— (Individual, Co-partnership, Cor-

poration or Estate)—Individual.

4. Assured 's occupation or business is— (State in

Full)—Dentist—Employed by
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5. This Policy shall be in effect for a period of

Twelve Months from 12 o'clock noon, standard

time at assured 's address June 1, 1931 to 12

o'clock noon, standard time at assured 's address

June 1, 1932.

6. The following is the description of the Automo-

bile and the facts with respect to purchase of

same

:

Model, Year, 1929. Model, No. or Letter

Trade Name, Lincoln. Type of Body (If Truck,

state Tonnage), Sedan. Serial No Motor

No. 51834. Horse Power No. of Cylinders,

8. List Price $

Purchased by the Assured— Month, October

;

Year, 1928. New or Second Hand—New. Actual

Cost to Assured (Including Equipment)—$5,-

055.00. Is Automobile Fully Paid For? (Yes or

No)—Yes. Amount Unpaid? $ No. Un-

paid Notes? Notes Payable Monthly (If

not, state method of payment).

Subject to all the stipulations, provisions and

conditions contained in this policy, loss, if any,

is payable to Assured as interest may appear.

(Give name of Person, Firm or Corporation hold-

ing any Encumbrance.)

7. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, used for the

following purposes : Business & Pleasure.

8. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, principally used

and garaged in the city named in Declaration 2,

except as follows : No exceptions.
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9. No company has cancelled or refused to issue any

kind of automobile insurance for the Assured

during the past three years, except as follows : No

exceptions.

The company shall be liable only under that sec-

tion or those sections of the policy for which a spe-

cific premium charge is made below.

Amount of Insurance, $2000.00. (Insert either a

Specific Amount or Words "Actual Cash Value.")

Part 1—National Union Fire Insurance Company.

Sections 1 and 2. Fire and Transportation.

Rate .20. Premium $4.00.

Section 3. Theft—Theft Clause B Applicable.

Rate .25. Premium $5.00.

Additional Premium, Broad Form Coverage.

Rate Premium $

Section 4. Tornado, Cyclone, Windstorm, Hail,

Earthquake, Explosion, Accidental, and Exter-

nal Discharge or Leakage of Water.

Rate, Nil. Premium, $ Nil.

Section 5. Collision or Upset in excess of $ Full

Cov. (insert ''Full Coverage," ''$50.00," or

"$100.00" deductible according to coverage de-

sired), subject to Collision peril clause on page

two. Credit allowed for Bumpers.

Premium $87.00.

(Give name, indicating "Front," "Rear," or

"Front and Rear," or insert word "None"),

subject to Bumper clause on page two.

Part One, Total Premium, $96.00.
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Part 2—National Union Indemnity Company.

Section 6. Liability for Bodily Injuries or Death—

(a) Limit one person ($15,000.00). (b) Limit one

accident ($30,000.00). Premium $69.12. Liabil-

ity for Damage to property of others, (c)

Limit one accident ($5,000.00). Premium

$11.70.

Part Two, Total Premium, $80.82.

Total Premium Part One and Two, $176.82.

Paste Endorsements Here.

Countersigned at San Francisco, Calif., this 13th

day of May, 1931.

Former Policy No. 619666; folio 5513.

G. M. ROLOSON,
Agent.

Part I.

National Union Fire Insurance Company
Pittsburg, Pa.

Hereinafter called the Company
In Consideration of the Premiimi Hereinafter

Mentioned, Does Insure

the Assured named herein, and legal representa-

tives, for the term herein specified, to an amount

not exceeding the actual cash value of the property

at the time any loss or damage occurs, against

direct loss or damage from the perils specifically

insured against herein to the body, chassis and its

machinery and the equipment of the automobile

described herein, such equipment to include only

equipment usually and ordinarily carried in or at-
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tacbed to said automobile in its usual and customary

use, only while within the limits of the United

States (exclusive of Alaska, the Hawaiian, ] Philip-

pine and Virgin Islands, Porto Rico and ('anal

Zone) and C-anada, including while in building, on

road, on railroad car or other conveyance, ferry or

inland steamer, or coastwise steamer between ports

within said limits. Coverage, if any, under Sections

(5) of the Perils insured against shall be as herein-

after provided.

Perils Insured Against

This policy does not cover against loss by any of

the perils named in sections 1 to 5 inclusive other

than such as have a specific premium inserted in the

declarations.

Section (1) Fire, arising from any cause what-

soever, and Lightning.

Section (2) Transportation.

The stranding, sinking, burning, collision or de-

railment of any conveyance in or upon which the

automobile is being transported on land or water,

including general average and salvage charges for

which the Assured is legally liable.

The Company 's liability under this section, if any,

shall not exceed the amount of insurance, named
herein.

Section (3) (A) Theft, Robbery and Pilferage,

excepting by any person or persons in the Assured 's

household, or in the Assured 's service or employ-

ment, whether the theft, robbery or pilferage oc-

curs during the hours of such service or employment
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or not ; and excepting loss suffered by the Assured

from voluntary parting with title and/or posses-

sion, whether or not induced so to do by any fraudu-

lent scheme, trick, device or false pretense or other-

wise, and excepting in any cases, other than the

theft of the entire automobile described herein, the

theft, robbery or pilferage of (a) tools or repair

equipment; and (b) other equipment or detachable

parts (not excluded under the General Conditions

of this Policy) where the amount of loss or damage

to such other equipment or detachable parts is less

than $50 ; each such loss or damage being deemed a

sej^arate claim. If the amount of such loss or dam-

age exceeds $50 the sum of $50 shall be deducted

from the amount of determined loss. This policy

does not insure against the wrongful conversion,

embezzlement or secretion by a mortgagor, vendee,

lessee or other person in lawful possession of the

insured property under a mortgage, conditional

sale lease or other contract or agreement, whether

written or verbal.

The Company's liability under this section, if any,

shall not exceed the amount of insurance, named
herein.

(B) Theft, robbery or pilferage, excepting by
any person or persons in the Assured 's household

or in the Assured 's service or employment, whether
the theft, robbery or pilferage occurs during the

hours of such service or employment or not; and
excepting loss suffered by the Assured from volun-

tary parting with title and/or possession, whether
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or not induced so to do by any fraudulent scheme,

trick, device or false pretense or otherwise ; and ex-

cepting in any case, other than the theft of the

entire automobile described hei'ein, the theft, rob-

beiT or pilferage of tools and repair equipment.

This policy does not insure against the wrongful

couA'Crsion, eml)ezzlement or secretion by a mort-

gagor, vendee, lessee O]* other person in lawful

possession thereof under a mortgage, conditional

sale, lease or other contract or agreement, whether

written or verbal. It is a condition of this policy,

that in event of theft, robbery or pilferage, notice

of such shall be given promptly to the police, and

failure to give such notice shall invalidate any claim

hereunder. The Company's liability under this sec-

tion, if any, shall not exceed the amount of in-

surance named herein.

(C) Theft, robbery or pilferage excepting by

any person or persons in the Assured 's household

or in the Assured 's service or employment, whether

the theft, robbery or pilferage occurs during the

hours of such service or employment or not; and

excepting loss suffered by the Assured from volun-

tary parting with title and/or possession, whether

or not induced so to do by any fraudulent scheme,

trick, device or false pretense or otherwise ; and ex-

cepting in any case, other than the theft of the en-

tire automobile described herein, the theft, rob-

bery or pilferage of tools, repair equipment, mo-

tometers, extra tires and/or tubes and/or rims

and/or wheels and/or extra or ornamental fittings.
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This policy does not insure against the wrongful

conversion, embezzlement or secretion by a mort-

gagor, vendee, lessee or other person in lawful pos-

session thereof under a mortgage, conditional sale,

lease or other contract or agreement, whether writ-

ten or verbal. It is a condition of this policy, that

in event of theft, robbery or pilferage, notice of

such shall be given promptly to the police, and fail-

ure to give such notice shall invalidate any claim

hereunder. The Company's liability under this sec-

tion, if any, shall not exceed the amount of insur-

ance named herein.

Section (4) Tornado, Cyclone, Windstorm, Hail,

Earthquake, Explosion, Accidental, and External

Discharge or Leakage of Water, excluding damage

caused by rain, sleet, snow, flood, rupture of tires

and explosion within the combustion chamber of an

internal combustion engine. The Company 's liability

imder this section, if any, shall not exceed the

amount of insurance named herein.

Section (5) Collision. In consideration of an ad-

ditional premium, if set opposite section 5 of the

schedule on page one, and subject to all conditions

of this polic}% the perils insured against hereunder

are extended to include accidental collision or upset

with any other automobile, vehicle or object, where
the damage from such collision or upset to the auto-

mobile or equipment herein described is in excess

of the sum named under section 5 on page one,

each accident being deemed a separate claim and
said sum to be deducted from the amount of each
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claim when determined, provided that if the words

"Full (^overage" are inserted on page one and the

proper premium for full coverage is set opposite, no

sum shall be deducted ; excepting in any case

:

(1) Loss or damage to any tire, due to punc-

ture, cut, gash, blow-out or other ordinary tire

trouble; and excluding in any event loss or damage

to any tire, unless caused in an accidental collision

or upset, which also causes other loss or damage to

the insured automobile.

(2) Loss or damage occurring while the automo-

bile insured is engaged in any race or speed con-

test, or while being operated by any person under

the age limit fixed by law or in any event under the

age of sixteen years.

In the event of loss or damage to said automobile,

whether such loss or damage is covered by this

policy or not the liability of this Company against

collision or upset under this policy shall be reduced

by the amount of such loss or damage until repairs

have been completed, but shall then attach for an

amount not exceeding the actual cash value of the

property, without additional premium.

The amount recoverable for accidental collision or

upset under this policy shall not exceed the actual

cash value of the property (less a deduction, if

uny, as above provided), at the time of any loss

or damage, but shall not be limited by the amount
of insurance named in this policy.

Warranties By the Assured. The Assured 's oc-

cupation or business. Employer's name and ad-
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dress, the description of the automobile insured,

the facts with respect to the purchase of same, the

uses to which it is and will be put, and the places

where it is usually kept, as set forth and con-

tained in this policy, are statements of facts known

to and warranted by the Assured to be true, and

this policy is issued by this Company relying upon

the truth thereof.

This policy is made and accepted subject to the

provisions, exclusions, conditions and warranties

set forth herein or endorsed hereon, and upon ac-

ceptance of this policy the Assured agrees that its

terms embody all agreements then existing between

himself and this Company or any of its agents

relating to the insurance described herein, and

no officer, agent or other representative of this

Company shall have power to waive any of the

terms of this policy unless such waiver be written

upon or attached hereto; nor shall any privi-

lege or permission affecting the insurance un-

der this policy exist or be claimed by the assured

unless so written or attached. It is a condition of

this policy that in the event of violation by the

Assured of any Agreement, condition or warranty

contained in this policy or in any rider, now or here-

after attached hereto, this policy shall be void.

Bumper Allowance Clause. In consideration of

the reduced Collision premium, if granted under

the (Collision Section 5 on page one of this policy,

it is warranted by the Assured that the automobile
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insured under this policy is and will be continuously

equipped with bumper and/or bumpers, of the make

named herein (approved by the Underwriters' Lab-

oratories, Inc., and bearing their label). The As-

sured undertakes to use all diligence and care in

maintaining the efficiency of said bumper and/or

]3umpers throughout the life of this policy.

Notice of Loss. In the event of loss or damage,

the Assured shall give forthwith notice thereof in

writing to this Company. Provided, however, that

where such a limitation for the giving of notice of

loss is prohibited by the laws of the State wherein

this policy is issued, then in that event such notice

shaU be required to be given by the Assured within

the shortest period permitted under the laws of such

State.

Proof of Loss. Within sixty (60) days after loss

or damage, unless such time is extended in writing

by this Company, the Assured shall render a state-

ment to this Company signed and sworn to by the

Assured, stating the place, time and cause of the

loss or damage, the interest of the Assured and

of all others in the property, the sound value thereof

and the amount of loss or damage thereon, all en-

cumbrances thereon, and all other insurance whether

valid or not covering said property; and the As-

sured, as often as required, shall exhibit to any

person designated by this Company all that remains

of the property insured and submit to examinations

under oath by any person named by this Company,
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and subscribe the same; and as often as required,

shall produce for examination all books of account,

bills, invoices, and other vouchers, or certified copies

thereof if originals be lost, at such reasonable place

as may be designated by this Company or its repre-

senative, and shall permit extracts and copies there-

of to be made.

IJmitation of Liability and Method of Determin-

ing Same. This Company shall not be liable be-

yond the actual cash value of the property at the

time any loss or damage occurs, and the loss or

damage shall be ascertained or estimated accord-

ingly, with proper deduction for depreciation how-

ever caused, (and without compensation for the

loss of use of the property), and shall in no event

exceed what it would then cost to repair or replace

the automobile or such parts thereof as may be

damaged with other of like kind and quality; such

ascertainment or estimate shall be made by the

Assured and this Company, or if they differ, then

by appraisal as hereinafter provided.

Appraisal. In case of loss under this policy

and a failure of the parties to agree as to the

amount of loss, it is mutually agreed that the amount
of such loss shall be referred to three disinterested

men, this Company and the Assured each choosing

one out of three persons to be named by the other,

and the third being selected by the two so chosen,

and failing for fifteen (15) days from the ap-

pointment of the second referee to agree upon
sur-h third referee then, on request of the Assured
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or this Company, such referee shall be selected by

the State Official having jurisdiction over insurance

in the State in which the property insured was lo-

cated at time of loss; the award in writing by a

majority of the referees shall be conclusive and

final upon the parties as to the amount of loss or

damage, and such reference unless waived by the

parties shall be a condition precedent to any right

of action in law or equity to recover for such

loss: but no person shall be chosen or act as a ref-

eree, against the objection of either party, who has

acted in a like capacity within four months. This

Company and the Assured shall each pa}^ the referee

selected by them, and the expenses of the appraisal

and the third referee shall be paid by this Company
and the Assured equally.

Payment of Loss. This Company shall not be

held to have waived any provision or condition of

this policy or any forfeiture thereof by any require-

ment, act, or proceeding on its part relating to the

appraisal, or to any examination herein provided

for; and the loss shall in no event become payable

until sixty (60) days after the notice, ascertainment,

estimate and verified proof of loss herein required

have been received by this Company, and if ap-

praisal is demanded, then, not until sixty days after

an award has been made by the appraisers.

Subrogation. This Company may require from
the Assured an assignment of all right of recov-

ery against any party for loss or damage to the
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extent that payment therefor is made by this Com-

pany.

Protection of Salvage. In the event of any loss or

damage, whether insured against hereunder or not,

the Assured shall protect the property from other

or further loss or damage, and any such other or

further loss or damage due directly or indirectly

from the failure to protect shall not be recoverable

under this policy. Any such act of the Assured or

this Company or its agents in recovering, saving

and preserving the property described herein, shall

be considered as done for the benefit of all con-

cerned and without prejudice to the rights of either

part}^ and where the loss or damage suffered con-

stitutes a claim under this policy, then all reasonable

expenses thus incurred shall also constitute a claim

under this policy, provided, however, that this Com-
pany shall not be responsible for the payment of

a reward offered for the recovery of the insured

property unless authorized by this ( -ompany.

Abandonment. It shall be optional with this Com-
pany to take all or any part of the property at the

appraised value where appraisal is had as herein-

before provided, but there can be no abandonment
thereof to this Company ; and where theft is insured

against this Company shall have the right to return

a stolen automobile or other property with compen-
sation for physical damage, at any time before ac-

tual payment hereunder.

Cancellation. This policy shall be cancelled at

any time at the request of the Assured, in which
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case this Company shall, upon demand and sur-

render of this policy refund the excess of paid

premium above the customary short rate premium

for the expired term. This policy may be cancelled

at any time by this (Company by giving to the As-

sured a five (5) days' written notice of cancellation

with or without tender of the excess of paid pre-

mium above the pro-rata premium for the expired

term, which excess if not tendered shall be re-

funded on demand. Notice of cancellation shall

state that said excess premium (if not tendered)

will be refunded on demand. Notice of cancella-

tion mailed to the address of the Assured stated in

the policy shall be a sufficient notice. Where a spe-

cial provision for cancellation and notice of such

cancellation is required by statutory enactment, the

requirements of the provision required by such

statute shall be substituted in lieu of the foregoing

provision.

l^roperty Excluded. This Company shall not be

liable for :

(a) Loss or damage to robes, wearing apparel,

personal effects, or extra bodies

;

War, Riot, Etc. (b) Loss or damage caused di-

rectly or indirectly by invasion, insurrection, riot,

civil war or commot^Dn, military, naval or usurped

power, or by order of any civil authority.

Other Insurance. No recovery shall be had under

this policy, if at the time a loss occurs there be any
other insurance, whether such other insurance be

valid and/or collectible or not, covering such loss.
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which would attach if this insurance had not been

effected.

Noon. The word ''Noon" herein means noon of

standard time at the place the contract was made.

Misrepresentation and Fraud. This entire policy

shall be void if the Assured has concealed or mis-

represented any material fact or circumstance con-

cerning this insurance or the subject thereof; or in

case of any fraud, attempted fraud, or false swear-

ing by the Assured touching any matter relating

to this insurance or the subject thereof, whether

before or after a loss.

Title and Ownership. This entire policy shall be

void unless otherwise provided by agreement in writ-

ing added hereto

;

(a) If the interest of the Assured in the sub-

ject of this insurance be or becoming other than

unconditional and sole lawful ownership; or the

subject of the insurance has ever been stolen or

unlawfully taken prior to the issuance of this policy

and not returned to the lawful owner prior to the

issuance of this policy; or in case of transfer or

termination of the interest of the Assured other

than by death of the Assured; or in case of any
change in the nature of the insurable interest of the

Assured in the property described herein either by
sale or otherwise ; or

(b) If this policy or any part thereof shall be
assigned before loss.

Encumbrance. Unless otherwise provided by
agreement in writing added hereto, this Company
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shall not be liable for loss or damage to any property

insured hereunder.

Limitation of Use. (a) While encumbered b>

any lien or mortgage; or

(b) While the automobile described herein is

frequently or habitually used as a public or livery

conveyance for carrying passengers for compensa-

tion, and for one week after the termination of said

use ; or while being rented under contract or leased,

or operated in any race or speed contest; and in

connection with paragraph 1, section 5, Accidental

collision or upset—while being operated by any

person under the age limit fixed by law, or in any

event, under the age of sixteen years.

Loss for Which Carrier and/or Bailee for Hire

is Liable. This Company shall not be liable for

loss or damage to any property insured hereunder

while in the possession of a carrier and/or bailee

for hire under a contract, stipulation or assignment

whereby the benefit of this insurance is sought to

be made available to such carrier and/or bailee.

Where loss or damage occurs for which a carrier

and/or bailee may be liable and which would other-

wise be covered hereunder, this C^ompany will ad-

vance to the Assured by way of loan the money
equivalent of such loss or damage, which loan shall

in no circumstances affect the question of this Com-
pany's liability hereunder and shall be repaid to

the extent of the net amount collected hv or for

account of the Assured from the carrier and /or
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bailee after deducting cost and expense of collec-

tion.

Suit Against Company. No suit or action on this

policy or for the recovery of any claim hereunder

shall be sustainable in any court of law or equity

unless the Assured shall have fully complied with

all the foregoing requirements, nor unless com-

menced within twelve (12) months next after the

happening of the loss; provided that where such

limitation of time is prohibited by the laws of the

State wherein this policy is issued, then and in

that event no suit or action under this policy

shall be sustainable unless commenced within the

shortest limitation permitted under the laws of

such State.

Any and all provisions of this policy which are in

conflict with the statutes of the State w^herein this

policy is issued are understood, declared, and ac-

knowledged by this Company to be inoperative and

void.

Any and all provisions of this policy which are

in conflict with the statutes of the State wherein

this policy is issued are understood, declared and

acknowledged by this Company to be amended to

conform to such statutes.

In Witness Whereof, this Company has ex-

ecuted and attested these presents; but this Policy

shall not be valid until countersigned by a duly
authorized Agent of the Company.

E. E. COLE,
President.

F. J. BREEN,
Secretary.
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Part II.

National Union Indemnity (Company

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Hereinafter called the Company

Does Hereby Agree, in consideration of the pre-

mium herein, the schedule of Declarations and com-

pliance with the provisions hereinafter mentioned;

General Insuring Agreements

Coverage under any section provided only if a

specific premium charge is made in the Declara-

tions.

Section 6. To Insure the Assured against loss

and/or expense resulting from claims upon the

Assured for damages on account of

(a) Bodily Injuries, including death, at any time

resulting therefrom, to any person or persons,

(b) Damage to Property, including the loss of

use of such property, excluding however, property

of the Assured andj/or property of others in the

custody of the Assured and/or any property carried

in or upon any automobile described in this policy.

Accidentally Suffered or Alleged to Have Been

Suffered while this policy is in force by reason of

the ownership, maintenance or use within the limits

of the United States of America (exclusive of Alas-

ka, the Philippine and Hawaiian Islands and other

*' possessions") or Canada of any automobile de-

scribed in the Declarations.

To Defend in the name and on behalf of the As-

sured, any suits, even if groundless, brouglit asrainst

the Assured to recover damages on account of such
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accidents as are covered under this policy.

To Pay, irrespective of the limits of liability here-

inafter mentioned, all costs taxed against the As-

sured in any legal proceeding defended by the Com-

pany, all interests accruing after entry of judgment

and the expense incurred by the Assured for such

immediate medical and surgical relief as is impera-

tive at the time of the accident, together with all

expenses incurred by the Company for investiga-

tion, adjustment and defense.

Additional Assureds. The Insurance provided

by this policy is so extended as to be available,

in the same manner and under the same provisions

as it is available to the Named Assured, to any

person or persons while riding in or legally op-

erating any of the automobiles described in the

declarations or to any person, firm or corporation

legally responsibie for the operation thereof, pro-

vided such use or operation is with the permission

of the Named Assured, or if the Named Assured is

an individual, with the permission of an adult mem-
ber of the Named Assured 's household other than a

chauffeur or a domestic servant except that the

extension provided for in this condition shall not be

available to: (1) any public garage, automobile

repair shop, automobile sales agency, automobile

serAdce station or the agents or employees thereof,

(2) the purchaser, transferee or assignee of any of

the automobiles described in the Declarations, ex-

cept by the written consent of the Company en-

dorsed hereon.
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The unqualified term "Assured" wherever used

in this policy shall include in each instance the

Named Assured and any other person, firm or cor-

poration entitled to insurance under the provisions

and conditions of this policy, but the qualified term

"Named Assured" shall apply only to the Assured

named and described in Declaration No. 1. Any in-

surance under this policy shall be applied first to

the protection of the Named Assured and the re-

mainder, if any, to the protection of any other As-

sured.

Bankruptcy or Insolvency of Assured. The Com-
pany is bound to the extent of its liability under

this policy to pay and satisfy and protect the As-

sured against the levy of execution upon any final

judgment that may be recovered upon any claim

covered by this policy as in the policy set forth

and limited and an action may be maintained upon
such judgment by the injured person or persons

or such other party or parties in whom the right

of action vests to enforce such liability of the

Company as in the policy set forth and limited.

Provisions

A. Limits. Regardless of the number of As-

sureds involved the Company's limit of liability ap-

plied separately to each automobile described here-

under, for loss from an accident resulting in bodily

injuries to or in the death of one person is limited

to the sum stated in Part 2—Section 6 (a) of the

Declarations ; and subject to the same limit for each

person the Company's total liability for loss from
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any one accident resulting in bodily injuries to or

in the death of more than one person is limited to

the sum stated in Part 2—Section 6 (b) of the Dec-

larations; and the Company's total liability for

damage to property, including the loss of use of such

property, as a result of any one accident is limited

to the sum stated in Part 2—Section 6 (c) of the

Declarations.

B. Exclusions. This policy does not cover (1)

any obligations assmned by or imposed upon the

Assured by any Workmen's Compensation agree-

ment, plan or law, (2) injuries or death to any

employee of the Assured while engaged in operating

or caring for any automobile insured hereunder,

(3) injuries or death to any employee of the As-

sured engaged in the usual course of trade, business,

profession or occupation of the Assured.

And the policy does not cover while any automo-

bile insured hereunder is being (4) used for any

purpose other than specified in declaration 7, (5)

driven or manipulated by any person in violation

of law as to age, and if there is no legal age limit,

then under the age of 16 years, (6) driven or

manipulated in any race or contest, (7) used for

towing or propelling any trailer or any other ve-

hicle used as a trailer, (8) rented or hired to others

or being used to carry passengers for a considera-

tion.

C. Notice of Accidents and Settlements. The
Assured shall give immediate written notice of any
accident covered by this policy, and like notice of
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any claim and/or suit resulting therefrom, and such

notice together with every summons or other process

must be forwarded to the Home Office of the Com-

pany or to its authorized representative. The Com-

pany reserves the right to settle any claim or suit.

Whenever requested by the C-ompany the Assured

shall aid in effecting settlements, securing informa-

tion and evidence, the attendance of witnesses, and

in prosecuting appeals. The Assured shall at all

times render to the Company all co-operation within

his power. Except as herein elsewhere provided for,

the Assured shall not voluntarily assume any liabil-

ity, settle any claim or incur any expense, except

at his own cost, or interfere in any negotiations

for settlement or legal proceedings without the con-

sent of the Company previously given in writing.

D. Right of Action. No action shall lie against

the Company to recover for any loss under this

policy, unless it shall be brought after the amount

of such loss shall have been fixed or rendered cer-

tain by final judgment against the Assured after

trial of the issue. In no event shall any such action

lie unless brought within Twelve months after the

right of action accrues as herein provided, except,

however, in the event that any statutory provision

provides for a definite minimum period, then the

statutory minimum provision shall govern, irre-

spective of Provision (H) of this policy.

E. Subrogation. In case of payment of loss or

expense under this policy, the Company shall be

subrogated to all of the Assured 's rights of recovery
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to the extent of such payment and the Assured shall

execute any and all papers required and shall co-

operate with the Company to secure such rights.

F. Other Insurance. If the Named Assured car-

ries other insurance covering concurrently a loss cov-

ered by this policy, he shall not recover from the

Company a larger proportion of any such loss than

the sum hereby insured bears to the whole amount

of valid and collectible insurance applicable thereto,

and if such other insurance be that of this Com-

pany the Named Assured must elect under which

policy of the Company all claims arising out of such

loss shall be treated and thereafter the Company

shall not be liable to the Named Assured in connec-

tion with such loss under any other policy. If any

Assured other than the Named Assured is covered

by valid and collectible insurance against a loss

covered hereb}^, such Assured shall have no right

of recovery under this policy.

G. Cancellation. This policy may be cancelled

at any time at the request of the Named Assured

in which case the Company shall, upon demand and

surrender of this policy, refund the excess of paid

premium above the customary short rate premiiun

for the expired term. This policy may be cancelled

at any time by the Company by giving the Named
Assured written notice of cancellation stating when
thereafter cancellation shall be effective, and the

earned premium shall be adjusted pro rata which re-

fund if not tendered with the cancellation notice

shall be refunded on demand. Notice of cancella-

tion mailed to the address of the Named Assured
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stated in this policy shall be a sufficient notice. The

Company's check or the check of any duly author-

ized representative of the Company tendered to

the Named Assured in the manner hereinbefore pro-

vided for the service of cancellation notice shall

be a sufficient tender of any unearned premium.

H. Statutory Provision. If any of the provisions

or conditions of this policy shall conflict with or

are inconsistent with the law of the State where

this contract is entered into, then such provisions

and conditions shall be inoperative in such State

and the State law shall prevail.

I. Waiver. No provision or condition of this

policy shall be waived or altered, except by written

endorsement attached hereto and signed by the Pres-

ident or Secretary; nor shall knowledge possessed

by any agent, or by any other person, be held to

effect a waiver of or a change in any part of this

contract. No person, firm or corporation shall be

deemed an agent of the Company unless such per-

son, firm or corporation is authorized in writing

as such agent by tlie President or Secretary.

J. Declarations. The several statements in the

declarations are hereby made a part of this policy

and are warranted by the assured to be true.

In Witness Whereof, this Company has executed

and attested these presents; but this policy shall

not be valid until countersigned by a duly author-

ized agent of the Company.

E. E. COLE,
President.

F. J. BREEN,
Secretary.
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Combination Automobile Policy

Policy No. 627670 Folio No. 5513 I

National Union Fire Insurance Company

and

National Union Indemnity Company

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Assured—Fred R. Carfagni.

Expires—June 1, 1932.

Room 620—114 Sansome St., San Francisco

E. H. Payne—Insurance Service

Balfour Building

351 California St., San Francisco

Tel. Douglas 1410 Tel. Garfield 1070

Important—Please Read Your Policy

National Union Fire Insurance Company

Officers

E. E. Cole President

A. W. Mellon Vice President

E. W. Hall, J. F. Guinness, E. Ellsworth Cole,

L. A. Nunnink Second Vice Presidents

F. J. Breen Secretary

J. A. Daelhousen Asst. Secretary

W. H. Hetzel Asst. Secretary

Wm. Fingerhuth Asst. Secretary

A. W. McEldowney Treasurer

W. A. Strouss Asst. Treasurer
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National Union Indemnity Company

Officers

E.E.Cole President

R. B. Mellon Vice President

L. A. Nunnink Second Vice President

F. J. Breen Secretary

A. W. McEldowney Treasurer

W. A. Strouss Asst. Treasurer

Short Rate Cancellation Table

1 day 2% of annual premium

2 days ~ 4

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

25

30

4" ?>

5" ?>

6" >>

7" ?>

8" >>

9" >>

9" >7

10" >>

10" )?

11" ??

12" >?

13" >>

13" >>

14" >>

14" f1

15" >?

16" »>

16" »»

17" >J

19" >>

20" ))
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35 days 23% of annual prem

40 ' 26"

45 '
. 27 " " "

50
' 28 "

55
' 29 "

60 ' 30 " " »»

65 ' 33 "

70
' 36 "

75
'

. 37 " " ''

80 ' 38 " " »»

85
'

. 39 " " ''

90
'

' or three months 40 "

105
'

. 45 " " ''

120 '
' or four months . 50

"

135 '

. 55 "

150 '
' or five months 60 " " "

165 '

. 65 " " ''

180 '
' or six months .

70" " "

195 '

. 73 " " "

210 '
' or seven months . 75 "

225 ' 78 '» '^ ^'

240 '
' or eight months . 80 " " "

255 '

. 83 " " ''

270 '
' or nine months . 85 " " "

285 '

88 " " ''

300 '
' or ten months 90 " »' ''

315 ' 93 " " »»

330 '
' or eleven months.. 95 " '» »»

360 '
' or twelve months...100 " " ''

mium
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Important

You are required under the terms of this policy

to Report Each Accident Promptly, whether trivial

or not, and whether or not you think you are at

fault. If possible, first telephone immediately a

representative of the company located in the city

where the accident occurs, then follow up with a

completed notice promptly thereafter.

Obtain names and addresses of witnesses, at the

time of the accident.

Cancellation Return Premium

Month Day Year

Cancellation Effective

Policy Effective

Period Earned

Original Premium (Total) $

Earned " "

Return " "

How Cancelled (short rate
,
pro rata ) (flat )

decimal

State clearly reasons for (Cancellation

If rewritten given New Policy No

[Endorsed]: Filed United States District Court

Feb. 10, 1933.

[Endorsed]: Filed United States Circuit Court

Feb. 8, 1934.
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(Testimony of E. H. Payne.)

Cross-Examination

I have been an insurance broker for 27 years,

and I have known Dr. Fred Carfagni for about

12 years. As far as I know, I have handled all of

Dr. Carfagni 's insurance. It is correct that this

policy, Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 1 was a third re-

newal policy, and that I had originally procured

the first policy from the National Union Indemnity

Company. When I procured the first policy, I

kept it in my office at all times. As far as I know,

I kept all of his policies that were issued to Dr.

Carfagni through me in my office and in my pos-

session. If he had some policies by somebody else,

I don't know. So far as the placing of the risk on

these three insurance policies with the National

Union, I had the management and control of the

selection and placing of the risk.

F. KOCKLER,

called as a witness on behalf of plaintiffs, being duly

sworn, testified as follows

:

I am a Deputy County Clerk of San Francisco.

I have brought here the judgment roll and certain

papers in the case of Eddy v. Carfagni, No. 229113

in the records of the Superior Court of the City

and County of San Francisco. (The judgment roll

in said action No. 229113, was thereupon offered and

received in evidence. Said judgment roll showed
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(Testimony of F. Kockler.)

that plaintiffs herein, as the only lieirs at law of

Mary Elizabeth Eddy, commenced and prosecuted

an action against Fred R. Carfagni in the Superior

Court of the City and County of San Francisco to

recover damages for the death of Mary Elizabeth

Eddy, which occurred on or about June 22, 1931, as

a result of the negligence of said Fred R. Carfagni

in the operation of a certain Lincoln automobile;

and further showed that the trial of said action

resulted in a judgment dated June 22, 1932 in favor

of plaintiffs herein and against Fred R. Carfagni

for $15,900 and costs of suit in the sum of $147.90.

It was here stipulated [25] by counsel that no ap-

peal was taken by Fred R. Carfagni from said

judgment.

There was also offered in evidence w^rit of execu-

tion issued in said action of Eddy v. Carfagni on

September 1, 1932, together with the return of sher-

iff indorsed thereon, showing that after proper

search, he w^as unable to find any property belong-

ing to said defendant in the City and County of

San Francisco. Said documents were received in

evidence and considered as read.)
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FRED R. CARFAGNI,

called as a witness on behalf of plaintiffs, being

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

In May and June, 1931 I w^as the owner of a

certain Lincoln sedan automobile, motor No. 51834.

I am still the owner of that automobile, and was

the owner of it during the years 1929, 1930 and

1931.

(The plaintiff thereupon rested)

E. H. PAYNE,

called as a witness on behalf of defendants, being

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

I have already testified that for twelve years I

have acted as the insurance broker for Dr. Carfagni,

and that during that time I believed that I handled

all of his insurance and retained all of his policies

in my office. Among the policies that I retained in

my office were automobile policies which I had pro-

cured for Dr. Carfagni during the 12 years. I have

brought with me my office records, from which I

can testify as to the automobile policies which Dr.

Carfagni procured through me. Dr. Carfagni had a

fire and theft policy with the Security Insurance

Company of California. That policy was obtained

in July, 1926, and the period of the policy was from

July 27, 1926 to July 27, 1927. My records show

that that policy ran for one year. Dr. Carfagni

did not have a public liability automobile insurance

policy with the American Automobile Insurance
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Company of St. Louis in the year 1927. He did not,

to my [26] knowledge have any policy of automo-

bile insurance with that company after the year

1926. He was in the Home Accident Insurance

Company of Arkansas on July 27, 1928. The period

that that policy was written for was from July 27,

1928 to July 27, 1929, but it did not run that long,

because the company asked for a return of the pol-

icy. The company cancelled the policy. My records

show that Home Accident Insurance Company
elected to cancel the policy on August 13—I believe

it was around August 10, 1928.

Mr. BARRY: I move to strike out the answer

of the witness concerning cancellation of that policy,

because the question as to whether or not the policy

was cancelled would depend upon the terms of the

policy itself, and the policy would be the best evi-

dence of the procedure to be followed in the matter

of cancellation.

The COURT : Motion denied ; an exception noted.

(Exception No. 1.)

WITNESS continuing: I was asked in the sub-

poena to bring any notices of cancellation which I

received. I have no such notices with me. My rec-

ords are not complete as to this cancellation that

you refer to. I am a member of the Insurance

Brokers Exchange of San Francisco and was a

member of that Exchange in the year 1928. The

records that I now have in my hand do not show

that I received a copy of a notice of cancellation.
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I determined that the policy was cancelled on Au-

gust 13, 1928, because my records show that I im-

mediately replaced the insurance in another com-

pany. I replaced the insurance in the Travelers

Insurance Company. I replaced the insurance with

the National Liberty Fire Insurance Company or

the Washington Underwriters. I placed a policy

for Dr. Carfagni with the Washington Underwriters

on October 5, 1928. The period of that policy was

one year from October 5, 1928. That policy did not

run to expiration, because the company asked me

to replace it. I did not [27] receive any notice of

cancellation of the policy of the Washington Under-

writers. I replaced that insurance on June 1, 1929.

I have in my hand a copy of the record of the poli-

cies I have taken out of my ledger in order to re-

fresh my memory as to the transactions.

Mr. SUPPLE: We will offer in evidence, your

Honor, the ledger sheet of Mr. Payne and also a

memorandum which he has prepared from the led-

ger sheets.

WITNESS continuing: I compiled that mem-

orandum from these four ledger sheets. As far as I

know, the information contained in that memoran-

dum is true and correct; it was taken from original

records as a summary,

(The ledger sheets and summary were there-

upon admitted in evidence and marked De-

fendant's Exhibit A).

[Printer's Note: Red ink entries in Exhibit

A are shown by bold face figures.]
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WITNESS continuing: The word "Replace-

ment" was put in that summary (part of Defend-

ant's Exhibit A) when I made it out or my book-

keeper made it out. As far as I know, the word

"Replacement" was written in there at the time of

the other writing. That was made out by my daugh-

ter, who is my bookkeeper. She is not present in

court, but she is at my office. This summary was

prepared when I took the records out, as I recall

it, yesterday. I took out a full coverage insurance

policy for Dr. Carfagiii in the Travelers Insurance

C'ompany. The policy was taken out on his automo-

bile. As far as I can recall, the Travelers Insurance

Company policy was secured the same day that the

Home Accident Insurance Company cancelled its

policy. The Travelers Insurance Company did not

cancel that policy. The Home is the one that can-

celled the policy. They cancelled it on August 13,

1928, and then I immediately placed the insurance

in the Travelers on that date. The Travelers' policy

raii until September 15, 1928. On September 5,

1928, I took out a policy covering the automobile

with the Washington Underwriters, and that policy

ran until October 5, 1928. [28] On October 5, 1928,

I took out another policy covering the same auto-

mobile in the Western States Insurance Company,

and that ran until June 1, 1929.

On June 1, 1929, I took out the policy with the

National Union Indemnity Company. I took out

another policy in 1930, and I took out a third policy
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on June 1, 1931. I do not know whether or not the

word '' Cancellation" was ever written upon that

summary (referring to a part of Exhibit A). That

summary is a copy of the larger document, (re-

ferring to the ledger sheets, which are also a part

of Defendant's Exhibit A).

Q. That was either a replacement or cancella-

tion % A. Yes.

Q. What is the difference ?

A. There is no difference between a replace-

ment and a cancellation.—If I may go further

into the thing, as a rule, when a company wishes to

retire from a risk that they feel is not satisfactory,

they phone or write to the broker to replace the

insurance in some other company before they send

a cancellation notice, and the policy is usually taken

up and replaced with some other company, without

any notice of cancellation being given by the com-

pany, and that is the case with most of these can-

cellations. You will notice that these cancellations

were mostly during the period of two or three

months, and besides you will notice this same car

was insured for three years straight without any

cancellation, and during the period of this time for

these few months, there was trouble with losses,

and the companies thought that the risk was not

desirable, and asked me to replace it. The only one

which I recall which cancelled was the Home Acci-

dent. They wanted it cancelled and requested that
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the policy be taken up, and the risk placed with

some other company.

Mr. BARRY : As I understand it, that memoran-

dum would be admitted here and is admitted to the

extent that it is a true summary, a copy of the

document that is in. [29]

The COURT : It was admitted on the theory that

it was a summary.

Mr. SUPPLE : A summary of the figures, but not

of the words here.

Mr. BARRY: I am willing to give you that ad-

mission, Counsel.

WITNESS continuing: I have not the notice of

cancellation that I have just told his Honor was

sent by the Home Accident Company. I do not

recall whether notice was sent on that cancellation

or not.

The COURT: Q. Did you not say that there

was one company where there was a cancellation?

A. Yes, your Honor, that was the Home Acci-

dent. I think there was a cancellation, but I am
not sure, because I have not records that far back.

Q. That is the one concerning which you have

been examined? A. Yes.

Q. There was a cancellation in that ?

A. I believe there was.

WITNESS continuing: I do not recall whether

during the period from the year 1927 to 1931 I no-

tified Dr. Carfagni of the trouble in placing the

risk. During that period of time, the selection of
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the companies in which to place the risk was left

entirely in my hands—as every other matter per-

taining to insurance was left in my hands.

Cross-Examination

I took up the matter of placing Dr. Carfagni's

Insurance in the National Union Indenmity Com-

pany with Mr. Phil Sullivan. I first talked with

Mr. Sullivan about Dr. Carfagni's policy, his Lin-

coln automobile policy, being placed in the National

Union Indemnity Company on June 1, 1929. Mr.

Sullivan w^as the manager of the automobile de-

partment of the National Union Insurance Com-

pany. He was the one who handled the matter of

soliciting and obtaining insurance for the com-

pany. I took the matter up with him on that oc-

casion in the office of the National Union on Pine

Street. I had known Mr. Sullivan for [30] a num-

ber of years in connection with other companies,

and he, as manager of the company, asked me for

business, and he solicited my business on various

occasions before I gave him this insurance. I called

at his office and submitted the insurance on Dr.

Fred Carfagni's car to him, which he accepted and

delivered the policy to me, and the premium was

paid. I gave to Mr. Sullivan at that time the in-

formation that he asked for concerning the Carfagni

policy that I desired to have issued by the National

Union Company. The information was the name

of the insured, his address, his occupation, the kind
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of a car, the model, the year, the engine number

and the limit of liability required. After that in-

formation was given, a policy was issued.

Mr. BARRY : Have you got that policy, Counsel,

the one issued in 1929 ?

Mr. SUPPLE: No, Mr. Payne has it or should

have it. We have a daily report.

WITNESS continuing: I have not the policy

that was issued at that time. I have made a search

of my files for the purpose of determining whether

or not in those files was the policy issued by the

National Union in 1929 and also the policy issued

in 1930. I never keep expired policies.

Mr. BARRY : Could I have the daily?

Mr. SUPPLE : Yes. (Handing document to Mr.

Barry)

WITNESS continuing: When a company issues a

policy, it makes out what is called a daily, a copy of

insurance. (Mr. Barry here hands the document

which he had received from Mr. Supple, to the

witness)

The WITNESS continuing: The policy was the

same as that daily issued by the National Union

imder date of June 5, 1929. A copy of the daily was

sent to me at that time with the policy. The daily

was intended for my files, the company [31] keeping

another copy of the daily. This document that has

been referred to as a daily is practically a copy of

the first page or the face of the policy, without any

of the finer print which appears on the back pages
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of the policy. (Plaintiffs then offer in evidence

the daily of the 1929 policy, and the same was re-

ceived in evidence and marked as Plaintiffs' ex-

hibit 2)

PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT NO. 2.

Folio No. 5503 I. Policy No. 622599.

Leave this space blank

Amount Premium Make

F
T Age

C
N-SH

Tor

SI Col.

CV

Agency, San Francisco, Cal.

Combination Automobile Policy

National Union Fire Insurance Company
and

National Union Indemnity Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Declarations

1. Name of Assured—Fred R. Carfagni.

2. Address of Assured— 580 Green Street, San

Francisco, California.

3. Assured is (Individual, Co-partnership, Cor-

poration or Estate)—Individual.
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4. Assured 's occupation or business is— (State in

Full)—Dentist.

5. This Policy shall be in effect for a period of

Twelve (12) Months from 12 o'clock noon, stan-

dard time at assured 's address June 1st, 1929

to 12 o'clock noon, standard time at assured 's

address June 1st, 1930.

6. The following is the description of the Auto-

mobile and the facts with respect to purchase of

same

:

Model, Year, 1929. Model, No. or Letter

Trade Name, Lincoln. Type of Body (If Truck,

state Tonnage), Sedan. Serial No Motor

No. 51834. Horse Power No. of Cylinders

8. List Price $

Purchased by the Assured—Month, Oct. Year,

1928. New or Second Hand—New. Actual Cost

to Assured (Including Equipment) — $5055.00.

Is Automobile Fully Paid For?—(Yes or No).

Amount Unpaid ? $ No. Unpaid

Notes? Notes Payable Monthly (If not,

state method of payment)

Subject to all the stipulations, provisions and

conditions contained in this policy, loss, if any,

is payable to Assured as interest may appear.

(Give name of Person, Firm or Corporation

holding any Encumbrance.)

7. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, used for the fol-

lowing purposes: Business & Pleasure.
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8. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, principally used

and garaged in the city named in Declaration 2,

except as follows : No exceptions.

9. No company has cancelled or refused to issue any

kind of automobile insurance for the Assured

during the past three years, except as follows

:

No exceptions.

The Company shall be liable only under that sec-

tion or those sections of the policy for w^hich a spe-

cific premium charge is made below.

Amount of Insurance, $4000.00. (Insert either a

Specific Amount or Words "Actual Cash Value.")

Part 1—National Union Fire Insurance Company.

Sections 1 and 2. Fire and Transportation.

Rate 20^. Premium $8.00.

Section 3. Theft.

Credit allowed for Locking Device

(Give name or insert word ''None"), subject to

Locking Device clause on page two.

Rate 30^. Premium $12.00.

Section 4. Tornado, Cyclone, Windstorm, Hail,

Earthquake, Explosion, Accidental, and Ex-

ternal Discharge or Leakage of Water.

Rate Premium $ Nil.

Section 5. Collision or Upset in excess of $ Full

Cov. (insert "Full Coverage," "$50.00," or

"$100.00" deductible according to coverage de-

sired), subject to Collision peril clause on page

two. Credit allowed for Bumpers.

(Give name, indicating "Front," "Rear," or
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"Front and Rear," or insert word "None"),

subject to Bumper clause on page two.

$50.00 Extra Equipment. Premium $5.00, $102.00.

Part One, Total Premium, $127.00.

Part 2—National Union Indemnity Company.

Section 6. Liability for Bodily Injuries or Death

—

(a) Limit one person ($15,000.00). (b) (Limit

one accident ($30,000.00). Premiimi $55.04. Lia-

bility for Damage to property of others, (c)

Limit one accident ($1,000.00). Premium

$13.00.

Part Two, Total Premium, $68.04.

Total Premium, Part One and Two, $195.04.

Countersigned at San Francisco, Cal., this 5th

day of June, 1929.

Authorized Agent for both Companies.

Standard Forms Bureau Form 346 (Feb. 1919)

Balance Due—$1258.93
Loss Payable Clause

Loss, if any, subject to all the terms and condi-

tions of this policy, is payable to Anglo California

Trust Company.

Attached to Policy No. 622599 of the (Name of

Company) National Union Fire Insurance Com-
pany.

Issued to Fred R. Carfagni.

Agency at San Francisco, Calif.

Dated October 5th, 1929.

1929—Lincoln Sedan—Motor #51834.

LEO. POCKWITZ CO., Inc.,

Agent.

Trade Mark—Standard—346. Feb. 1919.
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[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are iiibber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

619666—Folio 5573.

Loss Reported Under this Policy.

Renewed.

Amer. Re-Ins. Co.

P25192 1204

Examined Jnl. 9, 1929. R. C. A., Jr.

R. I.

X
Loss Reported Under [illegible].

Renewed.

Examined Oct. 16, 1929. R. C. A., Jr.

Leave off.

Renewed.

Correct Oct. 5, 1929. CH, Examiner.

Received Oct. 7, 1929. Pacific Dept.

Order says Ins. was overlooked absolutely.

No claims.

Correct Jun. 18, 1929. CH, Examiner.

Register Jun. 14, 1929.

Accounts Jul. 2, 1929.

Mapped
Reins. Jun. 26, 1929. '

Expiration Aug. 2, 1929.

Fire Record

Com'l Rating

Bordereaux Jul. 3, 1929.
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Board

43.00.

Coll. 26480 (NC) 28286 (11.83 Coll.) 3A.

State Agency Make of Car 208.

Age L Premium or Additional Premium—Liability

4000.00. Total Premium 127.00. Fire Premium 8.

Theft Premium 17. Deb. Prem. 3. Collision Pre-

mium 102. P. P. Premium O. C. Gov. Code

Other Coverage Premium Policy Num-

ber 599. Return Premium

National Union Indemnity Co.—Automobile

Classification

Liab.—Kind of Bus. 1. State 04. City 43. Year of

Issue 29. Term in Months 12. Expiration—month 6,

Year 30. Classification 1134. Limit 15/30. Premium

55.04. Exposure 12. Coverage 1. Comsn. 3A.

P. B.—Kind of Bus. 3

Classification 1134. Limit 1. Premium 13.00. Ex-

posure 12. Coverage 2. Comsn. 3A.

( ^oll.—Kind of Bus 4

Coverage 3

Total

Premium 68.04

[Endorsed]: Filed United States District Court

Feb. 10, 1933.

[Endorsed]: Filed United States Circuit Court

of Appeals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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WITNESS continuing: I have looked through

my file for the purpose of determining whether I

have a copy of the daily that reached me at or about

the time it was issued. I have no such copy. This

policy of June, 1929 was renewed at the request of

the company, and the new policy was issued on or

about the expiration date. The company sent me
an expiration notice, asking me if they should re-

new the policy, and I told them to renew it. When
I say ^' renew the policy" I am referring to the is-

suance of a new policy. A new policy was issued

at that time.

(Counsel for defendant here hands counsel

for plaintiffs a copy of the daily of the 1930

policy)

WITNESS continuing: This document which

purports to be a daily issued May 9, 1930, which you

now show to me, is a copy of the face of the policy

that was issued on or about that time to Dr. Car-

fagni by the same companies as those that issued

the policy in 1929. I am referring to the printed

and typewritten part of the document, to the docu-

ment without all the stamps and longhand waiting

upon it.

Mr. BARRY : I offer this in evidence at this time,

may it please your Honor, and ask that it be marked

"Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3". This refers to renewing

622599, folio 5503.

The WITNESS: Pardon me. Counsel, what is

the folio number there ?
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Mr. BARKY: The folio number is—A 619666

[32]

Mr. SUPPLE : It is on the right margin.

Mr. BARRY: 619666. That was the one issued

on May 9, 1930, the policy period being from June

1, 1930 to June 1, 1931. This other document I am
not offering at this time. It is referred to as a re-

newal order. It was no part of the policy that came

back to you from the company ? A. No.

Mr. BARRY: My offer, may it please your

Honor, is of the daily itself, and not of this memo-

randum on the back.

(The daily of May 9, 1930 was thereupon re-

ceived in evidence and marked Plaintiffs' Ex-

hibit 3.)

PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT NO. 3.

Form CFI-1

Agency, San Francisco.

Folio No. 5513 I. Policy No. 619666

Leave this space blank

Amount Premium Make

F
T Age

C
N-SH

Tor

SI Col.

CV „
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Renewinjr 622599—Folio 5503

Combination Automobile Policy

National Union Fire Insurance Company
and

National Union Indemnity Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Declarations

1. Name of Assured—Fred R. Carfagni.

2. Address of Assured— 580 Green Street, San

Francisco, C^alifornia.

3. Assured is (Individual, Co-partnership, Cor-

poration or Estate)—Individual.

4. Assured 's occupation os business is— (State in

Full) Dentist.

Employed by

5. This Policy shall be in effect for a period of

Twelve Months from 12 o'clock noon, standard

time at assured 's address June 1, 1930 to 12

o'clock noon, standard time at assured 's address

June 1, 1931.

6. The following is the description of the Automo-

bile and the facts with respect to purchase of

same. Model, Year, 1929. Model No. or Letter,

Trade Name, Lincohi. Type of Body

(If Truck, state Tonnage), Sedan. Serial No.

Motor No. 51834. Horse Power,

No. of Cylinders, 8. List Price, $
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Purchased by the Assured, Month, October,

Year, 1928. New or Second Hand, New. Actual

Cost to Assured (Including Equipment),

$5055.00. Is Automobile Fully Paid For (Yes or

No). Yes. Amount Unpaid? $ No. Unpaid

Notes'? Notes Payable Monthly (If not,

state method of paj^nent)

Subject to all the stipulations, provisions and

conditions contained in this policy, loss, if any,

is payable to Assured as interest may appear.

(Give name of Person, Firm or Corporation

holding any Encumbrance.)

7. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, used for the

following purposes Business & Pleasure.

8. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, principally used

and garaged in the city named in Declaration 2,

except as follows : No exceptions.

9. No company has cancelled or refused to issue

any kind of automobile insurance for the As-

sured during the past three years, except as fol-

lows No exceptions.

The Company shall be liable only under that sec-

tion or those sections of the policy for which a spe-

cific premium charge is made below.

Amount of Insurance (Insert either a Specific

Amount or Words "Actual Cash Value") $3000.00.

Part 1—National Union Fire Insurance Company.

Sections 1 and 2.—Fire and Transportation. Rate

.25, Premium, $7.50.
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Section 3. Theft—Theft Clause V applicable, Rate

.30, Premium $9.00.

Additional Premium, broad form coverage

$50.00, Rate, , Premium, $5.00.

Section 4. Tornado, cyclone, windstorm, hail, earth-

quake, explosion, accidental, and external dis-

charge or leakage of water. Rate, Nil; Pre-

mium, $ Nil,

Section 5. C^ollision or Upset in excess of $ Full

Cov. (insert "Full Coverage," "$50.00," or

"$100.00" deductible according to coverage de-

sired), subject to Collision peril clause on page

two.

Credit allowed for Bumpers. (Give name, indicating

"Front," "Rear," or "Front and Rear," or

insert word "None"), subject to Bumper clause

on page two. Premium, $102.00.

Part One, Total Premium, $123.50.

Part 2—National Union Indemnity Company.

Section 6. Liability for bodily injuries or death

(a) Limit one person ($15,000.00) ;
(b) Limit

one accident ($30,000.00) Premium $61.44.

Liability for damage to property of others (c) Limit

one accident ($5,000.00) Premium $13.00.

Part Two, Total Premium, $74.44.

Total Premium Part One and Two, $197.94.

Countersigned at

This day of 5/9/30.

E. H. PAYNE
Authorized Agent for both Companies.
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Policy No. 622599; Folio No. 5503. Eenewal

Order. Amount $3000.

Fire ® .25, $7.50.

Theft ® .30, $9.00.

Extra Equipment .50, $5.00.

Plate glass

Collision (Full Cover.) $102.00.

Public Liability (15/30 M) $61.44.

Property Damage (5000M) $13.00.

Total, $197.94.

Attach Endorsement

Attach Endorsement

Previous Losses

Fire

Theft

Coll. No. 2. Amt. Paid $12.00.

P. L.

P. D.

Misc.

Commission

F. &T.
Coll.

P. D.

P. L. 25%
NM.

Underwriter

Agent or Broker, E. H. PAYNE, 114 Sansome,

Date Ordered.

Renewal recommended by W. Grady 5/8/30.
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[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

Amer. Re-Ins. Co.

L39009 13.44

627657.

R.I.

Examined Jmi. 5, 1930. O. M. R.

Renewed.

Correct May 10, 1930. Examiner.

Loss Reported Under This Policy.

Renewed.

Renewed.

Register May 10, 1930.

Accounts Jun. 1, 1930.

Mapped
Reins. May 21, 1932.

Expirations May 10, 1930.

Fire Record

Com'l Rating

Bordereaux Jun. 2, 1930.

Board

48.00

kState Agency Make of Car

Age Premium or Additional Premium—Lia-

bility Total Premium Fire Premium
Theft Premium Deb. Prem

Collision Premium P. D. Premium
O. C. Gov. Code Other Coverage Premium

Policy No [Note: figures in this class-
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ification have been scratched.] Return Premium

National Union Indemnity Co.—Automobile

Classification

Liab.—Kind of Bus. 1. State 04. City 43. Year

of Issue 30. Term in Months 12. Expiration—Month

6, Year 31. Classification 1134. Limit 15/30. Pre-

mium 61.44. Exposure 12. Coverage 1. Comsn. 2B.

P. D.—Kind of Bus. 3 (132)

Classification 1134. Limit 7. Premium 13.00. Ex-

posure 12. Coverage 2. Comsn. 2B.

Coll.—Kind of Bus. 4

Coverage 3

Total Premiiun 74.44

Account—Year 30, Month 6. State 5, City 2. Folio

5513. Policy Number 619666. Kind 4. Form 1. Make
of C^ar 023. Age 2. Liability 300. Total Premium
$123.50.

Fire Code 1. Fire Premium 8. Theft Code 5. Theft

Premium 14. Coll. Code. 10. Collision Premium
102. P. D. Code [illegible] Premium
O. C. Code Other Cover Premium
Commission 2B.

22652 24138 33320

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/10/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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WITNESS continuing: The next policy was the

one which is already in evidence here, and which

is the basis of this particular action. In 1929, when

I first took up the matter of Dr. Carfagni's insur-

ance with Mr. Sullivan, I had no conversation with

him about whether Dr. Carfagni had ever had any

automobile insurance issued to him cancelled or

refused by any company. Neither Mr. Sullivan

nor anyone else connected with the National Union

Indemnity Company, at the time that I applied for

this insurance or at the time that it was issued

or at any other time, asked me whether Dr. Carfagni

had ever had any kind of an automobile insurance

issued to him, cancelled or refused. That cjuestion

was never asked. I did not say anything to Mr.

Sullivan or to anyone else connected with the Na-

tional Union Indemnity Company as to whether

or not Dr. Carfagni at any time prior to that time

had any insurance, automobile or other insurance,

cancelled by any other company or refused to him

by any other company. That subject never was dis-

cussed. It was not discussed at any time from the

first time that I spoke to Mr. Sullivan and the Na-

tional Union Company about placing Dr. Carfagni 's

insurance in that company up to the time and initil

[33] after the time of the happening of the ac-

cident, which is the basis of this particular suit.

That is true concerning the conversation had at the

time the policies were issued in 1930 and also con-

cerning the conversation had at the time the policy

was issued in 1931.
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Coneeming the eoBW&SAtkm Ind with. Mr. Snlli-

van at the tnne tiiat tiie poUcj was laraed ir. :

he sent me a renewal notiee^ jn>d I imne

osdered tibe jm^k^ renewed a flmndi before

pired. There was no etMiwenation at all ;^

time eoiiceiiiiiig matters widdi wnoM he i^

into a new polkj issued to I>r. Carfagwi, When
the present poliey tipon whidi tins sot was hmoi^tr
was issued in 1931. tiie same proeedHre was foi-

loweii.—They sent me an eaLpiffatiwi soliecv and I

ordereti the poliey roiewed a mimdi heiore it ex-

pired.

Mr. BABEY: As a matter of fKt, 19ie policy,

may it plea.'^e yonr Honor, upon wlndi tins snt was

hrm^^ was countersigned May 13v 1931, and tike

odier woaM not ha^e expired nntil Jwne Ir ISSL

WITNESS eontinntng: I reported losses to iOte

National Union Indemnity Conqpany under Ae
policy that was issned in 1929^ and tint was in ef-

fect from Jime 1, 1929 to Jnne 1^ 19901 I took np
with the National Union TtideiHnitj Company Ae— - - = - -r -soikhdialfofDruCarfiignL

..rer of losses wlndi were re-

^^ to Na . Union Yndtfimnitj Comptfuy

. -r that first policy, heeanse niy rceoids hoie

been disposed of. I have no records of tiiOBe losae^

but I believe the NatioDal Union eoidd gire tiiose

records complete, as to tiie imwlirf of losses as

they keep a complete reeord of tibose
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To Hie best of mj reeollection, there were losses

of Dr. Carfagiii rejx)rted to the National Union

Indemnitr Conjjjany under the jjolicT issued in

19^0^ and which was in effect from [34] June 1,

1990 until June 1, 1931, the policy which immedi-

ately preceded the one which is the basis of this

snit. I hare no way of telling how many losses there

wiere reported to the National Union Indemnity

Company imder those two policies which were in

effieet from June 1, 1929 to June 1, 1931. because

w^ ]«emd£ are not complete on that, as I told you

before ; the records show the exact number of losses.

I could not tell you, because I could not recall. The

: to which I hare referred took the form of

*ation of claims and the payment of those

Dy the company. The matter of those claims,

^ -^sentation of them and details in connection

with the settlement or adjustment of them were

handled through me.

Mr. BABRY: Mr. Supple, hare you a record of

those loBBes that I could offer at this time in con-

nection with Mr. Payne's testimony?

Mr. SUPPLE: Yes. I think that the first loss

was S^tember, 1929. nothing paid ; the next loss on

Janoary 18, 1930 was $11.85 for a collision, and then

in 1S30. September 10, prox>erty damage, $41.75, and

then the next jjayment shown on this record is in

December. 1930, collision. $95.23.

(Mr. Supple then hands the document en-

afkd ^^daim Beeord. Fred E. Carfagni^' to Mr.

Barry, who shoTs^ it to the witness)

.
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WITNESS continuing: I have no recollection

of any claim other than those noted upon this docu-

ment.

(The document entitled "Claim Record, Fred

R. Carfagni" was thereupon offered and received

in evidence and marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 4).

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 4.

Agent

CLAIM RECORD
Broker, E. H. Payne

Name, Fred R. Carfagni.

Claim No. 26480. Policy No. 622599. Date Ace. 9-12-

29. Kind of Car Lincoln. Kind Ace. CoU. Amt.

Paid Nc. Date closed 5-12-30.

Claim No. 28286. Policy No. 622599. Date Ace. 1-1-

30. Kind of Car Line. Kind Ace. Coll. Amt.

Paid 11.83. Date closed 3-18-30.

Claim No. 22652. Policy No. 619666. Date Ace.

9-10-30. Kind of Car Line. Kind Ace. PD.
Name of Driver, Petri. Amt. Paid 41.75. Date

Closed 12-1-30.

Claim No. 24138. Policy No. 619666. Date Ace.

12-12-30. Kind of Car Line. Kind Ace. PD.
Name of Driver Taco. Amt. Paid C. W. P.

Date closed 4-14-31.

Claim No. 33320. Policy No. 619666. Date Ace.

12-12-30. Kind of Car, Line. Kind Ace, Coll.

Amt. Paid 95.23. Date closed 6-22-31.
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(laim No. 33434. Policy No. 627670. Date Ace.

6-22-31. Kind of ('ar, Line. Kind Ace. Coll.

(Uaini No. 25852. Policy No. 627670. Date Ace.

6-22-31. Kind of (-ar, Line. Kind Ace, PL.

Name of Driver, Mrs. Mary Eddy,

(^laim No. 25853. Policy No. 627670. Date Ace.

6-22-31. Kind of (^ar, Line. Kind Ace, PL.

Name of Driver, Albert Eddy Sr.

Claim No. 25854. Policy No. 627670. Date Ace.

6-22-31. Kind of Car, Line. Kind Ace, PL.

Name of Driver, Mrs. Albert Eddy Jr.

Claim No. 25855. Policy No. 627670. Date Ace.

6-22-31. Kind of Car, Line. Kind Ace, PD.

Name of Driver, Albert Eddy 8r.

[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

AT 1-16-32 GK.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/10/33.

[Endorsed]. Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

WITNESS continuing: There were no losses

reported or any claims made under those first two

policies based upon [35] anything other than the

combination automobile policy.—There were no

claims made under the insurance feature. I did not
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make any other application for any of the policies

which have been referred to in my previous testi-

mony, other than the ai^i^lications which were ver-

bal, to which I have referred. The rates on the re-

newal of these policies varied because of the varia-

tion in insurance rates generally, and each new

policy, when issued, was issued upon the basis of

the rates then prevailing. The adjustment of each

of the losses referred to, upon the card which has

been admitted in evidence here, was handled by

me for Dr. Carfagni through the loss department

of the National Union. All of the policies to which

I have referred were kept in my possession perma-

nently. None of those policies was delivered out of

my possession or into the possession of Dr. Car-

fagni. The very next morning, after the accident

occurred, as a result of which Mrs. Eddy died, I

communicated with the National Union Indemnity

Company. I talked with the claims manager at that

time. When the accident occurred, which, I believe,

was around the hour of 10 o'clock. Dr. Carfagni

phoned my home, and I told him that I would be

down to the police department in the morning and

get the record of the loss and report it to the com-

pany. I met him at the office of the police depart-

ment and got the complete record, and from there I

went to the loss department in the office of the Na-

tional Union Insurance Company and laid it before

it. They immediately told me that they would take

care of it. The National Union loss department sent

I
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their representative to the police department and se-

cured the car from it and took it to Larkin & Com-
pany. They phoned to me and said they were get-

ting bids on repairing the car; later they phoned

me and asked if it was all right if Larkin did the

work on the car, and I told them "Yes". About a

week later Larkin phoned me and asked me if T

would get the company to release the car. [36]

—They told me that the work was completed, and

I phoned the company and then they told me they

were denying all liability in this case and would not

pay the claim, would not release the car, had not

suggested that the car be sent to Larkins for the

purpose of having the work done. The bill for that

work was not paid by the company. Dr. Carfagni

paid it, and then the car was released into his pos-

session.

It was about a week after June 22, 1931 that I

w^as first advised by the National Union Indemnity

Company that they denied or would deny liability

under this policy. During that intervening week,

I had not received any word or information from

anyone to the effect that the company was denying

or would deny liability under the policy. At no

time prior to the time that I heard that the com-

pany was repudiating or intended to repudiate its

responsibility under the policy did I ever have any

conversation with Mr. Sullivan or anyone connected

with the National Union Company or either of the

companies mentioned in this policy concerning
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whether or not Dr. Carfagni had ever had any in-

surance refused or cancelled to him. With reference

to these policies, the policy of 1929, the one of 1930

and the one of 1931, and particularly with reference

to No. 9 on the policy reading as follows: *'No

company has cancelled or refused to issue any kind

of automobile insurance for the assured during the

past three years, except as follows :

", I never at any

time gave any answer to any question of that kind

from anyone. I never at any time gave any answer

to that question or to any similar questions, to the

extent that there were no exceptions, or that no in-

surance had been cancelled or refused to Dr. Car-

fagni. That question had never been asked of me,

and the subject matter of it was never discussed.

The premiums were paid on the three policies is-

sued by National Union Indemnity Company to Dr.

Carfagni. [37]

Redirect Examination

I was never appointed an agent of the National

Union Indemnity Company, no more than any other

company. I was an insurance broker in 1929, 1930

and 1931, and as an insurance broker, I placed auto-

mobile policies and other policies in various com-

panies, and from those companies I deducted a com-

mission as broker. I followed the same practice with

the National Union Indemnity Company. I pro-

cured these three policies from the National Union

Indemnity Company that counsel has referred to,
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at the request of Dr. Carfagni. After the policies

were issued, they were delivered to me and retained

in my possession. Dr. Carfagni had access to them,

at his request. At any time he wanted, lie could come

in and see them. My testimony is that the first policy

in 1929 was secured through a Mr. Phil Sullivan.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2 does not refresh my recol-

lection that I got that first policy through the firm

of Leo Pockwitz Co. Inc., agents. That insurance

was given by me directly with the National Union

Insurance Company. I did not, that I can recall,

place that first policy through Leo Pockwitz Co.,

Inc. General Agents. I think I could prove that that

policy was placed directly with the National Union

Insurance Company. I may have had dealings witli

the firm of Leo Pockwitz Co. Inc. in the year 3929.

I might have called upon Mr. Pockwitz pertaining

to other lines of insurance, not pertaining to this.

I would not have any reason to call on him for Na-

tional Union. I do not recall ever having had a tele-

phone inquiry of Miss Hearney of Pockwitz, con-

cerning the first policy. Not that I can recall was

any inquiry made of me at the time the first policy

was issued, concerning the fact that the car was pur-

chased in October, 1928, and the insurance was asked

for in 1929. When I got the first policy, I was fa-

miliar with the form of policy. With reference to

section 9 of the policy, ''No company has [38] can-

celled or refused to issue any kind of automobile in-

surance for the assured during the past three years.
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except as follows:" with "No Exceptions" in type-

writing, that was the standard form. That is not

customarily required to be answered by the company.

I knew what exceptions meant. It meant that that

application was never signed by me or by Mr. Fred

Carfagni. The statement "No Exceptions" means

that there are no exceptions. That is just what it

says. The way it is written in, Dr. Carfagni had

never been cancelled out by any company during the

past three years. I took that policy in 1929 and kept

it in my office. In 1930 I renewed it and got another

and kept that for a year. In 1931 1 got the third one.

During that period of time, the National Union In-

demnity Company never asked for any new infor-

mation. So far as I know, the renewals were made

upon the same state of facts that had existed at the

time the first policy was taken out. Each policy con-

tained the expression in section 9 here "No Excep-

tions". Not only did I handle the procuring of in-

surance as an insurance broker for Dr. Carfagni

during the three-year period from 1929 to 1931, but

I also took charge of the reporting of claims and the

adjusting of losses for him.

Eecross Examination

I recall definitely taking the matter up originally

with Mr. Sullivan. Dr. Carfagni had the right to

look at the policies at any time that he wanted to,

but I have no recollection of his ever looking at any

of the policies. I have on many occasions read the
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policies, but the "No Exceptions" is written in 95%
of the policies issued and, therefore, has never, to

my knowledge, been used as an exception in insur-

ance. I have been in the insurance brokerage busi-

ness for twenty-seven years.

Further Redirect Examination.

I said that these three policies here that I took out

with the National Union are standard form policies.

I have [39] already testified that "No Exceptions"

was in each policy, but not pursuant to any infor-

mation or statement given by me at any time.

Further Recross Examination.

When the three policies issued by the National

Union Indemnity Company to Dr. Carfagni reached

my office, and during the time they were at my office,

I read part of the policy pertaining to the kind of

car, the engine number, the man's name, his address,

which are very important points in the policy. I did

not on any of those occasions, and relative to any of

those policies read the so-called declarations and the

filling-in after these so-called declarations, particu-

larly declarations 8 and 9 on the policy. No attempt

was made by the National Union Insurance Com-

pany, either the indemnity or the fire insurance com-

pany, after the so-called Eddy accident or prior to

that accident to return any of the premiums on any

of the policies issued prior to the policy issued under

date of June 1, 1931. No money was offered or re-

turned except the last policy that was issued. A week

or so after the accident the premium was returned

or offered to be returned.
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EDWARD A. ARMSTRONG,

called as a witness on behalf of defendant, being

duly sworn, testified as follows:

I am in the employ of the State of California

with the Division of Insurance, commonly known as

the Insurance Commissioner's Office. I am serving

there now as a statistician, particularly in connec-

tion with the receivership of the Home Accident

Insurance Company. The full name of the company

that is in receivership, and for which I am now

acting for the Insurance Commissioner of the State

of California is Home Accident and Home Fire In-

surance Company of Little Rock, Arkansas. As re-

ceiver in California of that company, we have [40]

in our possession original records of the business

that they transacted in California. The records are

stored and under my control. I have not the com-

plete file upon Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, 580 Green

Street, San Francisco, but I have some papers here

relative to the business he transacted with the con-

cern at the time it was a going concern. I have

the papers which are headed by a daily report. The

papers that I have handed to you, pasted together

under policy No. C. A.-14575, Daily Report, are

from the company's original records in my pos-

session.

Mr. SUPPLE: We will offer, if your Honor
please, in evidence, for the purpose of identification

at this time, a number of papers pasted together

and headed by policy No. C. A.-14575, Home Fire
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Accident Insurance Companies of Arkansas, Daily

Report, name of insured. Dr. Fred R. Carfagni,

580 Green Street, San Francisco, Occupation, Den-

tist.

(Said papers were thereupon marked "Defend-

ant's Exhibit B for identification")

WITNESS continuing: I have also in my pos-

session and here in court certain sheets from the

record of the Home Accident Company, one of

them, name E. H. Payne, Address 306 Balfour

Building, Folio No. 1, and on the reverse side.

Folio No. 2. (The documents last referred to were

offered for identification and marked as Defendant 's

Exhibit C).

WITNESS continuing: I have also produced

here in court a paper marked '

' San Francisco Office

Written Bordereau" dated 7/28, Com. 35 per cent,

No. 652. (Said paper was offered for identifica-

tion and marked as Defendant's Exhibit D)

WITNESS continuing: I have also produced a

paper marked "San Francisco Office, Return Prem-

ium Bordereau" dated 8/28, No. 220, Com. 35 per

cent. (Said paper was offered for identification

and marked as Defendant's Exhibit E) [41]
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C. A. CULPEPPEE,

called as a witness on behalf of defendant, being

duly sworn, testified as follows:

My home address is in the North. I am in the

casualty insurance business. I am agency super-

visor. In the year 1928 I was branch manager for

the Home Accident and Home Fire Insurance Com-

pany of Arkansas. As branch manager, I was look-

ing after the business of the company in northern

California principally. I had charge of the under-

writing and all risks written in northern California

passed over my desk. I approved of those risks as

manager.

(The witness was here handed Defendant's Ex-

hibit B for identification and held the same while

testifying) I have seen similar documents to De-

fendant's Exhibit B for identification, but I don't

know whether I have seen it before or not. I notice

the handwriting on the report marked "Confiden-

tial, Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, 580 Green Street, Dentist". (Said report

is a part of Defendant's Exhibit B for identifica-

tion) I see the word "Cancelled" written on that

page. I don't know in whose handwriting that is,

but it looks like mine. I could not say, however,

that it is my handwriting. In the year 1928 it was

one of my duties to read these confidential reports.

It was my invariable practice, as the manager of

the company, after reading that report, if the risk

was to be rejected, to write "Cancelled" on it and

send it out to the girl to cancel. I think that is my
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handwriting "Cancelled" but that is a long time

ago. I am sure that the form of receipt-stamp used

by my company is the form on that record. The

date of it there is August 10, 1928. Looking at this

entire Exhibit for Identification No. B, I can say

that these records were my records as manager of

the Home Accident Company in the year 1928. [42]

Mr. SUPPLE: We will offer them in evidence,

your Honor.

Mr. BARRY: I urge the objection that they are

immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent ; that if they

are for the purpose of showing cancellation, may it

please your Honor, they do not show it; if they

are for any other purpose, they are entirely imma-

terial, because this case is not being tried upon so-

called confidential reports received by the Home
Accident Company, and the only pertinency of the

whole matter is whether the Home Accident Com-

pany did cancel the policy of insurance at or about

the time already mentioned.

The COURT: Overruled; exception.

(Plaintiffs' Exception No. 2.)

Mr. BARRY : Has your Honor seen these state-

ments, as far as the subject-matter of them is con-

cerned ?

The COURT : No, but I will admit them. (There-

upon Defendant's Exhibit B for Identification was

marked in evidence as Defendant's Exhibit B).
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT B
Carfagni 14575

Return Receipt.

Received from the Postmaster the Registered or

Insured Article, the original number of which ap-

pears on the face of this Card.

F. R. CARFAGNI.
(Signature or name of addressee.)

(Signature of addressee's agent.)

Date of delivery, 8/11/28.

Government Printing Office

Form 3811 c5—6116

Standard Forms Bureau Form 88 A Jan. 1918.

Copy

Cancellation Notice at Company's Election

(Mailed from) San Francisco, California, (Date)

August 10th, 1928.

To Dr. Fred R. Carfagni

580 Green St.

San Francisco, Calif. Registered Letter

You Are Hereby Notified that this Company has

elected to cancel its Policy No. 14575 issued to Dr.

Fred R. Carfagni, loss, if any, payable to Assured,

written to cover $ on 1922 Lincoln Coupe

at San Francisco, Calif, from 7-27-28, and that Five

days from the date of service of this notice, said
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policy, and tlie whole thereof, including the Mort-

gage Agreement, if any, will stand cancelled with-

out further notice, and thereafter be mdl and void,

and no liability will exist thereunder.

You are further notified that in event of the pre-

mium having been paid, the unearned portion there-

of will be returned on surrender or relinquishment

of said Policy.

HOME FIRE & ACCIDENT
INSURANCE CO.

(Name of Insurance Company.)

By Agent.

Trade Mark—Standard—88 A Jan. 1918.

Type of Body, Coupe

Carfagni, Fred R. Dr.

San Francisco, Calif. 580 Green St.

Dentist

Confidential

1—A. About how long have you personally known

assured? A.

B. Or, about how long have your informants

known him? (If less than two years, what

was his previous address?) B. 6 years, 4

years.

C. About how long since you or your inform-

ants have seen him, or heard directly of

him? (If not within two weeks, explain

fully.) C. Daily.

2.—About what is his age ? 35.
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3—A. What is his racial descent? (Answer whether

Anglo-Saxon, Greek, Hebrew, Italian,

Negro, etc.) A. Italian.

B. If foreign-born, does he speak and under-

stand English well? B. Yes.

4—A. In what line of business is he engaged? (If

more than one, state all. ) A. Dentist.

B. With what company, partnership, or in-

dividual is he connected? B. Self.

C. What position does he hold? C. Operator.

5—A. About how long has he been in his present

business connection? A. Several years.

B. Is he regarded as successful in business ? (If

not, why?) B. Yes.

6—A. About what would you estimate his gross

worth? A. $25,000

B. About what would you estimate his gross

annual income? B. $6,000

7. Is his general reputation as to character, habits,

and morals good? (If not good, state nature

of reports against him.) Yes, see remarks.

8. Is he the owner of the automobile described

above ? Yes.

9—A. Does he drive the automobile himself? A.

Yes.

B. Is he a capable driver? B. Yes.

C. Has he a reputation for fast and reckless

driving? C. Yes.

D. Does he drive car while intoxicated? D. No
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10. Do you learn that he has had any automobile

accidents? (If so, give number and details

in "Remarks.") No.

11—A. Has he any physical deformity, or material

impairment of his eyesight or hearing? (If

so, give details in ''Remarks.") A. No.

B. Is he given to extreme nervousness or ex-

citability? B. No.

12—A. Do others drive the car? (If so, state

whether children, relatives, friends, or

chauffeur. If children drive, give their ap-

proximate ages.) A. No.

B. Does the use of car by such persons increase

the hazard of accident? (If so, give details

in "Remarks.") B.

13. Is the car rented or used to carry passengers

for a consideration ? No.

14. Is he or anyone who uses car suspected of sell-

ing or transporting liquor? (If so, state

whether selling or transporting. Give de-

tails in "Remarks.") No.

15. Would you recommend that a company assume

the legal liability for any damage done to

persons or property by this assured 's car?

No, see business record.

16—A. Remarks: Describe the uses of the car and
cover its likelihood of causing injury, or

being damaged. If others drive, give de-

tails.
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The assured uses the car for pleasure and

business. He is a capable driver and has

had no serious accidents that informants

know about. He drives at a fast and often

at a reckless rate of speed, however, and has

been arrested a number of times for speed-

ing. The last time was about four months

ago when he was on his way to Los Angeles.

He was driving this car at the rate of about

seventy miles per hour when he was stopped

and arrested by a traffic officer on the high-

way. He keeps the car securely garaged

when it is not in use.

B. Give a full statement describing assured 's

business; reputation; home surroundings,

and community in which he lives.

He is the proprietor of a good sized

dentistry business. The assured does a cheap

grade of dentistry, specializing in gold work,

for which he charges a high price. He op-

erates in the Italian business district and

has a good trade and keeps two or three

assistants working most of the time. He
does a large business with local dental supply

houses, but his personal attitude has forced

two supply houses to discontinue his business

and a third one holds him with a great deal

of skepticism. He enters the sales room
with a rough pugnacious attitude and he is

a hard man to bargain with. He ran ac-
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counts with two houses, and even though he

had the money to pay the accounts he passed

(over) them off as a trifling matter. One

place where he traded suspected him of l)e-

ing dishonest. When he came into the sales

room one of the men, out of sight of the

assured, watched him and saw him pick up

some tools and keep them without paying

for them. The assured is not an excessive

drinker and his moral reputation is not

criticized. He lives with his wife in a de-

sirable residential section.

Note: This information was confirmed

through reliable sources. S3

Automobile Liability Report

Date 192

Signature of person making report

Hereby binds insurance as described in Schedule

of C^overage herein for a period of days

beginning at noon on the day of ,
192

,

and ending at noon, day of , 192 ,

on the following described automobile.

Warranties.

The following are statements of facts known to

and warranted by the named Assured to be true by

the acceptance of this Binder, and this Binder is

issued by the Companies named above relying upon

the truth thereof

:

1. Named Assured—Part I 14575—Dr. Fred Car-

sagni

Part II
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2. Address

No. St. or Ave. City or Town County State

3. Occupation or business is

Name and address of Employer, if any.

4. The named Assured is

Individual co-partnership, eorporatioiv

receiver, trustee, or estate.

5. The description of the automobile and the facts

concerning; its purchase are as follows

:

Trade Name: Model; Year; H. P.: No. Cyl.

;

Type of Body, If Truck, State Tomiagre; Serial

Niunber; Motor Nimiber; Factoiy List Price; Ac-

tual Cost to Assured ; Purchased by Assured. Month

Year New or Second-hand.

6. The automobile described is fully paid for by

the Assured and is not mortgaged or otherwise

incimabered, except as follows :

Unpaid balance or inciunbrance, if any, $

payable in Nimiber of months

Amount of Each payment.

7. Subject to all the stipulations, provisions* and

conditions of Part I of this Policy, loss, if any,

under said Part I, shall be payable to

as interest may appear.

8. The uses to which the automobiles deseiibed

are and will be put, are :

9. Said automobiles are and will be principally

maintained and garaged in the city or tow :*

and will be piineipaDy -

in the city or town of and its vie
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10. None of said automobiles are or will be rented

to others or used to carrj- passeugers for a eon-

dderatioDr <3>r for demonstrathig or testing pur-

po6*es, except as follows:

IL No automobile deseribed herein h €fr will be

used for towing or propelling any trailer or

any other rehiele used as a trailer except as

follows: (lueidental assistanee to a standard

automobile on the road is i>emiitted)

12. No eompanr has eaneeled or refused to issue

any kind of automobile insuranee for the named
Assured during the past tiiree years, exeept as

foUows:

13. The automobiles eorered hereby are owned ex-

elusirely by the named Assured^ exeept as fol-

lows:

14. Name of front bumper ,, ,

Name of rear bumper
Name of locking device

Schedule of Coverages

Policy Sees. Perils

A & B Fire, Lightning; Transportation

C Theft

D Collision

E Collision, Limited Coverage

F Theft Extra Equipment

G Tornado. Hail, Explosion, Earthquake, and
Accidental Discharge of Water

H
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I Public Liability

J Property Damage

K
Rates and Limits of Liability

Amount of Insurance, $ ^ $ per $100.00

Amount of Insurance, $ ® $ per $100.00

Amount to be deducted from each separate

claim $

Amount deductible as per Section E of the

''Perils Insured Against"

Amount of Insurance, $ Q $ per $100.00

Amount of Insurance, $ (a) $ per $100.00

Premium Charges

Gross Reductions Net

For Fire Ext'g'sher

$ $ $

For Locking Device

$ $ $

For Bumper (s)

$ $ $

For Bumper (s)

$ $ $

$ $ $

$ $ $

$ $

Total Premium Part I $
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Limit "For one x^erson" as defined in Paragraph

(1) of the Limits of Liability

Dollars ($ )

Limit "For one accident" as defined in Paragraph

(1) of the Limits of Liability

\ Dollars ($ )

Limit of liability of Company on account of any

one accident is Dollars ($ )

Total Premium Part II $

Total Premiums Parts I and II $

This Binder is subject to the terms and conditions

of the said Companies' Combination Automobile

Policy of said insurance as above described in cur-

rent use at the time this Binder becomes effective,

and shall be void immediately upon the issue of the

Policy or upon written notice to the Assured that

the risk is not accepted by the Companies, or if any

agent or other representative of said Companies, or

an}' other person except the President, Vice-Presi-

dent or Secretary of the Companies has changed

or waived any clause or condition of the said policy

form or waived any part of this Binder.

If the risk is accepted by the said Companies, the

policy will be for one year and bear even date with

this Binder ; if the risk is not accepted by the said

Companies or the policy is refused by the Assured,

the Assured shall pay an earned premium at the
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rate named herein pro rata for the period this

Binder has been in force.

Countersigned at , this day of 192

E. H. PAYNE, Agent.

Home Fire Accident Insurance Companies

Of Arkansas

DAILY REPORT
Policy No. CA—14575

Series 2, October, 1927

Number of Previous Policy New
Col. ; Make ; Use ; Car Yr. ; Lim ; Cov., 1 ; Kind, Y

;

Biz., 0;Ter., 1.

Statement 1. The Policy period is 12 months from

July 27th, 1928, to July 27th, 1929, commencing

at twelve o'clock noon, standard time, as to

both dates at the Assured 's address set forth in

Statement 2 of this Schedule.

Statement 2. Name of Assured. Part I. Dr. Fred

R. Carfagni. Part II Dr. Fred R. Carfagni.

Address of Assured (Street and number, city

or town, and State) 580 Green Street, San

Francisco, California.

Statement 3. The Assured 's occupation, profession,

or business is Dentist.

The Assured 's firm or employer is and the

Assured is (Individual, copartnership, corpora-

tion, trustee, or estate) Individual.

Statement 4. The description of the automobile and

its equipment to which this insurance relates,

is as follows:

Trade name, Lincoln; Model — ; Year, 1922;

No. Cyl., 8; Type of body (if truck, state ton-
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nage) Four Pass. Coupe; Serial Number, —

;

Motor Number, 3965; Factory List Price,

$3900.; Actual Cost to Assured, $5650.; Pur-

chased by Assured, Month, 7; Year, 22; New
or Secondhand, New.

Equipment for which credit in premium is taken:

Front Bumper — ; Rear Bumper —

.

Statement 5. The automobile described is paid for

in full by the Assured and is not mortgaged

or otherwise incumbered, except as follows

:

Unpaid balance or incumbrance, if any, $
,
pay-

able in months, $ (Amount of each

payment)

Statement 6. Subject to all the stipulations, provi-

sions, and conditions of Part I and Part II of

this Policy, loss, if any, under Sections A and/or

B and/or H, shall be payable to Assured as

interest may appear.

Statement 7. The automobile described is and will

be used only for business & pleasure excluding

comm'l delivery.

Statement 8. The automobile described (a) is not

and will not be rented to others or used to carry

passengers for a consideration, actual or im-

plied, (b) will not be equipped with a trailer,

(c) is not and will not be used for demonstrat-

ing or testing purposes, (d) will not be specially

equipped as Service, Trouble, or Emergency

car, or used as such.

Statement 9. The Automobile described is, and

will be, principally maintained, garaged, and

used in the city or town named in Statement 2.
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Statement 10. No company has refused to issue or

renew, or has cancelled any automobile insur-

ance of the Assured during the past three

years.

Statement 11. There are no exceptions to State-

ments 8 to 10 inclusive, except as follows:

(Give full particulars, indicating numbers of

Statements to which applicable)

Schedule of Coverages

The insurance granted by the Home Fire Insur-

ance Company under Part I of this policy applies

only to those sections of the Perils insured against

for which a premium charge is made as indicated

in the following Schedule of Coverages, subject to

the specified amounts, limitations, and deductions

stated therein, and also to all other terms, agree-

ments, conditions, and warranties of Part I of this

Policy.

The insurance granted by the Home Accident

Insurance Company under Part II of this policy

applies only to those sections of the Perils insured

against under which the limits of liability and/or

deductions are recorded and a premium charge made
in the following Schedule of Coverages.

Any other coverages to be included under Parts

I and II of this policy must be added by endorse-

ment and the titles and premium charges therefor

recorded under Sections E and K of the following

Schedule of Coverages.
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Part I. Home Fire Insurance Co.

Sec. A. Perils. Fire, Lightning, Transportation;

Limits of Liability, Amount of Insurance

$600.00; Rates, $.35; Premiums, $2.50.

Sec. B. Perils, Theft, Robbery, or Pilferage. Limits

of Liability, Amount of Insurance, $600.00;

Rates, $.35; Premiums $2.50.

Sec. C. Perils, Theft Extra Equipment. Limits of

Liability, Amount of Insurance, $75.00; Rates,

; Premiums $7.50.

Sec. D. Perils. Tornado, Hail, Explosion, Earth-

quake, Accidental Discharge of Water. Limits

of Liability, Amount of Insurance, $ ;

Rates, ; Premiums,

Sec. E. Perils. Limits of Liability, Amount of

Insurance, $ ; Rates, ; Premiums,

Total Premium Part I, $12.50

Part II, Home Accident Insurance Co.

Sec. F. Public Liability. Limit for one person as

defined in Clause (1) of Paragraph B of the

Limits of Liability Ten Thousand & No/100

Dollars ($10,000.00). Limit for one accident

as defined in Clause (1) of Paragraph B of the

Limits of Liability Twenty Thousand and No/

100 Dollars ($20,000.00). Premiums $46.80

Sec. G. Property Damage. Limit for one accident

as defined in Clause (2) of Paragraph B of the

Limits of Liability One Thousand & No/100

Dollars ($1,000.00). Premiums $12.00.
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Sec. H. Collision Full. Amount deductible from

each separate claim $ Premium reduc-

tion for Bumper(s) is % $86.00

Sec. I. Collision, Limited Coverage. Available for

Private Passenger Automobiles only $

Sec. J. Glass Damage. Subject to limit of liability

for glass damage stated in Section J of the in-

suring agreements. $

Sec. K. $

Total Premium Part II $144.80

Total Premiums Parts I and II, $157.30

Countersigned at San Francisco, California, this

8th day of June, 1928.

E. H. PAYNE, S. F. CAL. (M. A.)

Authorized Agent.

Home Accident Insurance C^ompany

of Arkansas

Established 1900

AMENDMENT OF LIMITS
Liability and Property Damage

In consideration of an additional premium of

Three and 12/100 Dollars ($3.12), it is understood

and agreed that the Company's Liability, regardless

of the number of persons named as Assured here-

under, for an accident resulting in injuries to, or

in the death of one person is limited to Fifteen

Thousand & 00/100 Dollars ($15,000), and subject

to that limit for each person the Company's total

liability on account of any one accident resulting

in injuries to, or in the death of more than one
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person is limited to Thirty Thousand and 00/100

Dollars ($30,000.00).

In consideration of an additional premium of

Included in Policy Premium ($ ), it is

understood and agreed that the Company's liability

for any accident resulting in the damage to or de-

struction of property is limited to One Thousand

and 00/100 Dollars ($1,000.).

Anything in the policy to the contrary notwith-

standing.

This endorsement to take effect at noon of July

27th, 1928.

Attached to and made a part of Policy No.

CA-14575 of Home Accident Insurance Company &

Home Fire Insurance Company, of Fordyce, Ar-

kansas, issued July 27th, 1928 to Dr. Fred R. C^ar-

fagni of San Francisco, California.

C. D. KENESSON A. B. BANKS
Secretary. President.

Countersigned at San Francisco, California, this

20th day of June, 1928.

Agents.

Not valid unless countersigned by a duly author-

ized agent of the company.
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CANCELLATION SLIP
Home Accident Insurance Co.

Home Fire Insurance Co.

Policy No. 14575 Aug. 21, 1928

Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, Assured.

Date of Cancellation (Year) 28 (Month) 7 (Day)

27

Date of Policy (Year) 28 (Month) 7 (Day) 27.

Time in Force.

Total Premium (Home Fire) $12.50 (Home Acci-

dent) $147.92.

Earned Premium, Pro Rata, Short Rate $ $

Return Premium, Pro Rata, Short Rate $ $

Total Return Premium $160.42

Remarks Cane. Flat CO. Election.

[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

Per K. M. H.

Cancel.

Received Aug. 10, 1928. Home Accident Ins. Co.

San Francisco Branch.

128%.

39 4992

4680

312 AP
Send Endorsements.

Increase limit to 15/30 from date of issue.

15/30.
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75 extra

equip

Correct

Policy

Fire 2.50

Theft 2.50

5.00

Lia. 10/20 46.80

P, D. 1,000 12.

Null

Coll. 86.

144.80

5.

149.80

20.

Renew for E. H. Payne & return this application

to his office.

R V
Retail Credit Report Ordered 8/8.

Jul. 14, 1928.

Prem Date Brokerage 7-26.

Bordereaux 652. Posted. Expiration Card.

E.
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TCCA
8-25

220

Coverage—1. K—Y. Business—O. Territory—1.

Jul. 14, 1928.

Prem 7-26. A. P. Date Brokerage

Bordereaux 652. Posted. Expiration

Card.

Coverage—1. K—Y. Business—O. Territory—1.

Broker: Payne

Reg. Card Ret'd.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/10/33.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

WITNESS continuing : After looking at Defend-

ant's Exhibit B, I Avill state that the Home Fire

and Accident Insurance Company must have had

an assured by the name of Fred R. Carfagni, Ad-

dress 580 Green Street, San Francisco, California,

Occupation, Dentist, because this is the daily report

of it. When I say "this is the daily" I refer to a

daily report on the first page of that Exhibit B.

That is the broker's copy. That is our record of

the policy that was issued covering 1922 Lincoln

for fire and theft liability and property damage.
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The date of that policy was July 27, 1928, and the

number of it was CA-14575. After that policy was

issued to him, it would have been delivered to Mr.

E. H. Payne, tlie broker who placed the business

with our office. The policy No. 14575 was written

for a year, [43] July 27, 1928 to July 27, 1929. Evi-

dently that policy did not expire. There is a can-

cellation slip here. That policy to Dr. Fred R.

Carfagni was terminated by a registered notice to

the assured, notifying him that the policy was can-

celled, or would be cancelled in five days from date

of notice. The cancellation notice to which I refer

is made upon the reverse side of the exhibit. That

was the standard form of cancellation that was

used at that time. It was sent by registered mail

to Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, and that is the return

receipt for the registered letter. (It was here ad-

mitted by counsel for plaintiffs that the signature

on the return receipt was that of Dr. Carfagni)

WITNESS continuing: In the practice of our

office, we filled in the date of delivery 8-11-28, upon

the return receipt when it was returned to us. The

cancellation notice at company's election to Dr.

Fred R. Carfagni, 580 Green Street, San Fran-

cisco, was directed to that address, postage pre-

paid, on August 10, 1928. That cancellation notice

was mailed after being truly directed with postage

prepaid. That was our invariable procedure. When
we served a notice of cancellation, at the company's

election, upon the assured, such as Dr. Carfagni,

it was our practice also to give the broker w^ho
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placed the business, a copy of the cancellation no-

tice. The notice pasted to Exhibit B was made in

triplicate. That notice is sent to the assured, the

broker, and one copy for our record. The mark

"Cancelled Flat Co. Election" upon the cancella-

tion slip attached to Defendant's Exhibit B means

it is cancelled back to date of issuance. "Cancelled

flat" means with no premium being charged. I don't

know whether there was any premium paid for that

policy or not. When we cancel a policy flat, it

means there is nothing charged to the assured, and

there is no unearned premium paid back. It is just

wiped out. If the policy has been in existence

for some time, there is no premium charged at all.

In other words, [44] we in effect carry it from the

time of the issuance of the policy until the cancella-

tion without premium.—It is hard to collect small

premiums, and the company would rather waive it

than go to the expense of collecting it. There was

no premium paid down at the time of the issuance

of the policy. There never is.

Mr. SUPPLE : Q. Now, you cancelled the pol-

icy of Dr. Fred R. Carfagni. I will ask you to look

at Defendant's Exhibit B and tell his Honor the

reason for your cancellation.

Mr. BARRY: I urge the objection that it is im-

material, irrelevant, and incompetent, and cannot

possibly have any bearing on the issues of this case,

and the reason why the Home Accident acted means

nothing unless the policy issued in 1931 and upon

which this action was based had some reference to
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the reason for the prior cancellation ; in other words,

I cannot see why the action of the Home has any

bearing, or how it could have any bearing in this

case, except it had some reference to the reason for

the prior cancellation.

The COURT: I think that is true. Of course,

I will assume you had good reason for doing it.

Mr. SUPPLE: That is not sufficient, as I read

the authorities which I can cite to your Honor. The

proposition is this, that in a breach of warranty such

as here alleged for a cancellation, it is in some of the

cases said that a cancellation, for instance, for non-

payment of premium is not material, but that if you

have a cancellation for a bad risk, for instance, then

it does become material in the inquiry upon the

breach of the warranty.

The COURT: Objection overruled; exception.

(Plaintiffs' Exception No. 3)

A. This risk was evidently cancelled because the

report indicates reckless driving and was arrested

a number of times for speeding, very bad automo-

bile coverage from the company's [45] standpoint.

Is that enough?

Mr. SUPPLE: You might answer, Mr. Culpep-

per, as to your reasons for cancelling out Dr. Car-

fagni.

The COURT: The reasons are right there, are

they not?

A. The reasons are there.

Q. Are they there on the report ?

A. Yes.
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WITNESS continuing: If I saw this particular

confidential report, I would have cancelled the risk;

I camiot remember it.

The COURT : He has already testified that the

word "Cancelled" is in his handwriting.

WITNESS continuing: I would have cancelled

out Dr. Fred E. Carfagni, 580 Green Street, as a

bad risk. I could not say definitely that I did so.

When you say I did it, I don't know; the office did

it. I did not say that the word "Cancelled" was my
writing. I said it looked like it.

The COURT : That is sufficient.

WITNESS continuing: It was the practice in

our office if the risk was to be cancelled, I would

mark "Cancelled" on the file; that is on the confi-

dential report, and attach the daily report, that rec-

ord of the policy you have there, and send it out

to the cancellation clerk to either get the policy back

or to mail a cancellation notice direct.

Cross Examination.

I don't know whether the date, August 21, 1928,

printed on the cancellation slips, which are a part of

defendant's Exhibit B is the date it was actually

cancelled or the date that the cancellation was put

through the books. It would either represent the

date that the cancellation was made or the date that

the cancellation was put through the books, allow-

ing a credit for the premium. The time that was

taken in the matter of having the cancellation go

through the books and having the credit given [46]
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ill the manner indicated by me depends upon the

policy of the accounting department ; sometimes they

let them stack up and then enter the cancellations

at different intervals instead of as each cancella-

tion coming in being entered on the l)Ooks. This

cancellation slip does not give me any information

as to the actual date that the policy was cancelled

upon the books of the company, but the cancellation

notice would. The cancellation notice gives me in-

formation as to the correct date of the cancellation,

the correct date of terminating liability. According

to law, the cancellation would not become effective

and did not become effective in this case until five

days after that notice was mailed. Five days after

the date of the notice, the company's liability is ter-

minated, regardless of whether it goes through the

books or not. It would be five days from the date

of the service of notice.—That would be the 15th in

that case, assuming that the 10th was the date upon

which it was mailed out.

It appears from the binder, which is part of the

exhibit in evidence as Defendant's Exhibit B, that

the limits were increased to $15,000 and $30,000. I

don't know w^hat they originally were. They were

increased from what they originally were to $15,000

and $30,000. This "binder" was not the form of

binder that we used. It evidently was an order from

the broker to increase the limits to $15,000 and

$30,000. There is no record in the file that I have

before me (referring to Defendant's Exhibit B) that

there were two policies issued to Dr. Carfagni. There
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is not a policy upon a $10,000 and $20,000 basis, and

later a policy upon a $15,000 and $30,000 basis. I

should think it would be increased by endorsement,

if the policy had been issued. It is not necessary

to issue another policy. This binder was not a

memorandum given at the time the policy was ap-

plied for, but it indicates a change of coverage after

the policy had been issued. I could not say in whose

handwriting the document is. I do not know. [47]

The Home Company and the National Union In-

demnity Company were non-board companies at

that time. I don't know whether or not our com-

pany was a member of the Insurance Credit Clear-

ance Association at that time. I knew that there

was an institution known as the Insurance Credit

Clearance Association at that time. The Associa-

tion did not serve hardly any function; it was more

of a luncheon club, where the managers congregated

once a month and were supposed to discuss their

problems and also to give information relative to

doubtful risks, risks that had been refused by each

other. As a matter of fact, I believe we notified

each other of risks that were cancelled. We were

supposed to, some of them did, and some of them

did not, according to whether they felt like it or not.

The representatives of the different non-board com-

panies, which belonged to the Insurance Credit

Clearance Association, were pretty slack giving to

one another information concerning risks cancelled

because they were bad risks. That was one of the

purposes of the organization. At the time that a

policy was cancelled, by a member of the Associa-
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tioii, because it was a bad risk, that member did. not

advise the other companies who were members of

tlie Association of such cancellation. We advised

tlie Clearing Bureau, and the Clearing Bureau in

turn was supposed to pass the information out. It

was supposed to advise the other companies that the

risk had been cancelled. Lots of times it did, and

sometimes it did not. When I say the other com-

panies, I am referring to the other companies that

were members of the Bureau, and that were non-

board companies.

There were several companies which made re-

ports like the Retail Creditors Association made for

us on Dr. Carfagni. They were Hooper Holmes

Bureau, Retail Credit, Bradstreet. I don't know

what other companies. This Home policy was can-

celled by our company after we had received a re-

port from the Retail Credit Association. The re-

port to which [48] I referred is the report which is

a part of Defendant's Exhibit B. The mailing out

of cancellation notices and details of that kind was

not handled by me, but by others in our office, who

were under my general direction. I did not check

up in each individual case, in order to answer as

to what was done with a cancellation notice in that

particular case; there was a method of checking,

but I did not do it personally.

Redirect Examination.

Our company was not a member of the Retail

Credit Association. We ordered the report from

which we decided to cancel out the risk from the
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Retail Credit Company. When I say that "we
ordered it", I mean the Home Company ordered it.

You will notice on the daily there is a capital "R"
in blue pencil, which means "Retail Credit Report"

is to be ordered. I can identify that "R" on the

daily report of defendant's Exhibit B. That is my
"R". I ordered retail credit reports for the cases

which I wanted them in. I know Mr. Havens in the

Home ofi&ce here in San Francisco was the cashier

and bookkeeper, and part of his duties was to over-

see the cancellations.

H. R. HAVENS
called as a witness on behalf of defendant, being

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

I reside at 147 Hernandez Avenue, San Fran-

cisco. I am in the insurance business. I was in that

business in August, 1928 and was connected with the

Home Accident and Home Fire Insurance Company

of Arkansas. My duties, among other things, work-

ing for that company were cashier or bookkeeper,

cancellation, collection of accounts, etc. One of my
duties was to supervise cancellation of accounts. As

far as I know, I was acting as cancellation super-

visor on or about August 10, 1928. (The witness is

here shown Defendant's Exhibit B and examines

the same.) I have examined Defendant's Exhibit B
and have looked upon the reverse side of the [49]

exhibit to a paper marked "Cancellation Notice at

Company's election." It was one of my duties to
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supervise the sending of such notice to a risk whicli

was cancelled. No doubt I had sent this one out.

All of them came through over my desk. I will de-

scribe the procedure, how we did this. Mr. Cul-

pejDper would order the policy cancelled; it would

come to my desk, and I would have a girl make out

three copies of the cancellation notice, such as here.

The original, as I remember, was just folded over

and had a couple of corners, we could seal it on the

side, and we woidd send it out with a request for

a return receipt; it would be given to the mailing

boy, who would have it registered, and one copy

would go to the assured, and one copy to the broker,

and we would keep one copy for our file. I woidd

say that that was the practice that we followed there

invariably. This present notice of cancellation to

Dr. Fred R. Carfagni was duly directed. The can-

cellation notice was mailed to the address given

on the policy. The postage was then prepaid, and

it would be mailed. As far as I know, I had charge

of all of them, and I suppose this was one. As far

as I know, it was the postman who inserted the date

of delivery in that return receipt of the United

States Mail. We did not do it at the office.

FRED R. CARFAGNI,

called as a witness on behalf of defendant, being

duly sworn, testified as follows:

I am Dr. Fred R. Carfagni. My address on

August 10, 1928 was 580 Green Street. (The wit-

ness here looks at the return receipt attached to
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Defendant's Exhibit B). That is my signature on

the return receipt attached to Defendant's Exhibit

B. If I received the letter that accompanied the

return receipt, I turned it over to my broker

immediately. I must have received the letter that

accompanied the return receipt, because I signed

for receiving a letter, and I turned it over imme-

diately to my [50] broker. Evidently the return

slip states when I got the letter which accom-

panied it. I turned the letter over to my broker,

but I first opened it and saw what it was. I must

have noticed that it was a cancellation notice. I

think my broker called the next morning, because

he received a cancellation notice also.

MISS HELEN HEARNEY
called as a witness on behalf of defendant, being

duly sworn, testified as follows:

I am employed by General Insurance Company.

At the present time my vocation with the company

is stenographic work. In June, 1929, I was auto-

mobile underwriter for Leo Pockwitz Company.

As automobile underwriter for that company, we

had business dealings with a broker named E. H.

Payne. I have with me the office record of Leo

Pockwitz Company on or about June 1, 1929, re-

garding the risk written for Dr. Fred R. Carfagni.

(The witness here produces said office record) I

secured the office record from Leo Pockwitz Com-

pany. In 1929 Leo Pockwitz Company were general

agents for the National Union. Mr. Phil Sullivan

was not employed by Leo Pockwitz Company, and
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lie was not in tliat company at all. My recollection

of who placed the risk of Fred R. Carfagni is that

I received a telephone call from Mr. Payne placing

the insurance on this particular car. This office

record of Leo Pockwitz Company that I now hold

in my hand shows E. H. Payne as having placed

the insurance with Leo Pockwitz. After we got

the order for the insurance, our practice regarding

make-up of the daily report or policy was that when

I was satisfied that the risk was in order, I wrote

up the policy. I wrote up this particular policy

while I was with Leo Pockwitz. (The witness was

here shown Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2). I have a

copy of the policy marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2

in my hand. I delivered the policy marked Plain-

tiffs' Exhibit [51] No. 2 to Mr. Payne, and a copy

of the policy was sent to National Union. The

number of the policy w^hich I wrote for Dr. Fred

R. Carfag-ni on June 1, 1929 was 622599.

Mr. SUPPLE: We offer in evidence, if your

Honor please, as defendant's exhibit next in order,

a paper which has been identified as a daily report

prepared by the witness for Leo Pockwitz Co. Inc.

The COURT: That is the first policy issued by

your company?

Mr. SUPPLE: Yes, and the purpose is, there

has been testimony from Mr. Payne that he went

to Mr. Phil Sullivan first and got the policy from

Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. BARRY: That is, he placed the application

with Mr. Phil Sullivan.

(Said daily report was thereupon received in

evidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit F.)
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT F.

Folio No. 55031. Policy No. 622599

Agency San Francisco, Cal.

Combination Automobile Policy

National Union Fire Insurance Company

and

National Union Indemnity Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Declarations

Leave this space blank

Amount Premium Make

F
T Age

C
N-SH

Tor

SI Col.

cv
E. H. PAYNE
1. Name of Assured Fred R. Carfagni

2. Address of Assured 580-Green Street, San

Francisco, California.

3. Assured is— (Indi^ddual, Co-partnership, Cor-

poration or Estate) Individual.

4. Assured 's occupation or business is— (State in

Full) Dentist.

5. This policy shall be in effect for a period of

twelve (12) months from 12 o'clock noon,

standard time at assured 's address June 1st,
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1929 to 12 o'clock noon, standard time at as-

sured 's address June 1st, 1930.

6. The following is the description of the Auto-

mobile and the facts with respect to purchase

of same.

Model Year 1929. Model No. or Letter. Trade

Name Lincoln. Type of body (if truck, state

tonnage) Sedan. Serial No. Motor No. 51834.

Horse Power No. of Cylinders 8. List Price

$ Purchased by Assured, Month,

Oct., Year, 1928, New or Second Hand, New.

Actual C'Ost to Assured (including equipment)

$5055.00. Is Automobile Fully Paid for? (Yes

or No). Amount Unpaid $ No. Unpaid

Notes? Notes Payable Monthly (if not, state

method of payment).

Subject to all the stipulations, provisions and

conditions contained in this policy, loss, if any,

is payable to Assured, as interest may appear

(Give name of person, firm or corporation hold-

ing any encumbrance)

7. The above described automobile is and will bo

during the period of this policy, used for the

following purposes Business & Pleasure.

8. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, principally used

and garaged in the city named in Declaration

2, except as follows : No Exceptions.

9. No company has cancelled or refused to issue

any kind of automobile insurance for the As-
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sured during the past three years, except as fol-

lows : No Exceptions.

The company shall be liable only under that sec-

tion or those sections of the policy for which a spe-

cific premium charge is made below.

Amount of Insurance, $4000.00 (Insert either a

specific amount or words ''actual cash value.'')

Part I—National Union Fire Insurance Company.

Sections 1 and 2. Fire and Transportation, Rate 20^,

premium $8.00.

Section 3. Theft. Credit allowed for locking device,

rate 30^, premium $12.00 (give name or in-

sert word ''None"), subject to locking device

clause on page two.

Section 4. Tornado, cyclone, windstorm, hail, earth-

quake, explosion, accidental, and external dis-

charge of water. Premium, nil.

Section 5. Collision or upset in excess of $ Full

Cov. (insert "Full Coverage," "$50.00," or

"$100.00" deductible according to coverage de-

sired), subject to Collision peril clause on page

two. Rate $50.00 extra equipment. Premium,

$5.00, $102.00.

Credit allowed for Bumpers. (Give name, indicating

"front," "rear," or "front and rear," or in-

sert word "none"), subject to bumper clause

on page two.

Part One, Total Premium $127.00

Part 2—National Union Indemnity Company
Section 6. Liability for bodily injuries or death
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(a) limit one person ($15,000.00) ;
(b) limit one

accident ($30,000.00) Premium $55.04

Liability for damage to property of others (c)

limit one accident ($1,000.00) Premium 13.00

Part Two, Total Premium 68.04

Total Premium, Part One and Two $195.04

(Countersigned at San Francisco, Cal., this 5th

day of June, 1929.

Authorized Agent for both Companies.

Standard Forms Bureau Form 346 (Feb. 1919)

Loss Payable Clause.

Balance Due $1258.93

Loss, if any, subject to all the terms and condi-

tions of this policy, is payable to Anglo California

Trust Company.

Attached to Policy No. 622599 of the (Name of

CompanjO National Union Fire Insurance Com-

pany issued to Fred R. Carfagni.

Agency at San Francisco, Calif., dated October

5th, 1929.

1929—Lincoln Sedan—Motor #51834.

LEO POCKWITZ CO. Inc.

Agent.

Trade Mark—Standard—346 Feb. 1919.

[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped across the face of this form.]

Acct. Curr.

Jun 1929
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Entered Jun 1929

Expiration Jiin 15, 1929.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/10/33

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

Cross Examination.

Leo Pockwitz Co. were general agents for the

National Union in June, 1929. They wrote policies

of insurance where applications would come in to

them. I notice that on this particular daily (De-

fendant's Exhibit F), there is a loss payable clause,

the only part of the document, upon which the

name of Leo Pockwitz appears, and I notice the

date of that loss payable clause. In connection with

that loss payable clause, Leo Pockwitz Company

were acting in the capacity of brokers. The rider

in this policy, having the name Leo Pockwitz Com-

pany on it, was not ordered until October. With

reference to the meaning of the rider, it may have

been that the assured had taken out a loan on the

car, and we were ordered to protect the equity at

that time with the Anglo California Trust Com-

pany. It appears that in October, 1929, a loan was

being taken out on the car, and we were [52] ordered

to protect the equity of the Anglo California Trust

Company. That is not the first part that Leo
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Pockwitz Company had in connection with that

l^articular x^olicy. This folio Xo. also indicates that

Leo Pockwitz took it for the National Union. The

serial number, folio Xo. 5503 was assigned and

allotted to Leo Pockwitz. They always had it from

the time I went with Leo Pockwitz. It always had

the same folio Xo. 5503. That was the serial num-

ber of Leo Pockwitz Company with the Xational

Union. That would mean that on each policy of

that particular series that Leo Pockwitz issued or

had any connection with, in so far as the Xational

L^nion was concerned, that the policy would have

the same folio number. With reference to the num-

ber of policies to a series, it all depends upon the

class. That particular policy was a combination

policy, and that had one serial, 5503. It all de-

pended on what coverages were included in the

car. Policies for fire and theft had a different serial.

I have looked at the books of Leo Pockwitz to ascer-

tain whether there was an entry made of a premium

paid on or about this date. All I have in this

matter is this document here. I got it from the

Leo Pockwitz Company. I have not examined the

books of the company to see whether there was any

charge made to Pa^Tie at that time for this particu-

lar policy. I know that Pa^me did business with

Leo Pock\sdtz Company at tliis paticular time, but

I could not say the specific instances right now.

I recall his calling me up and asking for it. I

could not give the conversation that I had with

him at the time he called me up word for word. He
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called np and wanted to place the application for

his insurance, and at the time I was taking it down,

the name was most peculiar, and I sort of ques-

tioned that, and secondly, the date the car was

purchased was in October, 1928, and our policy

did not go into effect until June, 1929, and I ques-

tioned that, and Mr. Payne told me it was [53] all

right, that there had not been any losses on it, and,

therefore I issued that policy. I asked Mr. Payne

whether there had been any losses from the time

the car was purchased to the date the insurance

was placed with our office. I have a distinct rec-

ollection of having had that conversation with Mr.

Payne at that time. I really could not say how

many policies I had to do with, or what business I

transacted during the month of June, 1929, but I

know our business relations with Mr. Payne were

very few. I recall having a distinct conversation

with him along the lines that I have testified to a

moment ago. I said in my direct examination that

I was satisfied the risk was in order, and then I

issued the policy. I satisfied myself that the risk

was in order by taking Mr. Payne's word for it.

With reference to the risk being in order, Mr.

Payne told me that the risk was all right; that it

had not been cancelled out by any other company,

and that it was in order for me to write it up. I

am sure he told me that it had not been cancelled

by any other company. I did not have any conver-

sation before I took the stand today concerning the

nature of the testimony that would be asked of me

if I took the stand. No one said anything to me
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afjout my being called for the purpose of testify-

ing concerning the conversation that I had with

Mr. Payne before this policy was issued. I did

not know until about an hour ago that I was going

to come up.

I did not have anything to do with the renewal

of this policy. I don't know who had to do with

that. I do not believe that our office was acting as

general agents of the company a year later. I could

not swear positively as to that. Had the policy been

renewed with us, it would have come through our

office. If it were renewed with the National Union,

we would not necessarily get the benefit of the busi-

ness, if we were not the general agents. I have not

the books of Leo Pockwitz Company [54] showing

whether or not a charge w^as made against Mr.

Payne or Dr. Carfagni in connection wdth this

policy issued during the period from June 1, 1929

to June 1, 1930.

I know of a man by the name of W. Grady, w^ho

worked for the National Union, but I do not know^

him personally. I believe he was with the claims

department of the National Union at that time. I

believe his given name was Walter. The daily

dated May 9, 1930 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3) issued

by National Union to Dr. Carfagni w^as not issued

out of our office. The policy dated May 13, 1931

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1) was not issued out of our

office in 1931. I had no conversation wdtli Mr. Payne

after the original policy was issued in 1929, the

time that I said that I have a conversation with him

about the Dr. Carfagni insurance. [55]
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a witness on behalf of defendant, being duly sworn,

testified as follows:

I reside in Larkspur, Marin County. In the month

of June, 1929 I was the agency superintendent for

the National Union. I could not say that in June,

1929 I was familiar with the system of bookkeep-

ing that the company had. I knew the w^ay they

were handling it, but I did not have anything to do

wdth the bookkeeping end of it.

(The witness here looks at Folio No. 5503-1,

National Union Indemnity Company, Leo Pock-

witz Company, Inc.) It would be impossible for

me to recognize any number as one of the folio

numbers of the National Union Company because

there were about fifty of them in the whole office.

This was the type and the form that was used at

the time that I was there. Concerning the source

from which National Union Indemnit}^ Company
secured policy No. 622599 from Dr. Fred R. Car-

fa giii, apparently it was under Leo Pockwitz' folio.

It is to be assumed that the source of that business

in 1929 was Leo Pockwitz Company. (The docu-

ment was here offered for identification and marked

as Defendant's Exhibit for identification)

WITNESS continuing: (The witness is here

showm and looks at certain papers handed to him

by counsel) These three papers, the first of which

is a yellow paper. National Union Indemnity Com-

pany, E. F. Payne, 401 Balfour Building, City,

Folio No. 5513-1, and a white ledger sheet or sheet

marked "National Union Fire Insurance Co., Folio
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No. 5513-1, E. H. Payne, 401 Balfour Building,

City, and another Folio No. 5504, National Union

Indenniity Company, E. H. Payne, 401 Balfour

Building, City, appear to me to be the bookkeeping

records of the National Union Company at the

time that I was supervising the agencies. I will

state that this folio number [56] here 5513, I re-

member distinctly is an office folio for the National

Union, and a policy in here would be written right

in the National Union office. I distinctly rememl)er

that Folio No. 5513. In other words, the name there,

Fred R. CarfagTii, 6-1-30, would be written directly

between E. H. Payne and the National Union In-

demnity Company. That particular policy No.

619666 did not go through Leo Pockwitz; as far

as the daily was concerned, it was written right in

the office.

I could not tell you how^ the policy from June,

1930 to June, 1931 was written, or by whom, be-

cause I was out of the National Union in 1930. I

left on the first of January, 1930. I could not tell

you anything about the second folio here, 6-1-31,

because I left there on the first of January, 1930.

(The documents were here offered for identification

and were marked Defendant's Exhibit H for iden-

tification)

WITNESS continuing: Of course I can't re-

member the policy No. 619666. That would be from

1930 to 1931. I was not there in June, 1930. I left

on the first of January, 1930.

(The document marked Defendant's Exhibit G
for Identification was here offered and received in

evidence and marked as Defendant's Exhibit G in

evidence.
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Leo Pockwitz Co. Inc.

Suspense Debit Credit

Brot. Fwd. 7,785.4S

929

C. B. 134 25.00

C. B. 134 2,772.76

Fwd.
^

7,785.48 2,797.76





Polio No. 5503-1

6- 6-29

S-11-29

5-28-29

5-29-29

July 1929

Natl. Carbon

P. G. Frasier h
PE

0. De Vaughn L

12078

12043

12069

COL
6- 5-29 W.P.LUommedieu L 12073

6- 9-29 W. A. Davidson L

5-29-29

5-15-29

5-15-29

Western Sulphur L
Industries PE
T. D. MacmuUen L

PE

S. P. Mtls. Co. El

Mrs. E. Eisenberg L
J. KeUeher Ei6- 1-i

6- 8-29

PD
6- 2-29 J. P. Hermans L

PD
6- 1-29 F. Gartagni h

PD
6- 6-29 R. C. Powell h

PE
6-23-29 J. Clawaon L

PE

6-25-29 C. D. Herbert L
PE

6-29-29 N. H. Callard L
PE

6-12-29 H. Mannizzi L
PI

6-29-29 Leo Pockwitz Co. L

12074

12075

15781

606461

606482

606732

621368

621369

622596

622599

022600

622601

622602

622603

622605

I

622609

30

30

30 AP
30 AP
30 AP
30 AP
30 AP
30 AP
30 AP

DEPENDANT'S EXHIBIT G.

National Union Indemnity Co.
Leo Pockwitz Co. Inc.

30.66 Nov 1 '29 JE
6.93 Nov 1 '29 JE

19.20 Sep 25 '29

SPED
35.64 Sep 25 '29

24.30 Sep 25 '29

39.60 Sep 25 '29

13.00 Sep 25 '29

51.00 Sep 25 '29

28.34 Sep 25 '29

9.35 Sep 25 '29

34.00 Sep 25 '29

22.68 Sep 25 '29

8.10 Sep 25 '29

15.30 Sep 25 '29

5.25 Sep 25 '29

4.04 Sep 25 '29

1.31 Sep 25 '29

.69 Sep 25 '29

.82 Sep 25 '29

68 Sep 25 '29

.90 Sep 25 '29

13.76 Sep 25 '29

11.88 Sep 25 '29

8.10 Sep 25 '29

42.56 Sep 25 '29

10.00 Sep 25 '29

37.80 Sep 25 '29

9.90 Sep 25 '29

55.04 Sep 25 '29

13.00 Sep 25 '29

38.00 Sep 25 '29

11.70 Sep 25 '29

32.40 Sep 25 '29

8.10 Sep 25 '29

38.15 Sep 25 '29

11.05 Sep 25 '29

35.70 Sep 25 '29

9.35 Sep 25 '29

37.80 Sep 25 '29

9.90 Sep 25 '29

29.93 Sep 25 '29

6.75 Sep 25 '29

June Brot. Pwd.

Jul 1929

(6-27) C. B. 134

25 C. B. 134

25.00

2,772.76

822.66 Bal. Fwd.





Folio No. 5503-1 National TTnion Indemnity Co. Lfo Pockwitz Co. Inc.

July 1929 PWD
;- 5-29 F. Gm-ndct L 622598 30 28.15 Sep 25 '29

PD 30 9.30 Sep 25 '29

6-26-29 H. Nannizzi L 622606 30 32,40 Sep 25 '29

PD 30 8.10 Sep 25 '29

5-29-29 W. Davies L 11959 30 Sep 25 '29 18.35

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 7.50

6- 3-29 L. Bologna L 15640 30 Sep 25 '29 6.29

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 3.49

5- 4-29 J. Kelleher L 15751 30 Sep 25 '29 6.67

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 4.56

6- 4-29 K. Kobersteiu L 20305 30 Sep 25 '29 7.45

PD -471 30 Sep 25 '29 2.30

6- 7-29 F. J. West L 105322 30 Sep 25 '29 7.11

PD 30 Sep 25 "29 3.63

6- 4-29 A. Cohn L 606558 30 Sep 25 '29 10.32

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 2.60

5-15-29 H. W. Pish L 606722 30 Sep 25 '29 35.85

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 7.86

5-24-29 0. Canrell L 621336 30 Sep 25 '29 31.50

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 9.90

5-27-29 M. R. Bloch L 622583 30 Sep 25 '29 39.56

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 9.35

5-23-29 H. M. Mason L 622586 30 Sep 25 '29 4.00

PD 30 Sep 25 '29 2.00

6- 4-29 Lachman Bros. L 12060 30 AP 28.13 Sep 25 '29

5-28-29 L 30 AP 30.7S Sep 25 '29

6-17-29 G. Parini L 12084 30 17.00 Oct 25 '29

PD 30 16.00 Oct 25 '29

COL 30 24.00 Oct 25 '29

7-23-29 A. Fernandez L 12089 30 12.00 Oct 25 '29

PD 30 6.00 Oct 25 '29

6-20-29 Paul Ryan h 12093 30 18.00 Oct 25 '29

PD 30 13.00 Oct 25 '29

7-18-29 A. Silver h 12094 30 27.00 Oct 25 '29

PD 30 8.00 Oct 25 '29

COL 30 27.00 Oct 25 '29

6-25-29 W. D. Ryan L 12096 30 12.00 Oct 25 '29

PD 30 6.00 Oct 25 '29

6- 1-29 M. E. Straub L 621373 30 AP 2.22 Sep 25 '29

7-14-29 J.D.Gerontopu

PD
OS L 622611

30

30

.63

27.00

Sep 25 '29

Oct 25 '29

900.61 680.32

(Endorsed) : Piled U. S. Dist. Court, 2/10/33.

2 963.18 Bal Pwd July

(Endorsed) : Piled U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, Peb. 8, 1934.
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Cross Examination.

At this time, as I have already testified, Leo

Pockwitz Company were general agents of National

Union Indemnity Company. With reference to the

issuan(!e of policies upon applications over the tele-

phone, the only information, as far as I know, the

underwriters on the street asked for was just the

assured 's name and the make of the car, the motor

number and the effective date and the coverage

desired. For the twenty-six years that I have been

in the business, it has not been the custom for the

company or for the general agents of the company

to [57] ask for any other or further information than

that which I have stated, where applications were

taken for policies over the telephone. Practically

twelve years of the twenty-six years that I have

been in the business, I have been particularly con-

cerned with this line of business and with the taking

of applications for automobile policies. I will men-

tion this fact, in some cases if a broker comes into

the office, and we have no previous business from

him, we will ask him that question occasionally, Init

where the broker is well known, we never ask that

question at all. Mr. Payne was a well known broker

in June, 1929. He was well know^i not only in our

office, but on the street, referring to the automobile

insurance business. Mr. Payne was on the street as

long as I remember. I have known him myself for

close onto fourteen years.

After the information taken over the telephone in

the manner indicated bv me is received bv the com-
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pany, the rates are tigured out by the assistant un-

derwriter and turned over to the policy underwriter.

There is a copy kept for the office and one for the

broker, and the policy is sent with a copy of the

policy to the broker.

Q. Going back to June, 1929, in that period that

you were with the company, the National Union,

wa^ it customary for you to ask of well-known

brokers questions appearing upon the policies for

the purpose of inserting answers in the policies'?

A. There was the regular form of application

on every underwriter's desk which did not call for

those questions.

WITNESS continuing: When I speak of under-

writers, I refer to underwriters of automobiles,

quoting rates and taking applications. As a gen-

eral agent, of course Leo Pockwitz Company would

have its own underwriters, but they would be under

the supervision of the National Union afterward,

when the policy [58] was written.

I way occupying the position of superintendent of

agencies. My duties in that position were to super-

vise the automobile department, and while I had

supervision over the claims department, I naturally

did not exercise that, because I was not a claims

man. I also was in charge of the field work, the

agents out in the field, and did quite a lot of pro-

duction work, special agency work, etc.

I recall about June, 1929 talking with Mr. Payne

about his placing some insurance with our company,

and I recall that after I talked with Mr. Pavne
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about placing- insurance with our company, that

some insurance was then placed by Mr. Payne. I

would say that I solicited Mr. Payne's business,

and I assumed that I would have got the business.

I don't know that Mr. Payne knew Mr. Pockwitz,

and I doubt whether he did or not. I recall solicit-

ing Mr. Payne. Mr. Payne's testimony concerning

my approaching him and soliciting him for insur-

ance is correct.

I had a young man by the name of Grady under

me at the National Union from June, 1929 to Janu-

ary, 1930, when my services terminated. He was in

the claims department. When I speak of the claims

department, I refer to the department of the

National Union which handled claims in connection

with automobile accidents,—upon policies issued by

the National Union and upon which it would be

called upon to pay losses. His name was Walter

E. Grrady. A form of renewal order upon the ])ack

of the policy purporting to have been issued on

May 9, 1930, as a renewal policy No. 622599 was

not the form of renewal order that the National

Union had in use during the time that I was there.

I am sure that Mr. Grady was employed by the

National Union in its claims department on May 8,

1930. He handled all claims that I know of that

came under his jurisdiction. I [59] don't know

whether he handled personal injury cases or not; he

took reports, of course, but as far as investigations

were concerned, I do not think he did. He handled

the adjustment of claims. He was strictly in the
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claims department. I think there was also a Mr.

Armstrong and a Mr. Anderson in the claims de-

partment at that time, and there were a few inves-

tigators doing independent work outside. The Mr.

Armstrong to whom I refer is the same Mr. Arm-
strong who is here today, and who is connected

with the Insurance Commission. Mr. Armstrong

was in charge of the claims department at that time,

and Mr. Grady was working under him.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. Harry Old was in charge of the claims de-

partment at one time. He was general agent in 1929

and 1930. I think he was general agent when I left

the company. I know that Mr. Grady was in the

claims department after I left the company. I know

that because I was in touch with them. I had to go

in and out of there once in a while.

I was agency superintendent of the company.

Mr. E. H. Payne, who has been mentioned here, was

just a broker. He had no connection with the

National Union Company. The statement ''No Ex-

ceptions" was put in the three policies that were

issued to Dr. Carfagiii under the declaration No. 9

because it seemed to be a general procedure. It is

done right now. "No exceptions" means it is under-

stood that there may have been, or there may not

have been. When declaration No. 9 "No company

has cancelled or refused to issue any kind of auto-

mobile insurance for the assured during the past

three years, except as follows" has "No Excep-

tions" I would not sav that that means that no
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company has ever cancelled him out. I would say

that it is for lack of further information. The only

thing' I can say is that it has been the custom of

insurance underwriters since I have [60] been in

the business, and they are still doing it. I do not

say that the custom is in conflict with that provi-

sion, in taking the application from the broker over

the telephone or otherwise. In other words, we

would assume that there is no exception if he had

been cancelled out of any other company.—It would

mean he had not been cancelled out of any other

company.

Recross Examination.

It was our custom, in making out a policy, after

we took the information over the telejDhone or from

a broker whom we knew, the information not re-

ferring to that particular subject matter at all, to

have the policies made out with the words "No Ex-

ceptions" in there in answer to these particular mat-

ters Nos. 8 and 9 in the policy. That was the cus-

tom in the matter of getting up policies and sending

out policies of men performing the same work in

insurance companies in San Francisco that I was

performing at that time—and I say that still the

same custom prevails as far as i^utting in "No Ex-

ceptions". The custom was to write in "No Excep-

tions" in the policy. It was the custom in the busi-

ness in preparing these policies to put in "No Ex-

ceptions" in answer to Declarations 8 and 9 with-

out having first discussed that subject with the

broker who jDlaced that policy with us.
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The COURT: He has already testified to that,

but that is not going to get very far with me when

it comes to pass on the case. I don't care what the

custom was. I would be bound by the written pro-

visions of the policy. I have allowed you to go

into it.

Mr. BARRY : I assume we can take up the legal

questions involved later.

The COURT: Yes, there is already an abun-

dance of testimony in on that. [61]

CHARLES HAUG,

called as a witness on behalf of defendant, being

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

I reside at 3735 Lincoln Avenue, Oakland. My
business is that of insurance underwriter, and I am

now connected with the St. Paul Mercury Indem-

nity Company. On or about June 1, 1929, I was

connected with National Union Indemnity Com-

pany. I was doing automobile underwriting for a

while. I assume that I was doing that at that time.

(The witness is shown Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2 and

examines the same.) I have examined plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 2. I have examined some handwriting

on the face of that exhibit, and I know whose hand-

writing that is. It is mine. Looking at that hand-

writing, and refreshing my recollection from that

exhibit, I am able to state that in this particular
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case I had a telephone conversation with Miss Kear-

ney of Leo Pockwitz Company. On Plaintiffs' Ex-

hibit No. 2, in my own handwriting is written

"Broker says insurance was overlooked, absolutely

no claims." The policy was issued June 1, 1929; the

automobile was purchased in October, 1928. Now,

when the effective date on the policy does not cor-

respond with the date that the car is purchased,

we usually inquire from the broker or the source

from which the business was placed, the reason why

the effective date of the insurance does not cor-

respond with the date the car was purchased, and

sometimes we find that the policy was in another

company for a few months, and the other company

had cancelled the policy. In this particular case I

called up Leo Pockwitz Company, through which

this was placed, to find out if such was the case.

They advised that there had been no claims, and

that the insurance was overlooked ; that is, evidently

there had been another policy that had lapsed, and

that the assured did not know that his policy had

lapsed or did not find out until Jtuic 1, at which time

the policy was written through Leo Pockwitz Com-

pany. [62]

Cross Examination.

I should say that I w^as in the employ of the Na-

tional Union approximately three years. I was in

its employ until St. Patrick's Day, about two years

ago, 1930. I do not recall exactly whether I was

with the company at any time after March, 1930.
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There was a young man employed in the company

while I was there hy the name of Grady. (Witness

is shown renewal order on the back of Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 3, relating to renewal of policy No. 622599).

I do not recall this form of renewal order. I do

not think that the National Union had a form like

that while I was there. The writing upon the re-

newal order "Renewal recommended, W. Grady"

is Mr. Grady's writing. I believe Mr. Grady was

with the company in May, 1930. "Renewal recom-

mended by W. Grady" meant it was recommended

by Mr. Grady in the office. I assume that Mr. Grady

had handled claims by or against Dr. Carfagni. That

was part of the work, the handling of claims, that

came into the office.

Redirect Examination.

I believe it was in March, 1930, that I left the Na-

tional Union. It was the practice and custom, if

no further information was given to the company,

to renew the policy upon the basis of the first policy.

Recross Examination.

In connection with a recommendation from any

one in the office concerning a renewal of a particular

policy, they probably would look into it and find

out if the recommendation had any merit, and if it

did, they would probably renew it. Mr. Grady rec-

ommended the renewal of the policy. I would not

say that the company did as a whole. This recom-
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meiidatioii is written upon the renewal order, and

it was intended for the consideration of one who
would consider the renewal order and determine

whether or not a new policy would be issued. I as-

sume [63] that where a recommendation of that kind

was made, the company would look into the matter

and then determine whether or not the renewal

would be made. Where a policy had already been

issued by the company, the memorandum on the re-

newal order that the renewal was recommended by

someone in the office would, I imagine, indicate that

there had been some question raised as to whether

the insurance would actually be renewed. There

must have some question come up at about the time

the policy w^as expiring, about renewing the policy;

otherwise, Mr. Grady would not have recommended

it. No, I do not think it came up, as the record

would appear to me, merely as a matter of course

at that time.

Further Redirect Examination.

If, during the year 1929, an assured such as Dr.

Carfagni, had a collision or two collisions, and they

went through the claims department, it would have

been that sort of an investigation that the claims

man would make his notation upon the policy. In

the case of Dr. Carfagni, this claim record showing

here a number of claims would be the one that the

claims man would act on at that time.
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M. E. JACOBUS,

called as a witness on behalf of defendant, being

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

I reside at 540 Francisco Drive, Burlingame. I

am in the insurance business. The particular branch

of insurance in which I am occupied is the claims

department. I am now employed by the London,

Lancashire Indemnity Company and the National

Union Company. My business in both of those

companies is superintendent of claims. National

Union Indemnity Company has discontinued the

writing of casualty business. I am taking care of

and supervising its outstanding casualty claims. In

the year 1931 and in the month of June, 1931, I was

employed by the National Union Indemnity Com-

pany and [64] the National Union Fire Insurance

Company as superintendent of claims. Our offices

were located at 340 Pine Street, San Francisco.

I, as superintendent of claims of the National

Union Indemnity Company in that month and year,

had occasion to pass upon an accident report of Dr.

Fred R. Carfagni of 580 Green Street, San Fran-

cisco. The accident was first reported by telephone

early in the morning after the accident. The date of

that report was June 23, 1931, and the first report

was given by telephone by Mr. E. H. Payne, broker,

who handled the Dr. Carfagni risk, who reported

that a certain accident had occurred, and that one

party was killed and also made much of the fact

tht Dr. Carfagni 's car was badly damaged. I told

him I would look into it immediately or words to
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that effect. I assigned the investigation to two of

tlie adjusters in my department. The investigation

was progressing, and we had some difficulty getting

a statement from Dr. Carfagni relative to the acci-

dent, because he insisted that we consult his attorney

before giving any statement whatever. It was early

one morning that I had occasion to talk to Dr. Car-

fagni relative to his giving us a statement of the

accident. I could not state the exact date, but it was

possibly four days or so after the accident. Dr.

Carfagni came down early. I think it was even

prior to 9 o'clock; he had an appointment with the

adjusters, and I was present at that meeting. Dr.

Carfagni briefly mentioned that the accident had oc-

curred, and that he was going to make his report,

and as I recall, they left and went to Dr. Carfagni 's

office, where the report, no doubt, was given. I was

not present at Dr. Carfagni 's office. It was a few

days after I had a conversation with Mr. Carfagni

that I met Mr. J. J. Berg, whom I had known for

quite a number of years. We had formerly been in

Los Angeles, and this was about the first [65] time

I met him since I moved back up here, and he made

inquiry as to whether we were busy, and the usual

inquiry, and during the course of the conversation,

Mr. Berg mentioned that a pretty bad accident had

occurred there in his neighborhood. Mr. Berg is

superintendent of claims of Pacific Indemnity Com-

pany. He mentioned this particular accident. It

finally developed it was Dr. Carfagni 's accident, and
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I made inquiry of what he knew about it, and he

said he did not know anything. It was in his neigh-

borhood, and he had come up after the accident

occurred. Then he mentioned to me that he had

had previous experience with Dr. Carfagni, and his

company had cancelled out his policy.

Mr. BARRY: I move to strike that out as im-

material, irrelevant and hearsay and not showing

that there was any cancellation of that particular

risk.

The COURT: What have you to say to that?

Mr. SUPPLE: This goes to the acquisition of

first knowledge of any particular cancellation upon

the part of Dr. Carfagni; we do not ask that the

evidence be admitted as proof of a cancellation by

that company, your Honor; we ask that it go in

merely for the purpose of connecting up the acquisi-

tion of knowledge.

The COURT : All right ; overruled ; exception.

(Exception No. 4.)

WITNESS continuing: I would judge that it was

five or six days after the accident occurred when

I had that conversation with Mr. Berg. It was

along about the end of the month of June. The

conversation with Mr. Berg led me to believe that

it was possible there were other cancellations; I

immediately checked our records as to the daily

report, and notes as to the statement in the policy,

and then proceeded to have other investigations
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made; inquiries among other companies and va-

rious \_Q(y^ sources, as to the history of that particu-

lar risk.

I pursued an investigation then concerning the

cancellation history of Dr. Carfagni in San Fran-

cisco among the automobile insurance companies.

Q. And out of that investigation, Mr. Jacobus,

what did you find, or what did you learn?

Mr. BAREY: I urge the objection that it is

immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent, hearsay and

not binding in any way upon the plaintiffs in this

action or Dr. Carfagni, if he were a party. I will

add that it is not within the issues as made by the

complaint.

The COURT: Overruled; exception.

(Exception No. 5.)

A. I found that the American Automobile Insur-

ance Company had cancelled a policy, the Home
Accident Insurance Company, the Home Fire In-

surance Company, on a combination form policy,

and through Mullin & Acton, that they had also can-

celled a policy.

Mr. BARRY: Do I understand that this is ad-

mitted under the statement of comisel concerning the

other so-called cancellations for the purpose of show-

ing the information that the witness had, rather than

to show that these were cancellations?

The COURT : What is your answer ?

Mr. SUPPLE: Yes.

The COURT : Very well.
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WITNESS continuing: After learning of the in-

formation which I have just recited, I examined

the daily report on the policy, under which Dr.

Carfagni made his claim. I examined all of the

statements given in the schedule of warranties; in

fact, I started out with the heading as to the address,

the description of the car and other statements as

to cancellation [67] and place where the automobile

was to be kept, etc. Immediately after getting all of

the information together, I took the entire matter

up with our attorneys, Cooley, Crowley & Supple and

discussed the matter with Mr. Cooley. I discussed

it with Mr. Cooley on the day the registered letter

was dispatched on June 30, 1931. The registered

letter was dispatched to Dr. Fred R. Carfagni. The

registered letter which we sent to Dr. Fred R. Car-

fagni, 580 Green Street, on Jime 30, 1931, was re-

turned to us with the notation "refused". I have

such a letter, such an envelope, in my possession.

The envelope that I now hand you, carrying "Re-

fused 3289 '

' is the envelope that contained the letter

of June 30, 1931 and the attachment. (Witness

hands envelope to Mr. Supple).

(The envelope was offered and received in evi-

dence and marked Defendant's Exhibit I").
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT I (i)

Pacitic Department

National Union (Companies

340 Pine Street

San Francisco, California

Dr. Fred R. C-arfagni,

580 Green St.,

City

[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of this

form.]

Refused 3289

Return Receipt Requested—Fee Paid.

Registered

835933

Returned to Sender.

San Francisco, Cal.

Jul 1 1931

. Registered—San Francisco. (Station B) Calif.

Jun 30 1930

Registered—San Francisco, Calif. (Ferry Annex)

Jul 3 1931.

Registered—San Francisco. (Sta. B) Calif., Jun

30, 1931

Registered—San Francisco. (Sta. B) Calif., Jun

30, 1931.

140

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Dist. Court, Feb. 17,

1933.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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WITNESS continuing: This letter which you

now show me, under date of June 30, 1931, National

Union Fire Insurance Company, Indemnity Com-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Pacific Depart-

ment, 340 Pine Street, San Francisco, Calif., ad-

dressed to Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, 580 Green Street,

San Francisco, California, re National Union Policy

No. 627670 is a letter that I enclosed in the envelope

by registered mail, which was returned to the Na-

tional Union Company. After the return of that

registered letter, refused by the addressee, and prior

to the opening of the letter at all, I had one of our

office boys make two trips out to Dr. Carfagni 's

office, and he reported that he tried both the office

and his residence for the purpose of delivering the

letter and the tender of the same personally. When
I refer to a tender in the letter, I am referring to

the returned premium, the full returned premium

on policy No. 627670 in the sum of $176.82. After

that report from the messenger boy, I discussed the

letter with Mr. Cooley and made [68] mention of

the fact that the firm of McKenzie & McKenzie were

representing Dr. Carfagni, and he immediately tele-

phoned, or Mr. McKenzie telephoned Mr. Cooley,

I don't know just exactly which, but they had a

telephone conversation, and Mr. Cooley then han-

dled the matter as far as the delivery of the letter

and the delivery of the returned premium was con-

cerned.
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Mr. SUPPLE : And, Mr. Barry, Mr. Harry Mc-

Kenzie handed yon, did he not, certain correspond-

ence which he had as attorney for Dr. Fred R. Car-

fagni in this matter, and one of the letters which

he handed yon w^as an original letter nnder date of

June 30, 1931, of National Union Fire Insurance

Company, Indemnity Company, Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania ?

Mr. BARRY : That is correct, but I am assuming

now from what counsel has said that he will show

just how this letter got into the possession of Mr.

McKenzie, because it does not seem to have reached

him through the mail. That is correct, he got that

letter from me, and we agree that the foundation

for all of this correspondence need not be laid by

the presence of Mr. McKenzie.

WITNESS continuing: Mr. Harry McKenzie or

McKenzie & McKenzie were referred to me by Dr.

Carfagni as his attorneys. I knew that he had men-

tioned the firm of McKenzie & McKenzie at the first

conversation I had wdth him in the office, and then

also I had a telephone conversation wdth Dr. Car-

fagni, at which time he asked me to O. K. the re-

pairs at the Larkins Garage, and I informed him,

I said the investigation developed that there had

been a breach of warranty, and under the circum-

stances, we w^ould be compelled to deny a certain

liability, declaring the policy null and void, and we

had so notified him, and making inquiry as to

w^hether he had received the letter, because it was
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about the time that the letter was en route and could

have reached him or might still have been [69] in

the mail.

Immediately after getting information as to cer-

tain cancellations in other companies on this par-

ticular risk, I phoned Larkin's not to release the

car until they heard from me, unless Dr. Carfagni

personally paid the repair bill, and after I had all

the information relative to the cancellation, we

elected to deny liability, and I notified Larkin's that

we had done so and to look to Dr. Carfagni for the

payment of any repairs that they made to the auto-

mobile, that we could not approve them or O. K.

them.

(The letter of June 30, 1931, to Dr. Fred Car-

fagni, 580 Green Street, San Francisco, California

re National Union Policy No. 627670 was offered

and received in evidence and marked "Defendant's

Exhibit J").
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT J.

National Union

Eire Insurance Co.

Indemnity Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pacific Department

340 Pine Street

San Francisco, Calif.

Dr. Fred Carfagni,

580 Green St.,

San Francisco, California.

Dear Sir:

Re: National Union Policy No. 627670

This will advise you that we have just learned

of a very material false warranty in your automo-

bile insurance policy, to-wit: the warranty that "no

insurance company has cancelled or refused to issue

automobile insurance" to you.

We have about completed our investigation and

have found that several insurance companies had

cancelled such insurance held by you before you

placed your insurance with us—mostly for bad

accident experience. Had you advised us of any

such cancellations we would have declined to issue

automobile insurance to you.

Accordingly, we hereby notify you that we elect

to treat the policy as void from its inception and

recognize no liability whatsoever under it. Inas-

much as the premium has been paid upon it, we
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attach hereto our check #54344, payable to you in

the amount of $176.82, returning said premium to

you.

We shall not accept any responsibility for any

claims arising under the policy, including claims

arising out of this recent collision at the intersection

of Lake Street and Park Presidio Boulevard on or

about June 22nd, 1931, which resulted in the death

of Mrs. Mary Eddy, and injuries to Mr. Albert

Eddy, and to Mrs. Albert Eddy, Jr., and also dam-

ages to automobile, nor shall we accept responsibility

for the repairs of the damages sustained by your

automobile in this collision.

Very truly yours,

National Union Fire Insurance Co.

National Union Indemnity Co.

By M. E. Jacobus,

MEJ:S Supt. of Claims.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

WITNESS continuing : In this letter of June 30,

1931, we rendered to Dr. Carfagni the company's

check in the sum of $176.82, the full premium recited

in the policy. (It was here admitted that there

were ample funds in the bank to meet that check).

I have in my possession letters either from Mr.

Harry McKenzie or Edwin McKenzie concerning
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Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, and tliis policy No. 627670

and our rescission of it. I have a letter from Mr.

Harry McKenzie, and then car])on copies of a letter

of mine and a carbon copy of Mr. Cooley's letter.

(Letter from Harry McKenzie, as attorney for

Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, dated July 9, 1931, was

offered and received in evidence and marked De-

fendant's Exhibit K).

DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT K.

Harry A. McKenzie

Attorney at Law
783 Mills Building

San Francisco

Telephone Sutter 1669

July 9, 1931.

National Union Fire Ins. Indemnity Co.,

340 Pine Street,

San Francisco, California.

Attention Mr. M. E. Jacobus:

Gentlemen

:

In re National Union Policy No. 627,670:

I am enclosing herewith: (a) Copy of Complaint

in suit numbered 229147, in the Superior Court of

the City and County of San Francisco, State of

California, Albert P. Eddy and Marie Eddy v. Fred

R. Carfagni; (b) Copy of Complaint in suit num-

bered 229,113, in the Superior Court of the (^ity and
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Coimty of San Francisco, State of California, Albert

Z. Eddy et al v. Fred R. Carfagni; both of these

complaints being for damages alleged to have been

sustained as set forth therein by the respective

plaintiffs, due to an accident which occurred while

said Fred R. Carfagni was driving an automobile

covered by the above mentioned policy.

Pursuant to the terms of that policy, we demand

that 3^ou defend said cases.

We have been informed that you ordered work

done on assured 's car and have since then failed,

refused and neglected to ])ay the repair bill.

We are also in receipt of your letter of June 30,

1931, addressed to Dr. Fred Carfagni in which you

disclaim any responsibility under the terms of said

policy, asserting as a reason therefor an alleged

breach of warranty.

The statements in your letter are hereby denied

on behalf of Dr. Carfagni and we would like to

know at your earliest convenience what you propose

to do with respect to the defense of these two law-

suits.

Very truly yours,

HUM HARRY A. McKENZIE.

[Printer's Note; The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

Received Jul 19 1931. Pacific Dept.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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WITNESS contiiiiiing : That letter was answered

by my attorney.

(Letter dated July 11, 1931 from Cooley, Crowley

& Supple to Harry A. McKenzie was offered and

received in [70] evidence and marked Defendant's

Exhibit L.)

DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT L.

A. E. Cooley Edward D. Keil

Louis V. Crowley Leighton M. Bledsoe

Frederic E. Supple

Law Offices of

Cooley, Crowley & Supple

206 Sansome Street

San Francisco

July 11, 1931.

Harry A. McKenzie, Esq.,

783 Mills Building,

San Francisco, California.

In re: Eddy v. Carfagni.

Dear Mr. McKenzie:

—

The National Union Fire Insurance Company

and National Union Indemnity Company have re-

ferred to us your letter of the 9th inst. enclosing

copy of summons and complaint in action of Albert

Z. Eddy, et al. v. Carfagni, No. 229,113, and copy

of summons and complaint in action of Albert P.

Eddy, et al. v. Carfagni, No. 229,147, in the Superior

Court of this City and County. We are returning the
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summonses and complaints above-mentioned here-

with, and also enclose a check to the order of Fred

R. Carfagni in the sum of $176.82, being the amount

of premium paid by Dr. Carfagni upon National

Union Policy No. 627670.

These companies addressed a letter to Dr. Car-

fagni under date of June 30, 1931, advising him of

their election to treat the policy as void from its

inception, and enclosing the check which we are

handing you herewith. This letter was sent by reg-

istered mail and Dr. Carfagni declined to receive it

from the mail carrier.

The writer explained the reasons for the action

of the insurance companies to Mr. Edward Mc-

Kenzie over the telephone a few days ago, and will

now reiterate them. As stated in the letter ad-

dressed to Dr. Carfagni, which you now have, the

companies learned, after the receipt of advice of

the injury to the Eddys, of a very material false

warranty in the automobile insurance policy issued

to Dr. (-arfagni, namely, the warranty that "no in-

surance company has cancelled or refused to issue

automobile insurance" to him. The companies have

made an investigation, which is not yet completed,

but which, to date, shows the following:

The Home Accident Insurance Company issued

an automobile policy to Dr. Carfagni on July 27,

1928, and cancelled it on August 15, 1928, on ac-

count of a bad report as to his experience. On Oc-

tober 5, 1928, MuUin & Acton issued an automobile
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jDolicy and cancelled it on June 11, 1929, because, in

that time, Dr. (^arfagni had reported seven different

accidents. It is the writer's personal recollection

that Dr. Carfagni was at one time an insured of

the Security Insurance (^ompany of California, of

which the writer is an officer, and that insurance

was likewise cancelled by that company. We have

not checked this latter matter definitely, but are

satisfied that it is correct. You can readily under-

stand that our clients would not have issued a policy

to Dr. Carfagni had this experience as an assured

been disclosed to them.

Will you please advise Dr. Carfagni that the de-

cision of the National Union Companies is final, in

view of what their investigation has thus far dis-

closed, and that they will not indemnify him in any

way under the policy.

Yours very truly,

COOLEY, (CROWLEY & SUPPLE
By A. E. Cooley

AEC :EM

[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

2605

Is Binding on Carfagni injured.

—cc 2605 — 2607—

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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(Thereupon letter dated July 16, 1931 from Harry

A. McKenzie to A. E. Cooley was offered and re-

ceived in evidence and marked Defendant's Ex-

hibit M.)

DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT M.

Harry A. McKenzie

Attorney at Law
783 Mills Building

San Francisco

Telephone SUtter 1669

July 16, 1931.

Mr. A. E. Cooley,

Attorney at Law,

206 Sansome Street,

San Francisco, California.

Dear Sir:

I am in receipt of the complaints in the three

cases of Eddy vs. Carfagni, as referred to in your

letter of July 11, 1931.

I naturally protest your action in refusing to de-

fend under the policy and am returning herewith the

check in the amount of $176.82.

Many of the statements contained in your letter

are, according to my information, erroneous.

Very truly yours,

HARRY A. McKENZIE.
HM:M
1 Enck

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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WITNESS continuing: After having denied lia-

bility, and after interchange of correspondence,

which lias just been offered in evidence and read,

the National Union Indemnity Company refused

and stepped entirely out from representation in any

manner whatsoever of Dr. Carfagni.

Cross Examination.

I first went into the employ of the National Union

on April 1, 1931. I have been contimiously in the

employ of the National Union, either solely as al-

ready stated by me, or in conjunction with my work

with the London & Lancashire ever since that time.

Between April, 1931 and July, 1931, I was working

exclusively for the National Union. My position

at that time was superintendent of claims. Prior to

my connection with the company, Mr. Armstrong

was superintendent of claims. During the period

from April to July, 1931, Mr. Armstrong was an

adjuster, an assistant to me. Mr. Grady was not

with the company during any part of the time that

I have been with it. I had nothing to do with the

underwriting department. That is the department

in which the policies were written. Mr. Arnberger

was at that time superintendent of the casualty de-

partment, and Mr. J. M. Zemek was assistant sec-

retary of the Indemnity Company.

As superintendent of the claims department, I

was the head of that department. As superintendent

of the underwriting department, on the casualty end
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of it, Mr. Arnberger was the head of that depart-

ment. Between the time that I went into the em-

ploy of the National Union, April, 1931, and the

happening of the [71] Carfagni accident, I did noth-

ing whatever toward looking into Carfagni 's record

as a driver. During that period of time, I heard

of the name of Carfagni in connection with the

business of the oiHce, because Dr. Carfagni had a

collision loss pending. I do not think that that loss

was pending at the time of the Eddy accident. It

was pending some time prior to the happening of the

Eddy accident and while I was with the company.

The repair bill on that loss came before me with the

request of Mr. Payne, asking that I call him. He

had presented two bills, and as I recall from the

record, the bills were paid, during the daytime on

June 22, 1931. The Eddy accident occurred at night

on that day. I did not, in connection with that

claim, do anything toward looking up Dr. Carfagni 's

record as a driver or his record with other compa-

nies. If I recall, it was within a day or so of when

I paid the loss, Avhich was on or about June 22, that

I first had notice of that particular accident result-

ing in that particular claim. No claim was pre-

sented by a third party to me or to the company,

that I know of. I could look at my record on that

subject and see whether a claim was presented by a

third party at that time. The first one who brought

anything to my attention concerning Dr. Carfagni

was Mr. Berg, who was also in the insurance busi-
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ness at that time. Mr. Berg was connected with

Swett & Crawford, who were the agents for the Pa-

cific Indemnity Company. The information that Mr.

Berg gave me at that time Avas a definite statement

that his company that he had been with, had can-

celled Dr. Carfagni. I did not ask him as to the

date when his company had cancelled Dr. Carfagni.

He mentioned it was the Security Insurance Com-

pany, but without mentioning the time of the can-

cellation to which I referred.

When I got back to my office that day, I investi-

gated in the office for the purpose of obtaining some

information on [72] that subject. I looked back at

the daily of 1929 and also the daily of 1930. I looked

at the daily concerning the policy issued in June,

1931; all three policies. I did that before I got in

touch with any other companies to find out what

Dr. Carfagni 's record was in other companies.

From those dailies I learned that in our own com-

pany losses had been reported by or against Dr.

Carfagni on the 1929 policy and on the 1930 policy.

I do not think I had before me at that time, in con-

nection with the matter, the card to the National

Union, which showed Dr. Carfagni 's loss record

upon the two policies, the one issued in 1929 and

the one issued in 1930. I did not have the card at

that time, as far as I recall. I did not go into the

claims department and talk to the man in the claims

department about Carfagni. I did nothing special

about questioning the man in the claims dej^artment
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of the National Union concerning Dr. Carfagni and

Carfagni's record, other than making inquiry as to

whether anyone knew Dr. Carfagni.

(The witness is here shown Plaintiffs' Exhibit

No. 2) Before I started forth upon my investiga-

tion concerning Dr. Carfagni, after Mr. Berg had

spoken to me, I looked at Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2

in the files of the National Union Company. At

that time, and before starting my investigation, I

also looked at Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3 in evidence,

which is a copy of the daily issued, or rather, of

the policy dated June 1, 1930. I could not say

whether I checked all of the notations, the printed

and stamped notations, upon both of these policies

before I started out to get some further information

concerning Dr. Carfagni; I retained the dailies in

my file. I made inquiries from various sources, for

the purpose of obtaining information concerning

Dr. Carfagni, and also had some of the employees

make check-ups. I do not think that the first place

to which I went for the purpose of obtaining infor-

mation at that time was the [73] I. C. C. A. of which

the National Union was a member. I went to that

office at a later date. I first went up to the office

of the Insurance Credit Clearance Association Bu-

reau, of which the National Union was a member,

after I had dispatched this letter of June 30 and

made personal verification. I made the verification

with the companies. I made inquiries immediately

after the conversation with Mr. Berg and also had

the adjusters, and, as I recall, I also asked Mr. Arn-
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berger for information, and he was the one who
got the daily report or caused the daily report to be

furnished to me.

It is possible the employees of the office communi-

cated with the I. C. C. A. for the purpose of obtain-

ing information concerning Carfagni's record, im-

mediately after I asked for information, but I do

not know of that of my own personal knowledge.

I went up personally to the office of I. C. C. A. and

talked to the young lady there. The young lady to

whom I refer is Miss Olsen, and it is my under-

standing that she was a sort of manager of that

office. It was after June 30 that I had my conver-

sation with Miss Olsen up at the office. I had

numerous telephone conversations. I was getting

information over the telephone, in addition to the

investigators and parties in the office. I could not

say one way or the other whether I had a telephone

conversation with Miss Olsen before I went up to

see her. I got some information from Miss Olsen

at the I. C. C. A. I received the information from

some source emanating from the Association of the

Home cancellation and Mullin & Acton's cancella-

tion. The Home cancellation is the one concerning a

policy issued on July 27, 1928, which was cancelled

in August, 1928. I could not say exactly as to the

date that the Mullin & Acton policy, concerning

which I obtained information through the I. C. C. A.

was issued or cancelled, but it was cancelled prior
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to [74] or along about the time the National Union

policy went into effect.

At the office of the I. C. C. A. I saw a card, a yel-

low slip which referred to the cancellation of the

policy by the Home Company to Dr. Carfagni, which

cancellation took place in August, 1928. At that

office I saw another card relating to a so-called Mul-

lin & Acton policy. They were acting as a general

agency at that time. I could not state as to the

names of all of the companies for which they were

general agents, but I do know that they had the

American Indemnity Company, the National In-

demnity Fire Insurance Company, or rather, the

Washington Underwriters for the National Liberty

Insurance Company. I could not say whether they

were general agents for the Western States Com-

pany. I do not know what the company was. It

would be rather difficult for me to state the date

when I first saw these cards at the I. C. C. A., but I

know that at the time I personally saw the cards,

I also saw the National Union card at the I. C. C. A.

That is the card referring to the cancellation of the

National Union. The notice was sent out by us on

June 30.

When I looked at the daily of 1929 and the daily

of 1930 policies, I saw upon them losses reported

under those policies. Prior to the date that Dr.

Carfagni the Eddy accident, I did not look at

those dailies for anything in connection with Dr.

Carfagni 's record. I did not say that Dr. Carfagni
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sent his car up to Larkin's to be repaired. The car

was there. I could not say just exactly what trans-

pired as to the car getting there because—the only

conversation that I had with Mr. Payne was where

he asked that he be notified, or some inquiry as to

where the car was to be taken—it was a Lincoln

car, and we had made a request that they get some

information as to who was going to repair it, and

I think there was some conversation later on with

Mr. [75] Payne that Larkin's had the car. I don't

know anything about the circumstances under which

it went there, the regular routine.

From January, 1931 to April, 1931, I was em-

;

ployed in the same company as Mr. Berg. No, I

did not know that the National Union was a member

i
of the I. C. C. A., even before Dr. Carfagni's acci-

dent, because my connection with the National

Union was not until the first of April, and, of

course, at that time I did not know all of the details.

The relation of the National Union with the I. C.

C. A. was a matter particularly for the underwriting

department of the National Union. I went over to

the I. C. C. A. for information, that is, I think I

made the request to make an inquiry there, after I

found out aboTit that particular bureau. I knew

that the bureau existed in southern California, but

at that time I did not know that there was a bureau

up in northern California, and up until April, you

might state that my experience was mainly at head-

quarters in southern California. I went into the Na-
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tional Union office on April 1, 1931. The Dr. Car-

fagni policy seems to have been renewed in May,

1931, when I was in charge of the claims department.

Under the last accident there was a little memoran-

dum by Mr. Arnberger, and I think, if I recall, there

was on it "See me later." That notation was not

on the daily. It was with the loss correspondence.

I have the notation here among the papers. (The

witness here produces a memorandum and hands

it to counsel). I have produced here a notation

reading "M. E. J. Will see you later on this—looks

like a good case of Sub." meaning an abbreviation

for subrogation. According to the facts we had, it

appeared as though Dr. Carfagni was not respon-

sible for the accident, and, therefore, we would take

steps to attempt to recover the loss that we would

be compelled to pay for the repairs to Dr. Carfagni 's

car, under our collision [76] clause of the policy,

from the other car that was involved. It is difficult

for me to say when I first received or saw this note

which has just been read, but it was prior to the

time I paid the loss.

(The memorandum was offered and received in

evidence and marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5)
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 5.

M E J

Will see you Liter on this — Looks like a good

case of Sub.

RA
[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

WITNESS continuing: That memorandum

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5) does not refresh my recol-

lection so that I am able to state that before the

Carfagni policy was issued in 1931, the matter

of whether or not it should be issued was taken up

with me. That matter was not taken up with me

to my knowledge. It is difficult for me to say how

long it was before June 22, 1931 that this notice

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5) was left with me by Mr.

Arnberger, because there is no date on it.

Q. Now you have produced here a daily of 1931

with certain documents attached to it. I am con-

cerned at this time with only a document on the back

of it, which reads': "Write it, don't say it." I will

ask you if this document, this daily of a policy issued

on June 1, 1931, together with the document upon

which is printed "Write it, don't say it" on the

back of that document—whether that was signed

by you after the Eddy accident and before you sent

the notice of cancellation ?
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A. Yes, I had seen the daily with the notation.

Mr. BARRY: I offer in evidence at this time

this daily and ask that it be marked Plaintiffs' Ex-

hibit next in order, together with the document at-

tached, upon which is printed "Write it, don't say

it." I am not offering at this time the document of

cancellation, which is attached, because that follows

later on, or any of the documents showing cancel-

lation which are attached.

(The daily of 1931 was thereupon received in evi-

dence [77] and marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 6)

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 6.

Folio No. 5513 I. Policy No. 627670

Agency S. F.

Renewing 619666 folio 5513 & Rewriting 627657

Combination Automobile Policy

National Union Fire Insurance Company

and

National Union Indemnity Company

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Declarations

Leave this space blank

Amount Premium Make

F
T Age

C
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N-SH
Tor

SI (^ol.

(^V

1. Name of Assured Fred R. ('arfagni.

2. Address of Assured 580 Green Street, San Fran-

cisco, California.

3. Assured is (Individual, Co-partnership, Corpora-

tion or Estate) Individual.

4. Assured 's occupation or business is— (State in

Full) Dentist.

Employed by

5. This Policy shall be in effect for a period of

Twelve months from 12 o'clock noon, standard

time at assured 's address June 1, 1931 to 12

o'clock noon, standard time at assured 's address

June 1, 1932.

6. The following is the description of the Automo-

bile and the facts with respect to purchase of

same.

Model Year 1929. Model No. or Letter Trade

Name Lincoln. Type of Body (If Truck, state

Tonnage) Sedan. Serial No Motor No.

51834. Horse power No. of cylinders 8.

List price $ Purchased by the Assured,

Month, October, Year, 1928. New or Second

Hand, New. Actual Cost to Assured (Includ-

ing Equipment) $5055.00. Is Automobile Fully

Paid For? (Yes or no) Yes. Amount Unpaid

$ No. Unpaid Notes? Notes

Payable Monthly (If not, state method of pay-

ment).
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Subject to all the stipulations, provisions and

conditions contained in this policy, loss, if any,

is payable to (Give name of Person, Firm or

Corporation holding any Encumbrance) Assured

as interest may appear.

7. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, used for the

following purposes Business & Pleasure.

8. The above described automobile is and will be

during the period of this policy, principally used

and garaged in the city named in Declaration 2,

except as follows : No exceptions.

9. No company has cancelled or refused to issue any

kind of automobile insurance for the Assured

during the past three years, except as follows:

No exceptions.

The Company shall be liable only under that Sec-

tion or those Sections of the policy for which a

specific premium charge is made below.

Amount of Insurance, (Insert either a Specific

amount or words "actual cash value") $2000.00.

Part 1—National Union Fire Insurance Company.

Sections 1 and 2. Fire and Transportation, Rate

.20; Premium $4.00.

Section 3. Theft—Theft Clause B Applicable, Rate

.25, Premium $5.00.

Additional Premium, Broad Form Coverage

Section 4. Tornado, Cyclone, Windstorm, Hail,

Earthquake, Explosion, Accidental, and Ex-

ternal Discharge or Leakage of Water. Nil. Nil.

Section 5. Collision or Upset in excess of $ Full
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(^ov. (insert ''Full Coverage," "$50.00," or

"$100.00" deductible according to coverage de-

sired), subject to (-ollision peril clause on page

two. $87.00.

Credit allowed for Bumpers. (Give name, indicat-

ing "Front," "Rear," or "Front and Rear," or

insert word "None"), subject to Bumper Clause

on page two.

Part One, Total Premium $96.00.

Part 2—National Union Indemnity Company.

Section 6. Liability for bodily injuries or death,

(a) Limit one person ($15,000.00) (b) Limit

one accident ($30,000.00) $69.12.

Liability for Damage to property of others (c)

Limit one accident ($5,000.00) $11.70.

Part Two, Total Premium $ 80.82

Total Premium Part One and Two $176.82

( 'ountersigned at

This day of 5/13/31

E. H. PAYNE

Write It — Don't Say It!

19.

To

F 2000 20 4.00

T 25 9.00

Full Cov. 87.00

15/30 69.12

5000 11.70

180.82

From E. H. Payne
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Folio No Pol. No.

Cancelled

.19.

Flat. Pro Rata. Short Rate.

Ret. Prem. $

Register

Accounts

Map
Re-Ins -

Expirations

Bordereaux

[Envelope]

Policy No. 627670 Folio 5513

Renewal No

Cancellation

Amount $ Original Prem. $176.82

Commencement 6-1-31-32

Date Cancelled 6-1-1931

Paid Letter

Flat. Pro Rata. Short Rate.

Ret. Prem. $176.82

Register Oct. 5, 1931

Accounts Oct. 8, 1931

Map
Oct. 14, 1931

Re-Ins. Oct. 14, 1931

Expirations

Bordereaux Oct. 9, 1931.

National Union Fire Insurance Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

per RCA Jr.
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[Inside of Envelope]

Copy Copy

June 30th, 1931.

Dr. Fred Carfagni,

580 Green St.,

San Francisco, C-alif.

Dear Sir:

Re: National Union Policy No. 627670.

This will advise you that we have just learned

of a very material false warranty in your automo-

bile insurance policy, to-wit: the warranty that "no

insurance company has cancelled or refused to issue

automobile insurance" to you.

We have about completed our investigation and

have found that several insurance companies had

cancelled such insurance held by you before you

placed your insurance with us—mostly for bad acci-

dent experience. Had you advised us of any such

cancellations we would have declined to issue auto-

mobile insurance to you.

Accordingly, we hereby notify you that we elect

to treat the policy as void from its inception and

recognize no liability whatsoever under it. Inas-

much as the premium has been paid upon it, we

attach hereto our check #54344, payable to you in

the amount of $176.82, returning said premium to

you.

AVe shall not accept any responsibility for any

claims arising under the policy, including claims

arising out of this recent collision at the intersection

of Lake Street Park Presidio Boulevard on or about

June 22nd, 1931, which resulted in the death of Mrs.
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Mary Eddy, and injuries to Mr. Albert Eddy and

to Mrs. Albert Eddy, Jr. and also damages to auto-

mobile, nor shall we accept responsibility for the

repairs of the damages sustained by your automobile

'n this collision.

Very truly yours,

NATIONAL UNION INSURANCE CO.

NATIONAL UNION INDEMNITY CO.

By : M. E. Jacobus,

MEJ:S Supt. of Claims.

[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.

Amer. Re Ins. Company
Re-Ins. Cancl'd

Re-Ins. Cancl'd

P46379 1512.

R. I.

Examined Jun 8, 1931. G. M. R.

Flat

Re-Ins. Declared

Cancelled

Correct May 15, 1931, Examiner.

Registered May 14, 1931

Accounts Jun 2, 1931

Mapped
Reins. May 27, 1931

Expirations May
Fire Record

Com '1 Rating _
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Bordereaux Jun 3, 1931.

Board

54.00

CAN
Flat

Account, Year, Month. State 5. VHy 2. Folio 5513.

Policy Number 627670. Kind 4. Form 1. Make of

Car 023. Age 3. Liability 2000.00. Total Premium
96.00.

Fire Code 1. Fire Premium 4. Theft Code 5.

Theft Premium 5. Coll. Code 10. C^ollision Pre-

mium 87. Commission 2B. 10

Flat

Policy Nimiber 627670. Kind Bus. 1/3. PL or Misc.

Limit 6. Effective, Year 31 ; Month 6. Term Mos.

12. Expiration, year 32; Month 6 5513.

Commission 2B 2B.

Trans. L State 04. City 43. Cov. 1/2. Class 132.

Exposure 12 69.12

11.70. P. D. Limit 1.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

Redirect Examination.

The pending loss claim to which counsel has re-

ferred, that was paid after I came to the National

Union Indemnity Company, was a loss claim of Dr.

Fred R. Carfagni. I paid that claim on June 22.

That is the date of the draft. I attempted to re-

cover the loss under subrogation. In that case, in
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my opinion, Dr. Carfagni was in the right. I fig-

ured from the facts that Carfagni was not respon-

sible, and the cleaning and dyeing truck which

struck him was.

I said that I went over to the I. C. C. A. Bureau

after June 30 and saw some cards there and talked

with Miss Olsen, who was in charge. I had no knowl-

edge at that time or any other time that Dr. Fred

Carfagni had a policy in the Travelers Insurance

Company, which commenced on August 13, 1928 and

was terminated September 5, 1928.

Recross Examination.

I have a copy of the draft for the payment made

to Dr. Carfagni on that accident which preceded

the Eddy accident. That draft does not refreshen

my recollection to the extent of bringing that acci-

dent back, as far as the happening of it was con-

cerned to December 12, 1930. I did not know that,

because it was pending when I took charge of the

office, and, as I said before, Mr. Payne, the broker

phoned and said he had presented the bill. The

document that I have in my hand here, the draft,

refers to the accident as having taken place on De-

cember 12, 1930.

J. L. CULPEPPER,

recalled for plaintiffs, further testified as follows:

I assume that this I. C. C. A. (referring to the

letters I. C. C. A. on the daily of the Home Acci-

dent Insurance Company, which is part of Defend-
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ant's Exhibit B) means that when the [78] policy

was cancelled, the I. C. C. A. was notified. Frankly,

I don't know that our office did note this on the can-

celled policy. It is on the daily. It was the prac-

tice of the office to notify the I. C. C. A., but I do

not recall whether it was the practice of the office

to note it on the cancelled policy. [79]

RICHARD ARNBERGER,

a witness on behalf of defendant, being duly sworn,

testified as follows:

I reside at 1441 Laguna Avenue, Burlingame. I

am special agent for the Wallace Phipp General

Agency. It is an insurance agency. I have been

in the insurance business approximately ten years.

During part of that ten-year period I was employed

by the National Union Fire Insurance Company

and National Union Indenmity Company. I was

first employed by them in the early part of Sep-

tember, 1927 until the 30th day of November, 1931.

When I first went to work for them in 1927, I was

employed as an underwriter. I was under the direct

employ of Mr. Phil Sullivan, who was then the

manager of the automobile department, and my
duty consisted of the acceptance or rejection of

risks, the reviewal of the risks written by outside

agencies and taking care, in general, of any under-
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writing matters that came into the office. (The wit-

ness is here sho\^al plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2) From
an examination of plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2 I can

state that I participated in the underwriting of that

insurance. I reviewed that first daily after it had

gone through the various departments of the office.

You wall note my examination stamp in the upper

left-hand corner reading: "Examined July 9, 1929,

R. C. A. Jr." May I go right on and explain the

system of the office"? When daily reports are re-

ceived, such as this, they were immediately turned

into the register department, where a record was

kept of the policies that had been issued to avoid

the duplication of policy numbers. Then the new

business was turned over to the underwriting de-

partment, where at that time we were breaking in

two new underwriters. One of the underwriters,

you will note by a stamp on the daily, "C. H." refers

to Charles Hang. This examination stamp of Mr.

Hang's refers to the fact that he examined the risk

for the amount of insurance allowed on [80] the car,

and the rate, and seeing that every warranty was

answered. The daily report was then coded by a

young lady and turned in to the accounts depart-

ment, where it was recorded for information to the

home office. After it was released from the accounts

department, it was brought back to a file on my
desk, and the dailies were held there until I had

time to review them, to make certain that all of the
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warranties had been approved, and the daily report

had gone through every department of the office, at

which time I placed my examination stamp on the

daily report, and then it was sent to the general file.

In other w^ords, mine is the final approval of the

risk. The approval is dated July 9, 1929. At the

time that I gave my final approval to this risk, that

is, as specified in Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2, I did not

have any knowledge of any kind whatsoever con-

cerning any prior cancellations of Fred R. Carfagni,

580 Green Street.

Cross Examination.

When I say that I had no knowledge at that

time, I am referring to myself personally having no

knowledge. In the underwriting department there

were other men besides myself. I am not prepared

to say whether or not there was information in the

files in the underwriting department of our office

concerning Dr. Carfagni. At that time the National

Union was a member of the Bureau known as the

I. C. C. A. I knew the function of that Bureau,

and that the Bureau w^as one of which certain in-

surance companies were members. I knew that

those certain insurance companies that were mem-

bers, under the regulations of the Bureau and the

business of the Bureau, were supposed to report

losses to the Bureau.

I knew Miss Olsen, who was connected with the
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Bureau at that time. She was manager of the Bu-

reau. Miss Olseii received the various confidential

reports from the member companies of the Bureau,

and through a stencil type machine [81] made her

record and ran off these stencils and segregated

them, and I believe every day she made a round of

the various members of the Bureau during the day.

At the National Union these cards came in from

day to day. In 1929, the cards, when they were de-

livered to the National Union by Miss Olsen, were

merely filed in an individual cabinet. We had a

cabinet in which these particular cards were filed.

All of the cards that came in were filed in the same

cabinet, which was kept under the counter of the

underwriting department, in which new policies

and renewals of policies were taken and written.

I reported at times the cancellation of policies to

the Bureau. When I made those reports from the

National Union to the Bureau, the turning in of

reports was followed by the delivery of a notice to

the National Union itself in those particular cases.

During the period of 1929, those notices that came

in in that way were filed in the same filing cabinet

as the other notices. In 1929 when the first policy

came in, the policy which was dated June 5, 1929,

notices received from the I. C. C. A. were filed in

this cabinet, and the cabinet was in or under the

counter of the underwriting department. There

came up for renew^al the matter of a policy issued
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to Dr. C/arfagiii in 1929. The policy being issued

in 1929, it came np for renewal in 1930. When it

came np for renewal in 1930, I do not recall per-

sonally whether or not I accepted the order for re-

newal, bnt at the time we were breaking in another

young man in the underwriting department, a Mr.

More, and his duties consisted of renewal of pol-

icies, and the renewal order, regardless of whom it

was taken by, was turned over to Mr. More, so that

he could get out the daily report, and assuming

that everything was in order, he would write the

line for renewal.

When I refer to the daily report, I refer to an

exact copy of the policy. In connection with the

renewal of a policy [82] to one who had a policy

already with the company, it was customary to look

at the notation of claims in the claims department.

That was a, rule I had put in in the early part of

1930, when I had become superintendent of the auto-

mobile department. I became superintendent after

Mr. Sullivan left the office entirely. I put a rule

into effect on a renewal of any line that had a loss

stamp on the daily report, the daily report in all

losses filed were to be investigated by the nnder-

writers. When I speak of the underwriter, I am
referring to the particular man in the underwriting

department handling that particular matter. That

practice was followed in the office. Every daily re-

port that had a loss report during the life of the

policy had that stamped notation that a loss had
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been reported under the risk. The underwriter

would secure the claims report numbers, or rather

the claims folder number from an index card in the

automobile department, filed alijhabetically. and

then secure the claims folder from one of the mem-
bers of the claims department. In many cases the

claims folder showed that the claun wa.s closed with-

out payment. It was merely a case in which an

assured had reported an accident, and there was no

liability existed. If such was the case, there was

no necessity of the underwriter having further dis-

cussion, because the risk was considered a good one,

without any further discussion with anyone in the

claims department. In other cases, in which, from

the card itself or from the records of the claims

department, it was considered that the matter was

worthy of a further investigation, the claims were

disciLssed with the adjuster who handled the par-

ticular claim, if possible, to get his exact version of

the risk.

TThe witness is here shown Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3,

and his attention is directed by counsel to a docu-

ment on the back of that, entitled ''Renewal order"

referring to policy 622599. Folio 5503). That is a

form of renewal order [83] which was used in the

office of the National Union in May and June of

1930. The notation upon the renewal order (part

of Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3) reading ''Renewal recom-

mended by VT. Grady. 5-8-30" was written by the

gentleman that I have just mentioned a while ago,

^Ir. More, who was in our employ for about three
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or four months. W. Grady was an adjuster in the

claims department at that time. That notation indi-

cated that Mr. Grady, or rather that Mr. More, took

up the matter of the renewal of the Carfagni policy,

the one of 1929, with Mr. Grady in the claims de-

partment, and to the underwriting department it

was a reconnnendation from the claims department

that the policy, a new policy, be issued to Dr. Car-

fagni.

(The witness is here shown Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2

and his attention is directed to certain circles in lead

pencil drawn around the date that the policy was

issued and the date that it would expire). Those

marks upon Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2 were made l)y me

personally. As I previously stated, I was just break-

ing in Mr. Haug as an underwriter, and one of the

features of the underwriting of the risk was to make

certain, or rather, to investigate in cases where the

inception date of the policy was different than the

purchase date of the car. In thi^ particular case,

the policy went into effect on June 1, 1929, and the

car was bought in October, 1928, and naturally there

was a question as to where the insurance was be-

tween that period. Those remarks made by me

upon the October date and upon the date that the

policy was issued were so made to direct Mr. Hang's

attention to the fact that I wanted an investigation.

Whether I asked Mr. Haug personally, or just al-

lowed it to remain in the file, that is, in the basket

in his desk, I could not say, but his attention was
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directed to that instruction by the notation which

is shown on the daily report here; in other words,

he conducted the investigation that I desired. The

circles could [84] have been placed around those

dates on the daily report when the risk was first pre-

sented to the office. It was recorded in the office

June 14, 1929 ; it probably would be the 13th or 14th

of June, 1929.

I cannot give you any definite time that Mr. Haug
made the notation upon this policy "Broker says

insurance was overlooked". It might have been

when Mr. Haug was reviewing this risk, and after

this, after June 15. If my instructions were placed

in the daily report in the files, he would have made

his investigation right there, from June 14 to June

17. That policy (referring to Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2)

was already issued and outstanding. As far as what

Mr. Haug did afterward toward checking up on the

matter, I knew nothing more about it, except as the

l^olicy might show it. I have referred to notations

upon the policies, one of the notations "Loss re-

ported under this policy". That notation was not

made in the underwriting department. It was placed

on the daily report by a young lady in the claims

department. The daily reports were kept in a gen-

eral file. The young lady would pull the daily report

out, so that she could make a claims folder. In other

words, a claims folder had to be coded identical to

the daily record. The notation "Loss reported

under this policy" was placed upon the daily to
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draw my attention to the fact that there had been

a loss reported under the policy. It was placed

there, too, so that if the policy came up for renewal,

the fact that there had been losses under the policy

would be known to the particular underwriter han-

dling the matter.

(The witness' attention is here directed to the

daily, referring to the policy issued for the term

beginning June 1, 1931) That particular daily did

not come to my attention at the office at or about

the time that it was [85] placed in our files—This

daily never came across my desk. According to the

handwriting, Mr. Roloson handled the renewal at

that time. He w^as an underwriter in the depart-

ment; he was my assistant after I became superin-

tendent. The slip of paper on the back of this policy

(referring to the Carfagni policy for the term be-

ginning June 1, 1931) on which slip is written

"Write it, don't say it" was merely a scratch pad

sent out for advertising purposes by the Insurance

Forms Association. This scratch pad was used in

the National Union at that time. There were many

of us who had these pads. When a telephone mes-

sage came in to have a certain policy renewed, in-

formation w^as taken for the purpose of knowing

what particular policy w^as referred to. (The wit-

ness' attention was directed to some w^riting on the

memorandum or slip attached to the Carfagni policy

for the term beginning June 1, 1931). That is Mr.

Roloson 's writing. I cannot make out the first word
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that is there. Below that is written "re-write" and

then folloAvs the notation fire and theft $2,000, the

rate and premium, full collision, 15-30 public lia-

bility, $5,000 property damage, or a total premium
of $180.82, Broker, E. S. Payne. That indicates that

the one who took the order for the renewal of the

policy at that time took that information in connec-

tion with the renewal, and then the matter of

whether or not the policy would be renewed was

taken up in the underwriting department.

On that policy, the one that was issued in June,

1931, the practice was followed of going to the

claims department and taking up the matter of

whether or not the policy should be renewed with

the claims department. The universal practice to

which I have referred already, relative to the re-

newal of policies under which there had been losses,

was followed at that time. In the underwriting de-

partment we did not take up in every particular

case the [86] matter of or determine whether or not

policies would be written. In some cases we did.

I would write the application for the policy so that

all information would be right before the policy

writer, the yoimg lady. She was in my department,

but in another part of the office. In the matter of

renewing a policy, we merely quoted a policy num-

ber, without this information, except we showed the

amount of fire and theft to be allowed for the new

year, and quoting the rate and premium and quot-

ing the premium for any other coverage that was
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desired. This particular slip of pap(^r (referring

to the slip attached to the policy of Dr. Carfagni

issued in June, 1931) was attached to the daily re-

port that was to be renewed, and the policy writer

merely got her information from the old daily re-

port. That was the procedure followed relative to

the renewal of the two Carfagni policies. I was with

that company until November 30, 1931.

Redirect Examination.

I have been asked about the daily reports and the

notations on them of losses upon the part of the

insured. That refers to his experience with our

company, so that in the case of Dr. Carfagni, if four

losses were reported, and they were minor losses,

and in my opinion he was not in fault, I would re-

new the policy at the time of renewal. In other

words, this so-called loss experience and investiga-

tion made concerning it refers to the loss expe-

rience of our own company. That is all.

I did not handle the renewals of this policy of

Dr. Carfagni in 1930 or 1931. They were handled

by underwriters in the office. Our invariable prac-

tice in the underwriting department was that, in the

absence of any further information, we would renew

the policy in our department upon the information

contained in the original policy—we renewed them

on the information we had in our own files; that is,

the information in the original policy or the daily

report [87] and the claim files. (The witness' at-

tention is here directed to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2)
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The blue pencil notation on Plaintiffs' Exhibit No.

2 is in Mr. Charles Hang's handwriting. I was a

subordinate in the underwriting department of Mr.

Phil Sullivan from September, 1927, when I first

went with the company until June 1, 1930.

I knew of the Association of I. C. C. A., and that

the National Union was a member of that associa-

tion, and that certain cards were delivered over

there from time to time by Miss Olsen. Those cards

that were delivered there, say in 1929, were put in a

cabinet in the underwriting department and left

there. In 1930 when I took charge of the depart-

ment, I changed the practice of that office. As soon

as it was possible, that is, as soon as I had time to

get around to it, I made arrangements whereby these

I. C. C. A. cards were to be interw^oven with the in-

dex cards which were carried on every policy written

in our office. At the time the policy was written, the

policy writer automatically made up an index card

and expiration notice; one was filed alphabetically,

and the other was filed by month of expiration, and

it was my intention to have these I. C. C. A. cards

interwoven with the index cards, so that at any time

we saw an I. C. C. A. card carrying the same name

as one of our own index card, w^e would know an in-

vestigation was necessary. (Witness' counsel here

hands a paper to the witness) This little blank paper

which you have handed me was the form of expira-

tion card used at that time. (The paper was here

offered and received in evidence and marked as De-

fendant's Exhibit N)
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT N.

B-319

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

National Union Indemnity Co.

340 Pine Street, San Francisco, California

Assured Policy No
Folio No

Address Expires

Make Year Factoryor

Motor No.

Fire &
Theft P.D.

Confisca-

tion (^oll.

Embezzle-

ment Limited

Public $100

Liability Bed

Dear Sir

—

We wish to advise that this policy expires on the

above date. We would appreciate your early order

to renew.

Very truly,

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Agent

Broker

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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When I came in full charge in 1930, mine was the

final say on the acceptance or rejection of risks. That

was also true in 1931. Referring to Defendant's Ex-

hibit N, I changed the practice of the office so that,

to illustrate, [88] the name of the assured, assuming

it to be Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, would be put on De-

fendant's Exhibit N, and that would be put in a

monthly file. The I. C. C. A. cards would not be put

in this particular file, that is, the expiration notice,

which was filed monthly. There was a duplicate slip

attached to this particular memorandum. He made

an exact copy, giving the assured 's name, address

and coverage. I called that an index file. (Counsel

here shows the witness an index card) That is the in-

dex card where the I. C. C. A. cards were filed—inter-

woven, as we put it. (The index card referred to by

the witness was offered and received in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit O)
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT O.

Index (^ard

Assured Policy No
Address Expires

Fire & Make Year Factory or

Theft . P.D. Motor No.

(Confisca-

tion . Coll.

Embezzle-

ment Limited ..

Public $100

Liability . Ded.

Agent

Broker ,

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

WITNESS continuing: All of the blanks were

filled in. This practice was followed in 1930 and

1931 under my supervision. The invariable prac-

tice that we had in our office on that particular mat-

ter was as soon as the young lady discovered an

index card and an I. C. C. A. card bearing the same

name, regardless of the address, she withdrew both

cards from the file, secured the daily report and

turned them over to me personally for attention.

I was supervising the underwriting.
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The COURT: Q. When would you do that,

when the matter of renewal came up ?

A. No, the I. C. C. A. card might be lying in our

file for six months, and then if w^e secured an appli-

cation, and we wrote up the policy, at the same time

the policy was written, index cards and expiration

notices were typed, and she secured them the next

day and immediately proceeded to file them.

Q. Still I do not understand.

Mr. SUPPLE: Could I go into that, your

Honor ?

The COURT : Yes. [89]

WITNESS continuing: If, for instance, in June,

of 1930 we got an I. C. C. A. card on Dr. Fred R.

Carfagni, that would be filed in this particular cabi-

net. Then, if in July we got a new piece of business

from him, we would write up that policy, and as part

of the writing up of the policy, there would be an

index card. Then, when the young lady filed that

in this particular index file, she would come upon

the I. C. C. A. card, and then that card, together

with this index slip and the daily report would be

handed to me. Then I would immediately go over

the I. C. C. A. card and make my decision as to

whether we would accept the risk which we had just

written.

The COURT: Wouldn't you do that, too, on an

application for a renewal?

A. Possibly we should have done that, but busi-

ness was coming in fast at that time.
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Q. I say that would be your practice ?

A, The practice was to check them up immed-

iately after the policy was written.

WITNESS continuing: When we renewed a

policy, we had the same index card for the renewed

i

policy like we did for every other policy. Therefore,

on that renewed policy, we would have an index card

which would go into that same cabinet.

Q. Now, I will ask you, Mr. Arnberger, whether

at any time in 1930 or 1931, under your invariable

practice, you had placed upon your desk any index

]

cards of Dr. Fred R. Carfagni with any I. C C. A.
I

j

cards ?

Mr. BARRY: The question is objected to on the

ground that it is immaterial. It is not a question of

I

what was placed on his desk. It is a question of

whether there was information at the National

Union,

I

The COURT: Yes; nevertheless, I will overrule

' the objection. Exception. [90]

(Exception No. 6)

j

A. I have no recollection of ever having received

the index card and I. C. C. A. card on Dr. Fred R.

I

Carfagni.

The COURT: When were these cancellation

dates %

Mr. SUPPLE : If your Honor please, they were

prior to 1930.

Mr. BARRY: August, 1928 and June 11, 1929.

The second one was not a cancellation, but that is

the date that is referred to.
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Mr. SUPPLE : I think there is a summary here

which shows Home Accident 2/27/28, and under the

word "Replacement" 8/13/28; Travelers 8/13/28,

9/5/28.

The COURT: They were prior to 1930?

Mr. SUPPLE : Yes.

Recross Examination.

I said that the policies were renewed on a certain

basis, that is, where they came up for renewal; the

procedure to which I have referred of checking up

with the claims department was followed and was

part of the basis to which I referred. As far as a

policy in our company for a year or two years was

concerned, we were very particular in investigating

the record of the man with the company during that

period of time. That was the practice followed at

the time of each renewal. In a case where the policy

was with us for a period of two years, as the Car-

fagni policy was, we had no other information when

the matter of renewal came up than his record with

our own company. When I speak of renewal on the

basis of the original policy, I refer particularly to

the matters that do not change from year to year;

for instance, the kind of machine, the amount of the

coverage, the name of the owner, the business of the

owner, the type of the machine and other infor-

mation of that kind. Where an assured was with

our company for a period of two years, [91] all that

we could refer to in the matter of the renewal of

the policy, having only our own company informa-
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tioii on liand, was whether or not he had a passable

record with our own company. When I say having

our own company information on hand, I am taking

into consideration, too, the fact that the I. C. C. A.

was an association of which our company was a

member.

Mr. BARRY: Now, Counsel, have you a notice

that was sent by the I. C. C. A. to the National

Union on or about August 13, 1928, of the cancella-

tion of the Home policy dated July 27, 1928?

Mr. SUPPLE: Mr. Barry, I have in our pos-

session cards.

Mr. BARRY: That is what I want.

Mr. SUPPLE : Yes—the source of them—
Mr. BARRY : We can go into the source of them

later, but I want to get the cards.

Q. I show you a card

—

Mr. SUPPLE: I might state, if you are going

to offer these in evidence

—

Mr. BARRY: I am not offering those yet.

Mr. SUPPLE : But the card, I understand from

an investigation, is a code system of some kind, and

that this handwriting is not part of the card.

Mr. BARRY: That is correct. Did these cards

come from the files of the National Union?

Mr. SUPPLE : I will not say that, I don't know.

I will have to ascertain that. I will call Mr. Jacobus

on that later.

Mr. BARRY: Can't you get it so that I can pro-

ceed and finish with Mr. Arnberger?
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Mr. SUPPLE : I will ask Mr. Jacobus.

(Mr. Arnberger was here temporarily excused, so

that Mr. Jacobus could further testify.) [92]

M. E. JACOBUS
being recalled as a witness testified as follows:

Mr. SUPPLE : Mr. Jacobus, where did you get

these cards, and when did you get them?

A. The cards were given along with other infor-

mation I requested from the investigators and the

employees in the office.

Mr. BARRY: Q. In the office at the time that

you started to make and were making investigation

concerning Dr. Carfagni'?

A. They were brought to me.

Q. They were brought to you in the office of the

National Union by employees of the National Union.

Isn't that correct?

A. That is correct.

RICHARD ARNBERGER
recalled for further cross-examination, testified as

follows

:

Mr. BARRY: I show you a card on which is

written, "Assured, Dr. Fred R. Carfagni, 580 Green

Street, Address S. F., coverage auto 14575, Date of

policy 7/27/28, Date of Cancellation 8/15/28, Agent

or broker E. H. P., Code No. C, Remarks, 8/13/28
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Member 6." That was the form of card, was it not,

that was sent out by the I. C. C. A. to its members

concerning the cancellation of policies of which it

was notified'?

A. Yes.

(The card referred to was offered and received

in evidence and marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7).

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 7.

Assured Dr. Fred R. Carfagni

580 Green St.

Address S.F.

Coverage Auto - 14575

Date of Pol. 7-27-28

Date Cane. 8-15-28

E.P.

Agt. or Broker E.H.P.

Code No. C
Remarks 8-13-28

Member 6

I.C.C.A.

[Printer's Note: The following phrases and words
are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

1930

Bad report

Home Accident

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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WITNESS continuing: Relative to the coverage,

it says on Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7 "auto" and a certain

number. That is the number of the policy that was

cancelled by the member company [93] on the bot-

tom. The '*E. H. P." under "Agent" or "Broker"

refers to the particular broker who handled that

policy. The code number "C" or letter "C" indi-

cates, according to a system of code, what the reason

for the cancellation was. I don't know off-hand

what C meant at that time. "Remarks", after that

is written "8/13/28"; that is the date on which the

information was sent out by the I. C. C. A. "Mem-
ber 6" indicates the particular member in the asso-

ciation w^ho made the report to the association.

Redirect Examination.

When I referred to the placement of certain I. C.

C. A. cards in the index file to assist me in my un-

derwriting, I referred to the kind of a card as il-

lustrated by Plaintiffs' Exhibit Xo. 7. That is the

form of card that was put in the index card system.

Mr. E. H. Payne gave us a very small amount of

business as a direct broker of the National Union.

I have not checked up the number of policies placed

by him with National Union, but it is a very small

amount of business. I know from the fact of know-

ing the broker's name.

Recross Examination.

Personally I did not know Mr. Payne; I knew

who he Avas, but I never met the man. I knew he
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j
was a ])roker, hut I could uot say what vohime of

business he had. It was early in 1930 that I changed

our system there in the office under which the cards

were attached to the documents to which I have

already referred. I am referring now to the I. C. C.

A. cards. I would say it started right in the middle

of January. It is hard to say whether it was in ef-

fect prior to May 5, 1930, the date upon which the

policy was renewed, because there were thousands

and thousands of these cards that had to be inter-

woven with the index file, and at the time that I

made this change, the [94] index file had never been

properly taken care of, in that when a policy ex-

pired, the index card was allowed to remain for two

or three years, and that necessitated the young lady

going over and pulling out all of the dead index

cards and then commencing to interweave these I. 0.

C. A. cards; and if I recall correctly, she was on it

some time. The system inider which the cards were

attached in the manner indicated by me was in ef-

fect prior to May of 1930, but I could not say

whether all of the files had been completed; that is

to say, she was required to go back into the files of

these cards and attach them or segregate them. As

I have stated, she had to go over the index file and

eliminate all dead index cards on policies that had

expired two or three years in the general practice,

before I took it over. We took over these cards that

we had accumulated there, and we applied them or

had them applied to our system.
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The National Union was a member of the I. C. C.

A. for the purpose of obtaining the confidential in-

formation from other companies concerning risks.

(The defendant here rested).

NEAL WEAVER
a witness on behalf of plaintiffs in rebuttal, being

duly sworn, testified as follows:

I am connected with Swett & Crawford. I am as-

sistant manager in charge of casualty and automo-

bile work. I have been with the firm, which has had

two or three corporate names, for about two months

over nine years. I was with that firm during the

years 1929 and 1930. I have in my possession some

records of an association that existed up to a short

time ago, known as the Insurance Credit Clearance

Bureau. I have brought with me from those records,

which are in my possession, a card relating to the

cancellation of the policy issued by the Home Acci-

dent Insurance Company to Dr. Fred R. Carfagni.

(The witness here [95] hands counsel card relating

to a policy issued in July, 1928 and cancelled in

August, 1928).

The I. C. C. A. organization started in February,

1928, and we had seventeen members at the time it

started. For various reasons, different members of

the group resigned, some of the companies merged

with others, and others discontinued business, until

we finally got to the point where we only had six
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members left, and the information that was coming

from the six members to be transmitted back and

forth between them was not of sufficient vahie to

warrant the continuation of the group of the or-

ganization, and we vohmtarily discontinued it and

sold the furniture, the typewriter, etc., and then it

came to what to do with the records. These records,

I offered, on account of the fact that our company

had considerable space in its supply room, to take

over and let them be stored there until some use

might come of them in the future, with the idea that

at a later date, the organization might be revived

again. I don't know the exact date that the organi-

zation actually disbanded in the way indicated by

me. It was seven or eight months ago, less than a

year ago.

During the time that the I. 0. C. A. was in ])usi-

nes'S, it had a place of business in the Adam Grant

Building. The period of time over which the T. 0.

C. A. office was in the Adam Grant Building was

from February, 1928 until it was discontinued. A
Miss Olsen was the name of the party in charge of

the office. She was in charge of the office during the

years 1928 and 1929, with the exception of the first

three or four months, when we had another young

lady in charge, she was in charge. At the beginning

of the time when we started the organization, we

had a young lady there who was not exactly com-

petent, and we availed ourselves of Miss Olsen 's

services about four months after we started and let
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the other yoimg [96] go. We started in February,

1928.

This organization had as its members various

companies engaged in the insurance business. They

were all engaged in the automobile business. Some

of them also had various other lines of insurance.

At that time, during 1928 and 1929, the National

Union Indemnity Company was a member of the or-

ganization, and at that time the Home Accident In-

surance Company of Arkansas was a member. I did

not know of a company by the name of Western

States, I believe the Western States, I am not cogni-

zant of the full name, I think it was the Western

States General Agency which has a function simi-

lar to that of Swett & Crawford. They are whole-

salers of insurance, representing insurance com-

panies. If I might refresh my memory here by

looking at this record, I might be able to recall what

companies they represented. (Witness here looks

at document). I do not see on our list of original

members any reference to Western State or West-

em States. I just recall that at that time, in the

Adam Grant Building, on the first floor, I believe

it was operated by Mullin & Acton. I cannot recall

the exact name. There might have been an insur-

ance company known as Washington Underwriters,

a member of the association, but not as I recall.

These memberships were by officers.

The National Union Indemnity Company, which is

part of the National Union Fire Group, was a

member, but there was no National Liberty Group

a member at that time, that I recall. In 1929 mem-
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ber No. 10 was Pacific Employers Insurance Com-
pany. Member No. 6 at that time was the Home
Accident Insurance Company. I have here the code

which was in use among the members of the Asso-

ciation, that is, the I. C. C. A. which indicated to

the members what certain letters meant upon the

reports. The letter "C" referred, on tlie code, to

bad credit report. Where a policy was cancelled,

and the code letter "C" was the reason [97] stated

for the cancellation, the reason for the cancella-

tion, according to the code was bad credit risk.

(The record produced by the witness was here

offered and received in evidence and marked Plain-

tiffs' Exhibit 8)

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 8.

Assured Dr. Fred R. Carfagni

580 Green St.

Address S.F.

Coverage Auto - 14575

Date of Pol. 7-27-28

Date Cane. 8-15-28

E.P.

Agt. or Broker E.H.P.

Code No. C
Remarks 8-13-28

Member 6

I.C.C.A.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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Cross Examination.

The Travelers Insurance Company was not a

member of this I. C. C. A. bureau. I have no record

that the AVashington Underwriters was a member

of the bureau. The Western States was never a

member of the bureau. The organization operated

on the basis of sending information to its members

only when some definite action had been taken

with respect to a policy or reports having to do

with the actual cancellation, possibly not of the

entire policy, but of a portion of it, or some defi-

nite direct act on the part of the company. I could

not say that if Dr. Carfagni had had a fire insurance

policy with the Home Fire Insurance Company,

and it had been cancelled out, that it would have

reported that cancellation to the bureau. This

bureau operated merely for the transmittal of in-

formation on automobile insurance. For a part of

the time during its operation there was cancella-

tion information sent in on combination insurance,

and there might have been some on fire. It could

have been that when a report was sent in to the

Bureau, of cancellation, that it was for insurance

other than automobile insurance. It is not correct

to say that the only thing that the card would

show would be that that particular insurance had

been cancelled in that company. In addition to that,

the card showed the class of coverage, the policy

number, the date of the policy and the date of the

cancellation. When we got that information on the

card showing the cancellation by a particular com-
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pany, the card showed by code tlie reason for can-

cellation. The information cominc^ to the Bureau

came by code. Tf we cancelled [98] a policy for

the nonpayment of premium, it would show Code

A. The other one, the code that Mr. Barry was

speakini^' about, was Code C, bad credit reports.

The card that we had in the Bureau showed noth-

ing but the code. If a member of the Association

who received the card wanted any detailed infor-

mation, he then called upon the member company

making the report and asked why the report was

made, and what were the details. A reference to the

card which would show, say, a bad credit report

would not show anything of the contents of the

report. It was five years ago that this lady, whom I

classed as incompetent was with the Bureau, and

to the best of my knowledge, she was there about

three months. Probably I should not have used

** incompetent". Unsatisfactory is a better word.

I, of course, at that time had nothing to do with

the actual mechanics of the operation of the Bureau,

and I do not recall just exactly why this young

lady was discharged. The president of the organiza-

tion at that time was Mr. Wlieeland, and he secured

the services of Miss Olsen, telling the members of

the Executive Committee, and we concurred in

whatever recommendation he made, that he believed

that Miss Olsen was better fitted for the work than

the young lady we had working before.
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Redirect Examination.

The Bureau was a non-profit organization. The

members paid an initiation fee and monthly dues.

The numloer of the policy upon the card is Auto

14575, and that is the policy of the Home Acci-

dent Insurance Company of Arkansas, according to

the code report.

Mr. BARRY: I might state to your Honor, for

your Honor's information, that the record shows

that that was the number of the Home policy that

was cancelled.

WITNESS continuing: Mr. Wheeland was

president, but he w^as not in the office with Miss

Olsen. Miss Olsen and the [99] young lady pre-

ceding her operated the office by themselves. They

had no assistance whatever. Mr. Wheeland was in

the insurance business as a general agent at that

time, and he conceived the idea and organized the

group and was elected its first president. The func-

tion of the president and the executive conmiittee

was to generally supervise the work, sign checks

and see that the scheme was carried out as started.

Recross Examination.

I have not in my records here, the records that I

have of the Bureau, any notice of cancellation of

Travelers insurance policy 5855454 or any record

of Washington Underwriters policy No. 26503. I

have a policy here which, according to the code was

Pacific Employers Insurance Company, and which

bears that number which you just called No. 26543.
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That is not the Washington Underwriters, accord-

ing to our code here. It is the Pacific Employers

Insurance Company. I liave a record of a polic}'

26543, but according to the code, it is Pacific Em-
ployers.

To Mr. BARRY: I have a reference to only

one policy No. 26543. I believe at that time Mullin

& Acton were the general agents of the Pacific

Employers. I have referred to this second card as

full coverage, 26543. That is the coverage associa-

tion value, which would indicate in insurance tei*ms

full coverage policy, covering all phases of automo-

bile insurance. It shows the date upon which the

policy was issued. That date was October 5, 1928.

Mr. BARRY : It conforms both as to date and as

to number 26543 with this one before you here. Now,

I will offer this in evidence, mav it please your

Honor, and ask that it be marked as Plaintiffs'

Exhibit next in order.

(The document was received in evidence and

marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9) [100]
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 9.

Assured

Address

Coverage

Date of Pol.

Date Cane.

E.P.

Agt. or Broker

Code No.

Member
Remarks

T)i-. Fred R. Carfagni

580 Green St.

S.F.

Full - 26543

10-5-28

6-11-29

E.H.P.

B
10

9-2-29

I.C.C.A.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

WITNESS continuing: This card (referring to

plaintiffs' Exhibit 9) refers to E. H. Payne as

broker. It refers to '^B" as the cause for the can-

cellation of the policy. "B", according to the code,

stands for bad experience. No. 10, the niunber of

the member, according to the list that I have here,

was the Pacific Employers and not by name the

Washington Underwriters. This record, which is
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now in evidence, as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9, contains

the number 26543, full coverage, and the date of

issuance of the policy is October 5, 1928. It also

shows the date of the cancellation of the policy.

That date was June 11, 1929.

SIGNA OLSEN

a witness on behalf of plaintiffs in rebuttal, ])ein,^

duly sworn, testified as follows:

I reside at 34 Mallorca Way. During the years

1929 and 1930 I was employed by the Insurance

Credit Clearing Association. The office of the asso-

ciation was in the Adam Grant Building. I con-

tinued in the employ of the association until Sep-

tember, 1932. I entered its employ in August, 1928.

(The witness' attention is here directed to Plain-

tiffs' Exhibit 8 and also Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9, and

she examines the same). I recognize those records

(referring to Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8 and Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 9) as records that were in the file of our

association during 1928 and 1929, at the particular

dates specified on those documents. The association

at that time received reports from its members, and

where it received rejDorts from its members concern-

ing policy relations with certain risks in insurance,

policy holders, the information w^as brought in to

me on report form in code.

The report form in code w^as practically the same

as the documents which you have sho^vn me, and

which are marked Plaintiffs' Exhibits 8 and 9.

Upon receipt of those reports [101] from the mem-
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ber companies, it was our practice to type the re-

port in hexograph ink on an indelible printing form

and placed on a duplicating roll and rolled off and

distributed to the companies, the member companies

of the I. C. C. A. In August, 1928, the National

Union was one of the members, and I believe that

the Home Fire Accident of Arkansas was another

member. The copies that we made were the same

in form as the copy which we received from the

member company. This form (Plaintiffs' Exhibit

8) is one form, copies of which were sent out by

me to the member companies in 1928. There is some-

thing upon this copy in evidence here, Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 8, which suggests to me the date upon which

I delivered the information; that is, the copies, to

the members of the association. In the remarks

column is the date I delivered it. The date that

I delivered exact copies of Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8

to member companies was August 13, 1928. At that

time I delivered a copy of Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8 to

the National Union Indemnity Company. I think

so; that was the daily routine, and I did that. The

same procedure Avas followed by me relative to

making a copy of a report made in accordance

with Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9 and the delivery of the

copies to members of the association. The copies

were delivered to all of the members on the date

in the remarks column. The date in the remarks

column is September 2, 1929, and that is the date

upon which the deliveries were made by me to each

of the member companies. The deliveries were
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made by me personally by going from office to office.

Mr. BARRY: Now, Counsel, I would like to

have, if you have it in your possession, the second

card, a copy of the notice with respect to the

policy issued on October 5, 1928.

Mr. SUPPLE: You had it here this morning.

Mr. BARRY : I know I had it at that time.

Q. This card that I show you now from the

records of [102] the National Union Indemnity

Company is a card that you delivered to that com-

pany on September 2, 1929. Is that correct ?

A. September 2, 1929.

WITNESS continuing: I delivered it without

'any of the pencil marks upon the card and without

the 1930 stamp that is upon the card. I was not

familiar with the code and had no occasion to per-

sonally use the code.

Mr. BARRY: I offer this document in evidence

and ask that it be marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit next

in order. I am offering, jiLst as I did with the

other documents furnished by the other side only

the part of it that is an exact copy of what the

witness sent around to the various members at that

time. (The card was received in evidence and

marked ''Plaintiffs' Exhibit 10")
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 10.

Assured Fred Carfagni

580 Green St.

Address S.F.

Coverage Full - 26543

Date of Pol. 10-5-28

Date Cane. 6-11-29

E.P.

Agt. or Broker E.H.P.

Code No. B
Member 10

Remarks 9-2-29

I.C.C.A.

[Printer 's Note : The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

1930

Bad experience

Mullin-Acton

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.

Mr. BARRY: It will be admitted, will it not,

Mr. Supple, that the card that has just been offered

in evidence was in the records of the National

Union Indemnity Company, and was delivered up to
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^r. Jacobus by someone in that company, just

is the other one was?

Mr. SUPPLE : That is correct.

Cross Examination.

I cannot take the first card that has been re-

ferred to as Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 9 and tell by

hat as to whom I delivered that card in the

National Union. Referring to Exhibit 8, I cannot

ell you to whom I delivered that card, but it was

jny practice to deliver it to the automobile depart-

pi^xit. It was left on the counter of the automo-

bile department. Those were not the only two occa-

sions that I delivered cards to the National Union

Company. I made delivery practically daily as long

IS they were members. Naturally when I left the

ij-ards on the counter, I left the premises, but there

Nas always someone about. They realized that I

ivas there. [103]

JOHN P. BREEDEN
I witness on behalf of plaintiffs in rebuttal, being

inly sworn, testified as follows:

I am now connected with the National Union

Company. I have been connected with that company

since October 16, 1931. Prior to that time I was

with the Home Accident of New York group. I was

at one time connected with National Liberty. It was

a group up to the time that the Home of New York

purchased, then they became a member of the Home
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of New York group. The Washington Underwriters

was what we called the Underwriters Agency of the

National Liberty. I cannot be absolutely sure of the

title "Western States"; my recollection is it was

Western States General Agency. It was a general

agency that acted on behalf of the Washington Un-

derwriters. The Western States were general agents

for the Washington Underwriters. I acted for those

companies. Mullin & Acton were agents for those

companies. I have no idea about the Pacific Em-

ployers. I know nothing about the Pacific Em-

ployers Company. I may have heard of it, but I

don't recall it distinctly. It was not a fire insurance

company. I can say that. I was wdth the fire insur-

ance end of the business.

Redirect Examination.

The National Union was not a member of the Au-

tomobile Credit Service Association.

E. H. PAYNE
recalled as a witness for plaintiffs in rebuttal, tes-

tified as follows

:

The policy of Dr. Carfagni dated October 5, 1928,

was placed by me with Mullin & Acton. The number

of that policy was A26543. There was no other

policy, that I can recall, that I had issued on behalf

of Dr. Carfagni on October 5 or at any [104] other

time during the month of October, 1928. I was in
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ourt at the time that Miss Hearney testified, and

fter she testified concerning the policy having been

originally written by Leo Pockwitz Company, as

general agents for the National Union, I checked

ip on my cancelled checks to see to whom the pay-

ment was made by me at that time. I fonnd out that

j;he premium on that particular policy was paid to

Leo Pockwitz Company. I recall that at that time,

before the issuance of that policy, I was approached

3y Mr. Sullivan, and had a conversation with him

3oncerning that policy. I did not at the time that

that policy was issued or at any other time have any

ponversation with Miss Hearney or anyone else con-

hected with Leo Pockwitz Company to the effect that

the insurance had been overlooked upon the Car-

fagni automobile, or that there had not been any

losses upon the Carfagni automobile, or on the Car-

fagni policy. I did not have any conversation with

anyone, in which I stated to them that Dr. Carfagni

had never had insurance cancelled on him. I did

hot state to Miss Hearney or to anyone else, in con-

nection with any of these policies, or in any other

way, that Carfagni had overlooked insurance upon

that automobile, or that insurance upon the automo-

bile had been overlooked. I did not, at the time that

these policies were placed or at any other time, have

any conversation with anyone connected with any of

the companies, in which conversation I stated that

Dr. Carfagni had not had any insurance cancelled

or refused to him. I was not, in connection wdth any
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of these policies, asked by anyone for any informa-

tion upon that subject, and I did not in connection

with any of these policies, give anyone information

upon that subject. I believe it is a fact that Dr. Car-

fagni acquired the particular car involved in these

particular policies issued by National Union, on

October 5, 1928. The policies issued prior to that

date were in [105] connection with and relating to

other cars that had been owTied by Dr. Carfagni.

Cross Examination.

I never, that I recall, received any inquiry con-

cerning the discrepancy between the date of the in-

surance, June 1, 1929 and the purchase of the auto-

mobile in October, 1928. There was no one else in

my office who would take such message without my

knowing it. The discrepancy was never called to my

attention, that I recall. I have not the cancelled

check on Leo Pockwitz Company, to which I re-

ferred. It is in my office, and I could probably get

it within an hour. I cannot recall how many policies

I placed with the National Union. My records would

show that.

Redirect Examination.

I did not give any information or make any such

statement as Miss Hearney testified to on that sub-

ject.
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WALTER E. GRADY
a witness on behalf of plaintiffs in reljuttal, being

duly sAvorn, testified as follows

:

I reside at No. 9 Redwood Road, San Anselmo.

Up to December, 1930, and for five years previously,

I had been with the National Union Insurance Com-

pany. For a short period, I was unemployed, and

then with the Union Automobile Insurance Com-

pany. During the period that I was with the Na-

tional Union, I was employed in the claims depart-

ment. The line of work in which I was engaged was

the adjustment of losses. (The witness is here shown

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3) During the time referred to in

that policy (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3) and particularly

around June 1, 1930, I knew of an assured with the

National Union Indemnity Company by the name of

Fred R. Carfagni. With reference to renewals of

policies that the National Union had outstanding

at that time, the practice, relative to the underwrit-

iii.i»- department [106] taking the matter up with the

claims department was as follows: In the matter of

the renewal of a policy which the company had car-

ried for a year, or a portion of a year, the claims

record was investigated by the underwritin.g depart-

ment, and in cases where losses of any consequence

had occurred during the previous year, they asked

for the recommendation of the claims department

before renewing it. Under certain circumstances,

the matter of a renewal, whether or not it would be

recommended by the claims department, was taken

up by the underwriting department. As I explained
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before, if losses had occurred in an automobile

policy, that is all I had anything to do with, dur-

ing the year, the underwriting department, before

renewing the policy, would check over the losses.

Now, if the losses paid amounted to any considerable

amount, or if they were numerous, we would be re-

quested to pass upon the question as to whether the

policy was to be renewed or not. I understand in

cases where there were minor losses, there was a

general understanding between our department and

the underwriting department that they did not have

to bother looking up ; if there were some trivial loss,

the claims record card would show how much was

paid out on that claim, and they would not have

to bother, but if the losses were numerous or two or

three, or the amount paid out was consequential, we

would be specifically asked to review those claims.

(Witness' attention is directed to Plaintiffs' Ex-

hibit 3) There is nothing that recalls specifically to

my mind that this particular case (referring to

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3) has been called to my atten-

tion, except a notation on the back. Of course, I

don't remember this particular case having been

called to my attention, requesting information as to

whether it should be renewed or not. As far as I was

concerned, it was a matter of routine. I did not

charge my mind with individual cases. I would

not [107] recall the number of cases that I discussed

with the underwriting department. It might have

been four or five daily, or it might be some days none
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at all, and unless there was .something particular

about the claims record that I could recall now that

it would bring back some of these things to my mind,

but there is nothing in connection with this one that

brings back anything to my mind concerning it—ex-

cept that I know that under the practice, I and other

members of the claims department were called upon

for recommendations at times concerning renew^al

of policies. This notice upon the back of the policy

*' Renewal recommended by W. E. Grady, 5/8/30"

Avould indicate that that practice was followed in

this instance. My services with the National Union

terminated in December, 1930.

When I was called upon for a recommendation or

refusal of a renewal, a number of times I could say

right off-hand that we would not recommend renewal

of certain assured who were not considered good

risks, or w^ho had serious accidents or a number of

accidents. In a number of cases, the claims filed

were pulled out of the file case and brought to my
desk or to one of the other men 's desk, and we would

usually remember the claims, if we had handled it,

and we would be requested to go over it, if it was

consequential in amount, and determine or tell them

w^hether we considered that the assured was at fault.

or whether there was a possibility of our recovering

in subrogation, and in general to pass upon the

merits of each one of these claims, if they w^ere of

any consequence ; if they were minor accidents, such
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as parking accidents, etc., we would say Go ahead

and renew it, if it did not involve a serious accident.

Cross Examination.

If it did not involve a serious accident, we would

recommend it. We would pass judgment on it. If

there was a serious accident, and we felt that the

assured was at fault, [108] we would not recommend

it. So, when we recommended a renewal we would

put on, like I put on Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3 here,

"Recommend renewal". In other words, we would

go into the losses of our office, and under our super-

vision ascertain and determine w^hether the assured

was at fault, and we would determine whether it was

a satisfactory risk to renew. As I say, when I re-

commended that renewal in Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3,

right off-hand I do not recall specifically whether I

based that report on a little loss of $11.85, which I

approved, or remember having recommended the re-

newal of that policy. That is my handwriting on

the second page of that (referring to exhibit later

received in evidence as Defendant's Exhibit P), this

loss of $11.85 on March 21, 1930. It is the O. K. of

the payment of a bill for $11.85 submitted by the

assured in connection with a loss that he had suf-

fered and O. K.-ing the drawing of a draft to the

assured to reimburse him for the amount that he had

expended. I do not recall this particular loss. I used

to O. K. 50 of those a day. I recall these as my

records. You asked me first if I am familiar with

this form. I am not. This is not the National Union
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I form of accident report. This is a foreign blank.

Quite often we might get a report to our company

on some other company's form. The rest of the ques-

tion was for me to determine from this whether I

would have considered the assured at fault. No, we
would have considered that the assured in this case

would be in no way at fault for the accident.

(The document last referred to by the witness was

offered and received in evidence and marked De-

fendant's Exhibit P.)

DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT P.

National Union Fire Insurance C'ompany

National Union Indemnity Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pacific Department

340 Pine Street

San Francisco, Calif.

Date March 21st, 1930.

L. Pockwitz, 433 (\ilif. St.

Gentlemen

:

AVe are enclosing herewith draft in settlement of

the following claim:

Assured Fred R. Carfagni; claim No. 28286;

policy No. 622589; date of accident 1-18-30; kind of

loss Coll.; your invoice number
; amount of

draft $11.85.

Very truly yours,

NATIONAL UNION COMPANIES
By
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Edward Lowe Motors Co.

Lincoln Distributor

Sales Parts Service

Van Ness Avenue, at Jackson

Sacramento Stockton

1501 I Street 230 No. Sutter Street

Capital 1680 Stockton 7180

Private Exchange Connecting All Departments

Walnut 2000

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 27, 1930

ordered 2 18 30

To Dr. F. Carfagni, 580 Green Street, San Fran-

cisco, Calif.,

Motor No. 51834 ; Mileage 29949 ; Your order No
;

License No ; Job No. 9183A. Net Cash;

Description Line Sedan. Detail. Total.

Quantity

Labor

:

Remove, repair & install

trunk rack $7.00

Material

:

Acetylene, welding material .35

Enamel trunk rack 4.50 $11.85
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Edward Lowe Motors Co.

Lincoln Distributor

Sales Parts Service

Van Ness Avenue, at Jackson

Sacramento Stockton

1501 I Street 230 No. Sutter Street

(^apital 1680 Stockton 7180

Private Exchange Connecting All Departments

Walnut 2000

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 27, 1930

ordered 2 18 30

To Dr. F. Carfagni, 580 Green Street, San Fran-

cisco, Calif.,

Motor No. 51834; Mileage 29949; Your order No
;

License No ; Job No. 9183A. Net Cash;

Description Line Sedan. Detail. Total.

Quantity

Labor

:

Eemove, repair & install

trunk rack $7.00

Material

:

Acetylene, welding material .35

Enamel trunk rack 4.50 $11.85
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E. H. Payne

Insurance Service

Adam Grant Building

114 Sansome St., Tel. DOuglas 1410

San Francisco

March 6, 1930.

Leo Pockwitz Co.,

433 California St.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Gentlemen

:

Enclosed find bill for repairs to Lincoln car of

Dr. F. R. Carfagni, under policy No. 622599. The

report has been sent in to the office.

Very truly yours,

E. H. PAYNE

Automobile Loss Report

Mail to

Public Fire Insurance Company
31 Clinton Street, Newark, N. J.

Policy Information—Agency. Date 1/18/30. Policy

No. A.622599. Amount. Expiration. Assured

Fred R. Carfagni. Address 580 Green Street.

Description of Car—Year Model 1929. Trade Name
Lincoln. Type Body Lincoln. Serial No. Mo-

tor No. 51834.

Date, Time and Place of Accident—Date of Loss

Jan. 18, 1930. Time 9:25 A.M. Estimate of

Damage. Accident or Loss occurred at (Here

enter Number and Street, etc.) Valencia be-

tween 18th and 19th Sts., City San Francisco,

State Calif.

Where can car be seen ? I
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Fire—('aiise. Description of Damage (Use space

under Remarks (over) if necessary.

Theft—Was car stolen? Any identification marks?

Give full particulars. (Use space under Re-

marks (over) if necessary. Was equipment

stolen? Give description of same (Use s})ace

under Remarks (over) if necessary.) Reported

to police at. Notice also given to.

Collision—Description of accident. Description of

damage sustained rear end of my car (Use

space under Remarks (over) if necessary.)

Names and Addresses of witnesses and other infor-

mation, including details for identification pur-

poses to be entered on back hereof.

Property Damage—Description of property dam-

aged. Name of owner. Give full particulars

under "Remarks" over.

Has Fieldman been notified ?

Agent.

(See Over)

All theft losses must be reported to local police

authorities immediately.

Instructions

Report all losses promptly to the office of the

Company at 31 Clinton Street, Newark, New Jer-

sey, and to State Agent having supervision.

Do not commit the Company to any line of action

unless specifically instructed to do so.

On important losses needing prompt attention,

wire the Company.
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Names and Addresses of Witnesses and Other

Information

Mr. Kiimle, Yosemite Taxicab Co., 515 Powell St.

B. Bimbarm, Yosemite Taxicab Co., 515 Powell St.

Mr. Coombes, of the Packard Co.

Remarks: I was driving on the Valencia Street

car tracks, half of my car being on the tracks and

half off. An automobile pulled out from the curb

and entered traffic directly in front of me which

caused me to stop suddenly. The street car motor-

man applied his brakes and tried to stop but he

could not stop suddenly enough, and struck the

rear end of my car.

Valencia Car #276.

Motorman #1722.

[Printer 's Note : The following phrases and words

are rubber stamped or written across the face of

this form.]

28286

OK WEG. Pay Assured. Send to Agent.

Received Mar 10 1930. Pacific Dept.

Received Mar 10 1930. Pacific Dept.

Received Mar 10 1930. Pacific Dept.

Rec'd Jan 20 1930. Leo Pockwitz Co., Inc.

Received Jan 22 1930 Pacific Dept.

Diagram showing position of street car and au-

tomobiles.

[Endorsed] : Filed U. S. Dist. Court, 2/17/33.

[Endorsed]: Filed U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Feb. 8, 1934.
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Redirect Examination.

At the time that the policy would come up for suc-

cessive renewals, the situation in the loss depart-

ment, up to the time that [109] last renewal was

being applied for or being considered, was consid-

ered by us. I was not with the company in June,

1931.

(Plaintiffs rested, and the evidence was closed.)

Thereupon plaintiffs and defendant each re-

quested the court to make such special Findings,

which requests were by the court then and there

granted.

Thereupon, immediately following the close of the

evidence, plaintiffs moved the court for judgment

in their favor, upon the ground that the evidence

was and is insufficient to justify or support a judg-

ment in favor of the defendant or any judgment

other than one in favor of plaintiffs. Said motion

of plaintiffs was thereupon denied by the court, to

which ruling, plaintiffs then and there noted an

exception.

(Exception No. 7.)

Thereupon and also immediately following the

close of the evidence, defendant moved the court

for judgment in its favor, upon the ground that

the evidence was and is insufficient to justify or

support a judgment in favor of plaintiffs or any

judgment other than one in favor of defendant.

Said motion of defendant was thereupon denied

by the court, to which ruling said defendant then

and there noted an exception.
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The cause was thereupon continued for argu-

ment until February 23, 1933, at which time it was

argued and submitted to the court for its decision.

Thereafter and on the 1st day of March, 1933, said

cou.rt, in the absence of both parties, made and filed

the following Memorandum and Order for Judg-

ment in favor of defendant, viz.,

[Title of Court and Cause.]

The e^ddence in this case shows that the defend-

ant insurance corporation had knowledge of the

cancellations of the policies issued to Dr. Carfagni

by the Home Accident Insurance Company and the

American Indemnity Company at the time it issued

the policy in [110] suit on May 13, 1931 mthin the

period of three years after the issuance of the

policy. If this case were being tried in the Cali-

fornia State Court I should be bound to hold that

issuance of the policy with the knowledge of the

prior cancellations constituted a waiver of declara-

tion No. 9 in the policy, and that plaintiffs should

recover. Since, however, this is a case in the Fed-

eral Court, I am bound by the law, as declared

by the United States Supreme Court that such

w^arranty can only be waived by a writing executed

by the proper officers of the insurance company.

There is no such writing introduced in evidence

in this case, plaintiffs are not entitled to recover.

Let judgnient be entered for the defendant with

costs. It is ordered that findings of fact and con-

clusions of law be presented by the attorney for the

defendant embodying the views herein expressed.

In accordance with a request from the Circuit
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Court of Appeals of this Ninth Circuit, it is or-

dered that the findings of fact be in narrative form.

Dated this 1st day of March, 1933.

FRANK H. KERRIGAN,
U. S. District Judge.

(Exception No. 8)

Thereupon, defendant duly prepared its proposed

draft of the findings and delivered the same to the

clerk of the Court for the Judge and serving a copy

thereof upon plaintiifs; and thereafter plaintiffs

duly delivered to the clerk and served uf)on defend-

ant their written objections to the findings as pre-

pared and requested by defendant and their pro-

posed amendments and additions to the findings,

which amendments and additions were as follows:

'' Concerning said statement numbered 9 in

said Schedule of Declarations, the court finds

that the Home Accident and Home [111] Fire

Insurance Company of Little Rock, Arkansas

on July 27, 1928, issued a policy of automobile

insurance to said Fred R. Carfagni which said

policy of insurance was cancelled by it on

August 14, 1928, because of a bad credit report

which it had then and there received and ob-

tained concerning said Fred R. Carfagni; and

the court further finds that Washington Under-

writers Company (of which Western States

Insurance Company was general agent) issued

an automobile insurance policy to said Fred R.

Carfagni on October 5, 1928, the date upon

which he became the owner of said Lincoln

sedan automobile, and that said policy remained
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ill effect until June 1, 1929, on which date the

tirst policy of automobile public liability insur-

ance issued by said defendant to said Fred R.

Carfagni went into effect, as hereinafter stated.

Prior to said 1st day of June, 1929, said Wash-

ington Underwriters Company requested the

insurance broker for said Fred R. Carfagni to

place the insurance of said Fred R. Carfagni

in another company, and because of said re-

quest, said policy of June 1, 1929 was obtained

from and issued by defendant, and thereafter

and on June 11, 1929, said Washington Under-

writers Company cancelled its said policy of

October 5, 1928 upon its books, without giving

any notice of cancellation to said Fred R. Car-

fagni or to any one on his behalf."

''The court further finds that it is not true

that Fred R. Carfagni or any one acting for

him, in procuring or accepting the policy of

insurance issued to him on May 13, 1931, repre-

sented or warranted to defendant that no com-

pany had cancelled or refused any kind of

automobile insurance theretofore issued to him.

In this behalf the court finds that said policy

of insurance issued by said defendant to said

Fred R. Carfagni on May 13, 1931 was so issued

without any written application having been

made or signed by Fred R. Carfagni or any one

on his behalf, and said policy of insurance with

said statement numbered 9 in said Schedule of

Declarations filled in, as aforesaid, was issued

and [112] delivered to said Fred R. Carfagni

without said statement having been made or
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answered by him or any one for him and with-

out the question of wliether or not any company

had theretofore cancelled or refused to issue

automobile insurance to him jjein*^- at all men-

tioned or discussed, and without either said

Fred R. Carfagni or any one acting for him
knowing, until after June 22, 1931, that said

policy contained or purported to contain any

statement or answer upon that subject."

"The court further linds that said automo))ile

insurance policy issued and delivered by de-

fendant to Fred R. Carfagni on or about May
13, 1931 was for the policy period from June 1,

1931 to June 1, 1932, and was a renewal of a

policy issued and delivered to him by said de-

fendant on or about June 1, 1930 for the policy

period from June 1, 3930 to June 1, 1931; and

the court further finds that said policy issued

by said defendant to said Fred R. Carfagni on

or about June 1, 1930 was a renewal of a policy

issued and delivered to him by said defendant

on or about June 1, 1929 for the policy period

from June 1, 1929 to June 1, 1930; the court

further finds that each of said policies issued

by defendant to said Fred R. Carfagni on June

1, 1929 and on June 1, 1930 was so issued with-

out any written application having been made
or signed by Fred R. Carfagni or any one on

his behalf, and said policy of insurance, with

said statement lunnbered 9 in the Schedule of

Declarations filled in, as aforesaid, was issued

and delivered to said Fred R. Carfagni without

said statement having been made by him or by
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any one for him, and without the question of

whether or not any company had theretofore

cancelled or refused to issue any kind of auto-

mobile insurance to him being at all mentioned

or discussed, and without either said Fred R.

Carfagni or any one acting for him knowing,

until after June 22, 1931, that said policy

contained or purported to contain any state-

ment or answer upon that subject." [113]

"The court further finds that it is true that

at the time defendant issued and delivered its

policy of insurance on or about May 13, 1931,

and also at the times that it issued its prior

policies of automobile insurance on or about

June 1, 1929 and on or about June 1, 1930, to

Fred R. Carfagni, as aforesaid, it had knowl-

edge of the cancellation on or about August 15,

1928 of the policy issued to said Fred R. Car-

fagni by the Home Accident and Home Fire

Insurance Company of Little Rock, Arkansas

on or about July 27, 1928, hereinabove referred

to; and it is true that defendant, at the time

tliat it issued said policies to said Fred R. Car-

fagni on or about June 1, 3930 and on or about

May 13, 1931, had knowledge of said policy of

automobile insurance issued by Washington

Underwriters Company to said Fred R. Car-

fagni on or about October 5, 1928 and knew

that said last mentioned policy had been can-

celled upon the books of said Washington

Underwriters Company on or about June 11,

1929, having theretofore been notified by said

Washington Underwriters Company that it had
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cancelled said policy because of its bad experi-

ence with said Fred R. Carfagiii."

"The Court further finds that at the time

defendant issued each of said three policies to

said Fred R. Carfagni, as aforesaid, contain-

ing said statement numbered 9 in the Schedule

of Declarations, said defendant knew that said

statement contained in each of said ])olicies

was not true, and none of said policies was

issued in reliance upon or in consideration of

the truth or correctness of said statement num-
bered 9."

"The court further finds that said policy of

automobile public liability insurance No. 627670,

issued and delivered to Fred R. Carfagni on or

about the 13th day of May, 1931, as aforesaid,

contained a j)rovision that:

" 'I. Waiver. No provision or condition

of this policy shall be waived or altered,

except by written endorsement [114] at-

tached hereto and signed by the president

or secretary; nor shall knowledge possessed

by any agent, or by any other person, ]>e

held to effect a waiver of or a change in

any part of this contract. No person, firm

or corporation shall be deemed an agent of

the company unless such person, firm or

corporation is authorized in writing as such

agent by the president or secretary.

'

"The court further finds that statement num-
bered 9 in the Schedule of Declarations of said

automobile public liability insurance policy No.

627670, issued by said defendant on or about
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May 13, 1931, was not waived or altered in

writing" or by written endorsement attached to

said policy signed by the president or secre-

tary of said defendant, although at the time

that said policy was issued by it, said defendant

knew that said statement was not true, as here-

inabove found by this court."

"The court further finds that on or about

said 30th day of June, 1931, defendant ten-

dered and offered to said Fred R. Carfagni the

principal amount of the premium paid on or

about May 13, 1931 upon said policy; to-wit,

$176.82, but that said defendant has never ten-

dered or offered to pay to said Fred R. Carfagni

any interest upon said sum."

"The court further finds that during the

period that said policy issued by said defendant

to Fred R. Carfagni on or about June 1, 1929

was in force and effect, said defendant without

objection paid claims made against it under said

policy, and that during the period that said

policy issued by said defendant to said Fred R.

Carfagni on or about June 1, 1930 was in force

and effect, said defendant voluntarily paid

claims made against it under said policy; and

the court further finds that said Lincoln sedan

automobile of said Fred C. Carfagni was dam-

aged on June 22, 1931, as the result of the col-

lision in which said Mary Elizabeth Eddy was

injured and died, and on or about June [115]

23, 1931, said defendant designated the automo-

bile repair shop at which said Fred R. Carfagni

I
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should have his said automobile repaired, at the

expense of said defendant, and said Fred R.

Carfagni accordingly liad said automobile re-

paired at said shop, but when the said work

upon said automobile was completed, said de-

fendant refused to pay for the same."

"The court finds that it is true that Fred R.

Carfagni was the owner of a certain Lincoln

sedan automobile from October 5, 1928 to June

22, 1931 and thereafter; that on June 22, 1931,

said Fred R. Carfagni, while operating said au-

tomobile, caused it to collide with an automo-

bile in which Mary Elizabeth Eddy was riding,

and as a result thereof, said Mary Elizabeth

Eddy suffered injuries, from which she died;

and that thereafter Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P.

Eddy, Raymond E. Eddy and Gladys Kane, as

the only heirs at law surviving Mary Elizabeth

Eddy, prosecuted an action against said Fred

R. Carfagni in the Superior Court of the City

and County of San Francisco to recover dam-

ages for the death of said Mary Elizabeth Eddy,

caused as aforesaid, and the trial of said action

resulted in a judgment on the 2d day of June,

1932, in favor of said heirs of said Mary Eliza-

beth Eddy and against Fred R. Carfagni in the

sum of $15,900, together wath costs in the sum

of $147.90, which said judgment had l)ecome

final, and execution thereon had been duly is-

sued and returned by the sheriff of the City and

County of San Francisco wholly unsatisfied,

prior to the commencement of the above entitled

action.
'

'
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"The court finds that it is true that on or

about May 13, 1931, the defendant insurance

company, a corporation, of Pittsbuigh, Penn-

sylvania, doing business in California, issued

and delivered to Fred R. Carfagni its certain

policy of automobile public liability insurance

No. 627,670, wherein and whereby said defend-

ant agreed to insure said Fred R. Carfagni

against loss all expense resulting from claims

upon the assured for damages on [116] account

of bodily injuries, including death, resulting

from the ownership and/or operation of said

Lincoln sedan automobile ; that the term of said

policy of insurance was from June 1, 1931 to

June 1, 1932 ; that said policy provided that de-

fendant's limit of liability on account of one

person injured or killed would be $15,000 to-

gether with court costs and interest on a judg-

ment, and that said policy further provided that

said defendant was and is bound to the extent

of its liability imder said policy to pay and

satisfy, and protect said Fred R. Carfagni

against the levy of execution upon, any final

judgment that may be recovered upon any claim

covered by said policy as in the policy set forth

and limited, and that an action may be main-

tained upon such judgment by the injured per-

son or persons or such other party or parties in

whom the right of action vests to enforce such

lialnlity of defendant, as in the policy set forth

and limited;"

I
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Said request and motion of said plaintiffs that

the court make the findings hereinabove set forth,

was denied by the Court on the 22d day of June,

193o, in the absence of both parties and their

counsel.

(Exception No. 9).

Thereafter and on said 22d day of June, 1933, in

the absence of both parties and their counsel, the

court signed and caused to be filed with the clerk,

the findings prepared and proposed by said de-

fendant.

(Exception No. 10).

Thereafter and on the 22d day of June, 1933,

judgment in said cause was entered by the clerk

of the court in favor of defendants and against

plaintiffs.

(Exception No. 11).

Thereafter and within the time and in the manner
provided by law, plaintiffs duly moved the court

for a new trial of said action, which motion was
denied on the 15th day of September, 1933. [117]

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray that this Bill

of Exceptions as prepared and lodged by plaintiffs,

be settled and allowed by the Court for use upon
plaintiffs' appeal from the judgment rendered in

the above entitled action in favor of defendant.

Dated : December 13, 1933.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON & BARRY
Attornevs for Plaintiff's.
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The foregoing Bill of Exceptions, containing all

of the testimony and evidence adduced at the trial

of the above entitled action, is hereby settled and

allowed, for the purposes of appeal therein taken.

Feby. 5th 1934.

FRANK H. KERRIGAN
District Judge.

Receipt of a copy of the within Bill of Exceptions

is hereby admitted this 13th day of December, 1933.

A. E. COOLEY
LOUIS V. CROWLEY
FREDERIC E. SUPPLE

Attorneys for Defendants.

[Endorsed] : Filed Feb 5 1934. [118]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION CONCERNING EXHIBITS

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED that in prepar-

ing and lodging their draft of Bill of Exceptions for

use upon appeal from the judgment in the above

entitled action, plaintiffs may designate therein the

places where copies of exhibits offered and received

in evidence shall be inserted, and that said Bill of

Exceptions as thus prepared and lodged shall be

deemed and considered, and shall be acted upon by

the court, the same as though said exhibits were set

forth in haec verba, and the Clerk of the Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in prepar-
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.

iiig the transcript and record on appeal in said

cause shall insert a full copy of each exhibit at the

place designated in the Bill of Exceptions (as

printed in said transcript and record) for the inser-

tion thereof.

Dated: December 13, 1933.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON
& BARRY,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

A. E. COOLEY,
LOUIS V. CROWLEY,
FREDERIC E. SUPPLE,

Attorneys for Defendant.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 13, 1933. [119]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PETITION FOR APPEAL.

Po the Honorable Frank H. Kerrigan, Judge of the

District Court:

Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P. Eddy, Raymond E.

Eddy and Gladys Kane, your petitioners, who are

:he plaintiffs in the above entitled cause, pray that

;hey may be permitted to take an appeal from the

judgment entered in the above cause on the 22nd day

3f June, 1933, to the United States Circuit Court of

A^ppeals for the Ninth Circuit, for the reasons speci-

led in the assignment of errors, which is tiled here-

mi\\.

And your petitioners desire that said appeal shall

)perate as a supersedeas and, therefore, pray that
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an order be made fixing the amount of security

which said petitioners shall give and furnish upon

such appeal, and that upon giving such security, all

further proceedings in this court be suspended and

stayed until the determination of said appeal by the

said Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

Dated: December 13th, 1933.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON
& BARRY,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 13, 1933. [120]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

Now come the plaintiffs in the above entitled ac-

tion and file the following assignment of errors upon

which they will rely in the prosecution of their ap-

peal from final judgment made and entered against

them, and each of them, in the above entitled action

on the 22nd day of June, 1933

:

I.

That the evidence adduced on the trial of said ac-

tion was and is insufficient to justify or support the

decision of the Court and the judgment thereon in

favor of defendant and against plaintiffs.

II.

That the evidence was and is insufficient to jus-

tify or support the decision of the Court and the
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judgment thereon for the reason that the uncontra-

dicted evidence showed and shows that on or about

June 5th, 1929, and at the time that defendant

isvsued to Fred R. Carfagni its first automobile in-

surance policy for the term from June 1st, 1929, to

June 1st, 1930, and also on or about May 9th, 1930,

and at the time that said defendant issued to said

Fred K. Carfagni its renewal of said insurance

2)olicy for the term beginning June 1st, 1930, and

ending June 1st, 1931, and also on or about May
13th, 1931, and at the time that said defendant

issued to said Fred R. Carfagni its renewal of

said insurance policy for the term from June 1st,

1931, to June 1st, 1932, said defendant knew, in

connection with the issuance of each and all of said

three policies of insurance to said Fred R. Carfagni,

that other automobile insurance had [121] pre-

viously and within three years prior to the date of

the issuance of each of said policies been cancelled

on said Fred R. Carfagni, and defendant at the

time it issued each of said policies to Fred R. Car-

fagni had full knowledge of all of the matters con-

stituting the alleged breaches of warranty set forth

in its answer and upon which it relied for the avoid-

ance of all obligations imder the third annual policy

issued by it to Fred R. Carfagni on or about May
13th, 1931.

III.

That the evidence was and is insufficient to justify

or support the decision of the Court and the judg-

ment thereon for the reason that the uncontradicted
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evidence showed and shows that during the period

from June 1st, 1929, to June 30th, 1931, said de-

fendant issued three successive automobile insurance

policies for the term of one year each, to Fred R.

Carfagni on the Lincoln automobile referred to in

plaintiffs' complaint; that during said period of

time said Fred R. Carfagni had no insurance on

said or any other automobile other than that

which was issued by said defendant; that all

automobile insurance cancelled on said Fred R.

Carfagni was issued prior to June 1st, 1929,

and was cancelled prior to said date; that said

defendant had knowledge of the cancellation of

said automobile insurance at the time it issued

to Fred R. Carfagni its automobile insurance

policy for the term beginning June 1st, 1929,

and also at the time that it issued its renewal policy

for the year beginning June 1st, 1930, and also at

the time that it issued its second renewal policy for

the year beginning June 1st, 1931; that said Fred

R. Carfagni had losses under the policy issued to

him by said defendant for the year beginning June

1st, 1929, and also had losses under the policy is-

sued to him by said defendant for the year begin-

ning June 1st, 1930, [122] and said losses were paid

by said defendant prior to May 13th 1931, (the date

of the issuance of its third policy to Fred R. Car-

fagni), with the knowledge of said defendant that

said automobile insurance had previously been can-

celled on said Fred R. Carfagni, and without any

objection whatever upon the part of said defendant,
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and without said defendant claiming or attempting

to claim that said policies issued by it to Fred R.

Carfagni, or any of them, were void or voidable

because of any alleged false or mitrue statement

made by said Fred R. Carfagni concerning the can-

cellation of automobile insurance previously issued

to him, or because of any alleged breach of warranty

made by said Fred R. Carfagni to the effect that

no company had previously cancelled any automo-

bile insurance on him during the period of three

years preceding the issuance of each of said poli-

cies.

IV.

That the Court erred in finding and holding that

statement numbered 9 in the Schedule of Declara-

tions of the policy of insurance issued by defend-

ant to Fred R. Carfagni under date of May 13th,

1931, reading:

"9. No company has cancelled or refused to

issue any kind of automobile insurance for the

assured during the past three years, except as

I

follows: NO EXCEPTIONS."

I

was untrue, and further erred in finding and hold-

ing that said statement number 9 was a material

warranty, for the reason that the evidence showed

and shows that no such statement or declaration

was made or given by said Fred R. Carfagni, and

further showed and shows that if said statement or

declaration was made or given by him, and/or that

the same w^as untrue, that said defendant knew
that it was untrue at the time that the policy was
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issued and by reason thereof waived the same, and

is estopped from avoiding or attempting [123] to

avoid said policy and the obligations thereunder be-

cause of the alleged untruth of said statement num-

bered 9 in said schedule of Declarations.

V.

That the Court erred in holding and finding that

said statement numbered 9 in said Schedule of Dec-

larations was a material warranty or a warranty

at all, for the reason that the evidence showed and

shows that no such statement, declaration or war-

ranty was made or given by said Fred R. Carfagni,

and that said defendant knew at the time that said

policy was issued and delivered by it of all auto-

mobile insurance previously cancelled on said Fred

R. Carfagni, and with knowledge of such cancella-

tions itself filled in the answer "no exceptions" to

said statement numbered 9.

Va.

That the Court erred in finding and holding that

said alleged material warranty in said statement

numbered 9 was breached in that the Home Accident

and Home Fire Insurance Company of Little Rock,

Arkansas, within the period of three years preced-

ing the issuance and delivery of the said policy of

May 13th, 1931, cancelled as a bad risk, on or about

August 11th, 1928, an automobile insurance policy

it had previously issued and delivered to said Fred

R. Carfagni on Jime 27th, 1928; that said Court

erred in so finding and holding for the reason that
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the evidence showed and shows that said defendant

at the time that it issued said policy of May 13th,

1931, to Fred R. Carfagni knew and at all times

from and after August 13th, 1928, knew of said

date of the issuance and said date of cancellation

of said automobile insurance policy by said Home
Accident and said Home Fire Insurance Company
of Little Rock, Arkansas, to said Fred R. Carfagni,

and also knew that said policy had been cancelled

[124] because of a bad credit report concerning said

Fred R. Carfagni, and not because said Fred R.

Carfagni was a bad risk.

VI.

That the Court erred in finding and holding that

said alleged material warranty in statement num-

ber 9 was breached in that the Travelers Insurance

Company cancelled on September 15th, 1928, an

automobile insurance policy it had previously is-

sued to Fred R. Carfagni; that the Court so erred

for the reason that said finding and holding was

entirely outside the issues of said action as made

by the pleadings and tried by the Court, and for

the further reason that the evidence did not show

or tend to show that said Travelers Insurance Com-

pany policy was cancelled, but on the contrary

showed and shows without contradiction that said

policy was not cancelled.

VII.

That the Court erred in finding and holding that

said alleged material warranty in statement mim-
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bered 9 was breached in that the Washington Un-

derwriters Company on or about October 5th, 1928,

cancelled a policy of automobile insurance previ-

ously issued by it to Fred R. Carfagni on or about

September 5th, 1928; that the Court so erred for

the reason that said finding and holding was en-

tirely outside the issues as made by the pleadings

and tried by the Court, and for the further reason

that the evidence did not show or tend to show

that said Washington Underwriters Company pol-

icy was cancelled, but on the contrary showed and

shows without contradiction that said policy was not

cancelled.

VIII.

The Court erred in finding and holding that said

alleged material warranty in statement numbered

9 was breached in that Western States Insurance

Company on or about [125] June 1st, 1929, can-

celled a policy of automobile insurance it had pre-

viously issued to Fred R. Carfagni; that the Court

so erred for the reason that said finding and hold-

ing was outside the issues as made by the plead-

ings and tried by the Court and for the further

reason that the evidence did not show or tend to

show that said Western States Insurance Company

policy was cancelled, but on the contrary showed

and shows without contradiction that said policy

was not cancelled; and said Court erred in so find-

ing and holding for the further reason that the

evidence showed that if said Western States Insur-

ance Policy to Fred R. Carfagni was cancelled, it
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was cancelled on June 11th, 1929, and said defend-

ant had knowledge of the cancellation thereof, and

of the reason for such cancellation from and after

September 2nd, 1929, and at the time that it issued

its first renewal policy to Fred R. Carfagni on May
9th, 1930, and at the time that it issued its second

renewal policy to said Fred R. Carfagni on May
13th, 1931.

IX.

The Court erred in finding and holding that on

or about June 1st, 1929, Fred R. Carfagni by and

through his agent falsely represented to defendant

that there had been no losses or cancellations by any

other company, and that it was in order for said

company to write up said policy of automobile in-

surance for the reason that there was and is no

evidence sufficient to justify or support said find-

ing, or any part thereof ; and for the further reason

that if the evidence showed or shows that said rep-

resentation and statement was made, the evidence

further showed without conflict that the statement

was not false or untrue; and for the further reason

that if the evidence showed that said statement

and representation was made and that the same

was false and [126] untrue, the evidence further

showed that the statement was not relied or acted

upon by said defendant at the time that it issued the

original policy of June 1st, 1929, or either of the

subsequent two policies, as defendant knew at all

of said times of the policies of automobile insurance

previously issued to said Fred R. Carfagni which
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had been cancelled within three years prior to the

date of each of defendant's policies to said Fred R.

Carfagni, and also knew of the reasons for such

cancellations.

X.

That the Court erred in finding and holding that

the automobile insurance policy of defendant issued

and delivered to Fred R. Carfagni on or about

May 13th, 1931, was renewed and based upon the

information and statements contained in the first

automobile insurance policy issued and delivered

by the defendant to Fred R. Carfagni on or about

June 1st, 1929, for the reason that the evidence

was and is insufficient to support or justify said

finding ; and for the further reason that the evidence

showed and shows that at the time that said policy

of May 13th, 1931, was issued and delivered to Fred

R. Carfagni said defendant knew that the answer

**No Exceptions" to statement numbered 9 in the

Schedule of Declarations in said first policy issued

by it to Fred R. Carfagni was not correct in that

automobile insurance issued to Fred R. Carfagni

had been cancelled within three years prior to the

date of the issuance and delivery of said policy;

and for the further reason that immediately prior

to May 13th, 1931, said defendant had approxi-

mately two years experience with Fred R. Car-

fagni as an assured under automobile insurance

policies, and said defendant issued its said policy

of May 13th, 1931, based entirely upon its own ex-

perience with said Fred R. Carfagni and without
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considering at [127] all the answer "No Excep-

tions" to said statement numbered 9 in the schedule

of declarations contained in its original policy to

Fred R. Carfagni.

XI.

The Court erred in holding and finding that de-

fendant had knowledge of the cancellation of a pol-

icy of Pacific Employers Insurance Company to

Ered R. Carfagni within three years prior to May
13th, 1931, for the reason that there was and is no

evidence whatever to justify or support said find-

ing.

XII.

The Court erred in finding and holding that de-

fendant did not have any knowledge concerning the

details, or the particular reasons which caused

said automobile insurance companies to cancel out

the policies of said Fred R. Carfagni for the reason

that there was and is no evidence sufficient to jus-

tify or support said finding or any part thereof;

and for the further reason that the evidence showed

and shows without contradiction that defendant

knew the particular reasons for the cancellation of

any and all automobile insurance i3olicies issued to

said Fred R. Carfagni jDrior to May 13th, 1931, and

cancelled by the companies issuing the same.

XIII.

The Court erred in finding and holding as fol-

lows:

"The Court further finds that the defendant

did not have any knowledge at the time it is-
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sued and delivered its policy of automobile in-

surance of May 13th, 1931, to Fred R. Carfagni

concerning the cancellation of Fred R. Car-

fagni 's automobile insurance policy by the

Travelers Insurance Company on or about Sep-

tember 15th, 1928; that the defendant did not

have any knowledge concerning the cancellation

of Fred R. Carfagni 's automobile insurance

policy by the Washington Underwriters Com-

pany on or about October 5th, 1928; that the

defendant did not have any knowledge concern-

ing the cancellation of Fred R. Carfagni 's auto-

mobile insurance policy by the Western States

Insurance Company on or about June 1st, [128]

1929; that the aforesaid cancellations made by

the Travelers Insurance Company, Washington

Underwriters Company, and Western States

Insurance Company without the knowledge of

the defendant were all made within said three

year period prior to May 13th, 1931."

for the reason that the evidence was and is insuf-

jficient to justify or support said findings or any

part thereof; and for the further reason that said

findings and the whole thereof were outside the is-

sues as made by the pleadings and tried by the

Court; and for the further reason that there was

no evidence showing or tending to show that any

of said policies issued to Fred R. Carfagni by Trav-

elers Insurance Company, Washington Underwrit-

ers Company, and Western States Insurance Com-

pany was cancelled within, or under the terms of

m
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said policies, or otherwise, or at all; and for the

further reason that the uncontradicted evidence

showed and shows that if said policy issued by the

Western States Insurance Company to Fred R.

Carfagni was cancelled on or about June 1st, 1929,

said defendant had notice and knowledge of the

cancellation thereof, and the reason for such can-

cellation from and after September 2nd, 1929, and

at the time that it issued its first renewal policy

to said Fred R. Carfagni on May 8th, 1930, and at

the time that it issued its second renewal policy on

May 13th, 1931.

XIV.

The Court erred in finding and holding that no

provision or condition of said automobile public

liability insurance policy No. 627,670 issued by de-

fendant to Fred R. Carfagni on or about May 13th,

1931, was ever waived or altered for the reason

that there was and is no evidence to justify or sup-

port said finding; and for the further reason that

the evidence showed and shows that said defendant

at the time that it issued said policy and also at

the times that it issued its [129] previous policies of

June 5th, 1929 and May 8th, 1930, to said Fred R.

Carfagni, knew that automobile insurance had been

cancelled on said Fred R. Carfagni within three

years prior to the issuance of each of said policies,

and the reasons for such cancellations; and also

knew that the answer "No Exceptions" to said

statement numbered 9 in the Schedule of Declara-

tions of each of said policies was and would be in-
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correct for said reason, and yet inserted said an-

swer "No Exceptions" in answer to said statement

numbered 9 in each of said policies and issued said

policies with said answer "No Exceptions" therein,

thereby waiving the entire subject matter of said

statement number 9 in said Schedule of Declarations

of each of said policies ; and for the further reason

that said defendant waived the subject matter of

said statement numbered 9 and agreed to issue

and did issue each of its said three policies to said

Fred R. Carfagni even though said Fred R. Car-

fagni had automobile insurance cancelled on all

within three years prior to the date of each of

said policies.

XIV.

The Court erred in finding and concluding that

defendant did not waive the requirements of the

following provision of the policy of automobile in-

surance issued by it to Fred R. Carfagni on May

33th, 1931, to wit:

"I. Waiver. No provision or condition of

this policy shall be waived or altered, except

by written endorsement attached hereto and

signed by the president or secretary; nor shall

knowledge possessed by any agent, or by any

other person, be held to effect a waiver of or a

change in any part of this contract. No person,

firm or corporation shall be deemed an agent

of the company unless such person, firm or

corporation is authorized in writing as such

agent by the president or secretary."
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for the reason that there was and is no evidence

to justify or support said finding; and for the

further reason that the evidence showed and shows

tha the said provision of said [130] policy and the

requirements or said provision were waived by

said defendant.

XV.
The Court erred in finding and holding as fol-

lows:

"The Court further finds that by reason of

said false warranty contained in said state-

ment numbered 9 of said Schedule of Declara-

tions and by reason of the breach of said ma-

terial warranty, the said policy of automobile

insurance No. 627,670 became and was void

from its date of issuance and said policy never

attached to any of the risks therein mentioned."

for the reason that there was and is no evidence

sufficient to justify or support said finding that any

false warranty was contained in said statement num-

bered 9, or that there was any breach of said or any

material warranty; and for the further reason that

the evidence showed and shows that said policy was

at all times in full force and effect from the date

of its issuance on May 13th, 1931, until some time

after June 22nd, 1931, and that said policy attached

to all of the risks therein mentioned, including the

risk connected with the automobile accident which

Fred R. Carfagni had on June 22nd, 1931, as a

result of which accident Mary Elizabeth Eddy died.
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XVI.

The Court erred in finding and holding that the

defendant did not accept or assume at any time

any liability under said automobile insurance policy

issued and delivered to said Fred R. Carfagni on

or about May 13th, 1931, for the reason that the

evidence was and is insufficient to justify or support

said finding; and for the further reason that the

evidence showed and shows without contradiction

that immediately following said automobile accident

on June 22nd, 1931, as a result of which said Mary

Elizabeth Eddy died, said defendant directed said

Fred R. Carfagni to have his automobile repaired at

an automobile repair shop selected and designated

by said defendant, and said automobile was repaired

at said [131] shop because of said direction from

said defendant; and for the further reason that

the evidence show^ed and shows that said defendant

accepted and assumed all liability under said auto-

mobile insurance policy issued and delivered to said

Fred R. Carfagni on or about May 13th, 1931, con-

tinuously thereafter until June 30th, 1931, and

said defendant considered and treated said policy

as in full force and effect during all said period,

even though said defendant knew at the time that

the policy was issued on May 13th, 1931, and for

more than two years prior to said date that the an-

swer "No Exceptions" to statement numbered 9 of

the Schedule of Declarations in said policy was not

correct, because Fred R. Carfagni had insurance

policies cancelled on him within three years prior

to Mav 13th, 1931.
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XVII.

That the Court erred in conchiding that plain-

tiffs should take nothing hy their complaint and

that defendants were and are entitled to judgment

against plaintiffs for the reason that the evidence

was and is insufficient to justify or support a judg-

ment in favor of said defendant or any judgment

other than one in favor of said plaintiffs.

XVIII.

The Court erred in finding and concluding that

defendant did not waive the alleged breaches of

warranty referred to in defendant's answer for

the reason that the evidence was and is insufficient

to justify or support said finding, and for the rea-

son that the uncontradicted evidence shows that

said defendant did waive each and all alleged

breaches of warranty.

XIX.
That the Court erred in finding and holding that

defendant was not estopped from avoiding liability

to [132] plaintiffs on the insurance policy referred

to in plaintiff's complaint on the ground of the al-

leged breaches of warranty referred to in defend-

ant's answer for the reason that the evidence was

and is insufficient to justify or support said find-

ing, and for the further reason that the uncontra-

dicted evidence shows that defendant was and is

estopped from avoiding or attempting to avoid lia-

bility on said policy on the ground of said alleged

breaches of warranty as said defendant had full
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knowledge of said alleged breaches of warranty at

the time that it issued said policy to Fred R.

Carfagni.

XX.
That the Court erred in finding and concluding

that defendant in attempting to avoid liability on

the insurance policy referred to in plaintiif's com-

plaint was not estopped from relying upon or prov-

ing failure to comply with the provisions of said in-

surance policy set forth in assignment XIV herein-

before for the reason that the evidence was and is

insufficient to support or justify said finding, and

for the further reason that the uncontradicted evi-

dence shows that said defendant was and should

be estopped from relying upon or proving failure

to comply with said provision of said policy.

XXI.
That the Court erred in rejecting the following

amendments proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of laws,

to wit:

"Concerning said statement numbered 9 in

said Schedule of Declarations, the court finds

that the Home Accident and Home Fire Insur-

ance Company of Little Rock Arkansas on July

27, 1928, issued a policy of automobile insur-

ance to Fred R. Carfagni, which said policy of

insurance was cancelled by it on August 14,

1928, because of a bad credit report which it had

then and there received and obtained concern-

ing said Fred R. Carfagni; and the court fur-
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tlier finds that Washington Underwriters Com-
pany (of which Western [133] States Insurance

Company was general agent) issued an automo-

bile insurance policy to said Fred R. Carfagni

on October 5, 1928, the date upon which he be-

came the owner of said Lincoln sedan automo-

bile, and that said policy remained in effect

until June 1, 1929, on which date the first policy

of automobile public liability insurance issued

by said defendant to said Fred R. Carfagni

went into effect, as hereinafter stated. Prior to

said 1st day of June, 1929, said Washington

Underwriters Company requested the insurance

broker for said Fred R. Carfagni to place the

insurance of said Fred R. Carfagni in another

company, and because of said request, said pol-

icy of June 1, 1929, was obtained from and

issued by defendant, and thereafter and on

June 11, 1929, said Washington Underwriters

Company cancelled its said policy of October 5,

1928, upon its books without giving any notice

of cancellation to said Fred R. Carfagni or

to any one on his behalf.

The Court further finds that it is not true

that Fred R. Carfagni or any one acting for

him, in procuring or accepting the policy of

insurance issued to him on May 13, 1931, repre-

sented or warranted to defendant that no com-

pany had cancelled or refused any kind of auto-

mobile insurance theretofore issued to him. In

this behalf the court finds that said policy of

insurance issued by said defendant to said Fred
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R. Carfagni on May 13, 1931, was so issued

without any written application having been

made or signed by Fred R. Carfagni or any one

on his behalf, and said policy of insurance with

said statement numbered 9 in said Schedule of

Declarations filled in, as aforesaid, was issued

and delivered to said Fred R. Carfagni with-

out said statement having been made or an-

swered by him or any one for him and without

the question of whether or not any company had

theretofore cancelled or refused to issue auto-

mobile insurance to him being at all mentioned

or discussed, and without either said Fred R.

Carfagni or any one acting for him knowing,

until after June 22, 1931, that said policy con-

tained or purported to contain any statement

or answer upon that subject."

for the reason that each and every part of said

finding was in exact accord with the uncontradicted

evidence.

XXII.

That the Court erred in rejecting the following

amendment i3roposed by plaintiffs to defendant's

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law,

to wit:

"The court further finds that said automo-

bile insurance policy issued and delivered by

defendant to Fred R. Carfagni on or about

May 13, [134] 1931, was for the policy period

from June 1, 1931, to June 1, 1932, and was a

renewal of a policy issued and delivered to him
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by said defendant on or about June 1, 1930,

for the policy period from June 1, 1930, to

June 1, 1931 ; and the court further finds that

said policy issued by said defendant to said

Fred R. Oarfagni on or about June 1, 1930,

was a renewal of a policy issued and delivered

to him by said defendant on or about June 1,

1929, for the policy period from June 1, 1929,

to June 1, 1930; the court further finds that

each of said policies issued by defendant to said

Fred R. Carfagni on June 1, 1929, and on June

1, 1930, was so issued without any written appli-

cation having been made or signed by Fred R.

Carfagni or any one on his behalf, and said

policy of insurance, with said statement num-

bered 9 in the Schedule of Declarations filled

in, as aforesaid, was issued and delivered to

said Fred R. Carfagni without said statement

having been made by him or by any one for

him, and without the question of whether or

not any company had theretofore cancelled or

refused to issue any kind of automobile insur-

ance to him being at all mentioned or discussed,

and without either said Fred R. Carfagni or

any one acting for him knowing, until after

June 22, 1931, that said policy contained or

purported to contain any statement or answer

upon that subject."

for the reason that each and every part of said

finding was in exact accord with the uncontra-

dicted evidence.
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XXIII.

That the Court erred in rejecting the following

amendment proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law,

to wit:

"The court further finds that it is true that

at the time defendant issued and delivered its

policy of insurance on or about May 13, 1931,

and also at the time that it issued its prior

policies of automobile insurance on or about

June 1, 1929, and on or about June 1, 1930, to

Fred R. Carfagni, as aforesaid, it had knowl-

edge of the cancellation on or about August

15, 1928, of the policy issued to said Fred R.

Carfagni by the Home Accident and Home Fire

Insurance Company of Little Rock, Arkansas

on or about July 27, 1928, hereinabove referred

to; and it is true that defendant, at the time

that it issued said policies to said Fred R.

Carfagni on or about June 1, 1930, and on or

about May 13, 1931, had knowledge of said

policy of automobile insurance issued by Wash-

ington Underwriters Company to said Fred R.

Carfagni on or about October 5, 1928, and knew

that said last mentioned policy had terminate

on June 1, 1929, as aforesaid, and also knew

that said policy had been cancelled upon the

[135] books of said Washington Underwriters

Company on or about June 11, 1929, hav-

ing theretofore been notified by said Washing-

ton Underwriters Company that it had can-
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celled said policy because of its bad experience

with said Fred R. Carfagni.

The court further finds that at the time de-

fendant issued each of said three policies to said

Fred R. Carfagni, as aforesaid, containing said

statement numbered 9 in the Schedule of Dec-

larations, said defendant knew that said state-

ment contained in each of said policies was

not true, and none of said policies was issued

in reliance upon or in consideration of the

truth or correctness of said statement num-

bered 9."

for the reason that each and every part of said

finding was in exact accord with the uncontradicted

evidence.

XXIV.
That the Court erred in rejecting the following

amendment proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law,

to wit:

"The court further finds that statement num-

bered 9 in the Schedule of Declarations of

said automobile public liability insurance pol-

icy No. 627670, issued by said defendant on or

about May 13, 1931, was not waived or altered

in writing or by written endorsement attached

to said policy signed by the president or sec-

retary of said defendant, although at the time

that said policy was issued by it, said defendant

knew that said statement was not true, as here-

inabove found by this court.
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The court further finds that on or about said

30th day of June, 1931, defendant tendered and

offered to said Fred E, Carfagni the principal

amount of the premium paid on or about May

13, 1931, upon said policy; to wit, $176.82, but

that said defendant has never tendered or of-

fered to pay to said Fred R. Carfagni any in-

terest upon said sum. '

'

for the reason that each and every part of said

finding was in exact accord with the uncontradicted

evidence.

XXV.
That the Court erred in rejecting the following

amendment proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's

proposed [136] findings of fact and conclusions of

law, to wit:

"The court further finds that during the

period that said policy issued by said defendant

to Fred R. Carfagni on or about June 1, 1929,

was in force and effect, said defendant without

objection paid claims made against it under

said policy, and that during the period that

said policy issued by said defendant to said

Fred R. Carfagni on or about June 1, 1930, was

in force and effect, said defendant voluntarily

paid claims made against it under said policy;

and the court further finds that said Lincoln

sedan automobile of said Fred R. Carfagni was

damaged on June 22, 1931, as the result of the

collision in which said Mary Elizabeth Eddy
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was injured and died, and on or about June 23,

1931, said defendant designated the automobile

repair shop at which said Fred E. Carfagni

should have his said automobile repaired, at the

expense of said defendant, and said Fred R.

Carfagni accordingly had said automobile re-

paired at said shop, but when the said work

upon said automobile was completed, said de-

fendant refused to pay for the same. '

'

for the reason that each and every part of said

inding was in exact accord with the uncontradicted

3vidence.

XXVI.
The Court erred in rejecting the following amend-

nent proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's pro-

3osed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, to

vit:

'^The court finds that it is true that Fred R.

Carfagni was the o\^Tier of a certain Lincoln

automobile from October 5, 1928 to Jime 22,

1931 and thereafter; that on June 22, 1931,

said Fred R. Carfagni, while operating said

automobile, cause it to collide with an automo-

bile in which Mary Elizabeth Eddy was rid-

ing, and as a result thereof, said Mary Eliza-

beth Eddy suffered injuries, from which she

died; and that thereafter Albert Z. Eddy, Al-

bert P. Eddy, Raymond E. Eddy and Gladys

Kane, as the only heirs at law surviving Mary

Elizabeth Eddy, prosecuted an action against
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said Fred R. Carfagni in the Superior Court

of the City and County of San Francisco to

recover damages for the death of said Mary
Elizabeth Eddy, caused as aforesaid, and the

trial of said action resulted in a judgment on

the 2nd day of June, 1932, in favor of said»

heirs of said Mary Elizabeth Eddy and against

Fred R. Carfagni in the sum of $15,900, to-

gether with costs in the sum of $147.90, which

said judgment had become final, and execution

thereon had been duly issued and returned by

the sheriff of the City and County of San Fran-

cisco wholly unsatisfied, prior to the commence-

ment [137] of the above entitled action.

The court finds that it is true that on or

about May 13, 1931, the defendant insurance

company, a corporation, of Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania, doing business in California, issued

and delivered to Fred R. Carfagni its certain

policy of automobile public liability insurance

No. 627670, wherein and whereby said defend-

ant agreed to insure said Fred R. Carfagni

against loss and all expenses resulting from

claims upon the assured from damages on ac-

coimt of bodily injuries, including death, re-

sulting from the ownership and/or operation

of said Lincoln sedan automobile ; that the term

of said policy of insurance was from June 1,

1931 to June 1, 1932 ; that said policy provided

that defendant's limit of liability on account of

one person injured or killed would be $15,000
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together with court costs and interest on a judg-

ment, and that said policy further provided

that said defendant was and is bound to the

extent of its liability under said policy to pay

and satisfy and protect said Fred E. Carfagni

against the levy of execution upon, any final

judgment that may be recovered upon any claim

covered by said policy as in the policy set forth

and limited, and that an action may be main-

tained upon such judgment by the injured per-

son or persons or such other party or parties

in whom the right of action vests to enforce

such liability of defendant, as in the policy set

forth and limited."

XVII.

That the evidence was and is insufficient to justify

or support the decision of the Court and the judg-

ment thereon, for the reason that the uncontra-

dicted evidence showed and shows that at all times

from and after August 13, 1928, defendant knew

that within three years prior to the 5th day of June,

1929 and/or within three years prior to the 13th

day of May, 1931, automobile insurance theretofore

issued to Fred R. Carfagni had been cancelled or

refused to him ; that defendant well knew that Fred

R. Carfagni at all times from and after June 5,

1929 believed and considered that he was insured

with defendant, and acting under such belief, there-

after duly paid insurance premiums to defendant;

that defendant, although knowing of said belief of
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said Fred R. Carfagni, accepted said premiums from

him; and that defendant [138] well knew Fred R.

Carfagni would not have paid any of said premiums,

had he known or believed that defendant would

seek to avoid liability upon its policies of insur-

ance to him or any thereof, by reason of the facts

alleged in defendant's answer.

XVIII.

That the court erred in overruling the objection

of plaintiffs to the introduction in evidence of de-

fendant's exhibit B, which objection was as fol-

lows:

"Mr. BARRY: I urge the objection that

they are immaterial, irrelevant and incompe-

tent ; that if they are for the purpose of showing

cancellation, may it please your Honor, they

do not show it; if they are for any other pur-

pose, they are entirely immaterial, because this

case is not being tried upon so-called confiden-

tial reports received by the Home Accident

Company, and the only pertinency of the whole

matter is whether the Home Accident Com-

pany did cancel the policy of insurance at or

about the time already mentioned.

The COURT : Overruled ; exception. :M
Mr. BARRY: Has your Honor seen thes^

statements, as far as the subject-matter of them

is concerned?

The COURT: No, but I will admit them."
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XIX.

The Court erred in overruling the ol)jection of

plaintiffs to the following testimony elicited from

witness Richard Arnberger ; viz.

:

"Q. Now, I will ask you, Mr. Arnberger,

whether at any time in 1930 or 1931, under your

invariable practice, you had placed upon your

desk any index cards of Dr. Fred R. Carfagni

with any I. C. C. A. cards %

Mr. BARRY: The question is objected to on

the ground that it is immaterial. It is not a

question of what was placed on his desk. It is

a question of whether there was information at

the National Union.

The COURT : Yes ; nevertheless, I will over-

rule the objection. Exception.

A. I have no recollection of ever having re-

ceived the index card and I. C. C. A. card on

Dr. Fred R. Carfagni." [139]

XX.
That the court erred in denying plaintiffs' mo-

tion made at the close of the evidence, and before

the cause was argued or submitted for decision, for

judgment in favor of plaintiffs, upon the ground

that the evidence was and is insufficient to justify

or support a judgment for defendant or any judg-

ment other than one in favor of plaintiffs.

XXI.

That the court erred in concluding and deciding

as follows:
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''If this case were being tried in the Califor-

nia State Court, I should be bound to hold that

issuance of a policy with the knowledge of prior

cancellations, constituted a waiver of declara-

tion No. 9 in the policy, and that jDlaintiifs

should recover. Since, however, this is a case

in the Federal Court, I am bound by the law as

declared by the United States Supreme Court

that such warranty can only be waived by a

writing executed by the proper officers of the

insurance company. There is no such writing

introduced in evidence in this case, plaintiffs

are not entitled to recover."

XXII.

That the Court erred in giving and making its

judgment in favor of defendant and against plain-

tiffs, for the reason that the special Findings made

by the court do not justify or support said judg-

ment and will not justify or support any judgment,

other than one in favor of plaintiffs.

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray that said judg-

ment be reversed, and that this court remand said

cause to the District Court of the United States,

in and for the Northern District of California,

Southern Division, with the direction that said

court enter its judgment therein in favor of plain-

tiffs, in accordance with the prayer of their com-

j^laint.

Dated : December 13, 1933.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON & BARRY
Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec 13 1933 [140]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL WITH
SUPERSEDEAS

The petition of the plaintiffs in the above entitled

cause from the final judgment heretofore entered in

favor of the above named defendant is hereby

granted, and the appeal is allowed; and upon peti-

tioners filing a bond in the sum of $250.00 with suf-

ficient sureties and conditioned as required by law,

the same shall operate as a supersedeas on said

judgment made and entered in the above cause and

shall suspend and stay all further proceedings in

this court until the termination of said appeal by

the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

Dated: December 13th, 1933.

FRANK H. KERRIGAN
District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec 14 1933 [141]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

BOND ON APPEAL.

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,
That we, Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P. Eddy, Ray-

mond E. Eddy and Gladys Kane, as principals and

Pacific Indemnity Company, as sureties, are lield

and firmly bound unto National Union Indemnity

Company, a corporation, in the full and just sum
of Two hundred fifty and no/lOOths dollars, to be

paid to the said National Union Indenmity Com-
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pany, a corporation, its certain attorney, executors,:

administrators, or assigns; to which payment, well

and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs,

executors, and administrators, jointly and severally,

by these presents.

pealed with our seals and dated this 13th day of

December, in the year of our Lord One Thousand

Nine Himdred and thirty-three.

WHEREAS, lately at a District Court of the

United States for the Northern District of Califor-

nia, Southern DiAdsion, in a suit depending in said

Court, between Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P. Eddy,

Raymond E. Eddy and Gladys Kane, as plaintiffs,

and National Union Indemnity Company, a cor-

poration, as defendant, a judgment was rendered

against the said plaintiffs and the said plaintiffs

having obtained from said Court an order allowing

appeal to reverse the judgment in the aforesaid

suit, and a citation directed to the said National

Union Indemnity Company, a corporation, citing

and admonishing it to be and appear at a United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit, to be holden at San Francisco, in the State

of California, :M

Now, the condition of the above obligation is

such. That if the said Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P.

Eddy, RajTuond E. Eddy and Gladys Kane shall

prosecute their appeal to effect, and answer all

damages and costs if they fail to make their plea

J
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good, then the above obligation to be void; else to

remain in full force and virtue.

PACIFIC INDEMNITY COMPANY
[Seal] By MORRIS B. ROTHHOLZ

Attorney-in-fact

Acknowledged before nie the day and year first

above written.

MBR The Surety herein expressly agrees that in

case of any breach of any condition of this bond, the

Court may, upon notice to such Surety of not less

than ten days, proceed summarily in the above en-

titled action to ascertain the amount which such

Surety is bound to pay on account of such breach

and render judgment therefore against it and award

execution therefor.

State of California,

County of Sacramento—ss.

On this 13th day of December in the year one*

thousand nine-hundred and thirty-three, before me,

a Notary Public in and for said

County and State, residing therein, duly connnis-

sioned and sworn, personally appeared Morris B.

Rothholz known to me to be the duly authorized

Attorney-in-Fact of PACIFIC INDEMNITY
COMPANY, and the same person whose name is

subscribed to the within instrument as the Attor-

ney-in-Fact of said Company, and the said Morris

B. Rothholz acknowledged to me that he subscribed
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the name of PACIFIC INDEMNITY COMPANY,
thereto as principal, and his own name as Attor-

ney-in-Fact.

IN WITNESS V/HEEEOF, I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed by official seal the day and year

in this Certificate first above written.

[Seal] RITA DARIAN
Notary Public in and for Sacramento County, State

of California

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 14, 1933. [142]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

AMENDED PRAECIPE FOR TRANSCRIPT
ON APPEAL FROM JUDGMENT

To the Clerk of the District Court of the United

States, Northern District of California

:

You are hereby requested, in transmitting a true

copy of the record of the United States District

Court, Northern District of California, in the above

entitled cause pursuant to the appeal of the plain-

tiff and appellant from the judgment entered on the

22nd day of June, 1933, to incorporate into the

transcript of record on such appeal the following

portions of the record in said cause in your office,

to wit

:

1. Original complaint;

2. Original summons;

3. Answer

;

4. Memorandum of Court made March 1, 1933;
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5. Findings of fact and conclusions of law;

6. Judgment

;

7. Bill of exceptions;

8. Stipulation concerning exhibits

;

9. Petition for appeal;

10. Assignment of errors;

11. Order allowing api3eal;

12. Bond;

13. Citation

;

14. This praecipe.

Dated: December 18th, 1933.

SULLIVAN, ROCHE, JOHNSON & BARRY
Attorneys for Plaintiff and Appellant.

Receipt of a copy of the within is hereby admitted

this 19th day of December, 1933.

COOLEY, CROWLEY & SUPPLE
Attorneys for Defendants.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec 19 1933 [143]
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District Court of the United States

Northern District of California

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK TO TRANSCRIPT
OF RECORD ON APPEAL

I, WALTER B. MALING, Clerk of the United

States District Court, for the Northern District of

California, do hereby certify that the foregoing 143

pages, numbered from 1 to 143, inclusive, contain

a full, true, and correct transcript of the records

and proceedings in the case of ALBERT Z. EDDY,
et al. vs. NATIONAL UNION INDEMNITY
COMPANY, No. 19322-K, as the same now remain

on file and of record in my office.

I further certify that the cost of preparing and

certifying the foregoing transcript of record on ap-

peal is the sum of $39.50 and that the said amount

has been paid to me by the Attorneys for the ap-

pellants herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed the seal of said District Court,

this 7th day of February A. D. 1934.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING
Clerk.

J. P. WALSH
Deputy Clerk. [144]

I

i
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

CITATION ON APPEAL
United States of America, ss

:

The President of tlie United States of America

To National Union Indemnity Company, a cor-

poration, GREETING:
YOU ARE HEREBY CITED AND ADMON-

ISHED to be and appear at a United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, to be

holden at the City of San Francisco, in the State

of California, within thirty days from the date

hereof, pursuant to an order allowing an appeal, of

record in the Clerk's Office of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Southern Division, wherein Albert Z. Eddy,

Albert P. Eddy, Raymond E. Eddy and Gladys

Kane, are appellants, and you are appellee, to show

cause, if any there be, why the decree or judgment

rendered against the said appellants, as in the said

order allowing appeal mentioned, should not be

corrected, and why speedy justice should not be

done to the parties in that behalf.

WITNESS, the Honorable FRANK H. KERRI-
GAN, United States District Judge for the North-

ern District of California this 13th day of Decem-

ber, A. D. 1933.

FRANK H. KERRIGAN
United States District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 14, 1933 [145]
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[Endorsed]: No. 7394. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Albert Z.

Eddy, Albert P. Eddy, Raymond E. Eddy and

Gladys Kane, Appellants, vs. National Union In-

denniity Company, a Corporation, Appellee. Tran-

script of Eecord. Upon Appeal from the District

Court of the United States for the Northern Dis-

trict of California, Southern Division.

Filed February 7, 1934.

PAUL P. O'BRIEN
Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit.
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No. 7394

IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

For the Ninth Circuit

Albert Z. Eddy^ Albert P. Eddy, Raymond E.

Eddy and Gladys Kane,
Appellants,

vs.

National Union Indemnity Company (a cor-

poration),

Appellee.

BRIEF FOR APPELLANTS.

This is an action brought by ap^Dellants upon a

certain policy of public liability insurance No. 627,670

issued by the appellee insurance company to Dr. Fred

R. Carfagni on June 1, 1931. The appellants on June

22, 1932, obtained a judgment for $15,900 and $147.90

as costs, against Dr. Fred R. Carfagni in the Superior

Court of the State of California in and for the City

and County of San Francisco, and having been unable

to satisfy the judgment out of any assets of Dr.

Carfagni, they are seeking to recover against his

insurer, the appellee herein.

The controversy herein is principally over the legal

effect of the following declaration and answer thereto,

contained in the policy:



'^9. No company has cancelled or refused to

issue any kind of automobile insurance for the

Assured during the past three years, except as

follows: No exceptions." (Tr. p. 31.)

The appellee proved at the trial that mthin three years

prior to June 1, 1931, the date on which the policy

sued upon herein went into effect, two other insur-

ance companies had cancelled policies of insurance

theretofore issued by them to Dr. Carfagni. It is the

contention of the appellants that Dr. Carfagni com-

mitted no breach of warranty and that even though

in legal effect he were held to have done so, the

appellee by its knowledge and conduct waived, and

is estopped from setting up, any alleged breach of

warranty by Doctor Carfagni in connection with the

foregoing declaration No. 9. The appellee seeks to

avoid the legal effect of its conduct and knowledge

of the true facts by relying upon the follo^\^Lng pro-

vision of the policy:

"I. Waiver. No provision or condition of

this policy shell be waived or altered, except by

written endorsement attached hereto and signed

by the President or Secretary; nor shall knowl-

edge possessed by any agent, or by any other

person, be held to effect a waiver of or a change

in any part of this contract. No person, firm

or corporation shall be deemed an agent of the

Company unless such person, firm or corporation

is authorized in writing* as such agent by the

President or Secretary.//'

The Judge of the trial court in his memorandum

opinion (Tr. p. 16) and in his findings (Tr. p. 21)



declared that the ai^pellee, at the time it issued the

policy sued ux^on herein to Dr. Carfagni, ''had knowl-

edge of the cancellations" of two other policies of

insurance which had been issued to Dr. Carfagni

within three years prior to the date when the appellee

issued its last policy to him. The trial judge further

declared in his opinion that if the case were to be

decided by the laws of the State of California as

declared by our state courts, he would have been

constrained to decide in favor of the appellants, but

by reason of the rule of the federal jurisdictions

he was compelled to decide in favor of the ai)pellee

because the appellants produced no writing signed

by the president or secretary of the appellee corpora-

tion authorizing a w^aiver of any j)rovisions of the

policy.

The appellants are confident that the facts of this

case, developed at the trial to a large extent by the

testimony of witnesses who were in the employ of the

appellee corporation, clearly establish that there was
no breach of warranty committed by Doctor Carfagni,

and that even if in legal contemplation he were held

to have made a false w^arranty, the laiowledge and con-

duct of the appellee either waived it or estopped the

appellee from relying upon it as a defense to this

action.

I.

STATEMENT OF FACTS.

The plaintiffs and appellants are the heirs of Mary
Elizabeth Eddy who died on June 22, 1931, as the



result of an automobile accident caused by the alleged

negligence of the assured, Dr. Fred R. Carfagni. An
action for her wrongful death was thereafter insti-

tuted by the appellants as said heirs, and on June

22, 1932, a judgment was rendered in favor of the

appellants and against Fred R. Carfagni in the sum

of $15,900, together with costs in the sum of $147.90.

(Tr. p. 59.) That judgment is final and was final on

the date upon which the present action was instituted.

No part of the judgment has been paid to the appel-

lants herein, and prior to the commencement of this

action, the appellants caused a writ of execution to

be issued out of the Superior Court of the State

of California, in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, and directed against Fred R. Carfagni.

Prior to the institution of this action, moreover, the

writ was returned with the endorsement of the Sheriff

of the City and County of San Francisco thereon,

showing that after proper search he was unable to

find any property belonging to Fred R. Carfagni.

(Tr. p. 59.)

At the time of the accident (Tr. p. 60), Dr. Car-

fagni owned and was driving a Lincoln sedan auto-

mobile. On June 1, 1931, approximately three weeks

before the occurrence of the accident, the appellee

corporation had issued to Doctor Carfagni its policy

of public liability insurance No. 627,670 (Tr. 29-57;

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1.) Under the terms of this policy

the defendant agreed to indemnify Dr. Fred R. Car-

fagni from any legal liability to others for bodily

injury accidentally sustained, including death at any

time resulting therefrom, on account of any accident



due to the ownership, maintenance or use of said auto-

mobile. The policy of automobile public liability in-

surance further provided that the limit of liability

of the appellee corporation on account of one person

injured or killed should be $15,000, together with

court costs and interest, and that the limit of liability

of the appellee corporation for one accident should

be $30,000. The period covered by the policy was

from June 1, 1931, until June 1, 1932.

After the accident which occurred on June 22,

1931, Doctor Carfagni reported it by telephone to

Mr. E. H. Payne (Tr. 104), the insurance broker

through whom he had placed the policy. On the morn-

ing of June 23, 1931, the day after the accident,

a complete report of the accident w^as given to the

appellee, and a representative of the appellee insur-

ance company took Dr. Carfagni 's car to Larkin &
Company, an automobile repair shop, for the purpose

of having the Lincoln sedan restored to good condi-

tion. (Tr. p. 105.) About one week afterward, a rep-

resentative of the appellee corporation informed Mr.

Payne, w^ho w^as Dr. Carfagni 's broker, that the ap-

pellee corporation was denying liability because of

a misrepresentation alleged to have been made by

Dr. Carfagni at the time he applied to the appellee

insurance comi3any for a policy of public liability

insurance issued to him on June 1, 1931. The appellee

thereupon refused to pay the bill for the repair w^ork

which it had ordered Larkin & Company to make

on Dr. Carfagni 's Lincoln sedan automobile, and so

Dr. Carfagni was compelled to pay the bill. On June

30, 1931, defendant sent by registered mail to Dr.



Carfagni a purported notice of cancellation of the

policy of public liability insurance which it had issued

to Dr. Carfagni on June 1, 1931, and enclosed its

check in the sum of $176.82, representing the amount

of the premium, without interest, which Dr. Carfagni

previously had paid the defendant upon that policy.

(Tr. p. 175, Defendant's Exhibit J.) Dr. Carfagni,

however, refused to accept from the letter carrier the

purported notice of cancellation or the offer of the

return of the premium upon the policy.

The policy of public liability insurance issued by

the appellee corporation to Dr. Carfagni on June 1,

1931, and which is sued upon herein, contains the

following statement and answer in its schedule of

declarations

:

'^9. No company has cancelled or refused to

issue an}^ kind of automobile insurance for the

Assured during the past three years, except as

follows: No exceptions."

On August 11, 1928, the Home Accident Insurance

Company had cancelled a policy of automobile public

liability insurance, theretofore issued by it to Dr.

Fred R. Carfagni. (Tr. pp. 141, 142; Defendant's

Exhibit H) because of a ''bad credit report" of the

assured. (Tr. p. 227; Plaintiffs' Exhibits 7 and 8.)

It is further conceded by appellants that on June 11,

1929, either the Pacific Employers Insurance Com-

pany or the Washington Underwriters, for both of

which companies Mullin & Acton, were general agents,

because of a ''bad experience," cancelled a policy of

automobile public liability insurance theretofore is-



sued to Fred R. Carfa^i. (Tr. p. 232, Plaintiffs'

Exhibits 9 and 10.) There was some slight confusion

as to whether the policy of insurance numbered

26,543, which was issued to Dr. Carfagni on October

5, 1928, and which would have expired on October

5, 1929, was in the Pacific Employers Insurance Com-

pany or the Washington Underwriters. In any event

aiDpellants freely concede that the policy of insurance

bearing that nmnber and issued on October 5, 1928,

by either of these two companies to Dr. Carfagni,

was cancelled on January 11, 1929, because of "bad

experience". (Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 9 and 10; Tr.

pp. 232, 236.)

The policy issued by the appellee corporation to

Doctor Carfagni on June 1, 1931, and upon which

the appellants sue herein, was the third policy issued

by said appellee insurance company to Dr. Carfagni.

The first policy was issued by it to Dr. Carfagni on

or about June 5, 1929, and was placed through his

broker, Mr. E. H. Payne. Dr. Carfagni paid his full

premium and the policy ran one year to completion.

Although Mr. Payne w^as originally of the impression

that he placed the policy directly with Mr. Philip

P. Sullivan, who was then in general charge of the

appellee's automobile indemnity department, it de-

veloped that the policy had been issued upon the

request of Mr. Payne, by Leo Pockwitz Co. Inc.,

the general agents for the appellee. At the time the

appellee corporation issued its policy of automobile

public liability insurance to Dr. Carfagni on June

1, 1929, Mr. Payne, the broker, only told the agents
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of the appellee the name, addi'ess and occupation

of the assured, the kind, model and engine number,

of his automobile, and the limits of liability. (Tr.

pp. 99, 239. 240.) At the time that ai^plication was

made on behalf of Dr. Carfagni to api^ellee for the

issuance of the lii'st policy of insurance to Dr. Car-

fagni in June. 1929. no statement was made by ^Mr.

Payne oi :
:}- .ne else as to whether there had been

eaneellati 'liS vr prior insurance to Dr. Carfagni, and

the subject of prior insurance issued was not then

discussed. ^Tr. pp. 99. 239. 240.)

The testimony of Miss Hearney presented some

comdict as to what was said by Mr. Payne at the

time that he placed the order for the lii^t pohcy

issued by the National Union Indemnity Company to

Dr. Fred R. Carfagiii in June, 1929. She at the time

was employed as an automobile underwiiter for Leo

Pockwitz Co. Inc.. who were general agents for the

National Union Indemnity Company. (Tr. p. 148.)

Her testimony on direct examination was that ^Ii\

Payne had placed the insurance with her over the

telephone, and that when she was satisfied that the

risk was in order, she wrote up the i3olicy. (Tr. 'p.

143.) We submit that this testimony represents the

limit of Miss Heamey's recollection conceiTdng this

order, which was taken over the telephone, four years

before the trial of this case, and which constituted

a small part of her daily routine work for Leo Pock-

^^itz Co. Inc. Upon her cross-examination, however,

Miss Hearney purported to give the exact substance

of the conversation which she had with Mr. Pavne.



(Tr. p. 150.) She testified that as she was taking

the order, the name of the assured struck her as most

peculiar, and she questioned it; that the date ujjon

which the automobile was purchased was in October,

1928, and that raised a question in her mind, until

Mr. Payne told her that it was all right, because

there had not been any losses from the time that the

Lincoln sedan was purchased until the date the in-

surance was placed. (Tr. p. 150.) Up to this point

she did not testify that anything was asked or said

concerning the cancellation or refusal of prior insur-

ance. Later on, however, she declared that Mr. Payne

told her at the time of applying for the first policy

issued by the appellee company to Dr. Carfagni in

1929, that the risk was in order, and that no prior

insurance had been cancelled or refused to Dr. Car-

fagni.

That Mr. Payne did not make any such statements

to Miss Heamey is demonstrated by what occurred

at the office of the appellee company. After this first

policy was issued to Dr. Carfagni, the so-called

''daily" of that policy was sent by I^eo Pockwitz Co.

Inc., the general agents for the appellee, to the Na-

tional Union Company office, without any memoran-

dum relating to the discrepancy of the purchase date

of the automobile and the date upon which the policy

was issued. (Defendant's Exhibit F.) Mr. Arnberger

testified that he examined this "daily" (Tr. p. 202)

some time between June 14 and June 17, 1929, (Tr. p.

208) and that he noticed that the purchase date of

the automobile was different from the inception date
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of the policy, so he placed marks around both dates

to direct the attention of Mr. Hang to the fact that

some investigation should be made. Mr. Haug testified

that in making the investigation, at Mr. Arnberger's

request, he called Leo Poclrvvitz Co. Inc. and was

advised that the insurance had been overlooked (Tr.

p. 163) and so he made that notation on the policy.

(Tr. p. 163; Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2; Tr. p. 85.) Of course

neither Dr. Carfagni nor his broker ever made any

statement that insurance was overlooked, and they

are not responsible for the conduct of Miss Hearney,

w^ho was employed by the general agent of the appellee

company, in making such a statement to Mr. Haug.

Neither Dr. Carfagni nor Mr. Payne was communi-

cated with by Mr. Haug or any one else employed

by the National Union Indemnity Co., and the ver-

sion of Miss Hearney as to what was said upon the

occasion of this application to the appellee for this

first policy is in direct contradiction to the testimony

of Mr. Payne and in violation of the custom and

routine of the appellee's office. Moreover, the fact

that Miss Hearney in her conversation with Mr. Haug
on the subject of this insurance admittedly said

nothing about the cancellation or refusal of prior in-

surance to Dr. Carfagni, should convince the court

that Miss Hearney 's testimony that Mr. Payne had

told her the risk had not been cancelled previously

by any other company, is entitled to small credence.

The account of Mr. Payne is further corroborated

by Mr. Philip P. Sullivan, who was agency superin-

tendent of the appellee insurance company at the
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time, and who testified that it was not the custom

of the agents or representatives of the appellee insur-

ance company to ask anything about prior insurance

or previous cancellations at the time they solicited

or received applications for iDoUcies of public liability

insurance. (Tr. p. 157.) The appellee's agents and

representatives, in confonnity ^\ith the custom of

underwriters generally, only inquired concerning the

name of the assured, the make and type of the auto-

mobile, the motor niunber, the effective date of the

policy, and the coverage desired. (Tr. p. 157.) Mr.

Sullivan further testified (Tr. p. 160) that when he

was agency superintendent of the appellee coi-pora-

tion it was the custom of the agents of the appellee

to insert the answer "Xo Exceptions'' in answer to

declaration Xo. 9. vdiieh coneeiiis the subject of the

cancellation of prior insurance, ^vithout making iii-

quiiy of the assured. (Tr. p. 161.) ^Ir. SulHvan

further testified that while he was superintendent

of the appellee corporation he always interpreted the

answer *'Xo Excei^tions' ' in answer to the declaration

Xo. 9 referring to prior cancellations, to mean that

the appellee coi*poration lacked further infoi-mation

upon the subject. (Tr. pp. 160-161.) He further

averred that he did not constitie the answer "Xo
Exceptions" in such a declaration, to be a warranty

of the assured that no prior insurance had ever been

cancelled or refused to him.

Dr. Carfagni paid a premimn of ^195.04 upon this

first policy of public liability insurance which the

appeUee corporation issued to him on June 5, 1929.

This policy ran one full year mitil its expiration
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date on June 1, 1930. During that time the appellee

paid no claims of Dr. Carfagni, although he had two

slight collisions. (Tr. p. 102.)

On May 14, 1930 (Tr. p. 75), Dr. Carfagni again ap-

plied to the appellee corporation for a policy of public

liability insurance upon the same Lincoln sedan auto-

mobile. He paid a premium of $197.94 to the appellee

for this policy which was issued to him on June 1, 1930

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2), and which ran the full year

until its expiration date on June 1, 1931. (Tr. p. 75.)

According to Mr. Arnberger who w^as directly under

Mr. Sullivan, the agency superintendent, it was the

custom of the appellee to make an investigation of

the record of an assured in the appellee's claims de-

partment, before renewing a policy for the assured.

(Tr. p. 205.) Mr. Arnberger became local superin-

tendent for the automobile department of the appellee

early in 1930, and shortly after Mr. Sullivan left its

employ. He instituted a rule that the underwriters

should investigate every loss of an assured with the

company before the appellee would renew a policy.

The underwriter w^as required to obtain the claims

reports to check (Tr. p. 206) the history of the as-

sured with the appellee, and if the general experience

of the assured with the appellee was such as to pro-

nounce him a desirable risk, a renewal policy would

be issued to him. The second policy which was issued

by the appellee to Dr. Carfagni in June, 1930, was

recommended by Mr. Grady who was employed in

the claims department of the National Union In-

demnity Company at the time. (Tr. p. 241.) The
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notice upon the renewal order (Tr. p. 206) reads:

^'Renewal recommended by W. Grady 5-8-30". Mr.

Grady testified (Tr. pp. 243, 244) that the renewal

was recommended by him because he checked over

the losses of the assured under the first policy issued

to Dr. Carfagni by the appellee, and that upon a

general consideration of the history of the assured

with the National Union Indemnity ComxDany, he

recommended a renewal. At the time that Mr. Payne,

the broker, applied to the National Union Indemnity

Company in June, 1930, for this second policy of

insurance, which was issued to Dr. Carfagni, no

statement was made by Mr. Payne, Dr. Carfagni or

by any one on behalf of Dr. Carfagni with respect

to the cancellation or refusal of prior insurance. (Tr.

p. 99.) The evidence without contradiction or dispute

shows that the agents and representatives of the ap-

pellee company inserted the answer ''No Exceptions"

to declaration No. 9 in the policy issued to Dr. Car-

fagni in June of 1930, without at the time consulting

Dr. Carfagni or his broker, Mr. Payne. The uncon-

tradicted evidence further shows not only that Dr.

Carfagni and Mr. Payne made no statement upon

the subject of the cancellation or refusal of prior

insurance, but further conclusively reveals that the

subject of prior insurance or its cancellation or re-

fusal was not even discussed upon the occasion of

the application for, or issuance of, this second policy

of insurance in June, 1930. This second policy of in-

surance ran the full year until its expiration on Jime

1, 1931. During that year, Dr. Carfagni made three
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claims against the National Union Indemnity Com-

pany, and the appellee paid claims for him in the

amomits of $41.75 and $95.23.

On May 15, 1931, application was made on behalf

of Dr. Carfagni for a third policy of public liability

insurance (Tr. p. 77), and on June 1, 1931, the

appellee issued its third policy of public liability

insurance to Dr. Carfagni upon the Lincoln sedan

automobile. Dr. Carfagni paid a premium of $176.82

for this policy, which was to run until June 1, 1932.

The uncontradicted evidence reveals (Tr. p. 99) that

neither at the tune this third policy was applied for

or issued was any statement or representation made

by Dr. Carfagni, or on his behalf, upon the subject

of prior cancellations or refusals of insurance to him.

The evidence is uncontradicted that with respect to

the policy of 1931, just as in the case of the policy

of 1930, the agents of the appellee inserted the answer

^^No Exceptions'^ to declaration No. 9 without con-

sulting Br. Carfagni or his broker, Mr. Payne.

On June 22, 1931, the accident occurred in which

Mrs. Eddy was killed, as the result of the alleged

negligence of Dr. Carfagni in the operation of his

Lincoln sedan automobile. On June 30, 1931, approxi-

mately a week after the accident in which Mrs. Eddy

was killed, the appellee company sent a purported

notice of rescission (Tr. p. 175, Defendant's Exhibit

J) to Dr. Carfagni, and denied liability upon the

ground of the alleged false answer to declaration No.

9 of the third policy issued by the appellee to Dr.

Carfagni in June, 1931.
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The uncontradicted and undisputed evidence fur-

ther reveals that in May, 1929, and at the time that

each of the three policies were issued by the appellee

to Dr. Carfagni in 1929, 1930, and 1931 resx)ectively,

there was in active existence an organization known

as the Insurance Credit Clearance Association with

its place of business in the Adam Grant Building in

San Francisco. The appellee company was a member

of this association along with other members includ-

ing the Home Accident Insurance Company of Ar-

kansas, and the Pacific Employers Insurance Com-

pany. The purpose of this association was to serve

as a means of notifying its members of the cancella-

tions or refusals of prior insurance to any persons

who might apply to any of the members of the

association for automobile public liability insurance.

When any insurance was cancelled on, or refused

to, any person who had been insured in any one of

the member companies, a report was sent in immedi-

ately to Miss Signa Olsen by the member cancelling

or refusing the insurance. (Tr. p. 233.) Miss Olsen

was in active charge of the management of the In-

surance Credit Clearance Association. These reports

which were in code, included the name of the assured,

his address, the name of the member company which

had cancelled a policy of insurance on the assured,

the amount of the coverage, the date of issuance of the

policy and of its cancellation, the name of the broker,

the reason for cancellation, and the number of the

policy with the member company which had cancelled

the insurance. When Miss Olsen received a report

of cancellation from any member, she made copies
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of the report and immediately distributed these copies

containing all of the foregoing information, to the

various members of the Insurance Credit Clearance

Association. The testimony of Miss Olsen, which is

uncontradicted in the evidence, reveals that on August

13, 1928 (Tr. p. 234) she delivered copies of Plain-

tiff's Exhibits 7 and 8 to all of the members of the

Insurance Credit Clearance Association, including the

appellee company. The uncontradicted evidence fur-

ther reveals, according to the testimony of Mr.

Weaver, who had possession of the records of the

association. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 7 and 8 when de-

coded (Tr. p. 227), notified the appellee company that

the Home Accident Insurance Company (Member

No. 6) because of a '^bad credit report" (Code No. C)

had cancelled, effective August 15, 1928, a policy of

automobile public liability insurance which it had

issued to Dr. Carfagni on July 27, 1928. The notice

further specified the nvimber of the policy and in-

dicated that the policy had been placed through Mr*.

Payne (E. H. P.) the broker. The uncontradicted

and undisputed evidence further shows that the Na-

tional Union Indemnity Company had this notice in

its files at all times from and after August 13, 1928

(Tr. p. 234), and at the time that it issued each of

the three policies to Dr. Carfagni in 1929, 1930, and

1931, respectively. This notice of the Insurance Credit

Clearance Association (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 7 and 8)

was produced by the appellee at the trial upon the

request of counsel for the appellants. (Tr. pp. 219,

220 and 227.) These notices which were delivered by

Miss Olsen personally to the various members of the
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association, were left by her at the automobile under-

writing department of the National Union Indemnity

Company. According to Mr. Arnberger who, until

November 30, 1931, was employed by the appellee

company and who had final authority from his em-

ployer to reject or refuse risks (Tr. pp. 214 and 201),

these I. C. C. A. cards containing notices of prior

cancellations of insurance, were kept in a cabinet

in the underwriting department of the National

Union Indemnity Company. (Tr. p. 212.) Mr. Arn-

berger, of course, admittedly knew of the I. C. C. A.,

of its function, of the practice of Miss Olsen in dis-

tributing daily notices of prior cancellations to the

various members of the association, including the

National Union Indemnity Company (Tr. p. 204),

and was aware of the nature and character of the

information distributed by the I. C. C. A.

Moreover on September 2, 1929, Miss Olsen (Tr.

p. 234) also distributed copies of Plaintiffs' Exhibits

9 and 10 to the various members of the I. C. C. A.,

including the National Union Indemnity Company.

This notice (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9 and 10; Tr. pp. 232,

236) was retained in the files of the underwriting

department of the appellee company at all times from

and after September 2, 1929, and was produced by

the appellee from its files at the trial upon request

of counsel for the appellants. (Tr. pp. 236, 219, 220,

235.) This second notice, which was likewise in code,

was also left by Miss Olsen in the course of her

daily rounds to the various members, at the automobile

underwriting department of the National Union In-

demnity Company. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9 and 10
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when decoded reveal the following: That on October

5, 1928 (Tr. p. 232), the Pacific Employers Insur-

ance Company (Member No. 10) had issued its full

coverage policy of automobile public liability insur-

ance No. 26,543 to Dr. Fred R. Carfagni of 580

Green Street, San Francisco; that the policy was

placed through Mr. Payne as the broker (E. H. P.)
;

that the policy was cancelled by the Pacific Employ-

ers Insurance Company as of June 11, 1929; that

the reason for the cancellation was ''bad experience".

(Code No. B.)

Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9 and 10 were in the files

of the National Union Indemnity Company at the

times that it issued its second and third policies of

insurance to Dr. Carfagni in June, 1930, and in June,

1931, respectively. According to Mr. Neal Weaver

who was on the Executive Committee of the I. C.

C. A., a member of the association wishing further

particulars of the cancellation of prior insurance by

any member of the association on an assured, or

an applicant for insurance, could communicate with

the association and receive a more detailed report.

(Tr. p. 229.)

There was some slight confusion with respect to

whether policy No. 26,543, which was issued to Dr.

Carfagni on his Lincoln automobile on or about Sep-

tember 5, 1928, and which w^as cancelled on June 11,

1929, was the policy of the Washington Underwriters

or the Pacific Employers Insurance Company. Mullin

& Acton were the general agents of both of these

companies, and although apparently the Pacific Em-
ployers Insurance Company was the company can-
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celling the policy, the question of whether it was that

company rather than the Washington Underwriters

is immaterial, insofar as this case is concerned. In

any event, we may say definitely that at all times

from and after the 2nd day of September, 1929, the

National Union Indemnity Company also had in its

possession a notice of the I. C. C. A. showing that

prior thereto the Pacific Employers Insurance Com-

pany (Tr. pp. 232, 236) or the Washington Under-

writers had cancelled an automobile public liability

policy bearing the nmnber 26,543 (Tr. pp. 236, 237)

and which normally would have expired on Septem-

ber 5, 1929. This policy, which was cancelled, covered

the same Lincoln sedan automobile, which was later

covered by the policies taken out by Dr. Carfagni

in the National Union Indemnity Company.

According to Mr. Arnberger these notices of the

I. C. C. A. (Tr. p. 204) of cancellations of prior

insurance to Dr. Carfagni, were filed in a cabinet

in or under the counter of the underwriting depart-

ment of the National Union Indenmity Company.

(Tr. p. 204.)

When Mr. Arnberger became Superintendent of the

National Union Indemnity Company as successor to

Mr. Philip Sullivan, he inaugurated the rule that the

I. C. C. A. cards should be filed with, or interwoven

with, the claims reports of the various persons hold-

ing policies of automobile public liability insurance

in the National Union Indemnity Company. This

system of '^ interweaving" (Tr. p. 223) the I. C. C. A.

notices with the claims records of the various persons

insured by the appellee, was started in January of
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1930 and possibly was completed in May, 1930, more

than a year before the issuance of the policy sued

upon herein. Thus, according to Mr. Arnberger, if

in July, 1930, an application for public liability in-

surance had been made on behalf of Dr. Carfagni

(Tr. p. 216), an investigation would be made as to

his record with the appellee company upon the in-

formation in its possession. A clerk would obtain his

file, including the I. C. C. A. cards giving notice of

prior cancellations and would deliver it to Mr. Arn-

berger. (Tr. p. 216.) Upon considering all of the in-

formation at hand, including that obtained from the

I. C. C. A. cards as to prior cancellations (Tr. p.

219) Mr. Arnberger would decide whether to issue

a policy to Dr. Carfagni, or to reject the risk. Any
failure of the National Union Indemnity Company

to investigate the record of Dr. Carfagni with the

appellee company, and to consult the I. C. C. A.

cards in its possession upon the application by Dr.

Carfagni for a renewal of his insurance, was ex-

plained by Mr. Arnberger in these words (Tr. p.

216) : ''Possibly we should have done that, but busi-

ness was coming in fast at that time." We deem it

particularly significant that at the time it issued the

policy sued upon herein to Dr. Carfagni in 1931, the

appellee company had in its files notices of the can-

cellation of the only two policies which the evidence

in the instant case reveals were cancelled prior to

the issuance of the policy sued upon herein.

Although the National Union Indemnity Company

had in its possession the notices of prior cancellations

of insurance to Dr. Carfagni (Plaintiffs' Exhibits
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7, 8, 9 and 10) on June 1, 1931, the date upon which

the policy sued upon herein was issued, it professed

to have been ignorant at that time of prior cancella-

tions on Dr. Carfagni. The appellee company had no

difficulty in obtaining, however, within one week after

the date of the accident in which Mrs. Eddy was

killed, a complete record of the prior cancellations

of insurance on Dr. Carfagni. Mr. Jacobus, who in

June, 1931, was Superintendent of Claims for the

appellee company, immediately after the accident of

June 22, 1931, looked up the records of Dr. Carfagni

in the I. C. C. A. and from the files of the appellee

company, and thereupon on June 30, 1931, notified

Dr. Carfagni that his policy was cancelled. (Tr. p.

175, Defendant's Exhibit J.)

In addition to the other circumstances hereinbefore

revealed in the evidence, and by way of conclusion

we wish to call the attention of this court to the

following facts which are undisputed and unchal-

lenged in the evidence:

1. That the policy sued upon herein was the third

policy issued by the appellee company to Dr. Car-

fagni, the first two policies having each run one year

to completion;

2. That at the time the appellee company issued

its first policy to Dr. Carfagni in June, 1929, and

at the time it issued its two subsequent policies to

him it had in its possession Plaintiffs' Exhibits

7 and 8, being notices that on August 15, 1928, the

Home Accident Insurance Company had cancelled

a policy of automobile public liability insurance there-

tofore issued to Dr. Carfagni.
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3. That at the time the appellee issued its last

two policies of automobile public liability insurance

to Dr. Carfagni in 1930 and 1931 respectively, it also

had in its possession Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9 and 10,

being notices from the I. C. C. A. showing that on

August 15, 1928, the Pacific Employers Insurance

Company (or the Washington Underwriters, another

company for which Mullin & Acton were general

agents) had cancelled a policy of automobile public

liability insurance theretofore issued to Dr. Carfagni,

as a ''bad risk'\

4. That the answer ''No Exceptions" in declaration

No. 9 in the policy issued by the appellee to Dr.

Carfagni in June, 1930, and in the policy sued upon

herein and issued to him in June, 1931, were inserted

by representatives of the appellee company without

having at the time any discussion whatever with,

or inquiry of, either Dr. Carfagni or Mr. Payne, his

broker, upon the subject of tlie cancellation or refusal

of prior insurance.

5. That Judge Kerrigan, before whom this case

was tried, found (Tr. pp. 21, 22) and in his opinion

(Tr. p. 16) declared that the appellee company had

knowledge of the cancellation of the two prior policies

by other insurance companies, at the time application

was made for the policy sued upon herein.

6. That, although the appellee insurance company

had knowledge of the cancellation of prior policies,

nevertheless, after the occurrence of the accident, in

which Mrs. Eddy was killed, it sent Dr. Carfagni 's

Lincoln sedan automobile to Larkin & Co., an auto-

mobile repair shop, for the purpose of having it
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restored to good condition. (Tr. p. 105.) Upon the

completion of the work, however, the appellee insur-

ance company refused to pay the bill for the repairs

which it had ordered, so that Dr. Carfagni had to

bear the expense.

Upon a consideration of the evidence generally,

particularly with respect to the undisputed facts of

the case, we submit that the legal principles, in sup-

port of which we present the following authorities,

compel a reversal of the judgment of the trial court.

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES INVOLVED.

The following is a brief summary of the issues in-

volved in the present appeal

:

1. Whether, as the appellants contend, the evi-

dence is insufficient to establish that Dr. Carfagni or

his agent committed a breach of warranty in connec-

tion with the issuance of the policy of insurance sued

upon herein.

2. Whether, as the appellants contend, the conduct

of the agent of the appellee in inserting the erroneous

response to declaration No. 9 in the policy, without at

the time consulting Dr. Carfagni or his agent, consti-

tuted an estoppel of the appellee from setting up the

alleged breach of warranty in avoidance of liability on

the policy.

3. Whether, as the appellants contend, the conduct

of the agent of the appellee, in inserting the erroneous

response to declaration No. 9 in the policy, without at
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the time consulting Dr. Carfagni or his agent, oper-

ated as a waiver by the appellee of any right to set

up an alleged breach of warranty in avoidance of lia-

bility on the policy.

4. Whether, as the appellants contend, the conduct

of the appellee in issuing the policy involved, with

knowledge of prior cancellations on Dr. Carfagni, con-

stituted an estoppel of the appellee from setting up

the alleged breach of warranty in avoidance of lia.-

bility on the policy.

5. Whether, as the appellants contend, the conduct

of the appellee in issuing the policy involved, with

knowledge of prior cancellations on Dr. Carfagni,

operated as a waiver by the appellee of any right to

avoid liability on the policy upon the gromids of the

alleged breach of warranty.

6. Whether section 633d of the California Politi-

cal Code vested the local agents of the appellee with

such authority that, irrespective of the provisions of

the policy, they had authority to waive or modify any

of the written provisions of the policy.

7. Whether the cancellation of a prior policy, be-

cause the assured was ''a bad credit risk" was for a

material reason, so as to require it to be mentioned in

answer to declaration No. 9 in the policy herein.

8. Whether the conduct of the appellee company,

in performing acts consistent with recognizing the

policy as being still effective, after knowledge of facts

giving it the alleged right to rescind, operated as a

waiver or estoppel of any right which it theretofore

had to cancel the policy involved herein.
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9. Whether the trial coui't erved in finding that any

insurance company, other than the Home Accident

Insurance Company and the Pacific Employers Insur-

ance Company, cancelled insurance on Dr. Carfagni

within three years prior to the issuance of the policy

herein involved.

III.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS RELIED UPON.

The following is a list of specification of errors re-

lied upon in this appeal.

1.

That the evidence adduced on the trial of said action

was and is insufficient to justify or support the deci-

sion of the court and the judgment thereon in favor

of defendant and against plaintiffs.

2.

That the evidence was and is insufficient to justify

or support the decision of the court and the judgment

thereon for the reason that the uncontradicted evi-

dence showed and shows that on or about June 5,

1929, and at the time that defendant issued to Fred R.

Carfagni its first automobile insurance policy for the

term from Tune 1, 1929, to June 1, 1930, and also on

or about May 9, 1930, and at the time that said de-

fendant issued to said Fred R. Carfagni its I'enewal

of said insurance policy foi' the term beginning June

1, 1930, and ending June 1, 1931, and also cm or about

May 13, 1931, and at the time that said defendant

issued to said Fred R. Carfagni its renewal of said
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insurance policy for the term from June 1, 1931, to

June 1, 1932, said defendant knew, in connection with

the issuance of each and all of said three policies of

insurance to said Fred R. Carfagni, that other auto-

mobile insurance had previously and within three years

prior to the date of the issuance of each of said poli-

cies been cancelled on said Fred R. Carfagni, and

defendant at the time it issued each of said policies

to Fred R. Carfagni had full knowledge of all of the

matters constituting the alleged breaches of warranty

set forth in its answer and upon which it relied for

the avoidance of all obligations under the third annual

policy issued by it to Fred R. Carfagni on or about

May 13, 1931.

3.

That the evidence was and is insufficient to justify

or support the decision of the court and the judgment

thereon for the reason that the uncontradicted evi-

dence showed and shows that during the period from

June 1, 1929, to June 30, 1931, said defendant issued

three successive automobile insurance policies for the

term of one year each, to Fred R. (.arfagni on the

Lincoln automobile referred to in plaintiffs' com-

plaint; that during said period of time said Fred R.

Carfagni had no insurance on said or any other auto-

mobile other than that which was issued by said

defendant; that all automobile insurance cancelled on

said Fred R. Carfagni was issued prior to June 1,

1929, and was cancelled prior to said date; that said

defendant had knowledge of the cancellation of said

automobile insurance at the time it issued to Fred R.
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Carfagni its automobile insurance policy for the term

beginning June 1, 1929, and also at the time that it

issued its renewal policy for the year beginning June

1, 1930, and also at the time that it issued its second

renewal policy for the year beginning June 1, 1931;

that said Fred R. Carfagni had losses under the policy

issued to him by said defendant for the year beginning-

June 1, 1929, and also had losses under the policy

issued to him by said defendant for the year beginning

June 1, 1930, and said losses wei-e paid by said defend-

ant prior to May 13, 1931 (the date of the issuance of

its third policy to Fred R. Carfagni), with the knowd-

edge of said defendant that said automobile insurance

had previously been cancelled on said Fred R. Car-

fagni, and without any objection whatever upon the

part of said defendant, and without said defendant

claiming or attempting to claim that said policies

issued by it to Fred R. Carfagni, or any of them, were

void or voidable because of any alleged false or untrue

statement made by said Fred R. Carfagni concerning

the cancellation of automobile insurance previously

issued to him, or because of any alleged bi'each of

warranty made b}' said Fred R. C^ai-fagni to the effect

that no company had previously cancelled any auto-

mobile insurance on him during the period of three

years preceding the issuance of each of said policies.

4.

That the court erred in finding and holding that

statement numbered 9 in the schedule of declarations

of the policy of insurance issued by defendant to
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Fred R. Carfagni under date of May 13, 1931, read-

ing:

''9. No company has cancelled or refused to

issue any kind of automobile insurance for the

assured during the past three years, except as

follows: No exceptions."

was untrue, and further erred in finding and holding

that said statement number 9 was a material warranty,

for the reason that the evidence show^ed and shows

that no such statement or declaration was made or

given by said Fred R. Carfagni, and further showed

and shows that if said statement or declaration was

made or given by him, and/or that the same was un-

true, that said defendant knew that it was untrue at

the time that the policy was issued and by reason

thereof waived the same, and is estopped from avoid-

ing or attempting to avoid said policy and the obliga-

tions thereunder because of the alleged untruth of said

statement numbered 9 in said schedule of declarations.

5.

That the court erred in holding and finding that

said statement numbei'ed 9 in said schedule of dec-

larations was a material warranty or a warranty at

all, for the reason that the evidence show^ed and shows

that no such statement, declaration or warranty was

made or given by said Fred R. Carfagni, and that said

defendant knew at the time that said policy was

issued and delivered by it of all automobile insurance

previously cancelled on said Fred R. Carfagni, and

with knowledge of such cancellations itself filled in the
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answer ''no exceptions" to said statement num-
bered 9.

6.

1'hat the coui't ei-red in finding and holding that said

alleged material warranty in said statement numbered

9 was breached in that the Home Accident and Home
Fire Insurance Company of Little Rock, Arkansas,

within the period of three years preceding the issu-

ance and delivery of the said policy of May 13, 1931,

cancelled as a bad risk, on or about August 11, 1928,

an automobile insurance ]:>olicy it had previously

issued and delivered to said Fi*ed R. Carfagni on June

27, 1928; that said court erred in so finding and hold-

ing for the reason that the evidence showed and shows

that said defendant at the time that it issued said

policy of May 13, 1931, to Fred R. Carfagni knew and

at all times from and after August 13, 1928, knew of

said date of the issuance and said date of cancellation

of said automobile insurance polic}^ by said Home
Accident and said Home Fire Insurance Company of

Little Rock, Arkansas, to said Fred R. Carfagni, and

also knew that said policy had been cancelled because

of a bad credit report concerning said Fred R. Car-

fagni, and not because said Fred R. Carfagni was a

bad risk.

7.

That the court ei'red in finding and holding that

said alleged material warranty in statement number 9

was breached in that the Travelers Insurance Com-

pany cancelled on September 15, 1928, an automobile
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insurance policy it had previously issued to Fred R.

Carfagni; that the court so erred for the reason that

said finding- and holding was entirely outside the issues

of said action as made by the pleadings and tried by

the court, and for the further reason that the evidence

did not show or tend to show that said Travelers In-

surance Company policy was cancelled, but on the

contrary showed and shows without contradiction that

said policy was not cancelled.

8.

That the court erred in finding and holding that

said alleged material warranty in statement numbered

9 was breached in that the Washington Underwriters

Company on or about October 5, 1928, cancelled a

policy of automobile insurance previously issued by

it to Fred R. Carfagni on or about September 5, 1928

;

that the court so erred for the reason that said finding

and holding was entirely outside the issues as made

by the pleadings and tried by the court, and for the

further reason that the evidence did not show or tend

to show that said Washington Underwriters Company

policy was cancelled, but on the contrary showed and

shows without contradiction that said policy was not

cancelled.

9.

The court erred in finding and holding that said

alleged material warranty in statement numbered 9

was breached in that Western States Insurance Com-

pany on or about June 1, 1929, cancelled a policy of

automobile insurance it had previously issued to Fred
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R. Carfagni; that the court so erred for the reason

that said findiii,^' and holding was outside the issues

as made by the pleadings and tried by the court and

for the further reason that the evidence did not show

or tend to show that said Western States Insurance

Company policy was cancelled, but on the contrary

showed and shows without contradiction that said

policy was not cancelled; and said court erred in so

finding and holding for the further reason that the

evidence showed that if said Western States Insur-

ance Policy to Fred R. Carfagni was cancelled, it was

cancelled on June 11, 1929, and said defendant had

knowledge of the cancellation thereof, and of the

reason for such cancellation from and after September

2, 1929, and at the time that it issued its first renewal

policy to Fred R. Carfagni on May 9, 1930, and at the

time that it issued its second renewal policy to said

Fred R. Carfagni on May 13, 1931.

10.

The court erred in finding and holding that on or

about June 1, 1929, Fred R. Carfagni by and through

his agent falsely represented to defendant that there

had been no losses or cancellations by any other com-

pany, and that it was in order for said company to

write up said policy of automobile insurance for the

reason that there was and is no evidence sufficient to

justify or supi)ort said finding, or any part thereof;

and for the further reason that if the evidence showed

or shows that said representation and statement was

made, the evidence fui'ther showed without conflict

that the statement was not false or untrue ; and for the

further reason that if the evidence showed that said
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statement and representation was made and that the

same was false and untrue, the evidence further

showed that the statement was not relied or acted

upon by said defendant at the time that it issued the

original policy of June 1, 1929, or either of the sub-

sequent two policies, as defendant knew at all of said

times of the policies of automobile insurance pre-

viously issued to said Fred R. Carfagni which had

been cancelled within three years prior to the date of

each of defendant's policies to said Fred R. Carfagni,

and also knew of the reasons for such cancellations.

11.

That the court erred in finding and holding that the

automobile insurance policy of defendant issued and

delivered to Fred R. Carfagni on or about May 13,

1931, was renewed and based upon the information

and statements contained in the first automobile in-

surance policy issued and delivered by the defendant

to Fred R. Carfagni on or about June 1, 1929, for the

reason that the evidence was and is insufficient to sup-

port or justify said finding; and for the further rea-

son that the evidence showed and shows that at the

time that said policy of May 13, 1931, was issued and

delivered to Fred R. Carfagni said defendant knew
that the answer ''No exceptions" to statement num-

bered 9 in the schedule of declarations in said first

l^olicy issued by it to Fred R. Carfagni was not cor-

rect in that automobile insurance issued to Fred R.

Carfagni had been cancelled within three years prior

to the date of the issuance and delivery of said policy

;

and for the further reason that immediately prior

to May 13, 1931, said defendant had approximately
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two years experience witli Fred R. Carfagni as an

assured under automobile insurance policies, and said

defendant issued its said policy of May 13, 1931, based

entirely upon its own experience with said Fred R.

Carfagni and without considering- at all the answer

"No exceptions" to said statement numbered 9 in the

schedule of declarations contained in its original

policy to Fred R. Carfagni.

12.

The court erred in holding and finding that defend-

ant had knowdedge of the cancellation of a policy of

Pacific Emj)loyers Insurance Company to Fred R.

Carfagni within three years prior to May 13, 1931,

for the reason that there was and is no evidence what-

ever to justify or support said finding.

13.

The court erred in finding and holding that defend-

ant did not have any knowdedge concerning the details,

or the particular reasons which caused said automo-

bile insurance companies to cancel out the policies of

said Fred R. Carfagni for the reason that there was

and is no CAddence sufficient to justify or support said

finding or any part thereof ; and for the further reason

that the evidence showed and shows without contra-

diction that defendant knew the particular reasons

for the cancellation of any and all automobile insur-

ance policies issued to said Fred R. Carfagni prior to

May 13, 1931, and cancelled by the companies issuing

the same.
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14.

The court erred in finding and holding as follows:
'

' The court further finds that the defendant did

not have any knowledge at the time it issued and
delivered its policy of automobile insurance of

May 13, 1931, to Fred R. Carfagni concerning

the cancellation of Fred R. Carfagni 's automobile

insurance policy by the Travelers Insurance

Company on or about September 15, 1928; that

the defendant did not have any knowledge con-

cerning the cancellation of Fred R. Carfagni 's

automobile insurance policy by the Washington
Underwriters Company on or about October 5,

1928 ; that the defendant did not have any knowl-

edge concerning the cancellation of Fred R. Car-

fagni 's automobile insurance policy by the

Western States Insurance Company on or about

June 1, 1929; that the aforesaid cancellations

made by the Travelers Insurance Company,
Washington Underwriters Company, and West-
ern States Insurance Company without the

knowledge of the defendant were all made within

said three year period prior to May 13, 1931."

for the reason that the evidence was and is insufficient

to justify or support said findings or any part thereof;

and for the further reason that said findings and the

whole thereof were outside the issues as made by the

pleadings and tried by the court; and for the further

reason that there was no evidence showing or tending

to show that any of said policies issued to Fred R.

Carfagni by Travelers Insurance Company, Wash-
ington Underwriters Company, and Western States

Insurance Company was cancelled within, or under

the terms of said policies, or otherwise, or at all; and
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for the further reason that tlie uncontradicted evi-

dence showed and shows that if said jjolicy issued by

the Western States Insurance Company to Fred R.

Carfagni was cancelled on or about June 1, 1929, said

defendant had notice and knowledge of the cancella-

tion thereof, and the reason for such cancellation from

and after September 2, 1929, and at the time that it

issued its first renewal policy to said Fred R. Carfagni

on May 8, 1930, and at the time that it issued its

second renewal policy on May 13, 1931.

15.

The court erred in finding and holding that no pro-

vision or condition of said automobile public liability

insurance policy No. 627,670 issued by defendant to

Fred R. Carfagni on or about May 13, 1931, was ever

waived or altered for the reason that there was and

is no evidence to justify or support said finding; and

for the further reason that the evidence showed and

shows that said defendant at the time that it issued

said policy and also at the times that it issued its

previous policies of June 5, 1929, and May 8, 1930, to

said Fred R. Carfagni, knew that automobile insur-

ance had been cancelled on said Fred R. Carfagni

within three years prior to the issuance of each of

said policies, and the reasons for such cancellations;

and also knew that the answer ^'No exceptions" to

said statement numbered 9 in the schedule of declara-

tions of each of said policies was and would be incor-

rect for said reason, and yet inserted said answer ''No

exceptions'' in answer to said statement numbered 9

in each of said policies and issued said policies with
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said answer "No exceptions" therein, thereby waiving

the entire snbject matter of said statement number 9

in said schedule of declarations of each of said poli-

cies; and for the further reason that said defendant

waived the subject matter of said statement numbered

9 and agreed to issue and did issue each of its said

three policies to said Fred R. Carfagni even though

said Fred R. Carfagni had automobile insurance can-

celled on all within three years prior to the date of

each of said policies.

16.

The court erred in finding and concluding that de-

fendant did not waive the requirements of the follow-

ing provision of the policy of automobile insurance

issued by it to Fred R. Carfagni on May 13, 1931,

to wit

:

"I. Waiver. No provision or condition of this

23olicy shall be waived or altered, except by
written endorsement attached hereto and signed

by the president or secretary ; nor shall knowledge

possessed b}^ any agent, or by any other i^erson,

be held to effect a waiver of or a change in any
part of this contract. No person, firm or corpora-

tion shall be deemed an agent of the company
unless such person, firm or corporation is author-

ized in writing as such agent by the president or

secretary."

for the reason that there was and is no evidence to

justify or support said finding; and for the further

reason that the evidence showed and shows that the

said provision of said policy and the requirements of

said provision were waived by said defendant.
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17.

The court crvocl in findiiiL;' and holding as follows:

''The court further finds that by reason of said

false warranty contained in said statement luim-

bered 9 of said schedule of declarations and by

reason of the breach of said material warranty,

the said policy of automobile insurance No. 627,-

670 became and was void from its date of issuance

and said policy never attached to any of the risks

therein mentioned."

for the reason that there was and is no evidence suf-

ficient to justify or support said finding that any false

warranty was contained in said statement numbered

9, or that there was any breach of said or any material

warranty ; and for the further reason that the evidence

showed and shows that said policy was at all times in

full force and effect from the date of its issuance on

May 13, 1931, until some time after June 22, 1931,

and that said policy attached to all of the risks therein

mentioned, including the risk connected with the auto-

mobile accident which Fred R. Carfagni had on June

22, 1931, as a result of which accident Mary Elizabeth

Eddy died.

18.

The court erred in finding and holding that the de-

fendant did not accept or assume at any time any

liability under said automobile insurance policy issued

and delivered to said Fred R. (.arfagni on or about

May 13, 1931, for the reason that the evidence was

and is insufficient to justify or support said finding;

and for the further reason that the evidence showed
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and shows without contradiction that immediately

following said automobile accident on June 22, 1931,

as a result of which said Mary Elizabeth Eddy died,

said defendant directed said Fred R. Carfagni to have

his automobile repaired at an automobile repair shop

selected and designated by said defendant, and said

automobile was repaired at said shop because of said

direction from said defendant; and for the further

reason that the evidence showed and shows that said

defendant accepted and assumed all liability imder

said automobile insurance policy issued and delivered

to said Fred R. Carfagni on or about May 13, 1931,

continuously thereafter until June 30, 1931, and said

defendant considered and treated said policy as in

full force and etfect during all said period, even

though said defendant knew at the time that the

policy was issued on May 13, 1931, and for more than

two years prior to said date that the answer "No ex-

ceptions" to statement numbered 9 of the schedule of

declarations in said policy was not correct, because

Fred R. Carfagni had insurance policies cancelled on

him within three years prior to May 13, 1931.

19.

That the court erred in concluding that plaintiffs

should take nothing by their complaint and that de-

fendants were and are entitled to judgment against

plaintiffs for the reason that the evidence was and is

insufficient to justify or support a judgment in favor

of said defendant or any judgment other than one in

favor of said plaintiffs.
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20.

The court erred in finding and concluding- that de-

fendant did not waive the alleged breaches of war-

ranty referred to in defendant's answer for the reason

that the evidence was and is insufficient to justify or

support said finding, and for the reason that the un-

contradicted evidence shows tliat said defendant did

waive each iind all alleged breaches of warranty.

21.

That the court erred in finding and holding that

defendant was not estopped from avoiding liability

to plaintiffs on the insurance policy referred to in

plaintiff's complaint on the ground of the alleged

breaches of warranty referred to in defendant's

answer for the reason that the evidence was and is

insufficient to justify or support said finding, and for

the further reason that the uncontradicted evidence

shows that defendant was and is estopped from avoid-

ing or attempting to avoid liability on said policy on

the ground of said alleged breaches of w^arranty as

said defendant had full knowledge of said alleged

breaches of warranty at the time that it issued said

i)olicy to Fred R. Carfagni.

22.

That the court erred in finding and concluding that

defendant in attempting to avoid liability on the in-

surance policy referred to in plaintiff's complaint was

not estopped from relying upon or proving failure to

comply with the provisions of said insurance policy

set forth in assignment XIY hereinbefore for the
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reason that the evidence was and is insufficient to

support or justify said finding, and for the further

reason that the uncontradicted evidence shows that

said defendant was and should be estopped from rely-

ing upon or i^roving failure to comply with said pro-

vision of said policy.

23.

That the court erred in rejecting the following

amendments proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law,

to wit:
'

' Concerning said statement nmnbered 9 in said

schedule of declarations, the court finds that the

Home Accident and Home Fire Insurance Com-
pany of Little Rock Arkansas on July 27, 1928,

issued a policy of automobile insurance to Fred
R. Carfagni, which said policy of insurance was
cancelled by it on August 14, 1928, because of a

bad credit report which it had then and there

received and obtained concerning said Fred R.

Carfagni; and the court further finds that Wash-
ington Underw^riters Company (of which West-
ern States Insurance Company was general

agent) issued an automobile insurance policy to

said Fred R. Carfagni on October 5, 1928, the

date upon which he became the owner of said

Lincoln sedan automobile, and that said policy

remained in effect until June 1, 1929, on which

date the first policy of automobile public liability

insurance issued by said defendant to said Fred
R. Carfagni w^ent into effect, as hereinafter

stated. Prior to said 1st day of June, 1929, said

Washington Underwriters Company requested

the insurance broker for said Fred R. Carfagni
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to place the iiisiiTance ut' said Fred R. Carfa.i^ni

ill another coinpany, and because of said request,

said policy of June 1, 1929, was obtained from
and issued by defendant, and thereafter and on
June 11, 1929, said Washington Underwriters
Company cancelled its said i)olicy of October 5,

1928, upon its books without giving any notice

of cancellation to said Fred R. Carfagni or to

any one on his behalf.

The court further finds that it is not true that

Fi'ed R. C-ai'tagni or any one acting for him, in

l)rocuring or accepting the policy of insurance

issued to him on May 13, 1931, represented or

warranted to defendant that no company had
cancelled or ref\ised any kind of automobile in-

surance theretofore issued to him. In this bdialf

the court finds that said policy of insurance is-

sued by said defendant to said Fred R. Carfagni

on May 13, 1931, was so issued without any writ-

ten application having been made or signed by
Fl'ed R. Carfagni or any one on his behalf, and
said policy of insurance with said statement num-
bered 9 in said schedule of declarations filled in,

as aforesaid, was issued and delivered to said

Fred R. Carfagni without said statement having
been made or answered by him or any one for

him and with(nit the question of whether or not

any company had theretofore cancelled or refused

to issue automobile insurance to him being at all

mentioned or discussed, and without either said

Fred R. Carfagni or any one acting for him know-
ing, until after June 22, 1931, that said policy

contained or ])urported to contain any statement

or ans\ver upon that subject.''
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for the reason that each and every part of said find-

ing was in exact accord with the uncontradicted evi-

dence.

24.

That the court erred in lejecting the following-

amendment proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's pro-

posed findings of fact and conclusions of law, to-wit

:

''The court further finds that said automobile

insurance policy issued and delivered by defend-

ant to Fred R. Carfagni on or about May 13, 1931,

was for the policy period from June 1, 1931, to

June 1, 1932, and was a renewal of a policy

issued and delivered to him by said defendant on

or about June 1, 1930, for the policy period from

June 1, 1930, to June 1, 1931 ; and the court fur-

ther finds that said policy issued by said defend-

ant to said Fred R. Carfagni on or about June 1,

1930, was a renewal of a policy issued and de-

livered to him by said defendant on or about

June 1, 1929, for the policy period from June 1,

1929, to June 1, 1930; the court further finds that

each of said policies issued by defendant to said

Fred R. Carfagni on June 1, 1929, and on June

1, 1930, was so issued without any written appli-

cation having been made or signed by Fred R.

Carfagni or any one on his behalf, and said policy

of insurance, with said statement numbered 9 in

the schedule of declarations filled in, as afore-

said, was issued and delivered to said Fred R.

Carfagni without said statement having been

made by him or by any one for him, and without

the question of whether or not any company had

theretofore cancelled or refused to issue any kind

of automobile insurance, to him being at all men-

tioned or discussed, and without either said Fred
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R. Cai'fagni or any one acting- for him knowinj:^,

until after June 22, 19131, that said policy con-

tained or pui'poT'ted to contain any statement or

answer upon that subject."

for the reason that each and eveiy i)art of said finding

was in exact accord with the uncontradicted evidence.

25.

That the court erred in rejecting the following

amendment proposed by x)laintiffs to defendant's pro-

posed findings of fact and conclusions of law, to-wit:

''The court further finds that it is true that at

the time defendant issued and delivered its policy

of insurance on or about May 13, 1931, and also

at the time that it issued its prior policies of

automobile insurance on or about June 1, 1929,

and on or about June 1, 1930, to Fred R. Carfagni,

as aforesaid, it had knowledge of the cancellation

on or about August 15, 1928, of the policy issued

to said Fred R. Carfagni by the Home Accident

and Home Fire Insurance Company of Little

Rock, Arkansas on or about July 27, 1928, here-

inabove referred to ; and it is true that defendant,

at the time that it issued said policies to said

Fred R. Carfagni on or about June 1, 1930, and

on or about May 13, 1931, had knowledge of said

policy of automobile insurance issued by Wash-
ington Underwriters (^ompany to said Fred R.

Carfagni on or about October 5, 1928, and knew
that said last mentioned ])olicy had terminated on

June 1, 1929, as aforesaid, and also knew that

said ])olicy had been cancelled u]3on the books of

said Washington ITnderwriters Company on or

about June 11, 1929, having theretofore been noti-
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fied by said Washington Underwriters Company
that it had cancelled said policy because of its bad

experience with said Fred R. Carfagni.

The court further finds that at the time defend-

ant issued each of said three policies to said Fred
R. Carfagni, as aforesaid, containing said state-

ment numbered 9 in the schedule of declarations,

said defendant knew that said statement con-

tained in each of said policies was not true, and

none of said policies was issued in reliance upon
or in consideration of the truth or correctness of

said statement nmnbered 9,"

for the reason that each and every part of said finding

was in exact accord with the uncontradicted e^ddence.

26.

That the court erred in rejecting the following

amendment proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's pro-

posed findings of fact and conclusions of law, to-wdt

:

''The court further finds that statement num-
bered 9 in the schedule of declarations of said

automobile public liability insurance jDolicy No.

627670, issued by said defendant on or about May
13, 1931, was not waived or altered in writing or

by written endorsement attached to said policy

signed by the president or secretary of said de-

fendant, although at the time that said policy w^as

issued by it, said defendant knew that said state-

ment was not true, as hereinabove found by this

court.*******
The court further finds that on or about said

30th day of June, 1931, defendant tendered and
offered to said Fred R. Carfagni the principal
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amount of the premiuni paid on or about May 1:3,

1931, upon said policy; to-\vit, $176.82, but that

said defendant has never tendered or ottered to

pay to said Fred R. Carfagni any interest upon
said sum."

for the reason that each and every part of said finding

was in exact accord with the uncontradicted evidence.

27.

That the court erred in rejecting- the following

amendment proposed by plaintiifs to defendant's pvo-

posed fuidings of fact and conclusions of law, to-wit

:

''The court further finds that during the period

that said policy issued by said defendant to Fred
R. Carfagni on or about June 1, 1929, was in

force and effect, said defendant without objection

paid claims made against it under said policy,

and that during the period that said policy issued

by said defendant to said Fred R. Carfagni on or

about June 1, 1930, was in force and effect, said

defendant voluntarily paid claims made against it

under said policy; and the court further finds that

said Lincoln sedan automobile of said Fred R.

Carfagni was damaged on June 22, 1931, as the

result of the collision in which said Mary Eliza-

beth Eddy was injured and died, and on or about

June 23, 1931, said defendant designated the auto-

mobile re])air sho]) at which said Fred R. Car-

fagni should have his said automobile repaired, at

the expense of said defendant, and said Fred R.

Carfagni accordingly had said automobile re-

paired at said shop, but when the said work upon
said automobile was completed, said defendant

refused to pay for the same."
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for the reason that each and every part of said findmg

was in exact accord with the uncontradicted evidence.

28.

The court erred in rejecting the following amend-

ment proposed by plaintiffs to defendant's proposed

findings of fact and conclusions of law, to-wit

:

"The court finds that it is true that Fred R.

Carfagni was the owner of a certain Lincoln

automobile from October 5, 1928 to June 22, 1931

and thereafter; that on June 22, 1931, said Fred
R. Carfagni, while operating said automobile,

caused it to collide with an automobile in which

Mary Elizabeth Eddy was riding, and as a result

thereof, said Mary Elizabeth Eddy suffered in-

juries, from which she died; and that thereafter

Albert Z. Eddy, Albert P. Eddy, Raymond E.

Eddy and Gladys Kane, as the only heirs at law

surviving Mary Elizabeth Eddy, prosecuted an

action against said Fred R. Carfagni in the Supe-

rior Court of the City and County of San Fran-

cisco to recover damages for the death of said

Mary Elizabeth Eddy, caused as aforesaid, and
the trial of said action resulted in a judgment on

the 2nd day of June, 1932, in favor of said heirs

of said Mary Elizabeth Eddy and against Fred R.

Carfagni in the sum of $15,900, together with

costs in the sum of $147.90, which said judgment
had become final, and execution thereon had been

duly issued and returned by the sheriff of the

City and County of San Francisco wholly un-

satisfied, prior to the commencement of the above

entitled action.
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The coui't finds that it is true that on ov about

May 13, 19ol, the defendant insurance company,
a corporation, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, doing

business in California, issued and delivered to

Fred R. Carfagni its certain ])olicy of automobile

public liability insurance No. 627670, wherein and
whereby said defendant agreed to insure said

Fred R. Carfagni against loss and all expenses

resulting from claims upon the assured from
damages on account of bodily injui'ies, including

death, resulting from the ownership and/or opera-

tion of said Lincoln sedan automobile; that the

term of said policy of insurance was from Jime 1,

1931 to June 1, 1932; that said policy provided

that defendant's limit of liability on account of

one person injured or killed would be $15,000 to-

gether with court costs and interest on a judg-

ment, and that said policy further provided that

said defendant was and is bound to the extent of

its liability under said policy to pay and satisfy

and protect said Fred R. Carfagni against the

. levy of execution upon, any final judgment that

may be recovered upon any claim covered by said

policy as in the policy set forth and limited, and
that an action may be maintained upon such judg-

ment by the injured ])erson or persons or such

other party or parties in whom the right of action

vests to enforce such liability of defendant, as in

the policy set forth and limited.
'

'

29.

That the evidence was and is insufficient to justify

or support the decision of the court and the judgment

thereon, for the reason that the uncontradicted evi-
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dence showed and shows that at all times from and

after August 13, 1928, defendant knew that within

three years prior to the 5th day of June, 1929, and/or

within three years prior to the 13th day of May, 1931,

automobile insurance theretofore issued to Fred R.

Carfagni had been cancelled or refused to him; that

defendant well knew that Fred R. Carfagni at all

times from and after June 5, 1929, believed and con-

sidered that he was insured with defendant, and

acting under such belief, thereafter duly paid insur-

ance premiums to defendant ; that defendant, although

knowing of said belief of said Fred R. Carfagni, ac-

cepted said premiums from him; and that defendant

well knew Fred R. C^arfagni would not have paid any

of said premiums, had he known or believed that de-

fendant would seek to avoid liability upon its policies

of insurance to him or any thereof, by reason of the

facts alleged in defendant's answer.

30.

That the court erred in overruling the objection of

plaintiffs to the introduction in evidence of Defend-

ant's Exhibit B, which objection was as follows:

"Mr. Barry. I urge the objection that they are

immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent; that if

they are for the purpose of showing cancellation,

may it please your Honor, they do not show it;

if they are for any other purpose, they are en-

tirely immaterial, because this case is not being

tried upon so-called confidential reports received

by the Home Accident Company, and the only
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pertinency of the whole matter is whether the

Home Accident Company did cancel the policy of

insurance at or about the time already mentioned.

The Court. Overruled; exception.

Mr. Barry. Has your Honor seen these state-

ments, as far as the subject-matter of them is

concerned ?

The Court. No, but I will admit them. '

'

31.

The court erred in overruling the objection of plain-

tiffs to the following testimony elicited from witness

Richard Arnberger ; viz.

:

'^Q. Now, I will ask you, Mr. Arnberger,

whether at any time in 1930 or 1931, under 3^our

invariable practice, you had placed upon your

desk any index cards of Dr. Fred R. Carfagni

with any I. C. C. A. cards I

Mr. Barry. The question is objected to on the

ground that it is immaterial. It is not a question

of what was placed on his desk. It is a question

of whether there was information at the Na-
tional Union.

The Court. Yes; nevertheless, I will overrule

the objection. Exception.

A. I have no recollection of ever having re-

ceived the index card and I. C. C. A. card on Dr.

Fred R. Carfagni."

32.

That the court erred in denying plaintiffs' motion

made at the close of the evidence, and before the

cause was argued or submitted for decision, for judg-
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ment in favor of plaintiffs, upon the ground that the

evidence was and is insufficient to justify or support

a judgment for defendant or any judgment other than

one in favor of ]3laintiffs.

33.

That the court erred in conckiding and deciding as

follows

:

''If this case were being tried in the California

State Court, I should be bound to hold that issu-

ance of a policy with the knowledge of prior

cancellations, constituted a waiver of declaration

No. 9 in the policy, and that plaintiffs should

recover. Since, however, this is a case in the

Federal Court, I am bound by the law as declared

by the United States Supreme Court that such

warranty can only be waived by a writing exe-

cuted by the proper officers of the insurance com-

pany. There is no such writing introduced in

evidence in this case, plaintiffs are not entitled

to recover."

34.

That the court erred in giving and making its judg-

ment in favor of defendant and against plaintiffs, for

the reason that the special findings made by the court

do not justify or support said judgment and will not

justify or support any judgment, other than one in

favor of plaintiffs.
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IV.

IT IS WELL SETTLED THAT CONTRACTS OF INSURANCE
SHOULD BE CONSTRUED LIBERALLY AS AGAINST THE
INSURED AND STRICTLY AS AGAINST THE INSURER.

This rule is so well established that a general refer-

ence to some of the leading decisions from our federal

courts upon the subject should suffice.

Wo'odside v. Cmiton Insurance Office, 84 Fed.

283;

Pacific Coast Casualty Co. v. General Bonding

<& Casualty Co., 240 Fed. 36;

Aetna Insurance Co. v. Sacramento-Stockton

Co., 273 Fed. 55;

Aetna Casualty dc Surety Co. v. Independent

Bridge Co., 55 Fed. (2d) 79; certiorari de-

nied, 286 U. S. 548, 76 L. Ed. 1284;

Atlantic Life Insurance Co. v. Pharr, 59 Fed.

(2d) 1024;

Wharton v. Aetna Life Insurance Co., 48 Fed.

(2d) 37; certiorari denied, 284 U. S. 621,

76 L. Ed. 529.

Y.

IN ORDER THAT AN INSURANCE COMPANY MAY AVOID
LIABILITY UPON A POLICY, IT MUST ESTABLISH THE
FRAUD OR OTHER GROUNDS OF CANCELLATION BY
CLEAR, UNEQUIVOCAL AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE.

It has been held by a long and invariable list of

authorities that an insurance company can avoid li-

ability by reason of fraud of the insurer or his agent

only upon a showing of such fraud by clear, un-
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equivocal and convincing evidence. This rule is spe-

cifically laid down in the following cases.

Missouri State Life Insurance Co. v. Guess, 17

Fed. (2d) 450;

De Laine Co. v. James, 94 U. S. 207; 24 L. Ed.

112.

In the case of Fidelity <h Casualty Co. v. Phelps,

64 Fed. (2d) 233, it was held that in order to in-

validate a policy, the insurer must show "by clear

and convincing proof" the falsity of any warranties

made by the insured, and the proof of such falsity

"must be such as to entirely satisfy the chancellor's

conscience.
'

'

VI.

IT IS ALSO THE RULE THAT PROVISIONS OF AN INSURANCE
POLICY ARE TO BE CONSTRUED SO AS TO PREVENT A
FORFEITURE, IF THE LANGUAGE WILL REASONABLY
PERMIT SUCH A CONSTRUCTION.

The above stated rule is a general one and applies

to the construction of insurance contracts as well as

to all other contracts. It is based upon the principle

that the law does not favor forfeitures and is disposed

to do what it reasonably and consistently can to avoid

them. We will but refer to a few California cases,

in which the rule has been applied in the construction

of insurance policies.

O'Neill V. Caledonian Ins. Co., 166 Cal. 310,

315;

Arnold v. American Ins. Co., 148 Cal. QQQ',

Cronenwett v. lotva Underwriters, 44 Cal. App.

571.
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VII.

THE POLICY ISSUED TO DR. CARFAGNI IN 1931 AND SUED
UPON HEREIN IS A SEPARATE CONTRACT, AND THE
COURT SHOULD ONLY CONSIDER WHETHER DR. CAR-
FAGNI OR HIS BROKER COMMITTED A MISREPRESENTA-
TION AT THE TIME THAT THE POLICY OF 1931 WAS
APPLIED FOR OR ISSUED.

Any statement as to the cancellation or refusal of

prior insurance in connection with Dr. Carfagni con-

tained in the application for the policy of 1931 was

inserted by agents or representatives of the appellee,

without at the time consulting Dr. Carfagni or his

broker. This is conceded without dispute. It was im-

proper to permit the introduction of evidence that

Mr. Payne, the broker for Dr. Carfagni, had made

a misrepresentation upon the occasion of the issuance

of the first policy by the appellee to Dr. Carfagni in

June, 1929, particularly since the appellee in its

answ^er in the instant case does not rely upon any

alleged misrepresentations made in 1929, but attempts

to defend this action upon alleged misrepresentations

contained in the application for the policy of 1931.

The authorities hold that the renewal of an insurance

policy constitutes a new contract w^hich is separate and

distinct from previous policies.

The case of

Kentucky Vermouth Co. v. Norwich United F.

Ins. Co., 146 Fed. 695, 701,

declared that

''each renewal of a policy was a new contract,

was upon a new consideration and was optional

with both parties." (Citing cases.)
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The same rule was declared in the case of

Danvers Bank v. National Surety Co., 166 Fed.

671,

in which it was held that where new applications were

required for each renewal, each renewal constituted

a separate and independent contract. It was thus

determined that each renewal contract depended for

its efficacy upon the statements or representations

contained in its respective application.

See also

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Vogel,

232 Fed. 337;

In the case of

Steele v. Great Eastern Casualty Company
(Minn. 1924), 197 N. W. 101,

it was held that

*'where a policy of accident insurance con-

tained no provision for continuing it in force

beyond the time specified therein, but was con-

tinued in force for an additional period by a

subsequent agreement, such agreement constituted

a new contract."

It is important in this case to confine ourselves

exclusively to the question as to what was said by

either Dr. Carfagni or Mr. Payne, his broker, at the

time application was made for the policy sued upon

herein, the one issued to Dr. Carfagni on June 1,

1931. Any statements made by the assured, or his

broker, in the application for the policy of 1929 are

immaterial in the instant case. If, for example, a

policy of public liability insurance had been cancelled

on Dr. Carfagni in 1927, he could not truthfully have
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answered in his application for the policy issued by

the appellee to him in 1929, that no insurance had

been cancelled or refused to him within three years

prior thereto. Upon the same hypothetical state of

facts, however, he could have answered in his appli-

cation for the policy of 1931 that no company had

cancelled or refused insurance to him during the

three years prior thereto, for the reason that a can-

cellation in 1927 would have been before the period

of three years. Likewise, if Dr. Carfagni in his appli-

cation for the policy of 1929 had truthfully declared

that no other company had within three years prior

thereto cancelled or refused to issue any insurance

for him, the appellee company in 1931 was not justi-

fied in filling in the declaration in the application

for the policy of 1931 in reliance upon the statements

made by Dr. Carfagni in his application to the ap-

pellee for the policy issued in 1929. The evidence for

example in this case shows that (Tr. pp. 232-33) the

Pacific Emi)loyers Insurance Company on June 11,

1929, after the appellee had issued its first policy of

insurance to Dr. Carfagni, cancelled a policy of in-

surance on him. Since Dr. Carfagni had made appli-

cation for and received his first policy of insurance

from the National Union Indemnity Company before

the Pacific Employers Insurance Company (or the

Washington Underwriters) cancelled its policy of in-

surance on him, he did not commit a breach of war-

ranty in failing to mention this cancellation in his

application to the a])pellee company for this first pol-

icy issued by it to him in 1929. The evidence further

shows that in April, 1929, Dr. Carfagni purchased
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a Diana automobile, in addition to his Lincoln sedan

(Tr. pp. 72, 73) and that he placed insurance for

this Diana automobile in companies other than the

appellee company. If, for example, some other in-

surance company had, in the year 1929 or 1930, can-

celled the policy of insurance which Dr. Carfagni

had on his Diana automobile, that fact would not be

revealed in the application which he made to the

National Union Indemnity Company for the policy

issued to him in 1929. Moreover, if the policy sued

upon herein had run to expiration and had been

renewed in 1932, and if the accident in which Mrs.

Eddy was killed had occurred in June, 1932, instead

of 1931, then the appellee could not avoid liability

because of alleged misrepresentations concerning the

cancellation of prior insurance in the application for

the 1929 policy, for the reason that such cancellations

would have occurred more than three years before.

Thus, the fact that certain alleged misrepresentations

were included in the application for the 1929 policy

would not give the agents of the appellee the right

to fill in the answers to the declarations in the appli-

cation for the 1931 policy, solely upon the informa-

tion contained in the former application for the

policy of 1929.

The theory upon which the defendant relies is that a

misrepresentation was made by Dr. Carfagni 's broker

in applying for the policy issued in 1929, and that

by reason of this circu^mstance, the appellee company

was justified in having its agent insert the same state-

ments in the application for the policy sued upon

herein, which was issued in 1931, without making
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inquiry of the assured or his broker. As we have

shown elsewhere, in this brief, the agent of the ap-

pellee insurance company was not justified in insert-

ing in the application for the 1931 policy the same

answers as were previously set forth in the policy for

1929. The uncontradicted evidence shows that Dr.

Carfagni never read any of the policies issued to

him by the appellee company, but that he permitted

them to remain ,in the possession of his insurance

broker. The uncontradicted evidence further shows

that Mr. Payne, Dr. Carfagni 's broker, retained the

policy sued upon, together with the other policies

issued to Dr. Carfagni, in his safe, and that he did

not read the policy in the instant case, save to check

up on the provisions respecting the amount of insur-

ance specified, the make, model and number of the

car and the date of inception and expiration. Neither

Dr. Carfagni nor Mr. Payne ever noticed that the

policy contained a misstatement with respect to the

cancellation or refusal of prior insurance.

VIII.

THE UNCONTRADICTED EVIDENCE SHOWS THAT AT THE
TIME THE POLICY SUED UPON WAS APPLIED FOR AND
ISSUED, THE AGENT OF THE APPELLEE INSERTED THE
ERRONEOUS DECLARATION IN THE APPLICATION WITH-

OUT CONSULTING DR. CARFAGNI OR HIS BROKER, AND
IN SUCH A CASE, THE DECISIONS OF BOTH STATE AND
FEDERAL COURTS COMPEL A JUDGMENT FOR THE PLAIN-

TIFFS HEREIN.

It is well settled by the decisions of the federal

courts, as well as those of the state of California,
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that, under the circumstances of the instant case,

if an insurance company, through its agent, errone-

ously inserts "No Exceptions" in answer to a question

whether the assured ever had prior insurance can-

celled, without at the time inquiring that infoiTQation

from the insured, it may not avoid liability because

of a misstatement in the policy concerning the can-

cellation of prior insurance, even though the insured

or his agent had signed the application and retained

the policy containing the misstatement.

The testimony of Mr. Payne, the broker, corrob-

orated by the testimony of Mr. Phillip Sullivan, the

general underwriting agent for the appellee, consti-

tutes a preponderance of evidence that neither Mr.

Payne nor Dr. Carfagni said anything upon the sub-

ject of prior insurance or its cancellation or refusal

at the time the appellee issued its first policy of

automobile public liability to Dr. Carfagni in June,

1929. Moreover, the evidence, tvithout contradiction

or dispute, shows that nothing was said either by Dr.

Carfagni or by Mr. Payne, his broker, upon the

subject of cancellation or refusal of prior insurance,

at the time application was made to the appellee for

the second policy of insurance issued to Dr. Car-

fagni in June, .1930, or for the policy sued upon

herein, which was issued to Dr. Carfagni by the

appellee in June of 1931. The appellee in its answer

definitely and distinctly relies for its defense upon

the alleged misrepresentation contained in answer to

declaration No. 9 of the application for the policy

issued by the appellee to Dr. Carfagni, on or about

May 13, 1931. The appellee does not contend that any
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misrepresentation contained in the application for the

original loolicy issued by it to Dr. Carfagni in 1929

should operate as a defense to this action. The un-

contradicted evidence, however, shows that the agents

and representatives of the appellee inserted the

answer to declaration No. 9 in the application for

the policy of 1931, without making at that time any

inquiry of Mr. Payne or of Dr. Carfagni, and with-

out discussing with either of them at that time the

subject of the cancellation or refusal of prior insur-

ance. We submit that not only does the preponderance

of the evidence show that no representation was made

by Dr. Carfagni or his broker at the time the original

policy was issued by the appellee to Dr. Carfagni

in the year 1929, but that the undisputed evidence

proves that no misrepresentation was made by Dr.

Carfagni or on his behalf in connection wath the

issuance of the policies of 1930 and 1931. It will

further be borne in mind that the evidence without

dispute or contradiction shows that Dr. Carfagni

never had possession of any of the policies issued

to him by the appellee company, but that he permitted

them to remain in the safe-keeping of his broker.

The undisputed eAridence also establishes that Dr. Car-

fagni never read any of his policies, and that Mr.

Payne only read those provisions respecting the dates

of inception and expiration, the amount of the cover-

age and the description of the automobile. The testi-

mony without dispute shows also that neither Mr.

Payne nor Dr. Carfagni ever noticed that any of the

policies contained a misstatement concerning the can-

cellation or refusal of prior insurance.
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With this state of the evidence in mind we cite

the case of

Davern v. American Mutual etc. Co. (N. Y.

1925), 150 N. E. 159, 43 A. L. R. 522,

in which an agent of the insurance company inserted

the answer ''No Exceptions" to a question in the ap-

plication as to whether any company had previously

refused to issue or renew automobile liability insurance

to the plaintiff. The evidence showed that the plain-

tiff who had signed the application containing the

misstatement had not affirmatively stated to the agent

that no prior insurance had been refused or cancelled

to him. The Circuit Court of Appeals of New York

held that under the circumstances, the insurance com-

pany was estopped from setting up the falsity of the

declaration in defense to a suit upon the policy.

In the case of

Pacific Employer Co. v. Arenhrust, 85 Cal.

App. 263,

the court affirmed an award in favor of the plaintiff

and held that if an agent of an insurance company

incorrectly fills in certain matters in the application

for insurance, the insurer is estopped in an action

upon the policy to set up the falsity of the statements.

The case further holds that an agent, whether he be a

general agent or merely a soliciting agent, is the agent

of the insurer in filling out the application for the

policy, even though the policy itself purports to limit

his authority.

In the case of

Dunne v. Phoenix Insurance Co., 113 Cal. App.

256,
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the insured signed an application containing a false

warranty, which was inserted by an agent of the

insurance company, without consulting the insured.

In rendering a judgment in favor of the insured, it

was held that under such circumstances, it will be

presumed that the insurance company wrote the

policy on its own knowledge, and so the insurance

company was not permitted to avoid liability on the

policy, because of the alleged false warranties.

In the case of

Sam Wong v. Stuyvesant Insurance Co., 100

Cal. App. 109,

the insurance company issued a policy contaimng

alleged false warranties, which were inserted therein

by an agent of the insurer, without consulting the

insured. The court held that under the circumstances,

the insurance company waived and was estopped from

setting up any of the alleged breaches of warranties

contained in the policy.

The case of

Hittchings v. Southivest Automobile Insurance

Co., 96 Cal. App. 318,

was one in which an agent of the insurance company

inserted a false warranty in a policy, without at the

time consulting the insured. It w^as held that the con-

duct of the agent in inserting a false warrant}^ in the

policy, without at the time consulting the assured

estopped the insurance company from setting up the

alleged breach of warranty in defense to an action on

the policy. The court arrived at this conclusion, even

though the plaintiff had retained in his possession his

policy containing the false w^arranty.
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We invite the court's attention to the following

California cases, all of which hold that the beneficiary

can recover when a policy or the application therefor

contains a false warranty, provided the warranty was

inserted in the application or the policy by an agent

of the insured without at the time consulting the

insured.

Col. Bldg. Maintenance Co. v. Indemnity In-

surance Co., 214 Cal. 608;

Parrish v. Rosebud etc. Co., 140 Cal. 635;

Wheaton v. North British etc. Co., 76 Cal. 415;

Menk v. Home Insurance Co., 76 Cal. 50;

Lyon V. United Moderns, 148 Cal. 470.

See finally the case of

Schivartz v. Royal Neighbors etc. Co., 12 Cal.

App. 595,

in which the plaintiff was allowed to recover, even

though the application which he signed contained

false w^arranties, and despite the fact that the terms

of the policy prohibited an agent from waiving any

of the conditions of the policy. In that case the

evidence showed that an agent of the insured had

inserted the erroneous warranties in the application

without at the time consulting the insured.

The rule of the decisioyis in the federal courts is

the same as it is in the courts of California in a situ-

ation where, as here, an agent of an insurance com-

pany inserts a false warranty in an application for

an insurance policy, without at the time consulting

the insured upon the subject and without the knowl-

edge of the insured. It has been settled that if an

agent of an insurance company inserts an erroneous
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answer in an application for a policy, without at the

time making inquiry of the insured, the company will

be estopped from setting up the falsity of that war-

ranty in defense to an action upon the policy, even

though the assured signed the application containing

the erroneous statement and retained in his posses-

sion the policy containing the false warranty.

The case of

McElroy v. British American Assurance Co.,

94 Fed. 990 (Circuit Court of Appeals, 9th

Circuit) ; 175 U. S. 728; 44 L. Ed. 340.

involved a policy which provided that no additional

insurance in excess of $6500 would be allow^ed ex-

cept with "the consent of this company written

thereon". The policy also provided that it would

be void if there were any mortgage or encumbrance

upon the ship which the applicant sought to insure.

An agent for the insurance company, with knowledge

that the ship was mortgaged, nevertheless issued a

policy upon it in the sum of $10,000 being $3500 in

excess of the amount authorized in the policy. The

insurance company in attempting to avoid liability

charged a violation of the provisions of the policy

with reference to the amount of the insurance and the

encumbrance on the property, and denied the au-

thority of the agent to modify the policy by parol

agreement. The court awarded a judgment in favor

of the plaintiff, even though the plaintiff had re-

tained the policy without reading it, and held that

the insurance company was estojiped by the conduct

of its agent from denying liability. This decision was

rendered by this Circuit Court despite the express
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wording of the policy that no provision could be

waived except "by consent of this company written

thereon," and that

''anything less than a distinct agreement,

clearly expressed and indorsed upon this policy,

shall not be construed as a waiver of any printed

or written conditions or restrictions therein."

The court further cited numerous cases holding that

a policy of insurance may be varied by parol, despite

any provision to the contrary contained in the in-

strument.

In the case of

McMaster v. New York Life Insurance Com-

pany, 183 U. S. 25, 46 L. Ed. 64,

an agent inserted an erroneous warranty in a policy,

without obtaining the information from the assured.

The policy contained a provision, ahnost identical

with that involved m the instant case, that

—

"No agent has power in behalf of the company
to make or modify this or any contract of insur-

ance, to extend the time for paying a premiiun, to

waive any forfeiture or to bind the company by
making any promise or making or receiving any
representation or information. These powers can

be exercised only by the president, vice-president,

second vice-president, actuary or secretary of the

company, and will not be delegated."

The assured retained the policy containing the erro-

neous warranty in his possession, but it was held that

he could, nevertheless, recover on the policy against

the insurance company because the conduct of the

agent constituted an estoppel of the insurance com-
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pany to set up the alle,a,ed breach of warranty in an

attempt to avoid liability.

The case of

Rapides Club v. American Union Insurance

Company of New York, 35 Fed. (2d) 253,

was strikingly similar to the case at hand. In that

case the insurance company filled in the application

from the information contained in a former policy.

The subsequent policy contained the provision that

the company would not be liable if the property in-

sured had any mortgage thereon. The policy further

provided that none of its terms could be waived, and

that none of the insurance agents could bind the

insurer in respect to matters therein contained, except

by written rider or paster attached to, and forming

a part thereof. The evidence showed that an agent

of the insurance company knew of the existence of

an encumbrance upon the property insured at the

time the policy was issued, and so the court, after

citing authority from the Circuit Court of the Ninth

Circuit declared, even in the absence of written

modification indorsed on the policy, that

^'Defendant is estopped to deny the authority

of Merideth to act for it in soliciting the insur-

ance, and that his know^ledge should be imputed

to it, as a result of which it is now precluded

from seeking the avoidance of the policy because

of the mortgage in question."

In the case of

Phoenix Insurance Co, v. Warttemherg (9th

Circuit), 79 Fed. 245,

the insurance policy provided that
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''no agent or employee of this company or any
other person or persons have power or authority

to waive or alter any of the terms or conditions

of this policy, except only the general agent at

San Francisco. Any waiver or alteration by them
must be in writing."

The policy further provided that

''This company will be bound by no statement

made to or by the agent, unless embodied in writ-

ing herein."

It was further provided in the policy that the insur-

ance was based "upon the representations contained

in the assured 's application", that "each and every

statement * * * is hereby specifically made and war-

ranted and a part" of the policy, and that "it is agreed

that, if any false statements are made in said applica-

tion, this policy shall be void". The policy of insur-

ance contained a warranty that the property insured

was not encumbered, whereas in fact there was a mort-

gage upon the property at the time the policy was

issued. The evidence revealed that the agent filled in

the application for the policy, without at the time ob-

taining from the insured information concerning the

encumbrance. In sustaining a judgment against the

insurer, the Court of Appeals of this Ninth Circuit

held that the conduct of the soliciting agent bound the

insurance company, despite the limitations of the au-

thority set forth in the policy itself.

It was held that since, as in the instant case, noth-

ing outside of the provisions of the policy showed that
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the insurance company would have declined the risk,

if it had been aware of the falsity of the statements in

the application, the policy was effective, and a judg-

ment in favor of the plaintiff and against the insur-

ance company was affirmed.

See also

Palatine Insurance Co. v. McElroy, 100 Fed.

391 (9th Circuit)
;

Putnam v. Commonwealth Insurance Co., 4

Fed. 753.

The case of

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company v. Nor-

wood, 69 Fed. 71,

concerned a policy of insurance which provided that

it should be void if the insured, at the time or after-

wards, had other insurance on the property. The

policy further provided that

"If, without written consent hereon, there is

any prior or subsequent insurance, valid or in-

valid on said property, this policy shall be void."

and declared that

"only certain specified officials shall have au-

thority to waive or modify the conditions of the

policy.
'

'

The evidence revealed the assured accepted the pol-

icies from the agent without reading them, and it was

held even though no official of the company endorsed

the w^aiver, that a violation of the condition wdth

respect to other insurance w^ould not permit the com-

pany to avoid liability, since the agent, in issuing
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the policies with knowledge of other insurance, estop-

ped the company from setting up the existence of

other insurance as a defense to an action on the policy.

In

Knickerbocker v. Norton, 96 U. S. 234, 24 L.

Ed. 689,

the court considered a policy which contained

the provision that "agents of the Company are not

authorized to make, alter or abrogate contracts or

waive forfeitures". The policy provided that it would

be forfeited upon failure to pay premiums promptly.

The evidence showed that an agent of the company

had orally agreed to give the insured an extension

of time for the payment of the premium, and it was

held that this constituted an estoppel of the insurance

company to set up the delinquency in payment as a

forfeiture of the policy in the case.

In the case of

Union Mutual Co. v. Wilkinson, 80 U. S. 222,

20 L. Ed. 617,

an agent of the insurance company inserted erroneous

answers in the application, without at the time receiv-

ing the information from the insured. The Supreme

Court of the United States held that the insured could

recover on the policy, since the erroneous warranties

had been inserted by the agent of the company. The

court further held that the parol evidence rule did not

preclude the insured from introducing evidence that

he did not make the false warranty contained in the

application and policy.
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In

American Life Insurmice Company v. MaJione,

88 U. S. 152, 22 L. Ed. 593,

it was held that the insured was not prevented from

recovering on a policy, even though the application

for it contained some misstatements, which were in-

serted by the agent of the insurer. In its decision, the

court said further:

''Nor do we think it makes any difference

that the answers, as written by the agent, were

subsequently read to Dillard and signed by him."

In the case of

Continental Life Insurance Company v. Cham-

berlain, 132 U. S. 304, 33 L. ed. 341,

an insurance agent erroneously wrote in the application

for the policy that the applicant had no other insur-

ance. In sustaining a judgment in favor of the plain-

tiff against the company, the court held that even

though the insured had signed the application con-

taining the erroneous statements, the company w^as

estopped from setting up the falsity of those state-

ments in defense to an action on the policy. This de-

cision was rendered, even though the policy provided

that

''none of its terms can be modified nor any

forfeiture under it waived except by an agree-

ment in writing, signed by the president and
secretary of the company."

Bank etc. Co. v. Butler, 38 Fed. (2d) 972.
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All of the authorities contained under the next two

headings in this brief are cogent authority in support

of the proposition that if an agent of an insurance

company, without at the time consulting the insured,

inserts erroneous warranties in the policy or the

application therefor, the insurance company will be

estopped from avoiding liability on the policy, even

though the policy were retained in the possession

of the assured or his broker. In order to avoid repe-

tition, we direct the attention of this court to the

cases set forth under the next two headings in this

brief, as additional authority upon this proposition.

As we have seen, the uncontradicted evidence shows

that the subject of the cancellation of prior insurance

was not discussed with Dr. Carfagni or his broker at

the time application was made for the policy sued

upon herein, but the agent of the company inserted

the erroneous answer to declaration No. 9 without at

the time making inquiry of either Dr. Carfagni or his

broker Mr. Payne. The insurance company herein,

in its answer relies for its defense upon the alleged

breach of warranty contained in the policy of 1931.

If this court agrees with our contention that its con-

sideration should be confined to what was said by

Dr. Carfagni or on his behalf at the time that appli-

cation was made for the policy sued upon herein,

then, upon the decisions of the courts of the State

of California as well as those of federal jurisdictions,

we submit that judgment should be rendered for the

plaintiff.
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IX.

EVEN THOUGH IT WERE CONCEDED THAT MR. PAYNE HAD
IN 1929 MADE A MISREPRESENTATION CONCERNING THE
CANCELLATION OF PRIOR INSURANCE AND THAT EVI-

DENCE OF IT WERE ADMISSIBLE IN THIS CASE, THE
INSURANCE COMPANY WAIVED AND IS ESTOPPED FROM
SETTING UP SUCH MISREPRESENTATION, IRRESPECTIVE
OF THE LIMITATION OF AUTHORITY UPON THE AGENT
OF THE COMPANY.

The court should not in this case be concerned with

the authority of an agent or representative of the

insurer to waive or alter any provision of the insur-

ance policy involved herein without the written in-

dorsement of the president or secretary of the insur-

ance company. The trial judge in his opinion (Tr.

p. 16) declared that the appellee insurance company

itself knew of the cancellation of prior policies at the

time it issued the policy in suit to Dr. Carfagni.

Moreover, in his findings of fact (Para. 4, Tr. pp. 21,

22) the trial judge found that at the time the policy

of May 13, 1931, was issued to Dr. Carfagni, the ap-

pellee insurance company itself knew that prior poli-

cies of insurance had been cancelled on Dr. Carfagni

or refused to him. We are concerned here with the

knowledge of the insurer itself and not with the legal

effect of information possessed by an agent or rep-

resentative of an insurance company. The authority

of an agent to waive provisions or conditions of a

policy in such a situation is entirely immaterial.

We invite the attention of this court to the case of

Aetna Life Insurance Co. v. Frierson, 114 Fed.

56,

in which an application for insurance contained

a warranty of the applicant that
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*'I have not in contemplation any special

journey or undertaking except as herein stated."

The application contained no other reference to a

journey, although the evidence showed that at the

time the application was made, the applicant was

planning the trip to Alaska on which he subsequently

died. The policy of insurance provided that

"No agent has authority to waive any condition

of this policy; and no waiver will be recognized

unless in writing, signed by either the president,

vice-president, secretary or assistant secretary of

the company."

The evidence revealed that officials at the home office

of the insurance company knew that the applicant,

at the time the application was signed, was planning

a trip to Alaska. The court assumed that the local

agent of the insurance company did not have authority

to waive any condition of the policy, but yet rendered

judgment against the insurance company, and in its

opinion expressed the difference between a situation

in which the authority of an agent is involved and

one in which knowledge of the company itself oper-

ated as a waiver of the conditions of the jjolicy. In

its decision, the court declared:

"For the purposes of this case, we shall as-

sume that the manager at Cincinnati, who re-

ceived the two applications, and the soliciting

agent's accompanying communication, did not

and could not waive the condition of the policy

in respect to any breach resulting from any mis-

representation in the application. * * * The re-

ceipt and retention of the premium at the home
office of the company as determining to recall
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the policy, because unwilling to take the risk

incident to the journey and business contem-

plated by the assured was a distinct election to

ratify the contract and continue the policy."

(Citing cases.) "This waiver being the act of

those officials constituting the 'home office' was

the act of the corporation. The fact that the

premium was received and I'etained with knowl-

edge of the facts, constitutes in itself a waiver

of the right to rely upon the known breach of

the condition of the policy. It w^as likewise a

waiver of the stipulation of the j^olicy that 'no

waiver will be recognized unless in writing,

signed by either the president, vice-president,

secretary or assistant secretary'. It was just as

competent for the company to dispense with the

observance of the condition, being one made for

its own benefit as any other." (Citing cases.)

''In Northern Assur. Co. v. Grand View Bldg.

Assn. there is nothing in conflict with this. The
court there upheld a provision in the policy which

required consent to other insurance to be in-

dorsed thereon in writing by the agent issuing

the policy. The waiver they relied on was tvaiver

resulting from the mere knowledge of the agent

that such other insurance existed at the time he

issued the policy." (Italics ours.)

The trial court in the foregoing case had found that

the insurance company itself, knew- that the appli-

cant at the time the application was signed, and con-

trary to the terms of the application, intended to

take a hazardous trip. The language of the court

clearly illustrates- the rule that should prevail when,

as here, the insurance company was aware, at the

time it issued the policy, of the facts which it later
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attempts to set up in defense to an action upon the

policy.

The case of

Aetna Life Insurance Company v. Smith, 88

Fed. 440,

was one in which the application for the policies

provided that no agents could alter or w^aive any

of the provisions of the policy. The evidence

showed that agents of the company, contrary to

their authority and the express provisions of the

policy, were accustomed to accept overdue pre-

miums without requiring a guaranty that the insured

w^as in good health. It was held that since an execu-

tive officer of the insurer had notice of such a prac-

tice of the agents of the company, the company itself

was deemed to have waived the provisions in the

policy requiring a guaranty of good health of the

assured before a policy would be reinstated after

death in the payment of premium. We need hardly

elaborate upon the applicability of the foregoing

authority to the instant case in which not only an

executive officer of the insurance company had knowl-

edge of the alleged breach, but the insurance com-

pany itself was aware of the facts which it now seeks

to set up in defense to an action on the policy.

In the case of

Hanover Fire Insurance Co. v. Dallavo, 274

Fed. 258, 261, 262,

the policy provided that it would be avoided if the

insured did not absolutely own the real property in-

volved. The evidence showed that the property was

only leased by the insured, but the court sustained

a judgment for the plaintiff and declared:
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"The insuvance company may, however, waive

any provisions in a policy for its protection, in-

cluding even the provision that the waiver must
be endorsed upon the contract itself."

The court further distinguished between the knowl-

edge of a mere agent and the knowledge attributable

to the company itself. See also for a quotation of the

same language:

Continental Insurance Co. v. Fortner, 25 Fed.

(2d) 398.

In. the case of

Diehold v. Phoenix Insurance Co., 33 Fed. 807,

the court considered the effect of the following stipu-

lation in an insurance policy:

"If the interest of the insured in the prop-

erty be any other than an absolute fee simple

title, or if any other person or persons have any
interest in the property described, whether it be

real estate or personal property, * * * it must be

so represented to the company, and so expressed

in the written part of this policy; otherwise, the

policy shall be void."

The plaintiff, who was unable to read English, was

not the absolute owner of the property insured. The'

testimony further show^ed that the plaintiff relied on

the agent of the defendant to properly prepare the

application for insurance, and the court allowed judg-

ment for the plaintiff. In its decision, the court held

that if the agent had been authorized by the insurance

company to sign and issue policies, it clearly had no

defense, but that even though the agent w^ere not

authorized to complete the contract of insurance, the
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insurance company having had notice that the plain-

tiff did not own the property in fee, could not avoid

liability on the policy.

In the case which we here consider, the insurance

company likewise, according to the finding of the

court, knew the truth of the facts which it sets up

in an attempt to avoid liability.

The case of

Continental Life Insurance Co. v. Chamberlain,

132 U. S. 304, 33 L. Ed. 341,

involved an insurance policy which provided that

''none of its terms can be modified nor any for-

feiture under it waived except by agreement in

writing signed by the President or Secretary of

the Company, whose authority for this purpose

will not be delegated."

The policy contained the question ''has the said party

(the applicant) any other insurance on his life; if

so, where and for what amounts?" and the answer

"no other" in response thereto. The evidence re-

vealed that at the time the applicant had insurance

in a cooperative society, but the agent of the insur-

ance company informed the applicant that this infor-

mation need not be included in the declaration. The

court sustained a judgment against the insurance

company and said:

"It could not be doubted that the company
would be estopped to say that insurance in co-

operative societies w^as insurance of the kind

to which the question referred, and about which

it desired information before consummating the

contract." (Italics ours.)
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The case of

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Raddin,

120 U. S. 183, 30 L. Ed. 664,

was a case in which the insurance company issued a

policy of life insurance upon an application which

misstated the habits and character of the applicant.

The court refused to permit the insurance company to

avoid liability on the ground of breach of warranty,

because the evidence showed that the insurance com-

pany itself had knowledge of the true character and

habits of the assured. The Supreme Court upheld the

instructions of the court to the jury in the following

language

:

''The substance of the instructions to the jury

on this part of the case was as follows: The
judge directed the jury that if they should find

that the assured was addicted to the habitual use

of spirituous liquors at the date of the policy, or

his habits afterwards changed in this respect so

as to make the risk more than ordinarily hazard-

ous, they would consider whether there had been

a waiver on the part of the insurance company.

The judge then told the jury that the plaintiff

not only claimed that any misrepresentation as

to the habits of the assured, or failure to inform

the company of a change in those habits, had
heen waived by the company by accepting pay-

ment of a premium on or about April 25, 1921,

after it had knowledge of the habits of the as-

sured, or of the change in those habits; but

further claimed that mere silence of the company,

after Imowle^ge of such change in habits, was a

waiver of the violation of the provision of the

policy. And the judge did charge the jury upon
both the supj)osed grounds of waiver, instructing
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them that // the defendant had knowledge of the

change in the habits of the assured before receiv-

ing the premium of April 25, 1921, the acceptance

of that premium would he a tvaiver, tvhich would

estop the company to set up that the policy tvas

forfeited, for a breach of that provision; and
further instructing them that if the company,

having knowledge of the change in the habits of

the assured, did not give notice to the plaintiff

of that change, and he was prejudiced in any way
by the failure of the company to give such a

notice, and by reason of this silence of the com-

pany, did any act, or omitted to do any act,

which prejudiced him, there was a like waiver

and estoppel on the part of the company." (Ital-

ics ours.)

In the case of

Tennant v. Travellers Insurance Company

(Circuit Court, Northern District of Cali-

fornia), 31 Fed. 322,

the court considered a policy which provided:

''that no waiver shall be claimed by reason of

any act or acts of any agent unless such act or

waiver be specially authorized in writing over

the signature of the President or Secretary of

the company."

The policy had expired but an agent of the insurer

had delivered renewal receipts to the insured before

having received the premiums due thereon from the

insured. The insured died and after his death, his

heirs paid the premimns due on the renewal policy

to the insurer. The policy contained a provision that

the actual payment of the premium before the occur-

rence of an accident was a condition precedent to
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liability on the policv. The couit declared, however,

that:

**The evidence further shows that, notwith-

standing a clause of the policy to the effect that

the actual payment of the premimn before the

happening of any accident is a condition prece-

dent to its binding force, and that no waiver shall

be claimed by reason of any act or acts of any
agent unless such act or waiver be specially au-

thorized in writing over the signature of the

president or secretary- of the company, the cus-

tom of the agents of the defendant was to give

credit on the premiiuns, and such custom was
acted on by the patrons of the company gener-

ally, and by the deceased in the present case,

and was approved and ratified by the company
hy receiving and retaining, with full knowledge

of the facts, the premiiuns paid pui-suant to such

credit. There is no difficulty, therefore, in hold-

ing that the policy in suit was continued in force

until noon of Jime 20. 188-5, by virtue of the

delivery to the insui*ed of the renewal receipts,

and the subsequent receipt and retention by de-

fendant of the premiums due thereon/' (Italics

ours.)

In the instant case the coui-t found that the insurer

knew of the cancellation of prior policies at the time

it issued the policy sued upon herein to Dr. Carfagni.

(Tt. pp. 16, 21.) The evidence without contradiction

showed (Tr. p. 77) that in this case the insurance

company, although havimr knowledge of the cancella-

tion of prior insurance, accepted a premimn in the

sum of $176782 on the policy for which application

had been made on May 18.' 1931. The uncontradicted

evidence also discloses that the appellee company.
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after the accident, having knowledge of the prior

cancellations and purporting to act as though the

policy were still in force, sent Dr. Carfagni's Lincoln

sedan automobile to Larkins & Co. for repairs, but

later refused to pay the bill which it had incurred for

the work. (Tr. pp. 104, 105.)

In the case of

Standard Life & Accident Insurance Co. v.

Fraser (9th Circuit), 76 Fed. 705,

the court affirmed a judgment in favor of the plaintiff

in a situation in which the applicant stated in his

application that his occupation was the

"proprietor of a bar and billiard room, not tend-

ing bar".

Evidence showed that he tended bar occasionally at

lunch or during meal hours. The court held, in sus-

taining the judgment for the plaintiff, that

"A provision in the application and policy that

no agent can waive any provisions of the policy

does not protect the company, where the appli-

cant truly states the facts, and then answers in

accordance with the agent's advice as to the ef-

fect of such facts."

In the case of

Mtitiial Reserve Fund v. Cleveland Woolen

Mills, 82 Fed. 508,

it was held that

"An agreement in the terms of a policy that

no change or alteration thereof shall be valid un-

less in writing, may itself be changed by a parol

agreement made in behalf of the company by a

general officer, such as its secretary."
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In the case of

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Doster,

106 U. S. 30, 27 L. Ed. 65, 67,

the Supreme Court approved instructions of the trial

court which told the jury that if the insurance com-

pany, having knowledge of the fact that its agents

were accustomed occasionally to receive overdue pay-

ments, made no objection

''the insured had a right to believe that the Com-
pany w^aived a strict compliance, and they might

find that there was a waiver by the Company of

the forfeiting clause of the policy."

The case of

Thomas v. Charles Baker <& Co., 60 Fed. (2d)

1057,

concerned a policy containing the stipulation that

''No agent is authorized to make any altera-

tion, in or addition to, this policy, or to waive

any of its terms, conditions or stipulations, and

no addition to or alteration in, or w^aiver of, any

of the terms, conditions or stipulations of this

policy shall be valid unless expressed in writing

and signed by the President or a Vice President

of the Company, nor shall notice to, or knowledge

of, any agent or any othei* person be held to ef-

fect a waiver or change in any part hereof."

The policy provided that no loss occurring prior to

the payment of the premium should be covered by the

policy even though the policy had been delivered. The

evidence show^ed that the claimant had only paid a

part of the premimii due under the policy, but the

court held that
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"The delivery of a policy, reciting the consid-

eration of a premium and countersigned by the

agent by whom it is required by its terms to be

counter-signed, estops the Company in saying that

the premium tvas not paid." (Citing cases.)

It will be remembered that under the provisions of

Section 633(d) of the California Political Code,

which applied to the policies of the kind issued by

the appellee company to Dr. Carfagni, it was neces-

sary for the local agent of the apjjellee insurance

company to approve and countersign each policy be-

fore such policy could under the law of California

become effective.

In the case of

Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Logan (Circuit

Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit), 87 Fed. 637,

it was held that when a general agent of an insurance

company has knowledge that a subagent is violating

a rule of the company in accepting notes in payment

of premiums and makes no serious objection thereto,

the company must be deemed to have waived the ap-

plication of the rule.

In the case of

Continental Life Insurance Co. v. Chamberlain,

132 U. S. 304, 33 L. Ed. 341,

an agent of an insurance company wrote in the appli-

cation for the policy that the applicant had no other

insurance, although the applicant had informed the

agent that he had certificates of membership in coop-

erative companies. In sustaining a judgment in favor

of the plaintiff and against the insurance company,

the court held that even though the insured signed the
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application containini^" the eiToneous statements, the

company was estopped from setting up the falsity of

those statements in defense to an action upon the

policy. The policy further provided that

"none of its terms can b(^ modified nor any for-

feiture under it waived except by an agreement

in writing, signed by the president and secretary

of the Company." * * *

It was held that a statute of Iowa provided that

"any person who shall hereafter solicit insurance

or procure applications therefor, shall be held to

be the soliciting agent of the insurance company"
* * *

operated so as to make the insurance company re-

sponsible for the knowledge and conduct of its solicit-

ing agent.

The distinction between the knowledge of an agent,

and the knowledge of the company by whom he is

employed, is well illustrated in the language of the

Supreme Court of the United States in the case of

Northern Assurance Company v. Grand View Build-

ing Association, 183 U. S. 308, 46 L. Ed. 213. In that

case, which was strongly relied upon by the defend-

ant at the trial of this case, the court held that a

provision in the policy limiting the authority of an

agent to waive a condition operated so as to relieve

the insurance company from any estoppel or w^aiver

arising out of the knowledge of a soliciting agent, at

the time the policy was issued, of certain breaches of

warranty. The court, however, affirmed at page 235

"that, where waiver is relied on, the plaintiff

must show that Hie Company, with knowledge of
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the facts that occasioned the forfeiture, dispensed

with the observance of the condition;"

and, at page 233, the court, in quoting from a former

decision of the Supreme Court, declared:

''Not only should the Company have been in-

formed of the forfeiture before it could be held

by its action to have waived it, but it should also

have been informed of the condition of the health

of the insured at the time the premium was ten-

dered, upon the payment of which the waiver is

claimed." (Italics ours.)

In the case of

St. Paul Fire dt Marine Insurance Co. v.

Buddy, 299 Fed. 189,

the court was concerned wdth an insurance policy

which provided that

"no officer, agent or other representative of this

Company shall have power to waive any provi-

sion or condition of this policy, except such as by
the terms of this policy may be the subject of

agreement endorsed hereon;"

The policy also provided that it should be void

"if the interest of the insured be other than un-

conditional and sole ownership * * * or if any

change other than by the death of the insured

take place in the interest, title or possession or

subject of insurance * * * whether by legal

process or judgment or by voluntary act of the

insured or otherwise * * *"

After the policy was issued, the original owner of

the premises sold them to the plaintiff. The evidence
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showed that the insurance company knew of the trans-

fer, but in failing to cancel the insurance promptly,

permitted the j)laintiff to believe that the policy w^as

still in effect. The court, in reversing the action of

the lower court in directing a verdict for the defend-

ant, declared at page 195 that

"any act done by an insurer after knowledge of

the breach of the condition which recognizes the

continued existence of a policy constitutes a

waiver of its right to avoid the policy." (Citing

many cases.)

See the case of

Firemen's Fund Insurance Co. v. Globe Navi-

gation Co. (Circuit Court of Appeals, 9th

Circuit), 236 Fed. 618,

in which it is declared that

''any forfeiture of a policy caused by a violation

of its terms will be deemed waived by the in-

surer, if, after knowledge of the facts constitut-

ing such forfeiture he treats the policy as oblig-

atory.
'

'

It will further be remembered that the appellee

company received premimns and sent Dr. Carfagni's

car to be repaired at considerable expense, after hav-

ing had knowledge of the facts giving it the right to

rescind the policy or to avoid liability on it. Under

such circumstances, the insurer must be held to have

indulged in conduct inconsistent with denying liabil-

ity upon the policy, and so it must be held that the

insurance company ^cannot now^ successfully avoid

liability, by reason 'of circmnstances arising before it

indulged in such conduct.
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In the case of

Aetna Life Insurance Co. v. Smith, 88 Fed. 440,

the evidence showed that the renewal receipts of

the company contained specific provisions that no

agent had authority to renew a policy without ob-

taining from the insured, where an overdue premium

tvas being received, a written guaranty of the good

health of the assured. The testimony further showed

that the frequent practice of the agents was to

receive overdue payments, without requiring such

a guaranty and in violation of their authority.

In sustaining the judgment against the insurance

company, the court held that the company should

have had knowledge of the practice of its agents in

accepting overdue premiums without requiring the

guaranty of good health, and so it was decided that

the company had waived such a requirement. The

court further declared:

"Where, in violation of the rules of the com-

pany, it is the practice of its agents to accept

overdue premiums without requiring a guaranty

that the insured is in good health, and this course

of business is shown to be such that a reasonably

prudent man, acting in the capacity of an execu-

tive officer ought to have known of it, this is

sufficient to w^arrant a finding that the executive

officer of the company did in fact have knowledge

of the practice."

The uncontradicted testimony of Mr. Philip B.

Sullivan, who was the general underwriting agent of

the appellee at the time of the issuance of the first

policy of insurance to Dr. Carfagni (Tr. pp. 157-161),

is that it was customary for the appellee insurance
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company, as well as for other companies, to issue

policies with the statement ''no exceptions" in an-

swer to declaration No. 9, referring to the cancella-

tion or refusal of prior insurance, without making

inquiry of the insured or his broker. Mr. Sullivan

further asserted that in the practice of the under-

writers, such a statement was construed as meaning

that further information upon the subject w^as lacking.

Moreover, Mr, Payne, a broker with 27 years of

experience, declared that ''no exceptions" is inserted

automatically by insurance agents in answer to such

a declaration in 95 per cent of the policies issued

(Tr. pp. 108, 109) and that he has never heard or,

insofar as his knowledge goes, known, of an agent

making specific inquiry upon the subject of cancella-

tion or refusal of prior insurance. Under this state

of facts, we submit that the conclusion is inescapable

that the appellee insurance company itself had knowl-

edge of the practice of its agents in inserting "no

exceptions" in answer to the inquiry respecting the

cancellation of prior insurance, without consulting

the insured or his broker. Under the authorities

which we have cited, the insurance company must be

held to have waived its right to avoid the policy be-

cause of any misstatement concerning the cancellation

of prior insurance, if it had know^ledge that its agents,

without consulting the applicants, w^ere inserting an-

swers upon this subject in the applications, even

though the agents did not conform to the requirements

of the policy that they have written authorization

before they w^uld be empow^ered to waive or modify

any terms of the policies.
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Mutual Reserve Fund Life Association v.

Cleveland Woolen Mills, 82 Fed. 508,

it was held that

''An agreement in the terms of a policy that

no change or alteration thereof shall be valid

miless in writing may itself be changed by a

parol agreement made in behalf of the company
by a general officer such as its secretary."

The foregoing decision was rendered upon the prin-

ciple that a secretary of a corporation as such a gen-

eral officer has authority to bind the corporation by

an oral waiver of a condition of the policy which

explicitly required a waiver to be ''in writing and

signed by the president and one other officer of the

Association".

In the instant case the court found (Tr. pp. 21, 16)

that the appellee company itself knew of the prior

cancellations of insurance on Dr. Carfagni when it

issued the policy sued upon herein to him in 1931, and

so the appellee company cannot rely on any failure of

an agent to have written authority to waive the pro-

visions of a policy for the purpose of avoiding lia-

bility.

In the case of

Knickerhocker Life Insurance Company v.

Norton, 96 U. S. 234, 24 L. Ed. 689,

the Supreme Court of the United States considered a

situation involving a policy which provided that

"Agents of the Company are not authorized

to make, alter or abrogate contracts or waive

forfeitures."
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The policy contained a further provision that it should

be void, without notice to the assured, if the premiums

were not paid promptly. Since the evidence showed

that the insurer permitted its agents occasionally to

extend the time for the payment of premiums by the

assured, it was held that the insurer, by its knowledge,

had waived the condition of the policy with respect

to the prompt payment of premium. In its decision,

we find the following language:

"The written agreement of the parties, as em-
bodied in th(^ policy and the indorsement thereon,

as well as in the notes and the receipt given

therefor, was undoubtedly to the express purport

that a failure to pay the notes at maturity would
incur a forfeiture of the policy. It also contained

an express declaration that the agents of the

Company were not authorized to make, alter, or

abrogate contracts or waive forfeitures. And
these terms, had the Company so chosen, it could

have insisted on. But a party always has the

option to w^aive a condition or stipulation made
in his own favor. The Company was not bound
to insist upon a forfeiture, though incurred, but

might waive it. It was not bound to act upon
the declaration that its agents had no power to

make agreements or waive forfeitures; but might,

at any time, at its option, give them such power.

The declaration was only tantamount to a notice

to the assured, which the Company could waive

and disregard at pleasure. In either case, both

with regard to the forfeiture and to the powders

of its agent, a waiver of the stipulation or notice

would not be re])ugnant to the written agreement,

because it wjwild only be the exercise of an option

w^hich the agreement left in it. And whether it
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did exercise such option or not was a fact prov-

able by parol evidence, as well as by writing, for

the obvious reason that it could be done without

writing.

That it did authorize the agents to take notes,

instead of money, for premiums, is perfectly evi-

dent from its constant practice of receiving such

notes when taken by them. That it authorized

them to grant indulgence on these notes, if the

evidence is to be believed, is also apparent from
like practice.'' (Italics ours.)

See also the case of

New York Life Insurance Company v. Eggle-

ston, 96 U. S. 572, 24 L. Ed. 841,

in which it is held that if the insurance company had

knowledge of facts which would ordinarily constitute

a breach of warranty, it waives any such breach, if it

continues to treat the policy as being in force, even

though the policy provides that agents of the insurer

should have no authority to waive its provisions.

In the case of

GJohe Mutual Life Insurance Company v.

Wolff, 95 U. S. 326, 24 L. Ed. 387,

the court held:

''The conditions mentioned in the policy could,

of course, be waived by the Company either be-

fore or after they were broken: they were in-

serted for its benefit, and it depended upon its

pleasure whether they should be enforced. * * *

The company, notwithstanding the provision

in the policy that its agents were not authorized

to waive other forfeitures, sent to them renewal

receipts signed by its Secretary, to be used when
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countersii^ned by its local manager and cashier,

leaving their use subject entirely to the jud.gment

of the local agents. The propriety of their use

in the absence of any authority in the matter,

could not afterwards be questioned by the Com-
pany. So far, then, as the waiver of the for-

feiture incurred for non-payment of the pre-

miums is concerned, it is clear that the Company
by its course of dealing had, notwithstanding the

provision of the policy, left the matter to he de-

termined by its local agent to tvhom the reneival

receipts ivere endorsed." (Italics ours.)

The foregoing quotation from a case which involves

a policy containing restrictions on the authority of

an agent to waive conditions of the contract, is appli-

cable to the instant case as illustrating the distinction

between the information possessed by an agent and

the know^ledge of his employer as to facts constitut-

ing an alleged breach of warranty.

In the case of

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Doster,

106 U. S. 31, 27 L. Ed. 65,

the policy involved contained a pro^dsion that no agent

had authority to receive premiums after the time fixed

for their payment or to waive any forfeiture of the

policy. The e^ddence showed that the agent, with notice

to the home officers of the company, had frequently

received overdue payments and had given receipts

therefor. In affirming a judgment against the insur-

ance company, the Supreme Court of the United

States held that the insurance company had waived

its right to declare a forfeiture of the policy and

despite the provision of the policy requiring written
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authority of the agent, declared that the waiver of

the forfeiture

"was a fact provable by parol evidence, as well

as bv writing, for the reason that it could be done
without writing/'

Citing

Insurance Co. v. Nartmi, 96 U. S. 239, 24 L. Ed.

689;

Insurance Co. v. Egglesfon, 96 IT. S. 577, 24

L. Ed. 841.

In the case of

Mutual Beserve Fund Assn, i\ CleveJamd MHU,
82 Fed. 508,

it was held that

''an agreement in the terms of a jjoliey that no
change or alteration thereof idiaD be yalid unless

in writing may itself be changed by a ]iarol agree-

ment made in behalf of the company by a gencTal

officer * * *"

The following cases explicitly enunciate the mle of

federal jurisdictions that if an agent, without eonsolt-

ing the insured, inserts incorrect answers in an appli-

cation, the insui'er is estopped from setting up the

misstatement, even though the policy provided that

the falsity in any appLLcation would avoid liability aa.

the policy, and contained a statement that the agent

was not authorized to waive any condition of the

policy

:

Sawyer v. Eqttitahle Accident Insurance Co.,

42 Fed. 30;

Ltieder's Executors v. Hartford Insmramee Co.,

12 Fed. 465;
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Langdon v. Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

14 Fed. 272

;

Standard Life Insurance Co. v. Fraser (9th

Circuit), 76 Fed. 706;

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. v. Robison,

58 Fed. 723;

Continental Life Insurance Co. v. Chamberlain,

132 U. S. 304, 33 L. Ed. 341;

Phoenix Insurance Co. v. Warttemberg, 79

Fed. 245.

It is well settled in California that when an in-

surance company issues a policy upon facts known

to it, it waives the breach of any conditions or war-

ranties of the policy inconsistent therewith. In the

case of

Allen V. Home Insurance Company, 133 Cal.

29, 33,

the court said:

''The issue of a policy upon known facts

waives all conditions inconsistent therewith."

In that case the defendant itself was aware of the

untruth of the warranties, the breach of which it

attempted to set up in avoidance of liability.

For a statement of the same rule in a case in which

the defendant itself knew at the time the policy was

issued of certain facts inconsistent with the appli-

cation, see:

Loring v. Dutchess Insurance Company, 1 Cal.

App. 186,

in which the court held that:

''The issuance of a policy of fire insurance

upon known facts waives all conditions incon-

sistent therewith."
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In the case of

Breedlove v. Nonvich Insurance Society^ 124

Cal. 164, 169,

it was held that if the defendant at the time of issuing

the policy knew of facts inconsistent with a warranty

thereof, it waived the right to set up those facts as an

alleged breach of warranty.

See also:

Bayley v. Employers etc. Co., 125 Cal. 345.

The conduct of the appellee is particularly signifi-

cant as constituting an estoppel of the National Union

Indemnity Company from relying upon an alleged

breach of warranty in connection with declaration

No. 9, which referred to the cancellation or refusal

of prior insurance. The undisputed testimony of Mr.

Payne shows (Tr. p. 109) that the answer ''no ex-

ceptions" in declaration No. 9, is inserted by an

agent of the insurance company without consulting

the insured, in 95% of the policies issued. Mr. Payne

further testified that no company, within his knowl-

edge, during a wide brokerage experience of 27 years,

had ever denied liability because of the falsity of

the answer ''no exceptions" in response to an inquiry

as to the cancellation of prior insurance.

The unchallenged testimony of Mr. Philip B. Sul-

livan, who was the general agency superintendent

for the National Union Indemnity Company at the

time the appellee issued its first policy to Dr. Car-

fagni in June, 1929 (Tr. p. 152), shows that when

an application was made to the appellee for insur-

ance, no questions were ever asked by the local agents
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of the appellee concerning the cancellation of prior

policies on the applicant. (Tr. p. 157.) The words

''no exceptions" in answer to declaration No. 9, re-

ferring to the cancellation of prior insurance, were,

according to the custom of the appellee and other

insurance companies, inserted in the policy without

consulting the applicant, as a matter of procedure

(Tr. p. 161) to designate that the insurer lacked con-

trary information. (Tr. p. 160.)

In the case of

Lovdand v. U. S., 18 Fed. (2d) 585,

it was held that

"a course of dealing by an insurer, with knowl-

edge of facts constituting the breach of a condi-

tion of a policy, leading the insured honestly to

think that conformity thereto will not result in

forfeiture, estops the insurer from insisting upon

forfeiture."

Mr. Payne (Tr. p. 109) declared that at all times

he retained in his own office the policies of insurance

which the appellee had issued to Dr. Carfagni. Mr.

Payne further declared that when the policies which

the appellee issued to Br. Carfagni were delivered

to him, as the broker of the assured, he read those

parts of the policies pertaining to the kind of car,

the engine number, the name of the assured and his

address, and retained them in his safe but did not

peruse the policies to determine the correctness of

the declaration referring to cancellation of prior in-

surance. The uncontradicted evidence is that Dr.

Carfagni nev&r read any of the policies. The prior

conduct of the insurance companj^ in the instant case
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induced Mr. Payne to believe that the appellee would

not attenijDt to declare the policy forfeited by reason

of any erroneous representation in connection with the

answer to declaration No. 9. Under the circumstances,

we submit that the appellee company should be de-

clared estopped from declaring a forfeiture by reason

of any alleged misrepresentation as to the cancella-

tion of prior insurance, particularly since the appel-

lee company at all times had knowledge of those facts

which it now seeks to set up in avoidance of liability.

X.

THE PROVISION OF THE POLICY PURPORTING TO LIMIT THE
AUTHORITY OF THE AGENT HAS BEEN MODIFIED BY
EXPRESS STATUTE IN CALIFORNIA, SO THAT HIS CON-
DUCT AND KNOWLEDGE CONSTITUTED EITHER A
WAIVER BY THE COMPANY OF THE ALLEGED BREACH
OF WARRANTY OR AN ESTOPPEL OF THE COMPANY TO
SET UP THE ALLEGED BREACH OF WARRANTY IN
AVOIDANCE OF LIABILITY.

In subdivision I of the insurance policy issued by

the National Union Indemnity Company to Dr. Car-

fagni (Tr. p. 53) the authority of an agent of an in-

surance company to waive provisions of a policy was

defined and limited. Subdivision H (Tr. p. 53) of

the same policy, however, specified that

''If any of the provisions or conditions of this

policy shall conflict or are inconsistent with the

law of the state where this contract is entered

into, then such provisions and conditions shall

be inoperative in such state, and the state law

shall prevail."
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In CalifoTiiia we have a statute which explicitly

describes the authority of an agent of an insurance

company in the matter of writing policies. Section

633d of the Political Code reads

:

''No insurance company oi- other insurer, au-

thorized to transact business in this state, shall

make, write, place or cause to be made, written

or placed, any policy or duplicate policy or gen-

eral or floating policy or contract of indemnity

or suretyship or renewal of any thereof cover-

ing risks located in this state at the time of the

execution of any such policy or contract, except

through, or after a risk has been approved in

ivriting hij, an agent of the company residing in

this state and regularly authorized to transact

such business therein, who shall countersign all

sacJi policies or contracts of indeninity or surety-

ship or renewals of any thereof so issued, and
receive or be credited with the premium thereon

when paid, and who shall also receive any com-
mission paid or allowed on such premium, and
no such company or insurer shall by its officers,

agents or managers, not i-esidents of this state,

write policies or contracts of insurance or surety-

ship covering risks located within this state at

the time of the execution of the policy or con-

tract upon blanks previously countersigned by an
agent in this state.

Nothing in this act shall be construed to pre-

vent any such insurance or surety company or

other insurer authorized to transact business in

this state, from binding at offices outside of this

state risks covering in this state; provided, that

policies^ or contracts therefor are thereafter issued

by agents of said company or other insurer, who
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are residents of this state, as specified above,

and who shall receive or be credited with the

premium thereon when paid and who shall also

receive any commission paid on such premiima.

Companies or other insurers writing all poli-

cies issued and renewal certificates thereof at

offices outside of this state shall be considered

as complying with this section
;
provided, all poli-

cies and renewal certificates covering risks in this

state are countersigned, after being issued, by an

agent of the company or other insurer resident

within this state, authorized to do so, who shall

keep a record of policies and certificates, so coun-

tersigned, including the premium thereon, and

such companies and other insurers shall in all

respects comply with the conditions of this sec-

tion."

The effect of the foregoing section of the Politi-

cal Code of California is to require an insurer to

have each policy of insurance issued in California

approved in writing b}^ a local agent of the company

;

otherwise, the insurance cannot be issued. This pro-

vision compelling an insurer to obtain the written

approval of its agent residing in California before

issuing its policies applies also to any renewal of a

policy. As a consequence, an insurance company

cannot in its policy i^rohibit an agent from waiving

or altering any provision of a policy of insurance,

because the law of California declares that an in-

surance company cannot even issue a policy except

wdth the written approval of an agent resident in

Califoi-nia. Certain it is that section 633d of the

Political Code of California, according to the fol-
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lowing cases, invests the resident local general agent

of an insui-ance coni])any ^\•ith such a character that

knowledge obtained by him as a general agent should

be attributable to his enijjloyer. If this be so, then

it modifies that provision of tlie insurance policy

involved herein, which specifies

'^nor shall knowledge possessed by an agent or

by any other person be held to effect a waiver

of or a change in any part of this contract." (Tr.

p. 53.)

In the case of

Bcuik Savings Life Tiisurance Company v.

Butler, 38 Fed. (2d) 972,

the statutes of the State of Missouri provided that

''Any person who shall solicit an application

for insurance upon the life of another, shall, in

any conti'oversy between the assured or his bene-

ficiary and the eomi)any issuing any policy upon

such ai)])li('ation, be I'egarded as the agent of the

company and not the agent of the assured."

The policy in that case provided that a violation of

any warranty rendered it void, but the facts showed

that a general agent of the insured knew at the time

of receiving the application of certain facts incon-

sistent with the warranties. The court held that the

knowledge of the general agent was the knowledge

of the insurance company and affirmed the judgment

in favor of the plaintiff against the insurance com-

pany.

In the case of

Thelen v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-

pany, 2 Fed. Supp. 404,

a Missouri statute provided that
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''Any person who shall solicit an application

for insurance upon the life of another, shall, in

any controversy between the assured or his bene-

ficiary and the company issuing- any policy upon
such application, be regarded as the agent of the

company and not the agent of the assured."

It was held that this statute made

"the soliciting and collecting agent a general

agent, upon whose authority there are no limits,

notwithstanding the express provisions of the pol-

icy/' (Citing cases.)

The court thereupon held that the soliciting agent,

contrary to the terms of the policy, would have had

authority to waive certain provisions of the policy,

but decided in favor of the defendant, because the

evidence in the particular case did not show that the

agent had in fact agreed to waive any provision of

the policy.

If the foregoing Missouri statute were held to

modify a provision of an insurance j)olicy, so as to

authorize an agent to waive provisions of a policy,

contrary to the express terms of the policy, then this

court should have no hesitancy in deciding that sec-

tion 633d of the Political Code likewise expands the

power and authority of an agent of an insurance com-

pany.

The case of

Bank of Branson v. Aetna Insurance Co., 203

Fed. 810,

was one which considered the effect of a statute of

South Carolina, providing that a soliciting agent

should be considered the agent of the insurer. The
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policy specifically i-eqiiired the assured to furnish

proofs of loss promptly after a fire. A fire occuri-ed,

and the assured failed to furnish the proofs ,of

loss, claiming- that the soliciting agent had waived

the requirement for furnishing proofs of loss. The

court reversed a directed verdict for the defendant

and held that a state statute, giving the soliciting

agent the right to examine 7isks and to apiyrove and

countersign policies extended the authority of the

soliciting agent, which the policy attempted to limit,

and made the soliciting agent such an agent of the

insurer that his knowledge of the facts constituting

the alleged breach of warranty opei'ated as a waiver,

by the company, of any such breach. The court said

at page 813:

''If Dowling & Son were only soliciting agents

of the defendant, which is admitted to be a

foreign corporation doing an insurance business

in the state of South Carolina, then we would not,

even in view of the South Carolina statute, feel

warranted in holding that they could waive spe-

cific requirements of the i)olicy; hoivever, it ap-

pears that the powers conferred upon these

agents ivere much more extensive. It is one of

the provisions of the contract that this policy

shall not he valid until it is countersigned by the

duly authorized manager or agoit of the com-

pany at Hampton, S. (\, and upon the policy

we find an indorsement as follows:

'Countersigned by W. H. Dowling, Agent.'
» * * * * 4t *

It is evident, therefore, that these agents were

clothed wi|h authority fai' beyond that of a mere
solicitor. Upon their action depended the valid-

ity of the contract, for by their indorsement they
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put life into what may be termed merely a memo-
randum of agreement, which was inoperative

until countersigned by them, and, further, in con-

senting to the assignment of Langford's interest

in the policy to the Bank of Brunson, these agents

did an act which the company recognized and

accepted as valid and binding.*******
This statute, with the construction and inter-

pretation given it by the court in South Carolina,

was a law of the state at the time the policy

under consideration was issued, and it became a

part of the contract. It is a well-settled prin-

ciple that the federal courts will, with some well-

defined exceptions, adopt the construction placed

upon state statutes by the highest court of the

state in which such statutes are enacted. The
case here does not fall within any of the excep-

tions."

In the foregoing case the court held that the statute

of South Carolina, conferi'ing certain powers upon a

soliciting agent of an insurance company, such as to

approve risks and to countersign policies, caused his

authority to become enlarged, so that notice to him

was, in eifect, notice to the insurance company itself.

In the case of

Continental Life Insurance Co. v. Chamberlain,

132 U. S. 304, 33 L. Ed. 341,

an agent of the company inserted a statement in the

application that the applicant had no other insurance,

although the agent knew that he had certificates of

membership in cooperative companies. The insurance

policy provided that
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"none of its terms can be modified nor any for-

feiture under it waived, except by an agreement

in writing, signed by the president and secretary

of the Company * * *"

There was a statute in iowa declaring that

''any person who shall hereafter solicit insurance

or procure applications therefor shall be held to

be the soliciting agent of the insurance company.

It was held that this statute operated so as to make

the insurance company itself responsible for the

knowledge and conduct of its soliciting agent, even

though the policy purported to limit it.

In California section 633d of the Political Code,

among other things, provides that no insurance com-

pany can issue a policy of insurance unless the risk

and any renewal thereof be approved by the lawful

local agent, and that no })olicy or renewal thereof can

be issued until the local agent has countersigned it.

By a parity of reasoning with the foregoing decisions

of the vSupreme Court of the United States, we submit

that section 633d of the Political Code makes the

knowledge of the agent attributable to the company

itself, irres])ective of any attempt in the policy to

limit his authority.

In th(^ case of

Dichold r. Phoenix Insurance Compan ij, 33

Fed. 807,

the court was concerned with a policy which con-

tained a provision that if the interest of the assured

was less than% fee simple it must be so represented

in the application, otherwise the policy would be
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A^oid. The policy was issued containing a misstate-

ment in the application as to the interest of the

insured, and the insurance company attempted to

avoid liability because of the alleged breach of

warranty. In rendering a judgment in favor of the

plaintiif, the court declared:

"As it is, can this technical defense be sus-

tained. // this agent had been one authorized to

sign and issue policies, clearly it could not. And
although the agent was only authorized to solicit

and prepare applications, and not authorized to

complete the contract of insurance, there are, I

think, enough other matters to justify me in hold-

ing the company liable." (Italics ours.)

It was held in the case of

Hiller i'. Conn. Fire Insurance Co. (Mo. 1933),

63 S. W. (2d) 461,

that if an agent of an insurance company has au-

thority to countersign policies, his know^ledge is at-

tributable to the insurer and he may waive provisions

of the ])olicy for the company, notwithstanding

pi-inted stipulations to the contrary in the policy

itself.

See

Neimann v. Security Benefidal Assn. (111.

1932), 183 N. E. 223.

The case of

StipcicJi V. Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-

pany, 211 U. S. 311, 72 L. Ed. 895,

Avas decided after an appeal from the Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. In that case the appli-

cant for insurance declared in his Application for the
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policy that he was in good physical condition. After the

application had been mailed to the insurance company,

but before the policy had been issued, the assured

learned that he had the ulcers which later caused his

death. The insured communicated this information

to the soliciting agent i^rior to the issuance of the

policy, but the infoi-mation was never inserted in the

application or transmitted to the home office of the

insuran(;e company. 'J'he policy of insurance provided

that the breach of any warranty or the falsity of any

declaration would absolve the company from liability.

The insurance x)olicy contained a further provision

that:

''Any statement made to or by, or any knowl-

edge on the part of, any agent, medical examiner
or any other j^erson as to any facts pertaining

to the applicant, shall not be considered as hav-

ing been made to, or brought to the knowledge of

the company, unless stated in either part A or B
of this application."

A statute of the State of Oregon in effect at the time

provided that:

"Any person who shall solicit and procure an

application foi' life insurance shall, in all matters

relating to such application foi* insurance and
the policy issued in consequence thereof, be re-

garded as the agent of the company issuing the

policy and not the agent of the insured."

The Su])reme Court of the United States reversed a

judgment of the low^er court in favor of the insurance

company, and held that the knowledge of the soliciting

agent under the cii*umstances was in legal effect the
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knowledge of the insurance company even though the

policy contained a provision to the contrary. The

court in discussing the elt'ect of the Oregon statute

upon the policy of insui'ance declared

:

"Provisions of this character are controlling

when inconsistent with the terms of a policy

issued after their enactment. (Citing cases.) Here

the statute does more than provide that the so-

liciting agent in matters relating to the applica-

tion and policy does not represent the insured.

In comiection with these matters it makes him
the agent of the com})any, a phrase which would

be meaningless unless the statute when applied to

the facts of the case indicate in what respects he

represented the company. * * * We need not

inquire what are the outer limits of that author-

ity, but we think this language plainly makes him

the representative of the company in connection

with all those matters which, in the usual course

of effecting insurance, are incidental to the policy

and the delivery of the policy."

In the case of

Stillman v. Aetna Insurance Co., 240 Fed. 462,

it was held that where an Iowa statute clothed a so-

liciting agent with authority to transact business for

the company, that fact served to make his knowledge

of the falsity of statements in the application attribu-

table to the insurer and to operate as a waiver of the

]'ight to avoid the policy by reason of such false war-

ranties.

In the case of

Thomas v. Chas. Baker d Co., 60 Fed. (2d)

1057,
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the agent of the insurance company delivered a

I)olicy of insurance which contained the express

(condition that no loss occurring prior to the pay-

ment of the [)remium would be covered by the policy

even though the policy was delivered to the assured

before the premium had been paid. The policy con-

tained the further provision that

"No agent is authorized to make any altera-

tion, in or addition to, this policy or to waive

any of its terms, conditions or stipulations, and
no addition to, or alteration in, or waiver of any
of the terms, conditions or stipulations of this

policy shall be valid unless expressed in writing,

and signed by the President or a Vice President

of the Company, nor shall notice to, or knowledge

of, any agent or any other person be held to ef-

fect a waiver or change in any part hereof."

A loss occurred after the delivery of the policy to the

assured but prior to the payment of premimn, and

the court in allowing judgment for the plaintiff de-

clared at page 1059:

"The delivery of a ])olicy, reciting the consid-

eration of a premium and connteysigned hy the

agent hy wJiom it is reiiuired by its terms to he

countersigned, estops the company from saying

that the premium was not paid." (Italics ours.)

The foregoing decision is particularly persuasive in

the situation which we here consider because in each

case the policy explicitly denied to the agent any au-

thority to waive or modify any condition or term of

the policy. It was held in the foregoing case, how--
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ereTy despite the limitation of his aiiltlioiitT in the

policy that the agent had anthoritr to eonnteiaign

and approTe poHetes^ and beeanae the emi^anT had

aeeoided him this anthonty^ it raised his status to

sneh a degree that the knowledge of the agent was

attributable to the insoranee eompany itself.

It will be remembered that nnder the proTiaicHis of

seddon 633d of the Political Code of Califomia, ^diidi

applied to the policies issued b^ Ite appellee eonqianT

to I>r. Carfagni, it was necessary for the local agient

of the appellee insurance comx^anj to appioTe and

eounteisign each policy before sudi pcSiey could be-

emne effective. Under the law of California^ this sec-

tion of the code so enhanced and enlarged the author-

ity of the local agent of the National Union Indem-

nity Cimpany that his knowledge was attributaUe

to the appellee eompany^ despite any limitation set

forth in the policy itself. Eren a most casual coensid-

eration of the eridence will reveal that the local agent

of the National Unicm Indemnity Company, having

had in his posse^on the notices of prior eancdla-

tions (Plaintifi[s' Exhibits 7, 8, 9 and 10) at the time

he issued the various policies of insurance to Dr.

Carfaguir knew of those facts which the appellee now
atten^ts to set up as a breadi of warranty.

The cases in California unanimously hold that the

general agent of an insurance ccMnpany, authoruied to

repres^it it and transact its business at a particular

place, has authority to waive ihe conditions in tfie

policy, so that his knowledge is "hr kr r^edge of the

insurer itsdf.
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See

Fwnminn r, Phutemns 1 tiM'ti,Tam.f-^ Ci^ni^mmm. ^

in wMdi it was heM that a local a^gioit^ vkd kas

amboritT to o(mmU'r4iiigm m fmiiycy «/ iMumMwrnce^ has

antiioritT to make an <!ffal inui>»- <fi

of tfe poiic^ said toMy rvm 'oraBy waive a

<i€ He {ftolicy reqpDxiii^ any «miTcr of a fwditwM of

Ae policy to be indknaed in wiitin^ apon dir poficy.

See alsct^ for ao expresskn of "Af same rale,

Kru^ger t. Fire «f- Mmrme Im^mrmmce Cou, 72

< al 91.

Iji the ease ctf

Mo>chnit(ik}i r. Agritcaitmrwi Fm Imnmrmmoe Col,

1^ C^ 44(L

it mas held that a Ic^eal a^r-ei]!. faaTin^ "dbe andHoitr to

edunirmigD a ]x>]icT^ <iCQi3d <4]RaDy iraa^^ a donddtian

of the polity iteqiimia:^ that no pToria^an <»*

iheieof should be mmii^ exsciept by niiHen

mcntnpon the pcdky.

In the ease <of

SImrmmm r, Cimtiv/emt/ti Immurmmicif Cm^ 167

Oal 117.

it was held li^al a loeal aj^mt <*i kl ixisnzr-iiZj'Me <^.':.r!i-

pany, haTin^ an anlhdfily tic** t^ma^^esm?^ a podi^,

has die saane anthoiity to wiaiTe die conditkaB or

maiJLantie& of a poiky as the insnianee cnanpany

itnlf.

See ^

P'-Yrr r. Gemefwi Accndicmi AtmawKtcn' C«_ 30

C^ A^p. I96L
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In the case of

Bank of Anderson v. Home Insurance Co., 14

Cal. App. 208,

it was held that the knowledge of the general agent

binds the insurance company, and that the agent may
orally waive any provision or warranty of the policy,

even though the policy provides that such waiver can

only be effected by the indorsement of an executive

officer on the policy.

See also:

Raulet V. Northwestern National Insurance

Co., 157 Cal. 213;

Knarston v. ManliaUan Life Insurance Co.,

140 Cal. 57;

Menk v. Home Insurance Co., 76 Cal. 50;

Vierra v. Netv York Life Insurance Co., 119

Cal. App. 352, 359.

In the case of

Arnold v. American Insurance Company, 148

Cal. 660,

the Supreme Court of California used the following

language

:

"We do not consider at all material in this

connection the presence of the printed stipula-

tion to the effect that no officer, agent, or repre-

sentative of the company shall have the power to

waive or be deemed to have waived conditions of

the policy, unless such Avaiver shall be written or

attached thereto. Such provisions existed in the

policies in some of the cases cited, and were not

considered effectual to prevent the conduct of

the officers of the company from constituting a

waiver or estoppel on the aompsiny. The doctrine
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is that tb(^ conipaiiy has knowledge when its

proper officei- has knowk'dge, and if with such
knowledge it leads the insured to rely upon his

policy as a valid policy, notwithstanding the

breach of (condition of which it knows, it will not

be heard to allege such bi'each against a claim

for a subsequent loss, accruing at a time when,
from the conduct of ihv company, the insured

had every right to believe that his property v^as

protected by the policy."

By reason of the fact that the National Union Indem-

nity Company admittedly had in its files Plaintiffs'

Exhibits 7, 8, 9 and 10 at the time it issued its pol-

icies to Dr. Carfagni in 1930 and 1931, there can be

no dispute as to the correctness of the finding of the

trial judge (Tr. pp. 21 and 22) that the a^jpellee knew

of the prior cancellations at the time it issued the

policy sued upon herein to Dr. Carfagni. The only

possible defense which the National Union Indemnity

Company could offer is that the written waiver of

the prior cancellations was not made by any agent

of the appellee w^ho was authorized in writing by the

president or secretary to \vaive a provision of the

policy. (Tr. p. 53.) Under the foregoing authorities,

however, particularly when considered in connection

with the provisions of section 633d of the Political

Code, we submit that the admitted knowledge in the

possession of the local agent of the appellee company,

with reference to prior cancellations on Dr. Carfagni,

is attributable to the appellee itself and is binding

upon it.
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XI.

THERE WAS NO MISREPRESENTATION IN THE APPLICATION
FOR THE POLICY OF 1929 BECAUSE THE ONLY POLICY

WHICH THE EVIDENCE REVEALED WAS CANCELLED
PRIOR THERETO, HAD BEEN CANCELLED FOR A REASON
IMMATERIAL TO THE RISK, AND SO IT WAS NOT NECES-

SARY TO REFER TO IT IN THE APPLICATION.

We have contended that any misrepresentation to

be admissible at the trial of this case should have

referred to the policy issued by the appellee company

to Dr. Carfagni in 1931. As we have seen, however,

the answer ^'no exceptions" in response to declara-

tion No. 9 of the insurance policy, issued to Dr. Car-

fagni in June, 1931, was admittedly inserted in the

application and the policy by an agent of the appel-

lee company, without at the time consulting Dr.

Carfagni or his broker. The appellee company, how-

ever, in attempting to avoid liability, was compelled

to rely upon an alleged misrepresentation by Mr.

Payne when he applied to Miss Hearny for the first

23olicy of insurance issued by the appellee to Dr.

Carfagni in May, 1929, two years before the issuance

of the policy sued upon herein. We urge that not

only was this testimony inadmissible, but even if it

were conceded to be true, merely for the purpose of

hypothesis, it would still not afford the appellee com-

pany a defense to this action.

Miss Hearney, who in 1929 was in the employ of

Leo Pockwitz & Company, the general agents of the

National Union Indemnity Company, testified at the

conclusion of he]* cross-examination that when Mr.

Payne applied, on behalf of Dr. Carfagni, for the

first policy of insurance issued by the ajjpellee to Dr.
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Carfagni, in 1929, he represented to her that no prior

insurance had been cancelled or refused to the appli-

cant. The whole defense of the appellee herein de-

pends upon this one item of testimony, which is posi-

tively denied by Mr. Payne, and which is contradicted

by the testimony of Mr. Phillip Sullivan, the fonner

general underwriting- agent of the appellee, who de-

clared (Tr. pp. 154, 160 and 161) that the employees

and agents of the appellee always inserted the words

^'no exceptions" in res])oiisc to the declaration re-

ferring to the cancellation of prior insurance with-

out making inquiry either of the broker or of the

applicant. The preponderance of the evidence shows

convincingly that no misrepresentation was made by

Mr. Payne to the appellee in May, 1929, at the time

application was made for the first policy of insur-

ance to Dr. Carfagni.

But even though, contrary to our contention, the

misrepresentations alleged to have been made by Mr.

Payne in 1929 were admissible in this action, they

would not serve as a defense or justification to the

appellee company in seeking to avoid liability upon

the policy sued upon herein. The evidence reveals

that the only prior insurance that had been cancelled

or refused to Dr. darfagni within three years prior

to the date upon which application was first made in

1929 for insurance for Dr. Carfagni was in connec-

tion with a policy cancelled, on August lo, 1028y he-

cause Dr. Carfagni was a ''had credit risk'\ (Plain-

tiffs' Exhibits 7 and 8; Tr. p. 227.) Insofar as the

record reveals, the only otlier |)olicy which was can-

celled on Dr. Carfagni was a policy issued by either
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the Washington Underwriters or the Pacific Em-

ployees Insurance Co. (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9 and 10;

Tr. pp. 232, 236), which was cancelled on June 11,

1929, after the time that application tvas made to the

appellee on behalf of Dr. Carfagni in 1929 for the

first policy of insurance issued by the appellee to him,

and after that first policy tvas issued by the appellee.

Therefore, at the time that Mr. Payne, on behalf of

Dr. Carfagni, first applied to the National Union

Indemnity Company in May, 1929, for the policy of

insurance which became effective June 1, 1929, no

other policy of insurance had been cancelled or re-

fused to Dr. Carfagni, save the policy of the Home
Accident Insurance Company, which had been can-

celled because of a "bad credit report" on Dr. Car-

fagni. This was not a cancellation for a reason mate-

rial to the risk, and under the authorities need not

have been mentioned in response to declaration No.

9 of the policy of insurance issued by the appellee.

(Tr. p. 31.)

In the case of

Kleiber Co. v. International Insurance Co., 106

Cal. App. 709, 723,

the court considered a policy which contained a war-

ranty that no other insurance had previously been

cancelled on the applicant within three years. The

evidence revealed that previous insurance had, within

three years, been cancelled on the insured for failure

to pay premiums. In holding that the insurance com-

pany could not successfully avoid liability because

of such an alleged misstatement, the court said:
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"Wc cannot see how this could possibly have
affected the desirability of this risk, and whether

the misstatement in the ])olicy was due to a mis-

take on the pait of the a.^ent or to misinforma-

tion i^iven him by IJaydis, it was not made by
either of the j)laintift:*8, ivas cidirely immateriaJ,

and any facts that were binding- upon the plain-

tiff were known to the a,i»ent of the date when
the insurance was applied foi*. Where the can-

cellation is for a reason not affecting- the nature

of the risk, it is not material." ( editing- cases.)

(Italics ours.)

See

Uawh't) V. iiisKraiicc ('onipaiiy, 102 Cal. 651,

in which a prior ])olicy was cancelled for a reason

immaterial to the risk, and so it was held that the

failure to mention it did ]iot constitute a bi'each of

warranty.

In the case of

Shawnee Life Insurance Company v. Watkins

(Okla. 1916), 156 Pac. 181,

the court considei-ed the effect of an application for

life insurance containing- the answer ''No" to each

of the following questions:

"Have you ever applied to any agent or com-

pany for insurance or for restoration of a lapsed

policy of the exact kind and amount a])plied for?

Has any company or association ever declined

or postponed your application for insurance or

offered you a policy different to the one applied

for?"

The evidence revealed that prior thereto, the assured

had applied to the Knights of Pythias for insur-
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ance, but had been rejected. The court, after citing

numerous cases, held that the assured had not com-

mitted a breach of warranty, since a policy in the

Knights of Pythias was not contemplated as being

within the purview of the (luestion.

In the case of

Fidelity Mutual Life Assn. v. MiUer, 92 Fed.

63, 34 C. C. A. 211,

the insured inserted in his application the statement

"That I have never made application for in-

surance on my life to any company, association

or society."

The court held that this did not refer to an appli-

cation for insurance in a beneficial order or society,

and used the following language:

"And, besides, while, in their broader sense

and acceptance, the words 'company', 'associa-

tion' or 'society' may cover a beneficial order, it

will not be maintained that in ordinary life in-

surance parlance, they mean an}^ such thing."

In the case of

Phoenix Mutual Life Tusuyauce Co. v. Baddin,

120 IT. S. 183, 30 L. Ed. 644:

"The application for life insurance contained

the following successive interrogatories: 'Has any

application been made to this or any other com-

pany for assurance on the life of the party? If

so, with what result? What amounts are now
assured on the life of the party, and in what
companies? If already assured in this company,

state the number of policy.' The only answer

written opposite this question is '$10,000, Equi-

table Life Assurance Society'."
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The evidence revealed that two other applications for

insurance had been made by the assured and declined,

but the court held this immaterial since the general

object of the interrogatories was to learn the existing

amount of prior insurance issued to the assured,

instead of the number of prior cancellations, and so

imposed liability upon the com^jany.

It is well settled, of course, that a failure to men-

tion the cancellation of previous policies of life in-

surance does not constitute a breach of warranty in

an application for accident or health insurance.

See

Dineen v. General Accident Insurance Com-

pany, 110 N. Y. Sup. 344,

in which the application for health insurance con-

tained the statement that

''No application ever made by me for insurance

has ever been declined"

when in fact, life insurance had formerly been can-

celled or declined on the applicant. It was held that

this was immaterial and did not constitute a breach

of warranty.

The same decision was rendered upon practically

identical facts in the cases of

Wright v. Frateniity Health d- Accident Ass)i.

(Me. 1910), 78 Atl. 475, and

Business 31en's Assurance Co. v. Campbell, 32

Fed. (2d) 995.

In the case of

Solez V. Zurich Insurance Co., 54 Fed. (2d)

523,
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previous insurance had been denied to the applicant

for a reason immaterial to the risk, and so it was

held that in a subsequent application, the assured was

not required to mention it in answer to a question

as to whether previous insurance had been rejected

or cancelled.

See also,

Capital Fire Lisurance Co. v. King (Ark.

1909), 116 S. W. 894.

In the case of

Guaranty Life Insurance Company f. Frum-

son (Mo. 1921), 236 S. W. 310,

it was found that the assured had withdrawn a prior

application for insurance in another company when

it appeared that the application would be denied, but

before the application had been formally rejected,

and it was held that in a subsequent application he

did not commit a breach of warranty in warranting

that no prior insurance had ever been refused to

him.

See also,

Wells r. Great Eastern Casualty Company (R.

I. 1917), 100 Atl. 395;

Phoenix Assurance Compatry v. Coffman

(Texas 1895), 32 S. "W. 810, and

Liverpool etc. Insurance Co. v. Payton (Ark.

1917), 194 S. W. 503.

In the case of

Mutual Life Insurance Company v. Ford

(Texas 1910), 130 S. W. 769,

the evidence showed that the application for a policy

of life insurance contained a statement:
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''I am insured in other companies and asso-

ciations as follows:"

with a space left for the names of the companies

or associations in which the applicant was at the

time insured. The applicant left the statement blank

and failed to include the name of a fraternal organi-

zation in which he carried a policy, but it was held

that this failure did not constitute a breach of war-

ranty, so as to permit the insurer to avoid liability

on the policy.

In all of the foregoing cases, the courts exerted

every effort to avoid a forfeiture of the policy in

construing the questions with I'eference to the can-

cellation or refusal of prior insurance to ajjply only

to such cancellations as were made for reasons mate-

rial to the risk. In conformity with the familiar

rules of construction applicable to contracts of this

sort, we submit that the cancellation of a prior policy

because of a ''bad credit report" on Dr. Carfagni

should not be construed as being within the purview

of declaration No. 9 in the policy which we here

consider, referring to the cancellation or refusal of

prior insurance. The record conclusively shows that

at the time application was made on behalf of Dr.

Carfagni for the first policy of insurance issued to

him by the appellee company in May of 1929, the only

other policy of insurance which had been cancelled

on, or refused to. Dr. Carfagni, was a policy of the

Home Accident Insurance Company of Arkansas,

and that this j)oliey had been cancelled because

of a ''bad credit report" on the assured, and not

for any reason material to the risk. The National
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Union Indemnity Company was protected against any

default in the payment of premiums by Dr. Car-

fagni by the fact that it would not be liable for any

indemnity on the risk unless Dr. Carfagni paid his

premiums in advance and at the proper times. If

Dr. Carfagni ever made default in the payment of

his premiums the apj^ellee company could promptly

rescind the policy and avoid any liability on the risk.

For this court to hold that the cancellation of the

Home Accident Insurance policy because of a ''bad

credit report" was not for a reason material to the

risk, it would not have to approach the lengths to

which federal coui'ts have gone in those cases hold-

ing that an applicant is not required to mention the

prior cancellation or refusal of a policy of life insur-

ance in a similar declaration in an application for

health insurance. We submit that no misrepresenta-

tion w'as committed by Dr. C-arfagni or on his be-

half in the instant case by reason of the response

"no exceptions" in answer to tlie question contained

in declaration No. 9 referring to the cancellation of

prior insurance.

XII.

THE APPELLEE COMPANY, AFTER LEARNING OF FACTS GIV-

ING IT THE ALLEGED RIGHT TO CANCEL THE POLICY OF
INSURANCE, DID ACTS CONSISTENT WITH RECOGNIZING
THE POLICY AS BEING STILL IN FORCE, AND SO THERE-
BY LOST WHATEVER RIGHT IT THERETOFORE HAD TO
RESCIND.

It will be recalled that in the instant case, the evi-

dence reveals that the insurer had knowledge of the

cancellations of prior policies at the time it issued
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the policy sued upon herein to Dr. Carfagni on May
13, 1931. The judge of the trial court, in his opinion,

said:

"The evidence in this case shows that the de-

fendant insurance corporation had knowledge of

the cancellations of the policies issued to Dr.

Carfagni by the Home Accident Insurance Com-
pany and the American Indemnity Company at

the time it issued the policy in suit on May 13,

1931, within the period of three years before the

issuance of the policy." (Tr. p. 16.)

We earnestly submit that, irrespective of the rights

of agents of the appellee to waive provisions of the

policy, without written authority from the president

or secretary of the appellee, the insurance company

here, by its conduct, precluded itself from being able

to rely upon the alleged breach of warranty, as a

defense to this policy. The uncontradicted evidence

is that on June 23, 1931, the day after the acci-

dent in which Mrs. Eddy was killed, a representa-

tive of the appellee insurance company, took Dr. Car-

fagni 's car to Larkin & Co., an automobile repair

shop, for the purpose of having the Lincoln sedan

automobile restored to good condition, and that an

expensive bill was thereby incurred for Dr. Carfagni.

(Tr. p. 105.) The appellee, through its agents, in-

dulged in this conduct, even though, according to the

decision of the court (Tr. p. 16) and the findings

herein (Tr. p. 21) the appellee insurance compayiy

at that time knew of the facts which it now attempts

to set up as an alleged breach of warranty. A long

and unanimous line of cases in California and else-

where hold that where an insurer, after learning of
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the facts giving it a right to cancel a policy, performs

an act consistent with recognizing the validity of the

policy, it forfeits its right to thereafter rescind.

In the instant case, too, the uncontradicted evi-

dence shows that after the insurance company knew

of the facts giving it a right to rescind, it neverthe-

less accepted payment of a premimn by Dr. Car-

fagni.

In the case of

Murray v. Home Benefit Life Assn., 90 Cal.

402,

an insurer with knowledge of a breach of warranty,

offered to accept an overdue payment of a premium,

and it was held that it thereby waived any right to

rescind the policy which it previously had.

In the instant case, the uncontradicted evidence

further shows that on the day after the accident in

which Mrs. Eddy was killed (Tr. p. 104), Dr. Car-

fagni was required to go to the loss department of

the National Union Indemnity Company and to

make a report of the accident. The micontradicted

evidence reveals that Dr. Carfagni was required to

report his loss, even though the insurance company

at the time knew of the alleged facts giving it a

right to rescind. The uncontradicted evidence further

revealed that, with knowledge of all these facts, the

insurance company sent Dr. Carfagni 's car to Lar-

kins & Co. for repairs, and that when upon the expira-

tion of a week the repairs were made, and the bill

was rendered, the appellee company for the first time

denied liability upon the policy and refused to pay

the bill of Larkins & Co.
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In the case of

Silverberg v. Phoenix Insurance Co., 67 Cal. 36,

an insurer, after the occurrence of a fire loss,

learned of facts giving it a right to rescind the

policy. The insurance company nevertheless directed

the insured to make out proofs of loss, and it was

held by the Supreme Court of California that this

direction by the insurance company to the insured

to make out the proofs of loss, after the insurer

knew of facts giving it a right to rescind the con-

tract, operated so as to preclude the insurer from

thereafter attempting to cancel the contract.

In the case of

J. Frank <jc Co. v. Netv Amsterdam Casualty

Co., 175 Cal. 293,

it was held that

''when an insurance company, with full knowl-

edge of all of the facts, enters into negotiations

and relations with the insured, recognizing the

continued validity of the policy, the right to a

forfeiture for any previous default which may be

asserted is waived." (Citing cases.)

In the case of

Sharp V. Scottish Union etc. Co., 136 Cal. 542,

it was held that where an insurance company ac-

cepted a premium after knowledge of the facts giving

it a right to rescind, the insurance company was

thereafter prevented from attempting to rescind the

policy.

In the case of

Faris v. American National etc. Co., 44 Cal.

App. 48,

the court held that
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''A provision in a life insurance policy that

the insurance shall ipso facto cease and deter-

mine upon the default of the insured is waived,
if the insurance company, after knowledge of

default enters into negotiations or transactions

with the assured, which recognized the continued
validity of the policy and treats it as still in

force."

See also the following federal cases holding that

if an agent of an insurer, after having notice of

facts giving the insurance company a right to avoid

liability on a policy, either accepts overdue premiums

or performs any other act consistent with recogniz-

ing the validity of the policy, his conduct will serve

as a waiver of the right of the insurer to set up the

facts known to its agent, in avoidance of liability upon

the policy.

Knickerbocker v. Norton, 96 U. S. 234; 24

L. Ed. 689;

Aetna Life Insurance Co. v. Smith, 88 Fed.

440;

Gotten V. Fidelity (& Casualty Co., 41 Fed. 506

;

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Raddin,

120 U. S. 183;

Tennant v. Travellers' Insurance Co., 31 Fed.

322.

In the case of

Rowsell V. EquitaMe Aid Union, 13 Fed. 840,

it was held that an assessment levied upon a stock-

holder, after he had defaulted in the payment of a

premium due on a policy serA^ed to estop the insurer

from setting up the default as a defense to liability

upon the policy.
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We submit that the conduct ot the National Union

Indemnity Company in the instant case in accepting

payment of the premium by Dr. Carfagui, in re-

quiring him to make out proofs of loss and in send-

ing his Lincoln sedan automobile to Larkins & Co.

and in incurring a bill therefor, after the insurer

itself knew of the cancellation of prior policies,

amounted to a recognition that the policy sued upon

herein was still in full force and effect and prevented

the insurer from subsequently seeking to avoid lia-

bility on the ground of any misrepresentation as to

the cancellation of prior insurance.

XIII.

ANY AUTHORITIES UPON THE RULE OF FEDERAL JURISDIC-

TIONS REFERRING TO THE EFFECT OF A PROVISION IN

A POLICY LIMITING THE AUTHORITY OF AN AGENT TO
WAIVE CONDITIONS THEREOF, ARE IMMATERIAL IN
THIS CASE.

In his opinion. Judge Kerrigan (Tr. p. 16) de-

clared that if this case had been tried in a state court

of California, he would have been required to decide

in favor of the appellants. He further stated, how-

ever, that under the rule of the federal jurisdictions

he was bound by the law as declared thei'ein with re-

spect to the effect of a condition in a policy of insur-

ance providing that a warranty can only be waived

by an agent having written authorization from the

president or secretaiy of the insurance company. It

is true that there are decisions of the federal courts
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which will undoubtedly be urged by the appellee

herein upon the attention of this court, holding that

if a policy of insurance provides that no agent shall

have authority to waive or modify any of its condi-

tions unless with written authority of the president

or secretary of the company, a soliciting agent can-

not thereafter, orally or by his conduct, bind the

company to any waiver of a condition of the policy

unless he has the authority in writing referred to in

the policy. Such cases are immaterial in the instant

case for the following reasons:

1. The record without dispute or gainsay shows

conclusively that neither at the time that the policy

sued upon herein was applied for or issued, on or

about May 13, 1931, nor at the time the second policy

was applied for or issued in the year 1930 was any

inquiry made of, or any discussion had with. Dr.

Carfagni or his broker upon the subject of the can-

cellation or refusal of prior insurance. It must be

conceded that at the time application was made for

both the second policy of insurance issued to Dr.

Carfagni in 1930 and the third policy, the one sued

upon herein, which was issued to him in May, 1931,

and at the time of the issuance of each of these pol-

icies, the agent of the insurance company inserted

the erroneous answers in the applications, without

making any inquiry of Dr. Carfagni or his broker

and without discussing the subject of the cancellation

or refusal of prior insurance with them. The undis-

puted evidence shows that no misrepresentation was

made by Dr. Carfagni or his broker at the time of

the application for and issuance of the policy sued
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upon herein, nor at the time of the ap])lication for

and issuance of the ])rior piAiay of 1930.

It is the rule not only of the courts of the State of

California, but of the federal jurisdiction that when

an agent of an insurance conii)any inserts an erro-

neous answer in a policy, without at the time con-

sulting the insured upon the subject, and without at

the time obtaining the false information from the in-

sured, the insurance company is estopped from avoid-

ing liability on the jjolicy by setting up the falsity of

any such answer inserted by the agent, even though

the policy provides that the agent had no authority

to waive or modify a condition thereof without writ-

ten authorization from an officer of the company.

The cases which we have cited herein enunciate the

federal rule applicable to a situation when, as here,

the agent inserted the erroneous answer in the appli-

cation, tvithoiU at ike time couHuJtivi) the insured or

his broker upon the suhjeet, and without at the time

obtaining the false information from them. The dif-

ference between the rule of the federal courts and

that of the state courts is confined mainly to a case in

which the applicant, after being consulted by the

agent, misstated facts in his application, which his

soliciting agent knew to be untrue. There are some

cases in the federal jurisdictions which hold that when

an applicant, after being consulted at the time, makes

a misstatement to the soliciting agent, which the agent

knows to be erroneous, the company will not be held

to have waived its right to avoid liability on the pol-

icy because of such misrepresentations, when the

agent had not conformed with the requirement of the
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policy making it necessary for him to obtain written

authority in order to bind the company to any waiver

or modification of a provision of the policy. And the

rule is clearly shown in the decisions of the federal

courts and the courts of the State of California, that

where an agent, without consulting the insured or

without his knowledge, inserts erroneous answers in

the application upon which the policy is issued, it

will constitute a waiver of the right of the insurance

company to avoid liability on the policy because of

any misstatement in the application, even though the

agent had not conformed with the requirement of

the policy that he obtain written authority from an

officer of the company before he could effectively

waive or modify any condition of the policy. In the

instant case, no discussion was ever had with Dr.

Carfagni or his broker upon the subject of the can-

cellation or refusal of prior insurance in connection

with the issuance of the policy of 1930 and the one

sued upon herein, which was issued in 1931. The evi-

dence is equally clear that no misrepresentation was

made by Dr. C^arfagni or his broker in connection

with the issuance of either of these policies, and that

any misrepresentation which the insurance agent in-

serted in the applications for these two policies was

included in them despite the circmnstance that no

misrepresentation was made by Dr. Carfagni or his

agent at the time of their issuance. The only evidence

upon the subject of any misrepresentation by Dr.

Carfagni is the very slight and highly impeachable

evidence of an alleged conversation between Mr.

Payne, his broker, and Miss Hearney in connection
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with the issuance of the polictj of 1929. As we have

indicated at length elsewhere in this brief, the apj^el-

lee company herein was not justified, in the issuance

of the second and third i)olicies of insurance to Dr.

Carfagni in 1930 and 1931, respectively, in filling in

his application without consulting him at the time

and in exclusive reliance upon an alleged declaration

contained in the application for the policy of 1929.

2. The court in its opinion ('J'r. p. 16) and in its

findings (Tr. p]). 21, 22) declared that the instirance

company itself knew of the cancellation of prior in-

surance at the time that it issued its second and third

policies of insurance to Dr. C-arfagni in 1930 and

1931, respectively^ We have elsewhere in this brief

also cited cases illustrating the distinction between

the knowledge of a soliciting agent and the knowl-

edge of a representative of such importance as to

constitute the knowledge of the insurance company

itself. In the instant case, the insurance company

itself knew at the time it issued the policy sued upon

herein, of the facts constituting the alleged breach of

warranty, so that any cases referring to an attempt

in the policy to limit the authority of a soliciting

agent, are immaterial and inconsequential.

3. In the instant case, the alleged waiver concerns

a transaction which occurred prior to the issuance of

a policy and did not refer to any conditions which

were to be maintained after the policy was issued. The

waiver here was of that provision of the policy relat-

ing to the cancellation or refusal of prioi' insurance.

Consequently any authorities having to do with the
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right of an agent to waive conditions which must be

performed in the future after the issuance of the

policy, where the agent has not the written authority

required to be had by him under the terms of the

policy in order to bind the insurer, are immaterial

in this case.

Mr. Justice Wilbur of this Circuit Court in the

case of

Northwestern Nat. Ins. Co. v. McFarlane, 50

Fed. (2d) 539, at page 544,

has aptly drawn the distinction between the effect

of the right of a soliciting agent to waive conditions

referring to the past as distinguished from his right

to waive conditions to be performed in the future,

when as here, the agent did not have the authority in

writing, which under the terms of the policy he was

required to have before he could effectively bind the

company to any waiver or modification of any con-

dition of the policy. In his decision, Justice Wilbur

declared

:

"The diff'erence between the waiver of a past

transaction and a future one may be illustrated

by the situation presented in the case at bar aris-

ing from the payment of the first loss. The com-

pany paid such a loss under the policy occurring

after more than ten days of vacancy. This pay-

ment, if made with knowledge of the situation

could not be recovered because of such waiver,

but it does not follow that because the company

Avas willing to pay a small loss during the period

of vacancy beyond that specified in the policy, as

the appellee contends, that it was thereby bound

to pay a larger loss after a longer period of
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vacancy, or that it was thereby estujiped from
defending- a claim made for the destruction of

the buildin,i>- by fire, upon the ground that the

policy did not cover the loss. We are not here

dealing with the waiver of a past hreaeh of the

policy which would invalidate it in the future

and leave the property without inaiirance, unless

the waiver was held to estop the Insurance Com-
pany from suhscquently setting up the very

breach it had, previously waived, as in the case

of Arnold v. American Ins. Co., 148 Cal. 660,

665, 84 P. 182, 25 L. R. A. (N. S.) 6, cited by
appellee, and in Lamberton v. Conn. Fire Ins.

Co., 39 Minn. 129, 39 N. W. 76, 1 L. R. A. 222.

This is not a case where the Insurance Company,
by failure to terminate the contract, or declare a

forfeiture, continued to enjoy benefits it would

not otherwise be entitled to retain, such as was
the situation considered by the Supreme Court

in Union Mul. L. Ins. Co. r. Wilkinson, 13 Wall.

(80 U. S.) 222, 20 L. Ed. 617, for the premium
paid in the case at bar did not cover periods of

vacancy beyoiid ten days.'' (Italics ours.)

Upon each and all of the foregoing grounds, we

urge the inapplicability of any cases which would be

confined to the right of a mere soliciting agent to

waive or modify a condition of a policy in violation

of a provision thereof requiring him to have written

authority to do so before he could bind the company

itself. The distinction between such a situation and

the instant case is so obvious that we do not deem it

necessary to reinforce it further.
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XIV.

THE JUDGE OF THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT
ANY INSURANCE COMPANIES, OTHER THAN THE HOME
ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY AND THE PACIFIC EM-

PLOYERS INSURANCE COMPANY, CANCELLED INSURANCE
ON DR. CARFAGNL

In his opinion (Tr. p. 16) the judge of the trial

court declared that the ''American Indemnity Com-

pany" had, within three years prior to May 13, 1931,

cancelled a policy of insurance theretofore issued to

Dr. Carfagni. In his findings (Tr. pp. 20, 21) he

also held that the Travellers Insurance Company, the

Washington Underwriters Company and the West-

ern States Insurance Company had cancelled policies

of insurance on Dr. Carfagni, within three years prior

to May 13, 1931, the date upon which application was

made to the appellee on behalf of Dr. Carfagni, for

the policy sued upon herein. The record is entirely

free of evidence that any policy of insurance was

cancelled on Dr. Carfagni within three years prior

to May 13, 1931, save the policy of the Home Acci-

dent Insurance Company, w^hich was cancelled on Oc-

tober 15, 1928 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 7 and 8) and the

policy of the Pacific Employers Insurance Company

(or Washington Underwriters) (Plaintiffs' Exhibits

9 and 10), which was cancelled after the appellee had

issued its first policy of insurance to Dr. Carfagni in

1929.

There is not a shred of evidence in the record even

referring to the '' American Indemnity Company"

mentioned in the opinion of the trial judge (Tr. p.

16), and nowhere do we find even a suggestion that
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Dr. Carfagni ever had a policy of insurance in a

company of that name.

It is, of course, well settled that a policy of insur-

ance can only be cancelled in the manner provided

for in the policy itself. Most policies provide for a

cancellation by means of a registered letter to the

assured.

Insofar as the Travellers Insurance Comjjany is

concerned, it is true that Defendant's Exhibit A (Tr.

p. 63) shows that a policy was taken out with the

Travellers Insurance Company in favor of Dr. Car-

fagni on August 13, 1928, and that this policy was

replaced on September 5, 1928. The evidence utterly

fails to show whether any notice of cancellation by

registered letter was ever sent to Dr. Carfagni, how

any purported cancellation was attempted, or whether

the policy was cancelled. It is well settled that if an

insurance company, before any liability has accrued,

either asks to be let oft' the risk or requests the

insured to replace his insurance elsewhere, the policy

is not cancelled.

Baumont v. (Umimercial Casualty etc. Co.

(Mich. 1928), 222 N. W. 100;

Spring etc. Co. v. Parker (Mo. 1927), 289

S. W. 967;

American Fidelity Co. r. Ginshercj (Mich.

1927), 153 N. W. 709.

The only evidence upon the subject as to whether the

Travellers Insurance Company policy w^as cancelled

is found in the testimony of Mr. Payne (Tr. p. 80),

who definitely and positively stated that the Travellers

Insurance Company did 7iot cancel the policy. Mr.
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Payiie further explained (Tr. p. 81) the practice of

insurance companies, when they requested to be let

off the risk and indicated the distinction between such

a replacement and a cancellation. The evidence does

not even reveal w^hether the Travellers Insurance

Company ever sent a notice of cancellation of Dr.

Carfagni's policy either to Dr. Carfagni or to Mr.

Payne by registered letter or otherwise. But even

if the record had in some manner indicated that Mr.

Payne had received notice by registered mail of the

cancellation of the Travellers Insurance Company on

Dr. Carfagni, the notice to him would not bind Dr.

Carfagni. It has been repeatedly decided that the

fact that an agent or broker is authorized to place

insurance for the insured does not make him an

agent to receive notice of a cancellation of a policy.

This rule is explicitly laid down in many decisions.

In the case of

White V. Iiisarancc Co. of New York, 93 Fed.

161,

it was held that

"the fact that an insurance broker was author-

ized to procure insurance does not make him the

agent of the insured to receive notice of the can-

cellation of the policies."

In the case of

Kehler v. New Orleans Insurance Co., 23 Fed.

709,

it was held that

"notice from the company to the broker who
procured the policy, of an election to terminate

the insurance was not notice to the assured".
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See also,

Adams v. The Maiu{factnrers Insurance Co.,

17 Fed. 630.

Ill the case of

Grace v. Anierican Central Insurance Co., 109

U. S. 278, 27 L. Ed. 932,

the Supreme Court of the United States held that

the authority of an agent of an insurance broker

ceased upon the execution of the policy and

''subsequent notice to him of its termination by
the company was not notice to the insured".

An insurance policy must be cancelled exactly in

the manner provided for in the policy. See, for an

expression of this elementary rule, the following cases

:

Filkins v. State Assurance, 8 Fed. (2d) 389;

Magruder v. U. S., 32 Fed. (2d) 807.

The California rule is expressed in the case of

Cronenwett r. Totva Uiiderivriters, etc., 44 Cal.

App. 571,

in Avhicli the following language was used:

"The fact that an agent is employed to place

insurance does not make him an agent to cancel

the policy on behalf of the owner of the prop-

erty."

See also:

Lanman v. Concordia Ins. Co., 50 Cal. App.

609;

Alliance etc. Co. v. Continental Gin Co. (Texas

1926), 285 S. W. 257;

Hartford etc. Co. v. Teives, 132 111. App. 321;
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Kinney v. Caledonian Ins. Co., 148 HL App.

256;

Waterloo Lumber Co. v. Ves Moines Ins. Co.

(la, 1912), 138 X. TT. 5' 4:

Hartford Ins. Co. v. Brothe (Colo. 1927), 262

Pac. 927:

Bose Inn Corporation v. Xationat Union Fire

Ins. Co., 232 X. Y. Supp. 351:

National Union Fire Ins. Co. v. Baltimore etc.

Co. (M<L 1913), 89 AtL 408:

Condon V. Exton Hall etc. Co., 142 X. Y. Supp.

548.

Certain it is that the court had no basis for find-

ing that the Travellei"s Insurance Company had ef-

fectively cancelled the policy of insurance on Dr.

Carfagni in the manner provided for in the jwliey,

particularly since the uncontradicted testimony of

Ml*. Payne, the broker, showed that the policy had

not been cancelled (Tr. p. 80) but replaced.

The record likewise fails to disclose that the Wash-

ington Underwiiters Insurance Company or the West-

em States Insurance Company ever effectively can-

celled a policy of insurance on Dr. Carfaeni in the

manner specified in the policy. Mr. Payne in fact

(Tr. p. 62) declared that he received no notice of

the cancellation of the policy of the Washington Un-

derwriters. It will be remembered- too, that the Pa-

cific Employers Insurance Company, the Washington

Underwriters and the Western States Insurance

Company were all companies for which Mullin &
Acton were the general agents. Plaiutift's* Exhibits
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9 and 10 i-efer to a policy on Dr. Carfagni, No. 26,543.

(Tr. pp. 232, 236.) It will also be recalled that there

was some confusion as to whether this policy was

in the Pacific Employers Insurance Company or

the Western Underwriters, hi Defendant's Ex-

hibit A (Tr. p. 63) we see that Dr. Car-

fagni had a ijolicy beaiing the same num-

ber, 26,543, in the Western States Insurance

Company, which policy had been transferred

from the Washington Underwriters Insurance Com-

pany. Upon a consideration of the numbers of the pol-

icies of the Washington Underwriters and the West-

ern States Insurance Company in Defendant's

Exhibit A (Tr. {). ()3), their dates of inception,

expiration and replacement, it will b(^ observed that

these are not separate policies, but only the same

single policy of insurance referred to in Plaintiffs'

Exhibits 9 and 10. The trial court was only justified

in finding, in conformity with the evidence revealed

by Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9 and 10, that ])olicy No.

26,543, which had been issu(Kl by one of the Mullin

& Acton companies on October 5, 1928, had been

cancelled in the month of June, 1929. But owing to

some slight confusion, th(^ trial court erred in assum-

ing that they were three separate and distinct pol-

icies of insuT'ance issued to Dr. Carfagni respectively

by the Washington Underwriters, the Western States

Insurance* Company and the Pacific Em])l()yers In-

surance Company, and that each of these policies w^as

separately cancelled. In any event, it is clear that

the record utterly fails to show that any policy of

prior insurance, other than that of the Home Acci-
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dent Insurance Company and the Pacific Employers

Insurance Company (or the Washington Underwrit-

ers) (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 7, 8, 9 and 10) was effec-

tively cancelled on Dr. Carfagni in the mamier speci-

fied in such policy.

XY.

CONCLUSION.

The statement of the facts of this case, as set forth

in the opening paragTaphs of this brief, is probably

the most effective argument that could be urged in

support of the plaintiff's, who are the heirs of Mrs.

Marie Eddy, deceased, and who were strangers to the

transactions between Dr. Carfagni and the National

Union Indemnity Company, concerning the issuance

of insurance to him. The judge of the trial court in

his decision (Tr. p. 16) declared that

"If this case were being tried in the California

State Court, I should be bomid to hold that the

issuance of the policy with the knowledge of the

prior cancellations constituted a waiver of dec-

laration No. 9 in the policy, and that plaintiffs

should recover."

The honorable trial judge thereupon declared that,

in his opinion, the rule of the federal jurisdictions

differed from that of the state courts, and so con-

sidered himself constrained to render judgment in

favor of the defendant. Upon the authority of the

nmnerous cases which we have cited in this brief, we

urge that, with reference to the situation created by
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the facts of this case, the rule of the federal courts

and that of the courts of this state are in accord, and

that the law compels a reversal of the judftinent of

the lower court.

Dated, San Francisco,

September 12, 1934.

Respectfully submitted,

Sullivan, Roche, Johnson & Barry,

Theo. J. Roche,

Edward I. Barry,

Eustace Cullinan, Jr.,

Attorneys for Appellants.
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GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE EVIDENCE.

First of all, we wish to refer the court to the find-

ings. These findings should be read as a preliminary

to our resume of the facts.

The defendant, National Union Indemnity Com-

pany, was engaged in the automobile insurance busi-

ness in the City of San Francisco, in the year 1929.

It had a general agent by the name of Leo Pockwitz

& Co. Upon June 1, 1929, an insurance broker by the

name of E. H. Payne applied for full coverage upon

a Lincoln automobile owned by Dr. Fred R. Carfagni.

The application for this insurance was placed with

Leo Pockwitz & Co. as general agent for the defen-



dant. The ai3plicatioii was honored b}" the general

agent, which had authority to countersign the policies

of the defendant. The policy was issued to the assured

and a daily report was sent to the office of the Na-

tional Union Indemnity Company at San Francisco.

Upon the face of this daily report it appeared that

the automobile of the assured had been purchased in

October of 1928. There was a discrepancy therefore

between the date upon which the automobile was pur-

chased and the effective date of the policy, to-wit:

June 1, 1929. One of the assistant underwriters, Mr.

Charles Haug, noted this discrepancy and called upon

the general agent to inquire as to what the broker who

placed the risk had to say about the discrepancy.

The inquiry concerning the discrepancy was made

by Mr. Haug to Miss Helen Hearney, in the Auto-

mobile Department of the general agent, Leo Pockwitz

& Co. Miss Hearney had called Mr. E. H. Payne, the

broker, for an explanation. Mr. Payne had told Miss

Hearney that the risk was all right ''that it had not

been cancelled by any other company and that it was

in order for me to write it up". (Tr. p. 150.)

After verifying this statement and the confirmation

by her. Miss Hearney took the word of the broker

Payne and reported the conversation to Mr. Haug.

After the conversation, Mr. Haug made a blue pencil

notation upon the daily report (Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 2) to the effect that "broker says insurance was

overlooked, absolutely no claims".

This inquiry related to Declaration 9 of the policy,

which was to be used to the effect that no company



has cancelled or refused to issue any kind of auto-

mobile insurance for the assured during the three-year

period prior to the policy, x)articidarly when there was

inserted in the policy the standard phrase ''no ex-

ceptions'*.

The first policy of automobile insurance was there-

fore issued through the agency of Leo Pockwitz & Co.

to Dr. Fred R. Carfagni. This policy was delivered

to E. H. Payne, the broker. The broker had been

engaged in the brokerage business for about twenty-

seven years. He had acted as the insurance advisor

and broker and general insurance representative of

Dr. Fred R. Carfagni for about twelve years. Dr.

Carfagni placed the entire management and control of

his insurance brokerage business and the selection

of risks and the handling of losses and every other

matter pertaining to insurance with this particular

broker, E. H. Payne.

The first policy expired after one year. A renewal

of the policy was made directly between the defendant

and the broker. The second policy ran to June 1,

1931. This policy was renewed and a third policy was

issued on or about May 13, 1931. All of these policies

contained the standard forms of declarations and in

each one there were no exceptions to the cancellation

or refusal clause. Each of the policies was delivered

to the broker, who retained the possession of them

for his principal. Dr. Carfagni. Dr. Carfagni at all

times had access to the policies which were retained

by his broker.



Some minor losses were paid to the assured mider

the first and second policies. The losses were so minor

that renewal was recommended each time. In these

losses, Dr. Carfagni was not at fault. However, on or

about June 22, 1931, Dr. Carfagni became involved in

a very serious accident in which one Mrs. Eddy was

killed. This accident was reported to the defendant

the following morning after it had occurred. Shortly

thereafter, Mr. Jacobus, apiDellee's Claims Superin-

tendent, met Mr. J. J. Berg, of the Pacific Indenmity

Company. They conversed about claims matters in

general and Mr. Berg stated that he had witnessed a

fatal wreck out near his home. In conversation the

name of Dr. Carfagni was mentioned. Mr. Jacobus

told Mr. Berg that he was one of the assureds of the

defendant. Mr. Berg told Mr. Jacobus that the Old

Security Company had cancelled him out as a bad

risk. Immediately, Mr. Jacobus proceeded to investi-

gate and caused to be investigated the full background

of the assured, and particularly with reference to the

history of cancellations.

The investigation conducted by Mr. Jacobus and

others disclosed that this particular person had been

cancelled out of the Home Accident Company of

Arkansas on or about August 15, 1928. He had also

been cancelled out by the Travelers Insurance Com-

pany on or about September 15, 1928. His policy

had also been cancelled out by Western States Com-

pany on or about Jmie 11, 1929. These cancellations

were called replacements by E. H. Payne, the broker,

but upon inquiry from the court he stated that re-



placement and cancellation is the same thing, because

when the company elected to cancel the insurance the

broker was notified to replace the coverage in some

other company. That was the case with most of the

cancellations of Dr. Carfagni, except the one case of

the Home Accident Company, in which they were

required to notify in a formal manner.

Immediately after learning of this information,

Mr. Jacobus, upon behalf of the defendant below,

rescinded the policy of June 1, 1931, and attempted

to tender back the amount owing to Dr. Carfagni

under the premium pa}T:nent made upon that partic-

ular policy. Dr. Carfagni prevented the performance

of the tender by refusing to accept the registered

letter which was sent to him. After this refusal and

return of the registered letter, Mr. Jacobus attempted,

upon two other occasions, to get the letter into his

hands, but was prevented by Dr. Carfagni. Finally

the matter was taken up with Messrs. McKenzie &
McKenzie, who were the attorneys designated by Dr.

Carfagni. The defendant notified the attorneys of Dr.

Carfagni that they repudiated all liability and re-

scinded the contract upon the ground of the breach

of warranty upon the part of the assured.

Thereafter, Dr. Carfagni was made a defendant in

in the action brought by the heirs of the deceased

Mrs. Eddy. All participation in this particular action

was refused. The defendant stepped out of the matter

entirely after the notice of rescission. Judgment was

rendered in that action against Dr. Carfagni; execu-

tion, based upon the judgment, was returned unsatis-



fied; the present action was brought under the policy,

which was held by the broker PajTie for Dr. Carfagni.

The defendant answered the complaint and set

forth the breach of warranty No. 9 in the policy to the

effect that there Avere no exceptions to the cancella-

tion or refusal of automobile insurance for the assured

during the three years prior to the effective dates of

the policy.

With these facts in mind, we shall now proceed to

discuss appellants' brief in some detail.

APPELLANTS HAVE MISSTATED THE EVIDENCE, CONFUSED
THE ISSUES, AND INCORRECTLY DIGESTED THE AUTHOR-
ITIES CITED.

We do not agree with the statement of facts made

by appellants. Counsel have forgotten that this ap-

peal is from a judgment based upon findings of fact.

Appellants' statement of facts is colored by the in-

jection of argument and by a desire to set forth only

evidence which they believe to be true. They forget

entirely that the trial court has found against them.

Likewise, we cannot accede to appellants' statement

of the issues. Here again the findings have been for-

gotten, the evidence distorted and the issues confused.

Although we propose to reply later in more detail

to appellants' brief, a general analysis of that brief

at this tune will serve as a guide for what is to follow.

The facts as found by the trial court present an

entirely different picture from that painted by counsel

for appellants.



The statement of issues made by appellants does not

contain a correct enumeration of issues for this ap-

peal. Argument and incomplete statements of fact

have no place in a statement of issues.

Their elaborate specification of errors for the most

part amounts to argument by means of incorrect and

incomplete statements from the evidence and by means

of erroneous conclusions of law.

On the whole their cases are based upon facts

entirely dissimilar to the ones at bar. In many in-

stances the appellants have been guilty of misstating

the holding of their cases ; and in other instances they

have been so careless as to refer us to cases holding

in favor of the insurance company upon propositions

for which we are here contending. But worst of all,

they have tried to anticipate our reply by resort to the

well known device of declaring our cases immaterial.

APPELLANTS' STATEMENT OF FACTS IS ERRONEOUS AND
IGNORES THE FINDINGS OF THE TRIAL COURT MADE ON
CONFLICTING EVIDENCE.

For the convenience of the court, we shall discuss

appellants' argument on facts by reference to the page

number of appellants' brief, using the abbreviation,

(A.Br.).

Appellants say (A. Br. p. 6) the Home Accident

Insurance Company policy was cancelled because of a

'^bad credit report". Finding number III says it was

cancelled as a ''bad risk". Evidence in support of this

finding is to be found at pages 117, 118 (Defendant's

''Exhibit B") and at 135 of the transcript.
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They state (A. Br. pp. 7-8) that the assured 's

broker, Payne, made no statement to appellee or its

agent concerning prior cancellations. The court found

that Mr. Payne did make a statement to appellee's

agent to the effect that there had been no cancellations.

(Finding No. III.) This finding is supported by evi-

dence to be found at the following pages of the tran-

script: 150, 163, 148. The subsequent renewals were

based upon this first representation and Payne knew

it. (Tr. pp. 107, 108-109.) The insurance company

relied on it in making the subsequent renewals. Payne

knew that, too. (Tr. pp. 164, 108.)

At page 10-11 (A. Br.) appellants contend that a

custom existed among insurance companies not to in-

quire about prior cancellations. The actual practice in

our case refutes such an argument. The evidence

shows good underwriting practice was followed and an

inquiry was made of Payne before the policy was

written. (Tr. p. 163.)

Mr. Sullivan is mentioned at page 11 (A. Br.) as

testifying to the meaning of ''no exceptions". He
blandly tried to say it means the insurance company

lacked further information. However, w^hen the trial

court showed astonishment at such contradiction of

terms, Mr. Sullivan admitted that it meant just what

it said. (Tr. p. 161.)

They rely on the lack of discussion about cancella-

tions on the occasion of the second renewal of the

policy in question. (A. Br. pp. 13-14.) However,

Payne knew^ the practice followed; knew the words

''no exceptions" would be placed in the third policy;



and read the policy when it was delivered to him.

(Tr. pp. 107, 108-109.) After all his trouble getting

his principal insui'cd, he wasn't going to tell the appel-

lee anything to jeopardize his chances.

Although wholly inunaterial because of the non-

waiver provision in the policy, much ado is made

about the presence in appellee's files of Credit Clear-

ance Association cards showing two of the many can-

cellations against the assured. (A. Br. pp. 15-20.)

Although this evidence supports the trial court's find-

ing of constructive knowledge to the assured about

two cancellations, it is of little value in view of

Payne's representations to the company that there

had been no cancellations. They are also of no import

because they fail to reveal the other cancellations ; and

because their mere presence cannot be used to predi-

cate a claim of waiver. A search by appellee among

its files was rendered unnecessary and it can be pre-

sumed that it did not make search. There was no

actual knotvledge shown on the part of anyone con-

nected with the appellee. Mr. Arnberger of the Na-

tional Union never saw the two cards of the Credit

Association (Tr. p. 217), although appellants would

infer that he did. (A. Br. p. 20.)

They rely (A. Br. p. 22) on the repair order by a

representative of appellee as constituting a recogni-

tion of the continued ei^ect of the policy. They failed

to prove either knowledge or authority in the repre-

sentative who directed the car sent to Larkin & Co.
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THE SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS BY APPELLANTS IS FULL
OF INACCURATE REFERENCES TO THE EVIDENCE AND
OF SPECIOUS ARGUMENT.

Appellants have tried to argue this case under the

guise of specifying errors. They make inaccurate

statements of the evidence. We do not want to burden

the court with a detailed refutation of their many mis-

statements; but some of the more glaring hyperbole

and inaccuracies should certainly be answered.

They frequently state that defendant appellee is-

sued its policies knowing of prior cancellations. This

is not even a half truth. There was constructive

knowledge of 2 cancellations and no knowledge what-

ever of 2 others.

(Specification No. 3.) Payment of small losses on

assured 's policies by a claims man of limited authority

and without any knowledge imputable to him either

actually or constructively certainly could not work a

waiver of a warranty in the policy.

(Specification No. 4.) They say Carfagni made no

statement about cancellations. The evidence shows his

agent, Payne, did so. The assured adopted it as his

statement upon retention of the policies through his

agent.

(Specification No. 5.) They do not state the truth

because appellee did not know of all cancellations.

(Specification No. 6.) It is not true that the Home
policy w^as cancelled because of a "bad credit report".

We shall later refer to the record, showing it was be-

cause Carfagni was a bad risk.
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(Specifications Nos. 7, 8 and 9.) The issue of can-

cellation by the Travelers was made at the trial with-

out objection and existed in the pleadings. (Tr. pp.

12-14, 10-11.) (Paragraph III and IV of Answer.)

The evidence of these cancellations has already been

pointed out.

(Specification No. 10.) Evidence of false represen-

tations by Carfagni's agent exists in abundance. The

extent of appellee's knowledge is grossly exaggerated.

(Specification No. 11.) The argument that appellee

issued its third policy based entirely on its own experi-

ence is absurd. The record is full of evidence that

reference was made to the original schedule of decla-

rations and that reliance was placed on Payne's as-

surances to Miss Hearney. There w^as really not any

need for inquiring of Payne after the 1929 inquiry,

because at that time Payne said Carfagni had not been

cancelled out by any company, and certainly the ap-

pellee could rely on that as being true in May, 1931,

since appellee certainly had not cancelled Carfagni up

to that time.

(Specification No. 12.) If this was error it was not

harmful to appellants. However, appellants' own

witness supplied the evidence about the Pacific Em-
ployers Insurance Company cancellation. (Tr. pp.

227, 230-231.)

(Specifications Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.) These will

be fully answered by our references to the record in

support of the findings.

(Specification No. 18.) Reliance on an order to

have the car sent to Larkin Co. is of no avail. There
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was no evidence as to who authorized it nor of the

authority of the unnamed person in so ordering it;

nor of tliat person's knowledge concerning a breach

of warranty. The only evidence on the subject was

conflicting. (Tr. pp. 105, 189.)

(Specifications Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22.) These are gen-

eral specifications. No evidence is pointed out to sup-

port them. If there were such evidence, it was con-

flicting and the trial court resolved the conflict in

favor of appellee.

(Specifications Nos. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27.) Rejection of

appellant's proposed findings is complained of. The

findings do not adhere to the facts. (Tr. pp. 117-118,

135-136, 149-150, 162-163, 202-203, 228-233, 217, 148,

163, 107-109, 164.) They are based in part on con-

flicting evidence and the trial court found the other

way. Some of these proposed findings were imma-

terial and the one about the tender of premimn was

not an issue, any defect having been waived by Car-

fagni. (Tr. pp. 180, 182, 175, 176.)

(Specification No. 28.) This finding re the policy

coverage was wholly unnecessary to the decision.

(Specification No. 29.) This specification serves to

show the fallacy of their charge of estoppel. Carfagni

believed he was insured with appellee all right; but

what he hoped was that appellee would never find out

about his previous insurance record. He was not rely-

ing on the insurance company to keep him insured

regardless of cancellations. He didn't know one way
or the other about the company's purported knowl-

edge. His agent, Payne, how^ever, had strong reason
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for suspecting that appellee didn't know about the

cancellations and to hope that appellee would never

find out. What Carfagni and Payne were really rely-

ing on was their misrepresentation to Miss Hearney

(appellee's underwriting agent) and on their own

discreet silence concerning the past.

(Specification No. 30.) Appellants object to the in-

troduction in evidence of Defendant's "Exhibit B",

showing the facts of the Home Fire & Accident In-

surance Company's cancellation and the reasons there-

for. They do not now support this objection with any

authorities, obviously because it was clearly admis-

sible.

(Specification No. 31.) Objection was made to tes-

timony by appellee's underwriter, Arnberger, the only

man whose knowledge of prior cancellations could

have any bearing on the question of w^aiver. Mr.

Arnberger said he never saw the I. C. C. A. cards

showing cancellations by the Home and the Pacific

Employers. This evidence tended to defeat any sup-

position of actual knowledge from the mere existence

of the cards in appellee's files. Therefore, it was very

material to the point of waiver.

(Specifications Nos. 32, 34.) These are general

specifications against the decision made as a whole.

(Specification No. 33.) Here the appellant attempts

to use the memorandum opinion of the trial court as a

conclusion of law\ This use of the opinion is not

permitted.
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THERE CAN BE BUT TWO ISSUES ON THIS APPEAL; YET
APPELLANTS ARGUE ON NINE ISSUES OF DISPUTED
FACTS.

Although there are some thirty-four specifications

of error in their brief, only the nine so-called issues

are discussed by reference to authorities.

The findings, the facts, and the law are all against

them and serve as a complete answer to their nine

questions as to the issues. For example, No. 7 of their

issues is contrary to the finding. (Evidence at pp. 117,

118 and 135.) Their issue No. 8 deals with the ques-

tion of rescission. Where a policy is void because of a

false warranty, the question of a right to rescind is

unimportant. Rescission is not the sole remedy.

However, the sole issues before this court on an

appeal of this kind are

:

1. Are the findings supported by any substantial

evidence ?

2. Were the conclusions of the trial court correct

in law under those findings?

In Section V of their brief appellants seek to inject

the issue of fraud into this case. That has never been

an issue. The evidence and the proof was of a mis-

representation, a concealment, and a false warranty.

The false warranty is the principal ground for the

trial court's decision. Proof of any one of the above

circumstances would have sufficed to defeat the claim.

Moreover, the question of proof was resolved in favor

of the appellee by the trial court.
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THE APPELLANTS' ARGUMENT IS WEAKENED BY THE CASES

THEY CITE. EXCEPT FOR CASES MISCONSTRUED AND
MISREAD BY APPELLANTS, THERE ARE NO ANALOGOUS
FACTS CONTAINED IN ANY OF THEM.

With the findings of the trial court and the limited

issues in mind, we turn to a discussion of the points

made by appellants commencing on page 51 of their

brief. Our remarks under this heading shall be con-

fined to a brief criticism of the argiunents advanced

and of the cases used by appellants.

A. ALTHOUGH A MISREPRESENTATION WAS NOT ESSENTIAL

TO SUPPORT A DEFENSE OF FALSE WARRANTY; YET THE

RENEWAL POLICY WAS GRANTED ON THE STRENGTH OF A
MISREPRESENTATION.

Under Section VII appellants say the policy sued

on is a separate contract and unrelated to the policy

of 1929. They forget, however, that the third policy

was simply a renewal of the original and that it was

based upon the statements and representations made

by Carfagni's agent in 1929. Appellants' case of

Kentucky Vermillion Co. v. Nortvich Ins. Co., 146

Fed. 695, is a case upon which we rely in support of

our position on the question of warranties and their

waiver. It does not eliminate prior representations

and statements from consideration under the renewal

policy.

Danvers Bank v. National Surety Co., 166 Fed. 671,

merely holds (p. 673) that the insurer is not lunited

to the original application, but may also rely on state-

ments made in the renewal application. Counsel mis-

state the ruling of the court.
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basis. In the other group we have the assured telling

the facts to the comiDany's agent and the agent then

construes those facts in his own way and puts down
an answer that he thinks is proper, although it may
not accruately translate the assured 's statement. In

these cases, even though the assured sees the answer

that is made by the agent, he is held entitled to rely

on the agent's interpretation and assurance that such

an answer is the proper one under the facts. In most

of these cases in both groups the question of waiver

is not involved at all. Another group of cases is de-

cidedly favorable to appellee, and the rulings were

evidently misconstrued by appellants. Then there is

a group of miscellaneous cases which we shall deal

with separately.

The following cases to be found under Section VIII

of appellants' brief deal with facts wholly dissimilar

from ours:

First, because our case is primarily concerned with

a breach of warranty.

Second, because mider the misrepresentation phase

of our case the only statement made by assured was

false, whereas in the cases hereunder listed the assured

told the facts to the agent and relied on the agent's

correctly transcribing the information, who, without

assured 's knowledge, does not do so.

In many of these cases the answers were not proven

false ; there was not a non-waiver clause in the policy

or waiver was not involved.

Menk v. Home Insurance Co., 76 Cal. 50;

Lyon V. United Moderns, 148 Cal. 470

;
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Schtvartz v. Royal Neigh'b'ors, 12 Cal. App. 595

;

Putnam v. Commonwealth Ins. Co., 4 Fed. 753

;

Fireman's Fund v. Norwood, 69 Fed. 71

;

American Life Ins. Co. v. Mahone, 88 U. S, 152.

The following group of cases cited by appellant

under Section VIII of their brief concerns the truth-

ful statement by assured to an agent who puts his

own interjDretation upon it and fills in the answer

according to his interpretation.

Pacific Employer Co. v. Arendrust, 85 Cal. App.

263, 266;

American Building Maintenance Co. v. Indem-

nity Ins. Co. (erroneously referred to as Cali-

fornia Building Maintenance Co. v. Indem-

nity Ins. Co.,) 214 Cal. 608;

Parrish v. Rosebud, 140 Cal. 635

;

Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Warttemherg, 79 Fed. 245

;

Continental Life Ins. Co. v. Chamberlain, 132

U. S. 304, 33L. Ed. 341;

BanU etc. Co. v. Butler, 38 Fed. (2d.) 972.

The following cases cited by appellants deal with

facts slightly different from those in the above two

groups, and for that reason wx shall discuss them

separately

:

In Dunne v. Phoenix Ins. Co., cited on page 60 of

appellants' brief, a warehouse company took out in-

surance on the goods without assured 's knowledge.

The question of title was involved, and the court de-

clared that this question did not affect the risk.

Neither assured nor his agents saw the policy and did

not know what statement of title had been made

therein.
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In Sam Wong v. Stuyvesant Ins. Co. (A. Br. p. 61)

there had been no representation by the plaintiff what-

ever, nor any application signed. No inquiry was

made by the company. To top off all this, the court

found that the warranties were true.

In Htitchings v. Southwest Auto Ins. Co. (A. Br. p.

61) there was no question and answer involved. There

was a covenant in the policy that the car was regis-

tered at Sacramento. Contrary to counsel's statement,

the evidence didn't show who had the policy. Con-

trary to appellants' statement on the case, there was

no insertion by an agent of anything at all.

On page 62 of appellants' brief a group of cases

are cited as dealing with the insertion of statements

by the company agent tvithout consulting the assured.

This is not correct. The first of these cases, American

Building Maintenance Co. v. Indemnity Ins. Co., (er-

roneously referred to as California Building Main-

tenance Co. V. Indemnity his. Co.,) 214 Cal. 608,

merely dealt with the construction of the terms of the

policy as to whether or not it covered elevators. At

page 618 the court held against the estoppel theory,

saying

:

''We do not think the doctrine of estoppel is

applicable. It is to be noted that the claimed

estoppel is based not upon an affirmative act on

the part of the plaintiff corporation but upon
silence or acquiescence. There is an entire ab-

sence of knowledge on the part of the plaintiff

as to the facts upon which the estoppel rests and
an entire absence of any wilfulness or culpability

in the silence of the plaintiff. In Weintraub v.
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Weingart, 98 Cal. App. 690, 701 (277 Pac. 752),

it was held that estoppel requires knowledge on

the part of the person claimed to be estopped of

the facts upon which the estoppel depends, and in

Lencioni v. Fidelity Trust <& Sav. Bank, 95 Cal.

App. 490, 498 (273 Pac. 103, 106), the court held,

'In estoppel, there must be something wilful and

culpable in the silence which allows another to

place himself in an unfavorable position on the

faith or understanding of a fact which the person

remaining silent can contradict.'
"

In McElroy v. British American Assurance Co., 94

Fed. 990 (9th Circuit) (A. Br. p. 63), the sole question

was whether plaintiff had a right to have his case go

to the jury. A nonsuit was reversed. Again w^e have

a case where the plaintiff concealed nothing and the

agent of the company had actual knowledge of all the

facts. The company's agent was not shown to have

been restricted in authority in any way. (p. 995.) On
the question of possession of the policy, the court said

the plaintiff was entitled to assmne the agent had

put in the information correctly and in accord with

the information given, (p. 1000.) The provision

against waiver did not restrict the powers of the

agent. The court indicated parol evidence could be

used to show that the policy did not contain the

intention of the parties due to accident, mistake, or

fraud. The parol evidence may be used to show the

policy was void—not to vary its terms. The use of

parol evidence was limited by the dictmn of the court

to explain or to show the answer given by the assured

was different from that shown in the policy. That

case can be no authority under the facts in our case.
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McMaster v. N. Y. Life his. Co., 183 U. S. 25, 46

L. Ed. 64, is incorrectly briefed by appellants. The

agent did not insert an erroneous warranty. He put

in the application a request to date the policy the same

as the application, without assured 's knowledge. This

had the effect of making a premium due earlier. The

agent told plaintiff that the policy would be effective

when the first premium was paid and assured relied

on this in paying the subsequent premium. The agent

told assured upon delivery of the policy that it was

made out as requested, insuring for thirteen months

without additional premium. This was not true, but

assured relied on it and didn't read the policy. Dic-

tum by the court was to the effect that the assured

had the right to rely on the agent's representation and

on the fact that the policy was in accord with his

application when it left his hands. (46 L. Ed. 64.)

In the end, the court construed the policy to give

effect to the one month of grace provision, so that

payments of the first premium made the policy non-

forfeitable for thirteen months.

In Rapides Club v. American Union Ins. Co., 35

Fed. (2d) 253 (A. Br. p. 65), unlike our case, the

suit was to reform the policy. The plaintiff told the

company agent the truth about the incumbrance on

the property, but the policy was written with a mort-

gage forfeiture clause. The court simply followed the

McElroy case, and said on the question of reforma-

tion, the evidence showed that the parties had in-

tended to insure without the mortgage forfeiture

clause.
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Palatine Ins. Co. v. McElroy, 100 Fed. 391, is the

same as McElroy v. British etc. in 94 Fed. 990.

Knickerbocker v. Norton, 96 U. S. 234, 24 L. Ed.

689, was a case where the home office of the insurance

company had on many occasions let its agents take

notes instead of cash for premimns. The com.pany

received the notes without protest. It also ratified the

acts of its agents in permitting extensions of time

on the notes. Also, the company let plaintiff know it

would not insist on a forfeiture by taking notes and

by agreeing to extend the time. No waiver was in-

volved. The question was one of ratification and

estoppel, with all the necessary elements of estoppel

present.

In Union Mutual Co. v. Wilkinson, 80 U. S. 222,

20 L. Ed. 617, a representation was made by some

person other than the assured, without assured 's

knowledge. The agent accepted the third party's

statement of the facts. It was not, as appellants say,

a question of erroneous warranties. The question was

solely one of representations, and since neither assured

nor his agent made any such representations, the de-

fense fell on that point. The question of waiver was

not involved. Parol evidence was allowed to show it

had not been the assured 's representation—permitting

parol in case of accident, mistake or fraud.

In Continental Life Ins. Co. v. Clianiberlain, 132 U.

S. 304, 33 L. Ed. 341, again appears the fact that the

agent assured the plaintiff that co-operative societies

were not considered in the question of ^' other insur-

ance". Assured told the agent of his membership in
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the Society, but the agent wrote in the answer ''no

other". The case was decided under an Iowa Statute,

making the agent an agent of the insurer and not of

the insured. As usual, appellants try to make this

court think that the Supreme Court has refused to

give effect to the non-waiver clause by quoting such

a clause from the policy in that case. On the contrary,

the Supreme Court simply interpreted the answer ''no

other" in light of the understanding of the parties

and not as a change of the policy terms.

C. APPELLANTS' AUTHORITIES ON WAIVER CANNOT BE MADE
APPLICABLE HERE BY THE DEVICE OF DISTORTING THE
riNDINGS.

Section IX of appellants ' brief is simply a continua-

tion of the discussion on waiver and estoppel by the

company. Here we find appellants trying to distort the

findings into something w^holly foreign, both to the

findings and to the evidence. They say ^Hhe appellee

insurance company itself^' knew of the prior cancella-

tions. It is significant that they do not refer this

court to any evidence in support of such an assertion.

The findings cannot be so distorted as to divorce them

entirely from the evidence. Possession of cards in its

files showing at most only a constriicMve knowledge of

only tw^o cancellations is the most that can be said

as to the company's knowledge.

The authorities relied upon by appellants again fall

into definite groups. Under this section of their brief,

we find many incorrect references to the decisions.

In the following cases the question involved was the

waiver of late payment of premium by acceptance of
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the premium at the home office, or ratification in the

same manner or by custom.

Aetna Life v. Smith, (A. Br. p. 74) ;

Tennant v. Travellers Ins. Co. (A. Br. p. 78)

;

Mutual Reserve Fund v. Cleveland Woolen

Mills, 82 Fed. 508;

Phoenix Mutual v. Doster (A. Br. p. 81)

;

Aetna Life v. Smith (A. Br. p. 86) ;

Loveland v. U. S., 18 Fed. (2d) 585.

Appellants have the temerity to suggest that Mr.

Sullivan's testimony about a ''custom" to issue poli-

cies without inquiry of assured concerning cancella-

tions can overcome or displace positive testimony to

the contrary in the particular instance of Carfagni's

policy. What was actually done is the important

thing. Inquiry was made. Even the so-called custom

not to inquire wouldn't effect the case where the

policy was delivered to the assured 's agent, and the

assured 's agent said he read it and knew the warranty

was there. This is obviously an effort of appellants

to twist the testimony about ''custom" in this case

into some semblance of an analogy to cases dealing

with customary acceptance of overdue permiums. The

evidence in our case shows that the agents of the com-

pany were in fact "on their toes" by making inquiry

from assured on the question of cancellations as soon

as they saw a discrepancy between the date of pur-

chase of the automobile and the date of application

for insurance.

Again at pages 94-95, appellants indulge in gym-

nastics in an effort to make evidence of a custom
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control what actually happened. They also try to get

this court to believe a witness on a question of con-

flicting testimony. Mr. Sullivan tried unsuccessfully

to give an absurd interpretation at the trial of the

words ^'no exceptions". He finally broke down, how-

ever, and admitted that it meant that there had been

no prior cancellations. (Tr. p. 161.)

These next cases deal with truthful answers by the

assured and the agent assures him that the agent's

way of answering is correct

:

Hanover Fire Ins. Co. v. Dallavo, 274 Fed. 258,

261, 262;

Standard Life v. Fraser, 76 Fed. 705 (A. Br. p.

80);

Lueder's Executors v. Hartford (A. Br. p. 92) ;

Langdon v. Union Mutual (A. Br. p. 93).

The next group of cases concerns many different

situations, and the facts are in many instances in-

correctly related by appellants. We discuss these

cases separately, merely to point out their individual

differences.

Starting with Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Frierson, 114

Fed. 56 (A. Br. p. 71), appellants again supply us

with a case where the assured tells the insurance

company the truth and the company issues a policy.

A letter to the home office by the assured told them

of his contemplated trip which would otherwise have

violated the policy. The court held the letter was a

part of the application, and hence the truth had been

told. Appellants falsely tell us (A. Br. p. 72) that

the application contained no reference to a journey.
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The court distinctly said at page; 61 that the question

of a waiver was not involved. The home office of ap-

pellee was never involved in the case at bar.

Continental Insurance Co. v. Fortner (A. Br. p.

75) dealt with waiver of proofs of loss after a loss

occurred by reason of the comjjany's denial of lia-

bility.

In Diehold v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 33 Fed. 807, there

was absolutely no statement made by assured in the

application as to ownership, but the application

showed he did not have the title in fee. This was true,

and the company contracted on that basis.

Appellants misstate the facts from Phoenix Mutual

Life Ins. Co. v. Raddin, 120 U. S. 183, 30 L. Ed. 644.

(A. Br. p. 77.) The application did not misstate the

assured 's habits. His habits changed after the policy

was written. Nor was the question of a breach of

warranty involved. The sole issue was as to the

representations by the assured. Out of four questions

asked in the application, the assured answered only

one and he answered it truthfully. The company ac-

cepted the incomplete answer and the court held they

could not later object. There was no non-waiver pro-

vision mentioned. Appellants try to mislead by say-

ing that the court upheld a certain quoted instruction

(A. Br. p. 77) on the question of waiver. Appellants

neglect to tell the court that the reason the instruction

was not declared erroneous was on the gromid that

there had been no evidence of any waiver and the

instruction was, therefore, inapplicable and harmless.

Whether the company had any knowledge or not w^as

not shown.
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Thomas v. Charles Bake^r & Co., 60 Fed. (2d) 1057,

had to do merely with a recital in the policy of re-

ceipt of the premium as estopping the company to

deny that fact. The quotation by appellants of the

non-waiver clause in that case is mere camouflage.

Firemen's Fund Ins. Co. v. Glohe Navigation Co.,

236 Fed. 618, involved a marine policy. The company

knew of the leaks in the ship. There was no conceal-

ment of the leaks by assured. There was not any non-

waiver clause. The court held the defense of unsea-

worthiness came too late.

New York Life Insurance Co. v. Eggleston, 96 U.

S. 572, 24 L. Ed. 841, held the company itself had to

ratify the agent's acts in waiving, (p. 843.) The

company failed to notify assured as to where he

should pay his premium, so they couldn't rely on non-

payment. There was no question of waiver under

such circmnstances.

The case of Sawyer v. Equitable Accident Ins. Co.

(A. Br. pp. 92-93), involved facts inserted in the ap-

plication after the applicant had signed and without

his knowledge. The application was not made a part

of the policy.

In Loving v. Dutchess Ins. Co., 1 Cal. App. 186,

the truth was told by assured and the policy was pay-

able to two persons as their interest may appear. The

sole ownership clause w^as, therefore, held inappli-

cable.

In Breedlove v. Nortvich Ins. Society, 124 Cal. 164,

full and truthful information was given the company

f
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before the policy was issued. At page 167 the court

ui^held the finding that a warranty was never given.

In Bayley v. Employers Co., 125 Cal. 345, no an-

swer was made as to i^rior payments on accident in-

surance. The general agent had actual knowledge of

prior payments and the assured knew he knew it. The

court said the question would be different and it

would have favored the company had the question

been answered ''none other".

The following cases cited by appellants are favor-

able to our position:

Appellants' case of Wheaton v. North British Co.,

76 Cal. 415, rules for the insurance company. That

case is a good one on the question of waiver and

estoppel. It likewise distinguishes certain cases re-

lied on by appellants from cases dealing with facts

like those at bar. Verdict for plaintiff was reversed.

In ruling, the court said:

"The witness Heacock testified that the plain-

tiff did, in fact, read the application and ques-

tions attached before signing them. If the jury
believed such testimony, it was evidence tending

to show that the plaintiff had knowledge of the

answer valuing the insured property at eighteen

hundred dollars; that he approved of the state-

ment, and by ratification recognized Heacock as

his agent in preparing the application. If he did,

with knowledge of the contents of the application,

sign it, he was bound by the statements contained

in it."*******
"The class of cases referred to is very different

from that in which the policy provides that there
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can be no waiver except in writing indorsed on

the policy. In the last case, the mode enters into

and is a part of the power; the insured has full

notice when he enters into the contract that a con-

dition cannot be waived by an agent to whom
the provision as to written indorsement relates,

except in the mamier in the contract provided."

"There can be no estoppel where the facts are

not known, as no one can be presmned to have

waived that the existence of which he has not

known. '

'

*******
"And the facts proved must be such that an

estoppel is clearly deducible from them. Estoppels

are not favored. (Franklin Co. v. Merida, 35 Cal.

558.)"*******
"From the circmiistances assmned in the in-

struction, the agent of the defendant was not

boimd to know as a fact that there had been a

breach of the condition. He may have believed

no fraud, although he accepted as true the state-

ments contained in the reports of his subordi-

nates; even if those reports aroused his sus-

picions, he may, as a prudent and reasonable

man, have reserved the matter for further inves-

tigation. He tvas not estopi:)ed, as having knotvl-

edge of a fact, because another fact tvas hrought

to his attention which might have excited his

suspicion, or even if the fact of tvhich he had

notice ought to have put him upon inquiry. The
appropriate time for investigation as to breaches

of warranty or falsity of representation is when
application is made for payment of a clami, and

presentation of the proofs." (Italics ours.)
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St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Co. v. Ruddy,

299 Fed. 189. This case was very carelessly read by

appellants. It holds for the insurance company.

Counsel for appellants quote from the policy that it

would be void '4f the interest of insured be other

than unconditional", but they fail to note the lan-

guage ^'unless otherwise provided". The court found

for the insurance company and said there was no

waiver. Its language is particularly illuminating in

support of our position on this appeal.

"There was nothing to mislead him, or that he
could complain of. It is entirely dissimilar to a

situation where, after there has been a breach

of w^arranty, a company receives a premium,
knowing of such breach."*******
"Here the company, it is true, had notice of

the transfer; but they did nothing to induce

Ruddy to believe that the insurance would apply

any differently from the provisions of the con-

tract."*******
"It is said in argument that the law does not

favor technical defenses; that j^olicies should be

construed liberally; that forfeitures are not

favored—all of w^hich may be accepted as true,

but in order to avoid forfeitures courts cannot

do violence to contractual obligations. The un-

fortunate i)osition of Mr. Ruddy has been

brought about by his own carelessness in not

acquainting himself with the terms of the policy

at the time he bought the property."

In Glohe Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Wolff, 95

U. S. 326, 24 L. Ed. 387, cited by appellants, the court
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liiiiited a waiver and estopj)el to cases where fraud or

injustice would be worked on the assured. The court

said the assured could not conceal facts from the com-

pany and then claim a waiver. The case is decidedly in

favor of our position in the case at bar. The court

would not presume that an agent with knowledge of a

breach has informed the company of it. On the ques-

tion of non-pajanent of i^remiums, the court pointed

out that the company had ratified its agent's acts in

taking late premimns at the home office. The policy

said an agent couldn't waive its terms, but didn't

limit the manner of waiver. No requirement existed

as to an endorsement in writing attached to the

policy and signed by an officer of the company. The

limit on the authority of its agents Avas nullified by

the actual powers given them, and since there was no

limit on hotv a waiver could be effected, the court said

late payment of premiums was Avaived by acceptance

of them at the home office. This amounted to a rati-

fication. This didn't have to be in writing nor at-

tached to the policy. The language of the decision is

so definitely in our favor that we quote from pages

389 and 390, as follows

:

"But, even if the agent knew the fact of resi-

dence within the accepted period, he could not

waive the forfeiture thus incurred, without au-

thority from the Company. The policy declared

that he was not authorized to waive forfeitures;

and to the provision effect must be given, except

so far as the subsequent acts of the Company
permitted it to be disregarded. There is no evi-

dence that the Company in any way, directly or

indirectly, sanctioned a disregard of the pro-
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vision with reference to any forfeitures, except

such as occurred from non-payinent of pre-

miums. '

'

^'It is true that, where an agent is charged with
the collection of premiums upon policies, it will

be presmned that he informs the Company of any
circumstances coming to his knowledge affecting

its liability; and, if subsequently the premiums
are received by the Company without objection,

any forfeiture incurred will be presumed to be

waived. But here there was no ground for any
inference of this kind from the subsequent action

or silence of the Company. There was no evi-

dence of a disregard of the condition as to the

residence of the assured in any previous year,

and, consequently, there could be no inference of

a waiver of its breach from a subsequent reten-

tion of the premium paid. This is a case where
immediate enforcement of the forfeiture incurred

was directed, when information was received that

the condition of the policy in that respect had
been broken."

ii\The doctrine of waiver, as asserted against

insurance companies to avoid the strict enforce-

ment of conditions contained in their policies, is

only another name for the doctrine of estoppel.

It can only be invoked where the conduct of the

companies has been such as to induce action in

reliance upon it, and where it would operate as a

fraud upon the assured if they were afterwards

allowed to disavow their conduct and enforce the

conditions. To a just application of this doc-

trine it is essential that the Company sought to

be estopped from denying the waiver claimed
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should be apprised of all the facts : of those which

create the forfeiture, and of those which will

necessarily influence its judgment in consenting

to waive it. The holder of the policy caimot be

permitted to conceal from the Company an im-

portant fact, like that of the insured being in

extremis, and then to claim a w^aiver of the for-

feiture created by the act which brought the

insured to that condition. To permit such con-

cealment, and yet to give to the action of the

Company the same effect as though no conceal-

ment were made, would tend to sanction a fraud

on the part of the policy holder, instead of pro-

tecting him against the commission of one by

the Company."

The above language serves to clarify our position

that appellants' cases are all distinguishable on their

facts.

We are at a loss to understand counsel's reference to

Allen V. Home Insurance Company, 133 Cal. 29, 33.

(A. Br. p. 93.) The holding is not as stated by appel-

lants. In that case the plaintiff gave the true facts to

the company. He didn't know it was a bawdy house.

A verdict for plaintiff was reversed. The court held

that the fact that plaintiff didn't know it was a bawdy

house was no excuse. The liability of the company

was limited by the terms of the policy.

Appellants say at page 96 of their brief that the

appellee induced Mr. Payne to believe that it would

not attempt to declare a forfeiture by reason of any

misrepresentation in the schedule of declarations. We
fail to see how Mr. Payne w^as induced to believe such
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a thing. Mr. Payne knew very well that four com-

panies had cancelled because Carfagni was an undesir-

able risk. He hoped appellee wouldn't find that out.

Why, Mr. Payne didn't rely on anything except his

own false and fraudulent representation! There isn't

a scrap of evidence to support any statement that

Payne thought appellee was keeping Carfagni insured

just because it liked him and in disregard of Car-

fagni 's record, about which appellee knew nothing.

D. APPELLANTS CANNOT NOW FOR THE PIEST TIME RELY ON
A POINT NOT MADE TO THE TRIAL COURT. SECTION 633d

OF THE POLITICAL CODE IS INAPPLICABLE.

Section X of appellants' brief deals in part with

the effect of Section 633d of the California Political

Code. The argument presented under this section is

that Section 633d prevents the insurance company

from saying what agents can waive provisions of a

I^olicy and from saying how any waiver of policy

provisions can be made by such designated agents. It

is only necessary to read Section 633d of the California

Political Code to see the fallacy of appellants' conten-

tion and to realize that the section has no such effect.

We find this novel argiunent advanced for the first

time by appellants in their brief. It was apparently

dug up in a desperate effort to defeat the effect of the

non-waiver provision of the policy.

Examination of the code section reveals that it

simply requires foreign insurance companies to write

or place its insurance policies in this State through

an agent of the company ^'residing in this state" and

such agent ''shall coimtersign all such policies". Now
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in our particular case Gr. M. Roloson was the counter-

signing agent on Carfagni's policy. (Tr. p. 32.) In

light of our subsequent discussion, it is well to note

that Gr. M. Roloson does not figure in any of the testi-

mony nor in any of the evidence save and except that

his name appears on the policy in question as the

countersigning agent. If we assmne or admit, for the

sake of argument, that Roloson was a general agent

by force of Section 633d and by reason of the fact

that his name appears as the countersigning agent, it

is impossible to see how appellants can make anything

out of that. Appellants cite cases where a general

agent acquires knowledge and this knowledge is im-

puted to the company despite policy limitations. There

was no evidence in our case that any person connected

wdth appellee had any knowledge about Carfagni's

insurance history, least of all Roloson. Cases imput-

ing the knowledge of a general agent to the company

do so on the theory that the general powers given such

an agent nullify or abrogate the loolicy provisions

saying no agent's knowledge can be imputed to the

company.

In addition, there is a total failure of compliance

with that other provision of the policy, to which the

parties agreed, as to hoiv waivers of its provisions are

to be made, viz., by writing signed by the president

or secretary and attached to the policy. Appellants

can't, and don't, argue that Section 633d affects that

requirement in any way.

Before discussing their cases dealing with the

powers of an agent, we wish to comment on the fact
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that ixppellaiits have not cited a single California case

interpreting Section 633(1 of the California Political

Code. This section has been in effect ever since 1923.

The case of Bank v. Butler, 38 Fed. (2d) 972, dealt

with a Missouri statute not at all like the California

section relied on by appellants. The Missouri statute

merely made a soliciting agent the insurer's agent in-

stead of the assured 's agent. We have already dis-

cussed the facts of the case as indicating a full dis-

closure by the assured, with the general agent putting

his own interpretation on those facts. No notice of

any limit on the agent's authority was brought to

assured 's notice.

Thelen v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 2 Fed. Supp.

404, simply illustrates how the Missouri statute makes

the soliciting agent a general agent, so that his powers

will be commensurate with his title and unrestricted

by the policy provisions. A demurrer was sustained

in that case, so that the court's language on waiver

was a dictum. The case does not hold, therefore, that

the statute modifies any provision of the policy. Nor

does it hold that the statute eliminates the need for

proof of waiver in the manner specified by the policy.

In the case of Ba7ik of Brimson v. Aetna, 203 Fed.

810, a South Carolina statute made the soliciting

agent the agent of insurer. The court held a directed

verdict was error. There was evidence of broad powers

in the agent. The court didn't think the statute itself

could make a mere soliciting agent into a general agent

with power to ivaive policy provisions, (p. 813.) It
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is apparent, also, that our opponents have again mis-

stated the ruling of the case. There was no evidence

whatever of any limitation of authority in the policy.

And the court merely stated that the statute raised a

rebuttable presmnption of a general agency, (p. 815.)

Continental Ins. Co. v. Chmnherlain (A. Br. p. 102),

has already been discussed. It is now referred to by

appellants in connection with the Iowa statute therein

discussed. The Iowa statute, like the ones in Mis-

souri and South Carolina, simply made a soliciting

agent the insurer's agent. As far as being any au-

thority for the point that the statute modifies non-

waiver provisions, it is not in point. The court said

no waiver of policy terms was involved.

At page 103 appellants say that because Section

633d of the California Political Code says no policy

can be issued until a local agent has countersigned it,

the section makes the agent's knowledge attributable

to the company regardless of the policy limitation

—

''by a parity of reasoning with the foregoing decisions

of the Supreme Court of the United States", they

say. They do not show^ how there is any ''parity of

reasoning". The statutes in the cases are not at all

similar to the California Political Code section.

Moreover the cases do not hold for the proposition

stated by appellants.

The facts in Diehold v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 33 Fed.

807, are not in accord with the statement in appellants

'

brief that the application contained a misstatement.

The application had a true statement to the effect that

title in fee was not held by assured.
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At page 104 of appelUmts' brief is cited the case of

Stipcich V. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 277 U. S. 311,

72 L. Ed. 895. There the assured told the company
agent that he had developed ulcers. This information

was not communicated to the company. The policy

said any statements to its agents should not be con-

sidered as having been made to the company unless

stated in part A or B of the application. It was shown

that the application was not possessed by nor available

to either the assured or the agent. It was therefore

made impossible to put the information in part A or

B. There was no question of waiver, as the assured

had done all he could in telling the company agent.

The limitation in the policy on the communication of

statements to the company would be given effect, said

the court, so far as possible to be done. At page 900

of the opinion appears language clearly distinguish-

ing the case from the instant case. There again was

an Oregon statute making the soliciting agent in-

surer's agent. This was simply construed as making

the solicitor the authorized agent of the company. As

already stated, no question of waiver or of a power to

waive was actually involved in the case.

Appellants misstate the holding in Stillman v.

Aetna Ins. Co., 240 Fed. 462. No waiver or change

in the terms of the policy was involved. The plaintiff

stated the true facts to the agent, who, under the Iowa

statute, was the company's agent. The statute also

required that the application be attached to the policy

before the company could rely on a breach of its terms.

This was not done, so the schedule of warranties was
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held inadmissible because of the statutory requirement.

Another vast difference between the statute there in-

volved and the California statute was that the Iowa

statute stated specifically that the agent had authority

to act for the company despite the policy provisions

to the contrary.

Thomas v. Chas. Baker & Co. (A. Br. pp. 106-107),

has already been discussed. It dealt with a recitation

in the policy that the premiiun had been received.

At page 108 appellants say Section 633d of the Cali-

fornia Political Code gave the appellee's local agent

general powers. Then they say the local agent had

possession of the I. C. C. A. cards and therefore knew

of two cancellations when he issued the policy to Dr.

Carfagni. But they don't say just what person had

possession of the cards. Roloson w^as the countersign-

ing agent under Section 633d, and the evidence doesn't

show that he had any cards or any knowledge w^hat-

ever. The only other person charged with the final

13assing on risks was Arnberger, and he stated defi-

nitely that he didn't know of Carfagni 's past record.

Coming now to the California cases cited by ap-

pellants on the powers of agents to waive policy pro-

visions, we search in vain for a case among them deal-

ing with Political Code Section 633d.

In Farnum v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 83 Cal. 246, agents

customarily extended credit or time for premimn pay-

ments. This custom was known to and acquiesced in

by the insurance company. There was an incompleted

cancellation for non-payment of premium.
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In Kruger v. Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 72 Cal. 91, the

assured told the agent about kerosene on the premises

and the agent said such a small quantity was all right.

The case is thus ditt'erent from ours. It holds, how-

ever, as we contend, that renewal policies are effected

by the acts of the parties under the first or original

policy.

In Mackintosh v. Agricultural Fire Ins. Co., 150

Cal. 440, the facts were told to the agent who then

tried to cover it by endorsement on the policy, but he

put an insufficient indorsement on. Premimn was

charged for the added risk although the policy was not

properly endorsed. The case therefore involved the

question of a meeting of the minds and the intention

of the parties to contract under certain terms and con-

ditions which were incompletely expressed in the

policy.

Sharman v. Continental Ins. Co., 167 Cal. 117, was

decided in favor of the insurance company. Appel-

lants did not read the ruling correctly. It w^as held

that a local agent could not waive policy terms, (p.

123.) The opinion by the California Supreme Court is

interesting from our standpoint because it recognizes

non-waiver provisions in policies and intunates that if

authority is given only to particular agents (such as

president or secretary) , that only such agent can waive

the policy terms, (p. 124.)

Porter v. General Accident Assurance Co., 30 Cal.

App. 198, is decidedly in our favor on several points.

It holds that a countersigning agent cannot waive

where the policy limits the power to waive to certain
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specified agents. It was likewise held that the question

asked of assured was material.

In Bank of Anderson v. Home Ins. Co., 14 Cal. App.

208, the plaintiff told the company agent about other

insurance. The agent told plaintiff he would note it

on the policy ; but he forgot to do it. The court care-

fully noted there had been no concealment. The effect

of the non-waiver clause was not an issue because the

waiver involved did not effect the terms of the policy.

The appellants in their statement on the case do not

correctly interpret its ruling.

In Raulet v. Northwestern Ins. Co., 157 Cal. 213,

there was no written application, there were no ques-

tions and answers, no inquiry by the company, and no

misrepresentation, concealment, or fraud. Plaintiff

was ignorant of the forfeiture provision. But finally,

it was held that the encumbrance was not a chattel

mortgage within the terms of the policy.

In Knarston v. Manhattan Life Ins. Co., 140 Cal.

57, late payments of premiums were waived by ac-

ceptance. No change of the terms of the policy was

involved.

In Vierra v. New York Life Ins. Co., 119 Cal. App.

352, plaintiff asked that the policy cover from day of

application and he was assured it would. The agent

also took a note instead of cash. These facts show the

case inapplicable to our case.

Appellants quote from Arnold v. American Ins. Co.,

148 Cal. 660, at p. 110 of their brief. But that case

held the complaint was fatally defective. There it was
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stated that one pint of gasoline was not a substantial

violation. The agent said it was all right and adjusted

the loss and accepted the premium. The language

quoted deals with the question of knowledge by proper

officers of the company. It is to be noted that it is all

dicta in light of the holding. An essential difference

from our case is pointed out, too, in that it is made

necessary that the company lead the assured to rely

on his policy as a valid policy ''notwithstanding the

breach of condition of which it knows."

Appellants argue that the presence of cards in ap-

pellee's files operated as a waiver, but Carfagni didn't

know the cards w^ere there and he didn't rely on any

knowledge in the company. Nor do we agree with

appellants when they say the only possible defense

was that a written waiver was not attached to the

policy as required. The trial court found on substan-

tial evidence that there was no waiver either orally or

in writing.

Although we have argued to the merits of appel-

lants' contentions on the effect of Political Code Sec-

tion 633d, w^e wish to urge that it cannot here be con-

sidered for the reason that the point was not made to

the trial court.

''In an action at law, this is a court for the

correction of the errors of the court below^ ex-

clusively. Questions which were not presented to,

or decided by, that court are not open for review

here, because the trial court cannot be guilty of

error in a ruling that it has never made upon an

issue to which its attention was never called.

Railway Co. v. Henson, 19 U. S. App. 169, 171,
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7 C. C. A. 349, 351, and 58 Fed. 530, 532 ; Philip

Schneider Brewing Co. v. American Ice-Mach.

Co., 40 U. S. App. 382, 403, 23 C. C. A. 89, 100,

and 77 Fed. 138, 149 ; Manufacturing Co. v. Joyce,

8 U. S. App. 309, 311, 4 C. C. A. 368, 370, and 54

Fed. 332, 333."

Board of Com'rs v. Sutliff, 97 Fed. 270 at 275.

See also, Board of Com'rs v. Home Savings Bank,

200 Fed. 28 at 34.

In Ex parte Keizo Kamiyama, 44 Fed. (2d) 503 at

505 (9th Circuit), this court has recognized the rule by

stating

:

''It is a fundamental rule in the review of

judicial proceedings that a party is not heard on

appeal upon questions not raised in the trial court,

3 C. J. 689, Sec. 580; Edwards v. Elliott, 21 Wall.

532, 22 L. Ed. 487; Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U. S.

90, 23 L. Ed. 678; Wilson v. McNamee, 102 U. S.

572, 26 L. Ed. 234; Rodriguez v. Vivoni, 201 U. S.

371, 26 S. Ct. 475, 50 L. Ed. 792; Huse v. U. S.,

222 U. S. 496, 32 S. Ct. 119, 56 L. Ed. 285."

E. APPELLANTS RELY ON INSUBSTANTIAL CONFLICTING EVI-

DENCE TO ARGUE THE QUESTION OF MISREPRESENTATION
ABOUT PRIOR CANCELLATIONS.

Section XI of appellants' brief is founded upon

shifting sands. Here they seek to defend the answer

''no exceptions" by declaring it was the truth. They

arrive at this by arguing that there was only one prior

cancellation instead of four or five, and that the one

cancellation was for a reason immaterial to the risk.

Although the question of this misrepresentation by

Payne is only collateral to the vital point of false
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warranty, appellants are still trying to confine the

defense to the former point. They even seek to dictate

our stand by saying "the whole defense * * * depends

on this one item." Then they try to reargue the

evidence to this court, remarking about "the pre-

ponderance of the evidence."

In seeking to establish the misrepresentation as

immaterial, appellants again fall into the error of

ignoring the findings. There were at least four can-

cellations, not just one. Three companies had can-

celled because the risk was undesirable. (Defendant's

Exhibit A, Tr. p. 63 et seq., Tr. p. 81.) The trial court

found from this evidence that the statement nmnbered

9 was material. In addition, the Home cancelled be-

cause Carfagni was a bad risk. (Tr. pp. 117, 118, 135,

136.) We shall also show that the statement is ma-

terial as a matter of law. Appellants do not state the

correct facts about the cancellations and the reasons

therefor.

Appellants cite Kleiher Co. v. International Ins. Co.,

106 Cal. App. 709, on the question of a representation

being material. There the evidence was that plaintiff's

predecessors in interest had been cancelled because of

their non-pajTnent of premimn. In addition to that,

the statement was not made by the plaintiff, nor did he

know it had been made. Even had he known of its

existence, the evidence showed he did not know of any

previous cancellation, although the company's agent

did know of it.

In Hatvley v. Insurance Co., 102 Cal. 651, the can-

cellation was made because the company was retiring

from business.
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Appellants' statement of Shawnee Life v. Watkins

(Okla., 1916), 156 Pac. 181, clearly shows the basis

for that decision is upon the distinguishable fact that

there was no breach of warranty, because the language

of the question in the policy was ambiguous and not

susceptible of the interpretation given it by the com-

pany.

A similar case is Fidelity^ Mutual Life v. Miller, 92

Fed. 63, 34 C. C. A. 211. The policy was construed

so that the statement was not false. Nor did plaintiff

know he had been rejected.

We have already discussed the Baddin case referred

to at page 116 of their brief. They do not correctly

analyze the decision.

Citation of cases is made dealing with life insurance

applications as against accident and health rejections,

and vice versa. These cases are not applicable here,

where all the policies were automobile public liability

policies.

Biwiiiess Men's Assurance Co. v. Campbell, 32 Fed.

(2d) 995, dealt with an ambiguous question. The

answer was declared true under the question as con-

strued. Application was for an accident policy. Re-

jection had been by a life insurance company.

In Solez V. Zurich Ins. Co., 54 Fed. (2d) 523, the

case was reversed for erroneous instructions. The

court held that where one is a life policy and the other

an accident policy, the question of rejection by one as

material to the other is a question of fact. It can be

seen from this that appellants have misconstrued the

holding.
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Guaranty Life v. Frumson (Mo. 1921), 236 S. W.
310, dealt with a withdrawal of the application by the

assured himself.

Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Ford (Texas), 130 S. W.

769, speaks for itsef. The answer made was simply

incomplete and a fraternal organization was not con-

templated by the question.

F. IN ARGUING ABOUT RESCISSION APPELLANTS IGNORE THE

FINDINGS ON QUESTIONS OF FACT AND FAIL TO SHOW THAT
THE NECESSARY ELEMENTS OF ESTOPPEL EXISTED.

In Section XII of appellants' brief we find an at-

tempted argument that appellee was estopped to

rescind. We shall later show by the authorities just

what rights and remedies an insurance company has

upon learning of a breach of waranty and a false

representation. Suffice it to say, rescission was not

the sole remedy. Secondly, there was no evidence

sufficient to work an estoppel against the company's

right to rescind. (American Maintenance Co. v. In-

demnity Co., 214 Cal. 608, supra.) The trial court

found against appellants. The entire theory of

estoppel tumbles because appellants produced no evi-

dence showing that either Carfagni or Payne knew

anything about the company's knowledge or lack of

knowledge of Carfagni 's past record. The evidence

indicated that both Payne and Carfagni believed the

com]Dany had no knowledge whatever. Therefore, this

very essential element was lacking. Another element

lacking was any actual knowledge of all the facts by

anyone connected with the insurance company. A third

element lacking was the utter failure of the plaintiffs

below to show any authoritative action by some one
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connected with ai)pellee and having knowledge of the

facts.

MtiiTay V. Home Life, 90 Cal. 402, cited by appel-

lants involved a waiver of non-pajnnent of premimn

by acceptance of overdue payment.

We disagree with appellants' statement on page 122

of their brief that the uncontradicted evidence showed

any of the facts therein referred to.

Silverherg v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 67 Cal. 36, involved

a finding of full knowledge of all the facts. The court

distinguished the case from an earlier decision on the

ground that the one at bar did not involve a policy

with a non-waiver provision.

In J. Frank <& Co. v. New Amsterdam Casualty Co.,

175 Cal. 293, the insurance company sought to avoid

liability on the ground that the assured was a corpora-

tion instead of an individual. The court decided there

was a waiver because the company had defended the

suit in which the assured had been designated a cor-

poration, all to the knowledge of the company. The

court pointed out that the non-waiver clause does not

govern waivers of requirements after a loss has oc-

curred.

Faris v. American National Co., 44 Cal. App. 48,

involved a waiver by the secretary of the company.

Under the non-waiver clause, the secretary was one of

those given the power to waive. He asked for and

collected the premium after default.

At page 124 (A. Br.) are cases already discussed by

us. Cotten v. Fidelity & Casualty Co., 41 Fed. 506, the
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only new one there cited deals with a demand for and

acceptance of the overdue premium after assured had

died.

G. WHERE THERE IS A BREACH OF A WARRANTY CONTAINED
IN THE POLICY, ARGUMENTS ABOUT LACK OF MISREPRE-

SENTATION AND INCOMPLETE CONSTRUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE
CANNOT BE USED TO ELIMINATE THE PLAIN PROVISION OF

THE CONTRACT AGAINST ANY WAIVER OF ITS TERMS EX-

CEPT IN THE MANNER AND BY THE PERSONS AGREED UPON
BY THE PARTIES.

Section XIII. For six pages appellants strive to

''ambush" the authorities to be presented by appellee.

They say any of our cases upholding non-waiver pro-

visions are immaterial for three reasons. First: Be-

cause, they argue, the misrepresentation died or spent

its force almost as soon as made. The findings and the

evidence show that Payne's answer in 1929 w^as relied

on by the company in 1931 and that Payne knew it

would be and knew that it was in fact relied on by

the company as soon as he read the 1931 policy. More-

over, the statement, being a warranty and a part of

the policy, was made the assured 's contract and the

statement was adopted and confirmed by assured 's

retention of the policy. The Federal cases are not in

conflict. Appellants have cited cases on facts entirely

different from the ones at bar. They also misconceive

the points involved. The question of consulting the

assured is not important where we are dealing with a

breach of warranty. Nor do appellants' cited cases fit

the situation, because neither Carfagni nor Payne

ever gave a true statement of all the facts to the com-

pany as was the fact in appellants' cited cases. Their
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cited cases do not deal with a waiver at all, but more

with an estoppel. Where the assured gives the facts

and the company assures him the policy conforms, the

company is estopped.

Secondly, appellants say our cited cases will be

immaterial on non-waiver clauses because of the trial

court's finding of constructive knowledge by the com-

pany of two out of four cancellations. Their statement

that the "company itself knew of the cancellation of

prior insurance" is not borne out by the evidence.

Moreover, this argument fails to give effect to the

other requirement of the non-waiver clause that the

change of terms or waiver of them must be made in a

writing attached to the policy.

Thirdly, they argue that our cases will be inunaterial

because the breach of the policy terms concerned a

past transaction which could be waived despite the

policy provision to the contrary. The answer to that

is that the cases do not so limit the effect of non-

w^aiver provisions. Another answer is that there is no

evidence of any kind of a waiver in our case. The

trial court found as a fact that there w^as no waiver

of any kind, either orally or in writing. The case of

Northwestern Nat. Ins. Co. v. McFarlane, 50 Fed.

(2d) 539, is a case we cited to the trial court. We find

appellants now using some of the language from that

case. The language is not applicable to our facts and

findings. Further quotation from the case will illus-

trate that it is authority for our position in this case

:

"The action is brought not upon the policy as

written, but upon the verbal agreement or under-
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standing- between the ag'ent of the company and

the owner of the property insured at the time the

written contract became effective as between

them, as constituting a waiver of the written

agreement, or as raising an estoppel against en-

forcing its provisions."*******
''But we think that the evidence shows that the

written and oral agreements were contemporane-

ous and should be considered as one transaction,

regardless of whether the physical possession of

the policy had passed from the agent to the ap-

pellee. It is conceded that a written agreement

cannot be modified or affected by a contemporane-

ous oral agreement between the parties, conflict-

ing with the terms of the writing, and this is the

statutory law in California."*******
"the Supreme Court is definitely committed

to the proposition that mere knowledge by the

insurance company of conditions which would

constitute a breach and forfeiture therof at the

time of its issuance, does not operate as a waiver

of the express terms of the written policy."*******
"It will be observed that the policy in the case

at bar does not provide for a forfeiture in the

event that the building is vacant. It merely un-

dertakes to insure the building while it is occupied

and during the first ten days of any period of

vacancy. The policy says nothing about a vacancy

permit. It makes the obligation of the company
during vacancy dependent upon a written modifi-

cation of the contract subsequently agreed to and
indorsed on or added to the policy. It provides

that the building is not insured when vacant for
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more than ten days. The effect of the verbal

agreement was exactly the opposite. There was
no waiver of a forfeiture, because the policy con-

tained no provision for a forfeiture."

The case then holds as follows

:

''It seems clear from the foregoing authorities

that the agreement of the agent, with reference to

prospective vacancies being oral, and in direct

conflict with the terms of the policy, was not bind-

ing upon the company, not only for the reason

that evidence of an oral agreement contemporane-

ous with and in contradiction of a written agree-

ment is not admissible to vary the terms of a con-

tract, but also because it further appears from
the contract itself that the agent of the company
was not authorized to amend or vary the contract,

except by a writing attached thereto or endorsed

thereon."

The dictum quoted by appellants says in effect that

if the company pays a small loss tvith knowledge of a

ten day vacancy it will be a waiver of that particular

period of vacancy ; but it cannot be regarded as a con-

tinuing waiver nor a waiver of a longer period of

vacancy. It was really a question of coverage during

a vacancy and did not involve the question of waiver

of a forfeiture. Since the case holds for the insurance

company the last part of the decision was not neces-

sary. Nor is it of any use to appellants here, where

there was no evidence of a waiver of any kind and the

trial court so found.
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H. WITH FOUR OR FIVE CANCELLATIONS ADMITTED BY AP-

PELLANTS' OWN WITNESSES, AN ATTEMPT IS MADE TO

ARGUE THAT THE FINDINGS ARE NOT SUPPORTED BY THE
EVIDENCE.

Section XIV of appellants' brief argues that the

evidence does not support the findings on cancellations.

Here they try to inject error by use of the court's

memorandum opinion. As already indicated, the opin-

ion is no part of the findings. The point about the

''American Indemnity Company" is illustrative of

their fallacious reasoning. The trial court inadver-

tently said in its memorandum opinion something

about a cancellation by the American Indemnity Com-

pany. This mistake was corrected in the findings.

Not only was there sufficient evidence of cancella-

tions by the four companies as we have already indi-

cated, but there was also evidence of confirmation of

and acquiescence in those cancellations by Carfagni's

authorized agent.

We are not here dealing with the sufficiency of a

cancellation under the requirements of a particular

policy. We are dealing solely with the sufficiency of

the evidence to support a finding of cancellation.

Under the cases hereinafter cited, there was substan-

tial evidence of cancellations. Payne had full powers

and could accept cancellation and ratify it on behalf

of Carfagni.

Their cases on proof of cancellation deal with the

requirements under a policy where the company can-

celling is seeking to establish the fact. In our case

the only question is the sufficiency of the evidence to
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sustain the finding. (See Barker v. Gould, 122 Cal. 240

at 243, and other cases to be cited by us.)

The appellants' cases on the power of a broker to

accept cancellation deal with agents ''to procure".

The evidence shows Payne had full powers in every

particular.

In appellants' case of White v. Ins. Co. of N. Y., 93

Fed. 161, the court held the broker's authority was

great enough to accept cancellations and replace in

other companies.

In Adams v. The Manufacturer's Ins. Co., 17 Fed.

630, the court reversed the cases for a new trial to

allow the company a chance to prove the broker's

authority to receive notice of cancellation.

In Magruder v. U. S., 32 Fed. (2d) 807, they could

not interpret the language used by the assured to

mean a request for cancellation.

In Cronenwett v. Iowa Underwriters etc., 44 Cal.

App. 571, the jury merely found there was no evidence

of authority to cancel. Most of the cases cited by

appellants are of this nature, where evidence was lack-

ing on the subject of the broker's authority. Payne

had full powers. (Tr. pp. 60, 82-83.)

Appellants cannot now argue on the facts. We shall

later point out in detail that the record supi3orts the

findings in every particular. Payne's own testimony

left no room for doubt that at least four companies

cancelled and that Payne accepted and acknowledged

these cancellations. He treated them as cancellations

and tried to replace the risk with another company in

each instance. (Tr. pp. 60-63, 81.)
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The appellants have gone far afield of the issues.

As we have already stated, we have only to consider

whether the findings are supported by any substantial

evidence. If they are, then we have to consider whether

the conclusions of the trial court were correct in law

under those findings. Resort cannnot be had to the

memorandum opinion for the purpose of attacking

either the findings or the decision.

THE MEMORANDUM OPINION OF A TRIAL COURT CANNOT
BE USED BY APPELLANTS.

The findings of fact and conclusions of law stand as

the last expression of the trial court upon the evi-

dence and the law. After the memorandum opinion

was filed the parties prepared findings and counter

findings. The findings were settled by complete dis-

cussion of both sides before the court. The entire

matter was again presented upon a motion for a new

trial. Appellants cannot now seek to inject error by

means of the trial court's preliminary opinion, which

is no part of the findings nor of the evidence.

The court for this circuit has so expressed itself in

Pacific Sheet Metal Works v. California Canneries

Co., 164 Fed. 980 at 984:

"It has been distinctly held that the opinion

of the court, assigning reasons for its conclu-

sions, cannot be treated as a special finding.

British Queen Mining Co. v. Baker Silver Min-
ing Co., 139 U. S. 222, 11 Sup. Ct. 523, 35 L. ed.

147. Nor can the opinion of the trial court be

considered for the purpose of helping the findings.
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Saltonstall v. Birtwell, 150 U. S. 417, 14 Sup. Ct.

169, 37 L. Ed. 1128. Nor for the purpose of

modifying or controlling the findings. Stone v.

U. S., 164 U. S. 380, 17 Sup. Ct. 71, 41 L. Ed.

477; Townsend v. Beatrice Cemetery Ass'n, 138

Fed. 381, 70 C. C. A. 521; Kentucky Life & Acci-

dent Ins. Co. V. Hamilton, 63 Fed. 93, 11 C. C.

A. 42; Hinkley v. City of Arkansas City, 69 Fed.

768, 16 C. C. A. 395."

See, also:

Isaacs V. DeUon, 11 Fed. (2d) 943.

In Crocker v. V. S., 240 U. S. 74, 36 S. Ct. 245, 60

L. Ed. 533, the Supreme Court states the rule:

''In the briefs reference is made to portions

of the opinion delivered in the court of claims as

if they were not in accord with the findings. We
do not so read the opinion, but deem it well to

observe, as was done in Stone v. United States,

164 U. S. 380, 382, 383, 41 L. ed. 477, 478, 17

Sup. Ct. Rep. 71, that 'the findings of the court

of claims in an action at law determine all mat-

ters of fact precisely as the verdict of a jury',

and that 'we are not at liberty to refer to the

opinion for the purpose of eking out, controlling,

or modifying the scope of the findings'. See also

Collier v. United States, 173 U. S. 79, 80, 43

L. ed. 621, 622, 19 Sup. Ct. Rep. 330; United

States V. New York Indians, 173 U. S. 464, 470,

43 L. ed. 769, 771, 19 Sup. Ct. Rep. 487."
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THE FINDINGS OF THE TRIAL COURT ARE CONCLUSIVE
ON THIS APPEAL.

The rule of law enunciated is followed in both state

and federal coui"ts. The language used will be

illuminating. There can be no place for argument on

facts in an appeal of this sort.

''Where a case is tried by the court without a

jury, its findings upon questions of fact are con-

clusive * * *"

Stanley v. Supervisors of Albany Co., 121 U. S.

535, 30 L. Ed. 1000.

In the case of Independence Ind. Co. v. Sandersoyi,

57 Fed. (2d) 125 at 129, the Circuit Court for the

Ninth Circuit had this to say:

"In cases of this character, the judgment of the

trial court, a jury having been waived, has the

force and effect of the verdict of a jury, and the

judgment will not be reversed where there is sub-

stantial evidence upon which to base it."

The rule is clearly stated in U. S. v. Tyrakotvskif

50 Fed. (2d) 766 at 771:

''Where a case is tried by the court without

a jury, its findings upon questions of fact are

conclusive. It matters not how convincing the

argument is that upon the evidence the findings

should have been different. Stanley v. Super-

visors of Albany County, 121 U. S. 535, 7 S. Ct.

1234, 30 L. Ed. 1000; Dooley v. Pease, 180 U. S.

126, 21 S. Ct. 329, 45 L. Ed. 457."

In Aetna Ins. Co. v. Licking Valley Milling Co.,

19 Fed. (2d) 177, we find the Circuit Court using this

language

:
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''this court is bound to accept the fact conclu-

sions of the trial court, so far as supported by

any substantial testimony.
'

'

An interesting discussion on the subject is to be

found in Easton v. Brant, 19 Fed. (2d) 857 (9th Cir.),

where the court said

:

"On the foregoing facts, the appellant is con-

fronted by two well-established principles of law,

from which there is little or no dissent: First,

the findings of the chancellor, based on testi-

mony taken in open court, are presumptively cor-

rect and will not be disturbed on appeal, save for

obvious error of law or serious mistake of fact.

Savage v. Shields (C. C. A.), 293 F. 863. Second,

a person who seeks to vary the terms of a written

contract, or to establish a secret trust as against

another, assmnes a heavy burden, and must make
out his case by clear and umnistakable evidence.

In such cases the court is not bound to accept the

uncorroborated testimony of an interested party,

even though his testimony is not contradicted."

This court has held to the rule in no uncertain terms

in the case of San Fernando Copper Mining Co. v.

Humphrey, 130 Fed. 298 at 300. The court said:

"It is assigned that the court erred in making
the finding, but such a finding is not subject to

revision by this court if there were any evidence

upon which it could be made. Dooley v. Pease,

180 U. S. 126, 21 Sup. Ct. 329, 45 L. Ed. 457; St.

Louis V. Rutz, 138 U. S. 241, 11 Sup. Ct. 337, 34

L. Ed. 941 ; Runkle v. Burnham, 153 U. S. 225, 14

Sup. Ct. 837, 38 L. Ed. 694; Mcintosh v. Price,

121 Fed. 716, 58 C. C. A. 136; Empire State M.
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&. D. Co. V. Bunker Hill & Sullivan M. & C. Co.,

114 Fed. 417, 52 C. C. A. 219. The question so

submitted to the court was one of fact to be de-

cided on the evidence. It is not our province to

review the evidence further than may be neces-

sary to discover that the case is not one wherein

there was no evidence to justify the finding."

The Supreme Court has recognized the doctrine in

Dooley v. Pease, 180 U. S. 126, 45 L. Ed. 457, a lead-

ing case. We quote from that case

:

''Where a case is tried by the court, a jury

having been, waived, its findings upon questions

of fact are conclusive in the courts of review, it

matters not how convincing the argument that

upon the evidence the findings should have been

different. Stanley v. Albany County Supers., 121

U. S. 547, 30 L. ed. 1002, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1234.

Errors alleged in the findings of the court are

not subject to revision by the circuit court of

appeals or by this court, if there was any evi-

dence upon which such findings could be made.
Hathaway v. First Nat. Bank, 134 U. S. 498, 33

L. ed. 1006, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 608; St. Louis v.

Butz, 138 U. S. 241, 34 L. ed. 946, 11 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 337; Runkle v. Burnkam, 153 U. S. 225, 38

L. ed. 697, 14 Sup. Ct. Rep. 837."

The court for the Ninth Circuit held in Pacific

Sheet Metal Works v. California Canneries Co., 164

Fed. 980 at 982-3 as follows:

''this being an action at law, and before us on
writ of error, the finding of the Circuit Court
as to the fact, if there was any evidence upon
which to base the finding, is conclusive here.
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King V. Smith, 110 Fed. 95, 49 C. C. A. 46, 54 L.

R. A. 708; Eureka County Bank v. Clarke, 130

Fed. 326, 64 C. C. A. 571; Dooley v. Pease, 180

U. S. 126, 21 Sup. Ct. 329, 45 L. ed. 457; Stanley

V. Supervisors, 121 U. S. 547, 7 Sup. Ct. 1234,

30 L. Ed. 1000; Runkle v. Burnham, 153 U. S.

216, 14 Sup. Ct. 837, 38 L. Ed. 694; Hathaway v.

Bank, 134 U. S. 494, 10 Sup. Ct. 608, 33 L. Ed.

1004."

The rule in California is just the same. In Barker

V. Gould, 122 Cal. 240 at 243, the court sustained a

finding based upon an opinion of the witness.

Every inference, presumption, and fact will be

sought by the Appellate Court to sustain the judg-

ment. For instance, the finding by the trial court

that appellee knew of two cancellations will not be

distorted as appellant has distorted it, to mean that

the Home Office officials had actual knowledge of these

cancellations. The most that can be said of that find-

ing from an examination of the evidence is that the

cards of the credit association were in the company's

files and that the company had constructive knowledge

of their contents.

EVERY FINDING MADE BY THE TRIAL COURT HAS CLEAR
AND UNEQUIVOCAL SUPPORT IN THE RECORD. THESE
FINDINGS FROM SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE ARE DETER-
MINATIVE OF THIS APPEAL.

It is our purpose to illustrate by specific reference

to the record how the findings can be supported un-

der the rule just discussed.
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Finding I has to do with the allegations in the

complaint to support the right of action in the plain-

tiffs below. We need not refer to the record on that.

Finding II deals with appellee's insurance policy

and its terms. The policy is in evidence (Tr. pp. 29-

57) as part of plaintiffs' case.

Finding III: (a) Statement 9 was found to be a

material w^arranty to the effect that no company had

cancelled or refused to issue any kind of automobile

insurance for the assured during the three years last

^ast. This finding is true as a matter of law, as

we shall show later.

(b) Statement 9 was found to be untrue and that

said warranty was breached because,

1. The Home Accident and Home Fire In-

surance Company of Little Rock, Arkansas, had

cancelled as a bad risk (Tr. pp. 117, 118, 135,

136) on or about August 11, 1928, a policy pre-

viously issued to the assured on July 27, 1928.

(Tr. pp. 112-113, Defendant's "Exhibit B" p.

114, pp. 130-132, pp. 133-142.)

2. The Travelers Insurance Company had can-

celled as an undesirable risk on or about Sep-

tember 15, 1928, an automobile insurance policy

it had previously issued to Fred Carfagni, as-

sured. (Tr. p. 60 (Payne's authority to act

for the assured Carfagni), Defendant's '^Ex-

hibit A" p. 63 et seq. ; p. 81 (where Payne re-

fers to "these cancellations" in Defendant's

"Exhibit A" and "that there was trouble with
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losses and the companies thought that the risk

was not desirable").)

3. The Washington Underwriters Company

cancelled as an undesirable risk on or about Oc-

tober 5, 1928, its policy of automobile insurance

previously issued to Dr. Carfagni about Sep-

tember 5, 1928. (Tr. pp. 80-81, Defendant's

''Exhibit A" p. 63 et seq.)

4. The Western States Insurance Company

likewise cancelled on or about June 1, 1929, its

automobile policy. (Defendant's "Exhibit A"
p. 63 et seq., Tr. pp. 80-81.)

It is to be noted that Carfagni 's agent Payne had

full authority to act in all matters pertaining to Dr.

Carfagni 's insurance. (Tr. pp. 60, 82-83.) It is also

interesting to note that these four policies which

were cancelled were all placed by Payne under the

same category in his ledger sheets (Defendant's. ''Ex-

hibit A") as they were in his testimony. (Tr. p. 81.)

(c) It was found that on or before June 1, 1929,

and prior to May 13, 1931, Fred Carfagni, in pro-

curing the first policy from appellee, by and through

his agent (Payne) falsely represented to appellee

that there had been no losses or cancellations of auto-

mobile insurance by any other company and that it

was in order for appellee to write its first policy of

insurance. (Tr. p. 148 (showing Leo Pockwitz Co.

were general agents for appellee), Tr. pp. 149-150,

162-163, 202-203).)
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(d) It was found the policy of Fred Carfagni

here in suit, issued May 13, 1931, was renewed and

based on the information and statements in the first

policy issued about June 1, 1929. (Tr. pp. 28-29,

108, 164, 211.)

Finding IV: (a) It was found that at the thne

appellee issued its policy of 1931 to Fred Carfagni

it had knowledge of the cancellation by the Home
Accident and Home Fire Insurance Company of

Little Rock, Arkansas of its policy previously issued

to Carfagiii. The record supports this only in so

far as it was a constructive knowledge. (Tr. pp.

227, 230, 234, 237.) Mr. Arnberger was the person

in appellee's of&ce charged with acceptance or re-

jection of risks (Tr. pp. 201-202, 212) and he had

no knowledge whatever concerning prior cancellations

against Carfagni. (Tr. pp. 203 and 217.) Appel-

lants produced no evidence other than the presence

of 2 cards in appellee's files showing only 2 of the

cancellations.

(b) Constructive knowledge of a prior cancella-

tion by the Pacific Employers Insurance Company

was found by the court and is supported by the evi-

dence. (Tr. pp. 226-227, 230, 232.)

(c) The court found that appellee did not have

any knowledge concerning the details or particular

reasons for these two prior cancellations. (Tr. pp.

203, 217, 229.)

(d) It was found that appellee did not have any

knowledge whatever concerning the prior cancella-
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tions by the Travelers Insurance Company, The

Washington Underwriters Company, or the Western

States Insurance Company. (Tr. j). 228 shows none

of these com]3anies was a member of the I. C. C. A.

bureau, and hence that the appellee could not have

had any cards in its files on these companies.)

Transcript pages 203, 217 show the underwriting

officer had no knowledge of any prior cancellations.

The rest of the record is devoid of any showing of

knowledge by appellee of prior cancellations.

(e) The court found that appellee's policy had a

non-waiver provision. (Tr. p. 53.) Only the i3resi-

dent or secretary of the company could waive policy

provisions by an endorsement in writing attached to

the policy. Knowledge possessed by any agent of

the company could not be held to effect a waiver.

This policy was in the possession of assured 's agent

and assured, Carfagni, was bound by the terms of'

his contract. (Cases later.)

(f) The court found that no warranty, provision

or condition of the policy was ever waived or altered.

(We invite a careful inspection of the entire record

for the evidence supporting this finding. Nowhere

in the record can be found the slightest evidence of

a voluntary relinquishment of a known right by any-

one connected with appellee and having authority so

to do. Further support for this finding can be had

from the cases giving full effect to this non-waiver

provision in the policy.)

(g) It was found that no writing nor written en-

dorsement was executed by appellee or attached to
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the policy and signed by the jjresident or secretary

waiving or changing any of the warranties or pro-

visions of the policy in question. (Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 1, p. 29 et seq.)

Finding V: (a) The court found that by reason

of the falsity and breach of the material warranty

of Declaration No. 9, the policy was void and never

attached to the risks therein mentioned. (We have

already referred to the record showing the breach

and falsity of this warranty. The effect of this jis

a matter of law.)

(b) It was found that appellee advised Carfagni

about June 30, 1931, that the policy was void and

that it would accept no liability. (Tr. pp. 170-173,

175-176, 197.)

(c) It was fomid that appellee tendered and of-

fered to restore to Carfagni the full amount of the

premimn paid on the policy. (Tr. pp. 175-176, 180,

182.) That Carfagni did not object to the mode, kind,

or amomit of the tender. (Tr. pp. 182, 170-173.)

(d) It was foimd that appellee did not accept or

assume any liability under the policy of May 13, 1931.

(Tr. pp. 174, 175-176, 170-173, 197.)

Of the conclusions of the law made by the court

we shall have more to say later. We have illustrated

line for line that all the findings are supported by

substantial evidence in the record.
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BASED UPON CORRECT FINDINGS, THE DECISION OF THE
TRIAL COURT WAS SOUND UNDER ALL THE AUTHOR-
ITIES.

With the findings supported by the evidence, was

the decision of the court correct in law?

A. ALL DEFENSES AVAILABLE AGAINST ASSURED WERE AVAIL-

ABLE AGAINST THE APPELLANTS.

(1) The California rule.

In interpreting Statutes of 1919, page 776, the

leading California case of Hynding v. Home Acci-

dent Insurance Co., 83 Cal. Dec. 196, seems to be

the first case on the subject in California. That case

is clear authority for the proposition that the insur-

ance company may set up whatever defense it has

on the policy as against the injured party. The case

refers also to Federal cases hereafter mentioned.

Following the Hynding case, we have the case of

Sears v. Ulinois Indemnity Company, 68 C. A. D. 957,

in which the authorities are reviewed at great length

and in which it is also held that any acts avoiding

the policy done by the assured may be set up by the

insurance company in an action against defendant

by the injured person.

(2) The Federal rule.

Independently of California decisions, the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit

decided that the insurance company could use the

defense it had on the policy against the injured per-

son. Such a decision appears in Metropolitan Cas-

ualty Insurance Company v. Colthurst, 36 Fed. (2d)

559. It would undoubtedly be the rule now that the
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Hynding case has been decided by the Supreme Court

of California.

Following the CoUhiirst case, we have the case of

Royal Indemnity Co. v. Morris, 9th Circuit, 37 Fed.

(2d) 90, adopting the same rule.

A similar decision was handed down in the case

of N. J. Fidelity, etc. Co. v. Love, 43 Fed. (2d) 82,

in which reference is made to the CoUhurst and the

Royal Indemnity cases.

(3) General rule.

Indeed it seems to be the general rule from the

statement in SunderUn on Automobile Insurance,

page 417, paragraph 782, where it is said:

''When the injured claimant becomes a judg-

ment creditor of the assured, he has a direct

right of action against the insurer, but pro-

visions of the liability policy pertaining to

notice of accident, or the insurer's right to de-

fend on account thereof, and all other matters

arising under the policy are likewise binding

upon such judgment creditor."

B. DECLARATION NUMBER NINE "NO COMPANY HAS CAN-

CELLED OR REFUSED TO ISSUE ANY KIND OF AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE FOR THE ASSURED DURING THE PAST THREE
YEARS EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS: NO EXCEPTIONS", IS AN
AFFIRMATIVE WARRANTY.

1. It is a warranty because of certain policy provisions.

Number II of the policy is as follows:

''National Union Indemnity Company, Pitts-

burg, Pennsylvania, hereinafter called the Com-
pany, does hereby agree, in consideration of the

premimn herein, the schedule of declarations and
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compliance with the provisions hereinafter men-

tioned; * * * to insure the assured * * * >>

Under the provisions of this Part II, we have the

provision "J", as follows:

^^Declarations. The several statements in the

Declarations are hereby made a part of this

policy and are warranted by the assured to be

true."

2. The declaration concerning no previous cancellations is a

warranty under the law.

(a) California Code Provisions: Civil Code, Sec-

tion 2607, says:

^'A statement in a policy of a matter relating

to the person or thing insured, or to the risk,

as a fact, is an express warranty thereof."

In Couch Cyc. on Insurance, Vol. 4, paragraph 864,

it is said that where the applicant w^arrants the state-

ments in the application to be true and the policy

recites that it is issued in consideration of the state-

ments, agreements and warranties in the application,

and it is referred to and made a part of the policy,

such statements become warranties. Supporting this

proposition is the case of TJ. S. F. ^& G. v. Maxwell^

237 S. W. 708 (Ark.).

In Roberts v. Aetna Insurance Company, 58 Cal.

App. 83, the policy said that any false representation

by the assured would render the policy void. The ap-

plication made representations therein warranties and

made them a part of the policy. The Court held:

'^When the policy refers to the application and makes
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it part of the policy, any breach of the conditions or

representations which are warranties voids it."

(b) The Federal cases holding such declaration to

be a warranty, are:

Hubbard v. Mutual Insurance Co., 100 Fed.

719;

Home Life Insurance Co. v. Myers, 112 Fed.

846 (8th Circuit).

In Doll V. Equitable Life, 138 Fed. 705, it is held

that a declaration concerning family health is a war-

ranty.

See, also, the leading case of Taylor, et al., v. Amer-

ican Liability Co., 48 Fed. Rep. (2d) page 592 at 593.

C. THE STATEMENT "NO EXCEPTIONS" WAS FALSE AND THERE

WAS A BREACH OF WARRANTY.

1. Warranty confirmed by assured.

The statements in the declarations, including dec-

laration No. 9 in the original policy, were inserted by

Leo Pockwitz & Co., by and through Miss Hearney,

after an inquiry to Mr. E. H. Payne, broker, and a

false confirmation that the statements were true. Any

misstatement of the broker would be binding upon the

insured.

It is held in 32 C. J. 1337 (Note 1) :

"Where the misstatement in the application is

placed therein by a broker acting as agent for the

insured, it is binding upon insured."

It is further stated as a general rule in 32 (7. J.

1335 (Note 80)

:
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''Where an application contained a statement

by insured that he had never been refused other

insurance, it is not made the statement of the

company by the fact that one of its officers, with

a rubber stamp, added the words 'no exceptions'

after the statement."

2. The delivery of the policies and retention of them by the

broker creates an adoption by the assured of the declara-

tions and statements contained in the policy as the declara-

tions and statements of the assured.

(a) The general rule on this point has been stated

in 32 C. J. 1337, where it has been declared that w^here

the policy, if read, w^ould disclose the falsity of the

representation to the assured (where answers were

written in by the agent for the company) "* * * it is

under such circumstances the duty of the insured to

discover, within a reasonable time, the untruthfulness

of the representations constituting an inducement for

the issuance of the policy, and, upon discovery of their

untruth, he is bound to notify the company, and, if he

fails to do so, the policy may be avoided in the same

manner as if the false statements had originally been

made with his knowledge."

New York Life v. Fletcher, 117 U. S. 519, 29 L. Ed.

834; and Layton v. Netv York Life (Cal. App.), 202

Pac. 958, are cited in support of this rule.

(b) In California, the case of Kahn v. Royal In-

demnity Company, 39 Cal. App. 180, holds that the

possession of a policy by the broker, who procured it

at the instance of the insured, is as effectual as pos-

session by the assured for the purpose of charging

knowledge of statements contained in the apj^lication.
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That was a case where the application had not been

signed by the assured; and in Madsen v. Maryland

Casualty Co., 168 Cal. 204, at 206, it is held that the

failure of assured to read the policy will not prevent

enforcement of its provisions against him even where

the application was made out by the company's agent

with knowledge of the falsity of the warranty. Cases

cited therein on this point were Shannan v. Continen-

tal Insurance Co., 167 Cal. 117, and Modern Woodmen

V. Tevis, 117 Fed. 369.

Akin to this subject are the following propositions:

Delivery of a policy to a person who is agent for

the assured for the purpose of procuring insurance is

sufficient delivery; similarly, delivery to the broker

through whom the application was made, is sufficient

delivery to assured.

32 C. J. 1126, 1127.

In the case of Layton v. N. Y. Life, 55 Cal. App.

202, referred to above, it was held that it was no ex-

cuse that the assured never saw his policy nor read it,

when there was no excuse why he could not have done

so had he desired. It is to be noted that Judge Kerri-

gan concurred in that opinion.

(c) The Federal rule will follow the rule as stated

by the authorities above quoted.

See the leading cases of

:

N. Y. Insurance Co. v. Fletcher, 117 U. S. 519, 529

and 531, 29 L. Ed. 834, holds that despite the fact that

the answers in the application had been prepared by

agents in the company, it was the duty of the assured
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to read the application he had signed. It was also

held that the assured could have seen it in the policy

and that retention of the policy was an approval of

the application and its statements. Likewise, in the

case of Home Life Insurance Co. v. Myers, 112 Fed.

846 (8th Circuit), it was held that the assured, in

accepting the policy, recognized its terms and could

not repudiate it. The same doctrine was followed in

Wyss-Tlialman v. Maryland Casualty Co., 193 Fed.

55, Circuit Court of Pennsylvania, 1910, where the

court said:
u* * * ,^^^ j^^^^ Y)j the delivery of the policy to

the assured he is put upon notice of the condi-

tions therein expressed."

In Maryland Casualty v. Eddy, 239 Fed. 477 (6th

Circuit), the case of Lumber Underwriters v. Rife,

237 U. S. 605, 59 L. Ed. 1140, is quoted as follows:

''No rational theory of contract can be made
that does not hold the assured to know the con-

tents of the instrument to which he seeks to hold

the other party."

D. THE GOOD FAITH OF THE ASSURED IN A QUESTION OF

BREACH OF WARRANTY IS IMMATERIAL.

The leading case upon this subject was written by

Judge Kerrigan during the time that he served as a

distinguished member of the California District Court

of Appeals. Under an indemnity bond, the court held

that statements in the application as to the honesty of

an employee were warranties in fact. It was found

that the warranties were false. The good faith of the

insured was held immaterial.
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See:

Wolverine Brass Works v. Pacific Coast Cas-

ualty Co., 26 Cal. App. 183.

£. THE WARRANTY UPON PRIOR CANCELLATIONS WAS FALSE

IN PACT.

From the history of cancellations outlined by the

witness, E. H. Payne, it is plain that warranty No. 9

was untrue, both at the time of the original policy and

at the time of the renewal of policy No. 627,670, coun-

tersigned May 13, 1931, effective June 1, 1931.

It is true that the only cancellation which the wit-

ness Payne would concede was that of the Home Acci-

dent Insurance Company ,of Arkansas. This policy

was cancelled August 15, 1928, less than three years

from the date of the original policy, and also of the

last policy of June 1, 1931. However, under the testi-

mony of witness Payne, he stated that his record

showed replacements, so that he further testified re-

placements were the same as cancellations. He ex-

plained this identity by stating that when a company

elected to cancel it called him up during the year of

cancellation and asked him to replace the business

because they intended to cancel the policy which was

then held by them. Under this explanation, the Trav-

elers Insurance policy w^as issued August 13, 1928,

and cancelled and replaced in another company Sep-

tember 15, 1928. The Western States policy w^as also

cancelled on or about June 11, 1929.

Therefore, the falsity of the statement in the sched-

ule of declarations is obvious when one reiterates the
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history of cancellations within the three-year period

of either the original |)olicy or the renewed policy of

June 1, 1931, to-wit:

Cancelled and
ReplacedPolicy Issued

Home Accident Company
of Arkansas 7/27/28

Travelers Insurance 8/13/28

Western States Group 10/5/28

The Washington
Underwriters 9/5/28

8/15/28

9/15/28

6/11/29

10/5/28

Payne as an agent with full powers and in complete

charge of assured 's insurance business, had authority

to receive and accept cancellations.

Nortliern Assiir. Co. v. Standard Leather Co.,

165 Fed. 602;

New Zealand v. Lason Lumber Co., 13 Fed.

(2d) 374.

Holding that one may ratify an informal cancella-

tion by taking out a policy in another company, see:

Arnfeld v. Guardian Assurance, 172 Pa. 605,

34 Atl. 580;

Hopkins v. Phoenix, 78 la. 344, 43 N. W. 197;

Kelsea v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 78 N. H. 422, 101

Atl. 362.

The evidence in our case shows that Payne not only

accepted and ratified the cancellations by taking out

policies in other companies; but he also acknowdedged

that he, as assured 's agent, regarded them as and con-

strued them to be cancellations. (Tr. p. 81.)
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F. THE RENEWAL OF THE POLICY WAS BASED UPON ORIGINAL

POLICY INFORMATION AND CONSTITUTED NO WAIVERS.

Please see:

Syndicate Insurance Co. v. Bohn, 65 Fed. 165

at 170 and 171.

That case holds that the warranty made in the orig-

inal policy is reiterated on renewal and if any facts

have arisen between the time of the original policy

and the time of the renewal which would make the

warranty false, that the warranty made in said re-

newal policy would relate to such facts and render

said , warranty false as of the time made, to-wit, upon

renewal.

In Joyce on Insurance, Vol. 4, page 3530, para-

graph 207, subdivision K, it is said

:

''Statements by assured in an application for

an accident policy that he had not been disabled

nor received medical or surgical attention during

the past five years, are material and when at-

tached to and made a part of the policy, are af-

firmative warranties, and when reaffirmed in a

renewal certificate are falsified where there have

been frequent consultations and attendance by
physicians and experts and trips abroad, under

serious physical and mental conditions, for treat-

ment." (Citing cases.)

In Volume 3 of the same work, Section 2005, page

3358, , it is said:

"But it is held that warranties in an accident

policy as to sound health and medical attendance

on which the original policy is based, attach to

the renewal thereof and relate to the tune when
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made, where no additional application is made or

questions asked."

In Maryland Casualty v. Campbell, 255 Fed. 437, it

is held that statements or declarations made in the

original policy are repeated upon renewal.

The case of Soloman v. Federal Insurance Co., 176

Cal. 133, holds that in the absence, of a new applica-

tion or new information showing a different intention,

the renewal of a fire insurance policy is impliedly

made on the basis that the statements in the original

application or policy are still truthful, accurate and

operative.

G. THE TRIAL COURT FOUND THE WARRANTY OF STATEMENT
NUMBER 9 MATERIAL AS A MATTER OF FACT; BUT IT HAS
ALSO BEEN DECLARED MATERIAL AS A MATTER OF LAW
BY THE AUTHORITIES.

1. Rule in California.

By reason of Civil Code, Section 2610, the breach

must be material to avoid the policy. The test of ma-

teriality of a breach of warranty is set forth in Civil

Code, Section 2565, w^hich says

:

"Materiality is to be determined not by the

event, but solely by the probable and reasonable

influence of the facts upon the party to w^hom the

communication is due, informing his estimate of

the disadvantages of the proposed contract or in

making his inquiries."

It would seem that that section makes it a question

of fact as to whether or not the warranty is material.

We believe, however, that it has been established in
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California that the materiality is a question of law

under circiunstances such as exist in our case.

It has been held that the materiality of the thing

warranted with relation to the risk is of no conse-

quence, since the warranty itself is regarded as an im-

plied stipulation that the thing warranted is material.

Soloman v. Federal Insurance Co., 176 Cal. 133;

Bayley v. Employers Liability Corporation, 6

Cal., mireported, 254, 56 Pac. 638.

In McEwen v. New York Life Insurance Co., 23

Cal. App. 694 at 697 and 698, it is held that where

tlie representations or answers in an application are

in response to written questions and are themselves

in writing, the materiality is one of law "* * * the

parties, by putting and answering the questions, have

indicated that they deemed the matter to be material".

(Quoted from 31ay on Insurance, Section 185.) The

court then says that this rule set forth in 3Iay has

been modified in Section 2565 and goes on to say:

''Conceding that by reason of this statute the rule

laid down in May on Insurance, Section 185, and fol-

lowed by the courts in many states, is not applicable,

we are nevertheless, of the opinion that mider the stat-

ute the materiality of the representation was a ques-

tion of law for determination of the court and not the

jury."

The Supreme Court denied a petition for a hearing

in the McEwen case, and in the second trial on appeal

of the McEiven case in 42 Cal. App. 133, the same rule

is applied and the court referred to Huhhard Mutual
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Association, 100 Fed. 726, and Jeffries v. Economical

Insurance Co., 22 L. Ed. 833, where it was said:

"It would be a violation of the legal rights of

the company to take from it its acknowledged

power, thus to make its oj^inion the standard of

what is material, and to leave that point to the

determination of the jury."

In Bennett v. Northwestern Insurance Co., 84 Cal.

App. 130, it was held that an affirmative warranty was

a condition precedent and if breached the policy would

never attach and that this was without regard to the

materiality of the facts w^arranted. The court refused

to pass upon Section 2611, Civil Code, concerning the

modification of the rule, inasmuch as the policy itself

expressly declared that it would be void for misrepre-

sentation of a material fact. The court said

:

'^* * * A misrepresentation is material which

would affect the rate of premium or influence the

insurer in accepting or rejecting the risk."

In SUnkard v. Manchester, 122 Cal. at 599, it was

held that Section 2611 of the Civil Code is but a re-

enactment of common law and the question of ma-

teriality or immateriality does not arise if the pro-

vision appears in the policy, for, by so including it, it

is made material. The court held that it was error to

admit evidence concerning the increase of risk.

In Los Angeles Athletic Chih v. Fidelity Co., 41

Cal. App. 439 at 446, the court said

:

"Respondent contends that this condition of

the policy requiring prompt notice of the acts con-

stituting the basis of a claim is not material to the
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rights of defendant, and that under the Civil

Code, Section 2611, the violation of an immaterial

provision of a policy does not avoid it, miless it is

so expressly declared in the policy. The conten-

tion that this expressed condition for prompt
notice is not material to the contract is not sus-

tained by resi^ondent's authorities, and is contrary

to the generally recognized construction of such

requirements in insurance policies. Respondent's

citation to the effect that notice is not material un-

less it is shown that injury has resulted from the

failure to give same, in nearly every instance, deal

with the implied requirements of notice under the

general law of guaranty and suretyship. Here
the parties expressly stipulated in their w^ritten

contract for prompt and specific notice."

The court cites

:

Riddlesharger v. Hartford Insurance Co., 7

Wall. 386 at 390, 19 L. Ed. 257;

California Savings Bank v. American Surety

Company, 87 Fed. 118.

The case of Employers v. Industrial Accident, 177

Cal. 771 at 776, bears out this rule although it is there

held not a warranty and therefore the question of its

materiality was a question of fact. It was held not a

warranty because it was not a part of the policy.

2. The Federal rule.

The Federal rule seems to be the same as the Cali-

fornia rule, and even in cases w^here the statements are

considered representations, they are regarded as ma-

terial under circmnstances such as exist in our case.
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In Union Indemnity, v. Dodd, 21 Fed. 2d 709, it was

held under a statute of Virginia which said that all

statements in the application were to be construed as

representations and not warranties and that breach

should not bar recovery unless shown that the answ^er

was material to the risk that the state court's inter-

pretation of the state statute would be followed. The

plaintiff had stated that he had not received indemnity

for more than one accident when in fact he had re-

ceived it several times. The application had been made

a part of the policy. The court held

:

"Upon the question of whether the materiality

of a representation was a question for the court

or for the jury, the Virginia court has said

'whether a representation is made and the terms

in which it is made are questions of fact for the

jury, but, when proved, we are of the opinion that

its materiality is a question for the court'."

The court goes on to quote from Jeffries v. Insurance

Co., 22 Wall. 47, and 22 L. Ed. 833:

"But if, under any circumstances, it can pro-

duce a reply which will influence the action of the

company, the question cannot be deemed imma-

terial."

The court then cites Mutual Life Insurance v. Hilton-

Green, 241 U. S. 613, 60 L. Ed. 1202.

The rule is apparently a logical one and its logic is

brought home by the case of Marshall v. Scottish, etc.,

Insurance Co., 85 L. T. N. S. (Eng.) 757, where it is

said

:
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*'It is not necessary for the insurance office to

show that, if the disclosure had been made, they

would not have granted the policy. They are en-

titled to the information in order to make up their

minds. Then it is material and important."

Concerning evidence on the materiality of the war-

ranty, we have the question in the schedule of declara-

tions and the answer therein, and we have the state-

ment in the policy to the eifect that the policy is issued

in consideration of the statement, and we have the

additional provision that all of the statements in the

schedule of declarations are warranted to be true.

Under those circmnstances and in view of the authori-

ties above outlined the question of materiality would

undoubtedly become a question of law. It would prob-

ably be unnecessary to go any further in the matter;

however, it may be helpful to note the case of Boyer

V. U. S. Fidelity, 77 C. D. 183, wherem the case of

Pennsylvania Mutual Life Insurance Company v.

Mechanics Bank, 72 Fed. 413, is quoted as follows

:

*'The great weight of authority in this comitry,

however, is against the view that an insurance

expert may be asked his own opinion whether the

undisclosed or misrepresented facts were material

to the risk * * * The better authorities, how-

ever, seem to sustain the rule that insurance ex-

perts may testify concerning the usage of insur-

ance companies generally in charging higher rates

of premium or rejecting risks when made aware

of the fact claimed to be material. '

'

See, also, page 186 of the California case concerning

the fact that a Avarranty excludes all argmnent of
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reasonableness. The court also indicates that the ques-

tion of materiality may be a question of fact. (See

page 189.)

In Home Life Insurance Company v. Myers, 112

Fed. 846, 8th Circuit, an insurance policy was issued

in consideration of the application and the applica-

tion was made a part of the policy. In the aj^plication

it was agreed by assured that the answers were war-

ranted to be true and were offered in consideration of

the contract. The assured stated that no proposition

for insurance had been made in any other company

nor was any pending. The court said

:

''This was a material matter about which the

company might reasonably require information

and upon which its action might reasonably de-

pend. It was deemed so material by the company
that it required from the insured a warranty of

the truth with respect to it; and the insured, for

the purpose of securing the policy, was willing to

make and did make the warranty as required.

This agreement, relating as it does to a matter

obviously proper and material for consideration

by the insurance company in determining whether

it would accept the proposition for insurance on

the life of the insured, would be enforcible even

if it were not made the subject of special war-

ranty; but, being so made, it comes fully within

the principles announced in many cases and must
be enforced."

The question as to whether there have been any

previous cancellations was held material in the case of

Wyss-Thalman v. Maryland Casualty Co., 193 Fed. 55.
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See, also, Taylor v. American Liability Co., 48 Fed.

(2d) 592, 6th Circuit, and in Maryland Casualty v.

Eddy, 239 Fed. 477, 6th Circuit, it was said concern-

ing such a statement

:

''Under this situation, there is no room to deny
that the misrepresentation was not only most de-

liberate and intentional, but that they both knew
it to be material. Such a situation presents no
question of fact for the jury, and materiality of

such a statement is apparent as matter of law."

Phoenix Co. v. Raddin, 120 U. S. 183 at 189, 30

L. Ed. 644.

In Snare v. St. Paul, 258 Fed. 425, it is held that

mere inquiry by the insurance company established the

materiality.

In Couch Cyc. of Insurance Law, Vol. 4, page 2850,

it is said:

"Again, where the contract expressly provides

that the answers to written questions are offered

as an inducement to issue a policy, they are ma-

terial as a matter of law, especially where they

relate to facts within the knowledge of applicant

and not within the knowledge of the insurer.
'

'

Citing

:

Mutual Insurance Co. v. Leahsville, 172 N. C.

534, 90 S. E. 574.

See, also:

Standard Insurance Co. v. Sale, 121 Fed. 664.

In Taylor v. American Liability Co., 48 Fed. (2d)

592, the schedules of warranty were made a part of the

policy. It was said in one of these that no cancella-
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tions had been made in the past three years. Xo ex-

ceptions. The court said:

''It is not disputed that these representations

were material to the risk and that the answers

were false. The defense is that the soliciting agent

made no inquiries whatever with reference to this

subject-matter, but himself inserted the answers,

knowing them to be false, and that the iosured did

not read the policy nor know of the representa-

tions which he was apparently charged with mak-
ing. This defense cannot prevaiL^* (Citing eases.

"The policy-holder is held strictly to knowledge

of the contents of his policy (citing cases) and
retention of it constitutes an adoption of the ap-

plication and of the representations upon which

such policy was issued."

It was also held that fraud of the agent would pre-

vent the imputation of his kntjwledge to the iosurance

company.

One of the early cases on oui' subject is Jeffries f.

Economical Mutual Life Insurance Co., 22 L. Ed. 833.

The poHcy included the application- The statements

were regarded as true and in the event that they were

not the policy was to be void.

The assured made the false statement in his appli-

cation that no application had been made to any other

company. The court held in view of the fact that the

policy was made in consideration of the statements

and declarations that this representation was material

In other words, it was stipulated as to all statements,

not only as to important or material statements, that

the untruth in anv one would render the policy void.
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^

' The statements need not come up to the degree

of warranties. They need not be representations

even, if this term conveys an idea of an affirma-

tion having any technical character. 'Statements

and declarations' is the expression—what the ajD-

plicant states and what the applicant declares.

Nothing can be more simple. If he makes any

statement in the application it must be true. If

he makes any declaration in the application it

must be true. A faithful performance of this

agreement is made an express condition to the

existence of a liability on the part of the Com-
pany.

There is no place for the argmnent either that

the false statement was not material to the risk,

or that it was a positive advantage to the Com-
pany to be deceived by it.

'

'

*******
''So material does it deem this information,

that it stipulates that its liability shall dej^end

upon the truth of the answer. The same is true

of its inquiry whether the party is married or

single. The Company fixes this estimate of its

unportance. The applicant agrees that it is thus

important by accepting this test. It w^ould be a

violation of the legal rights of the Company to

take from it its acknowiedged power, thus to make
its opinion the standard of what is material, and
to leave that j)omt to the determination of a jury.

The jury may say, as the counsel here argues, that

it is mimaterial whether the applicant answers

truh^ if he answers one w^ay, viz. : that he is

single, or that he has not made an application for

insurance. Whether a question is material de-

pends upon the question itself. The information
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received may be immaterial. But if under any
circumstances it can produce a reply which will

influence the action of the Company, the question

cannot be deemed immaterial."

See, also:

Siibar V. N. Y. Life Insurance Co., 60 Fed.

(2d) 239.

H. THE LEGAL EFFECT OF THE BREACH OF THE MATERIAL
WARRANTY BY THE ASSURED.

A. A breach of warranty will avoid the policy

although there is no provision to that effect in the

policy. Orient Insurance Co. v. Van Zandt-Bruce

Truck Co., 50 Okla. 558, 151 Pac. 323. In Allen v.

Home Insurance Co., 133 Cal. 29, it was said:

''And if the act is done by a third person with-

out the control of or with the knowledge or con-

sent of the insured, the policy will be void."

And in Equitable Life v. Keiper, 165 Fed. 595, it

was held that failure to disclose serious illness in

answer to the question with a negative answer, it was

held a breach of warranty and judgment was rendered

for the defendant. The court held that there should

have been a directed verdict for the defendant.

B. Section 2610 of the Civil Code says:

''The violation of a material warranty or other

material provision of a policy on the part of

either party thereto, entitles the other to rescind."

Section 2612 of the Civil Code says

:

"A breach of warranty, without fraud, merely

exonerates an insurer from the time that it
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occurs, or where it is broken in its inception pre-

vents the policy from attaching to the risk."

Section 2580 of the Civil Code says

:

" If a representation is false in a material point,

whether affirmative or promissory, the injured

party is entitled to rescind the contract from the

time when, the representation becomes false."

Section 2583 of the Civil Code says

:

"Whenever a right to rescind a contract of in-

surance is given to the msurer by any provision

of this chapter, such right may be exercised at

any time previous to the commencement of an
action on the contract."

In Soloman v. Federal Insurance Co., 176 Cal. 133,

it was held that the misstatement of the year model

of an automobile and the misstatement of cost to the

assured were material misrepresentations precluding

recovery upon an automobile fire insurance policy, and

in Cooley's Briefs on Insurance, page 1951, it is said:

"In view of the general principle that the ma-
teriality of the fact is wholly unessential in the

case of a warranty, it is readily deduced that

where there is a breach of warranty the policy is

avoided, though the statement on which the breach

is predicated is in no way material to the risk."

The case of Peterson v. Manhattan Life Insurance

Co., 115 111. App. 421, question 68 of the application,

was as follows:

"Have you ever been declined or postponed by
any company?"
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This question was answered *^No." The court said:

"That answer was untrue. Even if it were not

a warranty but merely a representation, it was
material, and if it had been answered truly would
probably have lead to such an investigation as

would have caused defendant to reject this ap-

plication."

The court held that the defendant was not liable

because of the breach of warranty.

In Shamrock Towing v. American Insurance Co.,

9 Fed. 2d 57 (2nd Circuit), libel dismissed for failure

to comply with a promissory warranty. The court

held that a warranty in a contract of insurance must

be literally complied with and the questions of ma-

teriality or immateriality do not enter into it.

In General Accident v. Industrial Accident Com-

mission, 196 Cal. 179, it was held that rescission was

not the only remedy and that the insurer might wait

and set up the fraudulent concealment as a defense to

the action on the policy.

In Georgia Casualty Co. v. Boyd, 34 Fed. (2d) 116

(9th Circuit), it was held that under 2580 of the Cali-

fornia Civil Code an insurance company could rescind

for a false statement of the assured in the schedule

whether it was a warranty or a mere representation,

and that the rescission would be effective against third

parties whose rights may be affected.
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I. RULES OF EVIDENCE AND THE POLICY PROVISIONS PREVENT
WAIVER OF BREACH OF WARRANTY.

(1) There is a non-waiver provision contained in Part II, Pro-

vision I, as follows:

''No provision or condition of this policy shall

be waived or altered, except by written endorse-

ment attached hereto and signed by the president

or secretary; nor shall knowledge possessed by
any agent, or hy any other person, be held to

effect a waiver of or a change in any part of this

contract. No person, firm or corporation shall be

deemed an agent of the company unless such per-

son, firm or corporation is authorized in writing

as such agent by the president or secretary.
'

'

It is to be noted that this provision not only re-

quires written indorsement signed by the president or

secretary to be attached to the policy before there

can be a waiver, but it also limits the power of its

agents or any other persons to effect a waiver by rea-

son of knowledge and also limits the power of any

person to act as agent unless duly authorized in writ-

ing by the president and secretary.

Even where such a provision does not exist in a

policy, there must be actual notice or knowledge of

all the facts before a waiver or an estoppel will be

worked.

In 32 C. J. 1322 this phase of the rule is stated as

follows

:

''The principles of constructive notice which ob-

tain as to alleged bona fide purchasers of real

estate or negotiable instruments do not apply to

the full extent in negotiations between the ap-
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plicant and the company, since the company may
rely on the presumption that insured has stated

all the material facts and as a rule is not bound
to make inquiries.

'

'

In a case involving a general agent of the insurance

company, it has been held that the notice or knowl-

edge necessary to work a waiver or estoppel must be

actual.

Hare and Chase v. National Surety, 49 Fed.

(2d) 447, 458.

In Satterfield v. Malone, 35 Fed. 445, it was held

that constructive notice was insufficient and mere

rmnor was not enough to put the insurance company

on inquiry.

See, also:

Cameron v. Royal Neighbors, 163 N. W. 902

(Mich.).

In Landers v. Cooper, 115 N. Y. 279, 22 N. E. 212,

it was held that the mere fact that an agent was put

on inquiry or might by diligence have ascertained the

truth, was not sufficient and that it was not the agent's

duty to ascertain about prior insurance. The court

held that the plaintiff w^as bound to show that the

agent, as a matter of fact, knew about prior insur-

ance. The evidence showed that the agent had made

a mistake of the facts and no actual knowledge was

shown.

The general rule is stated in Cooley's Briefs on In-

surance, Vol. 3, p. 2547, as follows:

''If an insurance company is to be held to

have waived matters vitiating a policy, it or its
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agents must have actual notice or knowledge of

such matters. Constructive notice is not suffi-

cient.
'

'

To the same effect see page 2523, Cooley on Insurance,

and at 2517 it is said that mere opportunity to make

an examination or ascertain the facts will not charge

the insurance company with knowledge.

A waiver is an intentional relinquishment of a

known right. Bank v. Maxwell, 123 Cal. 36.

In Hackett v. Supreme Council, 60 N. Y. S. 806,

the following headnote is borne out by the opinion:

''The fact that a record of previous rejections

is kept does not estop the insurer to take ad-

vantage of the misrepresentation, its contents or

the former rejection of applicant not being known
to the officers from whom the insurance was ob-

tained.
'

'

The court also said that the plaintiff must show^

that the fact of previous rejection was ''actually

known to those officers or agents of the defendant

from whom the insurance was obtained". This case

was affirmed in 168 N. Y. 588, 60 N. E. 1112.

In Desmond v. Supreme Council, 64 N. Y. S. 406,

the Hackett case is followed. In this case rejection

had been in the same order by its medical examiner,

w^ho kept records of his rejections, and in Orient In-

surance Co. V. Williamson, 25 S. E. 560, 98 Ga. 464,

the policy was to be void if plaintiff's interest in the

property was not truly stated. The plaintiff alleges

that the defendants had notice, for a deed showing
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the correct state of the title was on record. Plaintiff

contends therefore that the misrepresentation was

waived. The court held:
u* * * ^^^ ^YiQ doctrine of constructive notice

(of the prior conveyance) does not apply as be-

tween it (insurance company) and the person to

whom it issued this policy. It was entitled to

rely upon the representations of the insured, and
was not chargeable with knowledge of what was
in the records."

We have already quoted at length from North-

western National Ins. Co. v. McFarlane, 50 Fed. (2d)

539, holding there must be complete knowledge of all

facts. This doctrine is followed in the following

cases.

Christian & Brough v. St. Paul etc., 5 Fed. (2d)

489 at 490; Thompson v. Insurance Co., 104 U. S. 252,

26 L. Ed. 765; A^. F. Life v. Goerlich, 11 Fed. (2d)

838. To the same effect was Clements v. German In-

surance Co., 153 Fed. 237, where the court allowed

reformation of the policy as far as representations

on the daily were concerned with reference to other

policies known to the insurance company, but held

that there was no waiver as to the policies not re-

ported to the company. The court said

:

''As to this insurance, the court cannot find

that there was any contract between the company
and the insured that the policy issued should be

valid notwithstanding that insurance. An addi-

tional insurance of $4,000 was a very material

matter for the insurance company to know, in

view of the fact that there was a large insurance
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upon the pioperty outside of the policy about to

be issued. And as, under the terms of the policy,

the agent had no power to waive any condition

therein, and no condition could be waived with-

out an indorsement in writing upon the policy

itself, the court cannot find that the insurance

company agreed that the policy in question should

be valid, notwithstanding any amount of in-

surance that might be upon the property at the

time of its issuance. This would not be giving

the officers of the company credit for ordinary

business sense, and would be in contradiction of

the facts in the case. If we concede that Bolster

did present to the agent of the company a full

list of all insurance, still the agent could not bind

the company, except by performing his duties

according to the provisions of the policy; and,

as he did not report to the company all of the

insurance, it cannot be said that the insurance

com]3any made any contract with the insured that

the policy issued should be valid regardless of

the amomit of insurance then on the property."

It can be seen from the foregoing quotation that

the question of knowledge, actual or constructive, be-

comes immaterial where, as in our case, the policy

contains a non-waiver provision known to the assured.

(2) The Federal courts give effect to non-waiver provisions.

The limitations in the policy are binding on the parties.

First of all, notice of such limitations are imputed

to the assured. In Wyss-Tlialman v. Maryland

Casualty Co., 193 Fed. 55, the court said:

''Many cases could be cited to show^ that the

warranties in the case at bar were material; that
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the provisions that no agent should have power
to waive the provisions of the policy, except by
writing endorsed thereon, are valid and en-

forcible, and that by the delivery of the policy

to the assured he is put upon notice of the con-

ditions therein expressed."

Again, in Taylor v. American Liahility Company,

48 Fed. (2d) 592, the court said with reference to

this subject where the assured alleged he did not read

the policy nor know of the representations

:

"This defense cannot prevail (citing cases).

The policy holder is held strictly to knowledge

of the contents of his policy (citing cases), and
retention of it constitutes an adoption of the ap-

plication and of the representations upon which

such policy was issued."

In Maryland Casualty v. Eddy, 239 Fed. 477, the

court said

:

"No rational theory of contract can be made
that does not hold the assured to know the con-

tents of the instrument to which he seeks to hold

the other party. '

'

In Northtvestern National Insurance Co. v. McFar-

lane, 50 Fed. (2d) 539, Ninth Circuit, Justice Wilbur

quotes from Lumber Underwriters v. Rife, 237 U. S.

605:

"No rational theory of contract can be made
that does not hold the assured to know the con-

tents of the instruments to which he seeks to hold

the other party. The assured also knows better

than the insurers the condition of his premises.
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even if the insurers have been notified of the

facts."

The court indicates that the assured might get

reformation in equity, but says:

"What he cannot do is to take a policy without

reading it, and then, when he comes to sue at law

upon the instrmnent, ask to have it enforced

otherwise than according to its terms."

We again refer to Wyss-Thalman v. Maryland

Casualty Company, 193 Fed. 55. In that case a

directed verdict was granted for the defendant and a

new trial was denied. The policy was issued in con-

sideration of the statements in the schedule of w^ar-

ranties. The policy also said that no agent had au-

thority to change the policy or to waive any of its

provisions and that notice to the agent or any other

person would not affect the waiver or change of the

policy and that no change or waiver would be valid

unless by written endorsement by president or secre-

tary, and that no person could act as agent unless

duly authorized in writing. It also stated that all

warranties made by the assured upon acceptance of

the policy were true. The schedule of warranties

appeared on the face of the policy. Among the state-

ments in the application was one to the effect that

no application had ever been made for insurance nor

had any ever been declined or cancelled. To this

w^as answered, "No exceptions". It was also stated

that the assured had never received indemnity for

accident nor had he ever applied for accident or health

insurance. All of these were proved untrue. The
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plaintiff sought to show that the answers had been

made by an insurance broker and not by assured and

that they had been inserted without assured 's knowl-

edge or consent that they were filled in by the broker

in the presence of the soliciting agent of the company

and in the absence of assured. The court sustained

an objection to the admissibility of this evidence for

the reason that it would change the terms of the con-

tract sued on and it was held further that it was not

necessary to consider whether or not the company ever

waived any of the privileges of the policy, because the

gromid of plaintiff's action is not waiver. The court

said that the contract as it was written was affirmed

by the pleadings and no question of waiver w^as in-

volved. The court said that whether or not any acci-

dent insurance company had cancelled any policy of

assured 's was a material question. It also appeared

from the same that the so-called soliciting agent pre-

pared the policy, countersigned it and delivered it to

the broker. The court said

:

''Many cases could be cited to show that the

warranties in the case at bar were material; that

the provisions that no agent should have power
to waive the provisions of the policy, except by
writing endorsed thereon, are valid and en-

forcible * * *'^

In Maryland Casualty v. Eddy, 239 Fed. 477, a

policy was issued in consideration of the statements in

the application and the statements were made a part

of the policy. The policy contained no express pro-

visions as to the effect upon the company's liability

in case any statements in the application were false,
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nor did the policy declare in so many words that the

statements were warranties. The assured stated that

no accident policy had been cancelled. This was false.

Plaintiff knew this to be false and talked with the

defendant's agent concerning it. The application was

made for the purpose of getting insurance to replace

that which had been cancelled. The court said:

"Under this situation, there is no room to deny

that the misrepresentation was not only most de-

liberate and intentional, but that they both knew
is to be material. Such a situation presents no

question of fact for the jury, the materiality of

such a statement is apparent as a matter of law.

* * * It is clear to us that no reasonable man
could think that the deceit practiced upon this

company was unintentional or in any way ex-

cusable ; but we are satisfied that upon these facts

plaintiff cannot recover. Aetna Co. v. Moore,

231 U. S. 543, 58 L. Ed. 356; 3Iutiial Company v.

Hilton, 241 U. S. 613, at 622; 60 L. Ed. 1202;

Mutual Company v. Powell, 217 Fed. 565 at 568."

The court Avent on to say at pages 481-482:

"It is contended here, as in the Aetna case,

that the company is estopped by the knowledge of

the agent, and the same cases are cited as were
cited there. We answer here, as w^e answered
there, that the terms of the policy constituted the

contract of the parties and precluded a variation

of them by the agent."

In Fischer v. London <& L. Fire Insurance Co., 83

Fed. 807, a policy declared it would be void if gasoline

were kept on the premises, usage, etc. to the contrary

notwithstanding. It also said that no agent or officer,
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etc. could waive any provision except as agreed and

endorsed upon the policy. Gasoline was kept in viola-

tion of this. Plaintiff set up estoppel by knowledge

and conduct, alleging a general custom known to the

general agent and to a board of underwriters of which

the insurance company was a member, the board being

formed for the purpose of supervising fire insurance

rates, risks, etc., and the board inspected the premises

as agents for the insurance company. The question

involved was stated by the court as follows

:

i i There is no allegation here that the use of gaso-

line was the cause of the fire, or in any way
brought it about ; so that the simple question pre-

sented is whether the knowledge of the general

agent of the fact of the assured using gasoline in

the manner set out, and the further fact that the

Board of Underwriters of Louisville, of w^hich the

defendant company w^as a member, had knowl-

edge of the fact that the assured used, on the

premises, gasoline as described, both before and

after the issuing of the policy, is sufficient to make
an estoppel or a waiver."

The court held that the knowledge of the general

agent was of no effect because of the non-waiver clause

of the policy and that the same rule applied with

reference to knowledge by the Board of Underwriters.

The following cases have given effect to non-waiver

provisions of policy

:

Schivah V. Brotherhood, 305 Mo. 148, 264 S. W. 690,

where it was held that the intent to waive must be

clear or else some element of estoppel must be shown.
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In Conner v. Connecticut Fire Insurance Co., 291

Fed. 105, a demurrer to the plea of estoppel and

waiver was sustained. The policy there had a non-

waiver clause.

Similarly, in Stipcich v. Metropolitan Life, 8 Fed.

(2d) 285, a non-waiver clause was recognized.

See, also, Hartford v. Small, 66 Fed. 490, where a

non-waiver clause was given effect in the case of

knowledge by a local agent. A good case on this sub-

ject is Christian (h Brough Co. v. St. Paul Insurance

Co., 5 Fed. (2d) 489 at 490, holding a non-waiver pro-

vision is binding and excluding proof of waiver or

proof of custom of the agents. Citing Penman v. St.

Paul Insurance Co., 216 U. S. 309, 54 L. Ed. 493.

The case of Fountain <& Herrington v. Mutual Life

Insurance Co., 55 Fed. (2d) 120, says at 123

:

"The plaintiff does not seriously controvert the

position that the representations were material.

Its position is that the knowledge of the local

agent of the truth as to the matters inquired

about was imputable to the company, and that the

issuance of the policy in the face of his knowl-

edge was a waiver of the right to avoid the policy

on account of the falsity of the representations.

The answer to this is that notice to an agent

is notice to the principal only as to matters Mng
within the scope of the agent's authority; and the

agent here had no authority to pass upon risks,

accept any representations or information not

contained in the application, or waive forfeitures.

And not only was the authority of the local agent

thus limited; but both in the application and in

the policy as issued the insured agreed upon such
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limitation. It is well settled that the courts of the

United States will recognize and enforce such

limitations upon the power of the agent thus

brought to the attention of the insured, and that

knowledge on the part of the agent in such case

will not be imputed to the company or result in a

waiver of conditions contained in the policy.
'

'

In California, the Civil Code sections have a bearing

upon the notice to or knowledge of an agent:

Civil Code, Section 2306, says an agent has no au-

thority to defraud the principal.

Civil Code, Section 2315, says the agent has such

authority as the principal actually or ostensibly con-

fers upon him.

Civil Code, Section 2318, is as follows

:

''Every agent has actually such authority as is

defined by this title, unless specially deprived

thereof by his principal, and has even then such

authority ostensibly, except as to persons who
have actual or constructive notice of the restric-

tion upon his authority."

(3) The Federal parol evidence rule prevents a waiver of

policy provisions.

The Federal cases have held that no evidence will

be allowed or be admitted to show a waiver of breach

of warranty where the policy contains a non-waiver

provision, as in our case, upon the theory that a writ-

ten contract cannot be varied by parol evidence.

The leading case on this subject is Northern Assur-

ance Co. V. Grandvieiv Building Association, 183 U. S.

308, 46 L. Ed. 213. There the policy contained a non-
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waiver clause unless endorsed on the policy in writing,

and it was declared that the policy would be void if

there was other insurance. The plaintiff had other

insurance and told the defendant's record agent of

that fact, and the agent had authority to sign and

issue policies and to accept risks and, in fact, ac-

cepted the risk knowing of concurrent insurance. The

court held that the plaintiff could not recover and that

a written contract could not be varied by parol. The

case gives a comprehensive review of the authorities

and contains considerable material for the point in-

volved.

In the case of Mutual Insurance Co. v. Hilton Green,

241 U. S. 614, 60 L. Ed. 1202, is based upon the same

principle, holding that a representation known to be

false will relieve the insurance company even though

the soliciting agent and medical examiner had knowl-

edge of the misrepresentations.

We wish to call attention to the case of U. S. F. G.

V. Leong Dung Bye, 52 Fed, (2d) 567 (9th Circuit).

That was a case where the court said that fraud and

deceit were the sole issues and the question whether

the insured had received notice of prior cancellation

was one for the jury. There is a strong dissent in the

case by Wilbur, J. on the theory that you cannot vary

the contract by parol. We also call attention to North-

ern Life V. King, 53 Fed. (2d) at 617, saying that the

narrow issue in the Leong Dung Dye case was whether

the assured had received notice of rejection. We feel,

therefore, that the case can be discarded.

In the case of Fidelity Phenix Fire v. Queen City

Bus, 3 Fed. (2d) 784, the non-waiver clause is recog-
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nized and it is held that evidence of waiver is not

competent to vary the contract.

In Maryland Casualty v. Camphell, 255 Fed. 437, it

was held that the insurer could not be deemed to have

waived a warranty in the application concerning the

insured's not having received medical attention within

two years, merely because its agent knew the state-

ment to be untrue, where the policy expressly withheld

such authority from the agent and proAdded that no

w^aiver should be valid unless endorsed thereon and

signed by the president or secretary. The writ to the

U. S. Supreme Court was denied in 250 U. S. 658, 63

L. Ed. 1193.

As we have already noted, the general rule an-

nounced by the above cases has been recognized in

Northwestern National Insurance Co. v. McFaiiane,

50 Fed. (2d) 539 (9th Circuit).

See, also, New York Life Insurance Co. v. Goerlich,

11 Fed. (2d) 838, which holds that there is no pre-

sumption that the agent accepting the application with

knowledge of insured's rejection by another company

commimicated the information to the insurer. The

court also holds false representations concerning prior

application and rejections were material as a matter

of law.

Also, please see Penman v. St. Paul F. S M. Insur-

ance Co., 216 IT. S. 309, 54 L. Ed. 493, which holds that

a condition avoiding the policy if blasting powder is

kept on the premises is not waived because the in-

surer's agent knew of the breach of the condition by

reason of a custom among miners to keep blasting
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powder in their homes and that this was so even

though more than the usual rate was charged. The

court based its holding upon the fact that the policy

guards against any acts of waiver or change of its

conditions by providing that such waiver or change

must be written upon or attached to the policy.

J. THE QUESTION OF WAIVER MATTER OF GENERAL JURIS-

PRUDENCE AND STATE LAW DOES NOT CONTROL.

There are two excellent cases upon this subject.

Please see:

(a) Hartford Fire Insurance Co. v. Nance, et al.,

12 Federal (2d) 575 at 576. In this case there was a

question as to whether or not an insurance contract

could be varied by parol evidence for the purpose of

asserting estoppel to insurer's defense that policy was

vitiated where insured's interest was other than un-

conditional, it being sliow^n that soliciting agent was

informed of such condition: Held, that the question

was a matter of general jurisprudence and the State

law did not control.

(b) Home Insurance Co. of N. Y. v. Scott, 46 Fed.

(2d) 10. This case held further provisions of fire

policies prohibiting encumbrances w^ere waived be-

cause local agent knew^ of chattel mortgage, is a ques-

tion of general jurisprudence and not State law.

See also

:

Aetna Life v. Moore, 231 U. S. 543, 58 L. Ed.

356;

Gill V. Mutual Life, 63 Fed. (2d) 967.

Therefore, in view of the Federal rule as applied in

the leading cases of Northern Assurance Co. of London
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V. Grandvietv Building Association, 183 U. S. 213 at

234-235, and Liimher Underwriters v. Rife, 237 U. S.

605, the admission of parol evidence to vary the terms

of a prior written contract upon the theory of an

estoppel is an evasion of the true rule. The contract

of insurance contained the usual provisions with re-

spect to waivers commonly known as the non-waiver

clause. This is a reasonable provision and one en-

forcible in the Federal courts. This is a valid contract

and has so been held by this court, applicable alike to

waivers claimed by the insured to have been made by

the principal or company as w^ell as to waivers claimed

to have been made by an agent. The minds of the

parties have met upon the terms of the contract and

their rights must be governed accordingly. They must

be bound by all of its terms, not by parts they choose

to select for controversy. See leading case, Ninth Cir-

cuit, Kentucky Vermillion Min. & Concentrating Co.

V. NorivicJi Union Fire Insurance Society, 146 Fed.

695 at 700-71. It is, of course, elementary that every-

one embodies the statute of a State in his contracts.

The effect of this proposition is that all of the provi-

sions upon warranties in California become a part of

the insurance contract and an express condition

therein.

Please see:

Farnsworth v. Hagelin, 300 Fed. 993 at 995, 9th

Circuit.
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CONCLUSION.

The findings by the trial court play the most im-

portant part in this appeal. Those findings were based

upon substantial evidence, in some instances conflict-

ing, in many instances not controverted.

Second in importance is the selection of authorities

apx)licable to the facts as found by the trial courts.

Apj)ellants seize upon evidence which they believed

true and which the court did not believe true. They

then seek to apply their cited cases to a set of facts

wholly foreign to the issues on this appeal. We are

concerned only with the facts found by the trial court

—which are amply supported by the evidence.

The policy contained a warranty of a material fact.

The assured, through his authorized agent, knew^ of the

existence of that warranty in the policy. It was the

assured 's warranty. In addition, assured 's agent made
an affirmative representation that the warranty as

written was true. This was made by assured 's agent

knowing it to be false; knowing of and personally

acknowledging at least four prior cancellations. The

policy contained a non-waiver clause, specifying the

persons through whom and the manner in which policy

provisions could be altered or waived. The persons

through whom notice or knowledge could be imputed

to the company w^re also limited by the policy. Its

terms were agreed upon by the assured. Appellants

stand in the shoes of assured.

With these facts, v;hat authorities determine the

question? The cases determinative of the soundness

of the trial court's decision have already been reviewed
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by us. They are cases dealing with warranties in poli-

cies—declaring that the mere falsity of the warranty

avoids the obligation. They are cases dealing specifi-

cally with the effect of non-waiver provisions—giving

full effect to the agreement of the parties on that

subject. They are cases dealing with a misrepresenta-

tion in fact made by the assured to an agent having

no actual knowledge upon the subject or having no

authority to waive the breach of a warranty contained

in the policy.

Clearly this is not a case in which fraud is an issue.

In simplified form it is a case involving these ques-

tions :

1. Was there a warranty in the policy?

2. Was the warranty material?

3. Was it breached ?

4. Was the breach of the material warrranty

waived in the manner agreed upon by the parties ?

5. Could there be a waiver in any other

manner ?

6. Was there a waiver in any form ?

Secondary issues are:

1. Was there a misrepresentation by assured 's

authorized agent ?

2. Was the misrepresentation relied upon by

appellee ?

The findings themselves resolve all these questions

in favor of the appellee insurance company. The

authorities give full support to the court's decision.
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Under the findings and under the law the judgment

of the trial court should be affirmed in every particu-

lar. There can be no conflict among the authorities on

the rule of law to be applied to the circumstances

found in this case.

Dated, San Francisco,

October 19, 1934.

Respectfully submitted,

A. E. COOLEY,

Louts V. Crowley,

Frederic E. Supple,

Attorneys for Appellee.
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The Court erred in holding- that

there were any more than two

prior policies of insurance can-

celled before the appellee issued

its first policy of insurance.

In its decision this Court approved the finding' of

the trial Court that fiA^e policies of insurance had been

cancelled on Dr. Carfagni before the appellee com-

pany had issued its first policy to him. The evidence

however only supports the finding that two prior

policies had been cancelled, and that the appellee had

actual notice of both of these prior cancellations at

the time it issued its first policy to the assured. This

fact is important because this Court at the end of its

opinion refused to consider whether the appellee by

its conduct in arranging for the repair of Dr. Car-

fagni 's car after knowledge of its right to rescind,

waived the warranty as to prioi' cancellations of in-

surance. It was declared that the conduct of the

appellee was prior to knowledge ''of the three of the

five cancellations" and so this (\^urt held that "if

any waiver resulted fi*om such acts it was a waiver

only as to the two cancellations known to the insurance

company". We urge that the conduct of the appellee

was a waiver as to the two cancellations known to the

insurance company and that the evidence only sup-

ports the finding- that there were two such cancella-

tions.

It is true that one of the witnesses testified in the

manner related by the Court in its decision with

respect to the relation between "cancellation" and

"replacement" of a policy. It might be noted, how-

ever, that the same witness (Tr. p. 80; p. 62) declared



that neither the Travellers Insurance Company nor

the Washington Underwriters cancelled their policies

although this Court included these two "cancellations"

among- the three cancellations which were alleged to

have been unknown to the appellee company when

it issued its first policy to Dr. Carfagni. The same

witness likewise contradicted that part of his testi-

mony which this (^)urt quoted in its decision, when

he declarc^d that the only company which, according

to his I'ecord, cancelled its j)olicy was the Home Acci-

dent Company. (Tr. p. 81.)

With the exceptiou of the testimony of Mr. Payne,

quoted by this (V)urt in its opinion, the record is free

of any evidence that there were any cancellations other

than the two of which the ai)pellee company had actual

kjiowledge when it issued its first policy to Dr. (^ar-

fagni. Th(^ quoted evidence of Mr. Payne does not

support a finding that any cancellation, other than

those two which were known to the appellee, took

place. In order for a })olicy to be effectively cancelled,

it must be terminated in the manner prescribed by the

policy itself, otherwise an attempted cancellation is

of no avail. A cancellation, therefore, cannot be estab-

lished merely by having a witness mention that "it

was cancelled'" because such a ileclaration is only

a conclusion of law. If the rule were otherwise an

insurance company could merely produce an agent

who Avould say that a policy "had been cancelled"

and would establish a termination even though it

had failed to conform with the requirements of the

policy as to the mode of cancellation. In su]iport of

this contention we submit the following authorities



which, in each respective case hold that the declara-

tion set forth under it was a mere conclusion of law

and of no legal effect

:

Dutch Flat Water Co. v. Monney, 12 Cal. 534.

That an agreement was forfeited.

Phinney v. MiitnaJ Life I)isarance Co., 61 Fed.

493.

That a contract was abandoned and rescinded.

McNulty V. Richmond Land Co., 44 Cal. App.

744,

and

Russell V. Cripple Cr.oek Bank (Colo. 1922),

206 Pac. 160.

That a contract was in full force and effect.

W. H. Swanson Co. v. Pueblo, Ojjera Co. (Colo.

1921), 197 Pac. 762.

That a lease had expired.

Hodges v. Lyon (La. 1923), 98 So. 49.

That a sale had been ratified.

Wardmau v. Hutchins, 63 Fed. (2d) 892.

That a rescission had been elected.

Prichard v. Kimhall, 190 Cal. 757.

That an instrument was invalid.

Rushton V. Reeve, 178 Cal. 199.

That a judgment had been fully ''vacated, ordered

and set aside".

Safe Deposit S Trust Co. v. Tait, 54 Fed. (2d)

383.

That a transfer was void.



Goltra V. Inlmid Watenvays Co., 49 Fed. (2d)

497.

That a lease had been unlawfully terminated.

Daij-Gormley Co. v. National City Bank, 8 Fed.

Supi). 503, 1?> Fed. (2d) 910.

That an interest in an account had been divested.

As a conseciuence the appellee cannot contend that

it established that there were cancellations other than

the two of which it had actual notice, merely by reason

of the gratuitous statement o'f a witness that other

policies had been '' cancelled". Moreover, this Court

was not justified in approving' the finding: that the

"replacements" as explained by Mr. Payne in the

testimony quoted in the decision of this Court, ''were

cancellations within the meaning of the warranty

against cancellations of the policy in suit".

According to the unchallenged testimony of Mr.

Payne, the mode of "replacement" was for the com-

pany to telephone or write to the broker and to ask

him to place the policy elsewhere in order to avoid

necessity of cancellation. It has been held that such

an expression of desire or intention to cancel or a re-

quest to place insui'ance elsewhere does not constitute

cancellation, and this Court was not justified in con-

sidering it the e(iuivalent of cancellation.

In the case of

Beatwio)it v. Commercial Casualty Co. (Mich.

1928), 222 N. W. 100,

the company wrote to the plaintiff asking that he

"kindl,y endeavor to procure this insurance with

some other company by November 1st at which

time we would like to be relieved."



The Court allowed recovery to the plaintiff who had

sustained a loss thereafter, and in holding that there

had been no cancellation used the following- language

:

'^Notice of cancellation of an insurance policy-

must be according to the provisions of the policy

and be peremptory, explicit, and unconditional.

American Fidelity Co. v. R. L. G-insburg Sons'

Co., 187 Mich. 264, 153 N. W. 709. It is not suffi-

cient if it is equivocal or merely states a desire

or intention to cancel. 14 R. C. L. 1009."

In all of the following authorities, it has been held

that even notice to the insured himself of desire, or

intention to cancel does not constitute a cancellation.

14 i^. C. L. 1009;

Clark V. Insurance Co. of North America, 89

Me. 26, 35 Atl. 1008;

Savage v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 12 Mont. 458, 31

Pac. 66;

Davidson v. German Ins. Co., 74 N. J. L. 487, 65

Atl. 996;

Griffey v. New York Cent. Ins. Co., 100 N. Y.

417,3N. E. 309;

John R. Davis Lumber Co. v. Hartford Fire

Ins. Co., 95 Wis. 226, 70 N. W. 84.

It is well settled that even unequivocal peremptory

notice in writing to a broker that a policy is cancelled

does not constitute an effective cancellation, because

^'the agent has no power, after the policy is so

deliA^ered, to consent to a cancellation, or to accept

notice of an intended cancellation by the insurer."

The foregoing language is quoted from 14 R. C. L.

page 1011 where a long list of authorities is set forth,



in addition to the cases which we cite presently. As a

consequence this Court was not justified in holding

that the procedure outlined in the quoted testimony

of Mr. Payne constituted a cancellation in law or in

fact.

It was not for Mr. Payne to declare whether prior

policies had been "cancelled" but the question of

cancellation was a matter of fact to be proved only

by evidence that the various companies had followed

the procedure foi' cancellation prescribed in their

respective policies. Mr. Payne in his quoted testi-

mony described "replacements" as being informal

notices to the broker to replace insurance with an-

other company, which of course does not constitute a

"cancellation" in any legal sense.

In the case of

Grace v. American Central Ins. Co., 109 U. S.

278, 27 L. Ed. 932,

an insurance broker was orally notified by the com-

pany that the company refused to carry the risk any

further. The insurer demanded the return of the

fire insurance policy, and the brokei* notified the com-

])any that the policy would be returned to it. Shortly

thereafter the property upon which the fire insurance

policy was issued, was destroyed. In allowing re-

covery u])on the policy the Supreme Court of the

United States declared that the authority of an in-

surance broker ceased upon the execution of the policy,

and that the policy had not been cancelled because

notice to a broker "of its termination by the company

was not notice to the insured".
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In the case of

White V. Insurance Co. of New Yorlx, 93 Fed.

161,

it was held that

'Hhe fact that an insurance broker was author-

ized to procure insurance does not make him the

agent of the insured to receive notice of the can-

cellation of the policies."

In the case of

Kehler v. Netv Orleans Insurance Co., 23 Fed.

709,

it was held that

"notice from the company to the broker who
procured the policy, of an election to terminate

the insurance was not notice to the assured."

In order to avoid repetition we direct the attention

of this Court to pages 135 and 136 of appellants' brief

which contain numerous authorities explicitly holdini^:

that notice of cancellation when given to an insurance

broker does not operate as a cancellation of the policy.

Moreover, we urge upon the Court the following

cases, all of which hold that an attempted cancellation

in order to be effective nmst be in strict conformity

with the manner of cancellation set forth in the policy.

See:

Filkins v. State Assurance Co., 8 Fed. (2d) 389;

Magruder v. U. S., 32 Fed. (2d) 807;

Beaumont v. Commercial Casualty etc. Co.

(Mich. 1928), 222 N. W. 100;

Spring etc. Co. v. Parker (Mo. 1927), 289 S. W.

967;

American Fidedity Co. v. Ginsberg (Mich.

1927), 153 N. W. 709.



There was therefore no justification for the findinj^'

that any policies of prior insurance had been cancelled

save those two policies of which the appellee had

actual knowled.^e at the time it issued its policies to

J)r, Carfagni, even if an actual notice of cancellation

had been served on the broker. The only evidence

to support such a findin.a," is based upon alleged con-

clusi(jns of a witness whose testimony w^as quoted in

the opinion of this (^ourt. Therefore, it is necessary

for this (V)urt to ])ass u]3on the (luestion set forth in

the last three ])aragraphs of its decision in this case

with respect to the effect of the conduct of the appellee

in incurring a bill for the repair of Dr. Carfagni's

car after having had knowledge of the two prior can-

cellations.

We again call attention t(^ the confusion that led

the trial C^ourt into the belief that more policies of

insurance were cancelled on Dr. Carfagni than was

actually the fact. From Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9 and 10

(Tr. p. 232; \). 23()) it will l)e ol)served that on October

5, 1928, the Pacific Employers Insurance Company is-

sued policy No. 26543 upon Dr. Carfagni 's automobile.

This was one of the policies of which the appellee had

actual notice of cancellation. The transcript further

i-eveals (p. 63) that on October 5, 1928, the same date,

the Western States Insurance Company issued a

]K)licy bearing the same number 26543 to Dr. Car-

fagni on the same automobile. The identity of num-

bers and dates of inception reveal that these two

policies were the same, and that the error probably

arose out of the incorrect code letter on Plaintiffs'

Exhibits 9 and 10.
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Furthermore, the evidence shows that on October

6, 1928 (Tr. p. 71), the Washington Underwriters is-

sued Policy No. 26503 on the automobile owned by

Dr. Carfagni.

The trial C^jurt ei*roneously concluded that three

separate policies had been cancelled on Dr. Carfagni

respectively by the Pacific Employers Company, the

Washington Underwriters Company and the Western

States Company, and that the appellee at the time it

issued its first policy to Dr. Carfagni had no knowl-

edge of any of these three cancellations.

All of these three companies had Mullin & Acton as

their general agents. (Tr. p. 238; p. 231.) The iden-

tity of dates of inception and numbers proves that

the Pacific Employers policy (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 9

and 10), and the Western States policy were the same.

Furthermore, according to the uncontradicted evi-

dence o'f Mr. Breeden, who is employed by the ap-

pellee, the Western States was merely general agent

for the Washington Underwriters. (Tr. p. 238.) As a

consequence the Court was in eri'or in assuming that

each of these policies represented a separate cancella-

tion in a different company.

This Court misconstrued the argu-

ment set forth in subdivision X of

appellants' brief with respect to

the effect of Section 633(d) of the

Political Code of California.

In its opinion this Court apparently assumes that

appellants contend that Section 633(d) of the Cali-

fornia Political Code conflicts with the terms of the

policy with respect to the limitation of an agent's au-
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thority to waive the provisions of a ])olicy. It is our

contention that Section ()3;]((l) of the California Po-

litical Code i^-iving- the local agents of an insurance

company the exchisive authority to approve risks and

to countersign policies, enhanced the dignity of the

local agents so that their knowledge constituted know-

edge of the coni[)any itself and enahled them to waive

provisions of the policy even in the absence of written

authority. This contention, we believe, is completely

sustained by the authorities contained between pages

96 and 111 of appellants' brief, showing that such an

effect has been given to the authority of agents in cases

involving similar ])olicies issued in states having like

statutes.

The finding- that the appellee com-

pany itself knew of the prior can-

cellations renders it unnecessary

to consider the limitation of the

authority of an agent.

Between pages 71 and 96 of appellants' brief the

distinction is made between a case in which only an

agent knew of the facts constituting grounds for the

alleged cancellation and where, as here, the Court

found that the appellee cow pan fi itself knew of the

alleged grounds foT cancellation at the time the policy

sued upon was issued. In its decision this Court

proceeded u])on the assumption that only the knowl-

edge of an agent of limited authority was involved,

instead of the knowledge of the appellee company
itself. The authorities which we cited illustrating the

distinction between the knowledge of an agent and

the knowledge of the company itself, make the ques-
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tion of the limitation of the agent's authority imma-

terial in this case and justify a rehearing.

CONCLUSION.

The statement of facts set foTth in the opening para •

gi'aphs of aj)pellants' brief compels the conclusion

that the equities of this case are overwhelmingly on

the side of the appellants who had no hand in jthe

procurement of the original policy, and who are only

seeking to recover from the insurance comi^any pay-

ment of a judgment which they obtained against Dr.

Carfagni, the insured. In the light of the authori-

ties cited at pages 51 and 52 of appellants' brief

setting forth the rule that a construction of a i)olicy

which will avoid forfeiture is to be favored if such a

construction can be reasonably given, we submit that

this Court should allow a rehearing of this case.

Dated, San Francisco,

July 29, 1935.

Respectfully submitted,

SuLLivAX, Roche, Johnsox & Barry,

Theo. J. Roche,

Edward I. Barry,

Eustace Cullinan, Jr.,

Attorneys for Appellants

and Petitioners.
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Certificate of Counsel.

I hereby cevtify that I am of counsel foi- appellants

and petitioners in the above entitled cause and that in

my judi>'ment the foregoing petition for a rehearing

is well founded in point of law as well as in fact and

that said petition for a rehearing is not interposed for

delay.

Dated, San Francisco',

July 29, 1935.

Eustace Cullinan, Jr.,

Of Counsel for AppeUants

and Petitioners.
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In the District Court of the United States for the

District of Oregon.

November Term, 1930.

BE IT REMEMBERED, That on the 22nd day of

January, 1931, there was duly filed in the District

Court of the United States for the District of Ore-

gon, a Transcript of Record on removal from the

Circuit of the State of Oregon for Multnomah

County, and contained in said Transcript is a Bill

of Complaint, in words and figures as follows, to-

wit: [4*]

"Page numbering appearing at the foot of page of original certified
Transcript of Record.
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In the Circuit Court of the State of Oregon

for the County of Multnomah.

No. P-2487.

FLOYD J. COOK,
Plaintiff,

vs.

ASA B. CUTLER and F. W. CUTLER, individ-

ually and as partners doing business under the

name of CUTLER MANUFACTURING CO.;

CUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
INC., an Oregon corporation; FOOD MA-
CHINERY CORPORATION, a Delaware cor-

poration, formerly known as the John Bean

Manufacturing Co. ; F. W. CUTLER, Director,

General Agent, and Attorney in Fact within the

State of Oregon for Food Machinery Corpora-

tion; and CUTLER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, a division of Food Machinery

Corporation,

Defendants.

BILL IN EQUITY.

COMES NOW the plaintiff and, as ground for

this suit ill equity, alleges

:

I.

That about the year 1925 plaintiff conceived and

commenced construction of a fruit grader and sorter

that would accomplish uniformity of sizing and of

bin distribution in the packing of fruit ; and by the
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season of 1926-1927 plaintiff's said fruit grader, as

the result of the construction of four or more ma-

chines by plaintiff, had come into use as a practical

and workable machine.

II.

That on October 25, 1927, plaintiff was granted

by the United States of America, letters patent No.

1646951 for his invention, design, plan, and jDrocess

for the sorting of fruit, known and designated as

Cook Fruit Graders and Sorters, used in the pack-

ing business; and thereafter and on the 4th day of

December, 1928, obtained a reissue of the same, No.

17149.

III.

That at the dates above set forth, and at all times

subsequent, the plaintiff was and is the sole owner

of the invention, scheme, and plan of construction,

use and operation, according to the [5] principle

and theory in said patent set forth, of and for Cook

Graders.

IV.

That on May 4, 1928, and prior thereto, plaintiff

was manufacturing and selling said graders for the

packing trade successfully and profitably and in

competition with defendants F. W. Cutler and Asa

B. Cutler and the Cutler Manufacturing Co., part-

nership; and the said Cook Grader was preferred

by those in the packing trade.
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V.

That the defendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cut-

ler, in order to eliminate competition and to procure

plaintiff's machine, enterprise, and business, with

the right to use his said invention, sought out and

solicited this plaintiff for the exclusive and only

manufacture and sale of said fruit grader of plain-

tiff, together with his designs, plans, and materials

then connected therewith, and the business of this

plaintiff as then conducted by him, to the end that

Cutler Manufacturing Co., partnership, might be-

come possessed of all the business of plaintiff com-

prehended in the exclusive making of Cook Fruit

Graders.

VI.

That to accomplish their purpose, the defendants

Cutler Brothers represented that they controlled the

fruit grader production through their extensive or-

ganization in Portland and their other associates

then in the trade, and that they could and would

procure large-scale production and sales of plain-

tiff's fruit grader, and that with their big shop and

facilities they could and would more efficiently and

with larger profit produce and sell machines of

plaintiff 's type in large quantity and that they would

and could do more with their organized manufactory

and going business than plaintiff could do as he then

was doing and that they desired plaintiff's machine,

and that if plaintiff did not yield to their solicitation

and persuasion by allowing them, the said Cutlers,

to make and sell iDlaintiff 's machine, that they would
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make one so similar in prineiple and x:)erformance as

to interfere with plaintiff's trade and nullify his

patent rights.

VII.

That plaintiff, believing their said representations,

and being influenced by their threat of patent-right

interference, placed [6] himself in full reliance upon

the said Cutlers and gave them the exclusive right

to make and sell his machines for the term beginning

May 1, 1928, up to and including September 30, 1933,

subject to certain considerations and royalties,

agreed upon between the parties, and as promised

then by the Cutlers to be observed, performed and

paid by them.

VIII.

That plaintiff at all times mentioned herein, be-

lieved that the Cutlers would do and perform for the

advancement and interest of plaintiff's said machine

if plaintiff, upon the terms they, the Cutlers, de-

manded, allowed the making and sale of his said ma-

chine ; and not knowing or having any cause to know

that the Cutlers would not do so, plaintiff, in full

confidence in them, turned over his entire business

to them.

IX.

That during the times hereinbefore mentioned,

and at all subsequent times, said Cutlers intended

to undermine and destroy plaintiff's machine and his

lousiness to the end that the grader and sorter made

then by plaintiff should and would not be maintained

in the trade ; and the acts and representations of the
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Cutlers upon which plaintiff then relied were de-

signed to enable them to suppress his product in or-

der that they might the better put out such machine

as they themselves or their associates in the busi-

ness might select.

X.

That as a vital part of the consideration to plain-

tiff for his grant of the said exclusive license, the de-

fendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, then

doing business as Cutler Manufacturing Co., a part-

nership, promised and agreed that the said company,

during the time that the said exclusive license re-

mained in force, would not manufacture any fruit

grading machines of the same nature and for the

same purpose as the said Cook Grader, except such

grading machines as were being manufactured by

the said company on May 4, 1928, and at that time

they were not making any grading machine of the

kind, nature or similar in function or principle to the

Cook Grader.

XI.

That as a vital part of the consideration of the

grant of the exclusive right to make and vend Cook

Graders, the said defendants F. W. Cutler and

Asa B. Cutler, partners as Cutler Manufacturing

Co., [7] did then promise and agree that at the

expiration or earlier determination of the license,

plaintiff should have the exclusive right and own-

ership in all improvements, attachments, and de-

signs relating to said (^ook Grader and attachments

developed thereafter, whether the same should have
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hc'cii made by the Cutlers or Cutler Manufacturing

Co., or by plaintiff, upon payment hy plaintiff of the

expense of the application for patent made neces-

sary ])y such improvement, attachment, or design.

XII
That some time after they obtained control of

plaintiff's aforesaid machine, enterprise, and busi-

ness, defendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler,

l)artners as Cutler Manufacturing Co., then chang-

ed and altered the plaintiff's aforesaid fruit grader

contrary to his designs by adding contrivances and

modifications of their own conception, different in

principle, in function, design, and scope than plain-

tiff's machine, and did wholly change and alter the

])laintiff's said fruit grader as made and patented

by plaintiff as to impair, and said changes, altera-

tions, contrivances, and modifications made by

Cutlers and Cutler Manufacturing Co. did impair

the efficiency, usefulness, and satisfactory opera-

tion of said Cook Grader, and did render the trade

and demand therefor utterly valueless to themselves

and to the plaintiff, and did destroy the trade

success and demand plaintiff theretofore had him-

self builded for his own machine, and did thereby

limit and circumscribe the amount of royalty and

earnings accruing to plaintiff under said license to

the said defendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cut-

ler as Cutler Manufacturing Co.
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XIII

That notwithstanding that they acquired tlie bus-

iness of plaintiff in such manner and became li-

censees of plaintiff, F. W. Cutler and Asa B. (Hitler,

as Cutler Manufacturing Co., partnership, then set

about to and did acquire certain rights and in-

terests which they claimed to be adverse to plain-

tiff, under a patent called the Palmer Patent, No.

1251093, of December 25, 1917, which, as they

claimed, threatened, and asserted, by o])taining, they

could modify the plaintiff's machine without plain-

tiff's consent and adverse to the rights and powers

under the license originally granted to them by

plaintiff, and whereby, pursuant to the obtaining of

[8] said Pahner patent, they altered, modified, and

entirely changed the construction, use, and operation

of the Cook Grader as acquired from plaintiff to a

princiiDle entirely different from that conception of

the machine as licensed to them under plaintiff's

said invention and patent, and builded a machine

entirely different and less efficient than plaintiff's.

XIV.

That during all the times herein mentioned and

up to the time that defendants Cutlers and Cutler

Manufacturing Co., partnership, changed the de-

sign, plans, machine, and its construction, use, and

operation, plaintiff's macliine, known as the Cook

Fruit Grader, was desired as an efficient, operative

instrument in the sorting of fruit in the packing

trade, and continued so to be until the defendants

Cutler Brothers and Cutler Manufacturing Co.
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f^hanged the same, wlierefj'oni and thereafter Cut-

lers and Cutk'r Manufacturing ('o., partnership,

])e('aine aware and knew that the machine that they

had constructed in violation of their said license and

against tlie interests of plaintiff then was and ha-

caiite a machine not as efficient, useful or desired

l)y the packing trade as the machine of plaintiff

that they had licensed; and in violation of their

said license right and against the interests of this

plaintiff said Cutlers and Cutler Manufacturing

Co. did make and vend a machine so different in

design, construction, use, and operation from plain-

tiff's machine as to endanger and damage the

plaintiff, causing the diminution of royalties, bus-

iness, and returns that could and would have been

l)uilt up and maintained for plaintiff had Cutlers

and Cutler Manufacturing Co., partnership, con-

tinued to make and sell the machine of this plain-

tiff*, as they had promised to do.

XV
That to enable plaintiff to determine the royalties

that were due him under the license agreement,

said defendants Cutler Brothers and Cutler Manu-

facturing (^o., partnership, promised and agreed to

deliver to plaintiff by the 15th day of each month,

l^eginning June 1, 1928, and continuing during the

life of the license agreement, a written statement

showing the amounts of sales, if any, during the

preceding calendar month, names and addresses of

j)urchasers, and size and character of equipment

shipped, and/or delivered during such calendar
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niontli; that said de- [9] fendants have altogether

failed to comply with this promise and agreement;

that plaintiff does not know the facts himself and

cannot allege them ; and plaintiff has demanded said

information but has not received the same.

XVI
That at the time the exclusive license was granted

to F. W. Cutler and Asa B. (Hitler and C-utler

Manufacturing Co., partnership, it was agreed by

the parties that if during the term of the license

agreement the company should sell its business,

plaintiff should have the option either to require

that the purchaser from the company should as-

sume and discharge all the company's obligations

under the license agreement or to cancel and de-

termine the agreement and put an end to all the

company's rights thereunder and prevent any

rights thereunder from passing to such purchaser

from the compan}^

XVII.
That on or about November 29, 1929, defendants

Cutler Brothers and Cutler Manufacturing Co., co-

partnership, incorporated under the laws of the

State of Oregon under the name of the Cutler Man-

ufacturing Company, Inc., defendant herein, and

took over the business and assets of the said (Hitlers

and Cutler Manufacturing Co., copartnership; that

the defendant Asa B. Cutler was and now is its pres-

ident and director, and defendant F. W. Cutler was

and now is its vice-president and director.
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XVIII.

That some time in the fall of 1929 or early in

19:](), the defendants F. W. (^utler and Asa B.

Cutler, the Cutler Manufacturing^ (^o., copart-

nership, and the Cutler Manufacturing Company,

corporation, were merged, combined and asso-

ciated with and became a division of defendant

Food Machinery Corporation in accordance with

negotiations between said parties defendant, which

had continued over a period of months and years

inmiediately prior thereto; and defendant F. W.
Cutler was and now is a director of the defendant

Food Machinery Corporation and was and is now,

})y appointment, the attorney in fact and general

agent within the State of Oregon for said Food

Machinery (Corporation; and (\itler Manufactur-

ing Company, a corporation, did from said time

liold itself out and now holds itself out to be a

divisional unit of said Food Machinery Corpora-

tion. [10]

XIX.
That on or about February 27, 1929, defendant

Food Machinery (Corporation, then known as the

John Bean Manufacturing (^ompany, contracted to

obtain and did obtain the exclusive right to make
and sell what are known as Clear Fruit Graders,

which are used in the packing business in competi-

tion with plaintiff's said Cook Fruit Grader and

that said exclusive rights to make and use Clear

Fruit Graders are now possessed by defendant Food
Machinery Corporation with which defendants F.

W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler are now identified and
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associated; and all the defendants participate and

share in said business and the profits thereof.

XX.
That on July 26, 1930, plaintiff served written

notice on all of said defendants named herein, in

and by which plaintiff did require them and each

of them to perform, ol^serve, and execute the pro-

visions and agreements made and jDrovided in the

license relating to the said Cook Grader; and that

none of said defendants or any of them have per-

formed or kept said provisions and agreements or

complied with said notice; that their failure so

to do now causes and has caused irreparable in-

jury and damage to plaintiff in many thousands of

dollars, as an accounting of which, if taken, will

show.

XXI.
That plaintiff' has fully performed and kept all

conditions, considerations, and requirements stipu-

lated to be performed by him, and has not can-

celled nor breached the exclusive license agree-

ment made between the parties herein.

XXII.
That the aforesaid acts and doings of the de-

fendants, both severally and in combination and

confederation with each other, as hereinbefore set

forth, have caused and do now cause irreparable

and continuing injury and damage to plaintiff in

the making and selling of his fruit graders and in

tlie business arising out of and connected there-

with, as herein specified and alleged, and in the
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use and enjoyinent of plaintiff's invention and

])atent i-ights; and the acts of defendants as alleged

liave damaged and hurt plaintiff by causing the

impairment and [11] loss of the use and sale of his

said invention and the issues and profits rightly to

he earned and paid under the terms of the agree-

ment that defendants, as alleged, have failed to ob-

serve and keep.

XXIII.

That plaintiff' has no plain, speedy, adequate, and

complete remedy at law for the prevention of the

frequent and recurring injuries and/or the re-

dress of the wrongs alleged herein; and that fre-

quent and numerous proceedings against plaintiff

and/or against these or other defendants would occa-

sion a multiplicity of actions and suits without any

complete or adequate relief; and to prevent these

tilings plaintiff' brings this suit.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays the (^ourt for the

following relief;

1. That said defendants and each and every one

of them be required to account to plaintiff for any

ro.yalties and profits which now or at any time

have or might properly have accrued as the result

of the manufacture and sale of Cook Fruit Graders

;

and to furnish written statements showing the

amount of such sales, if an}^ the names and ad-

dresses of purchasers, and the size and character

of equipment sold and/or shipped, and the dates

thereof.

2. That defendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B.

Cutler be required to inform the plaintiff and this
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Coiirt as to what fruit grading machines that are

claimed, or that they will or might claim or assert,

are of the same nature and for the same purpose

as the said Cook Grader, were being manufactured

by defendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler,

])artners as Cutler Manufacturing Co., on May 4,

1929, or thereafter.

3. That defendants be required to pay plaintiff

f<j]- any and all damage suffered by plaintiff by the

acts and doings of defendants in connection with

the manufacture and sale of Cook Fruit Graders

either as they claim under the exclusive license

agreement, or contrary thereto or in violation of the

provisions thereof, as alleged herein by plaintiff.

4. That defendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B.

Cutler and the Cutler Manufacturing Co., partner-

ship, be enjoined from manufacturing any fruit

grading machine of the same nature and for the

same purpose as the said Cook Grader, except such

grading machines as are found by the Court to

have been manufactured by them on May 4, 1928.

5. That defendant Cutler Manufacturing Com-
pany, corporation, be found by this C^ourt to stand

in the position of assignee of the exclusive [12]

rights granted ])y plaintiff to defendants F. W.
Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, doing business as Cutler

Manufacturing Co., copartnership, and is and has

become bound by provisions of the exclusive license

agreement.

6. That if plaintiff's fifth request is found for

plaintiff, defendant Cutler Manufacturing Com-
pany, a corporation, then be enjoined from the manu-
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factiire and sale of any fruit grading machine of

tlie same nature and for the same purpose as the

said Cook Grader, except such grading machines

as were being manufactured by Cutler Manufactur-

ing Co., copartnership, on May 4, 1928.

7. That if it be found by this Court that defend-

ant Cutler Manufacturing (^ompany, a corporation,

is not personally bound by the terms of the original

license agreement, said defendant Cutler Manufac-

turing Company, a corporation, be enjoined from

manufacturing any fruit grading machine of the

same nature and for the same purpose as the said

Cook Grader, except such grading machines as were

being manufactured by defendant C^itler Manu-

facturing Co., a copartnership, on May 4, 1928, so

long as defendants F. W. (Uitler and Asa B. Cutler

are connected or identified therewith.

8. That defendant Food Machinery (Corporation,

a Delaware corporation, be found by this Court to

stand in the position of assignee of the exclusive

rights granted by ])laintift* to defendants F. W.
Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, doing business as Cutler

Manufacturing Co., copartnership, and is now and

has become bound by the provisions of the exclusive

license agreement.

9. That if plaintiif 's eighth request is found for

plaintiif , defendant Food Machinery Corporation

then l)e enjoined from the manufacture and sale of

any fruit grading machine of the same nature and

for the same purpose as the said Cook Grader, ex-

cept such grading machines as were l^eing manu-
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factured by Ciitler Manufacturing Co., copartner-

ship, on May 4, 1928.

10. That if it be found by this Court that de-

fendant Food Machinery Corporation is not per-

sonall}' liound by the terms of the original license

agreement, defendant Food Machinery Corporation

be enjoined from the manufacture of any fruit

grading machines of the same nature and for the

same purpose as the said Cook Grader except such

grading machines as were being manufactured by

the Cutler Manufacturing Co., copartnership, [13]

on May 4, 1928, so long as defendants F. W. Cutler

and Asa B. Cutler continue to participate in or

are connected or identified with said Food Ma-

chinery (Corporation or any division or subdivision

thereof.

11. That the Court declare that plaintiff is en-

titled to all improvements, attachments, and de-

signs relating to the said Cook Grader developed

subsequent to May 4, 1928, whether the same were

made by defendants Cutlers or by plaintiff, upon

payment by plaintiff of the expense of application

for patent which may have been made by defend-

ants Cutler Brothers in obtaining and perfecting

an improvement, attachment, or design relating to

said Cook Grader, if any.

12. That the Court award plaintiff his costs and

disbursements in this suit.

13. That the Court grant plaintiff such dif-

ferent, other further, and additional relief, both
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general and special, as to the (^ourt may seem just,

equitable, and right.

W. C. BRISTOL
WM. L. GOSSLIN

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

State of Oregon

County of Multnomah—ss.

I, Floyd J. Cook, being first duly sworn, depose

and say that I am the Plaintiff in the above en-

titled suit; and that the foregoing Complaint is

true as I verily believe.

FLOYD J. COOK
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th day

of December, 1930.

[Notarial Seal] WM. L. GOSSLIN
Notary Public for the State of Oregon. My Com-

mission Expires November 14, 1934.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 17, 1930. [14]
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AND AFTERWAKDS, to-wit, on the 12tli day

of February, 1931 there was duly filed in said

Court, an Answer of Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cut-

ler, in words and figures as follows, to-wit: [15]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ANSWER OF ASA B. CUTLER, F. W. CUTLER
AND CUTLER MANUFACTURING CO., A
PARTNERSHIP.

Come now the defendants, Asa B. Cutler and F.

W. Cutler, individually and as partners doing busi-

ness under the name of Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., an Oregon

corporation, and for answer to the plaintiff's bill of

complaint, admit, deny and allege as follows, to-wit

:

I.

Answering Paragraph I of said complaint said

defendants deny that they have any knowledge or in-

formation sufficient to form a belief as to whether

or not about the year 1925 plaintiff conceived and

commenced the construction of a fruit grader and

sorter, and therefore deny the same; admit that

plaintiff had constructed one or more machines, but

deny that they have any knowledge or information

sufficient to foi*m a belief as to whether or not plain-

tiff had constructed four or more [16] machines,

and therefore deny the same, and deny that by the

season of 1926-1927 the said machine had come into

use as a practical or workable machine.
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11.

These defendants admit that letters patent of the

United States No. 1646951 was issned to the plain-

tiff on October 25, 1927 for a machine known as

Cook Fruit Grader and Sorter, and that on Decem-

ber 4, 1928 the plaintiff obtained a re-issue of said

]3atent, said re-issue being lunnbered 17149, and with

reference thereto these defendants allege that the

said re-issue of said patent was secured by the plain-

tiff at the suggestion of the defendants Asa B. Cut-

ler and F. W. Cutler because the claims under the

original patent issued to the said plaintiff were not

in the opinion of said defendants Cutlers ])]'oad

enough to amply protect the said plaintiff.

III.

Admit Paragraph III of i^laintiff 's complaint.

IV.

These defendants deny that said plaintiff was

manufacturing or selling said graders for the pack-

ing trade successfully or profitably, or in competi-

tion with the said defendants Cutler and Cutler

Manufacturing Co., a partnership, and deny that the

said Cook Grader was preferred by those in the

packing trade, but admit that the jDlaintiff had manu-

factured and sold one or more, but not to exceed

four, of said graders prior to the 4th day of May,

1928.

V.

These defendants deny that the said F. W. Cutler

and Asa B. Cutler, or either of them, in order to
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eliminate competition or otherwise, or to procure

plaintiff's machine, or enterprise, or business, with

the right to use the said plain- [17] tiff's said inven-

tion sought out or solicited the plaintiff for the ex-

clusive or only manufacture or sale of said fruit

grader of plaintiff, together with his designs, or

plans, or materials then connected therewith or at

all, or the business of said plaintiff as then con-

ducted by him to the end that Cutler Manufacturing

Co,, a co-partnership, might become possessed of

all the business of plaintiff comprehended in the ex-

clusive making of said Cook fruit graders or to any

other end, but allege that the said plaintiff solicited

the said defendants Cutler on account of their hav-

ing a large plant suitable for the manufacture of

said machine and a large selling force and organi-

zation suitable for putting said machine on the mar-

ket, to enter into a contract whereby the said de-

fendants Cutler would manufacture and sell said

machine, paying the plaintiff a royalty therefor, and

as a result of such solicitation of the defendants by

said plaintiff, and not otherwise, the said contract

between the said plaintiff and said defendants Cutler

referred to in jDlaintiff's complaint and hereinafter

referred to, was entered into.

VI.

These defendants deny that to accomplish their

purpose, or otherwise, or at all, the defendants Cut-

ler represented that they controlled the fruit grader

production through their extensive organization in
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Portland, or their other associates then in the trade,

or that they could or would procure large scale pro-

duction, or sales of plaintiff's fruit grader, or that

with their big shop or facilities, or otherwise, they

could or would more efficiently or with larger profit

produce or sell jnachines of plaintiff's type in large

or any quantity, or that they would or could do more

with their organized manufactury or going business

than plaintiff could do as he was then doing, or that

they desired plaintiff's machine, or [18] that if

plaintiff did not yield to their solicitation or persua-

sion by allowing them, the said Cutlers, to make or

sell plaintiff's machine that they would make one so

similar in principle or performance as to interfere

with plaintiff's trade or nullify his patent rights,

and specifically deny that the said defendants Cutler,

or the Cutler Manufacturing Co., a partnership,

made any representations in regard to their ability

or willingness to manufacture or sell said machine

other than as contained in the contract of May 4,

1928 referred to in plaintiff's complaint and here-

inafter referred to, and a copy of which said con-

tract is attached to this answer, marked Exhil)it I,

hereby referred to and made a part hereof, and witli

reference thereto these defendants allege that there

was no inducement on the part of the defendants

to the plaintiff to enter into any contract for th.e

production and sale of said machine other than the

knowledge on the part of the plaintiff of the char-

acter of business which the said defendants Cutler
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and Cutler Manufacturing Company, a co-partner-

ship, was engaged in at said time.

VII.

These defendants deny that the phiintiff, believ-

ing their said representations or any representa-

tions, or being influenced by their threat of patent-

right interference, or relying upon any representa-

tions made by the said defendants, or being influ-

enced by any act on the part of the said defendants,

placed himself in full or any reliance upon the said

Cutlers, or on account of any reiDresentations of the

defendants, or being influenced by any act of the

defendants, gave to said defendants the exclusive

right to make or sell his machine, but admit that

the plaintiff and the said defendants Cutlers, co-

partners as Cutler Manufacturing Co., on May 4,

1928 entered into the contract attached to this an-

swer and marked Exhibit I, and which said contract

defines the [19] full rights of the plaintiff and said

defendants with reference to the right to manufac-

ture and sell said machines and the term thereof.

VIII.

In answer to Paragraph VIII of plaintiff's com-

plaint, these defendants deny that plaintiff at all

or any times mentioned in the comjilaint believed

that the Cutlers would do or perform for the ad-

vancement or interest of plaintiff's said machine, if

plaintiff upon the terms they the Cutlers demanded

or allowed the making or sale of said machine, or

not knowing or having any cause to know that the
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Cutlers would not do so, plaintiff in full confidence

in them, or otherwise, turned over his entire busi-

ness to them, and specifically deny that said plain-

tiff acted in said matter on any other ground or any

other reason, or for any other purpose than that ex-

pressed in the contract marked Exhibit I attached

to this answer, and said defendants allege that the

said plaintiff relied entirely upon the terms of said

contract and the considerations moving to him there-

from and not otherwise as the inducement for enter-

ing into the same.

IX.

These defendants deny that the said Cutlers at

any time, or at all, intended to undermine or destroy

plaintiff's machine, or his business, for any purpose

whatever, and deny that any acts or representations

of the Cutlers were designed to enable the said Cut-

lers to suppress the plaintiff's product either in or-

der that they might the better put out such machine

as they themselves, or their associates in the ]>usi-

ness, might select, or for any purpose whatever.

X.

These defendants admit that tlie said defendants,

F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, then doing business

as Cutler [20] Manufacturing Co., a partnership,

agreed that said partnership during the time that

said exclusive license remained in force would not

manufacture any fruit grader machine of the same

nature or for the same purpose as the Cook fruit

grader, except such grading machines as were being
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manufactured by the said company on May 4, 1928,

but deny that at said time they were not making

any machine of the kind or nature or similar in

function or principle to the Cook grader, and with

reference thereto these defendants refer to the pro-

visions of Exhibit I attached to this answer for the

full provisions of the contract and undertakings of

the said parties hereto, and allege that said contract

recognized the right of the said defendants Cutler

and Cutler Manufacturing Co., a partnership, to

sell its or their business, or to go out of business

altogether during the said period, or in the event the

commissions provided for in said contract for the

year 1928 and the royalties accruing thereunder to

October 1, 1931, did not equal or exceed the sum of

$15,000.00 the said defendants Cutler and Cutler

Manufacturing Company, a partnership, were not

required to continue to manufacture or sell said

machine.

XI.

These defendants admit Paragraph XI and the

whole thereof.

XII.

These defendants deny that at any time after they

obtained control of plaintiff's machine, or enterprise,

or business, the defendants F. W. Cutler or Asa B.

Cutler, partners as Cutler Manufacturing Co., then

or at all changed or altered the plaintiff's fruit

grader contrary to his designs by adding contri-

vances or modifications of their own concejotion, dif-

ferent in principle or function or design or scope.
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than plaintiff 's machine, or did [21] wholly or at all

change or alter plaintiff's said fruit grader as made

or patented by plaintiff as to impair the same, or

that any changes or alterations or contrivances or

modifications made by the said Cutlers, or the Cutler

Manufacturing Company, did impair the efficiency

or usefulness or satisfactory operations of said

grader, or did render the trade or demand therefor

utterly valueless to themselves, or to the plaintiff, or

did destroy the trade success or demand plaintiff

theretofore had himself builded for his said ma-

chine, or did thereby limit or circumscribe the

amount of royalty or earnings accruing to plaintiff

luider said license to the said defendants, F. W. Cut-

ler and Asa B. Cutler, as Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

and with regard thereto the said defendants allege

that any and all improvements, changes, alterations

or modifications of said machine made by the said

defendants Cutler, or the Cutler Manufacturing

Co., a co-partnership, were prior to the manufacture

and/or sale of the same submitted to, approved by,

and the manufacture and sale thereof wdtli said

changes, modifications or alterations were specifically

assented to by the said plaintiff. Cook, and that fur-

thermore the said defendants Cutler had the right

under the said contract with the plaintiff to make

modifications, improvements, attachments and do-

signs relating to said Cook grader, subject only to

that provision of Paragraph Tenth of said contract,

Exhibit I hereto attached, that upon the exi3iration

of said agreement or earlier determination the said
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plaintiff should have the exclusive right and owner-

ship in all such improvements, attachments and

designs relating to said Cook grader, whether made

by the defendants Cutler or the said plaintiff.
|

XIII.
I

In answer to Paragraph XIII these defendants

deny that the said defendants Cutler, as Cutler

Manufacturing Co., a [22] partnership, set about to

or did acquire certain rights and interests which

they claim to be adverse to plaintiff under a patent

called the Palmer Patent, No. 1251093 of December

25, 1917, and deny that they, the said defendants

Cutler, claimed or threatened or asserted that by

obtaining said Palmer patent they could modify

the plaintiff's machine without plaintiff's consent,

or adverse to the rights or powers under the license

originally granted to them by the plaintiff, or

whereby pursuant to the obtaining of said Palmer

patent, or otherwise, they altered or modified or en- f
tirely changed the construction or use or operation

of the Cook grader as required from plaintiff to a

principle entirely different from that conception of

the machine as licensed to them vmder plaintiff's said

invention or patent, or builded a machine entirely

different or less efficient than plaintiff's, and with

reference thereto the said defendants allege that

they acquired the Palmer patent not as a means or f
for the purpose of interfering with the use of the

Cook grader, but as a protection to the said Cook

grader, and the right to manufacture and sell the

same, and that the same was acquired by the defend-
gi
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ants Cutler with full knowledge on the part of the

plaintiff, and with his consent and approval thereof,

and not otherwise, and that said rights under said

Palmer patent were used by the defendants only as a

protection against claimed infringement against the

said Cook grader.

XIV.

These defendants deny that during all or any of

the times mentioned in the complaint that the de-

fendants Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing Co., a

partnership, changed the design, or plans or ma-

chine or its construction or use or operation of plain-

tiff 's machine known as the Cook grader ; deny that

said Cook grader w^as desired as an efficient or opera-

tive instrument in the sorting of fruit in the pack-

ing trade, or continued so until de- [23] fendants

Cutler or Cutler Manufacturing Co., a partnership

changed the same, and deny that the Cutlers, or the

Cutler Manufacturing Co., a partnership, became

aware or knew that the machine which they had con-

structed was in violation of their said license or

against the interests of the plaintiff, or that the

same then was or became a machine not as efficient

or useful or desired by the packing trade as the ma-

chine of the plaintiff that they had licensed, and deny

that in violation of said license right or against the

interests of the said plaintiff said Cutlers or Cutler

Mamifacturing Co., a partnership, did make or vend

a machine so different in design, or construction, or

use, or operation from plaintiff's machine as to en-

danger or damage the plaintiff, or to cause diminu-
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tion of royalties or business or returns that could

or would have been built up or maintained for plain-

tiff had the said Cutlers or the Cutler Manufacturing

Co., a partnership, continued to make or sell the

machine of said plaintiff as they had promised to

do, and with reference thereto these said defendants

allege that no changes whatever in design or con-

struction or use or operation in the said machine

were made without the full consent and approval of

such changes on the part of the said plaintiff before

any machine containing any such changes was sold.

XV.
Deny that the said defendants have altogether or

at all failed to comply with the j)romise or agreement

to furnish the plaintiff with the information pro-

vided for in said contract as to the amount of sales

and the names and addresses of purchasers and the

size and character of the equipment shipped and/or

delivered during each calendar month, and deny

that the plaintiff has failed to receive such informa-

tion, but with reference thereto these defendants

allege that with the consent and approval of the

plaintiff [24] these answering defendants did fur-

nish from time to time statements of the sales, the

amount of commissions and royalties due the plain-

tiff thereunder; that said statements were in form

and substance satisfactory to the plaintiff, received

by him without objection and without any demand

for more particular statements until just prior to

the commencement of this suit; that at said time
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and on said demand of the plaintiff the said de-

fendants Cutler furnished full information as to all

sales, the montlis during which said sales were made,

together with the names and addresses of the pur-

chasers and the size and character of the equipment

shipped and/or delivered during each calendar

month; that a full, true and correct copy of the

statement so furnished the plaintiff prior to the com-

mencement of this suit is hereto attached, marked

Exhibit II, and with reference thereto these de-

fendants allege that said statement contains a full,

true and correct statement of the entire sales, and is

a full, true and correct statement and accounting as

to all sales made by these answering defendants un-

der said contract, together with additional commis-

sions earned and paid by the said defendants to the

plaintiff on account of sales of other equipment be-

sides the said Cook grader and which were not pro-

vided in said contract.

XVI.

With reference to Paragraph XVI of plaintiff's

complaint these answering defendants refer to Para-

graph Eleventh of the contract between the parties

as set out in Exhibit I hereto attached, hereby made

a part hereof, for the full ascertainment of the un-

dertaking of these answ^ering defendants in the event

of the sale of said business ; that the said allegations

of the said sixteenth paragraph are substantially

correct except that the plaintiff has used the word

"determine" instead of "terminate" and if there is
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any distinction assert that the provisions of Para-

graph [25] Eleventh of the contract should control.

XVII.

Answering Paragraph XVII of plaintiff's com-

plaint these defendants deny that on or about No-

vember 29, 1929 the Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc.

was incorporated or took over the business or assets

of the said Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing Co., a

partnership, but admit that on said November 29,

1929 articles of incorj^oration of the Cutler Manu-

facturing Co. Inc. were filed in the office of the Cor-

poration Commissioner of the State of Oregon, but

allege that said incorporation was not completed nor

the capital stock thereof subscribed until on or about

the 14th day of February, 1930, at which time the

said incor^Doration was completed, and on said date

all of the property and assets of the said Cutlers

and Cutler Manufacturing Co., a partnership, were

transferred by proper insti'uments to the said Cut-

ler Manufacturing Company, Inc. and the said

plaintiff was notified thereof.

XVIII.

These defendants deny that sometime in the fall

of 1929 or early in 1930, or at all, the defendant

Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler, or either of them,

or the Cutler Manufacturing (/O., a co-partnership,

or the Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc. a cor-

poration, were merged or combined or associated

with 01" became a division of the defendant Food
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MaehiDerr Corporation in accordance with nego-

tiatiou;s between said parties defendant which had

continued orer a period of months or years imme-

diately prior thereto, or that any of such enter-

prises were merged or combined or associated with

or l*came a division of defendant Food Machinery

Corporation at all, but admit that F. W. Cutler now

is a director of the defendant Food Machinery Cor-

poration, and has been such director at aU times

since the transfer of said property to the [26] Food

Machinery Corporation- These defendants admit

that said F. W. Cutler is and has been the attorney

in fact and general agent of the defendant Food

Machinery Corporation in the State of Oregon

at all times subsequent to the transfer of said

property to the Food Machinery Corporation, but

not prior thereto : these defendants deny that Cutler

Manufacturing Company, a corporation, did at

any time hold itself out or now holds itself out to

be a divisiomil imit of the Food Machinery Corpo-

ration, and with reference thereto these defendants

allege : that on or about the 25th day of June, 1930,

and not prior thereto, the Cutler ^^Linufacturing

Company. Inc., a corporation, did for a valiuil^le

consideration to it moring, sell, assign and transfer

to the Food Machinery Corporation all of its assets

and business of every name and nature, excepting

only any rights of the said F. W. Cutler, Asa B.

Cutler, Cutler Manufacturing Co.. a co-partner-

ship, or Cutler Manufacturing Company Inc. in and

under the contract between the plaintift* and the

defendants. F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, dated
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May 4, 1928, a copy of which is hereto attached as

Exhibit I, and the said Food Machinery Corpora-

tion assumed no obligations under said contract;

that in and by said transfer the said Cutler Manu-

facturing Company, Inc. transferred the good will

of said business, including the right of the Food

Machinery Corporation to use the name Cutler

Manufacturing Company in connection with the

conduct of its said business, and that any use of

the name Cutler Manufacturing Co. as a divisional

unit of said Food Machinery Corporation was

simply a use thereof to the full enjoyment of the

good will of the said Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, Inc. and was not a separate entity, but simply

an indication that the business of the said Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc. had been acquired hj

the Food Machinery Corporation; these said de-

fendants further allege that the defendant, Food

Machinery Corporation, refused to accept any rights

under the said contract between the plaintiff and

the defendants Cutler dated May 4, 1928, or to as-

sume any obligations thereunder on [27] the gTOund

and for the reason that said Food Machinery ('Or-

poration had theretofore entered into an exclusive

contract for the manufacture and sale of the CUear

Fruit Grader and was not permitted to manufacture

or sell any other machine of that character or for

that purpose.

XIX.
Answering Paragraph XIX, these defendants ad-

mit that on or prior to the 27th day of February,
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1929 the defendant, Food Machinery Corporation,

then known as the John Bean Manufacturing ( 'om-

pany, obtained exclusive right to make and sell

what is known as the Clear Fruit Graders, which

lire used in the packing Inisiness in competition

witli the plaintiff's said Cook Fruit Grader, and

that said exclusive rights to make and use Clear

Fruit Graders are now possessed by defendant,

Food Machinery Corporation; these defendants

deny that the defendants, F. W. Cutler and Asa B.

Cutler, are now identified or associated with the

said Food Machinery Corporation except that the

said F. W. Cutler is a director of the said Food

Machinery (Corporation, and he and the said Asa

B. (hitler are employed by said Food Machinery

Corporation; these defendants deny that all of the

defendants participate and share in said business

and the profits thereof, except that the said de-

fendants, F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, are

emploj^ed by Food Machinery Corporation, and the

defendant Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc. is a

stockholder in said Food Machinery Corporation.

XX.
These defendants admit that on July 26, 1930

the plaintiff did serve written notice on all of the

defendants in and by which plaintiff did attempt to

require them and each of them to perform, observe

and execute the provisions and agreements made

and provided in the license agreement relating to

tlie said Cook grader, but these defendants deny

that they or any [28] of them have failed to per-
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form or keep said provisions or agreements or com-

ply with said notice; these defendants deny that

any faihire on their part so to do now or at any

time causes or has caused irreparable or any injury

or damage to plaintiff in many thousands of dol-

lars, or any simi whatever, or that any accounting,

if taken, will show that any sum of money is due

from the defendants, or any of them, to the said

plaintiff, and with reference thereto these defend-

ants allege that said defendants Cutler and Cutler

Manufacturing Co., a co-partnership, has fully

carried out each and all of the provisions of said

contract and has fully accounted for each and all

of the sales made thereunder, and has paid to the

plaintiff more than the amount due him under said

contract as hereinafter alleged; that these answer-

ing defendants had the right to sell said ])usiness

and the plaintiff had the right under his said agree-

ment, if the purchaser of said business should re-

fuse to take over said contract, to cancel the same

and continue to manufacture the Cook grader him-

self, but the said plaintiff has wholly failed and

neglected to exercise his right in that regard.

XXI.
These answering defendants deny that the plain-

tiff has fully or at all performed or kept all condi-

tions or considerations or requirements stipulated

to be performed by him, or has not cancelled or

breached the exclusive license agreement made be-

tween the parties herein.
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XXII.

These defendants deny that the acts and doings

of the defendants alleged in said complaint sever-

ally or in combination or confederation with each

othei-, or otherwise, have caused or do now cause

iire])arable or any or continuing injury or damage

[29] to the plaintiff in the making or selling of

his fruit graders, or in the business arising out of

or connected therewith, or at all, or any use or en-

joyment of plaintiff's invention or patent rights,

or that the acts of the defendants as alleged, or

otherwise, have damaged or hurt plaintiff by caus-

ing the impairment or loss of the use or sale of his

said invention, or tlie issues or profits rightly or at

all to be earned or paid under the terms of the

agreement between the defendants Cutler and the

])laintift' or the defendants or any of them have

failed to observe or keep each or all of said pro-

visions.

XXIII.

Deny that plaintiff has no plain or speedy or

adequate or complete remedy at law for the pre-

vention of the frequent or any or recurring injuries

and/or redress of the wrongs alleged in plaintiff's

complaint, and deny that frequent or numerous or

any proceedings against the plaintiff and/or against

these or other defendants would occasion a nuilti-

plicit}' of actions or suits without any complete or

adequate or an}^ relief.

For a FIRST, further and separate answer and

defense to plaintiff's complaint, these defendants

allege

:
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I.

That the defendants, Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler, did enter into an agreement with the plain-

tiff, the full terms of which are set out in Exhibit

I hereto attached, hereby referred to, and made a

part hereof.

II.

That heretofore the said defendants, F. W. Cutler

and Asa B. Cutler, did on or about the 35th day of

February, 1930, sell, assign and transfer unto the

Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc. [30] a cor-

poration organized imder the laws of the State of

Oregon, all of their business and assets conducted

under the name of the Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

a co-partnership, and did thereafter notify the

plaintiff Cook of such sale, assignment and transfer.

III.

That the plaintiff failed and refused to exercise

his option to determine said contract and to take

over all of the materials on hand for the manu-

facture of said graders, or to take any action in the

premises whatever.

For a SECOND, further and separate answer

and defense to plaintiff's complaint, these defend-

ants allege:

I.

That heretofore and on the 4th day of May,

1928, the plaintiff and these defendants, F. W.
Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, co-partners as Cutler

Manufacturing Co., entered into an agreement, the
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full terms of which are set out in Exhil)it I hereto

attached, hereby referred to and made a part of

this answer.

11.

That thereafter the defendants (Sutler proceeded

to manufacture and sell said t^rader referred to

in said contract, but on account of complaints re-

ceived by the said defendants Cutler it was deter-

mined that said machine was not })erforming the

functions for which the same was designed, and

would not without improvement perform the same;

that the said defendants did thereupon experiment

for the purpose of correcting said defects, with a

view of making said machine perform said func-

tions, and did thereafter submit to the plaintiff

proposed changes and improvements therein, and

did exhibit to said i)laintiff a machine witli said

improvements designed to correct said defects, and

said exhibition was made jDrior to the sale of any

of such machine with [31] such changes; that the

plaintiff admitted the defects in said machine, ap-

proved all of the changes suggested by the said

defendants for the correction thereof before any

sale of any machine with said changes embodied

therein and approved the sale of said machine with

said changes; that the said improved machine con-

tained all of the changes made by the defendants

in said machine and the said plaintiff authorized

and directed the said plaintiff to manufacture said

machines with the changes and improvements so

made ; that thereupon these defendants Cutler there-

after manufactured and sold said machines with the
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changes and improvements so submitted to the

plaintiff and approved by him and not otherwise.

III.

That no machines were ever sold by these answer-

ing defendants, except with the changes and im-

provements so made by them and approved and

assented to by the plaintiff.

IV.

That by reason of the facts herein stated the

plaintiff is estopped and should not be heard to say

that the defendants Cutler, partners as Cutler Man-

ufacturing Company, or the Cutler Manufacturing

Company, Inc. changed said design or machine

which it was licensed to sell or manufacture and

sold a machine other than that as licensed to them

by the said plaintiff, or that the said machine so

manufactured and sold by them was not the machine

licensed to them, or that the sale of said machine

was damaged or the business of i^laintiff was by

said changes or improvements damaged, or that

the same diminished plaintiff's royalties, business

or returns that could or would have been built up

or maintained for plaintiff. [32]

For a THIRD, further and separate answer and

defense to plaintiff's complaint, and by way of coun-

terclaim on the part of Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler against said plaintiff, these defendants allege

:

I.

That heretofore the plaintiff and these answer-

ing defendants, Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler,
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doing business as Cutler Aranufacturins: Company,
a co-partnership, did make, execute and deliver

imto each other a contract in words and tigures as

set out in Exhibit I hereto attached, hereby referred

to and made a part of this answer.

II.

That thereafter the said defendants. Cutler, did

enter upon the manufacture and sale of the machine

licensed to it under said agTeement dated May 4,

1928, and did advertise and endeavor to sell the

same with the same activity and energy that it

advertised and endeavored to sell other articles

manufactured by them.

III.

That the said defendants did thereafter from time

to time deliver to the plaintiff accounts of sales

made by them, and the plaintiff did accept the same

and receive payment thereimder without objection;

that thereafter and upon demand of the plaintiff

the said defendants Cutler did furnish to the i)laiu-

tiff a full account of all sales by months, together

with the names and addresses of purchasers of said

machine, together with the size and character of

the equipment shipped and/or delivered during each

calendar month, a full, true and correct copy of such

statement is hereto attached, marked Exhibit II,

hereby referred to and made a part hereof, and that

the said statement contains a fidl, true and correct

statement of all machines manufactured and sold

by the plaintiff' under said contract, and all of the
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information required by the said contract to l^e

fnrnislied to the [33] plaintiff, and contains a. full,

true and correct statement of all of the commissions

and royalties undertaken by the said defendants

Cutler to be paid to the plaintiff for all machines

manufactured and sold by the said defendants un-

der said contract.

IV.

That in and by said contract the defendants Cut-

ler had the right to sell their business and did on

or about the 15th day of February, 1930, sell, assign

and transfer all of its business to the Cutler Manu-

facturing Company, an Oregon corporation; that

thereafter the said Cutler Manufacturing Company,

Inc., a corporation, did sell, assign and transfer all

of its business, except any right, title or interest in

or to the contract between the plaintiff and the de-

fendants Cutler dated the 4th day of May, 1928, for

a valuable consideration to it moving, to the Food

Machinery Corporation, a Delaware corporation;

that upon each sale of said business the plaintiff

was duly notified of such sale.

V.

That in and by the contract of May 4, 1928 it was

provided that the defendant should pay to the

plaintiff the sum of $300.00 per month for a period

of twelve months, beginning May 31, 1928, and that

if the royalties and commissions accruing under said

contract should exceed the sum of $3600.00, the

company should pay to the plaintiff the difference

;

that if on May 1, 1929 the royalties and commis-

sions accruing thereunder should be less than

I
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$3600.00 the said sum of $3000.00 slionld l)e treated

as guaranteed royalties and comuiissions hy the

company, to be retained by the said phiintiff, and

that the dehcit between the amount of said royalties

and conmiissions and $3600.00 should not be there-

after charged by the compan,y against subsequent

accruing royalties. [34]

VI.

That in the payments made to the said plaintiff

the said defendants Cutler failed to take into ac-

count in determining the amount due as royalties

and commissions the commissions paid to the said

l^laintiff on the said Cook grader during the year

1928, and defendants paid to the said plaintiff the

sum of $1296.27 over and above the commissions

and royalties so earned under said contract.

WHEREFORE, these defendants having an-

swered plaintiff' 's complaint, pray that plaintiff take

nothing by his complaint and that these defendants,

Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler have and recover

of and from the plaintiff the sum of $1296.27, and

that these defendants have and recover of and from

plaintiff their costs and disbursements herein in-

curred.

WILSON & REILLY
Attorneys for Defendants, Asa B. Cutler,

F. W. Cutler, co-partners doing busi-

ness as Cutler Manufacturing Co., and

Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.

a corporation.

F. J. HAMBLY,
Of Counsel for defendants.
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United States of America,

District of Oregon.—ss.

Asa B. Cutler, being first duly sworn, on bis oatb,

deposes and says : tbat be is one of defendants above

named, tbat be bas read tbe foregoing answer, knows

the contents tbereof, and tbat tbe same is true as

be verily believes.

ASA B. CUTLER
Subscribed and sworn to before me tbis 20tb day

of February, 1931.

[Seal] ROSE W. SHENKER
Notary Public for Oregon.

My Commission expires Jan. 8, 1932.

[Endorsed]: Filed February 21, 1931. [35]

AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on tbe 4th day

of March, 1931, there was duly filed in said Court,

a Reply to Answer of Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler, in words and figures as follows, to wit : [36]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

REPLY OF PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER OF
ASA B. CUTLER, F. W. CUTLER, AND
CUTLER MANUFACTURING CO., A PART-
NERSHIP.

Comes now the plaintiff Floyd J. Cook, and for

reply to so much of the answer as may be material

and which contains among its admissions and de-

nials other allegations of fact, to the sufficiency and
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materiality of which this plaintiff doos now reserve

all manner of objection and exception, ])ut does

deny each and every matter and thini*- specifically

and generally, alleged among the various admissions

and denials of .said answer, and more particularly

the affirmative matter, as follows:

I.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 10

to 15, page 2, in paragraph II.

II.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 8

to 18, page 3, in paragraph V. [37]

III.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 12

to 18, page 4, in paragraph VI.

IV.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 16

to 20, page 5, in paragraph VIII.

V.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 11

to 21, page 6, in paragraph X.

VI.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 12

to 29, page 7, in paragraph XII.

VII.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 16

to 25, page 8, in paragraph XIII.
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VIII.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 18

to 22, page 9, in paragraph XIV.

IX.

So much interest as is contained within lines 30

to 31, page 9, and lines 1 to 22, page 10, in para-

graph XV.
X.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 10

to 17, page 11, in paragraph XVII.

XI.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 9

to 29, inclusive, page 12, in paragraph XVIII.

XII.

So much thereof as is contained within lines 8

to 19, page 14, in paragraph XX. [38]

TO THE FIRST, FURTHER, AND SEPA-
RATE ANSWER AND DEFENSE, THIS
PLAINTIFF DENIES:

I.

The whole and every part of paragraph III

thereof, lines 6 to 9, inclusive, page 16.

II.

This plaintiff specifically denies that any notice

as referred to in said affirmative answer was ever

given, except on the 5th day of April, 1930, on the

letterhead of Cutler Manufacturing Co., as a divi-

sion of Food Machinery Corporation, 404 East Mill

Street, at Grand Ave., Portland, Oregon, as fol-

lows, to wit:

i
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''Mr. Floyd J. Cook

Corbett Bldg.

Portland, Oregon

Dear Sir:

We desire to give notice that the Cutler Man-
ufacturing Company, Inc. has taken over the

business and assets of the Cutler Manufacturing

Company, co-partnership.

Yours truly,

CUTLER MANUFACTURING CO. INC.

By A B Cutler

ABCPK President"

And save and except that certain letter from James

G. Wilson, dated June 30, 1930, to wit:

"Dear Sir:

"Referring to your letter of Aj^ril 29th, and

subsequent telephone conversation with you in

regard to offer made by you on behalf of Mr.

Cook in connection with the contract between

Mr. Cook and Mr. Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler of May 4, 1928, as I advised you at the

time the offer would not be acceptable but stated

I would submit the same, I am now authorized

to say that the Cutlers will not consider the

offer you made. This of course is without

prejudice to the rights of the Cutlers or the

Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc.

"I am further authorized to advise you that

the Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc. has trans-

ferred its business to the Food Machinery Co]'-

poration. Mr. Cook was notitled of the trans-
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fer [39] of the business from the Cutler Manu-
facturing Co., a co-partnership, to the Cutler

Manufacturing Co. Inc., but to date has exer-

cised no option accorded him under the contract.

"Mr. Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler con-

sider they have no further interest in the con-

tract except to finish up the material on hand

as provided for in said contract, and they will

send Mr. Cook statement of royalties due him
Avith check to cover within a few days.

"I am writing this as attorney for Mr. Asa

B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler and the Cutler

Manufacturing Co. Inc. I am sending a copy

of this letter to Mr. Floyd J. Cook, Corbett

Building, Portland, Ore.

Very truly yours,

JGW:S (Signed) James G. Wilson"

TO THE SECOND, FUETHER, AND SEPA-
RATE ANSWER AND DEFENSE, THIS
PLAINTIFF FOR REPLY, DENIES:

I.

Each and every matter and thing set out and

alleged within lines 20 to 31, page 16, and lines 1 to

12, page 17, in paragraph II thereof.

II.

All the matters and things set out and alleged in

paragraph III thereof.

Ill

All the matters and things set out and alleged in

paragraph IV thereof.
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IV.

And for further reply to the matters set forth, and

by way of exception to the insufficiency thereof, the

plaintiff Cook says: That no estoppel could arise on

the facts set forth or stated for, as appears from the

whole of said answer, and from the affirmative parts

thereof, and to that particular i^ortion to which this

reply is now directed, to wit, the second, having

reference to exhibit 1 attached thereto, all the de-

fendants [40] sustained and held, and do still sus-

tain and hold to the plaintiff a fiduciary relationship

and special agency concerning which no estoppel can

arise in law or equity against this plaintiff.

TO THE THIRD, FURTHER, AXl) SEPA-
RATE ANSWER THIS PLAINTIFF FOR RE-
PLY, DENIES:

I.

All the matters and things set forth within lines

13 to 17, page 18 in paragraph II thereof and each

and every thing therein contained save and except

that it is admitted that the defendants made the

agreement dated May 4, 1928.

11.

All the matters and things set forth and alleged

within lines 19 to 32, page 18, and lines 1 to 5,

page 19, in paragraph III, and the whole thereof.

III.

Each and every matter and thing within lines 6 to

18, page 19, in paragraph IV thereof.
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IV.

That while it is true that some of the matters

and things set forth in paragraph V, lines 20 to

31, page 19, are in apparent accord with Exhibit 1

referred to in said affirmative answer, this plaintiff

denies that the matters and things alleged in para-

graph Y are sufficient or constitute any defense for

that, the statement attached to the answer, Ex-

hit)it 2, on its face shows by the acts and doings

of the defendants themselves a different interpre-

tation than they now put upon it, to wit: The pay-

ment and application of the very sums, in accord-

ance with the allegations of the complaint first filed

herein and not in accordance with said answer [41]

and the defendants should or ought to be bound by

their own acts and interpretation in pursuance of

their relationship wdth plaintiff, whatever it was.

V.

Each and every matter and thing set forth and

alleged within lines 1 to 8, page 20, in paragraph

YI thereof, and denies specifically that there was

ever paid at any time or at all coimnissions or

royalties over and above those earned under the

actual transactions conducted by defendants with

plaintiff' as alleged in the complaint.

YI.

Further replying to said answer in that behalf,

plaintiff Cook says that Exhilnt 2 and the actual

transactions which took place and are not recorded
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thereon, will of and by itself and from proof offered

be shown to be incorrect.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment as

formerly prayed in his complaint; and that de-

fendants take nothing by their said answer.

W. C. BRISTOL
WM. L. GOSSLIN

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

United States of America,

District and State of Oregon,

(^ounty of Multnomah—ss.

Floyd J. (^ook, being first duly sworn, on oath

says: That he is the plaintiff named in the fore-

going reply; that he has read the answer of Asa

B. (^utler, F. W. Cutler, and Cutler Manufacturing

Co., a partnership, and makes this reply thereto,

and that he verily believes the same to be true.

FLOYD J. COOK
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 4th day

of March, 1931.

[Notarial Seal] WM. L. GOSSLIN
Notary Public for Oregon. My commission

expires Nov. 14, 1934.

[Endorsed]: Filed March 4, 1931. [42]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 31st day of

March, 1933, there ^Yas duly filed in said Court, a

Report of the Master in Chancery, in words and

figures as follows, to wit: [43]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

MASTER'S REPORT.

To the Honorable, the Judges of the alcove entitled

Court, sitting in Equity:

The undersigned. Master in Chancery appointed

to take evidence on the issues in the above entitled

suit and make report to the court of his findings,

conclusions and recommendations, begs leave to re-

port a^ follows: [14]

This suit arises out of a contract executed May
4th, 1928, between Floyd J. Cook, hereinafter re-

ferred to as the patentee, and Asa B. Cutler and

F. AV. Cutler, then co-jDartners doing business as the

Cutler Manufacturing Company, hereinafter re-

ferred to as the licensees, covering a fruit grading

machine known as the Cook Grader.

The elements of the contract which are relevant

to this controversy are as follows:

I. (Contract, paragraph 1.) The patentee

granted to the licensees the exclusive right to man-

ufacture and sell the Cook Grader, ^^'ith all modi-

fications, alterations, improvements, including at-

tachments thereto, and means of delivering or re-

ceiving fruits, sold in connection with the Cook

Grader, for a term couunencing May 1st, 1928, and

ending September 30th, 1933.
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II. (Contract, paragraph 1.) The licensees

agi'eed, during the term of the license, not to manu-

facture any fruit grading machine of the same na-

ture or used for the same purposes, except such as

were then being manufactured by them.

III. (Contract, paragraj^h 2). The patentee

agreed to diligently prosecute a reissue of the j^atent

and granted to the licensees the exclusive right of

manufacture and sale under such reissue.

IV. (Contract, paragraph 3). The licensees

agreed to manufacture the Cook Grader, to make

all necessary blue prints, patterns, jigs, and designs

for such manufacture, which then became the prop-

erty of the licensee. [45]

V. (Contract, paragraph 3). The licensees

agreed that all Cook Graders should be manufac-

tured from good materials and with good workman-

ship in keeping with approved methods of mechan-

ical practice and manufacture.

VI. (Contract, paragraph 4), The licensees

were bound to place the Cook Grader on the mar-

ket and promote its sale and advertise it with the

same diligence with which it promoted the sale of

any other machines or products manufactured by

them.

YII. (Contract, paragraph 5). All orders for

graders obtained by the patentee at the date of the

contract were assigned to the licensee, who assumed

aU obligations of the patentee and agreed to fill

them promptly.
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VIII. (Contract, paragraph 5). The licensees

bought from the patentee all materials on hand.

IX. (Contract, paragraph 6). The licensees

agreed to pay the following royalties:

a. 10% of the amount of the sale price of aU

equipment sold by the licensees, but not less than

$50.00 for each fruit grader with a sizing portion

of thirty feet or longer, and a minimum royalty for

smaller machines in proportion to the length of the

sizing portion thereof.

b. All royalties to be due and payable on May
1st, 1929, except that the sum of $300.00 thereof

should be paid at the end of each calendar month

for a period of twelve months. [46]

c. If on May 1st, 1929, ro^^alties and commis-

sions accruing, exceeded $3600.00 (the amount of

the monthly advances) the licensees were at that

time to pay the difference. If they were less than

$3600.00, that sum should be considered as guaran-

teed royalties and commissions and the deficit not

charged to the patentee.

d. Beginning May 1st, 1929, accruing royalties

became payable at the end of each calendar month

for all shipments and all deliveries made by the li-

censees during said month and within fifteen days

prior to the end of the month.

e. The licensees obligated themselves to deliver

to the patentee on or before the 15th day of eacli

month a written statement showing the amounts of

sales, made during the preceding calendar month,

with the names and addresses of the customers, and
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all equipment shipped and/or delivered during each

niontli.

X. (Contract, paragraph 6). In addition to the

foregoing, the licensees agreed to pay the patentee

a. A commission of 15%) of the amount of

all sales of Cook Graders and attachments in the

Medford district during the year 1928.

b. A further sum of 15% on all sales of equip-

ment to Henry E. Kleinsorge of Sacramento and

the Earl (^ook C^ompany of California during the

year 1928; provided, that the commission should

not be paid on more than four Cook Graders sold

to said purchasers. [47]

XI. (Contract, paragraph 7). In the event that

the Commissions for the year 1928 and the royalties

accruing to October 1, 1931, did not equal or exceed

$15,000.00, the licensees agreed to pay such sum as

might be necessary to bring up the total to $15,-

000.00, PROVIDED that the licensees retained the

option to withliold payment and cancel the contract

by giving the patentee notice in writing to that ef-

fect.

XII. (Contract, paragraph 7). If the licensees

did not pay the deficit last mentioned the patentee

had the right at his option to canr/el by giving ten

days notice.

XIII. (Contract, paragraph 7). In the event

of cancelation under XI and XII hereof, the li-

censees had no further right to manufacture or sell

the Cook Grader, or any reissue thereof, or any im-
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provements, alterations or modifications of the ma-

chine.

XIV. (Contract, paragraph 8). Breach by

either party of the terms and conditions of the con-

tract gave the other the right to cancel upon giving

notice of the specified breach; provided, however,

that the offending party should have thirty days

after such notice within which to make good the

breach.

a. Cancellation did not relieve the guilty party

from liabilities then existing thereunder.

XV. (Contract, paragraph 10). On expiration

or earlier termination of the agreement, the patentee

obtained exclusive ownership of all improvements,

attachments and designs relating to the Grader, or

its attachments developed after the [48] date of the

contract, irrespective of the party by whom made.

b. Patentable improvements made during the

term of the agreement would be made by and at the

expense of the patentee.

c. At the expiration or earlier termination of the

contract, patentee had the option for thirty days to

take over from the licensees all patterns, blue prints,

jigs and designs relating to the manufacture of the

devises, or the improvements or alterations thereon,

at cost.

d. At the expiration or earlier termination of

the contract, the patentee had the option for thirty

days to take over from the licensees all machines and

materials on hand at cost.
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e. If the patentee did not exercise this option the

licensees were given the right to complete machines

in process of manufactnre and sell such machines,

and any others then on hand, not exceeding, however,

ten machines in number, upon which the licensees

agreed to pay the same royalties.

XVI. (Contract, paragraph 11). If during the

term of the contract the licensees sold their business,

the patentee had the option,

a. Either to require the purchaser to assume and

discharge all of the licensee's obligations under the

contract

;

b. To cancel and terminate the agreement, put

an end to the licensee's right thereunder, and pre-

vent any [49] such rights passing to the purchaser.

So much for the contract.

The theory of plaintiff's bill, omitting the allega-

tions as to his invention of the device, obtaining

patent and like matters, is as follows: (The appro-

priate numbered paragraphs of the bill are set out

in parenthesis in the following analysis).

A. (IV) That his device and the business he

had developed in marketing it competed success-

fully and profitably with those manufactured by tlie

defendant company.

B. (V) That to eliminate competition, the de-

fendants Cutler solicited the license afterwards

granted by the contract.

1. (VI) By representing that they controlled

the fruit grading manufacturer and producting

through their organization, and could and would
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procure large scale production and sales of plain-

tiff's grader, and

2. That if plaintiff did not grant them a license

they would place on the market a similar machine

which would interfere with plaintiff's trade and

nullify his patent rights.

C. (VII) Influenced thereby, plaintiff entered

into the licensing contract.

D. (IX) That from the beginning the defend-

ants Cutler intended to undermine and destroy

plaintiff's machine and business and suppress his

products, in order that they might [50] more easily

market a machine belonging to them and their asso-

ciates.

E. (XII) That upon obtaining the license the

defendant Cutler changed the design of the Cook

Grader, thereby impairing its efficiency and render-

ing the trade and demand therefor valueless to them-

selves and to plaintiff, thus limiting the amoimt of

royalties and earnings which would accrue to the

patentee.

F. (XIII) That after acquiring the license

from the patentee, the defendants Cutler acquired

the Palmer patent and thereupon built a machine

differing from and less efficient than the Cook

Grader.

G. (XV) That the defendants Cutler failed to

furnish plaintiff with the monthly statements of

sales required by the contract; that plaintiff has

demanded but has not received them and therefore
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does not know what machines have been sold and

what royalties are due.

H. (XVI) That in November, 1929, the de-

fendant Cutler incorporated the Cutler Manufactur-

ing Company, Inc., which took over the business

and assets of the Cutler partnership and the defend-

ant Cutler became its executive officer.

I. (XVIII) That in the fall of 1929, or early

in 1930, the Cutlers as copartners and the Cutler

Manufacturing Co. Inc., merged with the defendant

Food Machinery Company and F. W. [51] Cutler

became and now^ is a director thereof and its statu-

tory attorney in fact in the State of Oregon, and

that the Cutler Manufacturing Company (sic) has

since held itself out to be a division of the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation.

J (XIX) That on or about February, 1929, the

defendant Food Machinery Corporation (then

known as the John Dean Manufacturing Company)

obtained the exclusive right to manufacture and sell

a fruit grader known as the "Clear Fruit Grader",

which was a machine competing with the Cook

Grader. That the Cutlers participate in and share

in such business and the profits thereof.

K (XX) That on July 26, 1930, the patentee

served notice on all of the defendants requiring them

to perform and observe the licensee contract which

he had entered into with the Cutlers; that the de-

fendants have refused so to do and thereby plaintiff

has suffered and will suffer irreparable injury and

damage.
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L (XXII) That the acts of the defendants

severally and in combination have caused and do

cause irreparable damage to plaintiff, particularly

by causing an impairment in the sale of his inven-

tion and in the royalties which otherwise would

otherwise accrue therefrom. [52]

M. Relief. Plaintiff prays.

1. For an accounting of the royalties which have

or should have accrued as the result of the sales

;

2. A discovery from the defendants Cutler as to

what fruit grading machines of the same kind and

purpose as the Cook Grader were being manufac-

tured by them prior to the execution of the contract

;

3. That he be allowed damages alleged to have

been suffered by reason of the acts of the defendants

;

4. That the defendant company, individually and

as partners, be enjoined from manufacturing any

fruit grading machine competing with plaintiff's, ex-

cept those which it was manufacturing prior to May
4, 1928;

5. That the Cutler Manufacturing Company,

Inc., be held to be the assignee of the defendants

Cutler, a co-partnership, and in that event it be en-

joined in the same respects as the co-partnership

;

6. That if the corporation be found not to be

personally bound by the plaintiff's contract with the

Cutlers, a co-partnership, it be enjoined from manu-

facturing any fruit grading machinery similar in

nature and purpose to the Cook Grader.

7. That the Food Machinery Corporation be held

to be the assignee of the exclusive rights of the Cut-
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lors ill the contract with plaintiff, and in that event

it he enjoined from manufacturing any fruit grad-

ing machinery of the same nature [53] and purpose

as ihe Cook Grader, except those which the Cutlers

were manufacturing prior to May 4th, 1928.

8. That if the Food Machinery Company is to l)e

I3ersoiially bound by the terms of the original license

agreement, it be enjoined from manufacturing any

fruit grading machinery of the same nature and pur-

]30se as the Cook Grader, except as to such machines

as were being manufactured by the Cutlers prior to

May 4th, 1928.

9. That the patentee be declared entitled to all

improvements, attachments and designs relating to

the Cook Grader developed subsequent to May 4,

1928, whether made by the Cutlers or by plaintiff.

10. That plaintiff be decreed his costs and dis-

bursements and have any further equitable relief

as may be found proper.

The Master is clearly of the opinion and so tiiids

that the allegations of the plaintiff herein men-

tioned under the head of B 1 and B 2 are not true

as a matter of fact and if true are immaterial to the

issues herein ; that the allegations under the head of

D are not sustained by the evidence and are in fact

untrue; that any changes which were made by the

defendant Cutler in the construction and design of

the Cook Grader were made in good faith to over-

come certain defects and difficulties that experience

had disclosed and that in fact the improved Cook

Grader [54] was not an inferior device, liut ren-
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dered equally as good results and avoided the defects

in the original Cook Grader heretofore referred to

;

that while the defendants Cutler acquired the patent

rights in the Palmer patent, they did so in good

faith in order to avoid any possible suit for infringe-

ment and that it is not true that the machine known
as the "Improved Cook Grader'' was less efficient

than "The Original Cook Grader."

The Master finds that the contract between plain-

tiff and the defendants Cutler was entered into in

good faith between all the parties thereto, that it was

not induced by fraud, misrepresentation, undue in-

fluence or other improper means; that the parties

entered into its performance in good faith and at

least until the latter part of 1929, or early in 1930,

the defendants Cutler did nothing which could be

questioned by Cook, and acted Avith entire openness

and good faith toward him, and were not guilty of

any ])reach of the contract. While it is true that

the monthly statements were not rendered as in the

contract provided, this occurred because of the sea-

sonal nature of the business, the rush and congestion

which existed at that time, and the delays in ren-

dering the statements caused thereby, which were

acquiesced in by Cook.

Cook's device disclosed invention of a high order

and was peculiarly adapted to grading tender-skin-

ned fruits, such as pears. Sizing of fruits is an es-

sential process in packing ; various machines were in

the market, such as the Weight machine, but could

not be successfully used in handling pears because
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of the [55] fact that a slight pressure on the skin of

tlie fruits injured the same, blemishing its appear-

ance and hnally causing decay. His device consisted

of a moving belt to which was fastened an apron of

duck or canvas upon which the fruits rode until it

reached an aperture through which it fell into a

receiving bin. An essential part of the device was

the means by which these ai)ertures could l)e in-

creased or decreased in size. Cook accomplished this

by a series of guide boards, which were inserted

Tuider the belt and against the apron, thus forming

a continuous slot of varying size so that the smaller

fruit dropped into the upper 1)in near the receiving

end of the grader and the larger were carried by the

})elt until they reached the sized aperture which per-

mitted them to fall into the l)in. By means of set

screws a delicate adjustment of the size of the aper-

tures could be had.

Shortly after Cook built his first device a radical

change took place in the packing business. The

]>ackers were required to remove the film of spray

on the fruit b.y washing. Acid was used in the

tank as well as the necessary re-agent. Although

attempts were made to dry the fruit after l^eing

washed some moisture always remained on their

surfaces. The canvas belt tended to ]iecome wet

from the moisture of the fruit and stretch, and

the acid caused the belt to rot. Difficulty was also

experienced with belts working off the pulleys: the

guide boards, which were wooden, and which were

used to increase or diminish the size of the aperture

and which were pushed out against the apron of the
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VeM, would at times splinter and tear [56] the

apron. None of these defects were fatal and were

of the kind that generally assert themselves in the

development of any new device. The improved

(^ook sought to overcome these defects and in a

large measure did so. A rubberized belt carried on

a sprocket chain Avas used instead of the belt with

the canvas apron; steel troughs were used instead

of the wooden guide boards. Plaintiff contends that

the rubberized belt was not as flexible and there-

fore inferior to the canvas apron, and that his

type of guide board permitted a more delicate ad-

justment than the steel troughs later used. This is

denied and the Master is of the oj^inion that the

improved Cook overcame most of the defects of the

original Cook and that in actual practice it rend-

ered quite as satisfactory results.

The Sale of the Cutler Business.

The copartnership of Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany was not the only manufacturer of fruit grad-

ing machinery on the Pacific Coast. The John Bean

Manufacturing C^ompany and several other con-

cerns were in active competition with it. The John

Bean Manufacturing Company had acquired the

patent rights to the "Clear" fruit grader. At

various times overtures had been made by the John

Bean Manufacturing Company, (whose name was

afterwards changed to Food Machinery Corpora-

tion) to the Cutlers to merge with that corporation,

which had already absorbed various other competi-

tors. The Cutlers for a long period of time de-

clined to these offers. [57]
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Late ill 1929, however, they commenced to give

heed to the proposal made by the Food Machinery

Corporation and it was finally agreed that they

would turn their l)iisiness over to the Food Ma-

chinery Company and take stock for the ];>urcliase

price. With this in view the Oregon corporation,

Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc., was organized; to

it the defendants CHitler, doing business as the co-

partnership, transferred all of the assets of that

copartnership. There is nothing to indicate tliat

they did not intend to and did not attempt to

transfer the Cook contract to the new corporation

and the Master is of the opinion that they did so.

AVhether or not under the terms of the license they

had power so to do without Crook's consent is an-

other matter which the Master wdll discuss later.

The undisputed testimony, however, is that the

Food Machinerv C^ompany declined to take over

the contract on the Cook patent, at any rate unless

Cook would consent tliat the purchaser be free from

the obligations therein to manufacture and sell

Cook Graders exclusively. Several reasons exist

for this attitude, first the Food Machinery Com-
pany already had a license to manufacture and sell

Clear Graders, a competing machine, and second,

there was a serious question in their minds as to

whether the Clear Grader was superior to either

the Original Cook or the Improved Cook. They

were, however, willing to take over the contract if

the exclusive feature was eliminated and w^ere will-

ing, if Cook insisted, that the Cutler Manufactur-
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iiig division of their corporation, when the merger

should ]>e accomplished, [58] should handle only

Coolc Crraders. The Plaintiff, however, refused to

consent to any such modification. The Food Ma-

chinery Company therefore refused to take over

the Cook contract. This, the Master believes, was

entirely within its rights.

If, however, the defendants (\itler, or the Cutler

Manufacturing Co. Inc., breached the contract with

C^ook, the question still arises whether or not he

may follow the assets of the copartnership and the

Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., into the hands of

the Food Machinery Company. First, however, it

l^ecomes necessary to determine whether or not any

such l^reach existed.

The Master has reached the conclusion that the

facts which induced Cook to enter into a contract

were as follows:

The copartnership, Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, had built a vigorous and successful business

in the fruit handling machinery and was in a posi-

tion to obtain by means of its sales organization a

wider and more profitable market for the C^ook

Grader than Cook, with his limited means of financ-

ing and manufacture, was able to accomplish. How-
ever, he desired to protect himself against the license

l)eing assigned by reason of any incorporation of the

co]^artnership, or the sale of its business to some

other concern, which might not give the device the

same attention which the Cutlers were able and were

willing to give. For this reason the 11th and

concluding paragraph was inserted in the contract.
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The respondents contend that on a sale of the ]jus-

iness, Cook was limited [59] to the remedies there

specified. The Master, however, does not ])elieve

that this is an exclusive remedy or right. The

Cutlers w^ere bound for a term to manufacture and

sell this product and to use all reasona])le diligence

and good faith in so doing.

If they sold their business to a purchaser who

was satisfactory to Cook and was willing to assume

the obligations of the contract, Cook would consent

to the assignment ; if the purchaser was unsatis-

factory to him, or was unwilling to assume the ob-

ligations, he had the option to cancel and terminate

the agreement and thereby terminate the rights and

obligations of both the Cutlers under the license

and prevent any attempted assignment from being

effected. The Master is of the opinion, however,

that Cook had no right or jDower to comj^el the

purchaser of the balance of the Cutlers' business to

assume the obligations of the contract, or compel

it to take an assignment thereof from the Cutlers.

Cook attempted to do this, but the Master has

reached the conclusion that such demand was in-

eff'ective. However, it is perfectly clear that he

never released or intended to release the (Hitlers

from the obligations of the contract. And the

remedy of cancelation provided for in paragraph

11 is purely cumulative and was exercisable at

Cook's option and he could not be compelled by any

act of the Cutlers to exercise that option. The

Master, therefore, concludes that so far as the Cut-

lers are concerned the contract remained in force
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and they have at all times been [60] bound to use

diligence in the manufacture and sale of the Cook

Grader and of the Improved Cook Grader.

It is the contention of the Respondents that para-

graph 11 of the contract just adverted to, renders

the contract unilateral and therefore if they sold

their business, unless Cook was able to persuade

the purchaser to take an assignment and assume the

oldigations of the contract, they were released. The

Master finds himself unable to accept this proposi-

tion. Under the contract. Cook could not, by any

act of his, nullify the etfect of the license granted.

The Cutlers obtained an exclusive license for the

full period of the term. Cook's right to terminate

was conditioned upon a contingency which could

only arise by the voluntary and affirmative act of

the licensees. If they sold their business, a new

situation arose; they were not compelled to sell and

they were not induced to sell by any act of the

plaintitf. In the event they sold their business,

the situation of (^ook might then become very dif-

ferent and he might find himself faced with a situa-

tion unfavorable to his interest. One of the induce-

ments to the contract was the fact that the C hitlers

had Iniilt up a large trade in the fruit machinery

field, they had an active sales organization and by

giving the license to them Cook might reasonably

expect that the Cutlers by the use of the good will

they had acquired and of the sales organization

which already existed, would materially enhance

future sales of his products. A destruction of the

business or the sales organization, or placing the
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l)usiness in the hands of an unknown purchaser,

might be detrimental to Cook's [61] interests. On
the other hand, he might feel that such a sale and

the assumption hy the new purchaser of the burden

of the contract would be advantageous. To safe-

guard himself, this clause was inserted in the con-

tract and in the judgment of the Master it con-

ferred upon the plaintiff the right to consider and

determine whether he would hold the (Uitlers or

whether he would cancel the contract. The o])vi-

ous reason for retaining the right to cancel, in the

event that the purchaser w^as unsatisfactory or un-

willing to assume the obligations of the contract, is

that Cook might determine that the sale of the

lemainder of their business by the Cutlers would

render it difficult for them to manufacture and sell

the product as efficiently and in as great a volume

as when they had other lines of fruit machinery

business under their management. The plaintiff

had the right to the l)eiietits which in his opinion

accrued to him l)y reason of the personal responsi-

bility, character and ability of the Cutlers. As said

])y Lord Denman, "You have a right to the benefits

you contemplated from the character, credit and

substance of the party with whom you contract".

Humble vs. Hunter, 12 Adol. & E (Q.B.)

. 310

Wooster vs. Crane, 72 N. J. Eq. 23, 27

Arkansas Smelting Co. vs. Belden Co.. 127

U. S. 379

The contract, as all the parties admit, involves

the question of personal confidence in the capabil-
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ities and integrity of the Cutlers. Unless, there-

fore, it contained a clause clearly giving the right

of assignment, the CUitlers could not assign with-

out the consent of (^ook. In giving them the license,

he relied [62] upon their ability and the good will

which they had achieved in the business. A stranger

might not have those abilities or be able to take the

good will.

Corvallis Etc. R. R. Co. vs. Portland etc.

Ry. Co., 84 Ore. 524, 538.

The Cutlers could not, therefore, substitute any

purchaser without Cook's consent under the license

agreement.

W. H. Barber Agency Co. vs. Co-Operative

Barrel C^o., 133 Minn. 207.

Wooster vs. Crane, 73 N. J. Eq. 22.

The Master's conclusions in this regard are: first,

that the Cutlers could not compel Cook to consent

to an assignment of transfer of the contract to any

purchaser; second, that Cook never consented to

any transfer or assignment to the Food Machinery

Company unless that company would assume the

o])ligations of the contract in toto. This the Food

Machinery Company declined to do. Wlien Cook

refused to accept the Food Machinery Company's

proposition to handle the Cook Grader along with

the Clear Grader, or to have its Cutler Manufac-

turing Company division manufacture and sell the

Cook, he was within his legal rights and did not

breach the contract. But did this compel him then

to exercise the option to cancel and terminate the
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rights and obligations of the Cutlers under the

license agreement.

As has been said, I am of the opinion that the

l)rovisions of paragraph 11 of the contract were

merely cunmlative to the rights which Cook would

have had if that clause had been omitted. [G:]]

(^ertainly without such a clause the fact that the

Cutlers might have sold their business would not

lelease them from the contract, ('ook could insist

that, notwithstanding any such sale, they proceed

to the manufacture and sale of his grader, and that,

on default, they respond for whatever damages he

may have suifered by reason of such failure. An
analysis of the contract convinces me that the clause

11 was inserted solely for his l^enefit and such seems

to l)e tlie weight of authority.

In Kant-Skore vs. Sinclair, 30 Fed. (2d), 884

certiorari denied; 74 L. Ed. 1150, the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit held as follows

:

'H^learly the provisions were inserted for the

benefit of the licensor and not the licensee;

they were designed to give him additional

rights in case of its breach. He had the option

to give or not give notice that the 'agreement

shall be cancelled' at the expiration of sixty

days; the licensee then had the right to avert

the impending cancellation hy repairing the

breach. If it failed to do so within the speci-

fied period, what would be the result? The
contract says 'then this agreement shall cease

and determine'. Is the termination thereby
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made automatic or is it again at licensor's op-

tion ? Licensee is the wrongdoer ; It has failed

to avail itself of the opportunity to repair the

l)reach. Unless the language compels the con-

struction of automatic cancellation, thus giving

the wrongdoer possible direct benefits, the

clause will be held to confer a right only upon

the other party, the licensor. In our judg-

ment its true meaning is that the licensor may
end the agreement, and the license but that

despite the notice, he need not avail himself

of this additional right; he may treat the con-

tract as continuing in full force and effect."

As said in Western Union Telegraph vs. Brown,

253 U. S. 112,—

''The condition plainly is for the benefit [64]

of the vendor, and hardly less plainly for his

benefit alone, except so far as it may have fixed

a time w^hen Stewart might have called for per-

formance if he had chosen to do so, which he

did not. This being so, the word Woid' means

voidable at the vendor's election, and the condi-

tion uiay l)e insisted upon or waived, at his

choice.

''The fact that the contract contains a privi-

lege of ending it at the election of the vendor

for non-payment of the sirni stipulated does not

convert it into an option terminable by the pur-

chasers at their w^ill. Stewart v. Griffith,

supra."
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If the resi3ondeiits ' i)osition is correct tlieii, if a

purchaser to whom they sold their business declined

to assume the o])liftations of the Cook ccnitract,

Cook's only remedy would be to cancel. Then he

would indeed have placed himself at the mercy of

his licensee. Clause 11 was placed in the contract at

Cook's instance. It is unlikely that he would have de-

manded a clause which would have put him at the

mercy of his licensees and thiLs enable them at any

time to avoid all liability by merely sellin"" their

business to a purchaser who would refuse to assume

the obligations of the contract.

I construe clause 11 to mean that if the Cutlers

sold their business Cook had the following options

:

a. To consent to the assignment to the purchaser

on condition that the latter assumed all the o])liga-

tions of the contract, and if the purchaser declined

so to do Cook could,— [65]

b. Insist that the Cutlers continue to perform ; or

c. He could cancel and terminate the agreement.

Respondents insist with ability and ingenuity that

clause 11 renders the contract unilateral ])ecause in

the event of the sale of their business by Cutlers

Cook could, at his option, cancel the agreement. It

is, of course, axiomatic that unless both parties are

bound by a contract, it cannot he enforced against

either of them. Learned counsel cites the case of,

—

City of Pocatello vs. F. & D. Co. of Md., 267

Fed. 181.

This involved a contract between the city and a

contractor to construct certain public improvements.

It contained the provision, however, that if for any
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reason the city failed to make sale of and receive

the money on certain water works bonds then, at

the option of the city, it could terminate the con-

tract without being- liable to the contractor. There

was no obligation on the part of the city to sell the

bonds, they might never have offered them for sale,

there was no allegation that, before the demand for

performance on the contractor, the city had sold

the bonds and received the money. The contract in

fact disclosed no obligation of any kind on the part

of the city. So far a.s the city is concerned, the

contract was purely executory and the conditions

upon which it was bottomed might never come to

pass. [66]

Such a situation differs vitally from the present

case. By the contract here Cook gave an exclusive

license effective in praesenti, except as to minor de-

tails, such as reissue of the patent and the defense

of infringements. The license became effective at the

moment plaintiff signed the contract. By no act of

his could he shorten the term of the license. He
had no general right to cancel at his pleasure and

his option to cancel arose only under two circum-

stances, either upon breach by the licensee or by the

sale of their business, the continued existence of

which was one of the reasons inducing him to grant

the license.

I will not unduly lengthen this report by a review

of the cases cited by learned counsel. I have read

them all but in none of them in my opinion was the

option to terminate given to one party because of a

change of condition resulting from the voluntary act
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of the other. If for a valuable consideration I give a

five year easement over my property to A, provided

that if ]]e sells the property to another, I may at my
option revoke the easement, it cannot be said that

snch a contract lacks mutuality. As long- as A keeps

the property I cannot deprive him of the easement.

If he sees fit to sell, it is his act, not mine, which

may bring about the revocation. Being of the opin-

ion that the sale of their business by the Cutlers

to the Cutler [67] Manufacturing Company did not

terminate the contract, the next question presented

is whether or not by the sale the Cutlers were there-

after released and the corj^oration substituted in

their place, or whether both the partnership and the

corporation are bound by its terms.

I find that the contract was assigned by the part-

nership to the corporation and that the corporation

assumed the burdens as well as the benefits thereof.

I base this upon the testimony of F. M. Cutler and

upon the minutes of the corporation. Defendants'

Exhibit 8 recites that the president and secretary

of the new corporation are ''authorized and directed

to execute in the name of the company and deliver

to the Food Machinery Corporation all deeds, bills

of sale or other instruments necessary to fully carry

out the transfer of all of the real and personal prop-

erty and the business of this corporation in accord-

ance with the terms of the contract of purchase,

excepting only from the transfer of the assets of

this (Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.) Com-

pany, the interest of this compam^ in the contract

made, executed and delivered hv and between Asa
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B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler, partners doing busi-

ness as Cutler Manufacturing Co., Portland, Ore-

gon, and Floyd J. Cook, dated the 4th day of May,

1928, said omission of the interest of this corpora-

tion in said contract being by direction of the Food

Machinery Corporation." On April 5th, 1930, Cut-

ler Manufacturing Company, Inc., wrote the plain-

tiff giving notice that the Cutler Manufacturing

Company, Inc. [68] had taken over the business and

assets of the Cutler Manufacturing Co., a copartner-

ship. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 12).

On this subject Mr. F. W. Cutler testified as

follows

:

The MASTER: What was the purpose of

writing to Mr. Cook this letter?

A. Simply to advise him of our plans and

what we were doing.

The MASTER : Well, I know, but what right

. did you think that he had to know about this?

You must have had some definite purpo.se in

writing that letter.

A. It was my idea that Mr. Cook would

have the right to cancel his contract if we sold

out.

The MASTER: And if you didn't cancel it,

then what?

Mr. REILLY: You better let the lawyers

argue the law on this.

The MASTER: Well, I want to know what

is in his mind.

A. You will recall in my testimony this

morning I said I discussed that matter with
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Mr. Cook as to our incorporating, and he stated

we merely incorporated to get out of the deal.

We had incorporated in this case here

The MASTER: Well, was the company

A. but we didn't intend to get out of the

deal.

The MASTER: In other words, the real

purpose of this letter was to tell Mr. Cook

A. He would have a right, if he wanted, to

cancel it ; it was up to him.

The MASTER: Yes, but if he didn't cancel

it the Cutler Manufacturing Company
A. I believe would have to carry it along.

There was a matter of some doubt in our minds

as to what would be the legal—we are not

lawyers.

There is no direct evidence that Cook gave his

assent to this assignment and no evidence that he

consented to the substitution of the corporation for

the individual liability of the Cutlers as copartners.

However, both prior to the institution [69] of this

suit and by the terms of his complaint he has at all

times insisted that the corporation as well as the

copartnership was bound to perform the contract

and he seeks relief as to both. Ratification or con-

firmation has the same legal effect as an express

prior assent. Cook's action in serving the notice of

demand on both the Cutlers as copartners and upon

the corporation, in my judgment constitutes such a

confirmation and ratification of the act of assign-

ment by the copartners.
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This license contract demands on the part of the

licensees, or their assignees, the rendition of services

both in the manufacture and marketing of a product.

It requires the licensee to use the same diligence in

the sale of the Cook's Grader as they exercised in

the marketing of their own device. It involves,

therefore, the performance of duties which are not

assignable in the true sense of the word, inasmuch

as they involve a relationship of personal trust and

confidence in the ability of the promissor, but they

are delegable. When the copartnership assigned the

contract to the corporation by the sale of its entire

business and assets of the latter, the legal effect

thereof was to delegate to the new corporation the

performance of the copartnership 's duties under the

contract, and the assignment of the copartnership's

rights thereto, namely to manufacture and sell the

Cook Grader. (1 Williston on Contracts, par. 418,

page 779).

The transaction did not constitute a novation re-

leasing the Cutlers as copartners. Although Cook

could have done so, there is no evidence from which

any such complete novation can be inferred. [70]

"One of the essential elements to a novation is

that there should have been an extinguishment

of the old debt and another is that there should

have been a mutual agreement between all the

parties that the old debt should become the obli-

gation of the new debtor. 21 A. & E. Ency. of

Law (2nd Ed.) 662; Kelso vs. Fleming, 104 Ind.

181 (3 N. E. 830). When the court found as it

did in its fifth finding to the effect that the de-
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fendants sold and transferred their hotel Ijusi-

ness to the corporation in payment for their

stock ; that as a part of the consideration there-

for the corporation assumed and agreed to pay

the obligations incurred by defendants in their

hotel business, including plaintiff's claims; and

that on May 6th, 1903, the corporation by virtue

of its promise became liable for and agreed to

pay plaintiff's demands—it expressly bases the

consideration of the new promise upon the value

of the goods and hotel business purchased, and

thereby the court has impliedly excluded from

being a part of that consideration the extin-

guishment of the defendants' obligation and the

release of the defendants. It nowhere appears,

exiDressh" or by necessary inference, that the

parties to the contract of sale intended that the

defendants should be released from their obliga-

tion to plaintiff; but the only legal inference

deducible therefrom is that the corporation was

to be and become the principal debtor, and the

defendants were to be and become the principal

debtor, and the defendants were to be and lie-

come sureties in respect to the plaintiff's de-

mands. * * * It nowhere appears as a fact

found by the court that plaintiff ever agreed to

or did release defendants, or that it was a part

of the agreement of sale between defendants

and the purchasing corporation that defendants

were to be released by plaintiff. * * * There

having been no agreement by plaintiff to release

defendants, and no release by plaintiff there
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could not have been a novation in law as found

by the court.
'

'

Miles vs. Bowers, 49 Ore. 429, 432, 433, 435.

[71]

"It is well established that to constitute a

novation by the substitution of the debtor, the

contract so to do must be the result of the con-

currence and consent of all parties interested,

namely, the original debtor, the new debtor, and

the creditor. The mere agreement of Bullis to

assume the indebtedness of the logging com-

pany, would not, of itself, constitute a novation.

There would still remain the essential requisite

that the canning company consented to such de-

cision and looked solely to him for payment. It

would be possible to add Bullis as an additional

debtor and still hold the canning company lial)le.

Under such circumstances there would be no

novation. One of the essential elements, there-

fore, is that there must be a release of all claim

or liability against the original debtor ; ^liles vs.

Bowers, 49 Ore. 429 (90 Pac. 505) ; 20 R. C. L.

369 and numerous authorities cited in exhaus-

tive notes, L. R. A. 1918 B, 113."

Vawter v. Rogue River Valley Canning Co.,

124 Ore. 94, 99.

I therefore state my conclusion of law,—that by

the assignment of the Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., the copartners remained bound and Cook had

the right to demand performance both by the mem-
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hers of the copartnership and by the new corpo-

ration as well.

However, as heretofore stated, I find as a fact

that the Food Machinery Company never became

the assignee of the contract from the corporation,

nor did it assume any of the obligations therefor

and that no relief can be granted against it, except

that in my judgment the court should retain jurisdic-

tion over the Food Machinery Company so that in

event the Cutlers or the Cutler Manufacturing Co.

Inc., do not satisfy the decree against them the assets

of the Cutler Manufacturing Company may be pur-

sued into the hands of the Food Machinery [72]

Company. This recommendation is based upon the

fact that the Food Machinery Company has re-

ceived all of the assets of the Cutler Manufacturing

Company, Inc., and issued its stock in payment

thereof. It did this with full knowledge of the

existence of the Cook contract and that it had been

acquired by the Cutler Manufacturing Company,

Inc., and it nmst be presumed that it knew the

obligations and burdens of that contract.

The findings and conclusions thus reached make

necessary first,—the assessment against both F. W.
and Asa B. Cutler, the original licensees, and the

Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc., of the damages,

if any, suffered by Cook through their failure and

refusal to perform the contract; and secondly, an

accounting as to royalties and commissions.

It is clear from the record that from and after

the sale of their business to the Cutler Manufactur-

ing Co., Inc., neitehr they nor the corporation made
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any pretense of performing the contract. It is true

that several graders were assembled or sold subse-

quent to that time, but this was done under their

belief that the sale terminated this license contract

and that plaintiff, not having elected to take over

the jigs, patterns, etc., under clause 10 of the con-

tract, the right remained in them to sell not more

than ten graders assembled or to be assembled from

parts on hand.

The testimony clearly establishes that since Jan-

uary 1st, 1929, the demand for Cook graders has

decreased very materially. [73] This is in part due

to the fact that in some districts the market was

to a large degree saturated, and second, that bus-

iness conditions, particularly in the fruit raising

districts, became such that prospective buyers were

financially unable to purchase. How many graders

could have been sold by the exercise of due diligence

is difficult, if not impossible, of ascertainment. This

difficulty, however, is not C-ook's fault. He had

granted an exclusive license to the defendants Cut-

ler, he retained no right to manufacture or sell. The

defendants Cutler and the C^utler Manufacturing

Co., Inc., made no attempt to develop the market

or sell the machine, believing that they were no

longer under any obligation so to do. It would,

however, be most unjust and inequitable to permit

the licensee to escape liability for the breach of his

contract because of the difficulty of proving ensu-

ing damages occasioned by the breach.

An examination of the volume of sales made dur-

ing the period when the Cutlers were actively per-
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forming the contract and tlie evidence furnished

them as to the number of fruit graders of the

various kinds sold after their breach, leads me to

1)elieve that these damages may be approximated

with reasonable certainty. Defendants' exhibit 10

is a graph, showing first, the amount in dollars and

cents of the sales of all graders ; second, in the upper

diagram, commencing with the year 1928, the amount

of sales of graders, except Cook's, down to and in-

cluding the end of the year 1931, and third, the

amount of Cutler's sale of Cook Graders commenc-

ing with the first of 1928 down to and including

the end of the year 1930. The lower graph of the

exhibit shows the number [74] of the different gra-

ders sold, the upper line indicating the total amount

of graders of all kinds sold from 1925 to the end

of 1931, and the lower line showing the number

of Cook Graders sold by the Cutler Manufacturing

Company.

The total sales of fruit graders of every kind sold

in the year 1928 amounted to $47,445.30. Of this

amount the Cutler Manufacturing Company sold

$19,558.15 worth, or approximately 41% of the en-

tire volume of sales.

In 1929 the total sales of fruit graders was $36,-

808.48 of which $22,393.48 were Cook Graders, or

about 61%.

In 1930 twenty-six fruit graders of all kinds were

sold. Six of these were Cook Graders, but it is to

be remembered that in 1930 the Cutlers were only

attempting to sell enough Cook Graders to clean
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up their stock of parts on hand. The gross sales

of all graders amounted to $18,416.63.

In 1931 no Cook Graders were sold, but the gross

sale of other competing graders amounted to $21,-

660.00. It is fair to assume that had the licensees

and their assigns, the Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., used the same diligence in 1931 that they had

in previous years the sales of the Cook Grader

^YOuld have amounted to at least 40% of the total

sales of graders.

As to the number of graders sold, the Master has

computed the following percentage from Exhibit 10

:

Percentage of

Cook Graders

Year All Makes Cook Graders to Total Sales

1928 107 28 26%
1929 42 22 52%
1930 26 6 18.7%*

1931 20 - [75]

*In 1930 the only effort of the licensees was to

sell the graders the parts of which were on hand.

Therefore this percentage is relatively unimportant.

I find that it is a fair inference that in 1930, had

the defendants F. W. Cutler, Asa B. (Hitler and the

Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc., exercised reason-

able diligence they could have sold 17 machines. In

that regard I infer that in that year they could

have sold at least 40% of the sales. Their competi-

tors sold 26 machines. That represented 60% of

the market and the total amount of machines that
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could have been sold would be 43, and 40% thereof

would be 17. The (Sutlers, however, sold only 6.

Therefore as to that year Cook's damage, using the

niininuuii royalty of $50.00 per machine, would be

$85().(H). In 1931, using the same method of compu-

tation, they could have sold 13 machines, or a roy-

alty loss of $650.00.

I am not unmindful of the provisions of the 7th

paragraph of the contract which declares that in

the event the commissions for the year 1928 and

the royalties accruing under the contract to Octo-

ber 1st, 1931, do not exceed the sum of $15,000,

that then the company on October 1st, 1931, shall

pay to (^ook such sum as shall be necessary to bring

the total up to $15,000, provided that the company

shall have the option to withhold payment of such

deficit and cancel the contract by giving Cook no-

tice in writing to that effect. The evidence clearly

establishes, however, that Cook had actual knowl-

edge in [76] 1930 that both the Cutlers as individ-

uals and the Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.

liad disaffirmed the contract; that they looked upon

it as terminated; that they did not intend to and

refused to further perform it in any respect then

or at any time in the future. For this reason I be-

lieve that, under the 7th clause of the contract, the

period for which Cook can recover damages termi-

nated on October 1st, 1931.

There is, however, an additional element of dam-
age which I believe should be considered. By reason

of the failure of the licensees to perform, the Cook

Grader has been taken from the market. Common
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experience, fortified by the provisions of the con-

tract itself, indicates that the advertisements, de-

velopments and sales efforts of the licensees of the

machine were essential to the successful perform-

ance of the contract. It is a matter of im]3ortance

in marketing any device that the sales efforts and

advertisements be continuous in order that the

goodwill of the business may be maintained and

the purchasing public informed of the existence of

the device, its merits and where it can be purchased.

AVhen sales efforts cease, the resultant damage is

far greater than the loss of any individual sale, bcr

cause it involves the destruction of the entire mar-

ket, not only for the particular period but for the

future, and requires the expenditure of much money

and time to rebuild the demand for the device. I

believe and find such resulting damage is substan-

tial and real and that the innocent party should be

made whole as far as may be possible. [77] I am
not una^vare that the assessment of damages of

such character closely borders on speculation, l)ut

I am of the opinion that an allowance may properly

be made for it. I therefore find and allow^ the ad-

ditional sum of $5,000 as such damages.

In arriving at an accounting of the royalties and

conmiissions to which plaintiff may have been en-

titled, consideration must be given to the following

l^hases

:

1st. (^ook was to receive a 10% royalty on the

amount of the sales price of all equipment sold;

(a) A minimum royalty of $50.00 was prescribed
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for each grader with a sizing portion of thirty

feet or longer.

(b) A proportionate minimum for smaller ma-

chines.

2nd. A further conuiiission of IS*^;. on the amount

of all sales of Cook Graders and attachments in the

Medford district during the year 1928.

3rd. A further commission of 15%, on all sales

of equipment to Kleinsorde at Sacramento, Cali-

fornia, and the Earl Fruit Company, not exceeding

four Cook Graders.

4th. If the ro3'alties and commissions earned

up to May 1st, 1929, were less than $3600.00, Cook

was to receive that amount notwithstanding.

5th. If the total royalties accruing to October

1st, 1931, did not exceed $15,000, the licensees were

])ound to pay the difference, Init had the option of

withholding such payment and cancelling the con-

tract by giving written notice to that effect. [78]

In the event of failure to pay the $15,000 the licensee

had the right at his option to cancel the contract.

6th. In addition to the foregoing, an oral agree-

ment was entered into whereby Cook was to receive

commissions on sales made in the Medford district

during the year 1928 on all equipment manufactured

or sold by the copartnership. As to the terms of

this agreement the parties are not in accord. The

Cutlers claim that Cook was entitled to receive a

commission on those sales only, orders for which he

had obtained personally, or which were the direct

result of his efforts. Cook, on the other hand, con-
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tends that he was made general sales representative

of the Cutlers of the district in question, that he was

to receive the commission on all sales made in that

dii^trict during the year, and that he personally

solicited all of the concerns who had occasion to use

the kind of equipment handled by the Cutlers, re-

questing them to make all their purchases from the

co-partnership, and assuring them that it would be

of direct benefit to him because he would receive

a commission irrespective of whether or not he per-

sonally obtained the orders. The testimony on this

subject is not entirely satisfactory. It is apparent

that the Cutlers in fact allowed Cook a commission

on all orders as to which they believed he was the

inciting cause. Their testimony, however, is not clear

and certain as to the exact details of the agreement,

while that of Cook in that regard is definite.

While I am not entirely satisfied on the subject, I

am constrained to find that the oral contract was as

claimed [79] by Cook. This finding, however, is only

important on the question of whether, as the Cutlers

claim, Cook was overpaid and they are therefore en-

titled to a credit for this overpayment.

In the accounting Plaintiff makes claim for royal-

ties on all parts and replacements used on Cook

Graders, such as additional belting, canvas curtains,

and the like. As a matter of law, the Master has

reached the conclusion that he is not entitled to

royalties on such items. The 6th paragraph of the

contract provides for a royalty of 10% on the

amount of the sale price of all equipment sold by the
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company. This language might be stretched to in-

chide the sale of repair and replacement parts, al-

though it would in my judgment be a strained con-

struction of the language used, inasmuch as the pur-

chaser of a patented device has the right to go into

the open market and purchase any necessary parts to

repair or replace the machine without payment of

any royalty, unless the parts themselves are pat-

ented. This patent is a combination patent and it is

not claimed that the patentee invented the parts. His

invention consists of combining in a new arrange-

ment, thereby obtaining new results, well known me-

chanical parts and principles, and even if the Cut-

lers had not received a license from Cook they could

have sold such repair and replacement parts with-

out infringement. However, the clause in question

is modified l)y the succeeding clause, which reads

as follows : [80]

"it being understood that under no circum-

stances shall the royalty payable to the second

party hereunder be less than $50 for each fruit

gTader with a si.ring portion of thirty feet or

longer, with a mininunn royalty for smaller

machines in the ratio of the sales price of such

smaller machine to the sales price of such ma-

chines with a sizing portion of thirty feet or

longer.
'

'

I construe this royalty clause as being limited to

the sales of complete machines, which include as

part of the equipment the connecting link, a moving

belt which delivers the fruit to the grader. I have
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therefore disallowed plaintiff's claim to royalties

upon the sale of repair and replacement parts.

Plaintiff further claims royalties upon various

attachments not covered by the patent which are

often sold and used in connection with the grader,

such as off-grade return belts, sorting tables and the

like. They are not parts of the Cook Grader. They

are used in packing houses which do not use Cook

Graders, and I can see no more reason for allowing

royalties as to them than for the washing machine

which may be and generally is placed at the head of

a Cook Grader and from which the washed fruit is

delivered to the connecting link and thence to the

grader itself. I have therefore disallowed all claims

upon such devices as not being within the license

contract.

Upon the accounting I find that defendants' Ex-

hibit 3 states an accurate account between the par-

ties, except in the following particulars

:

1. It omits certain items of commissions pro-

vided in the contract amounting to $109.69. [81]

2. It omits numerous items of commissions

earned outside of the contract, amounting to $291.53.

3. There is an item of $3.22 charged against Cook

under date of February 25, 1929, which in my judg-

ment is not proper.

4. Cook is entitled to a 10% royalty on the

amount of $75.00 charged as engineering expense on

the sale of the grader to the Oxnard Citrus Associa-

tion. I do not believe that this is a proper deduc-

tion from the invoice price so far as Cook is con-

cerned.
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Detailed statements of the first and second items

above mentioned are hereto attached, marked Ex-

hi])its A and B.

The Master states the following as the true ac-

count between the parties

:

May 1st, 1928 to May 1st, 1929.

Royalties and commissions earned

under contract, Defendants' Ex-

hibit 3 $4564.23

Additional items allowed by Mas-

ter 102.19 $4666.42

Commissions earned outside of

contract. Defendants' Exhibit 3...$1245.04

Additional items allowed by Mas-

ter 291.53 $1536.57

$6202.99

Payments to Cook shown by De-

fendants' Exhibit 3 $6754.98

Disallowed by Master 3.22 $6751.76

Overpayment to Cook $ 548.77

[82]
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May 1st, 1929 to December 31st, 1929.

Defendants ' Exhibit 3 $1598.85

Additional amount allowed invoice

30-080 7.50

1930 Exhibit 3, 809.16

Earned on Oxnard sale 7.50 $2423.01

Total payments $2749.43

Overpayment to Cook $ 326.42

Overpayment to May 1st, 1929 $ 548.77

Total overpayment to Cook $ 875.19

The defendants Cutler and the Cutler Manufac-

turing Company are entitled to a credit in the

amount so found as an offset against the damages

allowed by the Master.

The Master recommends the following decree be

entered in this case

:

First. That no relief be given the plaintiff

against the Food Machinery Company

;

Second. That plaintiff have judgment against the

defendants F. M. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler as co-

partners, and the Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc., in

the amount of $6400 as to which they have a claim

for overpayments of $875.19, leaving a net amount

of $5520.81, and that he have and recover his costs

against these defendants. [83]

The Master was engaged for a period of fourteen

days in taking testimony in this case, and two days
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ill hearing argument of counsel. lie lias l)een en-

gaged ten days in the consideration of the testimony,

the briefs of counsel and in the i3reparation of his

rex3ort. He has incurred $25.00 traveling expenses.

He prays that his disbursements may be allowed

and that the court fix his compensation in the

premises and order the payment of them as so al-

lowed. He transmits wdth his report three volumes

of testimony, consisting of 1106 pages, and the ex-

hibits filed by the respective parties as noted in the

transcript. He further transmits to the court the

briefs submitted by counsel.

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT F. MAGUIRE,
Master in Chancery. [84]

EXHIBIT A.

Invoice Customer
Corrected
Amount

Difference in

Cook's Favor

9464 Kleinsorge $93.75 $29.94

9502 Pinnacle Pkg Co. 28.50 28.50

9583 Kleinsorge 114.60 29.25

10024 Apple Growers Ass'n 145.00 14.50

30080 315.00 7.50

$109.69

[85]
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EXHIBIT B.

Invoice Customer
Corrected
Amount

Difference in
Cook's Favor

9497 Hearty 19.80 19.80

9547 Van Hoveiiburg 22.80 22.80

9606 Sgobel & Day .09 .09

9623 Steinhardt & Kelly .71 .71

9630A E. W. J. Hearty .58 .58

9634 a
4.50 4.50

9646 ii
1.08 1.08

9674 Suncrest Orchards .60 .60

9675 Steinhardt Kelley 1.20 1.20

9676 Sgobel & Day .60 .60

9677 Newbey & Son .48 .48

9691 E. W. J. Hearty .18 .18

9694 Sgobel & Day .52 .52

9732 Amer. Fruit Growers 9.00 9.00

9745 Medford Ice & Cold Stor 14.50 14.50

9767 E. W. J. Hearty 22.69 22.69

9776 Medford Ice & Cld Stor 20.29 20.29

9815 Ind. Pkg Co .28 .28

9822 Am. Fruit Growers .10 .10

9834 Palmer Corp .11 .11

9856 Rogue River Co. 1.35 1.35

9875 " Valley C. Co. 27.36 27.36

9989 E. W. J. Hearty 22.69 22.69

9904 Steinhardt & Kelly 3.04 3.04

9905 Newbey & Sons 3.04 3.04

9906 Sgobel & Day 3.04 3.04

9907 Pinnacle Pkg Co 3.04 3.04

9908 E. W. J. Hearty 2.04 2.04
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Corrected Difference in

Invoice Customer Amount Cook's Favor

9909 Sgobel & Day

9910 Steinhardt & Kelly

9925 Del Rio Orchards

9926 Sgobel & Day

9927

9937 E. W. J. Hearty

9952 Newbry & Son

9953 Steinhardt & Kelly

9972 Rogue River Co

9986 E. W. J. Hearty

10000 Sgobel & Day

10024 Sgobel & Day

10062 C. A. Knight

10063 Pinnacle Pkg Co

10065 Del Rio Orchard

10086 E. W. J. Hearty

10087 Del Rio Orchards

10088 C. & E. Fruit Co.

Forward

10095 Am. Fruit Growers

10137 Sunset Orchards

10140 C. & E. Fruit Co.

10151 C. & E. Fruit Co.

10162 Rogue River (^o.

10176 V. & E. Fruit (^o.

30180 C. & E. Fruit Co.

10187 Growers Exchange

10188 Growers Exchange

.52 .52

.54 .54

2.39 2.39

.36 .36

.86 .86

6.75 6.75

.78 .78

1.14 1.14

1.43 1.43

.58 .58

3.04 3.04

.34 .34

.70 .70

3.06 3.06

1.26 1.26

10.80 10.80

.18 .18

9.85 9.85

[86]

$228.25 $228.25

4.35 4.35

3.07 3.07

3.04 3.04

.56 .56

.41 .41

3.46 3.46

3.04 3.04

3.75 1.75

.76 .76
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Invoice Customer
Corrected
Amount

Difference in
Cook's Favor

10189 C. A. Knight 3.04 3.04

10190 Sgobel & Day 3.04 3.04

10218 E. W. Hearty 1.80 1.80

10266 Independent Pkg. Co. 3.04 3.04

10342 E. W. J. Hearty 2.23 2.23

10343 Steinhardt & Kelly 2.87 2.87

10344 C. & E. Pkg. Co. 2.67 2.67

10345 V. A. Knight .29 .29

10346 Suncrest Orchard 1.81 1.81

10347 Independent Pkg. Co. 1.62 1.62

10348 Sgobel & Day 1.93 1.93

10476 Am. Fruit Growers .42 .42

10477 C. & E. Fruit Co. .52 .52

10478 Sgobel & Day .94 .94

10527 E. W. J. Hearty 1.12 1.12

10599 V. & E. Fruit Co. 3.08 3.08

10627 Steinhardt Kelly .56 .56

10628 Pinnacle Pkg. Co. 1.43 1.43

10717A Sgobel & Day 1.47 1.47

10718 C. & E. Fruit Co. 3.04 3.04

10719 Pinnacle Pkg. Co. .73 .73

10730 E. W. J. Hearty 3.15 3.15

$291.53 $291.53

[Endorsed] : Filed March 31, 1933 [87]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 14tli day

of June, 1933, there was duly fik^d in said court,

Exceptions of Plaintiff to Master's Report, in words

and figures as follows, to wit : [89]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PLAINTIFF'S EX(^EPTIONS TO MASTER'S
REPORT

Comes now the plaintiff, within the time allowed

by the orders of the court, and presents and files

these his exceptions to the report of Hon. Roliert F.

Maguire, Master in Chancery, heretofore filed with

the clerk of this court. In these exceptions i)laintiff

accepts as true all findings of fact made by the

Master, and these exceptions are based solely upon

assertions, first, that the Master's conclusions do

not follow from the facts specifically determined,

and, second, that the Master has erred as a matter

of law in the interpretation of a certain written

contract.

Plaintiff respectfully submits that the report is

in error in the following particulars: [90]

EXCEPTION I

1. The report is in error in that the Master has

applied an incorrect interpretation of the contract

of May 4, 1928, (see Exhibit I, attached to answer

of F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler) and in partic-

ular of paragraph Seventh of said contract.

2. The Master has construed the acts of the de-

fendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler in sell-
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ing their business to Food Machinery Company, in

1930, as the equivalent of cancellation of said con-

tract of May 4, 1928, under the provisions of para-

graph Seventh thereof (Report, pp. 33, 34). Plain-

tiff asserts that the acts of said defendants in dis-

posing of their business and ceasing to perform

their obligations under the contract of May 4, 1928,

did not constitute a cancellation within the mean-

ing of said paragraph Seventh. As a consequence

defendants F. W. Cutler, Asa B. Cutler and Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc., on account of their

breaches of the contract of May 4, 1928, are liable

to plaintiff in an amount, based upon facts found

by the Master, shown in the following table

:

(a) Ditt'erence between the sum of

$15,000.00 and $9,501.19 royalties

actuall}^ paid up to October 1,

1931, ($6,751.76 plus $2,749.43;

Eeport, pp. 39, 40) payable on

October 1, 1931, under terms of

said paragraph Seventh, $ 5,489.81

(b) General damages resulting from

destruction of market for plain-

tiff's machine caused by failure

of defendants to perform their

obligation under the contract to

produce and market plaintiff's

machine, being the same element

and in the same amount as deter-

mined by the Master (Report,

pp. 34, 35), 5,000.00

[91]
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(c) Estimated royalties on additional

niacliines which would have ])een

sold between October 1, 1931, and

September 30, 1933, had defend-

ants performed their obligations

under the contract of May 4,

1928, (Estimated on basis used

by Master, Report, p. 33. 30 ma-

chines during the 2-year period,

or 15 machines per year, at $100.

average royalty per machine

—

See Exception II), $ 3,000.00

Total $13,498.81

3. The result of a correct interpretation of the

contract, applying the facts as found by the Master,

is that plaintiff is entitled to recover $13,498.81 in-

stead of $5,520.81, recommended by the Master.

In the event that Exception I is disapproved,

plaintiff makes the following

EXCEPTION II

1. The report is in error in that the amount

recommended by the Master for damages consist-

ing of estimated royalties on machines which would

have been sold by defendants in 1930 and 1931, had

defendants performed their obligations under said

contract of May 4, 1928, (see item (a), paragraph

2, Exception III) is arrived at by the use of the

$50.00 mininumi royalty specified in said contract

of May 4, 1928. To be statistically correct the
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amount of this item should be determined ]\v use

of average royalties paid by defendants on ma-

chines sold by defendants in 1929 and 1930. Said

average is in excess of the minimmn royalty and

is not less than $100.00 per machine.

2. The result of the use of the average royalty

in [92] place of the minimum royalty, based on the

facts found by the Master, is shown in the follow-

ing table:

(a) Estimated royalties on addition-

al machines which would have

been sold by defendants in 1930

and 1931, had defendants per-

formed their obligations under

the contract of May 4, 1928 (See

Report, p. 33)

17 machines in 1930 at

$100.00, $1,700.00

13 machines in 1931 at

$100.00, 1,300.00 $3,000.00

(b) Other damages found by Master

(Report, pp. 34, 35), 5,000.00

Total $8,000.00

(c) Credit overpayments to plaintiff

found by Master (Report, p. 40), 875.19

Net Total $7,124.81

3. To correct only for the erroneous use by the

Master of the $50.00 minimum royalty in place of
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the correct average royalty of not less than $100.00,

the amount of $5,520.81 found hy the Master should

he increased to $7,124.81.

In the event that the foregoing Exceptions I and

II are overruled, plaintiff makes the following

EXCEPTION III

1. The report is in error in that the sum of

$5,520.81 recommended by the Master as the amount

of the judgment to which plaintiff is entitled (Re-

port, p. 40), is insufficient to the extent of $104.00,

as the result of two arithmetical errors made by the

Master.

2. The said arithmetical errors occur in the fol-

lowing [93] manner:

The sum of $5,520.81 is derived by the Master

in the manner shown in the following table

:

(a) Estimated royalties on addition-

al machines which would have

been sold by defendants in 1930

and 1931, had defendants per-

formed their obligations under

the contract of May 4, 1928, $1,400.00

(b) Other damages (Report, pp. 33,

34), 5,000.00

Total $6,400.00

(c) Credit overpayments to plaintiff

(Report, p. 40), 875.19

Net Total $5,524.81
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The first arithmetical error is that the Master

computes the net total as $5,520.81 instead of $5,-

524.81, an error of $4.00.

The second arithmetical error is that the Master

uses for item (a) in the foregoing tabulation $1,-

400.00, ^Yllereas the components of said item (a)

of $850.00 and $650.00 (Report, p. 33) total $1,500.-

00, an error of $100.00.

3. To correct only the arithmetical errors the

total of $5,520.81 stated by the Master should be

increased by $104.00 to $5,624.81.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that these ex-

ceptions may be heard by the court and that the

report of the Master be corrected in the respects

designated in the foregoing exceptions, and that

plaintiff shall have judgment against defendants

F. W. Cutler, Asa B. Cutler and Cutler Manufac-

turing Company, Inc., in the sum of $13,498.81,

together with his [94] costs against said defend-

ants; and further that if said defendants fail to

satisfy said judgment, the assets formerly owned

by said defendants and transferred to defendant

Food Machinery Company may be pursued into the

hands of said Food Machinery Company.

OMAR C. SPENCER
FLETC^HER ROCKWOOD

CAREY, HART, SPENCER & McCULLOCH
[Endorsed]: Filed June 14, 1933. [95]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 15tli day

of June, 1933, there was duly filed in said Court.

Exceptions of Defendants Asa B. Cutler and Frank

W. Cutler to Master's Report, in words and figures

as follows, to wit: [96]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

EXCEPTIONS TO MASTER'S REPORT.

Come now defendants, Asa B. Cutler and Frank

W. Cutler, and Cutler Manufacturing Company,

Inc., a corporation, and except to the report of

Robert F. Maguire, Esq., the Standing Master,

filed in this cause on the 31st day of March, 1933,

and for cause of exception show:

I.

That the Master has at pages 22 and 23 of his

report erroneoush" and incorrectly interpreted the

contract of May 4, 1928 between plaintiff and de-

fendants, F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, copy of

which is attached to the answer of Asa B. Cutler

and F. W. Cutler, and Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, Inc., a corporation, and has leased his recom-

mendation [97] for a recovery against these ex-

cepting defendants upon said erroneous interpre-

tation of said contract. The particular error in in-

terpretation asserted by these defendants is that

the Master interpreted section 11 of said contract

as giving to the plaintiff his choice of three options

:

1. In the event of a sale of the business of Asa
B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler, a partnership, to

make an agreement with the purchaser by which
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the purchaser assumed all of the obligations of said

contract.

2. Notwithstanding such a sale, to require these

excepting defendants to continue full performance

of said contract, and

3. To cancel the contract in its entirety whereas

these excepting defendants assert that said contract

gave to plaintiff in the event of the sale of the busi-

ness of Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, a

choice of two options only:

1. To agree, if he could, with the purchaser that

the purchaser would assume all of the ol^ligations of

the contract, or

2. To cancel and determine the contract in its

entirety except as to the part already performed.

In presenting this exception these excepting de-

fendants will refer to the contract of May 4, 1928,

and to the testimony of F. W. Cutler, pages 898-

900 of the transcript of testimony transmitted to

the (^ourt by the Master.

II.

That the Master has at pages 23-29 of his report

rejected the contention of these defendants that the

provisions of Section 11, if construed as giving to

plaintiff alone an [98] option to cancel in the event

of a sale of the business of Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler, were void for lack of mutuality.

III.

The Master found at page 29 of his report that

upon the sale of the business of Asa B. Cutler and
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F. W. Cutler to (hitler Manufacturing Company,

Inc. the partners remained bound and plaintiff had

a right to demand performance both by the part-

nership and by Cutler Manufacturing Company,

Inc., whereas there was no testimony of any exer-

cise l)y plaintiff of any option to wdiich he was en-

titled under said contract of May 4, 1928.

IV.

In computing the damages against these except-

ing defendants the Master at pages 32-33 of his

report assumed that, if these excepting defendants

had continued full performance of said contract of

May 4, 1928 during the years 1930 and 1931, they

could have sold Cook graders to the extent of forty

per cent of the total fruit graders sold by the

whole manufacturing trade during those years, and

that the total number of machines sold represented

only sixty per cent of the market so that these ex-

cepting defendants could and w^ould have sold not

onh' forty per cent of all fruit graders actually

sold by the whole trade but also forty per cent of

a theoreticall}^ larger market presumably to he

created by the eiforts of these excepting defendants.

These excepting defendants assert that there was

no evidence that the total market would have been

any greater, or the total num])er of machines sold

by the whole trade any greater during 1930 and [99]

1931 if these excepting defendants had continued

in full performance of said contract of May 4, 1928.
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V.

The Master has found in his report at pages 34

and 35, in computing damages against these ex-

cepting defendants, that the sum of $5,000.00 should

be inchided for loss of good will or prestige of the

(^ook Grader due to the cessation of advertisements

and sales efforts by these excepting defendants.

These excepting defendants assert that there was

no evidence received from which any value could be

placed upon this alleged good will, or as to the

amount of money and time necessary to lebuild it,

if it was in danger of loss, or was lost, and the

allowance of said amount is based not on the record

but upon speculation and conjecture. Moreover, the

Master found at pages 33-34 of his report that the

evidence clearly establishes that plaintiff had ac-

tual knowledge in 1930 that both the Cutlers, as

individuals, and the Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, Inc., had disaffirmed the contract, and there-

fore had ample opportunity to protect the good

will of his Cook Grader by advertisements and

sales efforts of his own. The date of such disaffirm-

ance was in January, 1930, as disclosed by the testi-

mony of the plaintiff Cook at pages 563 and 565

of the transcript of testimony.

VI.

The Master, in stating the account between the

plaintiff and these excepting defendants, found at

pages 36 and 37 that there was an oral contract

outside and independent of the contract of May 4,

1928, that the plaintiff Cook should act as a gen-
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eral sales representative of defendants, Asa B. Cut-

ler and F. W. Cutler in the Medford district, and at

page 39 found [100] that the accounting submitted

l)y Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler on the hearing

omitted numerous items of commissions earned by

the plaintift Cook outside of the contract involved

in this suit, amounting to $291.53, and he allowed

plaintiff C^ook credit in the account for that sum.

At page 36 of his report he found that in stating

the account between the plaintiff Cook and defend-

ants Asa B. Cutler and F. W. ('utler under the

contract of May 4, 1928, involved in this suit, the

Cutlers had also allowed Cook "a commission on

all orders as to which they believed he was the

inciting cause." These excepting defendants assert

that whether or not Cook had an outside oral con-

tract with Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler, and

whether Cook was fully paid under said outside

contract, is immaterial in this suit, not being plead-

ed or relied on in the complaint, that the Master

was powerless to make any finding as to whether the

Cutlers had paid to Cook the full amount due under

said outside contract, and that in stating the ac-

count between the parties under the contract of May
4, 1928, involved in this suit, the Master's inquiry

as to the outside contract should have ])een limited

to an inquiry as to what the Cutlers actually had

allowed Cook under said outside contract, the ])al-

ance of the payments to him being applicable to

the contract of May 4, 1928, and not what the Cut-

lers should have allowed Cook.
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YII.

The Master recoimnejided at page 40 of his re-

port that plaintiff recover his costs against defend-

ants, F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, as co-part-

ners, and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

whereas approximately two-thirds of all of the

hearing before the Master consisted of the unsuc-

cessful attempt of the plaintiff to prove the allega-

tions of the complaint that [101] there was a con-

spiracy on the part of all of the defendants to

eliminate competition, that the defendants Cutler

intended to undermine and destroy plaintift"s ma-

chine and business and suppress his products and

to impair the efficiency of the machine so as to make

it unsuitable for fruit grading, that the Cutlers

coerced plaintiff* into making the contract of May
4, 1928 by threats to interfere with ])laintiff*'s trade,

and nullify his patent rights, that the Cutlci*s, un-

der the pretense of making improvements in the

Cook Grader, made changes in it which did in fact

decrease its efficiency and value in the trade, all of

which issues were found against plaintiff by the

Master and found to be wholly unsupported. With

the elimination of the charges so unjustifiably and

unnecessarily made the case would have been a

simple one, requiring approximately one-third of

the time which tlio ^Easter was actually compelled

to devote to the case, and this fact renders it in-

equitable to assess all the costs against these except-

ing defendants.

TVILSOX & REIT.LY.

Solicitors for Defendants.

[Endorsed] : Filed June 15, 1933. [102]
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AND AFTERWAEDS, to wit, on the 15th day

of June, 1933, there was duly filed ill said Court,

Exceptions of Defendant, Food Machinerv' Cor-

poration to Master's Report, in words and figures

as follows, to wit: [103]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

EXCEPTIONS OF FOOD :MACHINERY COR-
PORATION TO MASTER'S REPORT.

Comes now defendant Food Machinery Coi'pora-

tion, and excepts to the report of Robert F. Ma-
guire, Esq., the Standing Master, filed in this cause

on the 31st day of March, 1933. and for cause of

exceptions show:

I.

The Master failed to find that Food Machinery

Corporation recover its costs from plaintiii'.

WILSON A: REILLY.
Solicitors for Defendant,

Food Machinery Corporation.

[Endorsed] : Filed June 15. 1933. [IW]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 4tli day of

December, 1933, there was duly filed in said Court,

an Opinion, in words and figures as follows, to wit:

[105]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

MEMORANDUM
McNARY, District Judge:

It clearly appears from paragraph seven of the

contract that the parties contenmplated that the

ro3^alties accruing thereunder should at least equal

the sum of $15,000 to October 1, 1931, provided the

first party did not exercise its ox)tion and cancel

the contract by giving notice as therein provided.

No notice of cancellation of the contract was

given, and the plaintiff is entitled to a judgment in

the sum of $15,000, less the payments of royalties

made prior to October 1, 1931.

The damages caused by the destruction of the

market for Cook graders and the estimated royal-

ties on additional machines which would have been

sold after October 1, 1933, until the expiration of

the contract had defendants performed their obli-

gation, will be treated as general damages.

The finding of the Master that the general dam-

ages should be assessed at $5,000 is supported by

material and adequate evidence.

A decree will be entered according to this mem-
orandum, and costs and disbursements will be

awarded the plaintiff. The defendants' exceptions

to the report of the Master will be overruled. Plain-

tiff's exception one to the Master's report will be
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sustained insofar as consistent witli this memoran-

diun, and otherwise overruled.

[Endorsed] : Filed December 4, 1933. [106]

AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 20th day

of December, 1933, there was duly filed in said

Court, Objections by Defendants Asa B. Cutler and

F. AV. Cutler to Proposed Findings, in words and

figures as follows, to wit: [107]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED FINDINGS OF
FACT AND C0N(7.USI0NS OF LAW.

Conie now the defendants, Asa B. Cutler and

F. AY. Cutler, co-partners doing business under the

name of (^utler Manufacturing Company, and Cut-

ler Manufacturing C^ompany, Inc., an Oregon cor-

poration, and object to plaintiff's proposed Find-

ings of Fact and Conclusions of Law served in re-

sponse to the (hurt's memorandum of December 4,

1 933, in the following particulars

:

I.

These defendants hereby save and reserve all

rights accruing under their exceptions heretofore

urged to the Master's Findings and to the overrul-

ing of said exceptions by this Court.

II.

These defendants object to that part of proposed

finding of fact X, beginning with the words "prior
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to tlie institution of this suit" in line 25 to and in-

cluding the words "contract of May 4, 1928, in

Line 28 [108] of page 11 of said Findings, on the

giound and for the reason that the the same is not

sui>ported by the evidence in that the undisputed

evidence shows that at the time of the making of

the contract the plaintiff insisted that by a mere

incorporation of the partnership and transfer of

the business of the co-partners Cutler to such cor-

l)oration there would be no obligation on the part

of the co-partners to further manufacture the Cook

Grader, and that Paragraph XI was inserted to

Ijermit under such circumstances the plaintitf to

retalve and manufactm'e the Cook Grader.

III.

These defendants object to that part of the pro-

posed Finding of Fact XIV finding that the oral

contract referred to in said finding provided that

the defendants Cutler would pay a 15% commission

on all machinery and equipment sold by the part-

nership in the Medford district during the re-

mainder of the year 1928 for the reason that the

same constitutes a finding of liability on a contract

not in issue in this case and the plaintiff is not en-

titled to recover in this case any sum over and above

what the books of the defendants allow the plain-

tiff on items outside the written contract of May 4,

1928, and further that the oral contract herein

referred to was one to pay plaintiff a commission

onlv on those orders which he himself secured.
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IV.

These defendants o))jeft to proposed Findinf; of

Fact XV in that it does not follow the opinion of

the Court on the exceptions to the Master's report

and fails to allow tliese defendants credit for the

sum of $1,536.57 ]>aid to the plaintiff and particu-

larly disallows $291.53 ])aid ]\v the defendants to

the plaintiff on account of the written contract of

May 4. 1928. [109]

V.

These defendants object to proposed Finding-

XVI on the ground that the same does not follow

the opinion of the ( 'ourt (Ui the exceptions to the

Master's Report and fails to allow these defend-

ants full credit fur the sum of $1,536.57 paid the

plaintiff and particularly disallows as payment on

account of the written eontraet of May 4, 1928 the

sum of 6291.53.

VI.

These defendants object to proposed Finding

XAT^I nn the ground that it is contrary to the evi-

dence and that written notice of the intention of

these defendants not to jn'oceed with the further

manufacture of Cook Graders was given to plain-

tiff 1\v plaintift"s Exhibits 11 and 12 and ])y the

sworn answer of these defendants filed herein, all

prior to 0<-tol)er 1. 1931. and on the m-ound that

the conunencement of this suit was an election to

treat the contract as breached and to collect full

damages for the period plantiff claimed the abso-

lute right to keep said contract in force, and on the
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further ground that there was no obligation on the

l^art of the defendants to pay the sum of $15,000.00

on October 1, 1931, and the said defendants had

the right to fail to pay said sum and it created no

obligation on the part of the defendants to pay to

the plaintiff any sum other than royalties on ma-

chines actually sold.

VII.

These defendants object to proposed Finding

XYIII and the whole thereof on the ground that

it is not sustained by the evidence and is contrary

to the evidence and on the further ground that writ-

ten notice of the intention of these defendants not

to proceed with the further manufacture of C^ook

Graders was given to plaintiff by Exhibits 11 and

12 and by the sworn answer of these defendants

filed herein, all prior to October 1, 1931, and on

the ground that the commencement of this suit was

an election to treat the contract as breached and to

[110] collect full damages for the period plaintiff

claimed the absolute right to keep said contract in

force, and on the further ground that there is no

evidence in the record to sustain any finding of gen-

eral damages in the sum of $5,000.00 or in any

other sum.

VIII.

These defendants object to that part of proposed

Finding XVIII beginning with the words "the fa-

cilities available" in Line 4 of page 16, to and in-

cluding the words ''machines heretofore sold" in

Line 11 of page 16, on the ground and for the rea-
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son that the same is not sustained by the evidence

and is contrary to the evidence.

IX.

These defendants ol)jeet to that part of pi'oposed

Finding XVIII beginning with the words "by rea-

son of the defects" in Line 11 to and including the

end of said proposed Finding XYIII, on the

ground and for the reason that the same is not sup-

ported by any evidence in said cause and is con-

trary to said evidence.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW.
These defendants object to proposed Conchision

of Law I and the whole thereof on the following

grounds

:

(a) That said C^onclusion of Law is against the

law and that under the evidence in this cause plain-

tiff is entitled to recover nothing from these de-

fendants.

(b) That said Conclusion of Law does not com-

ply with the decision of this Court on the excep-

tions to the Master's Report in that it fails to allow

these defendants credit for the sum of $1,536.57

paid by these defendants to the plaintiff and par-

ticularly disallows an item of $291.53 paid by these

defendants on the written contract of May 4, 1928.

(c) That there is no evidence supporting or

tending to [111] support the allowance of the sum
of $12,035.38 as damages or the allowance of any

sum, and particularly no evidence w^arranting the

allowance of $7,035.38 an alleged difference between
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the sum of $15,000 and $7,964.62 found as payments

made to the plaintiff on account of said written con-

tract of May 4, 1928, and likewise there is no evi-

dence supporting or w^arranting the allowance of

$5,000.00 as general damages to said plaintiff:

II.

These defendants object to proposed Conclusion

of Law II on the ground that the same is against

the law.

That in connection with said cause and the de-

cision thereof, these defendants request the Court

"to make the following Findings of Fact in lieu of

the Findings of Fact proposed by plaintiff, which

have previously been objected to herein by these

defendants

:

(a) That in the accounting between the plaintiff

and the defendants the sum of $1,245.04 paid to

plaintiff by the defendants Cutler was paid under

an oral contract independent of the contract sued

upon, which oral contract w^as that the said Cutlers

would pay to the plaintiff 15% commission on all

orders for machinery other than Cook Graders se-

cured by the plaintiff' in the Medford District dur-

ing the year 1928.

(b) That during the period between May 4, 1928

and May 1, 1929 the Cutler partnership paid the

plaintiff the sum of $6,751.76 of which $1,245.04

was paid on said oral contract, leaving a balance

paid during said period on the contract sued on of

$5,506.72.

(c) The total payments by the Cutler partner-

ship and the Cutler corporation to plaintiff under

the contract sued on were $8,256.15. [112]
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(d) That the total amount of royalties and coiii-

niissions due plaintiff under said written contract

of May 4, 1928 was the sum of $7,089.43, and the

Cutler partnership and the Cutler coi'poration over-

paid the plaintiff $1,166.72.

(e) That prior to the filing of the complaint

herein the Cutler partnership and the Cutler cor-

poration notified plaintiff orally and in writing that

they considered the contract of May 4, 1928 termi-

nated and that they would not proceed further with

the manufacture of Cook Graders, that by the

sworn answers of the defendants F. W. Cutler,

Asa B. Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing Company,

Inc. filed on or about February 20, 1931 similar

written notice was given to plaintiff; that prior to

the 1st day of October, 1931 plaintiff had full know-

ledge that the Cutlers as individuals and the Cutler

corporation looked on the contract as terminated

and that they did not intend to and refused to per-

form it further in any respect then or at any time

in the future.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
(a) That plaintiff is not entitled to recover any-

thing from any of the defendants and that defend-

ants F. W. (\itler and Asa B. Cutler are entitled

to recover from plaintiff the sum of $1,166.72.

(b) That defendants are entitled to recover their

costs and disbursements in this suit.

(c) That the Master's compensation of $

for his services and $25.00 for his expenses shall be

paid by plaintiff. [113]
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OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED DECREE
These clefenclants object to the rendering or en-

tering of the decree herein proposed by plaintiff,

on the following grounds

:

(a) That under the pleadings and evidence plain-

tiff is entitled to no recovery against any of the

defendants, but on the contrary the defendants

F. ^Y. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler and the Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc. a corporation, are

entitled to recover from plaintiff the sum of $1,-

166.72, and their costs and disbursements, and the

remaining defendants are entitled to recover of and

from plaintiff their costs and disbursements.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN F. REILLY
JAMES a. WILSON
Solicitors for Defendants.

[Endorsed] : Filed December 20, 1933. [114]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on Wednesday,

the 20th day of December, 1933, the same being the

37th Judicial day of the Regular November Term

of said Court; present the Honorable John II.

McNary, United States District Judge, presiding,

the following proceedings were had in said cause,

to wit: [115]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ORDER OVERRULING OBJECTIONS TO
FINDINGS OF FAC^T AND CON(T.USIOXS
OF LAW.

The above matter coming on for hearing on the

objections of the defendants, F. W. Cutler, Asa B.

(Hitler and (\itler Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

a corporation, to the Findings of Fact, Conclusions

of Law and Decree proposed by plaintiff, and on

the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law pio-

posed by said defendants,

IT IS NOW ORDERED that said objections

and each and all tliereof l)e and the same are here-

])y overruled and disallowed and said Findings of

Fact and (Conclusions of Law proposed by said de-

fendants are and each of them is refused and excep-

tion is allowed to said defendants as to the ruling

of the Court on each of said objections and each of

said requests for Findings and Conclusions of Law.

Dated this 20th day of December, 1933.

JOHN H. McNARY,
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed December 20, 1933. [116]
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AST) AFTEEWAKDS. to wit. on the 20t}i day

of December. 1933. there was duly filed in said

Coitrt. and entered of record therein. Findings of

F:iet and IVnelusions of Law. in words and figures

as follows, to wit : [IIT]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW

This ease, being at issue on the pleadings, was

referred by the eoart to the Honorable Robert F.

Maguire, the Standingr Master in Chancery. The

eiise was then tried before the said Master, who

thereafter suianitted to the court his Rep3rt. With-

in the time allowed by the rules and orders of the

eoiirt aH parties filed exceptions to said Report.

Plaintiff filed three exceptions: defendants Asa B.

Cutler. F. W. Cutler and Cutler Manufaeturiag

l*ocipanT^ Inc.. filed seren exceptions: and defend-

ant Food Machinery Corporation filed one excep-

tion. The ex»?eptions thus filed were heard by the

court on oral argument and written briefs by all

parties. The c«3irrt after due consideration of said

Report and the exceptions thereto, and having ruled

and determined that all ex<?eptions of defendants to

said Report should be overruled and that plaintiff's

Exr-eption No. I should be allowed [118] in part.

Ksakes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

L
At the time of the JHMiiiiniwwiiipwt of this suit

plamtiff was a resident and citizen of the State of
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Oregon, and defendant Food Machinery Corpora-

tion was a corporation organized and existinii' un-

der the laws of the State of Delaware, and was a

citizen and resident of the State of Delaware. The

matter in dispute between plaintiff and defendant

Food Machinery C'orporation exceeds the sum of

$3,000, exclusive of interests and costs. A complete

determination of the controversy between plaintiff

and defendant Food Machinery Corporation can be

had without the presence in this suit of any of tlu*

defendants other than defendant Food Machinery

Corporation. Said controversy between plaintiff and

defendant Food Machinery Corporation is separate

and distinct from any controversy between plaintiff

and any other defendant, and said controversy be-

tween plaintiff and defendant Food Machinery Cor-

poration is wholly between citizens of different

states, to-wit : lietween plaintiff, a citizen of Oregon,

and defendant Food Machinery Corporation, a

citizen of Delaware.

II.

Prior to the year 1927, plaintiff conceived and

designed a device for grading fruit. The pur230se of

the device was to sort fruit according to sizes, in

order to facilitate packing and marketing of fruit

with uniform sizes in each container. During said

period plaintiff developed the machine and sold

several, particularly in the Medford district in

Oregon, where [119] the machines were used pri-

marily for the sorting of pears. When Cook enter-

ed the field there was practically no use of ma-
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chines in sorting pears, and producers depended

generally on hand sorting.

III.

On or about October 25, 1927, plaintiff was grant-

ed United States Letters Patent No. 1646951 on his

device for grading fruit, designated as Cook Fruit

Graders and Sorters; and thereafter on or about

December 4, 1928, plaintiff obtained a reissue of

said patent under No. 17149. After the date of said

patent and during all times herein mentioned plain-

tiff was the sole owner of said patent and of the

invention therein disclosed.

IV.

On May 4, 1928, and prior thereto, the Cook

Grader, embodying the principles of said design,

was being marketed by plaintiff in competition with

other devices in the fruit industry, and plaintiff

had an established business of marketing his

graders.

V.

Prior to May 4, 1928, defendants Asa B. Cutler

and F. W. Cutler were engaged in business in

Portland, Oregon, as a partnership, doing business

under the name Cutler Manufacturing Company
(hereinafter sometimes referred to as the ''Cutler

partnership"). Said partnership was engaged in

the business of manufacturing and distributing a

wide variety of machinery for general use in the

fruit growing and marketing industry throughout

the world. The partnership had a vigorous and sue-
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cessful business and, willi its sales organization,

was [120] in a position to obtain a wider and more

profitable market for Cook Graders than plaintiff

with his more limited means of financing and manu-

facturing, was able to accomplish.

VI.

On or about May 4, 1928, the Cutler partnership,

as one party, and plaintiff as the second party, en-

tered into a contract in terms as follows:

'^THIS AGREEMENT made this 4th day of

May, 1928, between Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler, partners doing business as C-utler Manu-

facturing Co., of Portland, Oregon, hereinafter

]-eferred to as the company, and Floyd J. Cook

of Medford, Oregon, hereinafter referred to as

the second party, WITNESSETH:
''That in consideration of the agreements here-

in set forth, and of the execution of this agree-

ment l)y the parties, the parties hereby agree:

"FIRST: Said second party hereby grants to

the said company for the term beginning May 1,

1928, up to and including September 30, 1933, the

exclusive right to manufacture and sell that cer-

tain fruit grading and sorting machine known as

the 'Cook Grader,' and which is set forth and

covered by patent number 1646951, dated October

25, 1927, granted by the govermnent of the Unit-

ed States to said Floyd J. Cook, patentee, wdth

all modifications, alterations, and improvements

thereof, including attaclimeuts thereto or menus
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of delivery or receiving fruit sold in connection

with the said Cook Grader. Said company during

the said term will not manufacture any fruit

grading machine of the same nature and for the

same purpose as the said Cook Grader, except

such grading machines as are now being manu-

factured by the said company.

"SECOND: The second party will at his own

expense, diligently prosecute before the United

States commissioner of patents, a reissue of the

above named patent, and in the event of such

reissue the said company is hereby granted the

exclusive right to manufacture and sell machines

under such reissued patent. If it shall l)ecome

necessary or desirable to proceed against in-

fringements against said patent or reissue there-

of, or any modifications, alterations, or improve-

ments thereof, suits shall be brought only by mu-

tual consent of the parties hereto, and the cost and

expense thereof shall be borne equally by the

X)arties hereto. In the event suit is brought

against the said company by third parties claim-

ing that said Cook Grader infringes on patents

held by said third party, the second party hereby

agrees to defend said suits [121] at his own ex-

pense and to satisfy and pay any damages award-

ed against the said company in said suits, pro-

vided that the said second party shall have the

right to require the final determination on appeal

l\v a court of last resort, before he shall be re-

quired to pa}^ or satisfy any such judgment.
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"THIRD: The company agrees to niaiiufacture

said (Jook Grader and to make sueli blue prints,

patterns, jigs and designs as it shall deem neces-

sary or convenient in connection witli said manu-

facture, all of which blue prints, patterns, jigs,

and designs shall be owned by the company; and

the company shall manufacture such C^ook Grad-

ers in such quantities and numbers and sizes as

shall be reasonably necessary to supply the de-

mand therefor, and the company further agrees

that all such Gook Graders shall be manufactured

from good materials and with good workman-

ship, in keeping with approved methods of me-

chanical practice and manufacture.

''FOURTH: Such Gook graders shall be placed

on the market by the said company and its

agents, and the company shall promote the sales

of said Gook graders with the same diligence with

which the company promotes the sale of any other

machine or product manufactured by the said

company, and shall advertise the same as 'Gook

Fruit Grader' wdth the same diligence that the

said company advertises any other product or

machine manufactured by the said company, haA^-

ing in view the nature and extent of the markets

for the respective machines.

''FIFTH: All orders for Gook graders in the

hands of the second party at the date of this con-

tract are hereby assigned to the said company,

and the said company hereby agrees to assume all

obligations of the second party on all said orders

and to fill said orders promptly. It is understood
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that all materials in the bands of the second

party at the date of this contract, have been paid

for by the second party, and that all la1)or em-

ployed for the manufacture of said machines by

the second party, has been paid to and including

April 28, 1928. All materials ordered by the said

second party and not delivered at the date of this

contract, are to be accepted and received by the

company and paid for by the company. All pay-

rolls accruing, beginning April 30, 1928, are to be

assumed and paid by the company. The company

hereby agrees to pay the second party for any

and all material and parts for manufacture of

said Cook grader and attachments, now in posses-

sion of the second party at Medford, Oregon, at

cost to the said second party as shown by invoices

or records in possession of second party, and in ad-

dition thereto all sums paid by the second party

for labor in and about the manufacture of said

Cook Fruit Grader and attachments, subsequent

to January 1, 1928; and in addition thereto, the

sum of $800.00 as salary of the second party from

January 1, 1928 to April 30, 1928; and in addi-

tion thereto all sums expended by the second

party subsequent to January 1, 1928, as traveling

and sales expenses in furthering the sales of said

Cook grader and attachments, and in addition

thereto [122] such additional sums shown by the

records of second party as having been expended

by the second party in the maiuifacture and/or

sale of said Cook grader and attachments sub-

sequent to January 1, 1928. All the said sums to

be paid by the company to the second party
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liereuiider, shall be i^aid in cash and shall not

exceed in the aggregate more than $5,000.00. It is

understood that since January 1, 1928, the said

second party has been conducting his business

under the name and style of Cook Manufacturing

Company. The said second party shall, within ten

days from the date of this contract, deliver to the

company an inventory of material and parts foi

which payments are to be made to the second

party, and a statement of all other amounts to be

paid to the second party by the company here-

under, and the company shall have the right to

inspect all records relating thereto, and the com-

pany agrees promptly to check said inventory and

records and to pay the sums herein provided for,

within five days after the delivery to the company

by the second party, of said inventory and state-

ment. In the event the parties hereto disagree

relative to any item of material, labor, and ex-

pense, a])Ove set forth, the amount not in dispute

shall be forthwith paid by the company to the

second party, and the disputed items shall l)e re-

ferred to arbitration, each party to select an

arbiter within five days from the delivery of said

inventory and statement, and the two arbiters so

selected shall select a third; and the company

shall pay the amount of such disputed items to

the second party immediately upon the making

of the award by said arbiters.

''SIXTH: The company will pay to the second

party in cash, as hereinafter specified, a royalty
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of ten per cent of the amount of the sale price

of all equipment sold by the company, it being-

understood, that under no circumstances shall the

royalty j^ayable to the second ]3arty hereunder, be

less than $50.00 for each fruit grader with a siz-

ing portion of thirty feet or longer, with a mini-

nuun royalty for smaller machines in the ratio

of the sales price of such smaller machine to the

sales price of such machines with a sizing portion

of thirty feet or longer. All royalties accruing

hereunder to May 1, 1929, shall be due and pay-

aide to second party on May 1, 1929, provided

the company shall pay to the second party the

sum of $300.00 on the last day of each calendar

month for a period of twelve months, l^eginning

May 31, 1928. On May 1, 1929, if the royaUies

and commissions accruing hereunder shall exceed

$3,600.00, the company shall pay to the second

party the difference. If, on May 1, 1929, the

royalties and commissions accruing hereunder

shall be less than $3,600.00, the said sum of $3,-

600.00 shall be treated as guaranteed royalty and

commissions by the company, to be retained by

the second party, and the deficit between the

amount of said royalt}^ and connnissions and $3,-

600.00 shall not be thereafter charged ])y the com-

pany against subsequently accruing royalties. All

royalties accruing hereunder, beginning May 1,

1929, shall be paid by the company to the second

party at the end of each calendar month, for all

shipments and/or deliveries made by the com-
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pcUiy during- [123] said month, within fifteen

days from the end of each calendar month. Be-

ginning June 1, 1928, and continuing during the

tell 11 of tliis agreement, the company will deliver

to the second party l)y the 15th day of each

month, a written statement showdng the amoimts

of sales, if any, during the preceding calendar

month, names and addresses of purchasers, and

the equipment shipped and/or delivered during

such calendar month.

"In addition to the smns hereinbefore required

to be paid by the company to the second party,

the company will pay to the second party a com-

mission of fifteen per cent of the amount of all

sales of (^ook graders and attachments thereto,

in the Medford, Oregon district during the year

1928 ; the said commission to be paid on all orders

accepted hy the company, payment to be made on

or before the first day of May, 1929, as hereinbe-

fore provided; and the company will pay to the

second party the further simi of fifteen per cent

commission on all sales of equipment to Henry E.

Kleinsorge of Sacramento, California, and the

Earl Fruit C^ompany of California, during the

year 1928, j^rovided that such commission shall

not be paid on more than four Cook graders sold

to the said two named parties; said payments to

be made on May 1, 1929, as above provided.

''SEVENTH: In the event that the commis-

sions for the year 1928 and royalties accruino-

hereunder to October 1, 1931, do not equal or ex-

ceed the sum of $15,000.00, then the company on
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October 1, 1931, shall pay to the second party

such sum as shall be necessary to bring the said

total up to $15,000.00, provided that the company

shall have the option to withhold payment of such

deficit and cancel this contract by giving the

second party notice in writing to that effect ; and

provided further that if the company shall not

pay such deficit on or before October 1, 1931,

then the second party shall have the right at his

option to cancel this contract by giving 10 days

notice in writing to the company to that effect;

and in the event this contract is so cancelled by

either part}^ as herein provided, then said second

party shall have the right to manufacture and sell

machines, equipment, devices, and attachments,

described in said patent or reissue thereof, and

all modifications, alterations and improvements

thereof without any claims in favor of the com-

pany therein or thereto, as fully as if this agree-

ment had not been made.

"EIGHTH: If either of the parties shall fail

to keep and perform diligently and punctually,

any of the terms and conditions hereof, the other

party shall have the right to cancel and terminate

this agreement for such breach, provided that be-

fore such right of cancellation shall be exercised,

the party asserting such breach and claiming

such right of cancellation, shall give the other

notice in writing specifying such breach with

reasonable certainty, and the other party may
within thirty days after receiving such notice,

make good such breach. If the party receiving
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sucli notice shall fail within such [124] period of

thirty days to make good such breach, then the

other party shall have the right to cancel and

terminate this contract, l)ut such cancellation

shall not release the other party from any lia-

})ilities then existing hereunder.

''NINTH: This agreement does not require the

said second party to render any service to the

company except as herein particularly specified,

and should the company require the services of

the second party otherwise than as herein speci-

fied, then and in that case the second party shall

be paid b}^ the company for said services in addi-

tion to the other sums herein provided for, the

sum of $350.00 per month.

"TENTH: At the expiration of this agreement

or earlier determination, the second party shall

have the exclusive right and ownership in all im-

provements, attachments, and designs relating 1o

said Cook grader and attachment, developed

hereafter, whether the same shall have been made

by the company or the second party. In the event

during the term of this agreement such improve-

ments shall be made as shall be patentable or

make an application for patent desirable, the ex-

pense of such apjDlication for patent shall be paid

by second party and such application shall be made

in the name of second party; and at the expira-

tion or earlier determination of this agreement,

the second party shall have the option for the

term of thirty da3^s thereafter to take from the

company all patterns, blue prints, jigs, and de-
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signs relating to the manufacture of said devices,

and any modifications, alterations, or improve-

ments thereof, at the cost to the company of such

patterns, blue prints, jigs, and designs. At the ex-

piration of this agreement or its earlier deter-

mination, the second party shall have the 0])tion

for the term of 30 days thereafter to take from

the company all machines then on hand and ma-

terials then on hand for the manufacture of such

machines, at their cost to the company, and in

such case the second party shall have the right to

inspect all records of the company relating to the

cost of such machines and material. If tlie second

party does not exercise said option, then the

company may complete machines then in process

of manufacture and sell such machines and any

other machines then on hand, provided that the

total number of machines so to he sold by the

company hereunder after termination of this con-

tract, shall not exceed ten, and provided further

that the company shall pay to the second party

royalty on all such machines so sold as if this

contract had not been terminated.

"ELEVENTH: If during the term of this con-

tract the company shall sell its business, the sec-

ond part}^ shall have the option either to require

that the purchaser from the company shall as-

sume and discharge all the company's obligations

hereunder, or to cancel and terminate this agree-

ment and put an end to all the company's rights

[125] liereunder and prevent any rights hereim-
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(ler from passing to such purchaser from the

company.

"IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties

hereto have set their hands on the day and year

first above written.

(Sgd) CUTLER MANUFACTURING CO.

F. S. Cutler

Asa B. Cutler

Floyd J. Cook"

VII.

The allegations in plaintiff's complaint, in sub-

stance, that defendants Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler solicited the license to manufacture graders

under the said Cook patent, by representing to

plaintiff that they, the said defendants, controlled

the manufacture and production of fruit grading

machinery and could and would procure large scale

production and sales of plaintiff's grader, are not

true. The allegations in plaintiff's complaint, in

substance, that said defendants solicited the license

to manufacture graders under the said C^ook patent

by representing to plaintiff that if said license were

not granted, they, the said defendants, would place

on the market a similar machine which would inter-

fere with plaintiff's trade and nullify his patent

rights, are not true. The allegations in plaintiff's

complaint, in substance, that from the beginning of

negotiations for said license said defendants intend-

ed to undermine and destroy plaintiff's machine

and business and suppress his products, in order

that they, the said defendants, might market a
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competing machine, are not true. The making of

the said written contract of May 4, 1928, was not

induced by fraud, misrepresentation, undue influ-

ence or other improper means on the part of the

Cutler partnership. Until [126] early in the year

1930 the defendants did not breach the contract.

The failure by the Cutler partnership to render the

monthly statements called for by said contract,

during 1928 and 1929, was acquiesced in by plain-

tiff.

VIII.

After May 4, 1928, and throughout the remainder

of the year 1928 the Cutler partnership, in per-

formance of its obligations under said contract,

produced and marketed a fruit grading machine

in all respects similar to that which plaintiff had

produced prior to May 4, 1928. The machine thus

produced and distributed is referred to hereinafter

as the "Original Cook Grader." During the fruit

harvest season of 1928, the Cutler partnership dis-

covered what they considered to be operating de-

fects in the Original Cook Grader. To eliminate

these defects and to adapt the machine to the grad-

ing of lemons, the Cutler ^partnership conducted

experiments during the late months of 1928. As a

result of such experiments the Cutler partnership

altered the design of the Original Cook Grader, and

in January, 1929, began to manufacture and dis-

tribute to the trade a machine of the changed de-

sign. The machine as thus altered was designated

})y the Cutler partnership as the "Improved Cook
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Grader," and will be so referred to hereafter. The

Cutler partnership and its successor, Cutler Manu-

facturing Company, Inc., manufactured and dis-

tributed the Improved Cook Grader during- the

remainder of the year 1929 and thereafter until

the time in 1930 when the partnership and its

successor ceased all efforts to manufacture and sell

Cook Graders, as will be hereinafter stated.

IX.

The changes of the design of the Original Cook

Grader, embodied in the Improved Cook Grader,

were made by the (Uitler [127] partnership in good

faith to overcome certain defects and difficulties

encountered in the operation of the Original Cook

Grader. The ImiDroved Cook Grader was not in-

ferior to the Original Cook Grader, but rendered

results equally as good as those of the Original

Cook Grader and avoided certain operating de-

fects present in the Original Cook Grader. The ac-

quisition by said defendants of rights under a so-

called Palmer patent was done in good faith and

for the purpose of avoiding possible suits for in-

fringement thereof in the manufacture of Cook

Graders. The Improved (^ook Grader was not less

efficient than tlie Original Cook Grader.

X.

In November, 1929, the defendants Asa B. Cutler

and F. W. Cutler caused the organization of a

corporation under the name Cutler Manufacturing

Company, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the
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''Cutler Corporation"). On or about February 14,

1930, the Cutler partnership transferred to the

Cutler Corporation all of the partnership assets, in-

clucling the rights of the partnership under the con-

tract of May 4, 1928, with plaintiff. On April 5,

1930, the Cutler Corporation gave plaintiff written

notice that it had taken over the business and assets

ot the C^itler partnership. There is no evidence that

plaintilf assented to this assignment or consented

to the substitution of the Cutler Corporation for

the individual liability of the Cutlers as partners.

Prior to the institution of this suit, and in his com-

plaint, plaintiff has at all times insisted that the

Ckitler (Corporation as well as the Cutler partner-

shij) was bound to perform said contract of May 4,

1928. By said transfer and assignment the Cutler

Corporation assumed the burdens as well as the

benefits [128] of said contract of May 4, 1928.

Plaintiff never agreed to release Asa B. Cutler and

F. W. Cutler, or either of them, from their obliga-

tions under said contract, and did not agree or

promise to look thereafter solely to the Cutler Cor-

poration for performance of the obligations under

said contract undertaken by the Cutler partnership,

and did not consent to the substitution of the cor-

poration for the individual liability of the partners.

XI.

On or about March 29, 1930, as a result of nego-

tiations which had been pending since as early as

September, 1929, a contract was entered into be-

tween the Cutler Corporation and defendant Food
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^lachinery Corporation for the sale and transfer of

tlie Imsiness theretofore conducted in J Portland,

Orei^on, by the Cutler partnership and tlie Cuth^r

Corporation to said Food Machinery Corporation.

In said transfer said Food Machinery Corporation

refused to accept an assignment of the contract of

May 4, 1928, with plaintiff, because it was then

manufacturing and selling a competing machine,

known as the "C^lear Machine," and did not desire

to be l)ound by the provisions of the contract of

May 4, 1928, requiring exclusive production and

sale of the Cook Grader. Plaintiff declined to con-

sent to any transfer or assignment of said contract

to Food Machinery (Corporation unless that cor-

])oration should he willing to accept the contract in

toto, including the provisions relating to exclusive

sales of Cook (li'aders, and although Food Machin-

ery Corporation was willing to accept the contract

if the exclusive ])rovisions thereof were eliminated

with the understanding that the Cutler Manufac-

turing division would handle only Cook Graders,

said Food Machinery [129] Corporation was un-

willing to be bound by said exclusive provisions.

On June 25, 1930, a bill of sale of the assets of the

(hitler Corporation was given to Food Machineiy
( 'orporation, and said bill of sale expressly excluded

the contract of May 4, 1928, with plaintiff. After

June 25, 1930, the business theretofore conducted

in Portland by the Cutler partnership and the

Cutler Corporation was carried on under the name

"Cutler Manufacturing Company—Division Food

^lachinery Corporation. '

'
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XII.

After February 14, 1930, the Cutler partnership

and the Cutler Corporation ceased entirely to

manufacture and distribute any Cook Graders, and

made no pretense of performing their obligations

to plaintiff under the contract of May 4, 1928, ex-

cept to assemble parts then on hand and to sell the

machines from parts so assembled, under Para-

graph Tenth of the contract.

XIII.

During the year 1929, while Improved Cook

Graders were in use by fruit producers, operating

difficulties developed due to the slope of the sides

of troughs through which the fruit moved in the

sorting process. On that account some fruit janmied

in the machines and was damaged. The Cutler Cor-

poration, without cost to the users, replaced the

troughs with troughs of lesser slope. The comple-

tion of said changes occurred at or near the time of

cessation of production of Cook Graders, as herein-

before stated, in the spring of 1930.

XIV.
On May 4, 1928, or within a short time thereafter,

the Cutler partnership and plaintiff entered into

an oral contract whereby the partnership agreed

to pay to plaintiff a commission [130] of fifteen

per cent of the sale price of all machinery and

equipment produced by the partnership, other than

Cook Graders, sold by the partnership in the Med-
ford district in Oregon during the remainder of the

year 1928. Said contract will be referred to as the
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''oral contract" to distinguish it from the written

contract of May 4, 1928.

XV.
Between the date of the written contract and

May 1, 1929, the Cutler partnership paid plaintiff

the sum of $6,751.76, of which $5,215.19 was prop-

erly applicable to royalties due under the written

contract, as shown in the following table:

Total payments to plaintiff (Deft. Ex. 3) $6,751.76

Deduct

:

(1) Commissions admitted by

defendants to have been

earned under oral contract

(Deft. Ex. 3), $1,245.04

(2) Additional conmiissions

earned under oral contract

(as determined by Master), 291.53

Total deductions 1,536.57

Net i^ayments applicable on royalties

under written contract of May 4, 1928, $5,215.19

XVI.
During the period from May 1, 1929, to the cessa-

tion of production, the Cutler partnership and/or

the Cutler Corporation paid to plaintiff to apply on

royalties due under the written contract of May 4,

1928, the sum of $2,749.43. The total payments,

then, by the Cutler partnership and the Cutler
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Corporation to plaintiff to appl}' on royalties due

under the [131] written contract were:

Payments prior to May 1, 1929, $5,215.19

Payments after May 1, 1929, 2,749.43

$7,964.62

XVII.

Xeither the Cutler partnership nor the Cutler

Corporation gave to plaintiff notice of cancellation

of the written contract, as required by Paragraph

Seventh thereof, the giving of which was the con-

dition upon which said defendants were to be re-

lieved of the obligation to pay the difference be-

tAveen $15,000 and royalties actually paid prior to

October 1, 1931. In 1930 Cook had actual knowledge

that the Cutlers as individuals and the Cutler Cor-

poration had disaffirmed the contract, that they

looked on it as terminated and that they did not

intend to and refused to perform it further in any

respect then or at any time in the future.

XVIII.

By tlie contract of May 4, 1928, it was contem-

1 dated that the Cutler partnership would produce

and market Cook Gfraders at least until October 1,

193], and, if the cancellation privilege reserved in

Paragraph Seventh was not then exercised, until

September 30, 1933. After January 1, 1929, the de-

mand for Cook Graders decreased materially, due

in part to saturation of the market in some districts

and to the fact that business conditions in fruit dis-
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tricts became such that prospective buyers were

fiuancially uuable to purchase. By reason of tlu'

cessation by the Cutler partnership and tiie Cutler

Corporation of production and sale of Cook (trad-

ers in the sprinj^- of 1930, the Cook (Jrader was

taken from the market. Successful marketing of a

device [132] requires continuous sales efforts to

retain the good will of the product. Any suspen-

sion of sales requires the expenditure of efforts to

leestablish the market greater than those necessary

to maintain an established market. The facilities

available to plaintiff individually to reestablish a

market for his product were less adequate than the

facilities of the Cutler (Corporation and the Cutler

partnership to maintain a marked. The cessation

of production in 1930 followed closely upon the

discovery of operating defects in the Im])roved

Cook Grader in 1929, and the changes made by the

Cutler Corporation in the troughs of machines

theretofore sold. By reason of the defaults of de-

fendants the Cutler partnership and the Cutler

Corporation, consisting of the cessation of the

manufacture and sale of Cook Graders from and

after the spring of 1930 (except the assembly and

sale of parts then on hand), and the failure of said

defendants to perform their obligations to manu-

facture and distribute Cook Graders for the lull

term specified in said contract, that is, until Octo-

ber 1, 1933, plaintiff* lias sustained general damages

in the sum of $5,000.00.
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XIX.
At the time of the purchase by Food Machinery

Corporation of the business and assets of the Cutler

Corporation, the said Food Machinery Corporation

knew of the existence of the Cook contract of May
4, 1928, and knew that by said transfer the Cutler

Corporation would be in a position so that it would

be unable to perform its obligations to plaintiff

under said contract, and knew that on account of

the transfer of said assets the Cutler Corporation

would be unable to perform said contract or pay

plaintiff damages for default by it in performance

[133] of said contract.

XX.
The Master was engaged for a period of fourteen

days in taking the testimony in this case, two days

in hearing argument of counsel, and ten days in

the consideration of the testimony and briefs of

counsel and in preparation of his report, a total of

twenty-six days. He incurred $25.00 traveling ex-

penses. Reasonable compensation to the Master is

the sum of $1,250.00, for his services and $25.00 for

his expenses.

And based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact

the Court has arrived at the following

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I.

Plaintiff shall recover from defendants Asa B.

Cutler, F. W. Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing

Company, Inc., the sum of $12,035.38, computed

as follows:
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Difference between $15,000 and $7,964.62,

royalties paid on account of said

written contract of May 4, 1928, $7,035.38

General damages, 5,000.00

Total, $12,035.38

II.

Plaintiff shall recover his costs and disburse-

ments herein from defendants Asa B. Cutler, F. W.
Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.

III.

Defendant Food Machinery (Corporation shall not

recover [134] its costs and disbursements.

IV.

In the event that defendants Asa B. Cutler, F.

W. Cutler and C^utler Manufacturing Company,

Inc., shall not pay and satisfy said judgment and

decree in plaintiff's favor, as indicated by a return

of execution unsatisfied, plaintiff may levy execu-

tion to satisfy said judgment on any property of

Food Machinery Corporation within this district, the

title to which was in any of defendants Asa B. Cut-

ler, F. W. Cutler or Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, Inc., and which was transferred to defendant

Food Machinery Corporation as an incident of the

transfer by Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

of its assets to defendant Food Machinery Corpora-

tion under that certain contract dated March 29,

1930, betw^een defendant Cutler Manufacturing

Company, Inc., and defendant Food Machinery

Corporation.
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y.

Execution shall issue to satisfy the judgment in

plaintiff's favor.

VI.

The Master's compensation of $1,250.00 for his

services and $25.00 for his expenses shall be paid

by defendants Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cutler and Cut-

ler Manufacturing Company, Inc., with the same

rights to the Master to be satisfied out of the assets

of Food Machinery Corporation as are set forth

in Conclusion of Law No. IV.

Dated December 20, 1933.

[Endorsed] : Filed December 20, 1933.

JOHN H. McNARY,
United States District Judge [135]
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AND AFTERAVARDS, to wit, on Wediiesda\',

tlie 20th day of December, 1933, the same heing the

37th Judicial day of the Regidar Novem])er Term

of said Court; present the Honorable John H.

McNary, United States District Judge, presiding,

the following- proceedings were had in said cause,

to wit: [136]

In the District Court of the United States for the

District of Oregon

FLOYD J. COOK,
Plaintiff,

V.

ASA B. CUTLER and FRANK W. CUTLER, co-

partners doing business under the name of CUT-
LER MANUFACTURING CO., CUTLER
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., an

Oregon corporation, FOOD MACHINERY
CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation,

formerly knowm as the John Bean Manufac-

turing Co., F. W. CUTLER, Director, General

Agent and Attorney in Fact within the State of

Oregon for Food Machinery Corporation, and

CUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
a division of Food Machinery Corporation,

Defendants.

DECREE
This cause came on to be heard by the Court on

exceptions of all parties to the Report of the Hon-

orable Robert F. Maguire, Standing Master in
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Chancery, on July 31, 1933, and was argued by

counsel; and thereupon, upon consideration there-

of, it is ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED
as follows, viz:

I.

l^laintiif shall recover from defendants Asa B.

Cutler, F. W. Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing

Company, Inc., the sum of $12,035.38, and his costs

and disbursements taxed herein in the sum of

$667.38.

II.

Defendant Food Machinery Corporation shall

not recover its costs and disbursements. [137]

III.

In the event that defendants Asa B. Cutler, F.

W. Cutler and CUitler Manufacturing Company,

Inc., shall not pay and satisfy said judgment and

decree in plaintiff's favor as indicated by a return

of execution against said defendants unsatisfied,

l^laintiff ma.y levy execution to satisfy said judg-

ment on any property of Food Machinery Corpora-

tion within this district, the title to which was in

defendants Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cutler or Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc., or any one of them,

and wliich was transferred to defendant Food Ma-
chinery Corporation as an incident of the transfer

by Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., of its

assets to defendant Food Machinery Corporation

under that certain contract dated March 29, 1930,

])etween defendant CUitler Manufacturing Company,
Inc., and defendant Food Machinery Corporation.
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IV.

Execution shall issue to satisfy the foregoing

judgment and decree in plaintiff's favor.

V.

Tlie Master's compensation of $1,250.00 for his

services and $25.00 for his expenses shall be paid

1)y defendants Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cutler and

Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., with the

same rights to the Master to be satisfied out of the

assets of Food Machinery Corporation as are set

forth in paragraph III of this decree.

Dated December 20, 1933.

(Signed) JOHN H. McNARY,
United States District Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed December 20, 1933. [138]

AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 21st day

of March, 1934, there was duly filed in said Court,

a Statement of the Evidence, in words and figures

as follows, to wit: [156]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

STATEMENT OF THE EVIDENCE

The following is plaintiff-appellant's condensed

statement in narrative form of the testimony intro-

duced upon the trial made in pursuance of Equity

Rule 75(1)) and lodged in the clerk's office for ex-

amination of defendant as provided by said rule:
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COOK-CUTLER C^ONTRACT OF MAY 4, 1928.

FLOYD J. COOK,
as a witness for plaintiff, testified:

I received a letter from Cutler Manufacturing

Company to myself, dated April 4, 1928, copy of

which is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 26 herein. I

made reply thereto by letter dated April 9, 1928,

copy of which is marked Exhibit 27 herein, and re-

ceived reply from Cutler Manufacturing Company

to myself by letter dated April 11, 1928, copy of

which is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 28. [157] As a

result of this exchange of letters I came to Port-

land and called upon Mr. F. W. Cutler at the Cut-

ler plant, 404 Mill Street. Mr. Cutler asked me if

I wanted to sell my patent and I said I didn't

think I did. He stated that he wished to fill out his

line and take on a grader in the nature of mine,

that he had looked into my patent and found the

claims were very limited. He said they could use

the Palmer patent and make one similar to mine to

compete with it, 1)ut that they would rather have

mine inasmuch as it had been on the market and

been advertised and had a reputation. Whereupon

I said that I might consider a royalty contract and

we discussed matters of that kind. That is as near

as I can remember the substance of conversation

after four years. M,y recollection is that Mr. A. B.

Cutler, brother of F. W. C'utler, was present at the

conversation. That was our first talk. We negotiated

over a period of several days and finally arrived at

n sort of contract, or what we thought we could
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make into a contract. Mr. Reilly, Mr. Cutler's at-

torney, was bus}^ and at the suggestion of Mr. Cut-

ler and Mr. Reilly, they employed Mr. Lester Hum-
])hreys to draw the contract. Lester Humphreys has

since died. Mr. Humphreys was paid by the Cutlers.

The contract dated May 4, 1928, as executed, was

thereupon identified by the witness and it was

agreed that the copy thereof attached to the plead-

ings of defendant as an exliibit was identical with

the contract so identified. A copy of this contract is

set out in the record in Finding of Fact No. VI.

After the execution of this contract the Cutlers

took over the entire business, machinery and parts

as I had been conducting it theretofore at Medford

and the parts in course of construction for the sea-

son of 1928. [158]

Exhibit 36 is a letter from the Cutler Manufac-

turing Company to Floyd J. Cook, dated May 7,

1928, a statement of assets and expenses of the Cook

Manufacturing Company, in which name Floyd J.

Cook was doing business as of April 30, 1928, as-

sumed by the Cutler Manufacturing Company, and

the voucher of the Cutler Manufacturing Company

in payment to Floyd J. Cook for said assets and

expenses assumed.

Exhibit 41 is a trial balance as of April 30, 1928,

of Cook Manufacturing Company.

After the execution of the contract of May 4,

1928, as near as I can figure al)out the middle of

September, 1929, I heard that the Cutler J\Lanufac-

turing Company had joined the Food Machinery

Company, substantially a combination of Anderson-
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Barngrover, Stebler-Parker, Sprague-Sells, John

Bean Manufacturing Company, and others, I guess.

Plaintiff's Exhibit 17 shows the names of the com-

panies, all of which I had heard of before, except

the Florida Citrus Machine Company. I thereupon

consulted my attorney w^ho advised me to call upon

Mr. Cutler and ask him if such were the case, which

I did. As I recall it Mr. Cutler told me that they

had not joined the merger but were contemplating

doing so. Whereupon I told Mr. Cutler that if they

disposed of their business to anyone, they would be

required—the purchaser would be required to per-

form my contract as set forth in paragraph eleven

of the contract. I did not in that conversation know

or ascertain that they had acquired the Clear patent.

At the time the business was turned over I turned

over all the original plans of the patent and every-

thing that was connected with the making of the

Cook Grader. [159]

In January, 1930 I called at the Cutler plant to

see Mr. F. W. Cutler. I went into his office and I

think the first thing he said to me was that they were

unable to sell, or they were not going to make any

more Cook graders. In other words, that they were

all through with me. Whereupon I got up and

walked out of the office. I cannot place the exact

time in the month of January this took place, except

I would say it was between the middle and the latter

part of the month. The conversation was very brief

because when Mr. Cutler told me that he was not

going to make any more of my machines, or could

not sell any more, I got up and went out quick. That
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was all there was to that conversation as far as I

recall.

Q. You made no inquiry from him in the first

place that caused that statement to come from him?

A. I presume I must have opened the conversa-

tion regarding my statement of account, or their

plans, or some .such a matter which brought forth

the statement that he made to me. I don't recall just

what it was. I opened the conversation.

On Cross-examination

the witness testified:

After the signing of the contract with the Cutlers

I turned over my whole business to Cutler Manu-

facturing Company, all materials and parts that I

had made during the winter and spring of 1928;

everything that I had pertaining to the business that

they wanted they took; they took my place in the

business, so far as I was concerned. I stepped out

of it.

Prior to the receipt by me of the Cutler letter of

April 4, 1928, plaintiff's Exhibit 26, I had had pre-

vious discussions with them and had called upon

them without their solicitation. As I recall the first

time I was in there was in 1925 when I first [160] got

the theory of the machine I showed them some plans,

rough sketches, and tried to interest them in the

development of it, of which I knew nothing. I next

called upon them along in 1926 after having built

some machines and had had some successful expe-

rience I again hoped to interest them. I might have

called twice in the summer of 1926 but I don't recall
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anything after that until the letter of 1928. I might

have called once or twice in 1927 but I don't believe

the subject of grader was discussed or attempt made
to again interest them in the manufacture of the

grader. All of these trips which I have mentioned,

that is the two or three, I called specifically with the

idea of trying to interest them in the development

of the grader and at my own instance. Around the

1st of May, 1928, after the negotiations with tlie

Cutlers had proceeded for several days and the mat-

ter of drawing the contract came up I think F. W.
Cutler told me to go to your (that is, J. F. Reilly's)

office. Your partner, as my memory serves me, was

in Chicago and you yourself could not attend to the

job, and I think either you or Mr. Cutler asked wlio

my attorney was and I said Mr. Lester Humphreys

and you said, all right, get him to do it. I don't

believe you were present at the conferences or saw

the contract unless it was after it was drawn. At

that time Mr. Humphreys was my attorney. The

contract was drawn b}- him at the instance of Mr.

Cutler and paid by him. Mr. Cutler told me he

would employ Mr. Humphreys to draw the contract

and would pay for drawing it. He had ])een my
attorney in other matters prior to May 4, 1928, and

before coming to your (Mr. Reilly's) office I think

I had talked over with him the fact that I had re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Cutler in a general way but

don't think I had talked over the details with him.

If Mr. Reilh^ had been able to draw the contract I

presume I would [161] have submitted it to Mr.

Humphreys for his inspection and advice; I sub-
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mitted the matter to Mr. Humphreys but think Mr.

Outler, during the preparation of the contract, went

to Mr. Humphreys' office at least once before the

signing of the contract, the contract followed and

was tlie result of several conferences covering I

imagine a week.

By the end of the 1928 season the Medford field

was pretty well supplied with Cook machines ; there

were, however, some sales to be made there; I pre-

sume there could have been six or eight or ten put

out; I intended, however, to branch out and come

to Portland and establish a plant of my own. I am
not prepared to say what the condition at the end of

the 1928 season was in other pear districts, except I

made a trip to Wenatchee, Washington, in the early

part of 1928. I found it was not customary to use

graders for pears there ; apparently during the 1928

and 1929 seasons the Cutlers pushed the sale of Cook

graders with the same degree of diligence that they

applied to selling their other equipment.

On Re-direct examination,

the witness testified: his knowledge of market for

graders and sizers through the fruit raising districts

of the United States limited to the years '30, '31,

and '32 was confined to an estimate of the produc-

tion of pears and other fruits that would be used on

those graders, the possibilities of sales in those dis-

tricts where they are raised best, on the sales made

in the districts such as Medford, and the possible

sales that might be made where this amount of fruit

was being grown and shipped; personal knowledge
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I have not. I looked up and generally acquired

knowledge of the production and growth of the

packing industry with respect to pears.

On Re-cross Examination,

the witness testified:

I have no knowledge of the pack of pears in 1928

as compared with 1929, or the pack of 1929 as com-

pared with 1930 or [162] 1931 ; like all industries the

fruit growers ability to pay for grading machines

in 1930 and 1931 was curtailed, to w^hat extent I do

not know.

F. W. CUTLER,
as a witness for the defendants, testified

:

The contract of May 4, 1928, as attached to plain-

tiff's complaint and as set out in Finding of Fact

No. 6, w^as identified by the witness as the contract

between myself and Asa B. Cutler on the one hand

and the plaintiff on the other.

Negotiations leading up to the execution of this

contract started about the middle of April, 1928,

a few days subsequent to a letter written by Mr.

Van Wyk to Mr. Cook at Medford. Mr. Cook vis-

ited at my office in Portland and my recollection is

that after the first conference Mr. Cook returned

to Medford and in a few days or about a week later

he came back to Portland and called at my office.

We met that evening in the office of the Republican
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State Committee in the Imperial Hotel, that was

about a week prior to May 4th, There were con-

ferences held at very frequent intervals thereafter

and the last three or four days prior to May 4th

they were daily and sometimes twice a day. The last

matter discussed, as I recall, prior to the execution

was on May 2nd. We had apparently threshed out

the many ramifications of the contract and Mr.

Cook left my office with notes to take back to his

attorney for the drawing up of the contract. On
the morning of the 3rd he came to my office, much

to my surprise, and said that he had discussed the

proposed agreement with his attorney and a

point had been called to his attention that he wanted

to take up with me before he went on with the con-

tract. Mr. Cook said "There is no minimimi pro-

vided, minimum royalty i^rovided in the contract.

You don't have to pay anything if you don't make

sales, and there is nothing in the contract about

your selling out to anybod}^ Where would I be if

you [163] should sell out to somebody?" I cannot

give you exactly word for word the conversation,

but what I have said is the substance of was was

said there. I recall distinctly Mr. Cook saying,

"Well, the way the contract is agreed on now all

you have to do is incorporate and you could get out

of it and shelve me." I said, "Well, Mr. Cook, if

you have—in the first place, I don't think we could

ever get away with anything like that, because it

would appear to me to be collusion just simply to
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avoid the contract ; I don 't think we could get away

with it legally, but in the second place, if you have

any such lack of confidence in us as to tliink that

we would try to pull a think like that after making

a deal with you, why, we better not deal at all."

"Well, he said, "that is all right, but my attorney

said we ought to have something in there about

your selling out to somebody." I attempted to dis-

suade Mr. Cook from going further with the nego-

tiations, because it had been drawn out so long as

it was I was getting to—being busy—to an end of

patience in the matter in a way. I didn't think it

was necessary ; I assured him that we had no inten-

tion of selling out, had no plans for such a thing,

but he still persisted in some clause that would

give him what he thought he should have. I said,

"Well, now, it is all right with me, then, if you will

have your attorney add a clause to the agreement

we have now got that if you don't like any pur-

chaser—anybody that we might sell our business to"

—he brought that point up before, that he might

not like the next fellow; he had confidence in us,

but he might not like the purchaser—I said, "If

yoTi can't make a deal with the purchaser and don't

like him, you can put a provision in the contract

that you can take your rights back under the license,

under your patent." [164]

Q. Let me ask in that discussion on that subject

whether there was anything said on the suliject of

your riglit to sell unhampered l)y the contract, or

was that any part of the conversation?
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Thereupon objection by counsel for plaintiff was

made that the answer called for. testimony that modi-

fied or cliano'ed the written agreement, and was sus-

tained ])y the Master. Over the objection by plain-

tiff and the ruling of the Master the following- pro-

ceedings were had, all subject to the objection:

Q. (By Mr. Reilly) Let me direct your atten-

tion particularly, Mr. Cutler, to the question of

whether there was any discussion as to any effect

that clause should have upon your right to sell un-

hampered by anything

A. There was no such discussion indicating that

we would have a bar upon our being able to sell out.

Q. Well, was there any discussion to the contrary

then ?

A. Nothing to the contrary.

The MASTER : Well, was the thing discussed at

all either way?

A. The discussion, as I have already testified,

was that we did not expect to sell out, but there was

no discussion that there was a bar being planned for

that contract.

The MASTER : AVell, I know that, but was there

any discussion to the effect that you should have the

right to sell out if you desired?

A. I don't know as I get the import of your ques-

tion.

The MASTER: Was there any discussion in

which you claim it was agreed that you should have

the right or retain the right to sell without refer-

ence to this contract?
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A. Our conversation was based upon the assump-

tion that we might sell.

Mr. REILLY: That doesn't answer the question.

The MASTER: Let me put it this way: Have

you already stated [165] your recollection of the

entire conversation upon this particular subject?

A. I think so.

The MASTER : All right. I think that answers

my question.

During the negotiations leading up to the signing

of the contract of May 4, 1928 I think I saw Mr.

Humphreys once at his office along towards the end

of the negotiations. That contract was drawn up

without any direct consultation between myself and

Mr. Humphre.ys except through Mr. Cook as an in-

termediate. With reference to the payment of Mr.

Humphreys as I recollect Mr. Cook came to us after

the contract was closed and executed after May 4th

on the ground that we had gone to you (Mr. Reilly)

to have you draw it up in which event we would

naturally have borne the expense, and in view of the

fact that our attorney was out of town and another

one had been substituted that we should pay it any-

way; we said all right we would do it; Mr. Hum-
phreys had never been our attorney; I had never

seen him before or since. It was admitted in the

record that Mr. Humphreys died on May 14, 1929.

F. W. Cutler testified:

The execution of the contract of July 23, 1929

(the earliest document executed relating to the sale

of the Cutler business to the Food Machinery Cor-
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poration), made no change whatever in our efforts

to sell the Cook raders ; we continued to sell them

wherever sales were possihle with every facility we

had in our organization; we continued to do this

throughout the year 1929, throughout January and

February and portion of P\'hruary at least in the

sale of machines in Southern (California ; we made

some sales of lemon machines as late as May 24,

1930, one pear machine in Hood River in August,

and another in Hood River in September, 1930;

those orders were solicited and ol)tained by the suc-

cessors of the [166] partnership; they were manu-

factured under the arrangement made by F. W.
Cutler and Asa B. Cutler with the succeeding com-

panies whereby the remaining parts left on hand in

the inventory of the Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, a partnership, sold to Food Machinery Cor-

poration were used up and the succeeding companies

were to make any profit they could out of the assem-

bling of those parts into the Cook Grader and they

were to pay to F. W. and A. B. Cutler tlie amount

of the royalties which we were obligated to pay to

Mr. Cook; these machines were limited to the num-

ber of ten to make up the parts left on liand hy our

contract with Mr. Cook.

On Cross-examination

F. W. Cutler, witness for defendants, testified:

I do not recall what the objectionable features

were in Mr. Humphreys' preliminary draft of the

contract. Cook came to mv office and called my atten-
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ticii to the omission of tlio matters contained in

elanse eleven ; tlie language of that clause was framed

by Mr. Cook's attorney. I don't recollect having

anything to do with the drafting of it. I drew up

some notes for the contract in the tirst place and as

I recall when Mr. Cook was in Medford I sent him

a letter with a synopsis or memorandum of the dis-

cussion that had taken place with him on his visit

here. Defendant's Exhibit 61 consisting of three

sheets was the letter and memorandum of the con-

tract sent to Cook at Medford after his first discus-

sion ; the letter is dated April 24, 1928.

The Food Machinery Cor])oration by verbal agree-

ment with A. B. Cutler and myself sold some Cook

graders in 1930. They retained the proceeds of the

sales except that it paid to us the amount of royalty

that we were in turn obliged to pay Cook under our

contract. The Food Machinery Corporation had

already paid for the remaining parts on hand as a

part of the transfer of the Cutler [167] business to

that company, on the assumption and under the

agreement that they would use them. A. B. Cutler

and myself had no facilities for carrying out the

assembling of those parts. The Food Machinery

Corporation made the entire profit on the sale except

so far as the royalty was paid to us for transmission

to Cook and the cost of the parts. There was no

memorandum of that agTeement. That arrangement

was made here in Portland. It was not necessary to

take it up with San Jose.

With reference to service of notice on Cook of the

termination of the agreement, there was a verbal
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notice between Cook and myself in January, 1930,

as far as we personally wore concerned, a.s testified

])y Cook yesterday, and Cutler advised Mr. Cook by

letter on April otli, 1930. The letter of April 5, 1930,

plaintiff's Exhibit 12, is addressed to plaintiff, sif,^ned

by "Cutler Manufacturing- Co. Inc., by A. B. Cutler,

President" and reads:

"We desire to give you notice that the Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc. has taken over

the business and assets of the Cutler Manufac-

turing Company, co-partnership."

This letter was written simply to advise Cook of

our plans and what we were doing. It was my idea

that Cook would have the right to cancel his contract

if we sold out. You will lecall in my testimony this

morning I said I discussed that matter with Cook

as to our incorporating and he stated we merely

incorporated to get out of the deal. We had incor-

porated in this case here but we didn't intend to get

out of the deal. The purpose of the letter was to tell

Cook he would have the right, if he wanted, to cancel

the contract. It was up to him. If he didn't cancel

it the Cutler Manufacturing Co., I Ijelieve, would

have to carry it along. There was a doubt in our

minds as to what would be the legal—we are not law-

yers. I don't know the legality of the thing but I was

simply trying to [168] give the procedure of what

was going on. As late as April 5, 1930, we were in

doubt as to whether there had l)een a termination of

the contract between Cook and Cutler Manufactur-
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ing Co., a co-partnership, or not. We had not been

advised by Cook that he would cancel if we incor-

porated ourselves but we had been advised by him

very definitely he would not go on with the Food

Machinery Corporation. That was brought up in the

conversation in September, 1929, when Mr. Cook

came to my office and not stated then that it was yet

to be determined which machine—in the event we

did finally sell to the Food Machinery Corporation

it would be a matter between the choice of the Clear

machine and the Cook machine as to which would

be manufactured, and that although I was not the

one to make the choice I rather thought it would be

the Clear. And Cook said he would not permit the

making of a Cook machine under our contract by

this division if the Clear machine was going to be

retained and built by the Food Machinery Corpora-

tion. In other words, as I understood him to say, he

would insist upon the exclusive feature of his con-

tract.

AVith reference to the conversation in January,

1930. I had been down in San Jose several times

between the September conversation and the one in

January. It had been definitely decided by the Food

Machinery Corporation engineers and officials that

they would not manufacture the Cook machine;

didn 't care to take on this contract that we had here

and I advised Cook of that decision. The conversa-

tion was very short and he left shortly.

MASTER: That is what I still don't quite un-

derstand. If when vou had that conversation in
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January, which so far as lie was concerned and you

Avere concerned seemed to put a termination to the

arrangement, what was the necessity or purpose or

object of [169] this letter of April 5, 1930?

A. Well, we had not been advised in writing; we

didn 't know whether Mr. Cook would go on with it

—

he was hostile at the time. We had the riglit to

manufacture ten machines under the contract and

continued to do so. The letter of April 5, 1980, was

written by defendants' attorney.

On Cross-examination the witness

FLOYD J. COOK
in rebuttal, testilied

:

It is difficult to say how many times I saw Mr.

Humphreys in the progress of negotiations for the

May 4th contract from the time I received the first

letter from the Cutlers. I presume that I had seen

him every day that I was here in town ; it would be

natural that I would ; I was interested and here for

that purpose.

Q. And you would go and discuss things with the

Cutlers, and then you would go back and discuss

them with Mr. Humphreys ?

A. On several occasions I believe I did that;

yes, sir.

Q. And Mr. Humphreys w^ould tell you ^vhat to

stand out for and what to withhold on?

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. And you stated that you demanded tliat para-

graph 11 be put in?

A. Yes, sir. It is my recollection that the jDutting

in of paragraph 11 was the last thing done before

signing; there was a conversation in which I de-

manded that some such clause be put in the contract

before paragraph 11 was actually drafted and I had

some conversation with Mr. Cutler as to what he was

willing to do in that respect before paragraph 11

was actually drafted ; and then I went to Mr. Hum-

phreys and told him of the agTeement that Mr.

Cutler and I had reached in that respect ; and it was

on information furnished ])y me to Mr. Humphreys

that he drew this paragraph 11 and after the para-

graph was thus included the contract was signed.

[170]

AGENCY CONTRACT.
Cook, as a witness for plaintiff, testified: That

after the contract of May 4, 1928 was signed I was

appointed Cutlers' sales agent in the Medford terri-

tory for the season of 1928.

On Cross-examination, plaintiff testified:

Q. (By Mr. Reilly) Now during 1928, after this

contract was put into effect, Cutler Manufacturing

Company manufactured and sold the Original Cook

;

is that right ^.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And you were their agent?

A. In the Medford territory.
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F. W. CUTLER,
witness on behalf of defendants, testified: The ar-

rangement made with Mr. Cook with reference to

commission on equipment otlier tlian (^ook graders

was made shortly after May 4th ; it was a verbal

arrangement made by Mr. (^ook and myself and

Mr. Van Wyk, the sales manager ; on tlie basis of it

he was going to be in the Medford district selling

Cook apparatus. Cook Graders and connecting links,

and at the same time he had just as well represent

us on the sale of other equipment other than Cook,

and it was agreed that whatever orders he would get

he would get 15% commission on them; it was lim-

ited to orders that he would take ; we did not at any

time agree to make him our exclusive agent in tlie

Medford district for anything; at that time Mr.

Cook, as I recall it, told us that he was not going to

l)e there all summer.

On Cross-examination,

the witness testified: That Cook was to receive 15%
commission on any equipment that we maimfactured

and sold other than the Cook equipment which was

alread}^ provided for in the contract for which he

obtained orders from customers. If we received

orders that he had not obtained he was not to he

allowed a connnission. By the words exclusive agent

I [171] meant that the arrangement with Cook

would be contrasted with the arrangements whicli

we have with permanent agents who are in the di>s-

tricts from year to year, and with whom we make

what w^e call an exclusive agency arrangement,

whereby they get a commission on all sales that are
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made of all equipment in their territory, \Yhetlier

the order comes from the customer direct to us or

whether the agent goes out and gets the order and

sends it to us; I don't believe that any such arrange-

ment was made with Cook. The arrangement, as I

recollect it, was that he should obtain commission

only on orders he got from customers ; I think it is

ver}^ possible that during the course of the trans-

actions in the Medford district we did allow Cook

commissions in some instances for orders that he did

not personally obtain; that would be likely under

the policy that we usually follow in connection with

agents; if we were convinced that an order which

came direct to us was really attributable to efforts

which had been made by Mr. Cook we certainly

would give him the commission. I assume Mr. Cook

sent us reports of sales made by him from time to

time ; I did not personally receive them ; any orders

that he obtained on our order form would l)e pre-

sumably in his handwriting, made out by himself,

and there is a space provided in the upper right

hand corner, I believe, for the salesmen to enter his

name, and orders which he obtained should have his

name on them; I have not gone over his orders in

detail as to identify Mr. Cook's orders; we some-

times received orders by telephone and occasionally

by telegraph; the salesmen would invariably, or

most certainly should, write us in connection with

any such order ; if he didn't we wouldn't know where

it came from and the chances are he wouldn't get

credit.
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In the case of an order by telegraph or any other

way than ])y a signed order with the salesman's

initials on, unless we [172] knew from conversation

with him in the past, or letters that had already

come in, that he was working on that customer for

that particular thing I don't l)elieve he would ))e

credited with the commission. I personally may
have had conversations myself with Cook as to sales

he made at Medford during the season for which he

w^as employed but I do not recall them now. In

swearing to the answ^er of the Food Machinery Cor-

poration as to the amount earned by Cook outside

of the machinery mamifacturing contract I relied

Tipon accountant we had, Mr. Van Wyk. He deter-

mined the amount due Cook. As to the details of

commissions, we were very conscientious in going

through our records to tind each and every trans-

action we thought was attributable to Cook as far

as commission is concerned, or which under the con-

tract he w^as entitled to royalty on. We had no

thought of trying to beat him out of anything. I do

not recall myself any agent aside from Cook we had

in the Medford district during the period Cook was

to receive 15% under the verl^al contract. I do not

know of any letters written him defining any limit

on his agency. If any such letters were written

Mr. Van Wyk would know of them.

On what w^e allowed Cook our contract was our

guide. The payments to Cook for commissions on

equipment outside of the manufacturing contract

were necessarily connected up with the payments
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that were due him mider the contract by virtue of

the contract that Mr. Van Wyk testified to yester-

day. We made an advance payment in August, 1928,

to Cook of $1000. not specifying particularly what

it was about, although he did say it was for com-

missions. That was the discussion that preceded it

iHit it went in as a charge on his account.

The allowance made Cook outside the manufac-

turing contract was based on w^hether Cook actually

sent the order in or [173] wdiether we were con-

vinced he was responsible for that sale. Where there

was a doubt, where he didn't actually have his name

on an order, verbal or written evidence that he was

actually entitled to it, then we had to use our judg-

ment.

If commission has been allowed to Cook on the

report which was made by Mr. Van Wyk with re-

spect to any certain sale of other than Cook equip-

ment in Medford, I assume that there must be evi-

dence in our files to indicate that the order was taken

by Mr. Cook, or that he was responsible for its

cominii- to us : and that anv orders from Medford on

w^hich Cook was not allowed a commission it w^ould

necessarily follow there w^as no evidence of it having

been obtained by Cook. My understanding of the

arrangement with Cook w^as that he was not to have

any commission on anything unless he obtained the

order himself.
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PAUL VAN WYK,
witness for defendant, testified that Floyd J. Cook

was to be the agent of the Cutlers in the Medford

district or at Medford for the year 1928 which w'ould

mean that he would sell any Cutler e(iuipnient and

receive a commission on it in that district regardless

of whether it was Cool-: graders or not. The witness

testified that in his position a^s sales manager for

defendants, he made his estimates for future Inisi-

ness on various bases, adding, "As I said l)efore, we

rely principally upon our agents' estimates." He
stated further that Floyd J. Cook was the agent in

Medford upon whom he relied f(n" estimates on frr.it

grading machinery.

I was present and took part in the arrangement

which was made with Mr. Cook for acting as an

agent of the Cutlers at Medford from May, 1928, to

May, 1929. That arrangement occurred shortly after

the signing of the contract of May 4th. The entire

arrangement was a verbal one, Mr. Cook, ^Ir. F. W.
Cutler and [174] myself, between the three of us,

and Mr. Cook, at that time was granted the privilege

of selling other equipment than covered by the con-

tract and it was agreed that he would receive a com-

mission on all sales made by him in the Medford

district during that period.

Q. Was there any agreement to pay him commis-

sion on all sales made in the district, whether made

by him or not ?

A. No, there was not, for this reason: that Mr.

Cook mentioned at the time that he was busy with

other matters, I believe it was politics, particularly,
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and that lie would not be able to service machines,

or anything of that character ; but this matter being

only for one year, that all he would be able to handle

is the sales which would be made in conjunction with

the sale of Cook Graders. The fact of the matter is

along those lines that Mr. Cook wanted to be sure

that he would not be called to give service, and that

if he should,—he anticipated that in advance of the

contract,—that he would be paid, as I remember it

was stipulated, $325.00 or $350.00 a month, should

he be called upon to do any work for us in the

Medford district.

On Cross-examination,

the witness testified:

We never paid him $350.00, we did not call on

him for any work other than sales ; I personally do

not know whether Cook saw every single man in the

Medford district to whom any sales of any kind

could be made ; we have to leave those things to our

agents. We assume they cover the trade thoroughly.

I have no reason to believe that Mr. Cook did not.

We have no knowledge of what Mr. Cook did with

reference to soliciting the trade; that is something

Mr. Cook did but I would not have any knowledge

of it. I can recall only one instance where we were

told by the [175] customer that Mr. Cook had seen

him before giving the orders, the customer wanted

to be sure Mr. Cook got the commission on the order.
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FLOYD J. COOK,
the plaintiff, called as a witness for plaintiff in re-

l)uttal, testified with reference to the agency contract

for the year 1928.

Q. (By Mr. Bristol) In order to obviate any

more talk by Mr. Reilly, particularly, you just state

what that arrangement was and what the Cutlers

did about it and told you they would do ?

Mr. REILLY: That is objected to insofar as it

calls for him to state his conclusion as to what the

arrangement was.

Mr. BRISTOL : That was the Master's own ques-

tion.

Mr. REILLY: I can't help it whether it was the

Master's own question or not. The only thing that

would be admissible would be the conversation. It is

for the Court to determine what the legal effect of

those conversations was.

The MASTER : He may testify as to what was

said and done between them, what was said and done

between them with regard to this arrangement. I

think if you let him tell that you will have the whole

thing.

A. It Avas my arrangement, understanding and

agreement of that appointment as agent

Mr. REILLY: Just a moment. That is objected

to, for it is the very vice that I am objecting to.

The MASTER : What did they say to you and

what did you say to them about the commission

agreement, in substance?
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A. They appointed me their agent to act in the

Medford District for the season and agreed to pay

me a commission of fifteen per cent on all sales made

in that district by the company. Now, in [176] ex-

planation of that, if Mr. Reilly will permit me, I

want to repeat two or three things. In the first

place,

Mr. REILLY: Are these conversations?

A. No.

Mr. REILLY: Then I object.

Q. (By Mr. Bristol) Well, are they things that

you told Cutler ?

A. And Cutler told me.

Mr. BRISTOL : Well, that is what he asked you,

if they were conversations.

A. I wasn't going to repeat the conversations.

They were the result of conversations.

Mr. REILLY: We don't want the result of con-

versations. We want the conversations.

The MAvSTER : What was said and done, as near

as you can recollect, about the royalty on the sales

of the Cutler people in the Medford district for the

year 1928?

A. I explained to Mr. Cutler that I was a dele-

gate for the Republican National Convention; that

I expected to be gone during the entire month or the

best part of the month of June; that I probably

would be engaged in conducting the presidential

campaign in the fall and would not be in Medford

much of the time; that I personally knew every

packing house manager and owner in Medford ; that
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many of tbem were under o))ligations to me for

favors at different times; that I would call upon

them and state to them that I was the agent of the

Cutler Manufacturing Company and that any busi-

ness that they sent to the company, either through

me or directly, would be credited to me on my com-

mission account. I subsequently called on those

dealers and told them that. [177]

I left Medford the early part of June and returned

the latter part of June, 1928.

With reference to the payment of $1000.00 to me on

August 31, 1928, I state that while I had been gone in

the East, a number of orders totaling, as near as I

can remember it, around forty-five hundred or five

thousand dollars had been received by the company

through the efforts that I have just outlined here,

and that I asked for a statement of those accounts

and a settlement. They told me that they hadn't had

time to make up the account and didn't like to stop

to do it in the middle of the busy season, and after

considerable pressure I got the check of $1000. out

of them on account of those sales. My talk was with

F. W. Cutler and the check of August 31, 1928 was

given me by direction of F. W. Cutler. I would not

say that this payment was made with sole reference

to sales commission of 15%. It was a payment on

account of what they owed me at that time, of all

items of every nature, whatever I had coming to me

;

that was a payment on account of whatever I might

have had coming to me at that time. I did not have

at that time any statement of my royalties accumu-

lations earned up to August 31, 1928.
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On Cross-examination

the witness testified

:

I had been getting my $300.00 a month right

straight along. I miderstood in August there had

been made $4500 or $5000 in sales outside the con-

tract of May 4, 1928 ; that would mean a commission

of $750.00 if the sales outside the contract were

$5000. I understood when I returned from the East

in June that sales in the neighborhood of $5000 had

been made. I ascertained this in a general way when

I went to the Cutler Manufacturing plant on my
way to Medford in the latter part of June. My solici-

tation of the packing trade before I left for the

Republican Convention was that I called upon each

and ever}^ one of them whom I knew per- [178]

sonally and stated that I was agent f(n" the Cutler

Manufacturing Company, and that in my absence, or

imder any circumstances, that any orders they chose

to give to the Cutlers would be credited to me. That

is the way I solicited the business, on that basis.

And I think it was understood by Mr. Cutler that

by reason of my acquaintance and influence with

those men that it might increase the chances of his

getting a certain amount of business whether I was

there or whether I was not, that m}^ friendship and

influence with them would cause them to buy washers

and things of that sort.
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TRANSFER OF BUSINESS FROM CUTLER,
COPARTNERSHIP, TO CUTLER, CORPORA-
TION, AND TO FOOD MACHINERY COR-
PORATION.

F. W. CUTLER,
called as a witness for plaintiff, testitied

:

On May 4tli, 1928, at the time of the Cook contract

Cutler Manufacturing Co., composed of the part-

ners, ^Yas in no way connected with the John Bean

Manufacturing Co. and did not handle any of the

John Bean products up here. The Cutler copartner-

ship at said time was in no manner connected with

the Anderson-Barngrover Mfg. Co. nor Sprague-

Sells Corporation, nor with Bean-Stebler System.

The first business connection, if by that term is

meant negotiations between any of said persons

and the Cutler copartnership, was in 1922, which

consisted of interchange of correspondence which

culminated in nothing. It related to the selling of

the Cutler assets. It died a quick death and was not

revived for a number of years. The next contact in

that negotiation was in February, 1927, which was

ATrbal. That likewise was dropped. I do not recall

the time or manner of various contacts with repre-

sentatives of the John Bean Manufacturing Co.

There were various of them, mostly verbal, one by

long distance telephone, during 1927 or 1928. Prior

to [179] September 16th, 1929, an arrangement was

had in writing for the selling of the assets of the

Cutler Manufacturing Company, partnership, to the

John Bean Manufacturing Company, which was
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dropped. This document was ordered produced by

the Master. It is an agreement dated July 23, 1929,

whereby Frank W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler agree

to transfer to John Bean Manufacturing Company
''all right, title and interest in all assets standing on

the books of Cutler Manufacturing Company as of

December 31, 1928", subject to conditions therein

stated relating to an audit to be made as of October

31, 1929.

On or about November 29th, 1929, a corporation,

known as the Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

was incorporated, with Asa B. Cutler as president,

Frank W. Cutler as vice president, Paul Van Wyk
as secretary, and I. R. Acheson as treasurer, and the

Cutler Manufacturing Company, copartnership, sold

their assets to this corporation in exchange for capi-

tal stock thereof. This was not done on November

29th, 1929, but February 14th, 1930. The charter

was applied for some months in advance of that but

was not put into effect but the same corporation was

used and assets of the copartnership transferred to

it on February 14, 1930. I authorized James G.

AVilson to write the letter to W. C. Bristol, dated

June 30th, 1930, which was received in evidence as

plaintiff's Exhibit 11 over the objection of defend-

ant. This objection was on the ground that said

letter related to an offer of compromise and was

without prejudice. The letter referred to was writ-

ten by James G. Wilson to W. C. Bristol, "Attor-

ney for Floyd J. Cook, '

' and reads as follows

:
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''Referring- to your letter of April 29th, and

subsequent telephone conversation with you in

regard to the offer made l)y you on behalf of

Mr. Cook in connection with the contract be-

tween Mr. Cook and Mr, Asa B. Cutler and

Mr. F. W. Cutler of May 4, 1928, as I advised

you at the time the offer would not be acceptable

but stated I would sub- [180] mit the same, I

am now authorized to say that the Cutlers will

not consider the offer you made. This of course

is without prejudice to the rights of the Cutlers

or the Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc.

"I am further authorized to advise you that

the Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., has trans-

ferred its business to the Food Machinery Cor-

poration. Mr. Cook was notified of the transfer

of the business from the Cutler Manufacturing

Co., a co-partnership, to the Cutler Manufactur-

ing Co., Inc., but to date has exercised no option

accorded him under the contract.

''Mr. Asa B. Cutler and Mr. F. W. Cutler con-

sider that they have no further interest in the

contract except to finish up the material on hand

as provided for in said contract, and they will

send Mr. Cook a statement of royalties due him

with check to cover within a few days.

"I am writing this as attorney for Mr. Asa B.

Cutler and F. W. Cutler and the Cutler Manu-

facturing Co., Inc. I am sending a copy of this

letter to Mr. Floyd J. Cook, Corbett Building,

Portland, Ore.''
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Thereupon letter of April 5tli, 1930, from Cutler

Manufacturing Co., Inc., by A. B. Cutler, to Floyd

J. Cook, was marked for identification plaintiff's

Exhibit 12. This exhibit was subsequently received

in evidence.

I do not know whether this was the first notice

in writing given the plaintiff of the transfer of the

assets from the Cook partnership to the Cutler cor-

poration.

The Cutler corporation was dissolved in April,

1931. At that time the Cutler Manufacturing Co.

had previously sold its assets to the Food Machinery

Corporation and had no plant. As I recall, the date

of transfer to Food Machinery Corporation was on

or about March 29th, 1930. The actual transfer was

not made by the instrument of March, 1930, Init was

accomplished by another instrument later. The ma-

chines and plant and parts that were in manufacture,

with certain exceptions, were transferred from the

Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., to the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation, which, with the exceptions

noted, transferred the former business [181] of

F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, as partners, to the

Food Machinery Corporation. There were some

assets within the physical confines of the plant which

were not the property of the Cutler Manufacturing

Co. Inc. and therefore not included in the sale of

the corporation to the Food Machinery Corporation.

Thereupon there was offered and received in evi-

dence contract of March 29th, 1930, and marked

plaintiff's Exhibit 13. The contract, dated March
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29, 1930, is between Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc.,

and Food Machinery Corporation. Thereby the

Cutler Company, the tirst party, agreed to sell

u * * * ^|-|p l)usiness of said first party, including

all its assets, equipment, machinery, patterns,

patents, and applications for patents, pertain-

ing to said business, as will be shown by an

audit to be made * * * as of March 31st, 1930,

to which audit reference is hereby made, and

which audit is made a part of this agreement by

reference, together with the good will of the busi-

ness of said corporation, and the right of using

the name of Cutler Manufacturing Co., and any

other property belonging to said corporation,

of w^hatsocA'er kind, character or description,

wheresoever situated, not referred to in said

audit. Said party of the second part hereby

agreeing to assume all lia])ilities shown hy said

audit.
'

'

As consideration therefor Food Corporation there-

in agreed to issue certain shares of its common

stock, subject to approval by California authorities

of the issuance of the stock.

There was received in evidence copy of the bill of

sale from Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc., to Food

Machinery Corporation marked plaintiff's Exhibit

14. The bill of sale executed by Cutler Manufactur-

ing Co., Inc., dated June 25, 1930, recited that

" * * * in compliance with the contract made

and entered into on the 29th dav of March, 1930,
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by and between the Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., an Oregon corporation, and Food Ma-

chinery Corporation, a Delaware corporation,

the undersigned, Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., does hereby sell, assign, transfer and set

over unto Food Machinery Corporation, the

business of the Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc.,

including all of its assets, equipment, machin-

ery, patterns, patents and applications for pat-

ents, pertaining to said business, as shown by

the audit made by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &

Co., accountants and auditors, as of March 31,

1930, * * * together with the good will of the

business of said corporation, and the right of

using the name of Cutler Manufacturing Co.,

and any other properties belonging to said cor-

poration of whatsoever kind, character or de-

scrix)tion, and wheresoever situated, not referred

to [182] in said audit, saving and excepting

therefrom, however, and which is not hereby

transferred, the interest of the Cutler Manufac-

turing Co., a co-partnership, and/or Cutler

Manufacturing Co., Inc., a corporation, in and

to that certain contract made and entered into

the 4th day of May, 1928, by and between Asa

B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler, partners doing

business as Cutler Manufacturing Co., of Port-

land, Oregon, and Floyd J. Cook, of Medford,

Oregon, with reference to the manufacture and

sale of fruit grading and sorting machine known

as the 'Cook Grader.' "
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I had nothing to do with the Food Machinery

Corporation acquiring on February 27th, 1929, the

right to manufacture the Clear fruit grader and do

not know who did. I knew that the Jolni Bean

Manufacturing Co. were manufacturing and .selling

a machine in competition with the Cutler Manufac-

turing (^0. partnership, which machine was called

the Clear machine. I assumed, of course, they must

have had an arrangement for that purpose. I do

not know when the John Bean Manufacturing Co.

acquired the right. I derived information for the

answer which 1 verified on behalf of the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation from the office of the Food

Machinery Corporation in San Jose. I have not the

contract of February 27th in my possession but can

secure the same. Thereupon a copy of the Clear

contract of February 27th, 1929, was offered and

received in evidence as plaintiff's Exhibit 15. The

Clear contract of February 27, 1929, was between

Charles J. Clear, first party, and John Bean Manu-

facturing Company, second party. Thereby first

party granted second party an exclusive license to

use patent No. 1427264 for a five year term to De-

cember 31, 1934, on a royalty basis, with minimum
royalty of $1500 per year. Second party had the

right to cancel on 90 days' notice at the end of any

year of the original or extended term. Second party

had the right to extend the license for the life of the

patent. Second party agreed not to assign the license

or grant a sub-license without the written consent

of first party. [183]
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A. B. and F. W. Cutler personally ceased to manu-

facture the improved Cook grader on transfer of the

assets of the partnership to the corporation but

caused the parts remaining on hand to be manufac-

tured for them subsequently to that date, first by the

Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., and secondly, by the

Food Machinery Corporation. I cannot say how

many were so manufactured. Mr. Van Wyk can tell.

On February 14th, 1930, the partnership ceased

operation because it sold its plant and equipment

with which to manufacture. Remaining on hand at

that time were certain parts of Cook graders which

the contract with Cook gave us the right to manu-

facture and clean up the stock to the extent of 10

machines after discontinuance of our contract with

him. Based on that provision and that right we

caused to have those extra parts manufactured for

us and they were sold to clean out that stock. The

Food Machinery Corporation sold them for us as

our agent. The consideration paid by the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation to the Cutler Manufacturing

Co., Inc., for the assets of that company purchased

by the Food Machinery Corporation was stock of

the Food Machinery Corporation issued to the Cut-

ler Manufacturing Co. Inc., which w^as later dis-

tributed to the stockholders of the Cutler Manufac-

turing Co. Inc., on its dissolution.

On Cross-examination

the witness stated that there were 4 machines manu-

factured after the sale from the Cutler partnership
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to the Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., shipping dates

of which were February 28th, May 24th, Augu.st

]3th and September 10th, 1930.

With reference to notice of transfer from Cutler

Manufacturing Co., partnersliip, to Cutler ^lanu-

facturing Co. Inc. Prior to April 5th, 1930, Mr.

Cook came over to our office, 404 [184] East Mill, I

think around September 1st, 1929, or thereabouts, a

few weeks one way or the other, and stated that he

had heard we were going to sell our business. I

advised him that negotiations wei'e pending at that

time whereby the Cutler Manufacturing Co., part-

nership, might dispose of its assets. Mr. Cook wanted

to know where he stood in the matter with reference

to his contract with the partnership, and I advised

him that the contemplated purchaser might or might

not choose to go on with the—to manufacture Cook

graders, providing Mr. Cook was agreeable to such

a course. And I also recall advising him at that time

that I had received the impression from the contem-

plated purchaser of our business that they probably

would not choose to manufacture another divergent

grader, such as his, because of the fact that they

already had an arrangement with a competitor to

manufacture a machine of that general type. Mr.

Cook stated that he could require a purchaser to

manufacture the Cook grader, and I advised him at

that time that in the event we sold our business to a

third party that we had the right under our contract

to consider that the contract between Cook and our-

.selves was cancelled. Therefore, at that time it was
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clearly brought forth, directly to Mr. Cook, that we

contemplated a sale of our business. Mr. Cook very

emphatically stated that he would not acquiesce

whatsoever to the transfer of the rights imder his

contract Avith us, with the partnership, to a third

party if that party were to manufacture a competing

grader.

With reference to notification of transfer of assets

prior to plaintiff's Exhibit 12—April 5th, 1930. At

the time of the conversation I speak of directly with

Mr. Cook, while the transfer was not an accom-

plished fact at that time, the notification was of the

fact that a transfer and sale of the assets [185] of

the partnership to the Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc.

was clearly and specifically given to Mr. Bristol,

attorney for ]Mr. Cook, during the course of several

hours conversation with Mr. Bristol and myself in

Mr. Bristol's office, Portland, on or about March

17th, as I recall it, or some time in March. In the

course of that several hours conversation with Mr.

Bristol it was repeatedly brought out that the Cutler

Manufacturing Co., partnership, had sold its assets

to the Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., not including

its rights under the contract of May 4th, :I928.

Before the date of the March 29th, 1930, contract

there was a discussion between ourselves and the

representatives of the Food Machinery Corporation

as to whether or not the Cutler Manufacturing Co.

Inc., assets included the Cook contract. This was

had with Mr. Paul Davies, vice president and treas-

urer of the Food Machinery Corporation, who was
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conducting negotiations on })ehalf of tlie Food Ma-

chinery Corporation. I specitically stated to Mr.

Davies that the Cook contract made between Floyd

Cook and F. W. and A. B. Cutler was not included

in the assets of the Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc.,

which I believed to be true. (The foregoing testi-

mon}^ with reference to conversation with Davies

prior to the execution of the March 29th, 1980, con-

tract was taken under the equity rule over the ruling

of the Master and over the objection of attorney for

plaintiff).

Prior to the consummation of the transaction, that

is, the passing of the l)ill of sale, and after the con-

tract of March 29th, 1930, Mr. Davies raised the

point as to whether the assurance I had given him

was sufficient to safeguard the Food Machinery Cor-

poration with respect to passing of this contract and

he desired to have specifically incorporated in the

bill of sale an exception to that effect, which I saw

no objection to, and it was incorporated. [186]

Follo\\dng the notice given by me to Cook and his

attorney of the transfer of the partnership to the

Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., and u]> until July

26th, 1930, we received no notice from ^Er. Cook of

his election to exercise anv option he had, or claimed

to have, under the Cook contract with respect to

requiring the purchaser to take over the obligations

of the contract, or an option to cancel, or any other

option.
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F. W. CUTLER,
on behalf of defendants, testified:

Prior to May 4, 1928, the Cutlers had no con-

tractual relations with any of the defendants named
or any of the corporations who have been named as

having joined in some form or other the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation. We had some discussions with

some of the executives of the John Bean Manufac-

turing Company or the John Bean Spray Pump
Company looking forward to some merger or sale.

We had been approached by them on the subject at

various times. We had offered no encouragement to

the executives of the Bean Spray Pumj) Company
or the John Bean Manufacturing Company prior to

May 4, 1928. There were no pending discussions

with reference to sale or merger at the time of the

May 4, 1928 contract. I had seen Mr. Crummey in

1929 at Salt Lake and each time where we were

approached with the idea that we might join with

them tlie decision had been emphatically negative.

After the May 4th contract Mr. Crummey of the

John Bean Manufacturing Company did at times

approach me particularly sometimes by visit as he

came through Portland, later in 1929 he called me

by telephone. Prior to July 23, 1929, the date of the

first contract, the John Bean Manufacturing Com-

pany made approaches. In May, 1929, as evidenced

by Exhibit 2, approach was made and we declined to

consider any combination or sale. Mr. Crummey
called upon us in Portland on March 18, 1929. The

discussion at that time was largely a pre- [187]
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seiitation on the part of Mr. Cinimmey of the advan-

tages that would accrue to us hy selling our company
to them, .some deal of that kind. Our response to

that was very much negative. There may have l)een

contacts between that and the first day of May hut

I have no recollection of them. On May 28, 1D29,

either my brother or I received a longhand letter

from Mr. Orummey addressed to "My Dear ]\[r.

Cutler"; said letter is defendants' Exhi])it 6. My
reply to that letter was dated June 21, 1929, and is

defendants ' Exhibit 7. My letter of June 21st seemed

to foreclose all possibility of a deal between Cutler

Manufacturing Company and the John Bean Manu-

facturing Company. It was brought ])ack to life

again by Mr. Crummey's persistence. Mr. Crummey
on July 15, 1929 wrote me a letter taking up the

question again. He saw us in Portland after June

21st and on July 15th sent us an air-mail of that

date suggesting their Chief Engineer, Mr. Thomp-

son, was up in this country on a vacation, was going

to be here the first of the following weeks, that he

would like to have Mr. Thompson meet us and at

the same time Mr. Crummey and Mr. Davies would

be glad to come up and wanted us to take dinner

with them here in Portland. On the week prior to

July 15th Mr. Crunnney came into our office in the

afternoon and made an appointment to meet him

again in the evening. My brother and I had dinner

on the East side, we wanted to talk this matter over,

Mr. Crummey went somewhere else and we agreed

to meet him back there at the office at six thirty, at
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that time I became rather inclined to have some

kind of a deal if the consideration was satisfactory,

my brother A. B. was A'ery much opposed to it.

In November, 1929 we got a charter for the cor-

poration Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., and

organized that corporation in the middle of Feb-

ruary, 1930. The principal reason for the incorpora-

tion was in view of the fact that we had four part-

ners [188] in our business ; when we came into 1929

we had an agreement with Mr. Atcheson, whom we

were just taking into our employment, and Mr.

Van Wyk, who had been with us for a number of

years, whereby we agreed that they should have

five per cent of the net profits of each year's busi-

ness not to l)e drawn down in cash but to be set up

as capital in the capital accounts of the company at

the end of each fiscal year; in November, 1929 it

occurred to us we had a two-party partnership trust

agreement when we now had four partners in the

business; that complicated it a good deal and was

the main consideration for incorporating at that

time ; I expected and anticipated a sale to the Food

Machinery Corporation and was getting into hot

water disagTcement and it was quite doubtful in our

minds whether we would go on with it or whether

the other parties would want us to go on with it;

we were getting at loggers heads. So we applied for

a charter before we got too far. There was also a

second possible angle in connection with the Federal

Income tax matters ; those reasons were sufficient to

warrant incorporation; on February 14th we sub-
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scribed for the stock and organized the corporation

and transferred the assets of the partnership to the

corporation; the stock was distributed anionic the

four j)artners in the ratio as aj>reed upon ; on March

29, 1930, no corporate action had l^een taken author-

izing the contract of tliat date nor was there nny

corporate action on the sul)ject of any deal with the

Food Machinery Corporation.

Corporate action of the Cutler Manufacturing

Company was taken at its stockholders and directors

meeting on June 25, 1930. The minutes of the direc-

tors meeting of that date were received in evidence

as defendants' Exhibit 8. The stockholders meeting

of Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., held the

same date w^as received in evidence as defendants'

Exhibit 9. [189]

A catalogue was issued under the name "Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Division of Food Ma-

chinery Corporation" prior to the time that the sale

had been agreed to and approved by Food Machin-

ery Corporation, because we were so confident in

September, 1929, that this arrangement was going

to go through, that we made a public announcement

of it.

Although Food Machinery Corporation did not

take over the Cook patent, it advertised the Cook

Grader, under its own name in 1930, under the ar-

rangement for manufacture and sale of j^arts on

hand, made with A. B. Cutler and myself.
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NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN CUTLERS AND
FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION

PAUL L. DAVIES,
a ^Yitness for defendants, testified

:

I reside at San Jose, California, am vice president

and treasurer of the Food Machinery Corporation,

and have been since October, 1928. At that time that

corporation was known as the John Bean Manu-

facturing Company. It is the same company with

change of name. I was a director of the old Bean

Spray Pump Company which was the antecedent of

the John Bean Maimfacturing Company. The John

Bean Manufacturing Company was organized in

1928 but I had been a director of the Bean Spray

Pump Company for approximately three years

prior to that time. I was familiar with negotiations

which took place between the Food Machinery Cor-

poration and Frank AV. and Asa B. Cutler. I took

active charge of those negotiations on behalf of the

Food Machinery Corporation on July 22, 1929.

There had been approaches on both sides prior to

that time, mostly on the part of the John Bean

Manufacturing Company to see if the Cutlers would

be interested in selling out their business. The Cut-

lers up to that time had stated they would not be

interested. I was there in Portland on July 22,

[190] 1929. I came here for the purpose of negotiat-

ing a deal with the Cutlers. Plaintiff's Exhibit 23

was a memorandum of July 23, 1929 and attempt to

work out the details of sale. It was the crux of the
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whole agreement. We were shown a balance sheet

of the Cutlers of October 31, 1928. We had no other

available. The Cutlers had certain ideas of what

the profits were going to be for 1929 and tlie whole

deal was left for final settlement until the audit

which was called for in that contract which ^^'as to

be as of the end of the fiscal year October 31, 1929.

In the working out of the details there were lots of

discussions back and forth as there always is in

such details but it was all on a good friendly basis.

When w^e drew the memorandum of July 23, 1929

we had about an hour to catch the train and we sat

down and arrived at a general memorandum con-

tract of wdiat our ideas on the subject were. This

contract was never carried out. Following the exe-

cution of this contract on our return to San Jose

we learned of the contract between F. W. Cutler

and Asa B. Cutler on tlie one hand and Floyd J.

Cook on the other, relating to the exclusive license

to the Cutlers to manufacture the Cook graders.

I cannot fix the time of this information. Under

the agreement of July 23rd things went along in

statu quo. My best recollection is that we didn't

go into any details about the closing of the deal

until sometime in September when the close of the

fiscal year was coming up when the Cutlers knew

aboTit how much business they were going to have

for the year and we ])egan discussing the closing of

the deal. The first time we seriously considered the

Cook-Cutler contract was in September. It might
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have been discussed once or twice prior to that time

when Mr. Cutler came to San Jose and it might

have come up in general discussion but I never be-

gan to give it any thought until that time. When it

came [191] up for consideration first of all w^e had a

contract with Charles J. Clear. That contract con-

tained a mininnim royalty clause. We had spent

in the neighborhood of $15,000 in making that ma-

chine a commercial success. I asked our engineers

to make a report on what they felt was the best ma-

chine as between the Clear and the Cook Grader.

They reported they thought the Clear machine was

a much better machine. When the Cook contract

came to my attention there was a clause in the con-

tract that if we had taken over the contract we

couldn't handle any competing machine which

would have meant we would have had to get rid of

the Clear machine. I told Frank Cutler that it

would be impossible for us to give up the Clear

machine and take over the Cook contract. I also

told him there was a possibility that if Mr. Cook

was willing to waive the provision calling for the

exclusive handling by the Food Machinery Cor-

poration that the Cutler division could continue to

handle the Cook and the Bean division could han-

dle the Clear. Subsequent to that time Mr. Cutler

told me that he had talked to Mr. Cook and Mr.

Cook had definitely advised him that the provisions

of the contract had to be enforced. Thereupon I

told Mr. Cutler definitelv that we would not take
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over the Cook contract. 'J'o my ])Ost recollection that

was in the latter part of Octobei-, 1929 wlien he and

Mr. Asa B. Cutler attended the Board meeting in

San Jose. Frank Cutler was elected a director of

th€ Food Machinery Corporation at tliat meeting'

in October, 1929. He did not own any stock in the

corporation at that time. We got light down to busi-

ness when we finally got the audit revealing the re-

sults of the operations and the balance sheet of the

Cutler Manufacturing Company as of October 31,

1929. This was in the latter part of December, 1929,

or the first of January, 1930. Neither the directors

or stockholders of Food Machinery Corporation had

up to that time taken any official action on the

memorandum contract of July 23, [192] 1929 nor

on any revised contract. On March 29, 1930, a sec-

ond contract, Exhibit 13, was signed. This was

signed by the Food Machinery Corporation in tlie

early part of April, 1930, subject to the a])proval

of the Board of Directors. This came ])efore tlie

Board at its meeting on April 28th at whicli I was

present. The Board of Directors approved the

contract. The question of the Cook grader came

into discussion at the April meeting. In all of our

discussions su])sequent to Mr. Cutler's talking the

matter over with Mr. Cook it had been definitely

understood that Food Machinery Corporation would

not take over the Cook contract. In the discussion

before the Board of Directors it was pointed out

that we would not assume the Cook contract, in
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other words, that was not an asset that would be

taken over. This was at the meeting of April 28,

1930. I also told the Directors at that time that in

the final bill of sale transferring the assets that that

would be definitely excluded. This information was

given to the Board prior to the apjDroval of the con-

tract dated March 29, 1930. I think the audit was

available at the April 28tli Board meeting but I

am not sure. Following that meeting around the

middle of June, I couldn't say exactly, we received

the bill of sale. Plaintiff's Exhibit 14 is a copy of

that bill of sale. The Commissioner of Corporations

of the State of California gave his consent and per-

mission to such sale and transfer. The stock was

turned over to the Cutlers subsequent to May 15th.

All papers, including the stock of the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation, was sent to James G. Wilson

for delivery upon the transfer of the bill of sale

and deeds to the property.

On Cross-Examination

the witness testified: I never had any transactions

direct with Mr. Cook. All negotiations were carried

on with Mr. Cook through Mr. Cutler and I have no

in [193] formation as to the information given to

Mr. Cook except tlirough Mr. Cutler reporting de-

tails of the conversation to me. He reported this

when he came down to the Board meeting in Octo-

ber, 1929. So far as I know all of the other assets

of the Cutler Mamifacturing Company aside from
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the Cook contract were taken over by the Food

I

Machinery Corporation, inchiding general good will,

bills receivable, and everything of that kind, both

physical and raw materials on hand and everything

of that sort. We took over the assets of the busi-

ness as called for in the contract as subsequently

ratified.

On Re-direct Examination

the witness testified: We took everything as out-

lined in the bill of sale. We did not take over the

Cook contract.

PAUL VAN WYK,
a witness for defendant, identified as a true account

between the Cutler Manufacturing Company, co-

partnership, and Cutler Manufacturing Co. Inc., a

corporation, with Floyd J. Cook Defendant's Ex-

hibit 3, which was received in evidence and substi-

tuted for Exhibit 2 attached to the answer. A third

check was made of all of the invoice copies in our

files to make sure that every item pertaining to Cook

Graders would be included in the statement. This

check was made both by one of our clerks and my-

self on separate occasions and then the lists com-

pared to make sure that they agreed. The informa-

tion as to royalties was derived from the original

invoices and the amounts due Mr. Cook as com-

missions in the same manner. It is our X3ractice
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when entering invoices in our sales journal to credit

the commission at that time, at the time of the sale

or at the time of the entry, to the agent's account.

This was done in this case besides w^hich w^e went

through the invoice tile to see that none were

omitted. [194]

The statement of evidence set forth in the follow-

ing pages numbered 193 to 226, inclusive, was pre-

pared by attorneys for plaintiff. [195]

In the fruit industry the words "fruit sizer" and

"fruit grader" are used generally as synonymous

terms. The function of a fruit grading machine is to

sort fruit according to sizes to facilitate the work of

the ]3acker in placing only fruit of the same size in

the particular container. (Plaintiff's witness Reter;

Defendant F. W. Cutler).

Prior to 1925 there was no general use of ma-

chines for sizing of pears. (Plaintiff's wdtness

Reter). The pear, particularly of some varieties, is

delicate and bruises easily, even when green. (Plain-

tiff Cook). Growers in the Medford district in Ore-

gon were prejudiced against machines then avail-

able because their use bruised the fruit. (Cook).

Prior to 1925 defendants F. W. Cutler and A. B.

Cutler sold a so-called weight machine, used princi-

pally for apples. Thei-e was likewise a machine

knowm as the "Ideal", and another firm marketed

a divergent rope type sizing machine, but there was
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no sizing machine nsecl generally for pears in the

Medford district (Reter; Plaintiff's witness Kyle;

Plaintiff's witness Edmiston; Cook), and the ma-

chines which were available were not satisfactory

for pears. (Reter; Kyle).

The Cook Grader, as originally conceived and con-

strncted by plaintiff, is described in plaintiff's pat-

ent and was described by witness. It has two paralhd

horizontal slots or tronghs. Between the two

tronghs is a canvas belt, and outside of each and

parallel to the tronghs are canvas belts. The func-

tion of each trough is the same and a description of

one is sufficient. Attached to the two belts on each

side of the trough are flexible canvas aprons which

extend into the trough to the opening in the bottom.

The troughs are open at the bottom, leaving a space

through which the fruit drops in the sizing opera-

tion. One side [196] of the trough is fixed. The

other side is movable and is divided into segments.

Each segment may be moved, by screws, horizontally

in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the

trough. By means of the movable segments the

width of the aperture at the bottom of the trough

may be varied. Thus, the aperture near the feeding

end of the machine may be adjusted at, say, two

inches. The aperture opposite the next segment

may be increased to 2 1/16 inches, and succeeding

segments may be adjusted to increase the aperture

progressively. Fruit to be graded is placed on the

aprons in the trough at the feeding end. It is cai'-

ried along the trough until it reaches a point where
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the width of the aperture equals or exceeds the

diameter of the fruit. At that point the fruit drops

into a bin beneath. By that means, in the example

given, the first bin will receive fruit of a diameter

up to two inches; the next bin will receive fruit

varying from 2 to 2-1/16 inches; the next from

2-1/16 to 2-1/8 inches, and so on. By that means the

fruit is sorted by sizes and the packer working at

a particular bin has available fruit practically uni-

form in size to wrap and place in the shipping con-

tainer. (Reter; Plaintiff's witness J. Cook; Plahi-

tiff Cook).

Plaintiff conducted his business at Medford, Ore-

gon, under the name Cook Manufacturing Com-

pany, of which he was the sole owner. (Cook).

In 1925 plaintiff constructed and sold his first

four machines; and these machines were sold and

used in packing houses in Medford for handling

pears. (Kyle; J. Cook; Edmiston; Cook). The

1925 machines contained some faults in construc-

tion details. The 1926 season w^as devoted to further

experimentation and study, and not more than one

machine was built. (J. Cook; [197] Cook). In

the 1927 season plaintiff constructed and sold eleven

machines. (J. Cook; Cook). In the spring of 1928,

prior to the contract of May 4, 1928, hereinafter re-

ferred to, plaintiff ordered parts and prepared for

construction of 25 machines. (J. Cook; Cook). Ne-

gotiations for sales of some of the 25 were in prog-

ress when plaintiff made his royalty contract of

May 4, and turned his business over to defendants
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F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler. (Cook). Up to

that time plaintiff's sales had been to i)ackers in

the Medford district, but plaintiff was then nego-

tiating for sales, which were later made by defend-

ants, to a California packer, and had inquiries

about his machine from Colorado and Washington.

(Cook).

Plaintiff's machine was adaptable for other fruits

including apricots, peaches and cantaloupe (Cook),

and one witness tells of its use for grading peaches,

on which it was working "very satisfactorily."

(Reter).

At the end of the 1928 season, after sales by de-

fendants, the Medford market was fairly well sup-

plied, but there was still a possibility of sales in

that district, and plaintiff, but for his contract with

defendants, had intended to "branch out, come to

Portland'' and establish his own plant. (C^ook).

Plaintiff's banker, during the period prior to

May 4, 1928, testified that he consulted with plain-

tiff' constantly, that orders as received were dis-

cussed, that the witness was satisfied that the orders

could be filled at a profit to plaintiff, and on the

basis of his information he had extended credit to

plaintiff. Based on his information he concluded that

plaintiff was then "conducting a successful busi-

ness." (Harder).

Plaintiff applied for a patent on his device which

was granted on October 25, 1927, No. 1646951.

(Cook). After plaintiff [198] and defendants, the

Cutler partnership, made the contract of May 4, 1928,

defendants suggested that the claims of the Cook
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patent were too narrow and did not give adequate

protection. At their suggestion plaintiff applied for

a reissue of the patent, which was granted on De-

cember 4, 1928, under Reissue Xo. 17149. (F. W.
Cutler).

One Davidson claimed to be the owner of a Pal-

mer patent and claimed that the Cook Grader in-

fringed his patent. On October 7, 1929. the Cutler

partnership took an assignment from Davidson of

the Palmer patent to protect the Cook patent. (F.

W. Cutler; Defendant A. B. Cutler).

Plaintiff recounted a conversation with F. W.
Cutler, during the negotiations leading up to the

May 4, 1928, contract, as follows

:

''Mr. Cutler asked me if I wanted to sell my
patent, and I said that I didn't think that I

did. He stated to me, as near as I can recall

it—Mr. F. W. Cutler, I believe—that he wished

to fill out his line and take on a grader in the

nature of mine, and that he had looked into

my patent and found the claims were very

limited. He stated that they could use the

Palmer patent and make one similar to mine

to compete with it, but that they would rather

have mine inasmuch as it had been on the

market and advertised and had a reputation.

Whereupon I said that I might consider a

royalty contract, and we started in to discuss-

ing matters of that kind."

There is evidence to the effect that the Cook de-

sign had certain desirable features, not present in
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other types of graders. One type of machine is

known as the divergent type. The fundamentals of

that tyite inehide two horizontal ropes on w^hich the

fruit is carried. The ropes are placed so that they

diverge slightly, being relatively close together at

tlie end where the fruit is received and farther

apart at the far end. [199] Consequently, there is

a constantly increasing space between the ropes. As

the fruit is carried along it drops between the ropes

when it reaches a point wdiere the space betw^een

the ropes exceeds the diameter of the fruit. (Refer;

Edmiston; Cook).

Witness Reter compared the Cook machine with

those of other types in the following language:

''Now with the ordinary divergent type or

other types of machines, or the weight machine,

for that matter, that had existed up to that

time, necessarily the bins that were arranged

for those three preponderant sizes would be

overflowing, while the other bins would not have

anywhere near their capacity, and with the

Cook machine, by carefully calipering your dia-

meters you could so graduate that as to spread

them more thoroughly and get more capacity

out of the machine than any other machine that

I have ever had any contact with, and that was

caused by being able to adjust these individual

slides to a very fine point.''

''Well, with the Cook machine you get an

absolutely positive size to each bin, and with

the distributor you don't get a positive size to
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each bin—you are not apt to. You can if it is

carefully worked; it may be that you will get

it; but the possibilities are that you won't."

Another witness testified to similar effect. (J.

Cook). And a further witness used this language:

"The advantage of the (^ook machine over

that (divergent rope type) is that you can see

that a divergent rope got gradually wider at all

times. These ropes started out narrow at the

end where the fruit was taken on and got gra-

dually wider. Now in the Cook machine you

could regulate each bin you could drop for;

that is, you could regulate each bin, whereas

you could not in the rope grader." (Edmiston).

By adjustment of the Cook machine it could be

made into a divergent type. (Reter).

Plaintiff compared the two types as follows:

"The Original Cook Grader with the sizing

bars adjusted laterally under the apron per-

mitted [200] of a definite size in each bin, if so

required. Any diverging principle does not

permit of an immediate change in size from

one bin to another. You cannot spring a piece

of metal or wood sufficiently quick enough to

immediately get your size from one bin to the

other. That was the basis and the principle on

which I received my patent. I could accom-

plish the same result as on the Clear machine

(hereinafter referred to, a machine manufac-

tured hy defendant Food Machinery Corpora-
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tion), or on any other machine, and, in addi-

tion, I could break my sizes immediately be-

tween one bin and another, whether it was a

quarter of an inch or an inch; I could jump

from two inches to three inches in tlie next bin,

practically."

Plaintiff made no substantial changes in the de-

sign of the grader, as originally conceived and

manufactured by him from 1925 to 1928, and de-

fendants, the Cutler partners, continued to

manufacture that so-called Original Cook Grader

throughout the 1928 season. Defendants made the

Original (^ook Grader until October 1, 1928. (F. W.
Cutler).

Plaintiif 's witness Refer stated that the machine

had never given trouble in his plant and that he

considers it ''a very efficient machine". He first

saw the Cook machine operating in July, 1927. He
stated, ''I ordered two of them and they were satis-

factory, and the following year I wanted two

more. '

'

Plaintiff's witness Kyle testified that his company

purchased two machines in 1925, that in 1928 he

sold those two and bought three new Original Cooks,

that the two first purchased were used continuously

for three reasons, and that in 1929 he tried to get

another Original (^ook, but because it was not then

being made, he purchased a Clear machine. Based

on his use of the Original Cook he stated:

''We have been satisfied with the results that

we have gotten from the Cook. In fact, we are

pleased." [201]
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Plaintiff's witness J. Cook, who assisted in the

manufacture of the Original Cooks and who con-

tinued on as an employee of the defendants, the

Cutler partnership, to service machines, commented

on the operation of the machine as follows:

"Well, most of them the trouble was that

people would not take care of their slides, would

not set them right, adjust them to the size

fruits, one thing and another like that . . .

they was likely to get their guides out of line,

the slides out of line and get them closer in so

as to crowd the fruit out of place . . . and

that would cause them to pinch the fruit lots of

times. . . . There wasn't a thing wrong with

it (the machine). It done good, accurate work

if it was set accurate."

Plaintiff's witness Edmiston, whose company pur-

chased plaintiff's first machine, stated that "the

Original Cook will do very excellent work when it

is properly operated" and that it worked "as satis-

factorily as it was claimed it would". He added,

"* * * I would say those machines never

were satisfactory, because they were too expen-

sive to operate, in my judgment."

One criticism made of the Original Cook was that

it made it possible for persons packing from bins

to "hog" fruit. The packers are paid on a piece

work basis, and it is to their advantage to get as

much fruit as possible in the bin at which they work.

By a change in tlie adjustment of their individual
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slide to widen tlie slot more fruit is deposited in

that bin. Tliis improper adjustment of one segment

may cause jamming of fruit at the beginning of the

next segment. (Reter; J. Cook; Edmiston). The

Master asked plaintiff's witness Edmiston if the

use of an adjusting screw, operable only with a

master key, would not obviate the defect, and the

witness stated that it [202] would.

Prior to 1927 fruit washers were not generally

used, but in that season they came into general use

in the Medford district. (F. W. Cutler; Cook).

In the washer the fruit is dipped in an acid solu-

tion, then passed through rinsing water, and then

pasised through a drier. The rinsing does not re-

move all trees of acid, and the drier does not re-

move all moisture. The result is that fruit passing

from the washer to the grader carries over moisture

containing some acid. (Reter; Edmiston; F. W.
Cutler).

With the Original Cook Grader the fruit would

gradually get the aprons wet. This had two effects.

The acid solution tended to rot the aprons (J. Cook;

Edmiston; F. W. Cutler), and the wetting of the

aprons only, without wetting the canvas belts, caused

the aprons to shrink and become a different length

from that of the belts to which they were attached.

This in turn caused some trouble because the belts

tended to run untrue and tended to come oft' the

pulleys. (F. W. Cutler; Edmiston; Cook).

Plaintiff's witness Reter stated that he avoided

this problem by the use of acid resistant oil on the

canvases, and had no operating difficulties because
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of the use of washers. "Canvases had to be renewed

about once every two years." Plaintiff's witness

Edmiston likewise used oil, but, as he stated,

'

' It didn 't entirely solve the pro]3leni ; it went

a long way; * * * It probably reduced our

cost of replacing belts, * * ^ oh, a great deal

more than half."

Plaintiff's witness Reter stated, [203]

"Well, there has been an occasional time

w^hen the belt has run a little sideways, or slip-

ped, * * * in two seasons' operations we haven't

had one five minutes shutdown of any kind."

Plaintiff's witness Edmiston stated that the

wooden guides, when made with soft wood, alter-

nately wet and dry, sometimes splintered and caught

and tore the canvases; but no such trouble was en-

countered from guides made of hardwood. Plaintiff

testified,

"Occasionally somebody would jinnny one

of the slides up and rip one of those aprons

off, . .
."

Defendant F. AY. Cutler stated that the canvases

were "flimsy" and were frequently ripped, and

tended to run off the pulleys.

Defendants F. W. Cutler and A. B. Cutler oper-

ated under the name of Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, a copartnership. In November, 1929, Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc., was incorporated.

In February, 1930, the partners transferred the

lousiness to the newly formed corporation. (F. W.

Cutler).
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The partnership and its successor did a general

business of manufacture and sale of fruit handling

luacliinery. Their products included a wide variety

of machinery other than Cook Graders. As stated

by plaintiff, the C'Utlers, in general conversations

with him, stated that they, the Cutlers, "were

dominating things in the fruit machinery produc-

tion in this territory". Likewise, plaintiff refers to

"the ability and the fine organization, far flung

sales organization" of the (hitlers.

In May, 1929, a Mr. Crummey, of John Bean

Manufacturing Company, in a letter urging a

merger of the Bean and Cutler [204] interests,

refers to the "wide experience" of the Cutlers in

the fruit machinery business.

The Cutler catalogue, issued in 1929, on the title

page recites:

"17 years continuous exxDerience in the manu-

facture of fruit equipment."

Following those words is a map with lines pointing

to Russia, Australia, Tasmania, New^ Zealand, Eng-

land, Holland, Switzerland and South Africa. Then

follows the statement:

"The sun never sets on Cutler Graders."

In June, 1928, defendant partners published 1000

copies of a pamphlet advertising the Original Cook

Grader, wdiich were distributed to agents and pros-

pective customers "where we thought the C^ook

could be sold". (A. B. Cutler).
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The ImproA'ed Cook was shown in the defendants'

1929 catalogue along with other lines of machinery

then being made, and likewise in the 1930 catalogue

issued by "Cutler Manufacturing Company—Div-

ision Food Machinery Corporation".

With respect to their efforts to sell Cook Graders,

defendant F. W. Cutler said:

"There was no favoritism shown as between

our own equipment and the Cook. We pressed

sales of Cook machines just as hard as we

pressed our own. We advertised them to the

same extent. We had just as much at stake."

Fruit machinery business is seasonal. Manufac-

turers have to prepare for sales prior to the actual

fruit season. Parts have to be acquired in advance.

Cook machines were handled that way, "the same

way we did the rest of our equipment". The fruit

[205] machinery sales occur largely in "June, July

and August; mainly in July and August". Ma-

terials for machines must be acquired, in most in-

stances, in advance of orders for the machines.

Between May 4, 1928, and May 27, 1929, defend-

ant partners expended $5,639.71 for the single item

of lal)or, in their efforts to develop and improve the

Cook Grader and put it on the market. Adding

60%, a conservative estimate, for factor}^ overhead,

the cost would amount to $9,023.54. In addition,

there was a cost of material for which no record

was kept. Likewise, there was expense for service

men in the field servicing Cook Graders. (F. W.

Cutler).
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At the end of the 1928 season, in October of that

year, the Cutler partnership ceased to manufacture

and distribute the Original Cook Grader and began

the experimental work which resulted in a grader

of altered design which came to be known as the

Improved (^ook Grader. (A. B. (hitler; F. W.
Cutler).

Late that year their California agent suggested

to them that there was a profitable field in the citrus

fruit industry for sizing of lemons. Up to that time

no machine had been used successfully for sizing

lemons. (F. W. (Hitler).

Defendant F. W. Cutler stated that the two rea-

sons for the change in design were, first, to adapt

the machines to lemons, and second, to overcome

operating defects in the Original Cook arising from

the action of acid, incident to washing, on the

canvas aprons. Of the two, the possibility of enter-

ing the lemon field was the "principal reason".

The design was altered in five principal respects.

In the first place, the wooden parts were replaced

with metal construction. Secondly, the canvas belt

and aprons were replaced hy metallic link chains

and rubberized canvas respectively. Thirdly, the

troughs through which the fruit moved were made

[206] substantially steeper. Fourthly, a ripple

device was placed on the side of the trough to move
the fruit into a position so that the long axis would

be parallel to the center line of the trough. Lastl>',

the means of adjusting the mova])le segment of the

trough was changed. In the Original Cook the
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guide, or movable segment, was constructed to move

horizontally in and out in a direction perpendicular

to the length of the trough. In the Improved Cook

the movable segment was fixed on an axis at the

upper edge, and the width of the aperture in the

trough was varied by rotating the movable segment

on that axis. (F. W. Cutler; Cook).

The rippling device consisted of small half-round

strips of metal fixed on the sides of the trough. As

the fruit was carried along the trough on the aprons

it would encounter these slight obstructions under

the apron and would tend to be moved into a posi-

tion such that the long axis of the fruit would be

parallel to the center line of the trough. (F. W.
Cutler).

The experiments were being carried out in de-

fendants' factory in Portland. (F. W. Cutler). De-

fendants A. B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler testified

that late in 1928 plaintiff called at their plant and

the machine in its then present stage was shown to

him. Plaintiff* testified that he did not see the

new machine until February, 1929. When plaintiff

saw the machine he indicated that he was satisfied

witli the change in design. (A. B. Cutler; F. W.
(^utlcr; Cook).

The first Improved Cook was shipped on Decem-

ber 24, 1928, to Whittier, California (F. W. (Hitler;

Defendants' witness Van Wyk), and was put in

service for sizing lemons. Representatives of the

defendants superintended the installation and

stayed on and observed the machine in operation.
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The performance [207] of tlie machine for that piir-

])08e, after some changes made at the time of in-

stallation, was entirely satisfactory. (F. W. Cutler).

In defendants' catalogues advertising the Im-

proved Cook, issued first in April, 1929 (A. B.

Cutler), it is said:

"After an entirely successful use of the Cook

Grader in the field for three years, we have

taken on the manufacture and sale of this

highly satisfactory machine. We have added

many improvements which put the (^ook Grader

in a class by itself for the efficient sorting of

pears, peaches, plums, apricots, lemons and

oranges.

On a subsequent page of the same catalogue undej*

a heading, "The Cook Grader for sorting and sizing

lemons," it is stated:

"Lemons are a tender fruit and require very

careful handling if injury is to be avoided.

Previous to the use of the Cook Grader in the

sorting and sizing of lemons, this fruit had

been handled oidy on shallow trays, from which

the lemons were sorted and sized by slow and

costly hand methods. It had JDecome generally

considered that lemons could not ])e handled

by machines, but the Cook Grader has success-

fully met all the exacting requirements.

"Handles lemons without injury or bruising.

"Sizes lemons very satisfactorily.

"Will make a saving over hand methods of

$25.00 to $30.00 a carload.
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''Only machine on the market for sizing and

sorting lemons.

''The Cook Grader succeeded where other

machines failed." (Plaintiff's Exhibit 30, cata-

logue under name of "Cutler Manufacturing

Company'').

The same language is repeated in plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 10, a catalogue issued in May, 1930, under the

name "Cutler Manufacturing Company—Division

Food Machinery Corporation". [208] (A. B.

Cutler).

In the 1928 season defendants sold the Original

Cook Grader. During that season they sold 28

graders, of which 15 were delivered to users in the

Medford district in Oregon, 6 to the Hood River

district in Oregon, 2 to California, and 5 to Wash-

ington. (Defendants' Exhibit 3, Schedule A).

After the end of the 1928 season, up to May 1,

1929, defendants sold 5 improved Cooks, all to users

engaged in the citrus fruit business in California.

(Defendants' Exhibit 3, Schedule A). The exhibit

shows six sales, but one sale there shown is errone-

ously listed as a grader. (Van Wyk).
Between May 1, 1929, and December 31, 1929,

defendants sold 16 Improved Cooks, distributed as

follows: 2 to Medford, Oregon; 1 to Hood River,

Oregon; 2 to California; 4 to Washington; 4 to

Buenos Aires, South America; and 3 to Capetown,

South Africa. (Defendants' Exhibit 3, Schedule

C). The Capetown sales were to a machinery dealer,

rather than to a user. (Van Wyk).
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After January 1, U):](), defendants sold (> Im-

l)roved Cooks, 2 to California in January, 19.']0, 1

to California in February, 1 to Idaho in May, 1 to

Hood River, Oregon, in August, and the tinal sale

of 1 to Hood River in September. (Defendants'

Exhibit 3, Schedule D).

The identical machine developed for lemons as

the Improved C^ook was thereafter used for pears.

(A. B. (^utler). As stated by defendant F. W.
Cutler:

"It was assumed on our part that, of course,

if they (the Improved Cook) worked so satis-

factorily in the field with lemons they would

work on pears. But much to our surx)rise, when

we got the first machine in operation in Med-

ford, we found that a different condition pre-

sented itself with pears than with lemons. We
apparently had overlooked the fact that pears

are [209] much heavier than lemons and aver-

age much bigger. . . . But with the pears we

found that in the large sizes especially, with the

trough as we had it, steep at that time and

hinged at the top and pulling away, . . . that

the weight of that pear caused a lag or friction

of the rubberized curtain at its lower edge

where the pear contacted, . . . and . . . produced

a tendency to draw that curtain, and occasion-

ally a pear would be left high and dr\-, ... on

the bare rails, the curtain having pulled it from

underneath, it flipped it over, and there would

lie the pear bare on the rail, and the curtains
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when coming out would pass over on top of

that obstruction, and other pears coming along

would cause a jam. That led to troubles in the

curtains, and that led to trouble wdth the chain

on those particular machines."

He stated further that his principal efforts at that

time were to "see them (the users) through their

season" and,

".
. . we were accorded the privilege of revising

those machines at the end of the season. We
corrected the troubles by putting in a different

type of trough less steep, and one which did

not swing away as illustrated here in the ex-

hibit, creating a steeper trough in the larger

sizes, l)ut one which pulled back, more or less

the same idea as used on the original Cook,

. . . We have never had any of that trouble at

all on the lemon machines in California. Con-

ditions apparently are different. All the later

machines after 1930 were made of the same

type as the machines in Medford were altered."

Plaintiff's witness White described the action of

the Improved Cook as first used for pears, in the

following language

:

"Well, in the deeper trough the fruit had

more of a tendency to get under the belt. The

curtains worked over the tojo of the fruit."

As a result the belts "tangled" and were thrown

off the sprockets, and thereby the curtains were torn

from the chains. The deep trough had to be changed.
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Defendants' service men endeavored to obviate the

difficulties, but the defects were not entirely [210]

remedied before the 1930 season.

]?laintiif 's witness Edmiston stated that wlien the

Improved Cook began to be used for pears it was

quickly found that the trough was too steep and

caused pears to wedge. It caused a "great deal of

trouble'' in the 1929 season, and was "very unsuc-

cessful''. The machine was altered by defendants

at their own expense in the spring of 1930. As so

altered, the machine is "very umch" ])etter tlian

the Original Cook. The new machine is less expen-

sive to operate, it has greater capacity, the rippling

process is satisfactory, and with more bins the new

machine can be adjusted more finely.

Plaintiff, in his comments on the design of the

Improved Cook as first used for ]oears, spoke parti-

cularly of the fact that the movable segment was

hinged so that the lower end moved in an arc. As a

consequence the two lower edges of the trough were

not upon the same level. Fruit passing down the

trough became "lopsided", which caused jamming.

When the Cutler partnership, A. B. Cutler and

F. W. Cutler, transferred the partnership assets to

the (Hitler corporation on February 14, 1930, the

partners, as such, ceased to manufacture and dis-

tribute Cook Graders. (F. W. Cutler). However,

as stated by F. W. Cutler, the partners thereafter

caused their successors, the (\itler corporation and

Food Machinery Corporation, to assemble and sell

the (^ook Grader parts on hand on that date. The

same witness stated:
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''On February 14tli the partnership ceased

operations; February 14th, 1930, the partner-

ship as it had been operating in the past ceased

operation because it sold its plant and equip-

ment ^Yith which to manufacture. Remaining

on hand at that time were certain parts of

Cook Graders, which the contract with Mr.

Floyd Cook gave us the right to manufacture

[211] and clean up the stock to the extent of

ten machines after discontinuance of our con-

tract with him. Based on that provision and

that right we caused to have those extra parts

manufactured for us and they were sold to clean

out that stock."

Tlie Cutler Corporation manufactured no Cook

Graders after June 30, 1930. (F. W. Cutler).

The efforts of defendants, the partnership, to

market Cook Graders continued throughout 1929,

and in January and a part of February, 1930.

Thereafter the efforts of the successors of the part-

nership continued to dispose of the parts on hand

received from the partnership. (F. W. Cutler).

The sales of Cook Graders actually made in 1930

were described in detail by defendants' witness

Van Wyk. The sales are tabulated in defendants'

Exhilnt 3, and were as follows

:
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Date
Shipped Purchaser Address

No. of
Graders

1!)30

Jan. ]1, Oxnard Citrus Assn. Hueneme, California 2

Feb. 2S, ( 'rocker-Sperry Santa Barbara, Calif. 1

May 24, Riverside Orchard Co. Lewistou, Idaho 1

Aug. 13, Duckwall liros. Hood River, Oregon 1

Sept. 10, Apple Growers' A.ssn. Ilood River, Oregon 1

Total 6

Defendants' Exhibit 3, witness A'an Wyk, shows

defendants' accounting of royalties and commis-

sions earned by and paid to jolaintiff during the

jjeriods covered thereby. The data therein shown

is summarized as follows:

Schedule A—Royalty Statement on sales of Cook

Graders May 1, 1928, to April 30, 1929.

1. Number of graders sold 34

2. Total amount of sales, $28,500.60

3. Deductions for material other than

graders included in sale (detailed

in Schedule E), 2,312.60

[212]

4. Gross sale after deduction, $26,188.00

5. Special discounts granted to certain

buyers, 197.85

6. Net sales after discounts, 25,990.15

7. 10% Royalty, 2,599.01

Schedule B—Commissions on sales Medford J)is-

trict—Year 1928.

1. Total sale price Cook Graders, sold, $16,189.00

2. Conmiissions earned on (1), 1,965.22

3. Total sale price of equipment other than

Cook Graders and attachments, 8,300.30

4. Commissions on (3'), 1.245.04
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Ill the foregoing summary item (3) includes tlie

sale i^rice only of equipment, other than Cook

Graders and attachments, actually sold by plaintiff

under defendants' contention that the so-called

'^outside contract" did not contemplate payment of

commissions to plaintiff: on any sales other than

those actually made by plaintiff. It does not in-

clude sales in the Medford district in 1928 where

defendants' records do not show that plaintiff, as

salesman, actually negotiated the sale. (Van Wyk).

The Master found (and no exception was taken

thereto) that additional royalties should be credited

To plaintiff' for royalties for graders sold in 1928, in

addition to those shown in Schedule A, as follows

:

Invoice Customer Additional Rovaltv

9464 Kleinsorge $ 29.94

9502 Piimacle Packing Co. 28.50

9583 Kleinsorge 29.25

10024 Apple Growers Assn.

Total

14.50

$102.19 [213]

Schedule C—Royalty Statement on sales of Cook

Graders May 1, 1929, to December 31, 1929.

1. Xumber of graders sold. 16

2. Total amount of sales. $20,347.03

3. Deductions for material other than

graders included in sale (See

Schedule E), 3,373.53

4. Gross sale after deductions, 16,973.50

5. Special discounts granted to certain

buyers, 985.02

6. Xet sales after discoimts, 15,988.48

7. 10% Royalty, 1,598.85
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Selicclule D—Royalty Statement on sales of Cook

Graders, 1930.

1. ^'limber of graders sold, 6

2. Total amount of sales, $10,137.30

3. 1 )ediictions for materials other than

graders included in sale (See

Schedule E), 1,907.80

4. Gross sale after deduction, 8,229.50

5. Special discounts granted certain buyers, 137.87

6. Net sales after discounts, 8,091.63

7. 10% Royalty, 809.16

The Master found (and no exception was taken

thereto) that additional royalties should be credited

to plaintiff for royalties on graders sold during the

period from May 1, 1929, to the end of the period

covered by defendants' sales, in the amount of

$15.00, being two items of $7.50 each.

Defendants' Exhibit 3, page 1, likewise shows

payments made by defendants to plaintiff, classified

l\v witness Van Wyk, who presented the exhibit, as

follows: [214]
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Under Outside of Grand

Date Contract Contract Total

1928

June 5, $ 300.00

30, 300.00

July 5, $ 8.66

17, 8.28

Aug. 1, 300.00

31, 1,000.00

31, 300.00

Oct. 1, 300.00

31, 300.00

Dec. 1, 300.00

24, 1,909.94 224.88

1929

Jau. 2, 300.00

Feb. 1, 300.00

Mar. 1, 300.00

Apr. 1, 300.00

May 1, 300.00

Feb. 25, 3.22

Sub-total $5,509.94 $1,245.04 $6,754.98

1930

Jan. 27, 1,818.50

July 9, 465.46

9, 465.47

Sub-total $2,749.43 $2,749.43

Grand total $8,259.37 $1,245.04 $9,504.41
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Tlie item of $3.22 on Feljriiary 25, 1929, was a

charge for freight on material ordered ])y plaintiff

for a customer, and refused by the customer. (Van

Wyk). The Master found that that was an im-

proper charge against plaintiff, and no exception

to that finding was made by any of the parties.

Plaintiff's Exhibit 60, witness Wright, is a tal)u-

lation made by the witness from the records of de-

fendants, the partners, and Cutler corporation.

(Wright). Included therein is the data relating

to sales by defendant partnership in the [215] Med-

ford district in 1928 of material other than Cook

Graders and attachments. Sales of materials shown

therein, but not included in the tabulations of de-

fendants' Exhibit 3, are as set forth in the Master's

Report, and Exhibit B thereto.

Between May 4, 1928, and December 24, 1928,

sales by the defendants, the partners, of Cook

Graders in all territories, of Cook Graders and at-

tachments in the Medford district only, and of ma-

terial other than Cook Graders and attachments

in the Medford district only, were as follows:
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Between 5/4 Between 5/4
and 8/31/28 and 12/24/28

1. Sales of Cook Graders in all terri-

tories on which 10% royalty was

due (Defendants' Exhibit 3, Sched-

ule A), $18,711.75 $19,584.15

2. 10% royalty on total Item (1) 1,871.17 1,958.41

3. Sales of Cook Graders and attach-

ments in Medford district only on

which defendants were to pay com-

mission (Defendants' Exhibit 3,

Schedule A), 16,189.00 16,189.00

4. Commission due on Item (3) Per

Defendants' Exhibit 3, Schedule A, 1,965.22 1,965.22

5. Sales of material in Medford dis-

trict other than Cook Graders and

attachments, upon which commis-

sions were due, as shown in Defend-

ants' Exhibit 3, Schedule A, 8,300.30 8,300.30

6. Commissions due on Item (5) per

Defendants' Exhibit 3, Schedule A, 1,245.04 1,245.04

7. Sales of material in ]\Iedford dis-

trict other than Cook Graders, not

included in Defendants' Exhibit 3,

but shown in Plaintiff's Exhibit 60, 1,552.90 2,133.56

8. 15% of Item (7), 232.94 320.03

On August 31, 1928, defendant partners paid

plaintiff $1,000.00. This payment is sho^\^l in de-

fendants' Exhibit 3 as [216] a payment on com-

missions due on sales of material other than C^ook

Graders and attachments in the Medford district.

The occasion for this payment of $1,000.00 was

described by defendants' witness Van Wyk, as

follows

:
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'^Q What was that $1000.00 for?

A. That was an advance on commissions.

Q. C^ommisisons only, or commissions and

]o.yalties?

A. At tliat time it was given for connnissions

only."

''Yes, I remember Mr. C^ook asking whether

he could not have a settlement on his com-

mission account, and I informed him at the

time that it was difficult during our rush season

to get up a detail, but that according to our

records he possibly was entitled to an advance

of somewhere around a thousand dollars, which

was given to him at that time, covered by our

check A-2008 on August 31st."

'^Q.
. . . A¥as that (the $1000.00 payment) on

the basis of something earned, or an advance?

A. That w^as an advance."

"The check was issued as an advance on com-

missions which we considered due Mr. Cook at

the time."

Plaintiff testified as to the occasion for the pay-

ment as follows:

"Q. Now, as I understand it, that had noth-

ing to do with the royalty part of the business,

but had sole reference to this sales commission

of fifteen percent? . . .

A. It was a payment on account of what they

owed me at that time.

Q. Of all items of every nature ; is that what

you mean?
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A. Yes, sir; whatever I had coming to me;

that was a payment on account of whatever I

might have had coming to me at that time."

On December 24, 1928, defendant partners paid

plaintiff [217] $2,134.82 in a single check, which is

distributed in defendants' Exhibit 3 as $1,909.94 on

]*oyalties and commissions due under the written

contract of May 5, 1928, and $224.88 on commissions

due outside of the written contract. This payment

was explained by defendants' witness Van Wyk
as follows:

"Q. . . . under date of December 24th you

have a check, apparently one check, covering

two amounts, $1909.94 in the column 'Under

Contract' and $224.88 in the column 'Outside

of Contract'. What was this 'Outside of Con-

tract' item for? . . .

A. It was payment for commissions and

royalties, as I remember it.

Q. Well, that is, the whole check was ?

A. Yes, it was merely divided up as a matter

of segregating the commissions from the

royalties. . . .

A. In making up this statement I attempted

to segregate the roj^alties from the commissions,

and therefore made these two headings, one

'Under Contract' and the other 'Outside of

Contract.'
"

Plaintiff's witness Refer discussed the extent to

which Pacific Coast fruit districts are supplied
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with sizers. In the Meclford district in Oregon there

is still one house that sorts by hand, but he could

name no houses in the Hood River district in Ore-

gon or the Wenatchee district in Washington that

were not equipped with sizers. In those (California

districts devoted exclusively to pears "there is still

a volume of fruit packed without any sizing equip-

ment". In 1928, 1929 and 1930 there should have

l^een a good market for machines to size lemons,

because up to that time the universal practice had

been to size by hand.

In 1928 it was not customary to use sizers for

pears [218] in the Wenatchee and Yakima districts

in Washington. (Cook).

Defendant F. W. Cutler stated that the three

factors which determine the market for fruit ma-

chinery are the size of the crop, the financial con-

dition of prospective j^urchasers, and the degree of

saturation of the market. The year 1930 was a dis-

astrous one financially in the pear districts. In 1931

the pear crop was small, but the return w^as "fairly

advantageous compared with other fruit". In Hood
River they had "only a fairly good crop and fairly

good prices". The financial conditions of the fruit

grower indirectly affect the ability of the packer to

purchase machinery.

Defendants' witness Van Wyk stated that, as

sales manager for defendants, he did not notice a

shortage of cash available for equipment prior to

1930, "but during 1930 we ran into it". Sales had

to be made on easier terms. The vear 1931 was
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worse than 1930. On the Pacific Coast fresh fruit

is not yet all sized by machine. "No, indeed not.

Similar to apples, a great deal of it is still done by

the packer himself or herself. ... It is done by

eye." In the Yakima district a considerable num-

ber of sorting belts, as distinguished from sizing

machines, are used for both apples and pears. East

of the Rocky Mountains, pears are usually packed

loose. Some sizing may be done, but machines are

not used.

Defendants' witness Van Wyk presented defend-

ants' Exhibit 10, containing two graphs of sales by

the Stebler-Parker Company, Sprague-Sells Com-

pany, John Bean Manufacturing Company and

Cutler Manufacturing Comj^any, four of the con-

stituent divisions of Food Machinery (Corporation.

The data shown therein covers only sales of

machines for grading pears. No manufacturers in

the United States, other than the four [219] named,

manufacture a pear grader. The data shown in the

graphs, reduced to tabular form, is as follows:

Pear Grader Sales (Dollars)

Year
Total Sales

Four Companies
Total Sales

Cutler

Total Sales
Three Companies

(Exhibit of
Cutler)

1925 $ 6750 $ 6750

1926 12075 12075

1927 30417 30417

1928 47445 $19585 27860

1929 36808 22393 14415

1930 18416 8091 10325

1931 21660 21660
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Pear Grader Sales (Numbers of Machines)

Year
Tc

Four
)tal Sales
Companies

Total Sales
Cutler

Total Sales
Three Companies

(Exhibit of
Cutler)

1925 25 25

1926 45 45

1927 122 122

1928 107 28 79

1929 42 22 20

1930 26 6 20

1931 20 20

Cutler Manufacturing (^ompany manufactured

and sold no pear grader prior to the commence-

ment of manufacture and sale of the Cook Grader

in 1928 (A. B. Cutler), and sold no pear grading

machine after 1930. (Van Wyk).
Plaintiff's Exhibit 24 is a statement made by

Jolm Bean Manufacturing Company, a division of

defendant Food Machinery Corporation, showing

sales of "Clear" V-type sizers by that division as

follows (F. W. (\itler) :

From To Number I^iice

Feb. 28, 1929 March 29, 1930 12 $12,450.00

Mar. 30,1930 June 25,1930 4 5,400.00

June 26,1930 Oct. 31,1931 14 19,960.00

Total 30 $37,900.00

[220]

Plaintiff's Exhibit 25 is a statement l)y Citrus

Machinery Co. (by Fred Stebler), likewise a di^•i-

sion of Food Machinery Corporation, showing sales
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of "Clear" V-type sizers by that division as fol-

lows (F. W. Cutler) :

From To Number Price

Feb. 28, 1929 March 29, 1930

Mar. 30, 1930 June 25, 1930 4 $ 2,530.00

June 26, 1930 Oct. 31, 1931 25 17,887.12

Total 29 $20,417.12

The Citrus Machinery Company is listed in

Plaintiff's Exhibit 17 (an article announcing the

proposed merger which later became Food Ma-

chinery Corporation) as Florida Citrus Machinery
( ^ompany.

Defendants' Exhibit 6, a letter written by one

Crummey, of John Bean Company, to defendant

F. W. Cutler, on May 28, 1928, urging the (hitlers

to merge with the Bean Company, says in part:

"After our dinner to the citrus industry in

Los Angeles next Wednesday Mr. Stebler and

I expect to visit the citrus districts in Texas

and Florida. I feel sure that together we will

render a greatly improved service over any-

thing heretofore known to the citrus industry."

Plaintiff's Avitness Newman, agricultural statis-

tician. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United

States Department of Agriculture, gave figures

from the department year book. Crops and Markets,

for production of pears, as follows

:
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1928 1020 10:](J 1931

Production, bushels (000 omitted)

Oregon 2,700 2,750 3,200 1,955

Washington 3,700 3,322 4,463 3,650

California 9,355 7,017 11,334(1) 8,917(1)

[221]

1028 1020 ]!)3() 1931

Carload shipments, b.y years beginning July 1

Oregon M37 4^211 5,116 2,678(2)

Washington 5,686 4,035 6,157 4,457(2)

California

:

Northern Division 8,044 6,936 9,711

Central & Southern Division 2,959 2,529 3,780 2,213(2) (3)

(1) Includes some quantities not marketed on account of market condition

as follows : 1930—1,292 ; 1931—458.

(2) 1031 carload figures only July 1, 1931, to January 1, 1932.

(3) Includes only central division.

C'arload data do not differentiate between boxed

fruit and shipments to canneries, and to extent that

some pears may be shipped twice, there are dup-

lications.

The pear season in the Medford district begins

about August first. (Kyle). The pear season on the

Pacific Coast ends about October 1st. The lemon

season is December and January. (F. W. Cut-

ler). [222]

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the foregoing

statement of evidence is hereby allowed and ap-

proved and declared that the same contains a state-

ment of all of the evidence in said cause bearing

the questions involved in the appeal in this cause,

that said portions of said evidence which are repro-
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ducecl in the exact words of the witnesses are so

produced at the request of one or the other of the

parties to said cause and by direction of the Court

in order to properly present the effect thereof. The

said statement of the evidence is hereby ordered

filed as a statement of the evidence to be included in

the record on appeal in the above entitled cause as

provided in Paragraph (b) of Equity Rule 75.

Done and dated in open Court this 21st day of

March, 1934.

JOHN H. McNARY,
United States District Judge for

the District of Oregon.

To the Judge of the above entitled Court:

The undersigned, solicitors for the plaintiff in

the above entitled cause, hereby certify that the

foregoing statement of evidence contains all amend-

ments and additions to the form of statement of

evidence prepared by the defendants and ap-

pellants, and said plaintiff hereby waives additional

time to file objections, amendments or requests for

additional parts of the record to be made a part

of said statement and consents that the Court may
certify said statement at any time after the pre-

sentation thereof to him for certification, without

awaiting the time provided by rule of Court.

CAREY, HART, SPENCER & McCULLOCH,
Solicitors for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed] : Filed March 21, 1934. [223]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 16th day

of March, 1934, there was duly filed in said Court,

a Petition for Appeal, in w^ords and figures as fol-

lows, to wit: [139]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PETITION ON APPEAL.

Come now defendants Asa B. Cutler and Frank

W. Cutler, co-partners doing business under the

name of Cutler Manufacturing Co., Cutler Manu-

facturing Company, Inc., an Oregon corporation,

and Food Machinery Corporation, a Delaware cor-

poration, defendants in the above entitled cause,

and conceiving themselves to be aggrieved by the

decree of the above entitled Court, made and en-

tered in the above entitled cause on the 20th day

of December, 1933, do and each of them does hereby

ajDpeal from said decree so entered herein and from

the whole thereof, and every part thereof, to the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit, and pray that their appeal be allowed

and that a transcript of the record and proceedings

and papers upon which said decree was based, duly

authenticated, be sent to the United States Cir-

cuit [140] Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,

sitting at San Francisco, under the rules of sucli

(^ourt in such cases made and provided.

It is further stated that whereas no money decree

is assessed against the Food Machinery Corporation

said decree provides for levying execution against

the property coming into the hands of the Food
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Machinery C'Orj)oration which was formerly the

property and assets of the other defendants, and

Food Machinery Corporation joins in this appeal

to the extent that the said decree is against it and

for the purpose of completing, maintaining and

preserving the record on said appeal, and your

petitioners further pray that the proper order re-

lating to the required security to be required of

them be made.

ASA B. CUTLER,
By James G. AVilson, John F. Reilly,

His Solicitors.

FRANK W. (^UTLER,

By James G. Wilson, John F. Reilly,

His Solicitors.

Individually and as co-partners doing

business as Cutler Manufacturing

Co.

CUTLER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC.,

an Oregon Corporation.

By James G. Wilson, John F. Reilly,

Its Solicitors.

FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION,
a Delaware Corporation.

By James G. Wilson, John F. Reilly,

Its Solicitors.

[Endorsed] : Filed March 16, 1934. [141]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to wit, on the 16tli day

of March, 1934, there was duly filed in said Court,

an Assignment of Errors, in words and figures as

follows, to wit: [142]

[Titl(? of Court and Cause.]

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, individually

and co-partners under the name of C^itler Manu-

facturing Co., Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

an Oregon Corporation, and Food Machinery Cor-

poration, appellants, hereby submit and herewith

file their

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

asserted and intended to be urged in the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

cuit, and say that in the record and proceedings

aforesaid there is manifest error in this:

I.

That the Court erred in finding, holding and de-

ciding that under the contract of May 4, 1928, and

particularly Para- [143] graph Eleventh thereof

that if the defendants Asa B. Cutler and Frank W.
(hitler should sell their business, they, the said Asa

B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, w^ere obligated to

continue to manufacture the Cook Grader, and on

failure so to do it was a breach of said contract of

May 4, 1928.

II.

That the Court erred in holding and deciding that

Paragraph Eleventh of the contract of May 4, 1928
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was a cumulative remedy made available to the

plaintiff and did not prescribe the exclusive remedy

open to the plaintiff in the event the defendants Asa

B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler should sell their

business, and in not limiting the plaintiff to his

right to cancellation of said contract and the taking

back of all rights under said patent on the hap-

pening of the event of sale and the inal)ility of the

said plaintiff to persuade the said purchaser to

manufacture the Cook Grader to the exclusion of

any competing machine.

III.

That the Court erred in not holding and deciding

that the parties had prescribed in their contract

the exclusive rights of the said parties in the event

of the sale of the business by Asa B. Cutler and

Frank W. (\itler.

IV.

That the Court erred in holding that said con-

tract, and particularly Paragraph Eleventh thereof,

did not permit the defendants Asa B. Cutler and

Frank W. Cutler to sell their business without in-

curring a penalty as for the breach of said [144]

contract.

V.

That the Court erred in holding that under Para-

graph 7 of said contract the parties contemplated

that the royalties and commissions thereunder

should at least equal the sum of $15,000.00 up to

October 1, 1931, and measuring the damages of the
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plaintiff up to tliat point by the difference between

the amount of royalties and connnissions paid under

said ('ont)'act and tlie said sum of $15,000.00.

VI.

That the (^ourt erred in holding and deciding

that because no notice was given by the defendants

to the plaintiff on or about October 1, 1931 of the

cancellation of said contract that said contract con-

tinued in effect until October 1, 1933.

VII.

That the Court erred in holding and deciding tliat

the general damages sustained by the plaintiff until

Octol)er 1, 1933 amounted to the smn of $5,000.00.

VIII.

That the Court erred in failing to hold and decide

that there was no evidence to sustain any general

damages and that the damages should have been

limited, if any, to the amount of royalties which

would have been earned up to and including the 1st

da.v of October, 1931.

IX.

That the Court erred in not holding and deciding

that by the commencement of said action prior to

tlie 1st day of October, 1931 that said defendants

elected to treat the sale of said business hy the de-

fendants Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany as a breach of said contract and that his dam-

age was limited to actual damages consisting of the

amount of royalties [145] which he would have

earned up to October 1, 1931.
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X.

That the Court erred in holding and deciding that

no notice of cancellation of said contract was given

and that the commencement of said action was not a

waiver on the part of the plaintiff of any written

notice of such cancellation on and after October 1,

1931.

XI.

That the Court erred in holding that the finding

of the Master that the general damages should be

assessed at $5,000 is supported by material and

adequate evidence and in failing to hold that there

was no evidence of any general damages.

XII.

That the Court erred in overruling and denying

Exception No. 1 submitted by the defendants to the

Master's Report.

XIII.

Tliat the Court erred in overruling and denying

Exception No. 2 submitted by the defendants to the

Master's Report.

XIV.
T]iat the Court erred in overruling and denying

Exco])tion No. 3 submitted by the defendants to the

Master's Report.

XY.
That the Court erred in overruling and denying

Exception No. 4 submitted by the defendants to

the ]\ [aster's Report.
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XVI.
Tliat tlie Court eri'ed in overruling and denying

Exception No. 5 submitted by the defendants to the

Master's report.

XVII.

That the Court erred in overruling and den\ing

Exception No. 6 submitted by the defendants to

the Master's Report. [146]

XVIII.

That the Court erred in overruling and denying

Exception No. 7 submitted by the defendants to the

Master's Report.

XIX.
That the Court erred in deciding said case in

favor of the plaintiff and against the defendants.

XX.
That the Court erred in failing to find in favor

of the defendants Asa B. Cutler and Frank AV.

Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing (^ompany, Inc.,

on their counterclaim pleaded in their answer.

XXI.
That the Court erred in decreeing any right to

issue execution against any property acquired by

the Food Machinery Corporation from the other

defendants in said cause in the event execution

against the other defendants should be returned un-

satisfied.

XXII.
That the Court erred in not decreeing that said

contract of May 4, 1928 lacked mutuality in that it
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1 ecognized the right of the defendants Cutler to sell

their business and as interpreted gave to the

plaintiff an option to cancel the contract without

any corresponding right on the part of the de-

fendants Cutler.

XXIII.

That the Court erred in not holding and deciding

that the so-called agency contract of the plaintiff

at Medford for the year 1928 did not give the

plaintiff the right to a commission on all sales in

the Medford district during said year, but gave to

the plaintiff only the right to a commission upon

sales made [147] or induced by the plaintiff.

XXIV.
That the Court erred in not decreeing the costs

in this case in favor of the defendants and against

the plaintiff, and particularly the Court erred in

not decreeing costs in favor of the Food Machinery

Cori)oration.

XXV.
That the Court erred in the event that the said

decree should l:)e affirmed in any particular in not

decreeing to the defendants and against the plaintiff

costs and disbursements, and particularly reporter's

fees, and the cost of the transcript for the taking of

all testimony on the issues decided in favor of the

defendants.

And the said defendants Asa B. Cutler and

Frank W. Cutler, individually, and as co-partners,

nnd Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., an Ore-

gon corporation, and Food Machinery Corporation,
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a Delaware corporation, respectfully pray that the

decree, order and judgment aforesaid may be re-

versed.

ASA B. CUTLER,
FRANK W. CUTLER,
Individually and as co-jmrtners under

the firm name of C^utler Manufactur-

ing Co.

By Wilson & Reilly,

Their Solicitors.

CUTLER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC.,

By Wilson & Reilly,

Its Solicitors.

FOOD MA(;HINERY CORPORATION,
By Wilson & Reilly,

Its Solicitors.

JOHN F. REILLY,
JAMES G. WILSON,

Solicitors for defendants

and Appellants.

[Endorsed] : Filed March 16, 1934. [148]
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AND AFTERWARDS, to ^Yit, on Friday, the

l()tli day of March, 1934, the same being the 11th

Judicial day of the Regular March Term of said

Court; present the Honorable John H. McNary,

United States District Judge, presiding, the follow-

ing proceedings were had in said cause, to wit: [149]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL.

And now, on this 16th day of March, 1934,

IT IS ORDERED that the appeal of the defend-

ants in the above entitled cause, to wit: Asa B.

Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, co-partners doing

business under the name of Cutler Manufacturing

Co., Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., an Ore-

gon corporation, and Food Machinery Corporation,

a Delaware corporation, be allowed as prayed for,

and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a bond in

the sum of $750.00 in form and with sureties ap-

])roved by the Court, be given for the payment of

all costs which may be hereafter assessed against

said defendants and appellants in the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, and

conditioned that the said defendants and appellants

will prose- [150] cute such appeal to effect and an-

swer all costs if they or either of them fail to procure

a reversal of said decree by the L^nited States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

Dated March 16th, 1934.

JOHN H. McNARY,
Judge of the District Court of the United

States for the District of Oregon.

[Endorsed] : Filed March 16, 1934. [151]
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AND AFTERAVARDS, to wit, on the 16tli day

of March, 1934, there was duly filed in said Court, a

Bond on Appeal, in words and figures as follows,

to wit: [152]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

BOND ON APPEAL.

KNOW ALL MEN BY TRESE PRESENTS,
that we, Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, indi-

vidually, and as co-partners doin.o- business under

the firm style and name of Cutler A[anufacturin2,-

Co., Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., an Ore-

gon corporation, and Food Machinery Corporation,

a Delaware corporation, as principals, and Paul

Van Wyk, as surety, are held and firndy 1)ound unto

Floyd J. Cook, plaintiff in the al)ove entitled cause,

jointly and severally, in the sum of $750.00 to he

paid to the said Floyd J. Cook, his heirs, repre-

sentatives and assigns, to which payment well and

truly to be made, we lund ourselves, and each of

us, jointly and severally, and each of our heirs,

representatives, successors and assigns, firmly by

these [153] presents.

Sealed with our seals and dated this 16th day of

March, 1934.

WHEREAS, the above named defendants, x\.<a

B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, individually and

as co-partners doing business under tlie firm stvh^

and name of Cutler Manufacturing Co., Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc., an Oregon corpora-

tion, and Food Machinery Corporation, a Delaware

corporation, have appealed to the United States
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Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

to reverse the decree and judgment in the al)0ve

entitled cause by the District Court of the United

States for the District of Oregon, dated, signed

and entered the 20th day of December, 1933,

NOW THEREFORE, the condition of this obli-

gation is such that if the above named defendants

Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, individually

and as co-partners under the name of Cutler Manu-

facturing Co., Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

an Oregon corporation, and Food Machinery Cor-

poration, a Delaware corporation, appellants, shall

prosecute said appeal to effect and answer all costs

awarded against them, or either of them, if they,

or either of them, shall fail to make good their

plea than then this obligation shall be void, other-

wise to remain in full force and virtue.

President.

ASA B. CUTLER
FRANK W. CUTLER

Individually and as co-partners

under the firm name of Cutler

Manufacturing Co.

[Seal] CUTLER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC.

By Asa B. Cutler

President.

Attest : Paul Van Wyk
Secretary. [154]

[Seal] FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION
By F. W. Cutler

Vice President.

Principals.

[Seal] PAUL VAN WYK
Surety.
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State of Oregon,

County of Multnomah.—ss.

On the 16th day of March, 1934, personally

appeared before me Paul Van Wyk, known to me
to be the individual described in and who executed

the foregoing- instrument as surety, and acknowl-

edged that he executed the same as his free act and

I deed for the purposes therein set forth, and said

Paul Van Wyk being by me duly sworn did say

that he is a resident and householder of the County

of Multnomah, State of Oregon, and that lie is

worth the sum of $1500.00 over and above his just

debts and legal lial)ilities and property exempt from

execution.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto

set my hand and Notarial Seal the day and year

tirst above in this my certificate written.

F. D. HUNT, JR.,

Notary Public for Oregon.

My Commission expires: Feb. 9, 1937.

The foregoing bond is approved both as to suffi-

ciency and form this 16th day of March, 1934.

JOHN H. McNARY,
Judge.

[Endorsed]: Filed March 16, 1934. [155]
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AXD AFTERWARDS, to Avit, on the 21st clay

of March, 1934, there was duly filed in said Court,

a Praecipe for Transcript, in words and figures as

foUows, to wit : [224]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PRAECIPE FOR TRANSCRIPT.

To the Clerk of the above entitled Court:

You will please prepare and certify to constitute

the record on appeal in the above case the transcript

of the following, omitting endorsements, accept-

ances of service, etc., the record to be printed in

San Francisco:

(1) Praecipe.

(2) Bill of Complaint.

(3) Answer of Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cutler and

Cutler Manufacturing Com^Dany, Inc. (Note: The

answer of Food Machinery Corporation is omitted

for the reason that as far as the questions on appeal

of this cause are concerned its answer to the com-

plaint with the answer of Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cut-

ler and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.)

Please omit Exhibits attached to Answer. [225]

(4) Reply to answer of Asa B. Cutler, F. W.

Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.

(Note: Reply to answer of Food Machinery Cor-

poration is omitted for the reason that as far as

the questions on appeal herein are concerned it is

identical with that of the reply to the answer of

Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cutler and Cutler Manufac-

turing Company, Inc.)
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(5) Statement of the Evidence.

(()) Master's Report.

(7) Plaintiff's Exceptions to Master's Report.

(8) Exceptions of Asa B. Oitler, F. W. Cutler

and Cutler Mannfactiirinii,- Company, Inc. to Mas-

ter's Report.

(9) Exceptions of Food Machinery Corporation

to Master's Report.

(10) Memorandum Opinion of Court.

(11) Objections of Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cut-

ler and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc. to

l^roposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.

(12) Order overruling olijections of Asa B. Cut-

ler, et al, to Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law.

(13) Findings of Fact and Conchisions of Law.

(14) Final Decree.

(15) Petition of Defendants for Appeal.

(16) Order allowing Appeal and Fixing Bond.

(17) Bond on Appeal.

(18) Defendants and Appellants Assignment of

Errors.

(19) Citation on Appeal.

JOHN F. REILLY
JAMES G. WILSON

Solicitors for Defendants and Appellants,

Asa B. Cutler, F. W. Cutler, Cutler

Manufacturing Com]:)any, Inc. and

Food Machinery Corporation.

[Endorsed]: Filed March 21, 1934. [226]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

CITATIOX.

The President of the United States of America.

To Floyd J. Cook:

Greeting

:

You are hereby cited and admonished to be and

appear at the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, to be held in the

City of San Francisco, State of California, within

thirty days from tKe date of this writ, pursuant to

a notice of appeal and order of the Court allowing

the same, filed in the Clerk's office of the District

Court of the United States for the District of Ore-

gon, w^herein yourself Floyd J. Cook is the plaintiff

and Asa B. Cutler and Frank AV. Cutler, co-part-

ners doing business under the name of Cutler

Manufacturing Co., Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, Inc., an Oregon [1] corporation. Food Ma-

chinery Corporation, a Delaware corporation, for-

merly known as Jolui Bean Manufacturing Com-

pany, F. W. Cutler, Director, General Agent and

Attorney in Fact within the State of Oregon for

Food Machinery Corporation and Cutler Manu-

facturing Company, a division of Food Machinery

Corporation, are defendants, to show cause, if any

there be. why the decree and judgment rendered

against the defendants and in favor of yourself, as

plaintiff, should not be corrected and speedy justice

be done to the parties in that behalf.

WITNESS the Honorable Charles Evans Hughes,

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States of America, this 16th day of March, 1934.

JOHN H. McNARY,
TTfiitprl States District Judsre
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Due and personal service of the above citation,

and the receipt of a copy thereof, is hereby admitted

this 16th day of March, 1934.

CAREY, HART, SPENCER & McCULLOCH,
Solicitor for Complainant,

Floyd J. Cook.

[Endorsed]: Filed Mar. 16, 1934. [3]

United States of America,

District of Oregon.—ss.

I, G. H. Marsh, Clerk of the District Court of

the United States for the District of Oregon, do

hereby certify that the foregoing pages, num1)ered

from 4 to 226 inchisive, constitute the transcript

of record upon the appeal in a cause in said court,

in which Floyd J. Cook is plaintiff and appellee,

and Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, co-part-

ners doing business under the name of Cutler Man-

ufacturing Company, Cutler Manufacturing Com-

pany, Inc., an Oregon corporation, Food Machinery

Corporation, a Delaware corporation, are defend-

ants and appellants; that the said transcript has

been prepared by me in accordance with the prae-

cipe for transcript filed by said appellant, and has

been by me compared with the original thereof, and

is a full, true and complete transcript of the record

and proceedings had in said Court in said cause,

in accordance with the said praecipe, as the same

appear of record and on file at my office and in

my custody.
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I further certify that the cost of the foregoing

transcript is $38.65, and that the same has been paid

by the said appellant.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have hereunto

set my liand and affixed the seal of said court, at

Portland, in said District, this 31st day of March,

1934.

[Seal] G. H. MARSH,
Clerk. [227]

[Endorsed]: No. 7454. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Asa B. Cut-

ler and Frank W. Cutler, co-partners doing business

under the name of Cutler Manufacturing Co., Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc., an Oregon corpora-

tion. Food Machinery Corporation, a Delaware cor-

poration, formerly known as John Bean Manufactur-

ing Company, F. W. Cutler, Director, General Agent

and Attorney in Fact within the State of Oregon for

Food Machinery Corporation, and Cutler Manu-

facturing Co., a division of Food Machinery Cor-

poration, Appellants, vs. Floyd J. Cook, Appellee.

Transcript of Record. Upon Appeal from the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for the District of

Oregon.

Filed April 7, 1934.

PAUL P. O'BRIEN,

Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
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STATEMENT OF CASE

]
On May 4, 1928, appellants F. W. Cutler and Asa

B. Cutler, partners doing business under the name of

Cutler Manufacturing Co, and engaged in the manu-

facture and sale of fruit machinery at Portland, Ore-
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gon, entered into a contract with Floyd J. Cook, ap-

pellee, which is set out in full at R. pp. 121-131. The

salient features of this contract were as follows:

"1. (Contract, paragraph 1.) The patentee

granted to the licensees the exclusive right to man-
ufacture and sell the Cook Grader, with all modi-

fications, alterations, improvements, including at-

tachments thereto, and means of delivering or

receiving fruits, sold in connection with the Cook
Grader, for a term commencing May 1st, 1928,

and ending September 30th, 1933.

"II. (Contract, paragraph 1.) The licensees

agreed, during the term of the license, not to man-
ufacture any fruit grading machine of the same
nature or used for the same purposes, except such

as were then being manufactured by them.

"III. (Contract, paragraph 2.) The patentee

agreed to diligently prosecute a reissue of the pat-

ent and granted to the licensees the exclusive right

of manufacture and sale under such reissue.

"IV. (Contract, paragraph 3.) The licensees

agreed to manufacture the Cook Grader to make
all necessary blue prints, patterns, jigs, and de-

signs for such manufacture, which then became the

property of the licensee.

"V. (Contract, paragraph 3.) The licensees

agreed that all Cook Graders should be manufac-
tured from good materials and with good work-

manship in keeping with approved methods of

mechanical practice and manufacture.

"VI. (Contract, paragraph 4.) The licensees

were bound to place the Cook Grader on the mar-

ket and promote its sale and advertise it with the

same diligence with which it promoted the sale of

any other machines or products manufactured by

them.
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"VII. (Contract, paragraph 5.) All orders

for graders obtained by the patentee at the date of

the contract were assigned to« the licensee, who as-

sumed all obligations of the patentee and agreed

to fill them promptly.

"V'lII. (Contract, paragraph 5.) The licensees

bought from the patentee all materials on hand.

"I.X. (Contract, paragraph 6.) The licensees

agreed to pay the following royalties

:

a. 10% of the amount of the sale price of all

equipment sold by the licensees, but not less than

$.50.00 for each fruit grader with a sizing portion

of thirty feet or longer, and a minimum royalty

for smaller machines in proportion to the length

of the sizing portion thereof.

b. All royalties to be due and payable on May
1st, 1929, except that the sum of $300.00 thereof

should be paid at the end of each calendar month
for a period of twelve months.

c. If on May 1st, 1929, royalties and commis-

sions accruing, exceeded $3600.00 (the amount of

the monthly advances) the licensees were at that

time to pay the difference. If they were less than

$3600.00 that sum should be considered as guar-

anteed royalties and commissions and the deficit

not charged to the patentee.

d. Beginning May 1st, 1929, accruing royal-

ties became payable at the end of each calendar

month for all shipments and all deliveries made by

the licensees during said month and within fifteen

days prior to the end of the month.

e. The licensees obligated themselves to de-

liver to the patentee on or before the loth day of

each month a written statement showing the

amounts of sales, made during the preceding cal-
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endar month, with the names and addresses of the

customers, and all equipment shipped and/or de-

livered during each month.

"X. (Contract, paragraph 6.) In addition to

the foregoing, the licensees agreed to pay the pat-

entee :

a. A commission of 15% of the amount of all

sales of Cook Graders and attachments in the Med-
ford district during the year 1928.

b. A further sum of 15% on all sales of equip-

ment to Henry E. Kleinsorge of Sacramento and
the Earl Cook Company of California during the

year 1928; provided, that the commission should

not be paid on more than four Cook Graders sold

to said purchasers.

"XI. (Contract, paragraph 7.) In the event

that the commission for the year 1928 and the roy-

alties accruing to October 1, 1931, did not equal

or exceed $15,000.00, the licensees agreed to pay
such sum as might be necessary to bring up the

total to $15,000.00, PROVIDED that the li-

censees retained the option to withhold payment
and cancel the contract by giving the patentee no-

tice in writing to that effect.

"XII. (Contract, paragraph 7.) If the li-

censees did not pay the deficit last mentioned the

patentee had the right at his option to cancel by
giving ten days' notice.

"XIII. (Contract, paragraph 7.) In the event

of cancellation under XI and XII hereof, the

licensees had no further right to manufacture or

sell the Cook Grader, or any reissue thereof, or

any improvements, alterations or modifications of

the machine.
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"XIV. (Contract, paragraph 8.) Breach hy
either party of the terms and conditions of the con-

tract gave the other the right to cancel upon giving

notice of the specified hreach provided, however,

that the offending party should have thirty days

after such notice within which to make good the

breach.

a. Cancellation did not relieve the guilty party

from liabilities then existing thereunder.
^i->

"XV. (Contract, paragraph 10.) On expira-

tion or earlier termination of the agreement, the

patentee obtained exclusive ownership of all im-

provements, attachments and designs relating to

the Grader, or its attachments developed after the

date of the contract, irrespective of the party by
whom made.

b. Patentable improvements made during the

term of the agreement would be made by and at

the expense of the patentee.

c. At the expiration or earlier termination of

the contract, patentee had the option for thirty

days to take over from the licensees all patterns,

blue prints, jigs and designs relating to the manu-
facture of the devises, or the improvements or alter-

ations thereon, at cost.

d. At the expiration or earlier termination of

the contract, the patentee had the option for thirty

days to take over from the licensees all machines

and materials on hand at cost.

e. If the patentee did not exercise this option

the licensees were given the right to complete ma-

chines in process of manufacture and sell such ma-

chines, and any others then on hand, not exceed-

ing, however, ten machines in number, upon which

the licensees agreed to pay the same royalties.
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"XVI. (Contract, paragraph 11.) If during
the term of the contract the licensees sold their

business, the patentee had the option,

a. Either to require the purchaser to assume
and discharge all of the licensee's obligations under
the contract;

b. To cancel and terminate the agreement, put

an end to the licensee's right thereunder, and pre-

vent any such rights passing to the purchaser."

The present controversy arose out of Paragraphs

Seventh and Eleventh and we accordingly set them out

in full:

"SEVEXTH: In the event that the commissions

for the year 1928 and royalties accruing hereunder to

October 1, 1931, do not equal or exceed the sum of

$15,000.00, then the company on October 1, 1931, shall

pay to the second party such sum as shall be necessary

to bring the said total up to $15,000.00, provided that

the company shall have the option to withhold pay-

ment of such deficit and cancel this contract by giving

the second party notice in writing to that effect; and

provided further that if the company shall not pay such

deficit on or before October 1, 1931, then the second

party shall have the right at his option to cancel this

contract by giving 10 days notice in writing to the

company to that effect ; and in the event this contract is

so cancelled by either party as herein provided, then said

second partj^ shall have the right to manufacture and

sell machines, equipment, devices, and attachments, de-

scribed in said patent or reissue thereof, and all modifi-
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cation, alterations and improvements thereof without

any claims in favor of the company therein or thereto,

as fully as if this agreement had not been made."

"ELEVENTH: If during the term of this contract

the company shall sell its business, the second party

shall have the option either to require that the pur-

chaser from the company shall assume and discharge

all the company's obligations hereunder, or to cancel and

terminate this agreement and put an end to all the

company's rights hereunder and prevent any rights

hereunder from passing to such purchaser from the

company."

Following the execution of this contract the Cutler

partnership began the manufacture and sale of the

Cook Grader, and at the end of the 1928 season, which

ended about October 1, 1928, made certain changes in

the design of the Cook Grader, and during 1929 man-

ufactured and sold a so-called "Improved Cook

Grader."

For several years prior to 1929 the John Bean

Manufacturing Company (whose name was afterwards

changed to Food Machinery Corporation) made fre-

quent overtures to the Cutlers to buy the assets of the

Cutler partnership or merge the partnership with the

John Bean Manufacturing Company. These overtures

were rejected. In the summer of 1929 further overtures

resulted in a tentative agreement looking to a sale of

the Cutler partnership assets to the John Bean ^lanu-

facturing Company. Appellee, Cook, was advised by
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the Cutlers of the proposed sale and notified by them

that the John Bean Manufacturing Company was man-

ufacturing a Pear Grader known as the Clear Grader

which was in competition with the Cook Grader. Sug-

gestion was made to Cook that the purchaser would

permit the Cutler plant to continue the exclusive man-

ufacture and sale of the Cook Grader or that the Cook

Grader might be manufactured and sold by all of the

units of the purchaser along with the Clear Grader.

Appellee rejected the suggestions, insisted upon the ex-

clusive feature of his contract, and stated he would not

permit the Cook Grader to be manufactured by the

Cutler plant if the purchaser at the same time made

the Clear Grader at any of its other plants. (R. 160,

181).

The contract just referred to between the Cutlers

and the John Bean Manufacturing Company was not

carried out, but negotiations and discussions continued

between the officers of the Food Machinery Corpora-

tion (John Bean Manufacturing Company) and the

Cutlers and between the Cutlers and appellee Cook.

The Cutlers organized a corporation,—Cutler Manu-

facturing Company, Inc.,—articles being filed in No-

vember, 1929, and the corporation being organized in

February, 1930. To this corporation the Cutler part-

nership transferred its assets in February, 1930. In

March, 1930, the Cutler corporation agreed to transfer

its assets, not, however, including the Cook contract, to

Food Machinery corporation, and this contract was per-

formed by the transfer in June, 1930, to Food Machin-
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ery Corporation of the assets of the Cutler corporation,

not inchiding the Cook contract.

In the late fall of 1929 and during the progress of

the further negotiations between the Cutlers and Food

Machinery Corporation the offer was made to appellee,

Cook, by the Food Machinery Corporation to take over

the Cook contract if the exclusive feature was elimi-

nated, or, in the alternative, to have the Cutler plant

continue to manufacture Cook Graders exclusively.

These offers were rejected by Cook. (Master's Report,

R. 63-4, Court's Finding XI, R. 134-5).

In December, 1930, appellee commenced this suit

by a bill in equity reciting that during 1925 he con-

ceived and commenced construction of a Fruit Grader

for which he was granted a patent in 1927, and that he

was and still is the owner of said invention; that on

May 4, 1928, he was manufacturing and selling his

graders successfully and profitably and in competition

with the Cutler partnership; that the Cutlers, to elim-

inate competition and procure plaintiff's machine, so-

licited the exclusive right to manufacture and sell it

and threatened plaintiff that, if he did not agree, they

would make a machine so closely similar as to interfere

with plaintiff's trade and nullify his patent rights ; that,

influenced by their threats, appellee entered into the

contract of May 4, 1928; that the Cutlers intended at

all times to undermine plaintif's trade and suppress his

machine for the benefit of their other products; that,

in pursuance of this scheme, the Cutlers made changes
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in the Cook machine, impairing its efficiency, thereby

destroying the market for the machine; that the Cutler

partnership was incorporated and the corporation was

then merged with and became a division of Food Ma-

chinery Corporation; prior to the merging of the Cut-

ler corporation into it, Food Machinery Corporation

had oibtained the exclusive right to manufacture Clear

Graders; that the Food Machinery Corporation re-

fused to carry out the contract of May 4, 1928; that the

acts of the Cutlers, individually, and as partners, the

Cutler corporation, and the Food Machinery Corpora-

tion, both severally and in confederation with each

other, caused impairment and loss of the use and sale of

Cook's invention; he prayed for an accounting from

all of the defendants, asked for damages from them, and

for an injunction against their manufacturing any

grading machine of the same nature and for the same

purpose as the Cook Grader, except such as were man-

ufactured by the Cutler partnership on May 4, 1928.

This bill is set out at large (pp. 2-17 of the record.)

The case was referred to a Master who found that

appellee was not induced to enter into the contract of

May 4, 1928, by any threat; that the Cutlers had no in-

tention to undermine and destroy plaintiff's machine or

suppress his invention. (R. 59) ; that the changes made

in the Cook Grader were made in good faith to over-

come defects; that the improved Cook Grader was not

an inferior device but rendered equally as good results

and avoided the defects in the original Cook Grader.

(R. 59-60-61-2). No exception was taken to the Mas-
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1

ter's findings upon these points. (See appellee's excep-

tions to Master's Report, R. 95-100, Court's Finding

IX, R. 133, to which likewise no exception was taken.)

The Master further found that the Cutler partner-

ship transferred the Cook contract to the Cutler cor-

poration and when the Cutler corporation sold its as-

sets to the Food Machinery Corporation the latter re-

fused to take over the Cook contract unless the exclu-

sive feature was eliminated but agreed that the Cutler

division should handle only Cook Graders. Appellee

refused to consent to the manufacture of his invention

on any such terms and the Food Machinery Corpora-

tion thereupon refused to take over the Cook contract.

(R. 63-4). No exception was taken to these findings.

The Court also found that appellee declined to consent

to any transfer of the contract to the Food Machinery

Corporation unless the latter would manufacture the

Cook Grader exclusively, that the Food Machinery

Corporation was willing to take over the Cook con-

tract, if the exclusive provisions were eliminated, with

the understanding that the Cutler division would handle

only Cook Graders, but refused to accept the contract

if Cook insisted that all of the units of the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation should manufacture only Cook

Graders. ( Finding XI, R. 134-5 )

.

The Master further found that after the sale to the

Food Machinery Corporation the Cutler partnership

and the Cutler corporation remained bound to carry out

the contract of May 4, 1928, to which finding those
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appellants excepted. (Exceptions I, II and III, R.

101-3). These exceptions were overruled by the Court

(R. 108). The master further found that the period of

the contract should be considered as terminated on Oc-

tober 1, 1931, since Cook had actual knowledge in 1930

that the Cutler partnership looked upon the contract

as then terminated and refused to perform further in

any respect then or in the future. (R. 83). To this

finding appellee excepted (Plaintiff's exception I, R.

95-6).

The Master further found that the Cutler partner-

ship and the Cutler corporation manufactured and sold

during 1930 six Cook Graders out of the total sales by

all manufacturers of twenty-six Graders; that the Cut-

ler partnership and the Cutler corporation should have

sold at least forty per cent of the sales; that the total

sales by all manufacturers during that year represented

])ut sixty per cent of the market which should have

been 43 machines, of which forty per cent would be 17

machines ; he gave no credit for the 6 machines actually

sold, the royalties on which had already been paid, but

allowed damages for 1930, consisting of royalties on

17 machines, at the rate of $50.00 each, that being the

minimum royalty provided in the contract for machines

of a length of 30 feet or over.

For 1931 the Master found that the total number of

machines sold by all manufacturers was 20. He again

assumed that this represented sixty per cent of the mar-

ket so that 33 machines should have been sold during

1
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jthat year, of which 40% or 13 should have been sold by

jthe Cutler partnership and the Cutler corporation. He
j therefore allowed damages to the extent of $50.00 each

Ifor 13 machines. (R. 82-3).

To these findings of damages the Cutler partner-

ship and the Cutler corporation excepted, on the ground

that there was no evidence that the total number of

machines sold by the whole trade in either year should

have been any greater than the actual sales and that the

i

forty per cent should be of the actual sales and not of

any theoretically larger market. (Exception IV, R.

103). The taking of an exception to the obvious over-

sight in failing to give credit for the 6 machines which

were manufactured and sold during 1930, and for which

royalties were paid to appellee, was overlooked. Atten-

tion is called to this item, however, and it will be of

some importance if this Court determines, as did the

Master, that damages should be allowed consisting of

royalties on machines that should have been manufac-

tured up to October 1, 1931, instead of on the basis

adopted by the Court as shown in the next paragraph.

Both parties excepted to these findings of the Master

on damages, and the Court although not so stating, ex-

pressly, eliminated all such damages, and in lieu thereof,

allowed appellee the difference between the amount of

royalties and commissions paid by the Cutler partner-

ship and the Cutler corporation to appellee and $15,-

000.00 (R. 138), relying upon the provisions of Article

Seventh of the contract (R. 127-8), although the suit
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was started almost a year prior to the date (October 1,

1931) referred to in that article and no supplemental .

pleadings were filed.

The Master allowed the further sum of $5,000.00 '

damages against the Cutler partnership and the Cutler

corporation for loss of good ,will and expense of re-

establishing a market for the Cook Grader with the

comment that he was not unaware that it "closely

borders on speculation." (R. 83-4).

To this allowance of damages the Cutler partner-

ship and the Cutler corporation excepted on the ground i

that there was no evidence from which any value could

be placed upon the alleged good will or as to the amount

of money necessary to rebuild it if lost; that the allow-

ance of said amount was not based on the record but

on speculation and conjecture; that appellee had ample

notice of the disaffirmance of the contract in January,

1930, and ample opportunity to continue advertising

and sales efforts. (Exception V, R. 104) . This exception

was overruled by the Court. (R. 108). The Court also

allowed this sum in its Finding XVIII. (R. 138-9) . The

Cutler partnership and the Cutler corporation excepted

to said finding when proposed (R. 112) and said ex-

ceptions were overruled. (R. 117).

The questions involved all arise on exceptions to the

master's report and to the Court's findings and Con-

clusions of Law and are as follows:

1. Whether the Cutler partnership and the Cutler

corporation, upon the transfer of the Cutler business,
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t'xcept the Cook contract, to Food Machinery Corpora-

tion remained hound to continue performance of the

Cook contract in view of the provisions of Paragraph

Eleventh thereof, and further in view of the refusal

|of appellee Cook to permit the purchaser. Food Ma-

chinery Corporation, to continue manufacture of the

Cook grader unless it would agree to breach its con-

tract to manufacture Clear Graders and his refusal of

its offer to manufacture exclusively Cook Graders at

its Portland (Cutler) branch? (Exceptions I, II and

III to Master's Report, R. 101-3).

2. If the foregoing question be answered in the

affirmative, then were the Cutler partnership and the

Cutler corporation required under Paragraph Seventh

of the contract to pay to Cook the difference between

the royalties and commissions paid to him up to Oc-

tober 1, 1931 and $15,000, in the absence of written

notice of cancellation given on or about October 1,

1931, in view of the following admitted facts: during

the negotiations for the sale to the Food Machinery

Corporation the offer was made to Cook that the Food

Machinery Corporation would manufacture and sell

Cook Graders at the Portland (Cutler) plant to the

exclusion of any competing grader, which offer Cook

refused; in January, 1930, the Cutler partnership in-

formed Cook that the partnership considered the con-

tract terminated and refused to perform it further then

or in the future; in March, 1930, a similar notification

was given Cook by the Cutler corporation; in June,

1930, with Cook's knowledge, the transfer was made to
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the Food Machinery Corporation, thereby disabling the'

Cutler partnership and the Cutler corporation from

continuing performance of the Cook contract, except

with the consent of Cook, which consent was withheld;

Cook made no objection to the transfer from the

Cutler partnership to the Cutler corporation, or to the

transfer from the Cutler Corporation to Food Ma-

chinery Corporation until a month after the latter was

completed, except his oral assertion of his right and

intention to compel Food Machinery Corporation to

manufacture Cook Graders exclusively; this suit pray-

ing for injunction against the manufacture of any

grader, except the Cook grader, by any or all of the

defendants, and for damages for breach of the contract

was filed in December, 1930; on February 12, 1931, the

Cutler partnership and the Cutler Corporation an-

swered the bill of complaint, asserting the contract rec-

ognized their right to sell their business (R. 24), and

that the contract was terminated by the sale and Cook's

refusal to permit continued manufacture of the Cook

Grader (Paragraphs XX and XXI of Answer, R.

33-4, R. 36, R. 40) ; no supplemental bill of complaint

was filed ; the master found that if the contract had been

fully performed up to October 1, 1931, the additional

royalties which could have been earned for Cook would

have been $1500.00 (R. 82-3) which, added to the

roj-^alties and commissions paid to Cook, would amount

to far less than $15,000.00; the only exception filed by

plaintiff to this finding was to the royalties per ma-

chine, it being asserted the royalties which would have

1
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been earned would have amounted to $3,000 which sum,

added to the royalties and commissions previously

paid Cook, again amounts to much less than $15,000.00.

This question arises on the Court's decision that

Cook is entitled to the difference between $15,000 and

the royalties and commissions paid him (R. 108) ; the

Court's finding XA'^II (R. 138) and the objections of

the defendants thereto (R. Ill) ; the Court's Conclu-

sion of Law I (R. 140-141), and the objection of the

defendants thereto (R. 113) and the overruling of said

objections. (R. 117).

3. Whether there was any evidence to support the

Master's finding that Cook was damaged in the further

sum of $5,000 for loss of good will and the expense of

rebuilding demand for his invention (R. 84) which

finding was adopted by the Court (R. 108) and in-

corporated in the Court's findings. (R. 139). This

question arises on defendant's Exception V to the INIas-

ter's Report (R. 104) which was overruled by the Court

(R. 108) ; the adoption by the Court of this finding of

the Master (R. 139), the objection of defendant thereto

(R. 112) and the overruling of said objection. (R. 117)

.

4. Whether, if appelle is entitled to any damages,

he should not be limited to damages for 1930 or at most

until October 1, 1931, he having absolute notice in Jan-

uary, 1930, of the refusal of the Cutler partnership to

proceed further and having taken no steps whatever to

minimize his damage.
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This question arises from Exception V of defend-

ants to the Master's Report (R. 104), the overruling

thereof by the Court (R. 108), Defendants' objections

VII, VIII and IX (R. 112-113), to the Court's Find-

ing XVIII (R. 138-9), and the overruling of said ob-

jections (R. 117).

5. Whether, in the accounting between the parties,

the Master and the Court should have taken into ac-

count items claimed by appellee under a separate and

distinct contract not referred to in the pleadings, there-

by reducing the amount paid to appellee on the con-

tract of May 4, 1928, on the theory that the Cutler

partnership should have paid appellee more on this out-

side contract than it did.

This question arises on the finding of the Master

( R. 85-6 ) , that an oral contract was entered into between

the parties making appellee the agent of the partnership

in the Medford district during 1928, that the terms of

the oral contract are in dispute, that the partnership

allowed appellee all of the commissions they thought

he was entitled to (R. 86), being the commissions on

all orders "as to which they believed he was the inciting

cause" (R. 86) , that the Master found the oral contract

to be one to pay Cook commissions on all sales in the

district whether procured by Cook or not (R. 85-86),

that the partnership should have paid appellee upon

this outside oral contract $291.53 more than it did pay

him (R. 88), that the Master thereby reduced the pay-

ments to appellee under the contract of May 4, 1928,

by said sum.
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This question arises on Defendants' Exception VI

to the Master's Report (R. 104-5), the overruling of

the exception (R. 108), the Court's Finding XVI (R.

137), Defendants' objection IV (R. Ill), and the over-

ruling of said objection (R. 117).

6. Whether instead of plaintiff being entitled to

recover from any of the defendants the Cutler partner-

ship and the Cutler corporation were entitled to re-

cover $1166.72 overpaid to appellee.

This question arises on the third affirmative answer,

(R. 38-41), to the bill of complaint, alleging the part-

nership and the corporation had overpaid appellee, the

Master's finding that, after deducting the $291.53 re-

ferred to in the previous question, the Cutler partner-

ship and Cutler corporation had paid appellee $875.19

more than he had earned in royalties and commissions,

(R. 89-90), the Court's Findings XVI and XVII (R.

137-138), the Court's Conclusions of Law (R. 140-141)

and defendants' objections to said Findings and Con-

clusions. (R. Ill, 113).

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS
The decree of the District Court was erroneous in

the following particulars:

(a) . In that it is based upon a finding of the Master

to which the following exception was taken by appel-

lants Asa B. Cutler, Frank W. Cutler, and Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc., and overruled by the

Court

:
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"That the Master has at pages 22 and 23 of his re-

port erroneously and incorrectly interpreted the con-

tract of May 4, 1928, between plaintiff and defendants,

F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, copy of which is at-

tached to the answer of Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler,

and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., a corpora-

tion, and has based his recommendation for a recovery

against these excepting defendants upon said erroneous

interpretation of said contract. The particular error

in interpretation asserted by these defendants is that

the Master interpreted section 11 of said contract as

giving to the plaintiff his choice of three options

:

1. In the event of a sale of the business of Asa B.

Cutler and F. W. Cutler, a partnership, to make an

agreement with the purchaser by which the purchaser

assumed all of the obligations of said contract.

2. Notwithstanding such a sale, to require these

excepting defendants to continue full performance of

said contract, and

3. To cancel the contract in its entirety whereas

these excepting defendants assert that said contract

gave to plaintiff in the event of the sale of the business

of Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler, a choice of two

options only: J

1. To agree, if he could, with the purchaser that

the purchaser would assume all of the obligations of

the contract, or

2. To cancel and determine the contract in its en-

tirety except as to the part already performed.

J
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In presenting this exception these excepting de-

fendants will refer to the contract of May 4, 1928, and

to the testimony of F. W. Cutler, pages 898-900 of

the transcript of testimonj^ transmitted to the Court by

the Master." (R. 101-2). Assignment XII (R. 234).

(b) In that it is based on the report of the Master

to which the following exception was taken and over-

ruled by the Court:

"That the Master has at pages 23-29 of his report

rejected the contention of these defendants that the

provisions of Section 11, if construed as giving to plain-

tiff alone an option to cancel in the event of a sale of

the business of Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler, were

void for lack of mutuality." (R. 102) Assignment

XIII. (R. 234).

(c) In that it is based on the report of the Master

to which the following exception was taken and over-

ruled by the Court

:

"The Master found at page 29 of his report that

upon the sale of the business of Asa B. Cutler and

F. W. Cutler to Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

the partners remained bound and plaintiff had a right to

demand performance both by the partnership and by

Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., whereas there

was no testimony of any exercise by plaintiff of any

option to which he was entitled under said contract of

May 4, 1928." (R. 102-3). Assignment XIV. (R.234).

(d) In that it is based on the report of the Master
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to which the following exception was taken and over-

ruled by the Court:

"In computing the damages against these excepting

defendants the Master at pages 32-33 of his report as-

sumed that, if these excepting defendants had con-

tinued full performance of said contract of May 4, 1928,

during the years 1930 and 1931, they could have sold

•Cook graders to the extent of forty per cent of the

total fruit graders sold by the whole manufacturing

trade during those years, and that the total number of

machines sold represented orAy sixty per cent of the

market so that these excepting defendants could and

would have sold not only forty per cent of all fruit

graders actually sold by the whole trade but also forty

per cent of a theoretically larger market presumably to

be created by the efforts of these excepting defendants.

These excepting defendants assert that there was no

evidence that the total market would have been any

greater, or the total number of machines sold by the

whole trade any greater during 1930 and 1931 if these

excepting defendants had continued in full performance

of said contract of May 4, 1928." (R. 103-4). Assign-

ment XV. (R. 235).

(e) In that it is based upon the report of the Mas-

ter to which the following exception was taken and

overruled by the Court

:

"The Master has found in his report at pages 34

and 35, in computing damages against these excepting

defendants, that the sum of $5,000.00 should be included
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ifor loss of good will or prestige of the Cook Grader

]

due to the cessation of advertisements and sales efforts

jby these excepting defendants. These excepting de-

!
fendants assert that there was no evidence received from

I

which any value could be placed upon this alleged good

'will, or as to the amount of money and time necessary

to rebuild it, if it was in danger of loss, or was lost,

and the allow^ance of said amount is based not on the

record but upon speculation and conjecture. Moreover,

I the Master found at pages 33-34 of his report that the

I

evidence clearly establishes that plaintiff had actual

knowledge in 1930 that both the Cutlers, as individuals,

I

and the Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., had dis-

affirmed the contract, and therefore had ample oppor-

i tunity to protect the good will of his Cook Grader by

advertisements and sales efforts of his own. The date

of such disaffirmance was in January, 1930, as disclosed

by the testimony of the plaintiff Cook at pages 563 and

565 of the transcript of testimony" (R. 104). Assign-

ment XVI. (R. 235).

(f) In that it is based on the report of the Master

to which the following exception was taken and over-

I

ruled by the Court

:

I

"The Master, in stating the account between the

i plaintiff and these excepting defendants, found at pages

i 36 and 37 that there was an oral contract outside and

i independent of the contract of May 4, 1928, that the

plaintiff Cook should act as a general sales representa-

tive of defendants, Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler in

the Medford district, and at page 39 found that the
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accounting submitted 'by Asa B. Cutler and F. W.
Cutler on the hearing omitted numerous items of com-

missions earned by the plaintiff Cook outside of the

contract involved in this suit, amounting to $291.53,

and he allowed plaintiff Cook credit in the account for

that sum. At page 36 of his report he found that in

stating the account between the plaintiff Cook and de-

fendants Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler under the

contract of May 4, 1928, involved in this suit, the

Cutlers had also allowed Cook 'A commission on all

orders as to which they believed he was the inciting

cause.' These excepting defendants assert that whether

or not Cook had an outside oral contract with Asa B.

Cutler and F. W. Cutler, and whether Cook was fully

paid under said outside contract, is immaterial in this

suit, not being pleaded or relied on in the complaint,

that the Master was powerless to make any finding as

to whether the Cutlers had paid to Cook the full amount

due under said outside contract, and that in stating the

account between the parties under the contract of May

4, 1928, involved in this suit, the Master's inquiry as

to the outside contract should have been limited to an

inquiry as to what the Cutlers actually had allowed

Cook under said outside contract, the balance of the

payments to him being applicable to the contract of

May 4, 1928, and not what the Cutlers should have

allowed Cook." (R. 105). Assignment XVII. (R. 235).

(g) In that it is based on the report of the Master

to which the following exception was taken and over-

ruled by the Court:
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"The Master recommended at page 40 of his report

that plaintiff recover his costs against defendants, F.

W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler, as co-partners, and

Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., whereas approx-

imately two-thirds of all of the hearing before the Mas-

ter consisted of the unsuccessful attempt of the plaintiff

to prove the allegations of the complaint that there was

a conspiracy on the part of all of the defendants to

eliminate competition, that the defendants Cutler in-

tended to undermine and destroy plaintiff's machine and

business and suppress his products and to impair the

efficiency of the machine so as to make it unsuitable

for fruit grading, that the Cutlers coerced plaintiff into

making the contract of May 4, 1928, by threats to in-

terfere with plaintiff's trade, and nullify his patent

rights, that the Cutlers, under the pretense of making

improvements in the Cook Grader, made changes in it

which did in fact decrease its efficiency and value in the

trade, all of which issues were found against plaintiff

by the Master and found to be wholly unsupported.

With the elimination of the charges so unjustifiably

and unnecessarily made the case would have been a

simple one, requiring approximately one-third of the

time which the Master was actually compelled to de-

vote to the case, and this fact renders it inequitable to

assess all the costs against these excepting defendants."

(R. 106). Assignment XVTTT. (R. 235).

(h) In that it is based partly on the following ex-

ception taken by appellee and sustained in part by the

Court

:
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"1. The report is in error in that the Master has

applied an incorrect interpretation of the contract of

May 4, 1928 (see Exhibit I, attached to answer of F.

W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler), and in particular of

paragraph Seventh of said contract.

2. The Master has construed the acts of the de-

fendants F. W. Cutler and Asa B. Cutler in selling

their business to Food Machinery Company, in 1930,

as the equivalent of cancellation of said contract of

May 4, 1928, under the provisions of paragraph Seventh

thereof (Report, pp. 33, 34). Plaintiff asserts that the

acts of said defendants in disposing of their business

and ceasing to perform their obligations under the con-

tract of May 4, 1928, did not constitute a cancellation

within the meaning of said paragraph Seventh. As a

consequence defendants F. W. Cutler, Asa B. Cutler

and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., on account

of their breaches of the contract of May 4, 1928, are

liable to plaintiff in an amount, based upon facts found

by the Master shown in the following table:

(a) Difference between the sum of $15,-

000.00 and $9,501.19 royalties actual-

ly paid up to October 1, 1931, ($6,-

751.76 plus $2,749.43; Report, pp.

39, 40) payable on October 1, 1931,

under terms of said paragraph

Seventh $ 5,489.81

(b) General damages resulting from de-

struction of market for plaintiff's
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machine caused by failure of de-

fendants to perform their obligation

under the contract to produce and

market plaintiff's machine, being the

same element and in the same amount

as determined by the Master (Re-

port, pp. 34, 35) 5,000.00

(c) Estimated royalties on additional

machines which would have been sold

between October 1, 1931, and Sep-

tember 30, 1933, had defendants per-

formed their obligations under the

contract of May 4, 1928, (Estimated

on basis used by Master, Report, p.

33. Thirty machines during the 2-

year period, or 15 machines per year,

at $100 average royalty per machine

—See Exceptions II) 3,000.00

Total $13,498.81

3. The result of a correct interpretation of the

contract, applying the facts as found by the INIaster, is

that plaintiff is entitled to recover $13,498.81 instead

of $5,520.81, recommended by the Master." (R. 95-6-7.)

Assignments V, VII, XI. (R. 232, 233, 234).

The part of said exception sustained 'by the Court

consisted in the allowance of the difference between the

royalties and commissions paid by the Cutler partner-

ship and the Cutler corporation to appellee, but the
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amount allowed by the Court on this item was $7,-

035.38 instead of $5,489.81 as claimed in said exception.

The Court also sustained the allowance of $5,000.00

for loss of good will, being item (b) in said Exception

I. (R. 108, 141).

(i) That the Court erred in finding, holding and

deciding that under the contract of May 4, 1928, and

particularly Paragraph Eleventh thereof that if the

defendants Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler should

sell their business, they, the said Asa B. Cutler and

Frank W. Cutler, were obligated to continue to manu-

facture the Cook Grader, and on failure so to do it was

a breach of said contract of May 4, 1928. (R. 231).

(j) That the Court erred in holding and deciding

that Paragraph Eleventh of the contract of May 4,

1928 was a cumulative remedy made available to the

plaintiff and did not prescribe the exclusive remedy

open to the plaintiff in the event the defendants Asa

B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler should sell their busi-

ness, and in not limiting the plaintiff to his right to

cancellation of said contract and the taking back of

all rights under said patent on the happening of the

event of sale and the inability of the said plaintiff to

persuade the said purchaser to manufacture the Cook

Grader to the exclusion of any competing machine. (R.

231).

(k) That the Court erred in not holding and de-

ciding that the parties had prescribed in their contract

the exclusive rights of the said parties in the event of
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the sale of the business by Asa B. Cutler and Frank

W. Cutler. (R. 232).

(1) That the Court erred in holding that said con-

! tract, and particularly Paragraph Eleventh thereof,

did not permit the defendants Asa B. Cutler and Frank

W. Cutler to sell thier business without incurring a

penalty as for the breach of said contract. (R. 232).

(m) That the Court erred in holding that under

Paragraph 7 of said contract the parties contemplated

that the royalties and commissions thereunder should

at least equal the sum of $15,000.00' up to October 1,

1931, and measuring the damages of the plaintiff up

to that point by the difference between the amount of

royalties and commissions paid under said contract and

the said sum of $15,000.00 (R. 232).

(n) That the Court erred in holding and deciding

that because no notice was given by the defendants to

the plaintiff on or about October 1, 1931, of the can-

cellation of said contract that said contract continued

in effect until October 1, 1933. (R. 233).

(o) That the Court erred in holding and deciding

that the general damages sustained by the plaintiff un-

til October 1, 1933, amounted to the sum of $5,000.00.

(R. 233).

(p) That the Court erred in failing to hold and

decide that there was no evidence to sustain any gen-

eral damages and that the damages should have been

limited, if any, to the amount of royalties which would
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have been earned up to and including the first day of

October, 1931. (R. 233).

(q) That the Court erred in not holding and de-

ciding that by the commencement of said action prior

to the 1st day of October, 1931, that said defendants

elected to treat the sale of said business by the defend-

ants Cutler and Cutler Manufacturing Company as a

breach of said contract and that his damage was limited

to actual damages consisting of the amount of royalties

which he woidd have earned up to October 1, 1931.

(R. 233).

(r) That the Court erred in holding and deciding

that no notice of cancellation of said contract was given

and that the commencement of said action was not a

waiver on the part of the plaintiff of any written notice

of such cancellation on and after October 1, 1931. (R.

234).

(s) That the Court erred in failing to find in favor

of the defendants Asa B. Cutler and Frank W. Cutler

and Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc., on their

counterclaim pleaded in their answer. (R. 235).

(t) That the Court erred in decreeing any right to

issue execution against any property acquired by the

Food Machinery Corporation from the other defend-

ants in said cause in the event execution against the

other defendants should be returned unsatisfied. (R.

235).

(u) That the Court erred in not decreeing that said

contract of May 4, 1928, lacked mutuality in that it
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I

I
recognized the right of the defendants Cutler to sell

j
their business and as interpreted gave to the plaintiff

an option to cancel the contract without any corre-

I
sponding right on the part of the defendants Cutler.

I

(R. 235-6).

(v) That the Court erred in not holding and de-

ciding that the so-called agency contract of the plaintiff

at Medford for the year 1928 did not give the plaintiff

]

the right to a commission on all sales in the Medford

I
district during said year, but gave to the plaintiff only

the right to a commission upon sales made or induced

by the plaintiff. (R. 236).

(w) That the Court erred in not decreeing the costs

I in this case in favor of the defendants and against the

plaintiff, and particularly the Court erred in not de-

creeing costs in favor of the Food Machinery Corpora-

tion. (R. 236).

(x) That the Court erred in the event that the said

decree should be affirmed in any particular in not de-

creeing to the defendants and against the plaintiff costs

and disbursements, and particularly reporter's fees, and

the cost of the transcript for the taking of all testimony

on the issues decided in favor of the defendants. (R.

236).
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ARGUMENT
I.

DID THE SALE BY THE CUTLER COR-
PORATION TO THE FOOD MACHINERY
CORPORATION OF ALL OF THE CORPORA-
TION ASSETS, EXCEPT THE COOK CON-
TRACT, THE PURCHASER NEITHER AC-

QUIRING THE COOK CONTRACT NOR
AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS,
RENDER EITHER THE CUTLER PART-
NERSHIP, OR THE CUTLER CORPORA-
TION, OR BOTH, LIABLE TO PERFORM
THE COOK CONTRACT FURTHER?

This question finds its answer in the interpretation

to be placed on Paragraph Eleventh of the contract,

reading as follows:

"If during the term of this contract the com-
pany shall sell its business, the second party shall

have the option either to require that the purchaser
from the company shall assume and discharge all

the company's obligations hereunder, or to cancel

and terminate this agreement and put an end to all

the company's rights hereunder and prevent any
rights hereunder from passing to such purchaser
from the company."

The interpretation which appellee claimed should be

put on this paragraph is that it forbade any sale of

the partnership business unless the purchaser was will-

ing to assume and be bound by all of the provisions of

the Cook contract and that the Cutler partnership and

I
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the Cutler corporation breached the Cook contract when

tlie corporation sold all of its assets, except the Cook

contract, to the Food Machinery Corporation. The

Master rejected this interpretation and no exception

was taken thereto, so it is out of the case.

The Master construed the paragraph to mean that

Cook had three options,

—

a. To consent to the assignment to the purchaser

on condition that the latter assumed all the obligations

of the contract, and if the purchaser declined so to do

Cook could,

—

b. Insist that the Cutlers continue to porform; or

c. He could cancel and terminate the agreement.

To this decision of the Master the appellants ex-

cepted—Exceptions I, II and III. (R. 101-8). The

basis of these exceptions was that there was no option

given Cook by this paragraph to require the partner-

ship, notwithstanding such sale, to continue perform-

ance of the contract. Therefore, both appellants and

appellee are agreed that the purchaser of the balance

of the business could not be compelled to perform the

contract, and the only question is whether the partner-

ship could be required to continue performance.

The circumstances leading up to the incorporation

of this provision in the contract are important. During

the negotiations the parties called upon the partner-

ship's attorneys, but one of them was away, and the
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other engaged in some work which prevented his then

taking up the matter, and it was agreed that Cook's

attorney should draw the contract. (R. 150, R. 161-2).

Paragraph Eleventh was the last thing put into the

contract. Cook says there was a conversation in which

he demanded that some such clause be put in and then

he went to his attorney who drew the paragraph and

the contract was signed. (R. 162). He did not give

the details of the conversation. Mr. F. W. Cutler, who

conducted the negotiations for the partnership, said

that in the conversation Cook said there was nothing in

the contract about the partnership selling out to any-

body and asked where he would be if they should sell

out. He said further that his attorney thought there

ought to be something in the contract about selling out.

Cutler then told Cook the following:

"Well, now, it is all right with me, then, if you will

have your attorney add a clause to the agreement we

have now got that if you don't like any purchaser

—

anybody that we might sell our business to"—he

brought that point up before, that he might not like

the next fellow; he had confidence in us, but he might

not like the purchaser—I said, "If you can't make a

deal with the purchaser and don't like him, you can put

a provision in the contract that you can take your rights

back under the license, under your patent." (R. 154).

The contract was drawn up without any direct con-

sultation between Cutler and Cook's attorney, except

through Cook as an intermediate. (R. 156).
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This paragraph, it will be observed, recognizes the

right of the partnership to sell its business. The accom-

plishment of the sale was a condition precedent to the

creation of any option in Cook. It must be assumed

that the lawyer who drew the contract knew that the

parties could not bind any third person not a party to

it. It must be further assumed that, if the lawyer in-

tended to draft a provision forbidding the sale of the

business to any person who was unwilling to assume the

Cook contract, he could and would have stated so clear-

ly. What the lawyer clearly had in mind was that, if

the purchaser was not willing to assume the contract.

Cook could cancel it, and, if the purchaser was willing

to assume it, Cook had the option of permitting him

to do so or cancelling, if he did not like the purchaser

or could not make a satisfactory deal with him. Un-

fortunately the lawyer who drew the contract died be-

fore the controversy arose.

In September, 1929, Cook was advised of the pro-

posed sale and that the purchaser probably would not

be willing to assume the Cook contract with its exclusive

features unmodified, and he then insisted he would not

permit the purchaser to manufacture the Cook machine

if it continued to manufacture the Clear machine. (R.

160, R. 181-2). Later the purchaser offered to take

over the contract and manufacture the Cook machine

exclusively in the Portland (Cutler) plant, an offer

which Cook refused. (Master's report, R. 63-4). In

January, 1930, the purchaser, in view of Cook's atti-

tude, definitely decided not to take over the Cook con-
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tract, and Cook was so advised at that time. (R. 160,

R. 148). In February, 1930, the partnership sold its

business to the Cutler corporation and Cook was so

advised by letter of April 5, 1930. (Plaintiff's Exhibit

12). He and his attorney had previously been advised

(March 17, 1930) of the transfer, and of the intended

transfer, to the Food Machinery Corporation. (R.

182). If Cook, or his attorney, had interpreted the

contract as imposing any limitation on the right of the

partnership to sell its business, he would undoubtedly

have attempted to enjoin the transfer to the Food Ma-

chinery Corporation.

From the conversation which preceded the drafting

of this paragraph it is apparent that the parties either

assumed the contract was assignable without Cook's

consent or else that the balance of the Cutler business

could be sold and the contract retained by the Cutlers,

in which event Paragraph IV of the contract, measur-

ing the diligence to be used by the Cutlers in promoting

sales by the diligence used by them in selling their other

products, would excuse them from any diligence what-

ever, and Cook would be entitled neither to damages nor

the right to retake control of his patent. It appears

from the record that Cook had had some conversation

with his attorney about the possibility of his patent

being shelved by incorporation of the business and the

transfer of the rest of the business to the corporation.

Whichever understanding Cook had of his rights, with-

out some paragraph providing for the contingency of

a sale, he was quite clear in his mind that he wanted
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i

the unrestricted right to cancel in the event of the sale

of the Cutler business. The provision about requiring

i the purchaser to assume the contract was plainly the

result of F. W. Cutler's suggestion that if Cook didn't

I like the purchaser, or, could not make a deal with him,

I

then he could take back the license. (R. 153-4).

i Paragraph Eleventh is by no means a model of

clarity. It is ambiguous and might be construed in sev-

I

eral ways. Therefore, the conversations preceding its

I

drafting are important as an aid to its construction.

With the aid of those conversations the meaning of the

paragraph becomes clear.

First, it becomes clear that the reference to a sale

of the business as though it were the unquestioned right

of the partnership to sell resulted from the fact that

none of the parties had any thought that any limitation

was intended to be put upon the right to sell. Next

it is apparent the parties intended that in the event of a

sale Cook was to have the right to veto the transfer of

the contract to the purchaser, if the purchaser was not

satisfactory to him. Also, if he could not prevail upon

the purchaser to take the contract in its entirety, he

reserved the right to prevent the purchaser from getting

any interest in the contract.

At the time of the sale Cook's attorney, who drew

the contract, had died, and his new attorney apparently

advised Cook that this paragraph gave him the right

to compel the purchaser of the Cutler business to as-

sume the burden of the contract and manufacture his
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machine exclusively. Therefore, in July, 1930, Cook

served notice on the purchaser, as well as the Cutler

partnership, and the Cutler corporation, demanding

that they all perform the contract. The same position

was asserted throughout the trial before the Master,

but, after the Master had filed his report rejecting

Cook's contention in this respect, Cook employed new

counsel and the contention was apparently abandoned.

Xo exception was taken by appellee to the Master's

ruling.

If it be conceded that the contract did not limit

the right of the Cutlers to sell their business, then the

Master's interpretation of Paragraph Eleventh as giv-

ing Cook an option to require the Cutlers to continue

performance of the contract could hardly have been

within the contemplation of the parties. Before the

sale the Cutlers had an extensive manufacturing plant,

after the sale they would have none. Before the sale

they were engaged in manufacturing many other kinds

of fruit machinery. After the sale they would be manu-

facturing nothing but Cook machines. The contract

required them to use the same diligence in pushing the

sales of Cook machines as they used for their other

products—no more, no less. After the sale they would

have no other products.

If the parties had intended that Cook should have

the right to require the Cutlers to get a new plant there

would of necessity be a substantial part of the contract

period devoted to getting that new plant into opera-
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tion. When it was in operation its product would be

divorced from all of the other Cutler products through

which the contract with the fruit business had been built

up and was maintained. It is hardly likely that these

contingencies would not have occurred to the contract

parties and some provision would have been made about

them. Therefore, it seems clear that the parties intended

this clause to embody the oral understanding testified

to by F. W. Cutler—that Cook should have the right,

which he thought he would not otherwise have, to pre-

vent assignment of the contract to any purchaser un-

satisfactory to him, in which event he could exercise that

right by cancellation.

II.

IN ANY EVENT THE CUTLERS DID NOT
VIOLATE THE CONTRACT. INSTEAD,
THEY OFFERED TO MANUFACTURE THE
COOK GRADER EXCLUSIVELY AT THE
PORTLAND PLANT.

ARGUMENT
The contract assumes the Cutlers had the right to

sell their other business. The Master found they had

the right to do so. No exception was taken to this

finding. The Cutlers continued as officers of the pur-

chaser to operate the Portland plant. They procured

from the purchaser an offer to carry out the contract in

full as far as the Portland plant was concerned, includ-

ing the offer to manufacture the Cook Grader in that
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plant to the exclusion of any competing grader. This

offer naturally carried with it the offer to use the same

diligence to market the Cook Grader that was used in

marketing its other products. This offer was made to

Cook and Cook definitely and unconditionally refused

it and refused to permit continuance of the manufacture

of Cook graders at the Portland plant, unless the pur-

chaser would agree to the exclusive manufacture of it

at all of the purchaser's plants. This offer remained

open to Cook but he declined to accept it. (Master's

Report, 63-4, Court's Finding XI (R. 134-5), Cutler's

testimony (R. 160), Davies' testimony (R. 190, 192).)

If the Cutlers were bound to continue manufacture

of the Cook Grader, as found by the Master, they

would have to have some plant to do so. Before the sale

they had no plant other than their Portland plant. After

the sale they still had the power to devote the Portland

plant to the manufacture of the Cook Grader. There is

nothing in the contract which required the Cutlers to

own the plant in which the Cook Graders were to be

manufactured nor is there anything in the contract re-

quiring them to perform the work of manufacturing

with their own hands. Therefore, under the contract,

the Cutlers had the right to do their manufacturing

through such agent or agencies as they might desire,

which would include the Portland plant although it

would be owned by the purchaser. They offered the

purchaser's consent that they do so and their own en-

gagement as directors of the Portland plant to see that

it was carried out. Obviously, the fact that they were

1
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the owners of stock in the purchaser, or that one of

them was a director of the purchaser, would not disahle

them from continuing to manufacture Cook Graders.

The only thing which did disable them was Cook's posi-

tive refusal to permit them to proceed. How, therefore,

can it be said that the Cutlers refused to carry out their

obligation, if any obligation remained on them to man-

ufacture and sell Cook Graders, when the only reason

they did not continue to do so was that Cook forbade

them to do it. If there was a repudiation of the con-

tract, it was Cook's own repudiation which the Cutlers,

after giving Cook every opportunity to change his mind,

finally acquiesced in, thereby working a rescission of

the contract by mutual consent.

III.

IF PARAGRAPH ELEVENTH GAVE TO
COOK IN THE EVENT OF THE SALE THE
THREE OPTIONS STATED BY THE MAS-
TER, TPIEN THE CONTRACT LACKED
MUTUALITY, AND THE CUTLERS HAD A
RIGHT TO CANCEL IT.

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

City of Pocatello v. Fidelity & Deposit Com-

pany of Maryland, 267 Fed. 181.

Miami Coca Cola Bottling Co. v. Orange

Crush Co., 296 Fed. 693.

Goodyear v. Koehler Sporting Goods Co., 143

N. Y. S. 1046, 116 N. E. 1047.
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ARGUMENT
It is of course elementary that a contract which can

be terminated at the will of one of the parties without

liability for damages, as far as it remains executory, is

not binding for want of mutuality. 6 R. C. L. 691.

This Court had before it a case on this point not

unlike the present case.

CITY OF POCATELLO V. FIDELITY &
DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND, 267

Fed 181. Here the city let a contract for enlarging its

water supply. The contract contained a paragraph,

curiously enough marked Paragraph 11, providing that

if "for any reason the City of Pocatello shall fail to

make sale of and receive money for the $150,000.00 of

water works bonds due to be sold on the 8th day of

January, 1917, then in that event this contract at the

option of the party of the second part (that is, the

city) may be terminated without the party of the second

part becoming liable in any manner or upon any ac-

count to the party of the first part upon any claim or

demand whatsoever." The record was silent as to

whether or not the bonds were sold on January 8, 1917,

but the City on April 16th notified the contractor that

he must proceed by the 19th of April, which the con-

tractor refused to do imless an extension of time was

given him for the carrying out of the contract. The

city proceeded to construct the water works and sued

the surety of the contractor on the contractor's bond

for the difference in the cost to the city in constructing
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I

the water works and the contract price in the contract

i
with the contractor. In liohling this contract void for

lack of mutuality, this Court said:

City of Pocatello vs. Fidelity & Deposit Co., 207

Fed. 182;

"Under the contract the option of the city was
conditional upon the failure to sell the bonds, and
the city had the right to exercise the option of

terminating the contract at any time. Had Mitchell

proceeded with the work, he would have done so,

knowing that the city could terminate the contract

any time without liability to him in any manner, or

upon any account, or upon any claim or demand
that he might have had for work he had already

done. There is no provision in the contract re-

quiring the city to make an effort to sell its bonds,

and no specification as to terms or conditions upon
which sale of the bonds was to have been had. The
purpose of the city, as made apparent by the lan-

guage of article 11, was to reserve the right to

terminate the contract, provided it did not dispose

of its bonds, and in the exercise of such right, to

escape any liability to any one upon any claim or

demand whatever. A contract of such a nature

could not be enforced ; it lacks mutuality."

So in the present case the contract recognizes the

right of the Cutlers to sell their business. In that event

the purchaser not being a party to the contract was

in no way required to be bound by it, w^as not required

to take over the contract, or to execute it. It already

was manufacturing a grader. Cook refused to allow

his machine to be manufactured along with the manu-

facture of the other machine, but insisted upon the ex-
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elusive manufaeture of his own maehine. He had the

alternative, under his option, that if he could not require

the purchaser to manufacture, to cancel. No one could

compel him to permit the manufacture of his machine

for any reason that he saw fit to refuse it. Not being

a mutual obligation on both parties it lacked mutuality.

Therefore, we submit that when the Cutlers sold their

business there was no further enforcibility of the con-

tract on the part of either party.

Miami Coca Cola Bottling Co. v. Orange Crush

Company, 296 Fed. 693, the Circuit Court of Appeals

of the Fifth Circuit held void for lack of mutuality a

contract licensing to Miami Coca Cola Bottling Co. the

exclusive right within a certain territory to manufacture

and sell a certain drink with defendant's trade-mark.

With reference to the facts in the case, the opinion

says: (Page 693)

"This is an appeal from an order dismissing

appellant's bill, which seeks to enjoin the cancella-

tion by the appellee of a contract and to compel
its specific performance. The contract is in the

form of a license, whereby the appellee grants to

the appellant the exclusive right, within a desig-

nated territory to manufacture a certain drink

called 'orange crush', and to bottle and distribute it

in bottles under appellee's trade-mark. The appel-

lee agreed, among other things, to supply its con-

centrate to be used in the manufacture of orange
crush at stated prices, and to do certain advertis-

ing. The appellant agreed to purchase a specified

quantity of the concentrate, to maintain a bottling

plant, to solicit orders, and generally to undertake
to promote the sale of orange crush, and to develop
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an increase in the volume of sales. The license

granted was perpetual, but contained a proviso to

the effect that the appellant might at any time
cancel the contract.

"The bill avers that the appellant bought a

quantity of the concentrate, manufactured orange
crush, and was engaged in the performance of its

obligations, when, about a year after the contract

was entered into, the appellee gave written notice

that it would no longer be bound.

"(1-2) We agree with the District Judge that

the contract was void for lack of mutuality. It

may be conceded that the appellee is liable to the

appellant for damages for the period during which
the contract was performed; but for such damages
the appellant has an adequate remedy at law. So
far, however, as the contract remains executory, it

is not binding, since it can be terminated at the

will of one of the parties to it. The consideration

was a promise for a promise. But the appellant

did not promise to do anything, and could at any
time cancel the contract. According to the great

weight of authority such a contract is unenforce-

able." (Citing numerous cases.)

In this case it will be noted that the party to the

contract, who was not according to the terms of the

contract given the right to cancel, was the one who in-

formed the party having the right to cancel that it

would no longer be bound by the contract. In such

case neither party is bound. So in the present case the

contract recognized the right and possibility of the sale

of the Cutler business, and that thereby the right of

cancellation existed in one of the parties without any

compensating obligation on his part. It lacks mutuality
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as shown in the Pocatello case, second above quoted,

where the city had the right of cancellation in the event

it did not sell its bonds on a certain day.

Goodyear vs. H. J. Koehler Sporting Goods Co.,

143 N. Y. S. 1046, 220 N. Y. 749, 116 N. E. 1047. The

contract was held void for lack of mutuality, the syl-

labus of which case reads as follows

:

"A contract whereby plaintiff agreed to pur-

chase from defendant a specified number of auto-

mobiles depositing money as part payment in ad-

vance on each automobile accepted, but in which
defendant nowhere agreed to sell and deliver them,

but which gave it the option of delivery, subject to

no penalty or damages on refusal to deliver, was
void for want of mutuality and was not cured by
the appointment of plaintiff as defendant's agent."

IV.

IF APPELLEE WAS ENTITLED TO ANY
DAMAGES FROM THE CUTLER PARTNER-
SHIP AND THE CUTLER CORPORATION
IT COULD ONLY BE ROYALTIES WHICH
WOULD HAVE BEEN EARNED UP TO
OCTOBER 1, 1931, IF THE CONTRACT HAD
BEEN FULLY PERFORMED TO THAT
DATE.

STATEMENT
Paragraph Seventh of the contract is as follows:

"SEVENTH: In the event that the commis-

sions for the year 1928 and royalties accruing here-

under to October 1, 1931, do not equal or exceed

the sum of $15,000.00, then the company on Octo-
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ber 1, 1031, shall pay to the second party such sum
as shall be necessary to bring the said total up to

$15,000.00, provided that the company shall have
the option to withhold payment of such deficit and
cancel this contract by giving the second party no-

tice in writing to that effect; and provided further

that if the company shall not pay such deficit on
or before October 1, 1931, then the second party
shall have the right at his option to cancel this con-

tract by giving 10 days' notice in writing to the

company to that effect; and in the event this con-

tract is so cancelled by either party as herein pro-

vided, then said second party shall have the right

to manufacture and sell machines, equipment, de-

vices, and attachments, described in said patent or

reissue thereof, and all modifications, alterations

and improvements thereof without any claims in

favor of the company therein or thereto, as fully

as if this agreement had not been made."

It will be observed that this paragraph refers to

three different rights in the event the royalties and

commissions did not equal $15,000 by October 1, 1931.

First, the Cutlers could go on with the contract without

Cook's consent by paying Cook the difference between

$15,000 and the amount of royalties and commissions

previously paid him. Second, the Cutlers could termi-

nate the contract. Third, the Cutlers could refuse to

pay the deficit and not cancel in which event Cook could

cancel if he wished but still was not required to do so.

. This paragraph is somewhat ambiguous but when

construed in connection with the Eighth paragraph

(R. 128-9) giving either party the right to cancel for

any breach by the other party but only after 30 days

notice and the opportunity to make good the breach it
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seems clear that the foregoing interpretation of para-

graph Seventh is correct. Any other interpretation of

paragraph Seventh would make unnecessary the part

of the paragraph giving Cook an objection to cancel on

10 days notice if the Cutlers failed to pay the deficit on

or before October 1, 1931. Cook's right to cancel in the

event of non-payment was absolute, there being no pro-

vision permitting the Cutlers during the running of the

10 day notice period to continue the contract by making

the payment. It would seem therefore that the parties

provided the remedy for a failure to pay the deficit and

that remedy was and was only the giving to Cook of an

option to cancel.

But whatever interpretation is given to this para-

graph of the contract it is undisputed that in Septem-

ber, 1929, Cook knew of the proposed sale to Food

Machinery Corporation in September, 1929, and that

he refused to permit the purchaser to manufacture Cook

Graders except to the exclusion of competing machines

(R. 148, 160, 182) ; in January, 1930, F. W. Cutler

notified Cook that they considered the contract termi-

nated (R. 148, 160, 181). Cook was advised of the

transfer from the Cutler partnership to the Cutler cor-

poration by letter dated April 5, 1930, (R. 159; plain-

tiff's Exhibit 12) and orally on or about Maidi 17, 1930

(R. 182) ; he made no protest at the transfer nor did he

exercise, or attempt to exercise, any claim to option;

Cook had knowledge of the proposed transfer to the

Food Machinery Corporation before it occurred and

the Master found he had actual knowledge that the Cut-
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ler partnership and the Cutler corporation had disaf-

firmed the contract and "looked upon it as terminated;

that they did not intend to and refused to further affirm

it in any respect then or at any time in the future" (R.

83) . There was no exception to this finding of the Mas-

ter; Cook knew of the transfer to the Food Machinery

Corporation at the time of its occurrence (June, 19.30) ;

he knew that among the things transferred was the

Cutler plant.

In these circumstances it would seem clear that the

rights of the parties became fixed; that if the action of

the Cutlers constituted a breach of the contract the

breach was complete and the duty was cast upon Cook

to do whatever was necessary to minimize his damage.

There is authority, to which we shall presently refer, to

the effect that on repudiation of a contract the party

not at fault may await the termination of the full con-

tract period and then bring his action for damages but

this rule if applicable to the peculiar facts of this case

certainly gave no right to the present action for dam-

ages for a possible failure on the part of the Cutlers to

exercise at a later date their right to cancel.
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V.

IN THE ABSENCE OF A SUPPLEMENT
TAL BILL NO ADVANTAGE CAN BE
CLAIMED OUT OF MATTERS ARISING
AFTER THE SUIT WAS STARTED.

49 C. J. 567;

21 C. J. 540;

Equity Rule 34.

Equity Rule 19.

ARGUMENT
The bill was filed in December, 1930. The contract

gave the Cutlers the option to cancel on October 1, 1931.

No supplemental bill was filed. And yet the court

treated the supposed failure of the Cutlers to exercise

the right to cancel by notice given on or about October

1, 1931, as continuing the contract for the full five year

period and creating an obligation on the Cutlers to pay

Cook the difference between $15,000 and the amount of

royalties and commissions which had been paid him

prior to the filing of the bill.

It is, of course, elementary that the rights of parties

are ordinarily to be determined by the state of facts

existing at the commencement of the suit or action and

that in the absence of supplemental pleadings all issues

are to be determined as of that date. 49 C. J. 567; 21

C. J. 540; Equity Rule 34; Equity Rule 19; Doak vs.

Hamilton, 15 Fed. (2) 774, 780. It seems to have been

understood by Cook's counsel since he made no attempt

I
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to ascertain from the witnesses whether any written

notice had been given Cook by Cutlers of the termina-

tion of the contract. The only reference to this subject

in the testimony, if it can be said to be a reference to it,

i was in a colloquy between the Master and F. W. Cutler

j
not set out verbatim in the record, found at pages 995-

996 of the transcript of testimony. The Master treated

the contract as terminated October 1, 1931. New

I

counsel for appellee excepted on the ground that there

i

was no evidence of the exercise by the Cutlers of the

j

option to terminate at that date and took the position

i whereby the Cutlers were required to pay the difference

i
between $15,000 and the commissions and royalties al-

ready paid and to carry on the contract for the addi-

tional two years. This we believe was not permissible in

the absence of a supplemental pleading.
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VI.

IF THE BREACH, IF ANY, BY CUTLERS
CAN BE CONSIDERED AS AN ANTICIPA-
TORY BREACH THEN COOK HAD THE OP-
TIONS (1) TO CONSENT TO THE TERMIN-
ATION OF THE CONTRACT, (2) TO SUE AT
ONCE FOR THE BREACH, OR (3) TO KEEP
THE CONTRACT ALIVE AND SUE ON IT
BUT ONLY AFTER THE END OF THE
FULL CONTRACT PERIOD.

6R. C. L. 1032, 1026;

13 C. J. 701, 653;

Krebs Hops Co. v. Livesley, 59 Ore. 574, 581-2;

Bu-Vi-Bar Petroleum Corp. v. Krow, 40 Fed.
(2d), C. C. A. 10th Cir. 488.

ARGUMENT
The cases are not in harmony as to the rights of the

injured party in case of repudiation of the contract by

the other parties. Some cases reject the doctrine of an-

ticipatory breach entirely. The great weight of author-

ity, however, the Federal courts and the Oregon courts

all adopt the rule stated in these texts:

"It is well settled that, where one party repu-

diates the contract and refuses longer to be bound
by it, the injured party has an election to pursue

one of three remedies: (1) He may treat the con-

tract as rescinded, and recover upon quantum
meruit so far as he has performed; or (2) he may
keep the contract alive for the benefit of both par-

ties, being at all times himself ready and able to
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perform, and at the end of the time specified in the

contract for ])erformance, sue and recover under
the contract; or (8) he may treat the repudiation as

putting an end to the contract for all purposes of

performance, and sue for the profits he would have
realized if he had not heen prevented from per-

forming." 6 R. C. L. 1032.

"Where there has heen a renunciation of an
executory contract by one party, the other has a

right to elect between the following remedies:

( 1 ) To rescind the contract and pursue the reme-
dies based on such a recission. (2) To treat the

contract as still binding and wait until the time ar-

rives for its performance, and at such time to bring

an action on the contract for breach. (3) To treat

the renimciation as an immediate breach and sue

at once for any damages which he may have sus-

tained." 13 C. J. 653.

To the same effect are Bu-Vi-Bar Petroleum Corp.

V. Krow, 40 Fed. (2d) 488, 00 A. L. R. 129.5, and

Krebs Hops Co. v. Livesley, 59 Ore. 574, 581-2.

The adoption of one option of course excludes the

others. Cook elected in this case to bring suit at once

iasking for damages. Upon making this election "the

jrights of the parties are to be regarded as then cul-

jminating, and the contractual relation ceases to exist

lexcept for the purpose of maintaining an action for the

jrecovery of damages." 6 R. C. L. 1026. To the same

{effect is Lake Shore R. Co. v. Richards, 38 N. E. (111.)

j773. Therefore, the rights of the parties were fixed by

I

Cook's election to sue for damages and could not be

altered by anything occurring thereafter and the rule

of the least injurious consequences to the defendant
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hereafter referred to applies. The damages allowable

could therefore not be enhanced by anj^ subsequent fail-

ure of the Cutlers to exercise the option to cancel the

contract on October 1, 1931.

If the breach be considered not an anticipatory-

breach then the same result follows. If Cook is to be

allowed damages as a result of his suit his rights to

damages w^ere immediately fixed and they w^ere to dam-

ages only resulting directly from the breach of obliga-

tions which Cook had the right then to compel the Cut-

lers to perform although the performance might be in

the future. His rights to damages could not go beyond

tlie \)o\\\\ where the Cutlers would have the right to

cancel.

VII.

WHERE A CONTRACT IS BROKEN BY A
PARTY HAVING AN ELECTION AS TO
THE MANNER OF PERFORMANCE THE
ALTERNATIA^E WILL BE ADOPTED IN
MEASURING DAMAGES WHICH IS LEAST
INJURIOUS TO THE PARTY HAVING THE
RIGHT TO EXERCISE THE CHOICE.

17 C. J. 847;

Custen V. Robison, 167 N. Y. S., 1013;

Hollidav & Co. v. Highland Iron & Steel Co.,

87 N.'E. (Ind.) 249;

Branhill Realty Co. v. Montgomery Ward &
Co., 60 Fed.*(2d) 922;

Franklin Sugar Refining Co. v. Howell, 118 At.

(Pa.) 109;

Kimball Bros. v. Deere, Wells & Co., 77 N. W.
(la.) 1041.
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ARGUMENT
This suit was brought almost one year prior to Oc-

tober 1, 1931. The contract provided for an alterna-

itive o2)tion in the defendants on October 1, 1931. The

!court has applied the option most injurious to defend-

ants in arriving at damages. This seems to be in con-

flict with the general rule on the subject as disclosed

;in the following citations:

17 C. J. 847—"Where a contract is broken by
a l^arty having an election as to the manner of per-

formance the alternative will be adopted in mea-
suring damages, which is least injurious to the

party having the right to exercise the choice."

Custen V. Robison, 167 N. Y. S. 1013. We quote

the following from the opinion, which is self-explan-

atory :

"The court did err, however, in stating that this

contract was for a term of 2Y2 years. The contract

provided that it was to commence April 1, 1915,

and continue for 1% years, and should be consid-

ered renewed for another year from the time that

it expires, unless either party gave notice to the

other party, in writing, at least two weeks before

the expiration of the contract, that they intended

not to renew it. The court held that, by reason of

the failure of the defendants to give this notice in

writing, the contract was automatically by its terms

extended for the additional year. The defendants,

however, breached the contract Xovember 1, 1915,

and refused to go forward with its performance,

thereby giving the plaintiff notice not alone that

they did not intend to extend it, but they did not

intend to perform it until its expiration. There-
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fore the amount of damages assessed by the jury
for the last 12 months must be deducted."

Branhill Realty Co. v. Montgomery Ward k Co.,

60 Fed. (2d) 922 (C. C. A. 2nd Cir.) We quote at 923:

"Assuming that mere payment of rent would
not satisfy the lessee's obligation, that it was bound
to occupy and make some use of the leased prem-
ises, it might, at its option, use them either for a

chain store or for any other lawful purpose. Either
use would have satisfied its obligation under the

23roposed lease. Where a promisor has agreed to

alternate performances, in case of breach without
an election, the damages are measured by the al-

ternative that will result in the smallest recovery.

Am. Law Institute Restatement of the Law of

Contracts, Sec. 335; Llixon v. Hixon, 7 Humph.
(Tenn.) 33; White v. Green, 19 Ky. (3 T. B.
jMon.) 155; Franklin Sugar Refining Co. v. How-
ell, 274 Pa. 190, 118 A. 109, 115; W. J. Holliday
& Co. V. Highland Iron & Steel Co., 43 Ind. App.
342, 87 N. E. 249, 253."

Holliday & Co. v. Highland Iron & Steel Co., 87

X. E. (Ind.) 349. We quote from 253:

"Where a contract is entered into between par-

ties, giving to one of them an alternative, and the

party having the right of such alternative breaches

the contract, in estimating the measure of damages
for a breach of such contract that alternative must
be accepted which will be least injurious to the

party having the right to exercise the choice. Sedg-
wick on Measure of Damages, Sec. 421."

Franklin Sugar Refining Co. v. Howell, 118 At.

(Pa.) 109. We quote at 115:

"If a buyer is given an oj^tion to select goods of
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differing qualities or prices, he may exercise the

privilege within the limitations fixed hy the con-

tracts. Berg Co. v. Thomas & Son Co., 266 Pa.
.584, 100 Atl. 9.51.

'When, however, no choice has been made,
either expressly by the promisor, or automatically

by the terms of the contract, or by law, the meas-
ure of damages for the breach of such a contract is

the value of the alternative least onerous to the

defendant.' 3 Williston on Contracts, 2498; 1

Sedgwick on Damages, Sec. 421; 17 Corpus Juris,

847; 3.5 Cyc. 600.

"This controlling principle has been thus stated

in the leading case of Hollidav & Co. v. Highland
Iron & Steel Co., 43 Ind. App. 342, 87 N. E. 249:

'Where a contract is entered into between par-

ties, giving to one of tliem an alternative violates

the contract, in estimating the measure of damages
for a breach of such contract that alternative must
be accepted which will be least injurious to the

party having a right to exercise the choice.'

"The same rule is recognized in Kimball Bros.

V. Deere, Wells k Co., 108 Iowa, 676, 77 N. W.
1041; Deliver Co. v. Hess Spring & Axle Co., 138

Fed. 647, 71 C C. A. 97; and by leading text

writers."

"As already pointed out, the present agreement
fixed a price based on barrels of granulated sugar,

ordinarily containing 350 pounds, but an option

was given to the buyer to designate other kinds,

varying in price as well as in the quantity in the

container. By the affidavit of defense, defendant

could have selected liarrels, the contents of which
weighed as low as 240 pounds: hence, in the ab-

sence of some undisputed averment in the state-

ment that the piu'chase was of granulated sugar

alone, or that no other grade was available for de-
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livery at the time of the breach, defendant could

not be charged, in entering judgment for want of

a sufficient affidavit of defense, on any other basis

than the one least burdensome to him."

Kimball Bros. v. Deere, Wells & Co., 77 N. W.
1041. The plaintiff, a manufacturer of scales, ap-

pointed defendant its agent for 5 years in certain terri-

tory. He agreed to take 150 sets of scales the first year

and take 100 sets per year thereafter during the life of

the contract. There were several different types of

scales selling for different prices. After receiving 82

sets of scales the defendant agent refused to perform

further. The agent claimed the contract was void for

uncertainty because there was no way to know what

price scales he would have taken had he performed. The

trial coiu't observed that the agent had the right to

select the scales and therefore in fixing damages it

would be assumed that he would have selected those in

which the plaintiff would have realized the least profit.

This holding was affirmed by the court with the ob-

servation that this rule made the contract to that extent

definite and certain.

VIII.

THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE TO SUP-

PORT THE ALLOWANCE OF THE $5,000

ITEM OF DAMAGES.

ARGUMENT
The blaster found that, in addition to the royalties

and commissions which Cook would have earned if the
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contriict had been fully performed, Cook should he al-

lowed $5,000 for loss of good will. He stated that it is

important in marketing any deviee that the sales efforts

and advertisements be eontinuous and that, if not eon-

itinuous, time and money are necessary to re-establish

Ithe good will. He stated that he was "not unaware

that the assessment of damages of such character closely

borders on speculation", but was of the opinion allow-

,ance might properly be made. (R. 83-4).

Appellants excepted to this finding on the ground

that there was no evidence to support it, that there was

no evidence from which a value could be placed upon

ithe good will or as to the amount of money or time

necessary to rebuild it, and further that appellee had

sufficient notice to have enabled him to protect this

alleged good will himself (R. 104). The court over-

ruled the objection and referred to this finding of the

Master as one that general damages should be assessed

(R. 108).

The coia-t's findings on this subject go much further

than the Referee. After reciting the necessity of con-

tinuous sales efforts to retain good will and the necessity

of expenditure "of efforts to re-establish the market",

the court further found that the facilities of the appellee

|to re-establish a market were less adequate than those

lof the Cutler corporation and Cutler partnership to

Imaintain a market; that production ceased shortly after

the discovery of operating defects in the Improved

Cook and, by reason of these things and the failure of

the defendants to perform the contract until October
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1, 1933, plaintiff sustained general damages in the sui

of $5,000 (Finding XVIII, R. 138-9). This finding

was made over the objection of the appellants (R. 112)j

There was no evidence as to the value of the goo(

will of the Cook Grader. Its primary market, the ^led-

ford pear district, was already saturated and the sales

in other markets of all of the various types of graders

had shrunk to a very small figure in 1930 and 1931.

The blaster found the earnings which Cook should have

received during 1930 and 1931 would amoimt to $l,oOO

only for the two years and to reach that sum he had to

assume that the market for graders of all types should

have been 40*^' higher than it actually was. It is a

notorious fact that since 1931 the food industry has

been in sucli a precarious condition that the market for

graders Avould have been almost nil.

There was no evidence as to the cost of redevelopin|

a market or of the value of any efforts which might

necessary to accomplish that result. There was no evij

dence that Cook's opportunity to recreate a market ws

not as great as that of the Cutlers, especially so aftej

the sale of the Cutler business. There was no evidenc

as to the probable demand for graders during 1933

and 1933. In short, there was no evidence whatev^

that we can glean from the record to form a basis foj

this allowance of $5,000.

In addition, whenever the contract was terminatec

whether in 1930. on October 1, 1931. or September 3(

1933, Cook would of necessity be compelled to start hi|
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jown advertising- and his own production or arrange with

jsome one else to do so. He was put on notice in Sep-

itember, 1929, that the Food Machinery Cor2)oration

jwould not agree to manufacture his grader exchisively.

;He was given absolute notice in January, 1930, that the

jpurchaser would not take over his contract on his terms

and that the Cutlers considered the contract terminated.

The Cutlers continued the manufacture of the parts on

hand into Cook Graders under the right given them

junder the Tenth paragraph of the agreement to com-

jplete the machines then in the process of manufacture,

iand they continued to advertise the Cook Grader at

jleast up to the final transfer to the Food Machinery

Corporation, thereby covering a substantial part of the

Iperiod when orders could be obtained. Cook had ample

opportunity to start his own advertising campaign

where the Cutler campaign left off, thereby maintain-

ing such market as there was and, at least from January,

1930, ample opportunity to get into production. Under

these circumstances it is submitted that there was no

jbasis whatever for the allowance of $5,000.

IX.

IN COMPUTING THE PAYMENTS TO
COOK UNDER THE CONTRACT THE MAS-
TER AND THE COURT ERRONEOUSLY DE
DUCTED THEREFROM $291.53 FOUND BY
THE ^MASTER TO HAVE BEEN EARNED
BY COOK UNDER A CONTRACT NOT IN-

VOLVED IN THIS SUIT.
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ARGUMENT
The Master found (R. 85-86) there was an oral

agreement between the parties appointing Cook agent

of the Cutlers in the Medford district for the year 1928;

that the parties were in dispute as to whether this agree-

ment entitled Cook to commissions on all of the Cutler

machinery sold in the Medford district or only com-

missions on those sales which were procured by him.

The Master found further that the Cutlers had allowed

Cook commission on all orders "as to which they be-

lieved he was the inciting cause" (R. 86). The Master

then said that while not entirely satisfied on the sub-

ject he found the oral contract to be as claimed by

Cook—that Cook should be given a commission on all

sales regardless of whether he secured the orders (R.

86). The IMaster then found that in addition to the

amounts paid Cook under this outside oral contract the

Cutlers should have paid him the further sum of

$291.53, this covering items of commission where Cook

had not secured the orders (R. 89). Thereby the Mas-

ter reduced by that sum the payments which the Cutlers

had made to Cook under the contract of May 4, 1928.

Exception was taken to this finding of the Master

(R. 104-5). This exception was overruled by the court

(R. 108) and the figures adopted by the Master as the

amounts paid by the Cutlers to Cook under the contract

of May 4, 1928, were adopted by the court (R. 138)

over the objection of the defendants (R. 111).

The mere statement of the action of the court and
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l;he Master demonstrates tlie error therein. The terms

)f the oral contract were not an issue in the case and no

lotice was given the Cutlers that it would he an issue.

The Master found that in the accounting they allowed

Cook what they thought he was 'entitled to imder the

)ral contract. If they did not allow him enough, that

Ivas a breach of the oral contract and would confer a

•ight of action upon Cook to recover the balance, but

only in an action based on the oral contract and not in

!;his suit relating exclusively to the contract of May 4,

1928.

X.

THE LOWER COURT SHOULD IN ITS

DISCRETION HAVE APPORTIONED THE
ipOST IN THIS CASE REQUIRING THE
PLAINTIFF TO PAY FOR THAT PORTION
3F THE RECORD UPON WHICH THE IS-

SUES WERE DECIDED AGAINST HIM.

ARGUMENT

The transcript of the testimony in this case con-

sisted of 1106 pages. Defendants excepted to the de-

cision of the Master assessing costs against the defend-

ants on the ground that "approximately two-thirds of

ill of the hearings before tlie JNIaster consisted of the

imsuccessful attempt of the plaintiff to prove the allega-

tions of the complaint that there was a conspiracy on

the part of all of the defendants to eliminate competi-
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tion ; that the defendants Cutler intended to undermine li

and destroy the plaintiff's machine and husiness and

suppress his products and to im2:)air the efficiency of

the machine so as to make it unsuitable for fruit grad^ I

ing, that the Cutlers "coerced plaintiff into making the

contract of JNIay, 1928, by threats to interfere with plain-

tiff's trade and nullify his patent rights, that the Cutlers

under the pretense of making improvements in the Cook

Grader made changes in it which did in fact decrease

its efficiency and value in the trade, all of which issues

were found against the plaintiff by the Master and

found to be wholly unsupported." (Exception VII, R.

106, Assignment of Error XVIII, R. 235.) An ex-

amination of the complaint, page 2, will show that the

largest part of the allegations of the complaint were

directed to the question of consjjiracy, threats to under-

mine the plaintiff's business and to nullify his patent

rights and to render his machine less valuable in the

trade and to eliminate the machine from competition,

and at least two-thirds of the 1106 pages of testimonj'

and exhibits introduced were in an effort to sustain

these allegations. This required the additional time of

the Master, the additional time of counsel on both sides

and of the reporter. All of these issues were decided

by the Master and by the court against the plaintiff.

In its final analysis, the case was reduced to practically

the determination of whether or not the defendants had

breached the licensed contract to manufacture and sell

the patented article and the assessment of the damages,
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any, therefor. The cause could have been determined

1 the form to which it was in fact reduced by an action

,t law for the breach of the contract and all of the

quities were decided against the complainant. The

jomplainant therefore very much increased the cost of

he record, time of the Master and the expense of the

itigation, and furthermore the issues which caused this

ncreased expense were all decided in favor of the de-

fendants and against the complainant. Under these cir-

iumstances the court should have apportioned the costs

Q proportion to the increased amount caused by the

Ulegations which plaintiff was unable to sustain. The

ecord was voluminous and adjudged to the complain-

nt the sum of $667.38 costs, as well as the Master's

!ee and expenses of $1,275. It is the policy of the

i^quity Rules to prevent unnecessary proceedings, as

I or instance in assessment of costs for frivolous causes

^T delay, by filing improper exceptions (Rule 67,

^.quity Rules) and the allowance of costs to one party

»r the apportionment thereof has always been within the

ound discretion of the court. We submit the unnec-

ssary pleadings, the amount of time taken up and the

fxpense of taking the very voluminous testimony in

he unsuccessful effort of complainant to prove the

illegations of conspiracy, threats and purpose and in-

jention of the defendants to eliminate the complainant's

bachine should warrant the discretion of the court in

preventing such practice by requiring the complainant

stand the costs of such part of the record, and that the
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Master and the lower court abused its discretion in not

charging such portion of the record to the complainant.

The rule in equity is so well established that we deem

it unnecessary to cite authorities. The rule is very

simply stated under Section 5 of title "Costs" in 7

R. C. L. page 783, particularly statement on page 784:

"And if it appears that it would be inequitable to com-

pel the unsuccessful parties to pay costs, the court may,

in the exercise of a sound judicial discretion, refuse costs

to either party, may tax each party half the costs, or

may impose the costs upon the prevailing party, as

where the conduct of a party is unconscientious and

oppressive, where complainant could have obtained the

relief to which he is entitled without a resort to equity,

or where both parties are in fault."

In addition to this the Food INIachinerj^ Company,

which was in no way a party to the license contract, was

haled into court and all issues were found in its favor

and the only matter adjudged against it was that, in

the event the judgment was not paid by the other de-

fendants, execution might be issued against the prop-

erty acquired by the Food INIachinery Corporation from

the defendants Cutler or the Cutler corporation. While

not exactly a nominal party to the proceeding it was

practically so and the rule with regard to costs under

Rule 40 of the Rules of Practice in Equity should cer-

tainly be applied to it, that is, that it should be entitled

to costs of all the proceedings against it unless the court

shall otherwise direct. The Master and the lower court
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imder these circumstances refused even to grant costs

Lgainst the complainant in favor of the Food Machinery

orporation.

Respectfully submitted,

JAMES G. WILSON,

JOHN F. REILLY,
Solicitors for Appellants, 508 Piatt Building,

Portland, Oregon.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case is before the court on an appeal from a

decree of the District Court of Oregon.

l| The case arose out of an alleged breach of a written

contract dated May 4, 1928, made between appellee, as

one party, and a partnership composed of appellants



Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler, doing business under

the name of Cutler Manufacturing Company, as the

other party. The court determined that appellants

breached the contract, and that appellee is entitled to

recover from appellants, other than Food Machinery

Corporation, the sum of $12,035.38, with certain rights

to proceed against the property of the Food Corpora-

tion to satisfy the decree. (R. pp. 144-145).

A brief history of the transactions between the par-

ties, to supplement the statement in appellants' brief,

may be of assistance to the court.

Prior to 1928, appellee designed and obtained a

patent on a device for grading fruit. (R. pp. 149, 196-

197). The function of the device was to sort fruit ac-

cording to size, to facilitate the packing and marketing

of fruit of uniform size in each container. (R. pp.

194-196). Appellee, during the period from 1925 to

1928, developed the machine and sold several, particu-

larly in the Medford district in Oregon, where the ma-

chines were used primarily for sorting pears. (R. p.

196). When appellee entered the field there was prac-

tically no use made of machines in sorting pears, and

producers depended generally on hand sorting. (R. I

pp. 194-195).

Appellants Asa B. Cutler and F. W. Cutler had an

established business in Portland, Oregon, of manufac-

ture and distribution of various types of fruit machin-

ery. (R. pp. 204-205). They operated as a partner-



ship under the name Cutler Manufacturing Company.

(R. p. 204). In this brief, for the sake of brevity, the

two appellants last named will be referred to as the

''Cutlers" or the "Cutler partnership" to distinguish

them from other aj^pellants.

In April, 1928, appellee and the Cutlers negotiated

a contract which was executed on May 4, 1928. (R.

pp. 146, 149, 152). The present controversy arose out

of that contract. Thereby the Cutlers undertook to

manufacture and distribute Cook graders for a term

to expire on September 30, 1933 (with certain cancel-

lation privileges hereinafter discussed), and appellee

granted them a license under his patent on a royalty

basis. (R. p. 121).

Throughout the 1928 season the Cutlers produced

and marketed a machine in all respects similar to that

which appellee had theretofore produced. This ma-

chine is referred to in the record as the "Original

Cook Grader". (R. pp. 201, 205, 207, 210). In that

Reason the Cutlers discovered what they considered to

be operating defects in the machine. To correct those

faults and to adapt the machine to the grading and

sorting of lemons, the Cutlers, late in 1928, altered

the design and early in 1929 began to distribute what

they termed the "Improved Cook Grader". (R. pp.

207-209).

Prior to September, 1929, overtures were made to

:he Cutlers to sell their entire business to John Bean



Manufacturing Company (which by change in name

is the same corporation as appellant Food Machinery

Corporation, herein referred to as ''Food Corpora-

tion"). (R. PP- 173, 184, 188). In November, 1929,

the Cutlers caused the incorporation of appellant Cut-

ler Manufacturing Company, Inc., (herein referred to

as the "Cutler corporation"). (R. pp. 174, 204). In

February, 1930, the Cutlers assigned their partnership

assets, including the Cook contract, to the Cutler cor-

poration. (R. p. 204). Negotiations with the Bean

Company culminated during the spring of 1930 in a

contract for the sale of the Cutler business to the

Bean Company. (R. pp. 176-177). On June 25, 1930,

the Cutler corporation executed a bill of sale of its

assets to appellant Food Corporation. (R. pp. 177-

178). The Cutlers remained associated with the Food

Corporation (R. pp. 177, 192), and their Portland

business was thereafter conducted under the name

"Cutler Manufacturing Company—Division Food

Machinery Corporation". (R. pp. 187, 210).

The bill of sale to the Food Corporation expressly

excluded the Cook contract. (R. pp. 177-178). Food

Corporation declined to assume the Cook contract, be-

cause it was then making a competing machine, under

a Clear patent (R. p. 179), and did not desire to be

bound by the provisions of paragraph First of the

Cook contract which forbade the manufacture and sale

by the Cutlers of any grader other than the Cook. (R.

pp. 190-192).
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Early in 1930 the Cutlers and the Cutler corpora-

tion ceased all efforts to manufacture and sell Cook

graders, except to assemble from parts then on hand

some six machines. The last of the six machines was

disposed of in September, 1930, and thereafter none

of the appellants continued further to distribute Cook

graders. (R. pp. 180, 213-215).

The damages awarded to appellee for the breach

are made up as follows

:

(a) The difference provided for by para-
graph Seventh between $15,000 and
$7,964.62, the amount actually paid
to appellee for royalties and commis-
sions under the contract of May 4,

1928, $ 7,035.38

(b) General damages sustained by appel-

lee by reason of breach by the Cut-

lers and the Cutler corporation, 5,000.00

Total, $12,035.38

(R. pp. 141, 144).

Appellants have made twenty-five assignments of

error (R. p. 231), but many of them merely raise in

different form the same questions of law as are cov-

ered by others. The three principal points now

pressed by appellants in argument include the inter-

pretation of paragraphs Seventh and Eleventh of the

contract of May 4, 1928, and the matter of the suf-

ficiency of the evidence to sustain the court's finding

of $5,000 general damages. There are two additional

points, one the consideration to be given an item of
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$291.53 in an accounting between the parties, and the

other the allowance by the court of appellee 's costs and

the costs of the reference to the master in chancery.

Paragraph Eleventh relates to the rights of the

parties in the event of a sale by the Cutlers of their

business. Appellants contend that a proper construc-

tion of the paragraph requires the conclusion that the

sale to Food Corporation terminated the contract. Ap-

pellee, on the other hand, asserts that the court was

correct in the interpretation whereby appellee was en-

titled to insist on continued performance, so that the

actual cessation was a breach.

Paragraph Seventh provides for termination of the

Cutlers' obligation, under certain conditions, on Oc-

tober 1, 1931. Appellants assert that the court erred

in taking into consideration when assessing damages

the period between October 1, 1931, and September 30,

1933, the date of final termination of the contract.

Appellee, on the contrary, asserts that the conditions

precedent to the exercise by the Cutlers of that right k

to cancel were not fulfilled and that the measure of

damages adopted by the court was correct.

The other points argued by appellants will be sum-

marized in appropriate places in the argument which

follows.



ARGUMENT
Ai3pellants' argument, subdivided into ten num-

bered parts, covers five principal points, as follows:

A. The interpretation and effect given by the
court to paragraph Eleventh of the contract
of May 4, 1928, discussed in appellants' brief

in subdivisions I, II and III, extending from
page 32 to 46.

B. The interpretation and effect given by the

court to paragraph Seventh of the contract,

discussed in subdivisions IV, V, VI and VII,
extending from page 46 to 58.

C. The contention that there is no evidence to

support the court's finding of $5,000.00 gen-

eral damages, discussed in subdivision VIII,
at page 58.

D. The contention that the court improperly con-

sidered an item of $291.53, earned under an
oral contract, discussed in subdivision IX, at

page 61.

E. The contention that the court erred in failing

to assess a portion of the costs against appel-

lee, discussed in subdivision X, at page 63.

In appellee's argument which follows, the five

oints will be discussed in the same order.

f
A. The Interpretation and Effect of Paragraph

Eleventh of the Contract of May 4, 1928.

1. Subdivision I of appellants' argument (p. 32)

is devoted to a criticism of the interpretation given

3y the master to paragraph Eleventh of the contract,

rhe master's interpretation (R. p. 71) was adopted
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by the court in overruling (R. p. 108) appellants'

exceptions thereto. (R. pp. 101-102). •

The paragraph reads: ^

'
' Eleventh : If during the term of this con-

tract the company (the Cutler partnership)

shall sell its business, the second party (ap-

pellee) shall have the option either to require

that the purchaser from the company shall as-

sume and discharge all the company's obliga-

tions hereunder, or to cancel and terminate this

agreement and put an end to all the company's
rights hereunder and prevent any rights here-

under from passing to such purchaser from the

company." (R. p. 130).

It will be remembered that in the spring of 1930 '

the Cutler partnership sold their entire assets, in-

cluding the Cook contract, to the Cutler corporation;

and that the corporation in turn, sold its assets, ex-

cluding only the Cook contract, to Food Corporation i

by bill of sale dated June 25, 1930. The Food Cor-

poration declined to accept an assignment of the Cook

contract because of the provision therein that the man-

ufacturer should distribute no grader other than the

Cook grader.

In that situation the master and the court inter-

preted paragraph Eleventh to give appellee the right

to elect between three courses

:

(a) To consent to an assignment to a purchaser

from the Cutlers, if the assignee agreed to as-

sume all of the Cutlers' obligations under the

contract: or
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(b) Insist on continued performance by the Cut-
lers; or

(c) Cancel and terminate the contract.

Appellants argue that the language quoted did not

give appellee the second right, namely, to insist on

continued performance by the Cutlers, and since the

Food Corporation declined to assume the contract, ap-

pellee's only right was to cancel the contract.

Counsel rely on the conversations preceding the

signing of the contract to support the interpretation

they urge. Counsel neglect to call to the court's at-

tention the fact that appellee's objection to that evi-

dence was sustained by the master, on the ground that

it violated the parol evidence rule. (R. p. 155). The

evidence was heard by the master subject to the ob-

jection and ruling. Counsel have cited no cases to

sujDport the admissibility of the evidence on which

they now rely, and all of it might well be disregarded.

However, it does not support appellants' present po-

sition, as we will show later, and the question of its

admissibility is inmiateriah

Counsel argue in effect, though not in terms, that

the options given to appellee were exclusive and that

in the event of a sale by the Cutlers, appellee's rights

were limited to those therein stated. This argument is

made in the face of the specific language which de-

scribes the rights as optional. Counsel have cited no

authority to support their position ; and, in particular,
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have made no attempt to distinguish the cases of Kant-

Skore Piston Co. v. Sinclair Mfg. Corporation, 32 Fed.

(2nd) 882, {certiorari denied, 281 U. S. 735, 50 S. Ct.

249), and Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Brown, 253

U. S. 101, 40 S. Ct. 460, cited and relied on by the

master in reaching his conclusions. (R. pp. 69-70).

Those cases are complete support for the court's

conchisions and refute appellants' contentions. In

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Broivn the court con-

strued a contract for the sale of corporate stock. The

vendors agreed to sell and the vendees agreed to buy

certain stock for a stated price. Part of the purchase

price was paid at once and the vendees promised to

pay the balance at certain future dates. It was fur-

ther provided that if the buyers should default in the

payments, moneys theretofore paid should be forfeit-

ed to the vendors and ''that thereupon all rights of

each of the parties should forever cease and termi-

nate.
'

' The court held that the contract was more than

an option to the vendees to purchase. The obligation

upon the vendees was absolute to pay the purchase

price and the right of the vendors to terminate the

contract was a provision inserted for the vendors' ben-

efit "of which they might avail themselves at their

election." The court quoted from Stewart v. Griffith,

217 U. S. 323, 30 S. Ct. 528, where with respect to

facts similar to those here presented, the court said:

'

'
' The condition plainly is for the benefit of

the vendor and hardly less plainly for his bene-
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\
fit alone, except so far as it may have fixed a
time when Stewart might have called for per-
formance if he had chosen to do so, which he
did not. This being so, the word "void" means
voidable at the vendor's election and the con-
dition may be insisted upon or waived at his

choice. Insurance Co. v. Norton, 96 U. S. 234;
Oakes v. Manufacturers' Insurance Co., 135
Mass. 248, 249; Titm v. Glen Falls Insurance
Co., 81 N. Y. 410, 419.' "

The court in the Western Union case then pro-

ceeded :

"The fact that the contract contains a priv-

ilege of ending it at the election of the vendor
for nonpayment of the sum stipulated does not

convert it into an option terminable by the pur-

chasers at their will. Steivart v. Griffith,

supra."

In the Kant-Skore Piston Co. case, supra, the court

considered a contract similar to that now before the

court, wherein a patentee, as licensor, granted a li-

cense to manufacture under the patent. The contract

provided that upon default in payment of royalties,

the licensor could give notice to the licensee that the

agreement and all rights thereunder would be can-

celled in 60 days, and if, during the 60-day period, the

payments were not made to cure the default, the agree-

ment would "cease and determine" on the designated

day. Construing the cancellation provisions, the court

said:

".
. . Clearly the provisions were inserted

for the benefit of the licensor and not of the
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licensee; they were designed to give him addi-

tional rights in case of a breach. He had the

option to give or not to give notice that the

agreement 'shall be cancelled' at the expiration

of 60 days; the licensees then had the right to

avert the impending cancellation by repairing

the breach. If it failed to do so within the spec-

ified period, what would be the result? The
contract says 'then this agreement shall cease

and determine'. Is the termination thereby

made automatic or is it again at licensor's op-

tion? Licensee is the wrongdoer; it has failed

to avail itself of the opportunity to repair the

breach. Unless the language compels the con-

struction of automatic cancellation, thus giving

the wrongdoer possitle direct benefits, the

clause will he held to confer a right only upon
the other party, the licensor. In our judgment
its true meaning is that the licensor may end

the agreement and the license but that, despite

the notice, he need not avail himself of this ad-

ditional right ; he may treat the contract as con-

tinuing in full force and effect," (Italics ours).

These two cases, on their facts, are stronger than

appellee needs to support the present decree. There-

in the courts held that language inserted for

the benefit of the vendor in one case, and of the

licensor in the other, to cancel under certain circum-

stances, did not make the right of cancellation the ex-

clusive remedy, but that the parties not in default

could still insist on performance by the other parties.

In the Western Union case the court reached the con-

clusion in the face of language that upon default by

the vendor the rights of each of the parties should

1
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"cease and terminate". The language was construed

to give the vendor the right to elect either to terminate

the contract or to insist on performance by the vendee.

In the Kant-Shore Piston Co. case the language was

that on default by the licensee, the contract should

"cease and determine", and again the court held that

it gave the licensor the right to elect.

In the present case the contract gave to appellee,

upon the doing of certain acts by the Cutlers, the "op-

tion" to terminate the contract. Since the right to

cancel was expressly made optional, the conclusion

that the appellee had the right to refrain from can-

cellation, and to insist on performance, is more ap-

parent than the corresponding rights under the con-

tracts considered in the cases cited.

The language giving appellee the option to cancel,

standing alone, shows that the provision was inserted

for appellee's benefit. The evidence of the negotia-

tions prior to the contract, on which counsel rely (and

which was heard after the master ruled it was inadmis-

sible), shows that the language was included at ap-

pellee's insistence, and that the language was for his

benefit. Nothing in the conversations referred to in-

dicates that the rights thus given to appellee were to

be exclusive. The conversations show that the lan-

guage was inserted for the very purpose of avoiding

the consequences of a sale for which appellants now

contend. The paragraph was inserted because of the
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fear then expressed by appellee that without it the

Cutlers could sell and thereby "shelve him". (R. p.

153).

Paragraph Eleventh merely gave appellee the right

to elect either to cancel the contract, or to insist on

continued performance by the Cutlers, his licensees.

The master's conclusion, adopted by the court, is

correct.

2. Beginning at page 39 in subdivision II of their

brief, counsel make the rather surprising argiunent

that the Cutlers did not breach the contract.

Counsel would admit of course that the Cutlers

ceased to manufacture and distribute Cook graders in

the spring of 1930. And counsel have pointed to no

act of appellee which prevented the Cutlers from pro-

ceeding as the contract clearly contemplated to dis-

tribute Cook graders for the term therein specified.

But, counsel now argue, the Cutlers were not in

default because appellee refused to consent to a modi-

fication of the contract so that the Food Corporation

should have the privilege of manufacturing and sell-

ing Cook graders in the Portland plant purchased

from the Cutlers, and at the same time manufacture

and distribute a competing machine in another of its

plants. In other words, counsel argue that although

the contract in paragraph First provided:

"... Said company (the Cutler partnership)
during the said term will not manufacture any
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fruit grading machine of the same nature and
for the same purpose as the said Cook Grader,
except such grading machines as are now being
manufactured by the said company." (R. p.

122),

the Cutlers could force appellee to accept a modifica-

tion, to the end that the Food Corporation, the Cut-

lers' assignee, could manufacture and distribute the

Clear machine (R. p. 179), a competitor of the Cook,

and still retain the benefit of the Cook contract so long

as Food Corporation manufactured no grader other

than the Cook at its recently acquired Portland plant.

The suggested modification would differ vastly

from the contract as made. It is one thing for the

Cutlers as an independent organization in Portland

to manufacture and sell Cook graders in energetic

competition with the Food Corporation selling the

Clear machine; it is quite different for the Cutlers

as directors or agents of the Food Corporation (R.

pp. 31, 33) to sell Cook machines, manufactured by

"Cutler Manufacturing Company, Division Food Ma-

chinery Corporation", while another branch factory

of the same corporation manufactures and sells a com-

peting machine. The first is what appellee contract-

ed for. The second cannot be forced upon him.

If the Cutlers by their own act in disregard of

appellee's rights, put it beyond their power to per-

form their obligations, it is no less a breach of their

contract, and they cannot be heard to say that the
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breach is the result of appellee's action, merely be-

cause appellee declines to accept something different

from that for which he contracted.

Counsel, at the outset of their argument, state that

"The contract assumes the Cutlers had the right to

sell their other business", (p. 39). Certainly no

such right is set forth in any portion of the contract

other than paragraj)!! Eleventh, the opening clause of

which reads:

"If during the term of this contract the com-

pany shall sell its business, ..."

and, just as certainly, the language quoted did not

confer a right to sell and repudiate the contract. It

merely contemplated that the Cutlers had power to

sell and might repudiate. But the recognition of a

possibility of a sale is no more a grant of a right to sell

than would the recognition of a possibility of any

other default be a grant of a right to default.

In Kant-Shore Piston Co. v. SincJmr Manufactur-

ing Co., supra, and Western Union Telegraph Co. v.

Brown, supra, the contracts recognized the possibility

of defaults by the promisors, and granted certain priv-

ileges to the promisees, depending on the occurrence

of such defaults; but no one would suggest that the

promisors were thereby given the right to default. So

here the designation of certain privileges to appellee,

contingent upon a sale by the Cutlers of their busi-

ness, is not a grant of a right to sell and repudiate

the Cook contract.
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Consequently the suggestion made by counsel that

the default was on the part of appellee rather than

by the Cutlers is without merit.

3. Beginning at page 41, in subdivision III of ap-

pellants' brief, counsel argue that if the lower court's

interpretation of paragraph Eleventh is correct, as

giving appellee the right to elect to insist on perform-

ance by the Cutlers or to cancel, the contract is void

because it lacks mutuality. Counsel argue that since

appellee had the right to cancel and since there was

no corresponding right in the Cutlers, the contract

was not mutual and is unenforceable.

In support of their argument counsel rely on City

of PocateUo v. Fidelity & Deposit Company of Mary-

land, 267 Fed. 181, Miami Coca-Cola Bottling Co. v.

Orange Crush Co., 296 Fed. 693, and Goodyear v.

Koehler Spori^ing Goods Co., 143 N. Y. S. 1046 (Afd.

116 N. E. 1047). The principles applied in the three

cases are essentially the same.

In the Pocatdlo case, a contractor agreed to con-

struct a water supply system for the city. The con-

tract provided that if for any reason the city failed

to sell certain bonds the city could cancel the contract.

The contractor refused to proceed and the city sued

the surety on his bond. The court sustained the de-

fendant's demurrer on the ground that the contract

lacked mutuality and this court affirmed the judgment

for defendant. The contract was nothing more nor less
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than this : The contractor agreed to build, and the city

agreed to pay him, but if for any reason the city wished

to avoid the obligation to pay, it could refrain from

selling the bonds, in which event it would not be ob-

ligated in any way. This court very properly held the

contract void as lacking in mutuality. The city as-

sumed no obligation whatsoever and could not enforce

the contractor's promise.

In the present case the situation is different. By

the contract appellee was obligated to permit the Cut-

lers to manufacture graders under his patent for the

full five year term until September 30, 1933. If the

Cutlers had desired to exercise their rights for the full

term, no act of appellee could have prevented them

from doing so. Not until the Cutlers, by their own

act, created the situation wherein appellee had the

right to cancel, could appellee deprive them of their

rights to manufacture under the patent. Thus the

Cutlers had it in their power to sell their business

or to refrain from selling. If they desired to refrain

from selling, no act of appellee could have deprived

them of their right to manufacture Cook graders. Only

in the event that they themselves, of their own voli-

tion, elected to sell, did the right exist in appellee to

cancel. There was no lack of mutuality, because the

only right in appellee to terminate arose out of an act

of the Cutlers and the Cutler corporation.

The decisions in Western Union Telegraph Co. v.

Brotvn, supra, and Kant-Skore Piston Co. v. Sinclair

i
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Manufacturing Co., supra, are again in point. In each

of those cases the promisee was given the right to can-

cel upon default by the promisor. No corresponding

right was given in terms to the promisor. If the pres-

ent contract is void for lack of mutuality, when ap-

pellee is given the right to cancel upon the occurrence

of some act done by the Cutlers, then the contracts

in the cases cited were void because the promisees had

rights to cancel upon failure of the promisors to per-

form. If the argument of counsel is sound on this

question of mutuality then every contract which re-

serves to one party a right to cancel upon the hap-

pening of some event beyond his control or upon the

voluntary default by the other party is void for lack

of mutuality. Of course, that extreme position is un-

sound.

In I Williston on Contracts, Sec. 140, p. 314, the

author discusses the question of mutuality, and states,

in part,

'*It is often stated as if it were a requisite

in the formation of contracts, that there must

be mutuality. This form of statement is likely

to cause confusion and however limited is at best

an unnecessary way of stating that there must

be valid consideration. . . . The particular

error which is traceable to the misleading use

of the word mutuality as a requirement for the

formation of contracts, is a tendency observable

in some cases to hold a contract invalid because

the obligation undertaken on one side is not com-

mensurate with that undertaken on the other.
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Especially tvhere one party is given an option,

not accorded to the other, of discontinuing or

extending performance or of cancelling or re-

newing the contract or of determining the ex-

tent of performance, confusion has arisen. If
the option goes so far as to render illusory the

promise of the party given the option, there is

indeed no valid consideration, and therefore no

contract, hut the mere fact that the option pre-

vents the mutual promises from heing coexten-

sive does not prevent hoth promises from fee-

i7ig hinding according to their terms/' (Italics

ours).

In the cases relied on by counsel the promises were

illusory and the courts properly held that there were

no enforceable contracts. They have no application to

the facts now before the court. Under the interpreta-

tion adopted by the lower court, the promises of ap-

pellee, as qualified by the grant to him of optional

privileges, were good consideration for the undertak-

ings of the Cutlers. The contract as thus interpreted

has ''mutuality" and is binding and enforceable.

B. The Interpretation and Effect of Paragraph

Seventh of the Contract of May 4, 1928.

Paragraph Seventh of the contract, the interpreta-

tion and effect of which is the subject of appellants'

second main point, reads as follows:

"Seventh : In the event that the commissions

for the year 1928 and royalties accruing here-

under to October 1, 1931, do not equal or ex-

ceed the sum of $15,000.00, then the company on

I
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October 1, 1931, shall pay to the second party
such sum as shall be necessary to bring the said
total up to $15,000.00, provided that the company
shall have the option to withhold payment of
such deficit and cancel this contract by giving
the second party notice in writing to that effect

;

and provided further that if the company shall

not pay such deficit on or before October 1, 1931,
then the second party shall have the right at

his option to cancel this contract by giving 10
days notice in writing to the company to that
effect ; and in the event this contract is so can-
celled by either party as herein provided, then
said second party shall have the right to manu-
facture and sell machines, equipment, devices,

and attachments, described in said patent or re-

issue thereof, and all modifications, alterations

and improvements thereof without any clamis

in favor of the company therein or thereto, as

fully as if this agreement had not been made."
(R. pp. 127-128).

In subdivisions IV, V, VI and VII, extending from

page 46 to 58 of appellants' brief, counsel criticize

the decree because it awards damages for the full

period of the contract to September 30, 1933, by giv-

ing appellee the benefit of the provision of paragraph

Seventh that if royalties and commissions accrued to

October 1, 1931, "do not equal or exceed the sum of

$15,000.00, then the company (the Cutler partnership)

on October 1, 1931, shall pay to the second party (ap-

pellee) such sum as shall be necessary to bring the

said total up to $15,000 . .
." Counsel argue that

appellants are entitled to the benefit of the language

in the provisos immediately following in the same sen-
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tence, and that thereby appellee's right to damages

must be measured by royalties and commissions which

would have accrued only to October 1, 1931, had ap-

pellants performed continuously until that date.

1. Counsel contend in subdivision IV (pp. 47-49)

that by the language of the paragraph, the Cutlers

had three alternative rights: (a) to perform after

October 1, 1931, by paying the difference between

$15,000.00 and royalties and commissions theretofore

paid; or (b) to terminate the contract; or (c) ''the

Cutlers could refuse to pwy the deficit and not cancel

in which event Cook could cancel if he wished hut

still was not required to do so/'

Appellee recognizes, of course, that the Cutlers, if

not otherwise in default, had the right to continue to

perform beyond October 1, 1931, and until September

30, 1933, upon payment of the deficit to bring the

total payments to $15,000. We would express it more

positively. The Cutlers had the duty to continue un-

til 1933, unless they were relieved therefrom by the

occurrence of the conditions precedent upon which

performance to 1933 was to be excused. In subsequent

pages it will be shown that the conditions precedent

were not performed, with the result that the obliga-

tion to continue to perform became absolute.

Appellee likewise admits the second alternative,

that the Cutlers had the right to terminate under cer-

tain circumstances. Again, it will be developed in
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later pages that the right originally vested in the Cut-

lers to terminate, was destroyed by their default in

1930, and by their failure to perform the conditions

precedent to the exercise of that right.

Counsel are mistaken, however, in stating the third

alternative that "the Cutlers could refuse to pay the

deficit and not cancel in which event Cook could can-

cel if he wished but still was not required to do so."

The obligation to i3ay the deficit on October 1, 1931,

was a positive obligation expressed in direct terms

—

"the company shall pay . .
." The proviso now un-

der discussion gave to appellee the "option" to can-

eel, if the Cutlers defaulted in that direct obligation.

True, it is an option which appellee might or might

Qot elect to exercise; but it is a proviso inserted for

appellee's benefit, and if he did not elect to cancel

be could still hold the Cutlers to the performance ot

the direct obligation.

The point here involved is precisely the same as

that discussed in previous pages relating to the va-

rious options available to appellee under paragraph

Eleventh, providing for the contingency of a sale by

:he Cutlers of their business. Upon the authority of

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Brown, supra, and

Kant-Shore Piston Co. v. Sinclair Manufacturing Ca.,

mpra, if appellee chose not to exercise his option to

?ancel for default by the Cutlers in failing to pay the

ieficit, he could exercise his alternative right to in-
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sist on performance by the Cutlers of their direct

promise to pay the deficit. The decree in this case,

by using the $15,000 deficit provision as a measure of

damages, merely recognizes appellee's right to enforce

performance by the Cutlers.

The provisions of paragraph Eighth, referred to

by counsel (p. 47), do not require a different conclu-

sion. Therein the contract provides generally for the

right in either party to cancel if a default by the other

is not cured within thirty days after notice. (R. p.

128) . The right in appellee under paragraph Seventh

to cancel on 10 days' notice for a specified default

does not give appellants the right to commit that de-

fault. It is not unusual to find in contracts different

rights with respect to different types of default. In

real estate mortgages, it is sometimes provided that

the mortgagee may foreclose without notice for failure

by the mortgagor to pay principal and interest, Imt

that the right to foreclose for other defaults shall exist

only if the default shall continue after the expiration

of a certain time and notice to the mortgagor. Pro-

visions of that type do not give the mortgagor any

rights to default, but merely prescribe different rem-

edies for different types of default.

In later pages we will discuss the effect to be given

to the facts recited by counsel (p. 48) relating to the

extent of appellee's knowledge of the intention of the

Cutlers to repudiate.

i
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2. The arguments in subdivisions V and VI (pp.

50-54) are closely related. Therein counsel urge, in

effect, that since the present action was commenced

in December, 1930, and prior to October 1, 1931, the

date specified in paragraph Seventh for exercise by

the Cutlers of their reserved right to cancel, the dam-

ages recoverable must necessarily be limited to those

which would accrue to October 1, 1931. In any event,

counsel argue, this must be true in the absence of a

supplemental bill to allege the facts which transpired

after the suit was started.

The fallacy in the argument lies in the assumption

that appellants, the Cutlers and the Cutler corpora-

tion, at the time the suit was started, still retained the

right to terminate the contract on October 1, 1931, and

limit their obligation to performance only until that

date.

If the contract had provided unconditionally that

the Cutlers should perform until 1933, with no right

under any circumstances to terminate the contract

prior thereto, the authorities cited by counsel would

support recovery of damages limited only by the obli-

gation to perform until 1933. With that statement

counsel cannot disagree.

It follows that if the contract required perform-

ance until 1933, with a provision that under certain cir-

cumstances the obligation should be limited to perform-

ance until 1931, then if by any means the alternative
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right to suspend in 1931 was destroyed, the sole obli-

gation remaining was to perform until 1933. After

the alternative right to suspend was destroyed, it was

precisely the same as though the contract as original-

ly drawn imposed on the Cutlers the single and abso-

lute obligation to perform until 1933. That, as we

will show in the following pages, is the situation in

this case.

The repudiation by the Cutlers occurred in the

spring of 1930. By the act of repudiation they de-

stroyed their rights to cancel the contract and limit

their obligation to performance only until 1931.

Thereby the obligation to perform for the full period

to 1933 became the sole obligation. (See authorities

cited, post). When this suit was started in Decem-

ber, 1930, the sole obligation of the defendants was to

perform until 1933, and under the authorities cited,

by counsel, appellee had the right to sue forthwith to

recover damages measured by a breach of the obliga-

tion to perform for the full term.

The court in using as a measure of damages the

breach of the obligation to perform until 1933, mere-

ly gave effect to the right which appellee had when his

bill was filed, depending only on circumstances as they

existed at that time.

3. In subdivision YII, beginning at page 54, coun-

sel argue that this case comes within the rule that

where, by the terms of a contract, a promisor is given

i
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the right to perform the contract by alternative metli-

ods and he repudiates the contract, he is liable only

for damages measured by the alternative which is least

onerous to him. Counsel assume that the Cutlers had

the alternative to perform to 1933 or only until 1931.

They argue, then, that the measure of damages upon

repudiation must be the obligation to perform only

until 1931, since that is less onerous than the obliga-

tion to perform until 1933. Consequently, they as-

sert, the court erred in using the obligation to perform

until 1933 as the measure of damages.

The argument which counsel make begs the ques-

tion because it assumes that, in the circumstances here

presented, appellants had alternative methods of per-

formance available to them. The rule cited by counsel

is not applicable unless such alternative rights actually

existed.

The rule of damages applicable in the event of re-

pudiation of a contract wherein the promisor has al-

ternative methods, cannot be applied in a situation

where the right to perform by alternative means does

not exist. Even in the authorities relied on by counsel

this axiomatic qualification of the general rule is spe-

cifically pointed out. In III WilUston on Contracts,

Sec. 1407, p. 2497, it is said:

"A promise of one of several alternative per-

formances will give the choice of alternatives,

unless the contrary is stated, to the person who
is to render the performance. This will ordi-
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narily be the promisor, but may possibly be the

promisee. It should be noticed that even where
a choice of performances is given to the prom-
isor, the obligation may be so expressed as to

indicate that the primary duty relates to one of

them, and that unless the promisor manifests

an election to perform the other his duty is

single. And even under a true alternative con^

tract the promisor's right of choice may he lim-

ited hy a provision that the right to select one of
the alternatives shall cease by a certain time or

on a certain contingency. In such a case after

the lapse of the time within which one alterna-

tive might be chosen, the obligation becomes
single and the measure of damages for breach

thereafter is based upon the value of the re-

maining alternative." (Italics ours).

Illustrations of the foregoing principles come to

mind readily, (a) First, let it be supposed that A,

for valuable consideration from B, promises to de-

liver at a future date a horse or a cow. That is a

true alternative contract, and in the event that A does

neither, damages which B can recover are measured

by the alternative least onerous to A, the promisor,

(b) On the other hand, if A's promise is to deliver a

horse on October 1st, provided that he may perform

by delivery of a cow by September 1st, A's obligation

is in the alternative until September 1st. But if that

date passes without delivery of a cow, A's alternative

right is gone and the single obligation remains to de-

liver the horse. If he fails to perform that obliga-

tion B's damages are then measured by A's single ob-

ligation to deliver the horse.
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The case of Branhill Realty Co., Inc., v. Montgom-

ery Ward d Co., 60 Fed. (2d) 922, cited by counsel at

page 56, involved a true alternative contract. The de-

fendant therein promised to lease a building from the

plaintiff and use it "either for a chain store or for

any other lawful purposes". There was no condition

precedent or subsequent to either of the alternative

rights and the court held that upon defendant 's breach

plaintiff's damages should be measured by the obliga-

tion least onerous to the defendant, and, under the

circumstances, that plaintiff's damages should not be

measured by the highly specialized use of property for

chain store purposes, but rather by the alternative ob-

ligation of defendant to use the property for any other

lawful purposes. Similarly, the contracts before the

courts in Holliday & Co. v. Highland Iron <£• Steel Co.,

43 Ind. App. 342, 87 N. E. 249, Franklin Sugar Re-

fining Co. V. Howell, 274 Pa. 190, 118 Atl. 109, and

Kimball Bros. v. Deere Wells & Co., 108 la. 676, 77

N. W. 1041, cited by counsel at pages 56 to 58, were

all true alternative contracts, in which the alternative

obligations of the defendants were subject to no con-

ditions precedent or subsequent.

Necessarily the authorities cited have no bearing

in this case unless the present contract is a true al-

ternative contract. The first question which must be

asked in considering the point now under discussion

is whether the contract of May 4, 1928, gave to the

Cutlers the right of alternative performance and
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whether, if the Cutlers had alternative rights in the

first instance, such rights continued to exist.

The primary obligation of the Cutlers, expressed

in the contract, was to manufacture and sell graders

until September 30, 1933, and to pay, on October 1,

1931, such an amount that total payments for royalties

and commissions to that date would equal $15,000.

Then follows the proviso in paragraph Seventh that,

under certain conditions, the Cutlers could withhold

that deficit and cancel the contract. The contract

clearly contemplated that the Cutlers should perform

continuously until October 1, 1931, so that if they then

desired to cancel and take advantage of the proviso,

the Cook grader business could be turned back to ap-

pellee with the good will thereof unimpaired. And

it was an express condition that the cancellation priv-

ilege, if exercised, was to be availed of "by giving the

second party notice in writing to that effect". With-

out question the Cutlers in the first instance reserved

to themselves the right to satisfy their obligations in

one of two ways: Either by manufacturing for the

full term, until September 30, 1933, or, upon the oc-

currence of certain events, only until October 1, 1931.

The question which must be answered is whether

the conditions precedent, essential to the continued ex-

istence of the Cutlers' alternative right to terminate

the contract in 1931, were performed. Appellee as-

serts that under the circumstances here presented the
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alternative right to terminate in 1931 was destroyed,

with the result that the single obligation to perform

until 1933 continued, and that the court was correct

in assessing damages based upon the value of the re-

maining alternative.

The Cutlers' right to terminate the contract on Oc-

tober 1, 1931, was lost to them for two reasons: (a)

The condition precedent to the exercise of the right,

fhe giving of a written notice, was not complied with

;

and (b) the repudiation of the contract in 1930 de-

stroyed the right to cancel, because a party who is

himself in default cannot avail himself of a reserved

right to cancel. In the following pages the two rea-

sons herein outlined will be discussed in turn.

(a) Where a contract reserves to one party the

right to terminate the contract prior to the expiration

date thereof, the conditions precedent to the right to

terminate must be complied with. In paragraph Sev-

enth it is specifically provided that appellants' right

to cancel, if exercised, had to be availed of '*by giving

the second party notice in writing to that effect". No

written notice was given.

The master rested his conclusion that appellants

were obligated to perform only until October 1, 1931,

upon the fact that when appellants repudiated the

contract in 1930, appellee had actual knowledge that

appellants did not intend to perform further. (R. p.

83). The conclusion of the master was overruled by
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the court, and in doing so the court was clearly cor-

rect. Knowledge by appellee did not excuse non-per-

formance of the condition expressly stated.

As said in Black on Rescission and Cancellation,

(2d Ed.) Sec. 514:

"Any provision in the contract in regard to

the notice which must be given, as a condition

upon the reserved right to cancel, in respect to

the form of the notice, . . . must ordinarily

be complied with strictly and punctually."

(Italics ours). ^^
The fact that a plaintiff may have knowledge of

defendant's intention to exercise a reserved right to

cancel is not sufficient to relieve the defendant of

the obligation where the contract requires a written

notice as a condition precedent to the right of defend-

ants to cancel. Star-Chronicle Publishing Co. v. Unit-

ed Press Associations, 204 Fed. 217. And see: Ja-

vierre v. Central Altagracia, 217 U. S. 502; 30 S. Ct.

598; Anvil Mining Co, v. Humble, 153 U. S. 540; 14

S. Ct. 876; Home Insurance Co. v. Hamilton, 143 Mo.

App. 237; 128 S. W. 273; Leon v. Barnsdall Zinc Co.,

309 Mo. 276; 274 S. W. 699; Quereau v. Computing

Scale Co., 133 N. Y. S. 501, (Afd. 103 N. E. 1131)

;

Ashland Coal & Coke Co. v. Hull Coal dc Coke Cor-

poration, 61 W. Va. 503; 68 S. E. 124; Ward v. Amer-

ican Health Food Co., 119 Wis. 12; 96 N. W. 388.

The only writings which were delivered to appellee

bearing on the question of continued performance of
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the contract by the appellants, or any of them, were

two letters, one of Ajjril 5, 1930, and the other of June

30, 1930. Neither of the letters fulfills the require-

ment of paragraph Seventh of a "notice in writing"

of cancellation by the Cutlers.

The letter of April 5, 1930, was addressed to ap-

pellee and was signed "Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc.,

by A. B. Cutler, President". It reads as follows:

"We desire to give you notice that the Cut-

ler Manufacturing Company, Inc., has taken

over the business and assets of the Cutler Man-
ufacturing Company, copartnership." (R. p.

159).

That the letter did not constitute a written notice

of cancellation of the contract of May 4, 1928, is too

plain to require argument. And that the Cutlers did

not at the time intend it as such is equally clear

from the testimony of appellant F. W. Cutler, who

stated

:

"This letter was written simply to advise

Cook of our plans and what we were doing. It

was my idea that Cook would have the right to

cancel his contract if we sold out. . . . We had

incorporated in this case here but we didn't in-

tend to get out of the deal. The purpose of the

letter was to tell Cook he would have the right,

if he wanted, to cancel the contract. It was up

to him. If he didn't cancel it the Cutler Manu-

facturing Co., I believe, would have to carry it

along." (R. p. 159).
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by one of appellants' attorneys to the attorney then

representing appellee. It reads in part as follows

:

*'I am further authorized to advise you that

the Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc., has trans-

ferred its business to the Food Machinery Cor-

poration. Mr. Cook was notified of the trans-

fer of the business from the Cutler Manufac-
turing Co., a co-partnership, to the Cutler Man-
ufacturing Co., Inc., but to date has exercised

no option accorded him under the contract.

''Mr. Asa B. Cutler and Mr. F. W. Cutler

consider that they have no further interest in

the contract except to finish up the material on
hand as provided for in said contract, and they

will send Mr. Cook a statement of royalties due
him with check to cover within a few days."

(Italics ours). (R. pp. 174-175).

In considering this letter the court must have in

mind the rule that a notice given, as required by a

contract, to relieve a party of his obligations must be

clear and unequivocal. Star-Chronicle Publishing Co.

V. United Press Associations, 204 Fed. 217; R. H.

White Co. V. Jerome H. Remick & Co., 198 Mass. 41,

84 N. E. 113; Ford v. Dyer, 148 Mo. 528, 49 S. W.
1091 ; Austin v. Barley Motor Car Co., 233 Mich. 587,

207 N. W. 905; W7<ight v. Bristol Patent Leather Co.,

257 Pa. 552, 101 Atl. 844.

Under paragraph Seventh the Cutlers, in any

event, were obligated to manufacture Cook graders

at least until October 1, 1931. The only right of the

Cutlers was to cancel by the required notice effective

1
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not earlier than October 1, 1931. The letter of June

30, 1930, cannot be construed as a notice of cancella-

tion to be effective on a date fifteen months later.

The letter informed appellee of the sale of the

Cutler business to Food Corporation, and then pro-

ceeded to say that the Cutlers personally did not con-

sider that they were under any further obligation un-

der the contract. On that date the Cutlers had already

breached the contract by cessation of their efforts to

distribute Cook graders. The letter is at most an ex-

pression of opinion by appellants' attorney that the

prior acts of the Cutlers were justified and that they

had the legal right to terminate the contract at any

time by a sale of their assets, and that upon such at-

tempted termination the Cutlers were no longer liable

under the contract. Our argument, in earlier pages,

relating to paragraph Eleventh, shows that the attor-

ney's opinion was erroneous.

The state of mind of the attorney when he dictat-

ed the letter is obvious. He realized that in no event

could his clients be relieved of their obligation to per-

form for the full term without a written notice. He

must have realized further that the cancellation could

not be made effective earlier than October 1, 1931.

He did not desire to be specific to cancel as of Oc-

tober 1, 1931, because that would have constituted a

concession that his clients were already in default and

were answerable for damages at least until October 1,
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ambiguous terms, hoping perhaps that he might rely

on it some time as a notice of cancellation. The let-

ter was purposely ambiguous and equivocal and does

not conform to the standard established by the au-

thorities.

The letter was ineffective as written notice for a

further reason: It said merely that the Cutlers per-

sonally "consider that they have no further interest

in the contract". In this, the only language which

could constitute the required written notice, no men-

tion was made of the Cutler corporation. At that date

the copartnershii3 business had been transferred to the

corporation, and appellee had been advised of that

fact. Assignment of the Cook contract by the partners

to the corporation could not release the individual

assignors from their obligation unless Cook assented

to such release by a novation. Appellee might well

have been willing that the successor corporation should

perform the obligations under the contract and manu-

facture and distribute the graders so long as the in-

dividual assignors remained bound. The notice that

the individuals considered themselves relieved did not

constitute notice that their assignee would no longer

perform the contract. The quoted letter can well be

read as an opinion of the attorney that the mere as-

signment to the corporation relieved the individual

assignors of their personal obligations. That this is

not the law is too clear to require citation of authority.
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The letter of June 30, 1930, was not the clear and

unequivocal written notice which the contract and the

law required, and consequently it was ineffectual for

that purpose.

Since there was no written notice of cancellation,

as required by the contract, the condition precedent

to the continued existence of the alternative right to

terminate the contract on October 1, 1931, was not per-

formed, and necessarily the alternative right ceased to

exist, with the result that the obligation of the Cutlers

and the Cutler corporation thereafter was measured

solely by the single obligation to perform until 1933.

One of the incidents of the obligation of continued

performance was that appellants were unconditionally

obligated to pay $15,000 on that date, less any amounts

theretofore paid to appellee as royalties and commis-

sions under the contract.

(b) There is a further reason why appellants' al-

ternative right to cancel as of October 1, 1931, orig-

inally given them in paragraph Seventh, ceased to

exist, leaving appellants with the single obligation to

perform until October 1, 1933.

A party who is himself in default cannot avail him-

self of a privilege reserved in a contract to cancel it

prior to the expiration of the term thereof. In the

present case the contract, in any event, required faith-

ful performance by appellants until October 1, 1931,

but appellants breached the contract in the spring of
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1930, and at that time ceased all efforts to perform

their obligations. The authorities support the rule

that faithful performance by the promisor is a con-

dition precedent to the right to exercise a privilege

of cancellation,—to be relieved of a burden more oner-

ous to the promisor than if the contract is cancelled.

The general rule is stated in Black on Rescission

and CanceUation, (2nd Ed.) Sec. 553, as follows:

"The right to rescind a contract on the

ground of failure of j^erformance by the other
party, delay in j^erformance, want or failure of

title, insufficient or incomplete performance,
breach of conditions or of warranties, or for

other such causes, cannot he claimed hy a party
who is himself in default in the performan<ie

of any of the obligations imposed upon him hy
the contract.'' (Italics ours).

A specific application of the rule to facts similar

to those here presented is made in Home Insurance

Co. V. Hamilton, 143 Mo. App. 237, 128 S. W. 273.

Plaintiff therein sued on a note given as part payment

of a premium on a 5-year policy. Defendant had paid

in cash one-fifth of the total premium. Defendant

pleaded that he had cancelled the policy. It appeared

that prior to the end of the first year defendant mailed

the policy to plaintiff, with a request to cancel. The

policy provided that the insured might cancel the pol-

icy if the premiiun were paid in full, in which event

plaintiff would refund the premium on a short-rate

basis. It was held that since defendant was in default

I

4
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in that he had not paid the premium in lull, the con-

dition precedent to his right to cancel was not per-

formed, and his attempt to cancel was ineffectual.

Plaintiff was allowed to recover the full amount of

the note. The court said:

"A contract covering a certain period of time,

but containing a conditional provision that it

might be terminated l^efore that time, will re-

main effective the full term, unless the condi-

tion of termination is fully complied with."

In White Oak Fuel Co. v. Carter, 257 Fed. 54,

(certiorari denied, 250 U. S. 673, 40 S. Ct. 16), the

court said:

"The right to repudiate a contract for the

default of tiie other party thereto cannot be ex-

ercised by a party who is himself in unexcused

default of performance of an essential covenant

thereof."

Again, in Fairchild-Gihnore-Wilton Co. v. South-

ern Refining Co., 158 Calif. 264, 110 Pac. 951, where

defendant, being sued for a breach, pleaded that it had

cancelled the contract because of default by plaintiff,

it was held that the attempted cancellation by defend-

ant when defendant itself was in default, did not bar

recovery by plaintiff because one who is himself in

default has no right to cancel.

If a defendant in default has no right to cancel

for default by plaintiff, it follows with greater force

that he cannot exercise a right to cancel reserved in

a contract. Otherwise a plaintiff, who is not in de-
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fault but has, on the other hand, performed his ob-

ligations faithfully, would have lesser rights than a

plaintiff who is in default himself.

For other authorities denying to a defendant the

right to cancel when he himself is in default, see Red-

dish V. Smith, 10 Wash. 178, 38 Pac. 1003 ; Mason v.

Edtvard Thompson Co., 94 Minn. 472, 103 N. W. 507;

Gardner v. The Roycrofters, 118 N. Y. S. 703, (Afd.

197 N. Y. 511, 90 N. E. 1158) ; Norris v. Litchworth,

167 Mo. App. 553, 152 S. W. 421, and Griffin v. Grif-

fin, 163 111. 216, 45 N. E. 241.

Any cessation by appellants prior to October 1,

1931, of their efforts to distribute Cook graders would

have constituted a default. Consequently, appellants,

to be in good standing and to be entitled to exercise

the privilege of cancellation as of that date, were re-

quired to perform continuously. Any cessation prior

thereto, and, under the facts, the actual cessation in

1930, destroyed the right reserved to appellants to

cancel as of 1931. Since the right was destroyed, any

attempt or desire by appellants to cancel was inef-

fectual, however that intention was communicated to

appellee.

The rule upon which appellants rely, that the meas

ure of damages is that obligation least onerous to the

defendant, is undoubtedly generally accepted, but the

authorities do not extend it beyond rather narrow

limits. The rule tends to give to one in default ad-

1

J
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vantages arising from the very default. It is not the

policy of the law to permit one to profit by his own

wrong.

This tendency to restrict the rule is recognized by

the authors of the text cited in Franklin Sugar Re-

fining Cofnpaii/y v. Howell, supra, the case from which

appellants' counsel quote most extensively in support

of the general rule. (p. 56). In that decision the

court cited 1 Sedgwick on Damages, Sec. 421. In a

subsequent section (1 Sedgwick on Damages (9th Ed.)

Sec. 424a, p. 821) the authors say:

*'.
. . . We seem to have, therefore, thus far

in cases of alternative contracts which are not

obnoxious to the law as involving i^enalties, two
rules: first, the rule that where the defendant

; has an option to do one thing or another, if he

fails to do one the law holds him to the other,

and that this furnishes the measure of damages
;

second, the rule of the least beneficial alterna-

tive, i. e., that where he has an option between

two courses, since he might have chosen the one

most beneficial to himself, that, in the event of

the breach, furnishes the measure of damages.

Applications of the latter yniJe are certaiyily ex-

tremely rare, and there seems to he a very se-

rious argument against its being ever applied

except in the very unusual cases where the par-

ties have expressly adopted it as the rule of their

own contract. The objection to it in all cases

but these is that it gives to the defendant a

double option. This was pointed out in Brooks

V. Hubbard, (3 Conn. 58), where the court said

that the adoption of the rule would give the

defendant the benefit of the 'abnegated option'
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in another shape. In every ordinary case where
the defendant is given an option to do one of

two things, he contracts to exercise the option.'

Consequently, if he fails to exercise it, he has
broken the contract in its entirety, and not mere-
ly committed a breach as to an alternative."

(Italics ours).

In the first instance, by the terms of the contract

the Cutlers had the right to elect to perform for the

full term to October 1, 1933, or, under certain con-

ditions, to perform only until October 1, 1931. Their

alternative right to terminate on October 1, 1931, was

lost because

—

(a) The condition precedent to their right to sus-

pend, the giving of a written notice, was not

performed; and

(b) The default in 1930 destroyed the right to

cancel.

Consequently the obligations ceased to be alternative,

and, as Professor Williston says (supra) :

".
. . the obligation becomes single and the

measure of damages for breach thereafter is

based upon the value of the remaining alterna-

tive.'^

The rule relied on by appellants that the measure

of damages is that least onerous to appellants is not

applicable because the contractual obligations of the

Cutlers were no longer in the alternative after their

breach in 1930. Consequently the court did not err

in using as a measure of damages the obligation to

perform to 1933, with the corresponding obligation to
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pay the amount prescribed in paragraph Seventh, the

difference between $15,000 and the amounts thereto-

fore paid under the contract for commissions and

royalties.

i

I

C. Appellants' Contention That There Is No Evi-

dence to Support the Court's Finding of $5,000

Greneral Damages.

j
This is the subject of appellants' subdivision VII,

beginning at page 58.

The master recommended that $5,000 be awarded

for general damages which accrued during the period

from appellants' breach of contract in 1930 to Octo-

ber 1, 1931. The findings of the court included dam-

ages in the same sum but for a longer period, that is,

from the time of the breach until October 1, 1933.

The elements of damages covered by the master's

findings are described by him in his report as fol-

lows:

"There is, however, an additional element of

damage which I believe should be considered.

By reason of the failure of the licensees to per-

form, the Cook Grader has been taken from the

market. Common experience, fortified b.y the

provisions of the contract itself, indicates that

the advertisements, developments and sales ef-

forts of the licensees of the machine were es-

sential to the successful performance of the con-

tract. It is a matter of importance in market-

ing any device that the sales efforts and adver-

tisements be continuous in order that the good-
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will of the business may be maintained and the

purchasing public informed of the existence of

the device, its merits and where it can be pur-
chased. When sales efforts cease, the resultant

damage is far greater than the loss of any in-

dividual sale, because it involves the destruc-

tion of the entire market, not only for the par-
ticular period but for the future, and requires

the expenditure of much money and time to re-

build the demand for the device. I believe and
find such resultant damage is substantial and
real and that the innocent party should be made
whole as far as may be possible. I am not un-
aware that the assessment of damages of such
character closely borders on speculation, but I

am of the opinion that an allowance may prop-
erly be made for it. I therefore find and allow

the additional sum of $5,000 as such damages."
(R. pp. 83-94). m

Under the master's interpretation of the contract,

the Cutlers and the Cutler corporation were not ob-

ligated in the circumstances to perform beyond Oc-

tober 1, 1931. In the nature of things, then, the mas-

ter's award of $5,000 general damages included only

those which had accrued up to that date. The trial

court, on the other hand, held that the Cutlers and

their assignee were obligated to perform for the full

term to September 30, 1933. The court included the

same amount for general damages, but specified that

it should include damages accruing to October 1, 1933.

(R. pp. 108, 139). Thus the finding of the trial court,

allowing the same amount but for a longer period,
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was more favorable to appellants than was the recom-

mendation of the master.

The general rule applying to appeals, in equity suits

is that the appellate court will consider the entire rec-

ord and is not bound by the findings and conclusions

of the trial court. In applying the general rule there

are certain principles uniformly followed relating to

the weight to be given to the findings of a master

in chancery and the findings and conclusions of the

trial court.

The findings of a master in chancery, approved by

the trial court, when before the appellate court, are

considered as presumptively correct and will not be

set aside except for manifest error in the considera-

tion of the evidence, or in the application of

the law. Davis v. Schwartz, 155 U. S. 631, 15

S. Ct. 237; ''The CUquita", 44 Fed. (2d) 302, (9th

C. C. A.); ''The Tourist No. 2", 64 Fed. (2d) 669,

(9th C. C. A.). Necessarily then, if the finding of the

trial court is more favorable to an appellant than was

the finding of the master, the finding of the trial

court will be accepted unless there is manifest error.

Likewise the cases establish the rule that where

there is a conflict of testimony, the findings of a trial

court, unless clearly erroneous, will be accepted by

tlie appellate court. United States v. McGowan, 62

Fed. (2d) 955, (9th C. C. A.) ; Easton v. Brant, 19

Fed. (2d) 857, (9th 0. C. A.) ; Gila Water Co. v. In-
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ternational Finance Corporation, 13 Fed. (2d) 1. And
the same rule is applied when appellant questions the

sufficiency of the evidence, when there is any sub-

stantial evidence to support the finding. McCullough

V. Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co., 62 Fed. (2d) 831,

(9th C. C. A.).

The court's findings contain no analysis of the

mental processes by which the court fixed the amount.

The master's report recites some, but probably not all,

of the facts which were considered in arriving at his

recommendation. It is not essential, of course, that

we know precisely how the court and the master de-

termined the award; and it is only necessary to show

that there is substantial evidence to support the ul-

timate finding of fact. The question then is whether

there is any substantial evidence to support the find-

ing of general damages in the sum of $5,000. Appellee

contends that not only is the evidence sufficient to

support the award, but that the evidence would sup-

port an award in an amount substantially greater than

that determined by the court.

Appellee entered the field with his device in 1925.

(R. p. 196). Prior thereto there had been little use

of machines for grading pears, and producers relied

on hand sorting. (R. pp. 194-195). Appellee's device

was well thought of by the trade. (R. pp. 197, 199-

200). Appellee for the next three seasons supplied a

constantly growing demand for machines for grading

of pears in the Medford district of Oregon. (R. pp.
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ibanker described as a "successful business". (R. p.

197). He had plans for increasing his facilities and

iseeking a wider market, and had prospects for sales

in other states. (R. p. 197).

The Cutlers were in the business of manufacturing

and selling many types of fruit machinery, and had a

world-wide distribution. (R. p. 205). Obviously the

partnership could reach a much more extensive market

than was open to appellee, with a young organization

and with a "stock in trade" limited to the single de-

vice. The advantages of the Cutler manufacturing

and marketing facilities for the full term of the con-

tract were what appellee contracted for and was en-

titled to receive.

Further, the contract contemplated that the part-

nership should exert its efforts to distribute Cook

graders continuously to October, 1931, at least, and

thereafter until October 1, 1933, unless the Cutlers

elected to cancel under the provisions of paragraph

Seventh. The fruit machinery business is seasonal,

reaching a peak in the summer months from June to

August, and extending through the harvest season

which ends, for pears, early in the fall. (R. pp. 206,

227). If the Cutlers had performed continuously un-

til October 1, 1931, appellee would have had the ben-

efit of the contract throughout the four seasons of

,1928, 1929, 1930 and 1931. Then, if the contract had
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been cancelled by the Cutlers, appellee would have had

the full winter and spring of 1931-1932 to make other

arrangements for distributing the grader during the

1932 fruit season. In those circumstances, the Cook

grader might have been kept on the market as was the

obvious intention of appellee. Similarly, if the part-

ners had continued to October 1, 1933, without cancella-

tion as the contract permitted, appellee would have had

the opportunity to arrange for manufacture and sales

in 1934 and subsequent years, and the device would

not have been withdrawn from the market.

But the Cutlers did neither. On the contrary, they

ceased to distribute Cook graders in the spring of

1930 (except to assemble and dispose of some six ma-

chines from parts then on hand). Appellants' own

witnesses testified that preparations for business to

be done in a particular fruit season had to be antici-

pated by preparations well in advance of actual sales.

Parts had to be ordered and actual manufacture com-

menced well in advance of sales during the fruit sea-

son. (R. p. 206). The breach occurred at a time in

the spring of 1930 so late that it was impossible to

build up a manufacturing and sales organization to

distribute the machines during the 1930 fruit season

as effectively as could have been done by the Cutlers

had they continued as the contract contemplated. Ap-

pellee could not personally take over the production

and distribution on such short notice. His facilities

for manufacture at Medford, operated prior to 1928
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(R. p. 196), were for the manufacture of a wooden

machine, the "original Cook grader". (R. i)p. 201,

207). The Cook grader last distributed by appellants

was the "Improved Cook", a machine constructed of

steel with many parts substantially different in de-

sign from those used in the "original Cook". (R. pp.

207-208). It is a fair inference that a plant to ma-

chine and assemble steel parts must be much more

extensive than one equipped to make and assemble

wooden parts.

That an adequate sales organization is essential to

the successful marketing of a product is ol)vious.

Appellee had none in the spring of 1930; and that he

could not then, in a period of two or three months,

build one to compare with appellants' world-wide or-

ganization is likewise obvious. Probably the prodigal

expenditure of unlimited funds could not even have

accomplished the result; and it is certain that such a

task could not have been accomplished short of the ex-

penditure of several times the sum of $5,000, the item

now under discussion.

The result was that the Cook grader was eliminated

from the market for at least the 1930 season. It is well

known that the cost and effort necessary to reestablish

a device in a competitive market is much greater than

the cost of maintaining that device in its established

position in the market. It cost the Cutlers some $9,000

in a single year to develop and put the Improved Cook
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grader on the market (R. p. 206), even tliougli they

had the existing good will of the Original Cook behind

it, and a sales organization for their products gener-

ally. The Food Machinery Corporation "spent in the

neighborhood of $15,000" to make a competing grader,

the Clear machine, a commercial success. (R. p. 190).

For the appellee to develop a plant and distribution

system to make the Cook machine in seasons subse-

quent to 1930 would have cost much more than the

$5,000 now under consideration.

There is another important factor. During the

1929 season users of the Improved Cook encountered

difficulties because of the design of the troughs. (R.

pp. 211-213). True, the Cutlers, at their own expense,

altered the machines to correct the defects but the cor-

rections were not made until the end of the 1929 sea-

son, and, in the spring of 1930, the Improved Cook,

as corrected, had never been used through a fruit sea-

son. (R. pp. 212-213). It is undoubtedly true that

the machine as thus changed was a good machine, but

that fact had not been demonstrated in the field when

appellants ceased to sell the machine in the spring of

1930. To suspend distribution when the practicability

of the Improved Cook was an open question, was

necessarily a serious blow to the good will attached

to the product, and would have substantially increased

the cost of reestablishing the machine in the market

in later seasons.
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Whether appellee had undertaken to reestablish the

machine in the 1931 market (it was impossible to do

so in 1930 because of the short interval between the

appellants' breach and the beginning of the season),

or in some later season, appellee would have had these

development costs. By the terms of the contract, it

was not contemplated that any such burden would be

thrust on appellee. It was contemplated that appel-

lants would perform continuously to October 1, 1933,

or at least until October 1, 1931, and would surrender

to appellee a device with good will unimpaired. In

either event, appellee would have had nearly a year

to prepare for the following season. If continuity of

distribution had not been broken, appellee could have

made the necessary arrangements for a subsequent

season and much of the development cost, directly at-

tributable to the manner and time of year when the

breach was committed, would have been avoided.

The facts discussed in the preceding pages are

ample support for the $5,000 item included in the

court's award. In addition thereto, there are other

facts which give further support to the court 's finding.

As developed in other sections of this brief, the con-

tract contemplated that, if the Cutlers did not cancel

as of October 1, 1931, as they had a right to do under

certain circumstances, they were obligated

—

(a) To pay on that date the sum of $15,000.00, less

amounts theretofore accrued and paid for roy-

alties and commissions, and
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(b) To continue to perform by manufacture and
sale of Cook graders until September 30, 1933,

with the corresponding obligation to pay roy-

alties on machines sold subsequent to October
1, 1931.

The court's award includes $7,035.38 for the first of

the two elements, and $5,000 for general damages,

which accrued to October 1, 1933. (R. pp. 108,

139, 141). In addition, then, to the development costs

hereinbefore discussed, the matter of royalties which

would have been earned had the Cutlers continued to

perform after October 1, 1931, was an element to be

considered in fixing the amount of general damages.

The record permits an estimate, within reasonable

limits, of the royalties which would have accrued in

the two-year period from October, 1931, to October,

1933.

From a careful analysis of defendants' Exhibit 10,

siunmarized in the record at page 224, the master

found that had the Cutlers not breached the contract

in the spring of 1930, they could, by the exercise of

reasonable efforts, have sold 17 machines in the 1930

season and 13 machines in the 1931 season. (R. pp.

80-83). The average royalties on machines actually

sold before the breach in 1930 were as follows:
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Average
Royalty

No. Total Per
Sold Royalties Machine

1. On sales from May 1, 1928,

to April 30, 1929, principal-

ly of "Original Cooks" (R.

p. 215) 34 $2,599.01 $ 76.44

2. On sales from May 1, 1929,

to December 31, 1929, all

"Improved Cooks" (R. p.

216) 16 1,598.85 99.93

8. On sales after January 1,

1930, to dispose of parts on
hand, all "Improved Cooks"
(R. p. 217) 6 809.16 134.86

4. Total all sales 56 $5,007.02 $ 89.41

5. Total of items 3 and 4 (to

!
eliminate sales of "Original

Cooks", and to confine aver-

age to sales of "Improved
Cooks" 22 $2,407.91 $109.45

It is apparent from the foregoing tabulation that

the Improved Cook was more expensive than the Orig-

inal Cook and royalties thereon per machine were cor-

respondingly higher. The best evidence of the royal-

ties per machine which appellee would have earned if

appellants had continued to sell after 1930, is item 5

of the foregoing table, $109.45, the average based on

sales only of the Improved Cook. It is fair, then, to

assume that the royalty would have been at least $100

per machine, for sales from October 1, 1931, to Sep-

tember 30, 1933.
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The royalties actually accrued under the contract,

considered with the estimates of sales as made by the^

master and estimates of average royalties as made

herein, show the following experience:

No.
Sold Royalty

1928 season (May 1, 1928, to April 30,

1929) (R. p. 215) 34 $2,599.01

1929 season (May 1, 1929, to December
31, 1929) (R. p. 216) 16 1,598.85

1930 season, estimated 17 1,700.00

1931 season, estimated 13 1,300.00

Average per season $1,799.46

It is common knowledge that the increasing sever-

ity of the depression after 1931 would have had a

tendency to reduce sales and resulting royalties in

1932 and 1933; and it is of course true that to the

extent that the market for fruit graders approached

the saturation point, future sales would decline. But

there were factors present in the situation which sup-

port the conclusion that the 1931 experience, as esti-

mated, might well have been expected to be repeated

in 1932 and 1933.

The Cook grader was used first for grading pears.

(R. p. 196). Not until the development of the Im-

proved Cook in 1929 was it devoted to lemons. (R.

pp. 207-211). In the spring of that year the Cutlers

advertised that their machine had solved the lemon

grading problem, with a labor saving of $25 to $30

per car over hand methods theretofore used. (R. p.

J
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209). If that statement is true, and we must assume

that it is when the question is whether the record is

sufficient to support a finding against appellants, a

saving of $25 per car on forty cars would pay the full

price of a $1,000 machine. With the vast lemon in-

dustry as a market, there were undoubtedly many

users who would have been anxious to purchase a

machine which would pay for itself out of the sav-

ings on the first forty cars. The citrus industry is

not restricted to the West Coast. There are also

citrus districts in Texas and Florida, (R. p. 226). It

is apparent that there was no saturation in the citrus

industry and that there was a growing market for

grading machines. Citrus Machinery Company sold

no graders during the period from February 28, 1929,

to March 29, 1930. It sold 4 between March 30 and

June 25, 1930. Its distribution jumped to 25 for the

period from June 26, 1930, to October 31, 1931. (R.

p. 226). Manufacturers distributing competing pear

graders maintained a constant distribution during

1929, 1930 and 1931. (R. p. 225).

From all these facts it is reasonable to conclude

that had the Cutlers continued their efforts to sell

Cook graders, suitable for both pears and lemons,

they could have sold in each of the seasons of 1932

and 1933 at least as many as estunated by the master

for 1931. On that basis we may assimie that they

would have sold 13 machines in each of the two sea-

sons, a total of 26, and that the royalties which would
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have accrued to appellee at $100 per machine woulc

have been $2,600.

Considering the element of expense to appellee oi

reestablishing in the market a device which by ap-^

pellants' breach was necessarily withdrawn from dis-

tribution for the 1930 season, and the sum of approxi-

mately $2,600 of royalties which appellee would have

received after October 1, 1931, the court's determina-

tion of general damages in the sum of $5,000 is amply

supported. This court cannot say that the finding is

"clearly erroneous", and under the authorities cited

above, the lower court's finding must be approved.

D. Appellants' Contention That the Lower Court

Erred in Considering the Item of $291.53,

Earned by Appellee Under an Oral Contract.

Beginning at page 61, counsel criticize what they

consider to be an improper consideration by the

court of the $291.53 determined by the master to have

been earned by appellee for services of appellee under

a certain oral contract other than the written contract

of May 4, 1928. Counsel argue that the matter of the

oral contract was not made an issue in the pleadings

and hence should not be considered. Appellee asserts

that it is necessary to consider the oral contract in

order to arrive at a correct accounting between the

parties as to their transactions under the written con-

tract, that the matter of accounting under the written
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contract and the damages sustained by appellee on

account of the breach of the written contract were di-

rectly in issue under the pleadings, and that the his-

tory of transactions under the oral contract was ma-

terial under the issues thus raised.

At the time of the making of the written contract

of May 4, 1928, the parties thereto entered into an

additional oral contract. The precise terms of this

contract were in dispute. The Cutlers asserted that

thereby appellee was to receive a commission on sales

of Cutler products, other than Cook graders, in the

Medford district in Oregon in 1928, but only where

appellee was the inciting cause of the sales. (R. pp.

163-168). Appellee, on the other hand, asserted that

he was to receive commissions on Cutler products

sold, irrespective of how the orders were obtained.

(R. pp. 169-171). On this conflicting evidence the

master found, and the finding was sustained by the

court, that the oral contract was as asserted by ap-

pellee. To that finding of fact the appellants do not

except.

Appellants' witness Van Wyk presented a tabula-

tion showing royalties and commissions paid to ap-

pellee, classified as between payments due under the

written contract and under the oral contract (and in

accordance with appellants' contention as to the na-

ture of the oral contract (R. p. 216)), as follows:
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Under Under
Written Oral
Contract Contract Total

From June 5, 1928, to

February 25, 1929....$5,509.94 $1,245.04 $6,754.98

After February 26, 1929,

to July 9, 1930 2,749.43

Totals $8,259.37 $1,245.04 $9,504.41

(See R. p. 218).

The master found that appellee should be cred-

ited with commissions under the oral contract in the

sum of $291.53, in addition to those credited to him

by Van Wyk under appellants' interpretation of

the oral contract. (R. pp. 88, 91-94). In other words,

the amount earned by appellee under the oral contract

was $291.53 in excess of the $1,245.04 credited to him

by Van Wyk, a total of $1,536.57. (R. p. 137). Coun-

sel do not question the correctness of the amount as

found, but merely question the application made by

the court of that finding.

The total of $6,754.98 paid up to February 25,

1929, includes an item of $3.22 improperly charged to

appellee (R. p. 219), so that the net total is $6,751.76.

This is the total carried into the court's findings of

fact. (R. p. 137). To determine what portion of

that total is properly chargeable to royalties and com-

missions payable under the written contract, it is

necessary to deduct $1,536.57, chargeable to the oral

contract, to obtain the net total of $5,215.19 as found

by the court. (R. p. 137).

I
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I

This process of analysis is essential because when

I

Cutlers made the payments to appellee going to make

jup the totals in the Van Wyk tabulation, the attempt

'was not made in every instance to specify whether

the payments were made to apply on amounts due

under the written contract or under the oral contract.

Thus, on August 31, 1928, appellee received $1,000.00

on his general account with the Cutlers and there was

no attempt then to allocate it to amounts due as be-

tween the written and oral contracts. (R. pp. 218,

220-221). Again, on December 24, 1928, a single check

for $2,134.82 was delivered to appellee, which was

not then allocated, but was only allocated between the

two accounts by Van Wyk when he prepared his ex-

hibit for the trial of this case. (R. p. 222). He then

made the arbitrary allocation of $1,909.94 to amounts

due under the written contract, and $224.88 to amounts

due under the oral contract. (R. pp. 218, 222). Neces-

sarily, since Van Wyk prepared the statement (R. p.

218) upon an erroneous understanding of the oral con-

tract, he was in error in allocating only $224.88 to the

oral contract, and should have credited the additional

$291.53, now in question, to the oral contract as part

of the December 24, 1928, payment.

In giving effect to the provisions of paragraph

Seventh, and particularly to determine how far short

of the $15,000 therein specified the actual pajanents

fell, it is necessary to determine what portions of the

moneys paid were chargeable to the written contract.
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In making the calculation it is essential to determine

what was earned and what should have been charged

to the oral contract. That is all that the court did

in its findings. (R. pp. 137, 138, 140-141). The court

considered the $291.53 only for the purpose of deter-

mining the amounts paid under the written contract,

a fact directly in issue under the pleadings.

Consequently there is no merit in appellants' con-

tention that the court erred in considering the item

of $291.53.

E. Appellants' Contentions With Respect to

Costs.

The final subdivision of appellants' argument re-

lates to costs, (p. 63).

The decree awarded to appellee his costs and dis-

bursements to be recovered from the Cutlers and the

Cutler corporation (R. p. 141), thereby approving the

recoromendation of the master (R. p. 90), and over the

specific exception to that recommendation by the ap-

pellants named. (R. p. 106).

Counsel recognize that in equity cases the matter

of the award of costs is within the discretion of the

court (See Kansas City Southern Railway Co. v. Guar-

dian Trust Co., 281 U. S. 1, 50 S. Ct. 194), but con-

tend that in this case the court abused its discretion.

A short answer to appellants' argument is that

upon the record before the court on this appeal, this
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court cannot determine whether the lower court ahused

its discretion. Counsel's argument is based upon as-

sertions which the present record does not support.

Counsel state (p. 64) that ''
. . . at least two-

thirds of the 1106 pages of testimony and exhibits

were in an effort to sustain these allegations" of con-

spiracy contained in the complaint. To what page in

the present record can counsel point to support the

statement that there were 1106 pages of testimony?

If that fact is true, where in this record is there any

support for the statement that two-thirds thereof were

devoted to the conspiracy issues (a statement which

appellee stoutly denies) ?

How much time was consumed by the master in

consideration of the conspiracy issues, as distinguished

from other issues'? The record is silent. How many

exhibits were offered, and of the exhibits offered, how

many were material only on the conspiracy issue?

The question cannot be answered from the present

record.

It is apparent that the parties would disagree even

though a full transcript of the proceedings ])efore the

master and the lower court were available to this

court. Thus on the question of whether there is evi-

dence to support the finding of general damages,

counsel for appellants can find little evidence which

is material. It is clear, then, that much of the evi-

dence referred to in preceding pages, wherein we dis-
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cuss the allowance of $5,000 for general damages,

would be considered by counsel as material only to

the conspiracy issue.

Upon the record now before the court it is impos-

sible to conclude that the lower court abused its dis-

cretion in permitting appellee to recover his costs.

The final point argued (p. 66) is that the court

erred in not allowing appellant Food Machinery Com-

pany to recover its costs from appellee.

By the decree, appellee has judgment only against

the Cutlers and the Cutler corporation. The decree

provides, however, that if the judgment is not paid,

it may be satisfied out of property in the district of

Oregon owned by appellant Food Machinery Corpora-

tion, acquired by it from the other appellants. (R. p.

144). Appellee is thus permitted to follow the Cutler

assets into the hands of the Food Corporation.

If there is any error in the decree, it lies in the

fact that appellee is not given a judgment directly

against the Food Corporation. The record shows that

the proposals that the Cutlers should transfer their

business to John Bean Manufacturing Company

later, by change of name. Food Machinery Corpora-

tion, were all made by the Bean Company. The

Cutlers were reluctant to sell, and agreed to do so

only after strenuous efforts by the Bean Company

(R. pp. 184-186). The Food Corporation knew of

the Cook contract as is evidenced bv the serious con-
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isideration by it of the question whether an assign-

jment thereof should be accepted. (R. pp. 189-190).

I

The Food Corporation induced the breach by the

!
Cutlers upon which the present suit is based. One

•who induces a promisor to breach his contract with

a promisee is liable to the promisee for damages

arising from the breach. See Husting Company v.

Coca Cola Com,pany, 205 Wis. 356, 237 N. W. 85;

Sorenson v. Chevrolet Motor Company, 171 Minn.

260, 214 N. W. 754, and the numerous cases cited in

the annotation following these two cases in 84 A. L.

R. 43. Under that rule appellee was entitled to a

judgment direct against the Food Corporation.

Since the real error was a failure to give a direct

judgment against the Food Corporation, it cannot

be said that the court abused its discretion in de-

clining to award to that appellant its costs against

appellee.

It is respectfully submitted that all of appellants'

assignments of error are without merit and that the

decree appealed from should be in all respects af-

firmed.

Caeey, Hart, Spencee & McCulloch,

i

Fletcher Rockwood,

Attorneys for Appellee.
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The decision of this Court filed August 5, 1935,

is erroneous because based upon an incorrect under-

standing of the evidence and the applicable decisions

with respect to the contract dated May 4, 1928. The

decision holds that the contract came to an end upon

the sale of appellants' business to a third party,

which sale occurred on March 29, 1930. In reaching

this conclusion the Court apparently misunderstood

the record in the following essential particulars:

1. The Court failed to take into account the es-

sential surrounding circumstances and the real inten-

tion of the parties when the contract dated May 4,

1928, was made.

2. The Court, in holding that the parties in-

tended that the contract dated May 4, 1928, was to

be terminated upon the sale of appellants' business

to a third party, seems to have misunderstood the

real purpose of the contract.

3. 'Because of the matters specified under 1 and

2 above, the Court has failed to apply the two ap-

plicable decisions of the Supreme Court of the United

States.

Respectfully submitted,

Carey, Hart, Spencer and McCulloch,

Omar C. Spencer^

Fletcher Rockwood^

Attorneys for Ajyjyellee.
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ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR
REHEARING

I.

Restatement of the Question Considered by the Court

to be Controlling.

We present this petition for rehearing with a

frank apology for the manner in which the question,

considered by the Court in its decision to be con-

trolling, was treated in appellee's brief. The dispo-

sition of the case required the interpretation of a

written contract. In our brief we discussed this

question of interpretation in quite an abstract man-

ner, rel3dng principally on two decisions of the Su-

preme Court of the United States Avhich Ave thought

Avere decisiAe. Apparently AA^e relied too much upon

the effect of these decisions and too little upon a

detailed analysis of the contract and of the facts

and circumstances shoAAing the intention of the

parties. Our confidence in the tAA^o decisions of the

Supreme Court AAhich AA'-e cited and thought con-

trolling, AA^hich decisions had been accepted and fol-

loAved by the Master in Chancery and by the Dis-

trict Court, AA-as increased by the fact that appellants

cited no authority to support the position urged in

their brief. We haAe a strong conviction that our

failure to discuss the facts in more detail with re-

spect to the contract and the intention of the parties,

has resulted in a decision AA^hich is erroneous and
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The decision rests solely on the interpretation

of Paragraph 11 of the written contract dated May

4, 1928, between appellee and appellants, F. W. Cut-

ler and A. B. Cutler, copartners doing business under

the name of Cutler Manufacturing Company. By the

contract, appellee granted to the Cutlers the ex-

clusive license to manufacture fruit graders under

appellee's patent. The Cutlers, in turn, promised

to manufacture and promote the sales of appellee's

device, and further, to refrain from manufacturing

any competing machine. The contract was for a five-

and-a-half year term, to expire on October 1, 193.3,

with provisions for termination upon the happening

of certain events on October 1, 1931. The undisputed

fact is that the Cutlers ceased to manufacture and

distribute appellee's device in the spring of 1930. At

that time appellee did nothing which could be con-

strued as a consent to the release of the Cutlers from

their obligation to perform for the full term stated

in the contract. The Master and the District Court

held that the cessation by the Cutlers in 1930 was a

breach of contract and awarded damages to appellee

accordingly. This Court has held that the suspension

in the spring of 1930 was not a breach of contract

on the part of the Cutlers and that consequently ap-

pellee was not entitled to recover damages from ap-

pellants.
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Paragrapli 11, upon wMcli this Court based its

conclusion, reads as follows

:

"Eleventh: If during the term of this contract

the compam^ (meaning appellants F. W. Cutler
and A. B. Cutler as co-partners) shall sell its

business, the second party (that is, the appellee)

shall have the option either to require that the

l)urchaser from the company shall assume and
discharge all the company's obligations here-

under, or to cancel and terminate this agree-

ment and put an end to all the company's rights

hereunder and prevent any rights hereunder from
passing to such purchaser from the company."

The facts are that the Cutler partnership (and its

successor, Cutler Manufacturing Company, Inc.), in

the spring of 1930, sold its entire business and its

manufacturing plant in Portland, exclusive only of

the contract with appellee, to appellant Food Ma-

chinery Corporation; that appellant Food Machinery

Corporation was unAvilling to accept an assignment

from the Cutlers of the rights and obligations of the

contract with appellee except upon a basis substan-

tially diiferent from the contract as draAvn( that is,

with the provision forbidding the manufacture of

competing machines eliminated), and that appellee

Avas not willing to accept performance by Food Ma-

chinery Corporation in a manner substantially differ-

ent from that which he Avas entitled to receive from

the Cutlers, with whom he had contracted. What
then, in those circumstances, were appellee's rights?



The Master and the District Court, considering

paragraph 11, held that appellee had the right (1)

to insist on pertormance by the Cutlers, and if the

Cutlers failed to perform, to recover damages for

the breach; or (2) to make an agreement with the

purchaser. Food Machinery Corporation, whereby the

purchaser should continue to manufacture and dis-

tribute appellee's graders; or (3) to cancel and termi-

nate the contract. This Court, construing the con-

tract, held that appellee had only the last two alter-

natives, that the rights thus given in the last two

alternatives were exclusive, and that appellee did

not have the first alternative right, that is, to re-

cover damages for failure by the Cutlers to perform

the contract.

The Court, at page 4 of the pamphlet copy of the

decision, states as follows:

"... The primary question then is, did the de-

fendants breach the contract by a sale of their

business to the Food Manufacturing Corporation

without a sale or assignment of the license con-

tract?"

The Court, at page G, uses this further language

:

"... While it is true that the contract did not

expressly give the Cutlers a right to terminate

the contract in the case of the sale of their busi-

ness ..."
The Court concludes that the sale by the Cutlers

of their business and the suspension of performance

by the Cutlers of the license contract was not a
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breach of contract by tlie Cutlers, and thus reads

into the contract a right in the Cutlers to terminate

the contract by conduct entirely within their own

control.

The right in a promisee to damages for failure

of a promisor to perform his promise (in this case,

the promise to manufacture and distribute Cook

graders for the term specified in the contract) is

a right which the law gives, and it is unnecessary

to find an expression of that right in the contract

itself. The effect of the decision, then, is that the

Court, by interpretation, grants to appellants a right

not expressed in the contract, and denies to appellee

the right which the law allows, whether or not ex-

pressed in the contract.

The true intent of the contract, and particularly

of paragraph 11, becomes apparent by consideration,

first, of the rights of the parties if paragraph 11

had not been inserted in the contract, and, second,

the circumstances and reasons for inclusion of the

paragraph in the contract.

n.

Rights of the Parties If Paragraph 11 Had Not

Been Inserted.

In the first place, if paragraph 11 had not been

included in the contract, there can be no question

but that upon sale by the Cutlers of their business
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and suspension of the production and sale of appel-

lee's device Avithout appellee's consent, tlie Cutlers

\¥0uld have been answerable to appellee for damages.

The contract would have been merely this : Appellee

granted an exclusive license to the Cutlers to man-

ufacture under his patent, and the Cutlers promised

to manufacture and distribute for the term specified.

Unless the contract had contained a specific clause

giving the Cutlers the right to terminate prior to

the expiration of the term, the Cutlers would have

been answerable to appellee in damages if for any

reason they had failed to perform their promise. If

paragraph 11 had been omitted, the Court would not

have read into the contract (as it has actually done

in its decision) a privilege in the Cutlers to termi-

nate at their pleasure.

Secondly, even without paragraph 11, if the Cut-

lers had sold their plant to a third person and had

attempted to assign the Cook contract to the pur-

chaser, appellee could, of course, have made a new

contract with the purchaser. If appellee had been

satisfied to accept performance by the purchaser and

to release the Cutlers, and if the purchaser had been

willing to assume the Cutlers' obligations, the

parties, of course, could have made a novation. That

right in appellee to make a novation is the right in

terms given to him in paragraph 11, under which he

could
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"require tliat the i3iircliaser from tlie company
sliall assume and discharge all the company's
obligations hereunder."

As the decision of the Court points out, at page 6,

the parties to the contract could not bind a pur-

chaser in advance to assume the contract, and the

right thus expressed in paragraph 11 was by its

nature contingent upon the consent of the purchaser.

So, too, if the paragraph had been omitted, the right

to make a novation would have been contingent upon

the consent of the purchaser. Consequentl}'^, the in-

clusion of the language in paragraph 11, next above

quoted, gave appellee no right other than that which

he would have had, had the paragraph been omitted.

In the third place, if paragraph 11 had not been

included, and if the Cutlers had by their voluntary

act sold their business and divested themselves of

their means of performing the contract and had

thereupon ceased to perform their promise, that

would have constituted a repudiation by the promisor

;

and by the application of Avell established rules, ap-

pellee, the promisee, would thereby have been excused

from further performance of obligations imposed on

him, and could have treated the contract as termi-

nated. This is ])articularly true in view of the lan-

guage of paragraph 8 of the contract giving to either

party the right "to cancel and terminate this agree-

ment" upon breach of contract by the other party.
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(R. p. 128). Tims, even without tlie specilic grant ])y

paragraph 11 of the right

". . .to cancel and terminate this agreement
and put an end to all the company's rights ..."

appellee would have had the right, in the circum-

stances assumed, to terminate the agreement. Like-

wise, in that situation, in the absence of a specific

clause giving the Cutlers the right to assign the

contract and compelling appellee to accept perform-

ance from whatever assignee the Cutlers might select,

the appellee, without paragraph 11, had the power

". . .to prevent any rights hereunder from pass-

ing to such purchaser from the company."

It follows then that if paragraph 11 had not been

inserted, the rights of appellee, in the event that the

Cutlers had sold their business and by that voluntary

act had divested themselves of the instrumentality

essential to continued performance, and had there-

upon ceased to perform, would have been as follows

:

(1) Pie could have considered the contract as still

in effect and could have sued and recovered

damages for breach by the Cutlers; or

(2) He could have made a novation with the pur-

chaser, if the purchaser was willing; or

(3) He could have treated the contract as can-

celled and terminated for all purposes.

It is to be noticed that these three alternatives are

the identical rights which appellee contends were
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available to him witli paragrai^h 11 in the contract.

The Court recognizes that under that paragraph he

had the second and third right, but denies to him the

first.

III.

Rights of Appellee Under Paragraph 11.

The question then is Avhether, by the very in-

clusion of paragraph 11, appellee's rights were re-

stricted, to eliminate (1) the right to treat the con-

tract as still in effect and to recover damages, and

to confine his right either to (2) the privilege of

negotiating a novation, or (3) the privilege of can-

celling the contract.

If the parties had so intended, there is no ques-

tion but that, by specific language giving the Cutlers

the right to terminate the contract in the event of a

sale of their business, the parties could have granted

to the Cutlers the right to terminate without liability

to appellee, and by that means have barred appellee's

right to damages in the event of sale by the Cutlers

and cessation of performance. The Court has said

that that was the intent of the contract ; but to reach

that conclusion the Court has been forced to read

into the contract a provision not stated, and which

the Court recognizes was not expressl}^ stated, that

is, a right in the Cutlers to terminate without lia-

bility. And in so doing, the Court, by the same
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token, has been forced to strip the contract of the

normal incident, uniformly allowed by law without

express statement, that is, the right of a promisee to

recover damages upon failure of the promisor to

perform his promise. We respectfully submit that

the Court, under the guise of interpretation, has

altered the contract, and has drawn erroneous infer-

ences Avith respect to the intent of the parties.

If the language of a contract is ambiguous, the

court may consider parol evidence of the negotiations

leading up to its execution, not for the purpose of

varying its terms, but as an aid in its construction.

{Ryan v. Olimer, 244 Fed. 31; E. H. Stanton Co. v.

Rochester German Underwriters Agency^ 206 Fed.

978 (by Rudkin, J.); Kilhy Mfg. Co. v. Hinchman-

Renton Fire Proofing Co., 132 Fed. 957). We had not

supposed that the language was ambiguous, when

read in the light of the authorities we cited in our

brief; but for present purposes, we will accept the

statement of appellants' counsel, wherein, in refer-

ring to paragraph 11, they said

:

". . . It is ambiguous and might be construed

in several ways." (Appellants' Brief, p. 37).

Consequently we look to the parol evidence for as-

sistance in its interpretation.

Paragraph 11 is the final paragraph of the con-

tract as executed. (R. pp. 130-131). The agreement

was dated May 4, 1928. (R. p. 121). The subject
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matter of the i^aragrapli was first discussed on May

3, after all other matters had apparently been agreed

upon. The discussions which led up to this last

minute insertion were related by appellant F. W.

Cutler, as follows:

"... On the morning of the 3rd he came to my
office, much to my surprise, and said that he had
discussed the proposed agreement with his at-

torney and a point had been called to his atten-

tion that he wanted to take up with me before

he went on with the contract. Mr. Cook said

'There is no minimum provided, minimum royal-

ty provided in the contract. You don't have to

pay anything it you don't make sales, and there
is nothing in the contract about your selling out
to anybody. Where would I be if you sliould

sell out to somebody ? I cannot give you exactly
word for word the conversation, but what I have
said is the substance of was (w^hat) was said

there. I recall distinctly Mr. Cook saying, 'Well,

the way the contract is agreed on now all you
have to do is incorporate and you could get out

of it and shelve meJ I said, 'Well, Mr. Cook, if

you have—in the first place, / don't think we
could get away ivith anything like that, because
it would appear to me to be collusion just simp-
ly to avoid the contract; / don't think we coula\

get away with it legally, but in the second place,

if you have any such lack of confidence in us as
to think that we would try to pull a thing like

that after making a deal with you, why, we
better not deal at all.' 'Well,' he said, 'that is

all right, but my attorney said Ave ought to have
something in there about your selling out to
somebody.' I attempted to dissuade Mr. Cook
from going further with the negotiations, because
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it liad been drawn out so long as it was I was
getting to—'being busy—to an end of patience

in the matter in a way. / didn't iJiinlc it wdfi

necessary; I assured him that we had no inten-

tion of selling out, had no plans for such a thing,

but lie still persisted in some clause tbat would

give him what he thought he should have. I said,

'Well, now, it is all right with me, then, if you

will have your attorney add a clause to the agree-

ment we have now got that if you don't like

any purchaser—anybody that we might sell our

business to'—he brought that point up before,

that he might not like the next fellow; he had
confidence in us, but he might not like the pur-

chaser—I said, 'If you can't make a deal with

the purchaser and don't like him, you can put a

pro^dsion in the contract that you can take your

rights back under the license, under your

patent.'" (Record, pp. 153-154.)

Mr. Cutler testified further:

"The discussion, as I have already testified,

was that we did not expect to sell out, but there

was no discussion that there was a bar being

planned for that contract." (Record, p. 155).

Based upon that discussion, and Avith the intent

and purpose thus disclosed, paragraph 11 was pre-

pared by the attorney selected by appellee and the

contract as thus supplemented was executed.

The positive intent of appellee was to secure by

paragraph 11 some protection and rights which he

would not otherwise have had. Appellee had no

purpose to give the Cutlers broader rights than they

would otherwise have had; and the Cutlers were not
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seeking any advantages in addition to tliose con-

ferred by the contract without paragraph 11. Ap-

pellee wanted that clause for his own benefit. F. W.

Cutler thought it was unnecessary because the Cut-

lers had "no ^intention of selling out", and Cutler

believed that the Cutlers could not "get away with

it legally" to sell and thereby "shelve" appellee, and

indicated that appellee should not be so lacking in

confidence in the Cutlers as to believe they "would

try to pull a thing like that."

And 3^et the result of this Court's decision is to say

that the paragraph, inserted for the very purpose of

preventing the (Xitlers from "shelving" appellee, indi-

cates an intent by the parties to permit the Cutlers

to do that very thing, that is, to sell the instrumental-

ity essential to performance and to terminate the

contract and release themselves without appellee's

consent. Thus this paragraph, inserted for the pur-

pose of protecting him in the enjoyment of his rights

under the contract, under the decision of the Court

conferred on the Cutlers the privilege to sell their

plant whenever they chose, and, if appellee could

not prevail on the purchaser to enter into a new con-

tract by way of novation, to leave appellee Avithoiit

any remedy, that is, to "shelve" appellee.

It is error, Ave respectfully submit, to read into a

particular clause, inserted for appellee's benefit for

the purpose of broadening his rights, an intent to
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restrict and cut down his rights, unless that result is

inevitable. That result is not inevitable and the lan-

guage of paragraph 11 does not compel the conclusion

that the parties thereby intended that the Cutlers

should have the right to terminate the contract at

their j)leasure, and that appellee should surrender his

rights to damages in the event of sale by the Cutlers

and their refusal to perform further. (See Western

Union Telegraph Company/ r. Brown, 25)> IT. S. 101,

40 iS. Ct. 400, cited in our opening brief, pp. 12-15, and

discussed again in later pages )

.

Furthermore, the Cutlers, even after they had sold

their business and suspended the manufacture and

distribution of appellee's device, believed that they

were still obligated to perform. Shortly before April

5, 1930, Cutler Manufacturing Co., Inc., had been

formed and had succeeded to the partnership assets,

including the Cook contract. On April 5, 1930, the

Cutler Corporation wrote to appellee:

"We desire to give you notice that the Cutler

Manufacturing Company, Inc., has taken over

the business and assets of the Cutler ^Manufac-

turing Company, co-partnership." (K. p. 159).

In explaining the purpose of that letter, appellant

F. W. Cutler testified as follows

:

"It was my idea that Cook would have the right

to cancel his contract if we sold out . . . We
had incorporated in this case here but we didn't

intend to get out of the deal. The purpose of the
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letter was to tell Cook lie would have the right,

if he wanted, to cancel the contract. It was up
to him. If he didn't cancel it the Cutler Man-
ufacturing Co., I believe, ivould have to carry it

along/' (R. p. 159).

Again, in the face of this admission that appel-

lants, as late as the spring of 193'0, interpreted the

contract as binding on them despite the fact of a

sale of the Cutler business, the Court's decision reads

into the contract a right in the Cutlers to terminate

the contract, and finds as a fact that the

parties intended that the Cutlers should have the

right to terminate the contract at their pleasure, and

thereby "shelve" appellee, by the simple device of dis-

posing of the instrumentality essential to performance

by the Cutlers.

The right which appellee asserts, is entirely con-

sistent with the rights and poAvers (as distinguished

from rights) which the Cutlers admittedly had under

the contract. When the Cutlers had under consider-

ation the matter of the sale to Food Machinery Cor-

poration, the alternatives which faced them were as

follows : If they wished to avoid liability for dam-

ages for breach of their contract with appellee, they

could refrain from making the sale and proceed with

the performance of the contract. On the contrar}^,

if the benefit which they would receive from a sale

to Food Machinery Corporation would be greater than
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the detriment to them upon their liability to appellee,

they could make the sale, pay appellee his damages,

and still be in a more favorable position. The Cut-

lers had it within their power to choose between

either of these two alternatives. The matter was

entirely beyond the control of appellee. The mere

fact that the parties recognized the power (as dis-

tinguished from right) in the Cutlers to sell their

business and breach their contract, does not indicate

any intention of the parties when the contract was

made that the Cutlers could do so with impunity and

without liability to the appellee for that breach.

The Court, at page 6 of the pamphlet copy of the

decision, states:

"The contract of Ma}^ 4 is predicated upon the

manufacturing plant of the Cutlers and upon
their distribution of their manufactured prod-

ucts. It was obvious to the parties when the}^

entered into a contract that when these facil-

ities were sold to a third person, the Cutlers

would be unable to carry out the contract in

the manner contemplated by the parties at the

time the contract was entered into."

The testimony of F. W. Cutler, quoted in earlier

pages, shows that the possible sale to a third per-

son was not the primary concern of the parties. Cook

was seeking some protection, not primarily against

the contingency of a sale to some outside party, but

rather against the results of the incorporation of the

business then conducted by the partnership. But even
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tlioiigli the primaly concern of the parties was to

protect appellee in the event of a sale to a third

party, the conclusion of the Court, that appellee

thereby intended to surrender any right which the

law gave him in the event of a breach, is erroneous.

At pages 4 and 5 of the printed decision, the Court

says

:

"The contract recognizes that such a sale of the

manufacturing business would materially alfect

both parties to the contract. For that reason the

subject is dealt with in the contract, although it

Avas otherwise irrelevant. Is it a fair construc-

tion o± clause 11 of the contract that in case the

Cutlers sold their general manufacturing busi-

ness to a third party they must erect a new plant
and continue to exploit the plaintiff's machine?
Clearly the parties contemplated no such extra-

ordinary procedure in the event of such a sale."

It is undoubtedly true that the erection of a new

manufacturing plant, in the event of a sale by the

Cutlers of the existing plant, was never considered

nor contemplated by the parties. But the Court's

conclusion based upon that fact is unjustified. It

does not folloAv that the parties intended by the

language of paragraph 11 to restrict the rights and

remedies of appellee. Even though the fact recited

is true, it is likewise true that appellee intended to

retain his right to recover damages if the Cutlers

voluntarily chose to divest themselves of their means

of performing the contract.
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The Court, at page G of the pam^jhlet copy of the

clecisiou, says:

". . . it is manifest from the contract and the

circumstances surrounding it, and particularly

from the provisions of paragraph 11 thereof, that

a sale by the Cutlers of their business would

prevent their performance of the contract, and,

consequently, to enforce the contract under the

circumstances would be directly contrary to the

obvious intention of the parties."

We respectfully submit that the conclusion of the

Court from this premise does not follow. It may well

be that the parties recognized that if the Cutlers

divested themselves of their means of performing the

contract, that is, if they sold their manufacturing

plant, they would thereafter be unable to perform

the contract according to its terms, but it does not

follow that to enforce the contract by giving the

appellee a right to damages is contrary to the in-

tention of the parties as expressed in the contract.

The Court states further at page (>

:

". . .It was also known that neither Cook nor

the Cutlers could control the action of a third

party who purchased the business of the Cutlers.

Consequently, the first option to the plaintiff

contained in paragraph 11 in the event of such

a sale was evidently intended to give him the

right to negotiate a satisfactory arrangement for

the continuance of the manufacture of plaintiff's

machine ])v the purchasers of the business of the

Cutler brothers. In the event he was able to
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make siich an arrangement the first option would
have required Cutler brothers to transfer
the license contract to the purchaser regardless
of whether or not the Cutlers desired to continue
to manufacture plaintiff's machine under the con-

tract."

The facts recited do not support the Court's con-

clusion that b}^ paragraph 11 appellee intended to

forego the right which he otherwise had to recover

damages from the Cutlers in the event of a sus-

pension by them of their performance under the

contract. If the Cutlers desired "to continue to man-

ufacture plaintiff's machine under the contract", they

were perfectly free to do so and their right to con-

tinue Avas assured to them if they had elected to

refrain from selling their business. But the con-

tinuance of that right, dependent only upon matters

entirely within their control, did not give them the

right, as the Court concludes, to terminate the con-

tract at their pleasure.

Further, on page (>, the Court says:

"... The second option in paragraph 11 to the

plaintiff permitted him to terminate the contract
in case of such a sale of the Cutlers' business
regardless of whether or not an arrangement
could be made with the purchaser or of whether
or not the Cutlers desired to continue under the
contract."

Again, Ave point out that if the Cutlers had desired to

continue under the contract, they could have done so
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at their pleasure, and it was within their sole power

to determine whether or not they should continue to

enjoy privileges given to them under the contract. Only

by their own voluntary act of selling their business

and divesting themselves of the instrument essential

to their continued performance, could appellee acquire

any right to prevent the Cutlers from continuing

under the contract. There is nothing in the fact as

recited in the last quotation to indicate an intent of

the parties, by any language in paragraph 11, to

deprive appellee of the right which he would other-

wise have to hold the Cutlers for damages if they

chose to suspend performance of the contract.

Finally, on page 6, the Court says

:

"... While it is true that the contract did not

expressly give the Cutlers the right to terminate

the contract in the case of the sale of their busi-

ness, it is manifest from the contract and the

circumstances surrounding it, and particularly

from the provisions of paragraph 11 thereof, that

a sale by the Cutlers of their business would

prevent their performance of the contract, and,

consequently, to enforce the contract under the

circumstances would be directly contrary to the

obvious intention of the parties."

We respectfully submit that the conclusion thus an-

nounced does not follow from the premise stated in

the beginning of the sentence. We reiterate that the

matter of the sale by the Cutlers of their business

Avas a thing entirely within their control and entirely
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beyond tlie control of appellee. Manifestly the

voluntary act ot tlie Cutlers in selling their bus-

iness would make i^erformance of the contract by

them impossible, but it does not follow that the

parties intended, when they drafted the contract,

that appellee should be foreclosed of his right to

sue for damages if the Cutlers chose to disable them-

selves. It does not follow that the Cutlers had the

right, to be exercised by them at their pleasure, to

terminate the contract.

We submit that it tortures the language of para-

graph 11 to say that by the grant of the option to

appellee to cancel and terminate the contract, in cer-

tain circumstances, the parties thereby intended to

grant to the Cutlers the right to terminate the con-

tract at their pleasure. An option is exercisable by

a party at his own election and he is thereby given

a choice; but here the Court w^ould say that the very

grant to appellee of a right to make a choice de-

stroyed his right to elect, and conferred on the Cut-

lers the right to terminate at their election and with-

out appellee's consent.

The interpretation of the contract with paragraph

11 included gave to the appellee precisely the same

rights which he would have had if paragi'aph 11 had

been omitted. The obvious question to ask, then, is

why it was included if paragraph 11 added nothing

to the rights of rhj of the parties. With all defer-
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ence to the opinion of the attorney, now deceased,

who drafted paragraph 11 (Appellants' Brief, p. 35),

we believe that appellee was poorly advised when
he insisted on the inclusion of paragraph 11. That

paragraph was undoubtedly superfluous. It neither

added to nor subtracted from the rights which ap-

pellee would otherwise have had or the rights or

obligations of the Cutlers. It is erroneous to hold,

as the Court has, that the language insisted

upon by appellee upon the advice of his then attorney,

for the purpose of securing to appellee rights which

he thought he would not otherwise have, actually evi-

dences an intent on the part of the appellee and

the appellants to take away from appellee the very

rights he was endeavoring to protect. It is erron-

eous to conclude that a paragTaph insisted on by

appellee so that the Cutlers could not "shelve" him,

evidences an intent to give the Cutlers a right to

terminate the contract, and thus "shelve" appellee.

There is a further point which the Court has over-

looked, and this again is the result of our failure to

discuss in greater detail the pro\isions and circum-

stances of the particular agreement here involved.

The additional point requires a consideration of para-

graph 8 of the agreement. Paragraph 8 reads as

follows

:

"Eighth. If either of the parties shall fail

to keep and perform diligently and punctually,

any of the terms and conditions hereof, the other
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party shall have the right to cancel and termi-

nate this agreement for such breach, provided
that before such right of cancellation shall be
exercised, the party asserting such breach anc'

claiming such right of cancellation, shall give

the other notice in writing specifying such breach
with reasonable certainty, and the other party
may within thirty days after receiving such
notice, make good such breach. If the party re-

ceiving such notice shall fail within such period

of thirty days to make good such breach, then

the other party shall have the right to cancel

and terminate this contract, but such cancella-

tion shall not release the other party from any
liabilities then existing hereunder."

It must be remembered that the decision of the

Court, in its interpretation only of the language of

paragraph 11, reads into the contract a right in the

Cutlers to terminate the contract upon a sale of their

business and to relieve themselves of any further

obligations to appellee. It is a cardinal rule of

interpretation that in determining the intent of the

parties as expressed in a written instrument, a court

will examine the entire instrument and determine

the intent from the entire document, even though

certain parts of the contract considered alone M^ould

seem to lead to a different conclusion. Miller v.

Rolertson, 266 IT. S. 243, 45 S. Ct. 73; SasinotcsM

V. Boston & 31. R. R. Co., 74 F. (2d) 822. It is like-

wise a rule of interpretation of contracts that the

enumeration of particular things indicates an intent
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ou the part of the parties to exclude things of the

same nature not specifically enumerated. Andrew

Jer(/ens Co. v. Woodbury, Inc., 273 Fed. 9."52 (afd. 270

Fed. lOlG). This rule is expressed in the phrase

Expressio unius est exclusio alterius. Consequently,

to determine whether the Court is correct in its

decision in reading into paragraph 11 a provision not

there expressed, giving the Cutlers the right to termi-

nate under the facts of this case, we must consider

the entire contract, and particularly paragraph 8.

Paragraph 8 gives to each party the right to can-

cel and terminate the contract in the event of a

breach by the other party. By this paragraph 8, then,

the Cutlers were given a right to cancel and termi-

nate the contract, but only in the event of a breach

by the appellee of his obligations as set forth in the

contract. Necessarily, then, if appellee was not in

any way in default when the Cutlers attempted to

terminate the contract in the spring of 1930, they

had no right to terminate by virtue of any provision

in paragraph 8. Furthermore, the specification in

paragraph 8 of the condition upon which the Cutlers

would have the right to cancel and terminate the

agreement, under the rule that the expression of

one is the exclusion of the other, negatives the con-

clusion of the Court that the Cutlers had the right

to terminate the contract for any reasons other than

those expressed in paragraph 8. It follows, then,
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that the decision of the Court, in reading into the

contract a right in the Cutlers to terminate at their

pleasure upon a sale of their business—a ground not

spec4fied in paragraph 8—is an erroneous construc-

tion of the contract.

We respectfully submit that a consideration only

of the language of the contract itself and of the

circumstances surrounding its j)reparation and exe-

cution requires the conclusion that nothing in the

contract deprived appellee of his right, in the event

of a sale by the Cutlers of their business and a sus-

pension of performance by them, to treat the con-

tract as still in effect and to hold the Cutlers for

damages arising out of their breach. The decision

of the Court is erroneous in reading into paragraph

11 a right in the Cutlers, not there expressed, to

terminate the contract at their pleasure, upon the

sale of their business, and in depriving appellee of

the right which every promisee has, whether or not

expressed in the contract, to hold the promisor liable

for damages in the event of a breach by the promisor.

These conclusions, we submit, follow from a consid-

eration only of paragraph 11 and the circumstances

under which it was prepared. These conclusions are

strengthened by a consideration of the contract as a

whole, and particularly of paragraph 8.
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IV.

The Authorities Are Opposed to the Conclusions Announced

By the Court In Its Decision.

In onr brief we cited two decisions of the Supreme

Court of the United States and one decision of the

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, con-

struing language similar to that contained in para-

graph 11 of the contract now under consideration.

In the present case, paragraph 11 provides that upon

the sale 'by the Cutlers of their business, appellee

"shall have the option" either to require the pur-

chaser to assume the contract or to cancel and termi-

nate the agreement. We asserted in our brief that

the rights thus given, specifically described as op-

tional, were not the exclusive remedies of appellee.

We contended that if he could not negotiate a nova-

tion with the purchaser, he might Avaive his right to

terminate the contract and treat the contract as still

in effect and sue to recover damages. Since the

optional rights were inserted for his benefit (and

we think that it has been demonstrated by the testi-

mon}^ reviewed in prior pages that they were in-

serted for his benefit), he could waive them and still

sue and recover damages in the event of a default.

This conclusion is supported by the decisions of

the Supreme Court previously cited construing lan-

guage much less liberal to the plaintift's than the
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lauguage here under cousideration. Stewart v,

Griffith, 217 U. S. 323, 30 S. Ct. 528; Western Union

Telegraph Company v. Brown, 253 IT. S. 101, 40 S. Ct.

460. We likewise cited Kant-Skore Piston Company

V. Sinclair Manufacturing Corporation, 32 F. (2d)

882, a decision of the 'Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals,

which applies the same rule announced by the Su-

preme Court in its two decisions. In appellants'

brief counsel cited no authority to the contrary and

made no attempt to distinguish the cases cited and

relied on by us. This avoidance by counsel of any

discussion of the authorities is particularly notice-

able in view of the fact that these were the three

cases cited and relied on by the Master in reaching

his conclusions. (R. pp. 769-770).

The Court in its decision takes no notice of these

controlling decisions of the United States Supreme

Court, and, as a matter of fact, cites absolutely no

authority to support its views.

The rule of these cases is the uniform rule of all

the Circuits wherein the point has arisen. The Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals of the First Circuit applied

the rule of the Supreme Court cases in Fred W.
Mears Heel Co. v. Walley, 71 F. (2d) 876. The Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals of the Third Circuit applied

the same rule in Biscayne Shores, Inc., v. Cook, 67 F.

(2d) 144, and likewise in Burns Mortgage Co. v.
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Schwartz, 72 F. (2d) 991. In tlie Fourth Circuit the

rule was applied in First National Bank v. Glens

Falls Insurance Co., 27 F. (2d) 64. As we have

already pointed out, the rule was applied in the

Sixth Circuit in Kant^kore Piston Company v. Sin-

clair Mfg. Corporation, supra. In the Seventh Cir-

cuit, the court considered the rule in Interstate Iron

& Steel Co. V. Northwestern Bridge & Iron Co., 278

Fed. 50. In that case the court reached a conclusion

contrary to that in Stewart v. Griffith because of

the finding that the clause in question was not in-

serted clearly for the benefit of the plaintiff. The

court indicated that the result of the case would

have been otherwise and that the rule of Stewart v.

Griffith would have been applicable had the pro-

vision in the contract then under consideration re-

lating to cancellation privileges been described as

"optional" in the plaintift'. iSince the rights granted

by paragraph 11 in this case were described as "op-

tional", it follows that the rule in the Seventh Cir-

cuit is in accord with the decision Ave now urge. In

the Eighth Circuit, the rule is applied in two cases,

in James B. Betrij & Sons Co. v. Monark Gasoline &

Oil Co., 32 F. (2d) 74, and Moffat Tunnel Improve'

ment Dist. v. Denver & Salt Lake R. Co., 45 F. (2d)

715.

So far as we have been able to determine, the

point has been before the court in the Ninth Circuit
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in only one case

—

Western Union Telegraph Co. vl

Lange, 248 Fed. 656. In tliat case this Court at-

tempted to distingiiish Steivart i\ Griffith, and de-

clined to apply the rule therein announced by the

Supreme Court of the United iStates. However, that

decision in the Ninth Circuit was reversed by the

Supreme Court of the United States in Western

Union Telegraph Co. v. Brown, supra, the case upon

which the Master relied and which we cited in our

opening brief.

There is some suggestion in the cases that the

rule of Stewart v. Griffith applies only to contracts

involving the sale or leasing of real estate. This

was the suggestion made by the Circuit Court of

Appeals of this Circuit in Western Union Telegraph-

Co. v. Lange, supra, and a similar suggestion is made

in Sedalia Mining & Mineral Co. v. Sharp, 300 Fed.

211, a decision of the District Court of Kansas. This

suggestion is effectively answered by the decision of

the Supreme Court in Western Union Telegraph Co.

V. Brown, supra, which involved a contract for the

sale of corporate stock, and which reversed the de-

cision of this Circuit wherein the suggestion was

made. It is likewise answered by the case of Fred

W. Mears Heel Co. v. Walley, supra, from the First

Circuit, involving a contract for the sale of

lumber; the case of Kant-Skore Piston Co. v. Sin-

clair Mfg. Corporation, supra, from the Sixth Cir-

I
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ciiit involving, as does tlie case at bar, a contract

for license to manufacture under a patent; and

James B. Berry & Sons v. Monark Gasoline & Oil Co.

from the Eighth Circuit, involving a contract for the

sale of gasoline.

In conclusion we earnestly submit that the con-

tract in this case prescribed a period of time during

which both of the contracting parties were bound to

perform. In addition to this, paragraph 11 under-

took to give to appellee the right to terminate the

contract in the event appellants sold their business

to a third party. The result of the Court's decision

is to give to appellants the real option to terminate,

because the Court has concluded that upon the sale

by appellants the contract came to an end. We have

searched the contract, the evidence disclosing the in-

tention of the parties, and the applicable decisions,

in vain, for anything which would support this result.

We earnestly believe that upon a further considera-

tion of the record the Court will reach a ditferent

conclusion than that announced in its decision.

We submit that the case should be re-examined

and re-heard.

Carey, Hart, Spencer and McCulloch^

Omar C. Spencer,

Fletcher Rockwood.

Counsel for Appellee, i L
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